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MORE THAN JUSTANOTHER PRETTY FACE
Says who? Says ANSI.

Specifically, subcommittee X3B8 of the American

National Standards Institute (ANSI) says so. The fact

is all ElephantrM floppies meet or exceed the specs

required to meet or exceed all their standards.

But just who is "subcommittee X3B8" to issue such

pronouncements?

They're a group of people representing a large,

well-balanced cross section of disciplines—from

academia, government agencies, and the computer

industry. People from places like IBM, Hewlett-Packard,

3M, Lawrence Livermore Labs, The U.S. Department

of Defense, Honeywell and The Association of Com

puter Programmers and Analysts. In short, it's a bunch

of high-caliber nitpickers whose mission, it seems, in

order to make better disks for consumers, is also to

make life miserable for everyone in the disk-making

business.

How? By gathering together periodically (often,

one suspects, under the full moon) to concoct more

and more rules to increase the quality of flexible

disks. Their most recent rule book runs over 20 single-

spaced pages—listing, and insisting upon—hundreds
upon hundreds of standards a disk must meet in

order to be blessed by ANSI. (And thereby be taken

seriously by people who take disks seriously.)

In fact, if you'd like a copy of this formidable docu

ment, for free, just let us know and we'll send you

one. Because once you know what it takes to make

an Elephant for ANSI...

We think you'll want us to make some Elephants

for you.

ELEPHANT. HEAVY DUTY DISKS.
For a free poster-size portrait of our powerful pachyderm, please write us.

Distributed Exclusively by Leading Edge Products, Inc., 225 Turnpike Street, Canton, Massachusetts 02021

Call: toll-free 1-800-343-6833; or in Massachusetts call collect (617) 828-8150. Telex 951-624.



IF YOU'RE WAITING FOR THE
PRICE OF WORD PROCESSORS
TO FALL WITHIN REASON

Everyone expected it would happen

sooner or later.. .with \

it already has! Now all the marvelous

benefits of expensive and advanced

word processing systems are available

on Commodore computers, America's

largest selling computer line. WordPro

PLUS, when combined with the new 80

column CBM 8032, creates a word pro

cessing system comparable to virtually

any other top quality word processor

available—but at savings of thousands

of dollars!

New, low cost computer technology is

now available at a fraction of what you

would expect to pay. This technology

allowed Commodore to introduce the

new and revolutionary CBM 8032

Computer.

WordPro PLUS turns this new CBM

8032 Computer into a sophisticated,

time saving word processing tool. With

WordPro PLUS, documents are dis

played on the computer's screen. Edit

ing and last minute revisions are simple

and easy. No more lengthy re-typing

sessions. Letters and documents are

easily re-called from memory storage

for editing or printing with final drafts

printed perfectly at over five hundred

words per minute!

TM WordPro is a Registered Trademark of Professional Soflware. Inc. WordPro was written by Steve Punter
All specifications subject to change without notice.

Our nationwide team of professional

dealers will show you how your office

will benefit by using WordPro PLUS. At

a price far less than you realize.

Invest in your office's future...

Invest In w< js. ..

Call us today for the name of the

WordPro PLUS dealer nearest you.

Professional Software Inc.

51 Fremont Street
Needham, MA 02194

(617)444-5224
TELEX:951579



Introducing SnooperTroops
detective series.

Educationalgamesthat turn ordinary
homes into Sherlockhomes.

Where can you find educational

games that your kids will really enjoy

playing?

Elementary, my dear Watson. From

Spinnaker.

Our Snooper Troops detective games

are fun, exciting and challenging. And

best of all, they have real educational

value. 5o while your kids are having

fun, they're learning.

As a Snooper Trooper, your child

will have a great time solving the

mysteries. But it will take some

daring detective work. They'll

have to question suspects, talk to

mysterious agents, and even search

dark houses to uncover clues.

The Snooper Troops programs are

compatible with
Apple,® IBM® and

Atari® computers and

provide your kids with everything they

need: a SnoopMobile, a wrist radio, a

5noopMet computer, a camera for taking

5noopshots and even a notebook for

keeping track of information.

5nooper Troops detective games help

your children learn to take notes, draw

maps, organize and classify information

and they help develop vocabulary and

reasoning skills. All while your kids are

having a good time.

So if you want to find educational

games that are really fun, here's

a clue: Snooper Troops games are

available at your local software

store, or by writing to: Spinnaker

Software, 215 First Street Cam

bridge, MA 02142.

O 5pmnaher Software Corp 1982



Spinnaker's early learning
games will help makeyour children
as smart asyon tell everyone theyare.

Your kids are pretty smart

After ail, they're your kids.

Spinnaker can help make them even

smarter With a line of educational software
that kids love to play.

Spinnaker games make the computer

screen come to life with full color graphics

and sound. And they're fun. Lots of fun. But
they also have real educational value.

Some of our games help exercise your

child's creativity Others improve memory

and concentration. While others help to

improve your child's writing, vocabulary,
and spelling skills.

And every Spinnaker game provides
familiarity with the computer and helps your
children feel friendly with the computer.

Even if they've never used a comput
er before.

And Spinnaker games are compati

ble with the most popular computers:
Apple,® Atari® and IBM®

Our newest game, KinderComp1"
(Ages 3-8) is a collection of iearn-
ing exercises presented in a fun

and exciting manner

Rhymes and Riddles'"

(Ages 4-9) is a letter guess

ing game featuring kids'

favorite riddles, famous say

ings and nursery rhymes.

Story Machine'" (Ages

5-9) lets children write their
own stories and see them

come to life on the screen.

And PACEMAKER™ lets your

children create their own funny

faces and make them wink, smile,
wiggle ears (not your kids' ears,

the ears on the screen), etc.
And we're intro

ducing new games nw^i^g^^^

all the time.

5olookfor5pinnaker
games at your local

software retailer, or fc>y

writing to: Spinnaker

Software, 215 First St.,
Cambridge, MA 02142.

And show your kids

how smart their par

ents really are.

: ",

IEMAKEI

We make iearning fun.

Apple. IBM and Atwi areiegraterM trrtenwhs of Apple Computer. Inc. imefruUonal Business MacmnwCoip zr-a ftWl W



THE MOSAIC RAM SYSTEMS FORATARI

CLEARLYTHE BEST

THE

SCREEN

CLARITY

TEST

YOU CAN SEE THE MOSAIC DIFFERENCE

WHATTHE EXPERTS HAD TO SAY

A.N.A.LO.G. 400/800 MAGAZINE said in a 32K RAM

board comparison test: "The Mosaic 32K RAM showed no

sign of interference and gave the best screen clarity" and

"Mosaic uses what we feel are the highest quality

components which may improve reliability".

INTERFACE AGE said after replacing the Atari memory

board with a Mosaic 32K RAM: "Once in place there is no

noticeable change in screen clarity" and "in view of its

excellent performance it should be a serious choice for those

Atari owners intending to expand their memory"

Each Mosaic RAM board gives you more thanjust the best

screen clarity but also the best in reliability flexibility and

compatibility The Mosaic RAM systems offer you the best in

every way— these features prove it.

■ Works in both the Atari 400*& 800*computers.

■ 4 year guarantee.

■ Complete instructions.

■ Test cycled 24 hours for reliability

■ Gold edge connectors for better reliability

■ Quick no-solder installation.

■ Full flexible memory configuration.

■ Can be used with 8K, 16K and future products.

■ Designed to take advantage of Atari 800s superior bus structure.

■ Designed for inter-board communication in Atari 800.

■ Allows Atari 800 to have 2 slots open for future expansion.

■ Always the best components used for superior screen clarity and

reliability.

■ Low power design for safety and reliability.

■ Available companion board [ S5| to allow running The Mosaic RAM

systems independent of other boards.

THE MOSAIC RAM SYSTEMS FOR

THE SERIOUS ATARI OWNER.

THE MOSAIC 32K RAM

For the serious Atari owner. This is the 32K RAM board

you've been hearing about. It has every feature you

could want from a RAM board and more features than

any other board offers. Each Mosaic 32K RAM comes with

complete instructions so in a few minutes you will have

expanded your Atari 800 to 48K RAM. The Mosaic 32K

RAM works as well in the Atari 400, but we suggest the

NEW Mosaic Expander.

THE MOSAIC EXPANDER

This is the most effective way you can expand to 32K

RAM for your Atari 400 computer. And at almost the 16K

price! The revolutionary Mosaic Expander is a memory

board with 16K RAM in place and open slots to add 16K

more from the Atari 16K board that comes with your Atari

400. Each board comes with complete instructions so in a

few minutes you will have expanded to 32K RAM.
For your nearest Mosaic dealer call toll free

800-547-2807

*Trademark of Atari, Inc.

ELECTRONICS

P.O. Box 708 Oregon City, Oregon 97045

503/655-9574 Toll Free 800-547-2807
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ZX Sinclair ZX-81, " All or

several of the above.
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Robert Lock Publisher/Editor-in-Chief

More On The IBM Personal/Home Computer

It appears, according to our sources, that IBM is

preparing a $500 level entry into the home market.

With the rumored introduction still at least six

months away, the "Home Computer" is expected

to have full color and graphics capability, as well as

the ability to be upgraded to run IBM PC (Personal

Computer) programs. Our impression is that now

that IBM has had a successful taste of this market

with their PC, they're anxious to move quickly into

broadening their market share. The main thrust of

the new computer, suggested one source, is to

compete with both VIC-20 type graphics and the

power of an Apple.

How COMPUTE! Readers Use Their Computers

"Those things aren't good for anything but playing

games...," "What can you do with them if you're

not a programmer?", "Etc...." We thought it appro

priate, in this home applications issue, to find out

how our readers use their computers. We randomly

selected subscriber names from all over North

America, and Tom Halfhill, our Features Editor,

spent several days, nights, and a few weekends

tracking down COMPUTE! readers. Many, not

surprisingly, interrupted their computing to talk

with Tom. The article makes interesting reading,

and we welcome your thoughts on the use of your

computer at home.

David Thornburg, our monthly author of

"Friends of the Turtle" and "Computers and Soci

ety" columns, has been addressing philosophical

problems in C&S in COMPUTE! since early 1980.

Several points are raised in Tom's article that will

be of increasing interest to parents and children

using computers in the home. Let us know your

feelings on the parent/child/computer interaction,

and we'll pull in the comments of David, Tom, and

Fred D'Ignazio and present a forum article in a

few months. Another relevant topic is Fred's col

umn in this issue, "The World Inside The Com

puter." We predict some thoughtful reader feed

back on sex role stereotyping and children with

computers.

A Bang And A (Small) Whimper

The Commodore 64, shipping 10,000 to 12,000

units in its first two weeks of production, was re

cently slowed down for some apparent ROM up

grades and other cosmetic Fixes. We hear that

several hundred of the very first ones were involved

in a recall to fix a firmware bug. Sources indicate

the 64 is now backlogged to the tune of tens of

thousands of units, and that production won't be

close to demand until capacity is drastically increased

early in '83. The Commodore MAX Machine,

originally scheduled for a fall introduction, will be

released in early spring. The price for the game

machine/computer will be revised from the original

$180 or so to the low $ 100's. This change obviously

reflects the fact that, since announcement of the

MAX, the price of the VIC-20 has plunged from

$299.95 to the level originally intended for the

MAX.

Tooting Our Horn

You'll recall thai our October issue, a scant two

months ago, broke the magic 100,000 press run

barrier. Not only did we break it, we literally crashed

through it! For purposes of dealer reorders, we

had to declare the October issue sold out on October

4. November press run bumped to 118,000, and

this issue hits the 130,000 mark. 500,000, here we

come. A recent survey of our new subscribers

indicated that 87% of you have one or more friends

you expect will purchase their first personal

computers within six months. Introduce them to

COMPUTE! while they're at it.

In the November Micro World Electronix

advertisement, the price of the "System 310"

appeared incorrectly. The actual price of

the "System 310" is $1195. We apologize for

any inconvenience this may have caused our

readers or Micro World Electronix.
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MORE THAN EVER, ATARI HOME COMPUTERS
ARE SPEAKINGYOUR LANGUAGE.

With more program languages than ever to choose from, you
now have more opportunities than ever to utilize the amazing
capabilities of the ATARI 800™ Home Computer.

Whether you're a beginning programmer, or at the fore
front of the art, you'll find an ATARI programming language
that can make your task quicker and simpler than ever

before. Just look at what ATARI has to offer:

ATARI Microsoft BASIC—Now we offer the industry

standard, the most powerful Microsoft BASIC yet. With
simple commands, it allows you to take advantage of unique
ATARI hardware features such as our well-known player/
missile graphics. For ease of programming, it includes

n-dimensional arrays for numerics and string handling. And
importantly, conversion procedures are simple.

ATARI Macro Assembler—Faster and more powerful than

any ATARI language before, the ATARI Macro Assembler
also allows you to access more memory space. And it's excel
lent for I/O interface and manipulation of such features as:
player/missile graphics, sound registers and peripherals.
In addition, the macro processor and "include" file library
features speed-up program development considerably.

Fig-FORTH—For specialized programming needs, such

as educational or game applications, ATARI Fig-FORTH is
uniquely effective. Fig-FORTH combines power and sim

plicity in an efficient 10K size, with characteristics of an
interpreter and the speed of machine language code.

ATARI BASIC-An affordable and easy to use BASIC that

requires only 8K ofmemory. It allows you to take advantag

the spectacular ATARI graphics and sound capabilities.

And its immediate mode error messages greatly simplify
debugging.

ATARI Assembler Editor—An excellent tool to assist the

assembler-programmer in creating, editing and debugging
assembly programs.

PILOT—ATARI PILOT is an exceptional learning language,

with built-in "turtle" graphics to let you create spectacular
designs and pictures with very short programs. Simple one
or two-letter commands allow you to create a dialogue with
the computer. And a single "match" command can perform
complex text evaluation and pattern-matching instantly.

ATARI Pascal—An excellent high-level language for

teaching structured programming, and for developing and
maintaining programs. In addition to offering all the features

of the ISO Pascal standard, ATARI Pascal offers unique
extensions that allow you to take advantage ofATARI graphics
and sound capabilities.

ATARI is constantly developing new ways to help you get
more out of your ATARI 800 Home Computer. So watch

for more innovative and exciting programming
languages from ATARI in the future.

For more information, write to ATARI, Inc.,

Dept.C4Z, P.O. Box 16525,

Denver, CO 80216. ATARI
C 193J ATARI, Inn All Rj«hi-. Reserved
•AvjiliH.- from the ATARI Pi.-ur.im Exchun

ATARI HOME COMPUTERS
We ve Brought The Computer Age Home™
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II POWER.TO YOUR

COMMODORE COMPUTER

.96

POWER produces a dramatic improvement in the

ease of editing BASIC on Commodore's computers.

POWER is a programmer's utility package (in a 4K

ROM) that contains a series of new commands and
utilities which are added to the Screen Editor and the

BASIC Interpreter. Designed for the CBM BASIC

user, POWER contains special editing, programming,
and software debugging tools not found in any other

microcomputer BASIC. POWER is easy to use and is

sold complete with a full operator's manual written by
Jim Butterfield.

POWER'S special keyboard 'instant action' features
and additional commands make up for, and go beyond

the limitations of CBM BASIC. The added features

include auto line numbering, tracing, single stepping

through programs, line renumbering, and definition

of keys as BASIC keywords. POWER even includes
TM POWEH is a Registered Trademark ot Professional Software. Inc.

All specifications subject 10 change without notice.

new "stick-on" keycap labels. The cursor movement

keys are enhanced by the addition of auto-repeat and
text searching functions are added to help ease pro

gram modification. Cursor UP and cursor DOWN

produce previous and next lines of source code.
COMPLETE BASIC program listings in memory can
be displayed on the screen and scrolled in eitherdirec-
tion. POWER is a must for every serious CBM user.

Call us today, for the name of the Professional
Software dealer nearest you.

Professional Software Inc.
51 Fremont Street

Needham, MA 02194

Tel: (617) 444-5224 Telex #951579
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Ask The

Readers
The Editors And Readers of COMPUTE

Screen Memory On The Atari

Before I upgraded my Atari 400 (I went from 16K

to 48K of memory), I was able to use a whole sei of
POKEs I accidentally found one time: POKE 15424

to POKE 16383. These are X,Y positions in

Graphics 0. When accompanied by the character

number from the Internal Character Set. p. 55,

User's Manual they would produce the chosen

character at the X.V location on screen. For

example, POKE 15424,64 would put a heart at

position (),().

I wrote several programs which used this, but

since I've expanded to 48K memory. I can't get

these POKEs any more. Did I sacrifice them to the

new memory somehow?

Richard Fleagle

You accidentally came upon screen memory. This ■suction

of your memory holds all the data necessary to display text

on the TV. Ifyou change the contents of this memory with

POKEs, you automatically change the display.

Screen memory is alwaysfound at the "top" ofmem

ory, at the highest addresses. When you upgraded and

added more memory, the screen memory zone relocated

itself to remain on the top. Fortunately, you can always

determine just where screen memory is on an Atari with:

SCREEN = PEEK (88)+ 256* PEEK (89)

On a 40 or 48K Atari, you should get back 40960 as the

value for the variable SCREEN. Using that formula will

insure that your programs will run correctly on any Atari.

Color Computer Maps

Possibly some of your readers can help me out. I

purchased a TRS-80 Color Computer with Ex

tended BASIC and an assembler, thinking I could

come up with some simple game for myself and

family. Then I found out that the addresses of
even the most simple ROM subroutines are not

available. A letter to TRS-80 customer service was

not very fruitful either. They said they were not

allowed to give that information out.

Such information is available to Atari owners,

PET owners and others. Can someone help me out

or tell me where to get the information?

John Gee

When a new computer comes out, it generally takes some

time before a full map of its BASIC becomes available.

COMPUTE! has printed many such maps and will continue

to be a source of these most useful guides. Because the

Color Computer uses a version of the popular Microsoft

BASIC, you can get an idea of what to expect fry looking

at a published map of Commodore or Apple Microsoft.

Though the task of mapping BASIC, is not for the

novice or for the impatient, there are some BASIC pro

grams which can assist in pointing to important .sub

routines and in identifying zero page usage. For a

thorough discussion of these techniques, and the BASIC

programs themselves, see "Mapping Machine Language"

a two-part series, which began in the Juh 1982 issue of

COMPUTE!.

VIC Soft Memory Recovery

Your "Ask The Readers" article on the Super

Expander Cartridge for the VIC. in the August

COMPUTE! issue, was great information for me.

Now I have some information for William D.

Collins. He said in his article the only way to get

••your" memory back after typing RUN/STOP and

RESTORE is to type SYS 64802; this is fine if you

don't want your program. But if you want to keep

your program, all you have to do is PRESS the

"Fl"keythen4and RETURN. Doing this you

disable the S.E.C., which has 3K of RAM for use in
BASIC programs if the graphics are not called too.

I hope this information will help him as much

as it helped me.

John Cresswcll

Reader Walter Dudek sent in an alternative way to

recover memory non-destrudively. He points out that

Graphics mode 4 can be put at the end of a program, or

in a short routine to use while writing or debugging a

program:

2000 END

2001 GRAPHIC 2

2002 GRAPHIC 4

Then just RUN 2001 to return lost memory.

Autorun Atari

How can you put Autorun on a disk to run BASIC

programs? Can a BASIC program be saved as an

AL'TORUN.SYS that will boot up into RAM when

the power is turned on? Could you help with an

explanation? Or cover this subject in an article?

Jim Givens

For a tutorial article and demonstration, see "A utomate

Your Atari" in next month's COMPUTE!.



UMI games.. .for the fun ofVIC
®

Challenge the masters in Renaissance, a thousand-

year-old game played in twenty-first century style.

The strategy is the same as Othello™ or Reversi™,

but the similarity ends there. Renaissance will test

your intellect against that of your opponent — the

computer. You can recall moves, change sides,

switch skill levels, or save games to

continue later. You can even ask your

opponent for help!

Renaissance is just one of UMI's chal

lenging strategy contests. Depending

on your selection, games come on

either cassettes or United Microware's

own durable cartridges. If you're ready

for a stimulating mind duel with the

computer... you're ready for Renaissance. Send for

the latest UMI catalog and contact the dealer nearest

you. After all, it's just for the fun of VIC®!

Adventure-packed arcade-quality games (AMOK,

METEOR RUN, SPIDERS OF MARS, ALIEN BLITZ, and

more) 3re also available from UMI.

United Microware Industries, Inc.

3503-C Temple Avenue

Pomona, CA 91768 (714) 594-1351

VIC is 3 registered trademark of Commodore Business Machines
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Just when the business

world is up to its white collars

in visiclones, calcalikes and

other spreadsheet packages,
Apple's" come out with

something entirely different.

Introducing Senior Analyst.

Like other financial
modeling packages, it allows
managers and professionals

to ask all those proverbial

"What If?"questions.
Unlike the others, this

powerful financial planning

tool was designed to be used

in a corporate environment,

by lots of people. So you get
lots of advantages.

For example, you can

transfer data (across diskettes)
from one financial model

to another. Or consolidate
many models into one.

So sales, manufacturing,

administration and any

number of other depart

ments (even in other cities)
can easily share information.

Giving each the power to

create comprehensive and

Senior Analyst lets different departments share and consolidate data That way the company doesn't
more pitchforks than it can sell

Analyst, you can do it. And

even print out a formatted

report that includes only the

information you need.

A report that anyone can

understand. Because the

headings are in English, not
in code.

With Senior Analyst, you can now cultivate forecasts
by merging reports from distant divisions,

flexible financial projections,

budgets, cash flow statements
and the like.

Want to combine selected

data (such as important

subtotals) from six different

divisions? With Senior

Eisj to follow commands allow employees to

create models u-ithout learning a second language.

You can also document

and print out all those

assumptions used to create

your model, to give others a

concrete understanding of

how you reached your
conclusion. (The program

even allows you to continue
working while a model is

being printed.)

To complement all these

accommodating features,

you'll also find built-in

functions for depreciation,
linear regression forecasting,

and other powerful virtues

not found in most financial

software packages.
All of which we'd like you

to experience in person, at

any of our 1300 authorized

full-support dealers (they
also offer a vast library ofother
quality software distributed

by Apple for Apples).

And don't ask for just any

spreadsheet package.Tell them

you need to see an analyst.

apple
The most personal software.

CaN (800) 538-9696 tWche location of the authori:ed Apple dealer nearest you. or for information regarding corporate purchases through our National Accouni Program.
In California (800) bbl'9218. Or write Apple Computer Inc.. Advertising and Promotion Dept., 20525 Mariani Ave.. Cupertino. CA 95014. © 1982 Apple Computer Inc.
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Preschooler Programs

We have purchased unexpanded VIC's for two

Headstart centers and are having a difficult lime

finding software aimed at preschool children. I'd

be interested in hearing from people who might

know of such sources.

Joan Haverson

Schuytkill County Child Development Program

P.O.Box 183

Ringtovm, PA 17967

COMPUTE! regularly publishes programs and gamesfor

young computerists. See "Mathman" in October 1982,

"An Atarifor Christmas" last month, and "Name Play"

in this issue. Also, the Computer Friend being built as a

series ofprograms in Fred D'Ignazio's "The World Insidt

The Computer" is ofgreat appeal to youngsters.

Machine Language Printing

I have started to convert my BASIC programs lo

machine language (ML). The problem I am having

is that I don't know how to print a character in ML.

The other question is where can you load ML

programs into memory which can be called from a

BASIC program? I already know about the cassette

buffers.

Aris Zakinthinos

There are several ways to print characters in ML. Perhaps

the easiest is lo load the accumulator with the character's

code number and thenJSR to the "output a byte" routine:

LDA #$41JSR SFFD2. This is BASIC'S way ofprinting

to the screen. The next time you JSR to SFFD2. the

characterwillbe printed in the space following the previous

character. Alternatively, you could LDA + $41 and then

STA $8000 or wherever your screen RAM is located.

This is the equivalent of a BASIC POKE.

You don't mention which computer you use, but we

are assuming that it's a Commodore model since you speak

ofthe traditional'cassette buffer location for hiding ML

from BASIC. Because BASIC puts variables in RAM, it

could overwrite an ML program which was unprotected.

Before putting ML and BASIC together, you need to reset

the "limit-of-menuny" pointer ($34, 35 in 4.0 and Up

grade BASIC; consult a map ofyour computer's memory

for other BASlCs). This makes BASIC think that there is

no more RAM beyond whatever address is indicated by

these two bytes. It will perform its operations below the

protected ML.

However, because ML is the machine's language, it

is highly specific to each model. You need to work with a

map ofyour version ofBASIC and ofyour computer's

memory usage. While $FFD2 means something in Com

modore BASIC, it would be entirely different on an Atari

or a TI.

Commodore 64 Peripherals

I plan on buying my first computer by Christmas

of this year. The Commodore (i4 seems to have the

capability and memory I need. I have been looking

forward to seeing the 64, but the more I read

about it the more concerned I become about the

peripheral connections.

I read that the VIC's RS-232 uses noiT-standard

voltage (0 to 5 volls) rather than the standard (-12

to 12 volts) and that the signal levels are inverted

from the standard. Since the 64 is compatible with

the peripherals of the VIC, it would seem to me

that the 64 also has non-standard voltage on its

RS-232 port.

All this leads to my major concern. Will I be

able to use other manufacturers' equipment on the

Commodore 64's RS-232 port, or will I be limited to

Commodore products? I also have two friends who

have TRS-80 computers who want lo upgrade to the

64, and now they are becoming concerned that their

peripherals will not work on the 64.

Karl T. Jones

There is a cartridge from Commodore, currently available

for $49.95, which converts the VIC and 64 ports lo

standard. With this, you can attach printers and other

peripherals not specifically designed to be compatible witli

the \ 'IC/64 RS-232C signal lei 'els a ml i 'oltages.

Versions Of Atari

I'm curious about some things that were written in

COMPUTE!'s First Book ofAtari. On pages 17 and

18, you listed some flaws in Atari BASIC. Do you

know if Atari has made any changes to their models

that would correct any of these flaws? If they have,

how would I know if I were buying an older com

puter with the flaws or a newer one without them?

Could I tell by its serial number?

I intend to purchase an Atari 800 and would

hate to buy anything but the most recent model.

Scott Lapham

Most of the bugs in the 10K OS ROM (operating system)

have been corrected in what is called the "Revision B

Operating System." All Ataris shipped afterJanuary

1982 contain the new Revision B ROM chips. To check if

a particular machine km the new ROMs, type:

PRINT PEEK (58383)

from BASIC. Ifyou get a zero, that computer has

Revision B.

COMPUTE! welcomes questions, comments, or

solutions to issues raised in this column. Write to:

Ask The Readers, COMPUTE! Magazine, P.O. Box

5406, Greensboro, NC 27403. COMPUTE! resewes

the right to edit or abridge published letters. (



We've Got More Than A
Fond Attachment For Your

ATARI
We've Got A Disk Drive For $488.

Percom Data Corporation believes your Atari* home computer is more than just
fun and games. We believe you should be able to get a single-density, floppy-disk-
system for your Atari 400 or 800 at a price that will take you into the future without
knocking you into the next galaxy.

Percom Data has been manufacturing disk-drive systems, and other accessories
for personal computers since the mid-1970's and is the industry standard to
follow when it comes to data separation and system compatibility.

The Percom Data AT-88 combines Percom Data quality and reliability at a price
that is not a budget-buster.

The Percom Data AT-88 offers 88 Kbytes (formatted) in single-density, with plug-
in ease of attachment to your Atari. The AT-88 has integral power supply, "no-
patch" to Atari DOS and critical constant speed regulation.

Take advantage of this low introductory price of S488 by calling Percom Data now
to get more information, or the name of an authorized dealer nearby. Call toll-free

1-600-527-1222

PERGCM OATA
CORPORATION

Expanding Your Peripheral Vision

DRIVES • NETWORKS • SOFTWARE
11220 Pagemill Road Dallas. Texas 75243 (214) 340-708t

1-B00-527-1222

■Alan iOOBOOisaH
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Microchips are turning up in all kinds of "smart" consumer products, not only in home computers. Here's a look at how

microchips might be useful in the home of the near-and not-so- near -future.

Computers In The

Home: 1990
Tom R. Holfhill Features Editor

Remember the Jetsons? That Saturday morning

cartoon family of the 21st century, the ones with

the high tech house filled with fancy gadgets. They

were the alter-egos of the Flintstones. Mr. Jetson

commuted to work in his flying car. Mrs. Jetson

kept a carefully coiffed wig handy in case someone

called her early in the morning on the pic-

turephone. Robots did all the housework.

Well, don't hold your breath. Flying Fords and

home picturephones seem to he around the same

corner as prosperity.

But equally exciting high-tech products are on

the way, thanks lo an invention the Jetsons never

heard of: microprocessor chips. These tiny com

puters, etched on specks of silicon, are the heart of

today's home and personal microcomputers. You

could stack hundreds of them on a cornflake.

But although home computers are the glamour

children of the microchip revolution, chips are

turning up in a wide range of consumer electronic

products as well: microwave ovens, tape decks,

stereo receivers, turntables, video tape recorders,

clock radios, cameras. Usually the "intelligence"

added to these "smart appliances" comes in the

form of relatively simple timers, sensors, or

counters. However, research and development

planners, engineers, and futurists foresee much

greater possibilities.

Living In Xanadu

Architect Roy Mason is building his vision of the

future out of plastic foam in Orlando, Florida.

Dubbed 'Xanadu," it's a model home for the

1990s and beyond. Xanadu consists of domed pods

built by spraying polyurethane foam onto re

movable molds. The quick-setting polyurethane

hardens in a couple of days, forming perfect seals

around the doors and windows which are set di

rectly into the foam. The resulting structure is said

to be so well insulated that it requires only a quarter

of the energy for healing and cooling as a similar-

sized conventional house. It also reduces construc

tion time for the basic shell to only three days, and

is claimed to be suitable for any type of climate.

But Xanadu's really revolutionary features will

be tucked away inside the foam shell. It is being

crammed with every electronic and computerized

gadget imaginable. The point is not necessarily to

show what will happen to homes in the near future,

but what could happen. Xanadu will cost about

$300,000, even though much of the equipment is

being donated for promotional purposes. When

completed late this year, Xanadu will open as a

tourist attraction for people visiting nearby

Disneyworld and Epcot Outer.

Architect Mason believes Xanadu will alter the

way we now tend to think of houses-as little more

than inanimate, passive shelters against the ele

ments. "No one's really looked at the house as a

total organic system," says Mason, who is also the

architecture editor of The Futurist magazine. "'Flic

house can have intelligence and each room can

have intelligence."

Take Xanadu's kitchen, for example. It's

equipped with a "family dietitian" consisting of

four microcomputers. It plans well-balanced meals

for family members depending on their height,

weight, sex, age, and levels of activity. If you come

home from a busy day and inform the computer-

dietitian that you skipped lunch and nibbled on a

candy bar instead, it calculates supper based on the

nutrients you missed. An "auto-chef can move

food from the refrigerator to the microwave oven

to the dining table, and the computers keep track

of the grocery inventory so you know what to re

place. The auto-chef can even regulate the ambi

ence of the dining room to match your meals,

adjusting the lighting and background music to



RpeiClip
ProfessionalWord Processor at a Breakthrough Price
PaperClip™ performs all the advanced
features found in Word Processors costing
much more. . .

1) Full screen editing. 2) Copy/Transfer
sentences and paragraphs. 3) Insert/

Delete sentences and paragraphs.

4) Headers/Footers/Automatic page
numbering. 5) Justification/Centering.
6) User defineable keyphrases.

7) Supports both cassette and disk.

8) Variable data- Form letters.

9) Horizontal scrolling up to

126 characters.

10) Insert/transfer/erase

Also available for Commodore 64

Requires

Basic 4.0,32K memory.

columns of numbers. 11) Add/subtract

columns of numbers. 12) Supports most

dot matrix and letter quality printers. In fact,

a printer set-up routine is supplied to

take the best advantage of the printer at

hand. 13) French and Math technical

character sets

available.

H258P
Dealer enquiries welcome

BATTERIES
inCLUDED
71 McCaul Street

Toronto, Ontario

Canada M5T 2X1

(416)596-1405



We could tell you we make

We don't have to.

You keep Br0derbund at the top of the best seller

lists, so you must know what it takes to make a

great game. We think our APPLE and ATARI

games are uniquely challenging with action and

graphics second to none. But you keep ask
ing for Br0derbund games because they're just

plain fun.

All for the

Apple

and Atari

on diskette.

Enjoy the magic of our growing collection. Lead

a daring rescue mission in CHOPLIFTER. Or sur

vive the maze and monsters in slithery SERPEN

TINE and LABYRINTH. Blast through the future

with STAR BLAZER or conquer the ultimate pin-

ball game with DAVID'S MIDNIGHT MAGIC. Take

up train robbing in TRACK ATTACK or tense your

mind and reflexes in DUELING DIGITS.

Sroderbund
Br0derbund products are available at your retailer or by writing to:

Br0derbund Software, Inc., 1938 Fourth Street, San Rafael, CA 94901 • Tel: (415) 456-6424

Apple II is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. Atari is a registered trademark of Atari, Inc.



the lest

You keep telling us.

SEAFOX

Sub against the convoy

Apple & Atari disk

DEADLY SECRETS
Hi-res adventure

Apple disk

APPLE PANIC
The arcade classic

Apple disk, Atari cassette & disk

STELLAR SHUTTLE
Monsters and meteors

Atari cassette & disk

Software

ABCflRS

PUT US OUT OF BUSINESS! THE ARCADE MACHINE lets you
design and produce your own computer games, without any pro
gramming knowledge! Send us your best game and enter the

BR0DERBUND ARCADE MACHINE CONTEST. We'll be giving
away thousands of dollars worth of hardware and software in

prizes. If you have a creative touch and an artistic eye, you too
can be an arcade designer. Write to Br0derbund for contest details

or visit your participating retail store! (Available on Apple disk.)

All Br0derbund games are fully guaranteed. If they ever fail to boot, return the original disk to
Br0derbund for a free replacement, if you have physically damaged the disk please include

five dollars for replacement
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complement your Mexican dinner, lor instance.

Some of that food is grown by the house itself.

Xanadu has a built-in greenhouse. Naturally, a

microcomputer monitors the watering o( plants,
artificial sunlight, ventilation, humidity, soil con

tent, and the shutters and awnings.

The groceries you can't grow can he bought by

tele-shopping at the household work station. The

catalog is on a videodisc system hooked into the
microcomputer, and the transaction is handled

with the help of tele-banking. The work station

computer also maintains a household calendar,

records, and home bookkeeping.

Architect Roy Mason and a day modi'! ofhis concept house for

the 1990s, "Xanadu." (Credit: Barry Fitzgerald)

Xanadu incorporates the latest "electronic

cottage" concepts to reduce or eliminate daily

commuting to and from work. A study/office shows

how business could be conducted from the home,

with electronic mail, access to stock and com

modities trading, and news services.

Xanadu's other features include "AutoOasis,"

a computer-controlled party room; a health spa,

where a computer suggests exercises based on your

physical characteristics and diet; a family learning

center with four talking microcomputers thai run

educational software and even an interactive

psychoanalysis program; illusionary "windows"

thai display computer-generated images, just in

case you gel tired of staring at the laundiy on the

Joneses clothesline; a "Sensorium" with hologram

projection and a computer-controlled bio-feedback

device which regulates background music and

abstract patterns on the walls in tune with your

moods; and an electronic art gallery with ever-

changing, laser-projected images.

With all this advanced electronics, you're

probably wondering at this point about Xanadu's

horrendous electric bills. Mason has an answer for

that, loo. A central microcomputrer monitors all

energy consumption and eventually will be pro

grammable as a watchdog. "You could program

the house, 'I'm only going lo spend $300 this month

for utilities and that's that.' So you'd program that

on the keyboard and the house would only use

$300 worth of utilities. Of course, you might not

get your laundry done for a few days, hut that's

your decision."

The central computer is part of the family

media room, which also includes video games (of

course), two-way cable TV. and a large-screen

video projection system. But the central computer

is the heart ofthe house, and comprises whal Mason

refers to as the "electronic hearth."

The Electronic Hearth

"The home of the future will be more like the

home of the past than the home of the present,"

savs Mason. "It used to he that the whole family

gathered around the hearth for entertainment

activities, meals, and so on. The home of the future

will feature what I call an 'electronic hearth.' a

home computer that is the center of the family's

activities - entertainment, bookkeeping, meal-

planning."

Although families today gather around TV

sets, that form of entertainment is passive, with

little o]- no interaction between the family members

and the TV set or with each other. A home com

puter, on the other hand, allows interactive enter

tainment. Mason says the difference has yet to be

fully appreciated.

"My feeling is that the home computer lias

never really been a home computer, it's been a

personal computer. We haven't really seen home

computers being used as home computers, as a

house computer. [At Xanadu] we're using the home

computer as a true house computer."

TomorrowHouse Via Apple

Surprisingly, most of the microchip devices in the

Xanadu house are already available off-the-shelf



HOW TO MAKE YOUR VIC-2O

I
u

Right out of the box, your

VIC-2001 from Commodore is
one great little computer.

And it gets even better with

DATA 20's easy to buy, easy

to install, and easy to use

enhancements. Here are four

ways you can get new power

and more sophisticated capabilities from your VIC...
VIDEO PAK gives you a computer that outper

forms systems costing twice as much. Plug our car
tridge into your expansion port, and your display

instantly goes to the industry-standard 24 lines, with
a choice of 40 or 80 upper and lower-case characters.
At the same time, you up your memory from 5K to

20K or 70K, so you can handle more sophisticated

functions—including most 8032 software. Our pack
age also includes a terminal emulator and a screen
print feature. VIDEO PAK is a must for word

processing—and your key to increased performance
on everything from games to spread sheets.

Suggested retail is just $299.95 including 16K—or
$399.95 for 64K.

PRINTER INTERFACE is simple, yet sophisti
cated. Flexibility, continuous visual monitoring of the
data transfer functions, and easy installation make
this an exceptionally smart buy! A glance at the sta
tus lights, and you know if the printer is hooked up, if

the data buffer is full, and if data is being transmitted.

Expansion Chassis

Easily configured DIP

switches match your VIC-20

to most popular printers. The

DATA 20 interface comes with

cable and connector, needs no

assembly, and virtually

troubleshoots installation for

you. Suggested retail: S69.95

EXPANSION CHASSIS lets you use 4 cartridges

at once. Run a series of compatible memory, software,

or game cartridges of any make. Just pop in any car

tridge with the standard 22-pin edge connector. And

don't worry about your VIC-20 power supply—our

chassis protects it with a built-in 500ma fuse.

Suggested retail: $64.95

MEMORY CARTRIDGE boosts your brainpower

to 20K. Here's an ideal first add-on for your VIC-20.

And when DATA 20 gives you more memory, you can

forget about headaches. Our cartridge is housed in a
rugged plastic case and features 200ns RAM's for

reliability. Suggested retail: $99.95

Check out our AWESOME peripherals. Ask your
computer dealer for a first-hand look at our extensive

capabilities, high quality, and very reasonable prices.

Or send S3.50 for a copy of our current catalog on

VIC-20 compatibles.

DATA 20 CORPORATION

2301 1 Moulion Parkway, Suite B10, Laguna Hills,
California 92653.

DATA
CORPORATION

Memory Cartridge
Prin ter In terface

Price/Performance Peripherals

VIC-20 is a registered trademark of Commodore Computer Systems.
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items. Xanadu simply brings them all together in

one place with little regard for expense. To dem

onstrate that the concepts are practical. Mason is

planning a spin-off model of Xanadu, a less elabo

rate version that is relatively affordable. It, too, will

be made of polyurethane foam, but will have less

hardware.

"I don't want people walking through lliis

house [Xanadu] and saying, 'Well, this is great, but

who could afford it?' I want a version that is af

fordable," says Mason.

This version would have about 2,000 square

feet —Xanadu has 5,000-and would cost around

"We could do almost anything

in the home right now... but

it's just a matter of getting

people to accept it."

$80,000, Mason hopes. "We'll probably have extras

like you have when you buy a car - you can make

the house as smart as you want. It's already a pretty

smart house."

All the energy and security alarm monitoring

at Xanadu will be handled by a commercially avail

able program called TomorrowHouse, marketed

since mid-summer by Compu-Home Systems, Inc.

of Denver, Colorado. TomorrowHouse is a dramatic

demonstration of the future possibilities for micro

computer-controlled homes. Running on an Apple

II, it supervises the central heating and air-

conditioning, monitors temperatures outdoors and

in every room, and performs dozens of other tasks.

"For example, if you gooff skiing fora

weekend, which we do all the time here in Colorado,

you can program your hot tub to heat up to 102

degrees at 7 o'clock on Sunday night to be ready

when you get home," says designer Russ Coffman,

vice president of Compu-Homes.

TomoirowHouse also enables the computer to

talk. This adds some interesting features. "Ifanyone

breaks into your house, the security system detects

it and the computer turns on all the lights and

starts talking," explains Coffman. The idea is to

frighten the burglar into thinking the house is

occupied. To that end, you might imagine that the

computer says something like, "Whoever's out

there, watch out for the cobra!" or "Honey, pass

me the hand grenades!", but Coffman kept it sim

ple: "Itjust says, 'Intruder alert at 7:03' or whatever

time it is, just enough talking to make the intruder

think that somebody is home."

For the future, Coffman wants to make it

possible to monitor and reprogram the house from

any touch-tone telephone. When you're on vaca

tion, you could phone the computer and check if

any break-ins have been detected, or if the freezer

is still working. As microchip technology advances,

other features will be added, too.

"Voice recognition we haven't started working

on yet, but we're keeping our eyes on it," he says.

"We eventually want to fix it so you can just holler

at the computer and get it to do things."

Are We Ready?

Actually, some planners believe the biggest hurdle

won't be microchip technology itself, but market

resistance from people unaccustomed to delegating

tasks to computers.

"Companies are waiting to see what people

really want," says Dick Lane, project manager for

Honeywell, Inc. "We could do almost anything in

the home right now that you could imagine in the

next 20 years, but it's just a matter of getting people

to accept it."

As long as the housing market remains de

pressed, Lane explains, microprocessor controls

won't be built into new homes, because builders

already are trying to save every penny. Also, people

would rather spend extra money elsewhere:

"People want to start with a three-car garage, but

they're a lot more cautious about the gee-whiz

features.... There's a lot of competition right now

for the consumer's discretionary income in the way

of electronics products. Right now the pleasure

products, such as video tape recorders and video

games, are getting the bulk of that income."

When microchip-controlled homes do become

common, Lane also doubts that the systems will be

built around home computers, as TomorrowHouse

is. "Our perception is that people don't really want

to touch a keyboard to change the temperature of

their home, or to activate security devices, and so

on. We have to find another type of I/O device

[input/output] before people will be more accepting

of it. Voice recognition, of course, would be the

ultimate."

Another problem with controlling houses with

home computers is that the machines cannot be

used for anything else while they're occupied.

Today's home computers cannot handle multitasking

— running more than one program simultaneously

and independently. As microchip technology ad

vances, tomorrow's home computers may have the

capability to play video games or balance the

checkbook while monitoring the furnace, but Lane

predicts the functions will be handled by separate

systems. He thinks this would also be more reliable,
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since consumer computers aren't necessarily de

signed to run 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.

With the increasingly powerful microchips

becoming available, the computer-controlled (unc

tions might be "invisible" to the consumer, since

the devices could "program'1 themselves. "The chip

could have some intelligence," describes Lane. "It

could have a learning algorithm in it so it could

know what's normal. If it's cold outside, the furnace

would learn those conditions, such as how much it

should be running. If you left your door open, the

furnace would know it was running more than

normal and would alert you to that fact. Or if the

filter were clogged and the airflow were reduced,

the furnace would notice that it was getting less air

than usual and would tell you."

This would be a better approach than pro

gramming a single home computer to handle

everything. Lane believes. A more important con

tribution of today's home computers, he says,

might be simply acclimating consumers to the idea

of computers in the home. "I certainly think the

personal computer has made the most dramatic

impact at this time.... As tiiis set of people gets more

familiar with computers and buys more personal

computers, maybe we'll see a desire to involve

computing devices in more broad applications."

Synthesizing The Beatles

If all this talk about computer-controlled homes

and intelligent furnaces sounds rather mundane,

be assured that microchips will be turning up more

often in the fun products as well. Already, micro

chips are becoming common in video cassri it-

recorders, cameras, TVs, and stereo components.

Last year, Sony showed prototypes of its film-

less electronic camera. Instead of using film, the

camera receives the image on a densely packed

array 6f charge-coupled devices (CCDs), electronic

circuits sensitive to light. This image, in turn, is

stored on a tiny interchangeable magnetic disk, a

lot like the mini-floppies used with home com

puters. Since the image is stored magnetically, no

processing is required. The pictures are viewed on

an ordinary TV set with a special disk player. A

full-color printer might be available for hard copies.

The disk can be duplicated, erased for re-use, or

edited. A single cookie-sized disk might hold 50

pictures.

The Sony camera is a couple of years from

production, and Sony engineers are working to

overcome a few remaining problems. They've

done a fantasticjob of shrinking it to hand-holdable

size; even with its built-in disk drive, the prototype

is about the size of a 35-mm single lens reflex cam

era. The CCD arrays are expensive, however, and

right now the camera would cost around SHOO,

according to some estimates. Since the resolution

of a TV picture is nowhere close to what profes

sionals and advanced amateurs have come to expect

from conventional photography, the Sony camera

would have to be aimed at the mass consumer

market- for which $800 is a steep price. But re

member, it was only a few years ago that the least

expensive home computers cost that much.

The computerization of sound holds even

greater promise. For although it will be some time

before video images surpass the quality of photo

graphic images, digital sound is already clearly

superior lo today's analog recordings.

Sound is recorded digitally by a computer

which "samples" the sound thousands ol limes per

second, and then converts the tones into digital

bits of information. The advantage is that the

sound can be manipulated like any other digital

information. Extraneous noise can be dropped

out. weak sounds can be amplified, and overly loud

sounds can be tempered. The results are amazingly

distortion-free.

Some "digital" record albums are available

today, bul this means only that the music was re

corded digitally in the studio. The sound is re

converted to analog when pressed onto the vim I

record, since the needle-and-groove system is an

analog process. Even this hybrid digital-analog

method is a noticeable improvement. Hut the audio

industry is on the verge of a technological leap into

a pure digital system.

A digital audio disc was introduced in japan

this fall by Pioneer Electronics, and may be intro

duced in the U.S. as early as next year. Music is
recorded digitally on the four-inch disc in liny pits

which are read by a laser "stylus" on a special player.

This is somewhat similar to the videodiscs already

on the market, except that images on videodiscs

are slill analog reproductions. The digital audio

disc will dramatically reduce record wear, and up

to an hour's music can be recorded on a single side.

As with computer-controlled homes, though,

the biggest roadblock for digital audio discs is not

technology, but marketing considerations. I he

record industry doesn't seem as enthusiastic as the

electronics industry. Still, few people doubt that

digital audio discs will supplant analog discs even-

tuallv, and researchers are excited by the pos

sibilities of computerized, digital sound systems.

For example, Verle Rader, product planner

for Pioneer Electronics, thinks tomorrow's com

puterized stereos may allow listeners to modify

recorded music far beyond the capabilities of

today's tone controls and graphic equalizers.

"If you don't like the tempo of the Henry

Mancini record you just bought, you could change

it. If you want it to be a samba instead of a march.
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you could change it to a samba. Or you can analyze

by computer all the music written by Beethoven.

You could sil down and compose a short melody

line, feed that into the computer, and the computer

could then generate a Beethoven symphony based

on your melody line. Or you could Iced all the

vocals of all the Beatles1 songs into the computer

and let it analyze them. Then you could write your

own song, feed that into the computer, and it would

come back with your song performed by the syn

thesized voices ofJohn, Paul, George, and Ringo,

just as if they had recorded it originally."

Of course, these kinds of developments are

further in the future. Closer to home, Radcr says

stereo manufaclurers will use microchips to make

their products easier to use. Up to now, it seems,

manufacturers have been seizing every opportunity

to transform their audio components into some

thing out of a space shuttle cockpii. That's about to

change.

"We're encountering a lot of consumer resis

tance to all these buttons on the front panel," says

Rader. "The reason is that our market is changing

somewhat. Up until now, we've been selling primar

ily to the 18 to 34, male, technically oriented,

middle-class, affluent buyers. They like to push all

the buttons. But we've pretty much saturated that

market. Now we're finding more

buyers who are not 18 to 34,

male, technically oriented,

middle-class, and affluent. They

don't want to push a dozen

buttons just to play a tape. So we

have to make our products

simpler to operate."

That's why some top-model

stereo cassette decks now sense

the type of tape inserted in them

and automatically adjust the bias

and equalization to fit the tape's

makeup. Another new stereo

system allows you to switch from

playing a tape to the FM radio by

pressing only one button. Look

for more such features as micro

chips become more widely

adopted for consumer products.

The Computerized Chariot

It seems strange that space-age

devices such as microprocessors

would be wedded to that huff-

and-puff holdover from 19th

century technology, the internal

combustion engine, but the fact

is that auto manufacturers are

rapidly becoming the world's

largest customers for microchips.

All the manufacturers are increasingly using

microchips for such tasks as regulating fuel How

and ignition systems, computerizing instruments,

diagnosing problems, and jazzing up accessories.

The 1983 Thunderbird will use computerized

voice synthesis to speak with a three-sentence

vocabulary: "Your key is in the ignition." "Your

headlights are on," and "Door is ajar."

Again, however, technology is taking a back

seat to marketing considerations. Especially when

it comes to innovations such as talking dashboards,

the auto manufacturers are stepping softly and

measuring consumer acceptance at every turn.

Remember, even after two decades, most American

drivers still refuse to accept seatbehs, and airbags

are often regarded as an outrage.

Still, designers foresee tremendous possibilities

for intelligent autos. "By 1985-1990, virtually every

car in the world will have at least one microproces

sor," predicts Robert F. Haase, technical planning

manager for Ford Motor Company's Electrical/

Electronics Division. "Our Continental today al

ready has four or five microprocessors."

Haase says microchips will make possible the

"personalized car": "You'll have a way to tell ihc

car just what person is driving the car, so it can

Jerome G, Rivard, chief engineer for Ford's Electrical!Electronics Division, compares

the size oj the company's original Electronic Engine Control (right) with the latest

version. The new controller can process a million commands per second.
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A Ford prototype ofa multi-function dashboard CRT displays road maps, radio

controls, and environmental readouts. Clock and calendar panels can also he called uf>

'personalize' itself by adjusting Lhe mirrors, the

seats, and programming itself for your favorite

radio stations," says Haase. "The car will personalize

itself for the driver."

In a few years, dashboards may incorporate

CRTs (cathode-ray tubes) or flat-panel LCD (liquid

crystal display) screens for readouts. Tomorrow's

road maps might even be in the form of computer

graphics stored on floppy disks and displayed on

the screen. "Of course, there you would have lhe

possibility of bringing up maps of increasingly fine

detail," suggests Haase. "You could have one map.

perhaps, showing all of Michigan, another one

showing just Detroit, and another showing maybe

just one quadrant of Detroit."

A major advantage of this system would be-

that you wouldn't have to worry any more about

folding up the map when you are done. Bui you'd

still have to worry about the kids spilling jelly on

the disks.

h might even be possible to pre-define your

route by moving a cursor over the screen map.

Then, like any good backseat driver, the car could

alert you to wrong turns: "Hey, dummy, you

shoulda hung a left on Elm Street...."
■'Another thing you might see in lhe next tew

years is sonar devices to detect rf you're backing up
over your kid's tricycle or whatever," says Haase.

"Ten or 15 years down the road,

the sky's the limit. You can

envision radar systems, sonar,

infrared, heads-up displays.1'

Heads-up displays are projec

tions of instruments or other

information on the inside of

windshields, much like the

cockpit displays on lhe latest

jet fighters.

The next big leap would

be the logical extension of voice

synlhesis-voice recognition.

Instead of pushing buttons, you

just tell the car what you want.

"If you attach the possibilities ol

speecli recognition to the per

sonalized car. you can envision

walking up to your auto and

saying, 'Good morning, car,'

and it responds by unlocking us

door for you and adjusting its

mirrors and seals and turning

on your favorite radio station,"

explains Haase.

Advanced systems might be

able to distinguish between

voices so you could program the

car to respond only to your

own voice and your spouse's (or maybe not your

spouse's).

The Limits of Automation

Ah hough some sort ofcomputer-controlled, radar-

or sonar-triggered collision-warning device seems a

likely development, I laase expects stiff consumer

resistance to any type of automatic collision-avoid

ance system. People would accept a warning light

or buzzer, but would resist a device that slammed

on the brakes for them, just as they are wary of

airbags.

There seems to be a psychological limit lo

what humans are willing to delegate to machines.

We perceive a fine line between contrivances which

grant us more freedom by relieving us ol certain

tasks, and I hose which threaten to rob us of freedom

by automating some things we want lo control

ourselves. Computers arc bumping against this

boundary more than other machines because they

are capable of so much, and because they arc the

first machines with the power to automate notjust

muscle movements, but also brain functions.

This psychological boundary is becoming a bit

more flexible as automation and computerization

become more widely accepted, but in the cud it

may prove lo be a limit more stubborn than the

reach of our technology. ©
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Mountain, by Ron Aldrich and David Schroeder. Can you
stop the explosion that could trigger a dreaded vdlcanudear eruption spev\dng tons

of radioactive ash into the atmosphere? In this fast-paced real-time game you leap

tumbling boulders, crawl througii claustrophobic tunnels, and bound over columns

of bubbling Java lo defuse the bombs. Be sure to avoid Bertram — the radioactive Bat,

and hurry, the bombs are ticking away! Multi levels of play. Requires 4SK. one disk
drive, and game paddles orjoys tick lo play $34.95

Warlock's Revenge, by Butch Greathouse. Kid your kingdom of the
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this fearful mission. Overcome the dangerous obstacles in Oldorfs realm. A role-
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Pla.v- $34.95

Probe One: The Transmitter, by Lloyd Ollmann.Jr. In a research
center on the remote planet, Eldriss V., you must deduce how to use the scientific

devices found in Ihe lab to unlock its sealed areas. You must capture the Transmitter, a
secret device needed to saveyour race. Use keyboard commands and paddles to fight

off the building's guard droids. A strategic, arcade-action game in high-res graphics.
Requires 40K, disk drive. Atari BASIC, andjoystick or paddles $34.95

Free Yourselffrom ProgrammingDrudgery

with Synergistic Software's New Utilities.
Programmer S Workshop, by Dennis M. Keathley. A collection ofseven different utility programs including: disk
to cassette transfer, BASIC program compare (lists differences between 2 different programs), cassette baud rate increase, analysis of

program code, etc. One utility, the ANALYZER, will unlock the mysteries ofa cassette lile, the computer ROM and RAM. or any portion ofa
disketie, by displaying data in both Hex and ASCII. Requires Atari 400/BOO with 1GK, disk drive, and cassette player (optional) .. $34.95

DISK Workshop, by Dennis M. Keathley. A collection ofseven different utility programs including fast copying ofdisks,
sending a formatted disk directory lo a printer, using machine language character strings in BASIC, a screen "dump for the MX-80 Epson
Printer with Graftrax or Graftrax Plus, etc. One utility, DISK EDIT, allows vou to easily modify individual bytes or entire sectors on the
diskette. Requires Atari 400/800 with 16K, one disk drive, and printer. ". $34.95

GrapniCS Workshop, by Lloyd Ollmann. A collection ofutility programs lo improve the graphics capabilities ofAtari
programmers. The PLAYER-MISSILE device handler allows easy set-up and use ofplayer missiles using the Atari BASIC OPEN, PRINT, and
Pirr commands. GRAPHICS ENHANCEMENTS includes a new graphics mode and bit-map capabilities. Package also includes a character
editor, a bit-map editor, and a player missile editor. Requires Atari 400/600 with 48K and one disk drive $39.95
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Software

Synergistic Software

830 N. Riverside Drive

Suite 201, Renton, WA 98055

(206)226-3216

ORDER ONLY 1-800-426-6505
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Hundreds of thousands ofpeople are buying home computers these days, but you still hear the remark, "A home

computer! What can you do with one ofthose things?" COMPUTE! sampled its subscribers tofind out why people buy

home computers and what they do with them.

How COMPUTE! Readers

Use Their Computers

Tom R. Halfhill

Features Editor

Bob Federer of Toronto, Ontario has used his to

add sound effects to new wave records. William

Wilbur of Kiltery, Maine uses his to catalog more

than 1700 model airplane kits. The Millers of

Martinez, Georgia use theirs to educate their chil

dren and keep them out of the arcades. The McLain

family of Reading, Pennsylvania plays games and

writes programs. Clint Williams of Portage, Michi

gan produces an amateur radio newsletter. Roberto

Huyke of Mayaguez, Puerto Rico prepares en

gineering programs for his college students. Mal

colm F. Smith II of Beckley, West Virginia forecasts

the costs of doing business. Linda Timmons of

Leavenworth, Kansas keeps track of her high

school students' grades. And 13-year-old Jason H.

Rogers of La Mesa, California is teaching himself

how to program.

All of these people - and thousands more

like them - have found everyday uses for the

newest everyday marvel, the home microcomputer.

Uses that are practical, educational, fun. No

longer merely accoutrements of electronics hob

byists, microcomputers are finally coming home

to join the TV sets and stereos in family rooms

everywhere.

But among the uninformed, the question still

persists: What is a home computerfor? Readers of this

magazine probably already know the simple answer:

Why, it's for the home, of course. But some people

still wonder if home computers have a "practical"

use. When you query them further, often they

define a "practical use" as one that pays for the

computer. Not many home computers are paying

for themselves in a purely monetary sense, but then

neither are many TV sets or stereos. COMPUTE!

decided the best answer might be to pose the ques

tion to some of our readers. What do you use your

home computer for? Why did you buy it? How did

you get involved in personal computing?

Pulling names at random from our subscribers

list, we contacted readers living all over this hemis

phere, from British Columbia to Puerto Rico, and

from Maine to Southern California. We talked to

parents, single adults, youngsters, retirees. All of

them were happy with their computers, and in

many households the computer was rivaling the

TV set as the most heavily used home appliance.

Few of the uses we turned up were particularly

unusual-although come to think of it, just a few

years ago any use of a computer in the average

home would have been considered unusual.

But generally, the typical uses we ran across

fell into three main classes: education, entertain

ment, and efficiency. "Education" included every

thing from teaching toddlers the primary colors to

exploring the intricacies of machine language

programming. "Entertainment" mainly involved

playing video games, of course, but also included

the intellectual challenge of programming home

grown games in BASIC. And "efficiency" included

everything from computing personal finances to

using the computer as a tool at work.

In fact, almost all owners of home computers

seem to use their machines for all three categories

to some extent. Even the most "serious" user ad

mitted to enjoying a crack at Pac-Man or Space

Invaders now and then. Overall, entertainment and

education surfaced again and again as the predom

inant applications, especially where children were

involved. Whether or not everyone agrees the

Computer Age has arrived, one thing is never

doubted: if it's not already here, it's coming, and
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our children had better be prepared for it. Thai

alone was reason enough for many parents to

acquire a home computer.

All In The Family

The Crum family of Auburn, Washington is a

representative home computer household. John

Crum, 32. says he has always been interested in

electronics and works with highly specialized con

troller computers in hisjob at Western Electric. He

started off with a Sinclair ZX-ttl for himself, but

when he returned home from a business trip one

day last March, his wife had a surprise for him -

she had sold the Sinclair and bought an Atari 100.

"And it was a surprise," he says.

Now the whole family is involved with the

computer. "I've gol a liitle boy who's two and a half

years old. and I've got some educational programs

for him," says Crum. "I think when he grows up

thai computers will he much more necessary in his

society than in ours.

"I like to play games, even though they're

frustrating and addictive - which I guess they're

designed to be. Of course, my wife gets in there

and plays the games, too. I'd rather play the games

than watch TV, really, especially since most TV

programs are pretty boring, usually. Like. I have

another hobby which is just for me that my son

might take over someday. I don't know. But the

computer is something the whole family can sit

down and enjoy together - me, my son, and my

wife. It sounds sort of odd, but we can all get into it

together.

"I was surprised." he says, "but even the

grandparents get involved with it. We get a lot of

rain here in Washington, of course, so on those

rainy afternoons when they come over for a visit,

often we'll play some Sunday golf, or one of those

other games that are slower and don't require so

much joystick action. It's better than playing cards,

and everyone can get involved."

When he finds the time, Crum plans to work

up a telephone dialer program and an inventory of

household possessions for insurance purposes.

The Johnsons of Brandon, South Dakota also

have made computing a family activity. "We bought

it last winter," says Jan Johnson, referring to her

family's Atari 400. "We had a really cold winter

here last year, so it gave us something to do to keep

warm."

But Johnson says she was a little reluctant at

the outset when her programmer/analyst husband.

Ken, decided to buy a home computer. "I wasn't all

that gung-ho on it at first. It was my husband's idea

and he uses it more than anyone else.... He tries

out some things at home that he wants to do at

work.

"But since then, I enjoy it myself, too," she

says. "The games get kind of addictive. Our kids

[ages four and six] use the computer for educational

uses, with some programs that my husband and his

friends wrote. They teach about shapes and colors

and things like that. It was a toy at first, but it's

working out belter than I thought. My daughter

has started working with some math problems on

the computer, even though she's only six. and I

think it's helping her a lot."

The Johnsons also use the computer to balance

the household budget. And since a family friend

also bought an Atari 400 at the same time, there

are running battles to see who can get (he highest

scores on Pac-Man and Missile Command.

Education Versus Entertainment

The educational aspect of home computing was

important to the Millers of Marline/. Georgia, too.

"The children like the games and I like the educa

tional part." says Diane Miller. "The kids are in

there right now playing either Canyon Climber or

Cold Mine. I don't know which. I wanted something

to keep the kids out of the arcades. That can gel

pretty expensive, you know. We had the Atari

game machine first, which is a pretty good little

machine. I guess, but I was much more impressed

with the computer for the additional things it

could do."

Miller says she first looked at home computers

during a stopover in San Francisco when her hus

band, a U.S. Army captain, was assigned to Korea.

She was interested, but thought the prices weir too

high. When they recently returned from Korea

after a two-year tour, she was happy lo see that

prices had markedly dropped. Mindful of the

educational possibilities for their children, ages

nine and twelve, they bought an Atari 400 and

programs such as Slates And Capitals and European

Capitals.

"It was ">()/:>() educational and entertainment,"

says Miller. "That was my stipulation, that it not lie

used strictly as a game machine, that it be used for

educational purposes, loo."

The computer has more than lived up to their

expectations, she says. In fact, the Millers got so

hooked on computing that they've become a two-

computer family. Diane and her husband, Gary,

bought an Atari 800 and a disk drive for themselves

because the children monopolize the Atari 400.

The Millers are amateur radio operators and plan

to use the 800 to control their ham station.

Now they are trying to convince other people

of the educational uses of home computers. Gary

Miller recently demonstrated one of their Ataris to

a third-grade class at their children's public school,

and another presentation to sixth-graders was
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scheduled. He takes apart the computer to display

the innards of its Central Processing Unit, circuit

boards, and memory banks.

Diane Miller says their own children's contact

with the machines has fired an interest in computing

that may evolve beyond mere game-playing. Since

they save money by typing in game listings from

"I'd give up my stereo

equipment before I'd give

up my computer."

magazines instead of routinely buying commercial

software, the children are learning something

about BASIC programming. "The kids like typing

in the programs and getting them to work almost

as much as they like playing the games when they're

done," she observes.

Joseph D. McLain of Reading, Pennsylvania

has a Commodore PET which does double duty,

too. The McLains have five children - ages three,

seven, and eleven-year-old triplets. In 1979, McLain

saw a good deal on a used original 8K PET and

bought it with a small windfall ("When you've got

five kids there usually isn't any extra money"). A

programmer/analyst with experience in languages

such as RPG and COBOL, McLain taught himself

BASIC well enough to teach it at a local college.

Meanwhile, his children play games and use educa

tional programs*.

"It helped me teach hand-eye coordination to

my younger kids," says McLain. "My older ones

use a math type of game that runs through a series

often programs and then spits out the results.

"When we first get a new game, of course, the

whole family gathers around and plays it, usually

until my son Todd gets the best score, and then the

rest of us get frustrated and quit."

Roger W. Leezer of Orangevale, California,

who is the dean of arts and sciences at California

State University-Sacramento, has three children

between the ages of six and twelve. After shopping

around and delving into hardware manuals, he

bought an Atari 800 with a disk drive and printer.

"Basically I bought it so the family would have it to

use. I have more access to computer equipment at

work than I know what to do with."

It, too, is used for both educational and enter

tainment purposes. Leezer's-wife, who works at a

medical laboratory which may soon computerize,

wants to learn more about computers "so she can

do more than just sit down and type on the keys."

The Leezers, following the pattern of the Millers in

Georgia, may buy a second computerjust for the

children.

Marcia Thompson of Owatonna, Minnesota, a

former schoolteacher, and her husband, who

teaches high school electronics, bought a Commo

dore VIC-20 nine months ago for their first-grade

boy. They bought the VIC because they wanted

some compatibility with the PETs they were accus

tomed to at school. "We do have a couple games,"

she says, "but our main purpose was educational.

It's been working out very well for that."

But Alan Orr of Pineville, Louisiana believes

that many parents — even among those interested

in computers — remain unconvinced of the educa

tional value of home computing. As manager oi

the House Of Electronics across the river in Alexan

dria, he sees more and more parents shopping for

a home computer "to educate the children." He

suspects the real motive might be something akin

to the Toy Train Set Syndrome.

"I've talked to a lot of parents in my store

about the educational aspect, and many of them

use that to rationalize buying a computer," says

Orr. "What they really want it for is to play games,

but they say they want it because it's educational

for the children. It's sort of like psychological

warfare."

Orr, however, like the other parents surveyed,

has no doubts himself. Nine months ago he bought

an Atari 800, a disk drive, and a printer that he-

hopes his two-year-old son will learn to use in a

couple of years. "I want my boy, by the time he's

three or four, to be doing some simple program

ming maybe, or tilings like My First Alphabet."

Meanwhile, he and his wife use the Atari to

play games, and he's trying to catalog his 1000-

album record collection. "I'm really involved with

computers now." says Orr. "I'd give up my stereo

equipment before I'd give up my computer."

The Computer Kids

While some parents might be a little slow to accept

the computer age, young people are not. Unlike

practically anyone over 22, today's young people-

are increasingly coming into contact with computers

by the time they reach high school. For example,

Peter Lobl, a tenth grader in Lindenhurst, New-

York, was turned on to microcomputers by the

Commodore PETs at his public school. He almost

got a video game machine at home, but then decided

to get a computer instead.

"I started with the Sinclair ZX-80, and then

moved up to the Interact, a really rare computer

sold by Protecto Enterprises. Then I got the VIC.

If the price of the Sinclair kit conies down, I'd like

to get one of those. I like to know what makes a

computer work, notjust type in something and sit
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back and say, "Hey, this works.' "

Peter is trying to learn machine language and

hopes to get a part-time job at a local computer

store run by a teacher. "1 might go to school for

computers when I finish up high school, I don't

know yet," he says. "Il would be kinda nice to write

a Caverns OfMars, make a few grand, sit back and

"It started back in grade six....

Our class had a PET computer.

Our teacher was very interested.

We spent a lot of time after

school talking about computers."

relax, maybe buy a yacht....'"

Craig Murray of Vancouver, British Columbia

was introduced to computers at his private school.

"It started back in grade six,'1 explains Craig, 14.

"Our class had a PET computer. Our teacher was

very interested. We spent a lot of rime after school

talking about computers. Then in seventh grade

we had two PETs and I got even more interested.

Then when I got up to eighth grade we had Apples

andPDP-lls."

Attracted by the color graphics and sound,

and already familiar with Commodores, Craig

soon got a VIC-20. Then his brother David, 15, got

hooked.

"My brother got me involved in computing,

I guess," says David. "He taught me the PRINT

statement."

Now both of them are busy playing games,

writing programs, and pushing the VIC to its

limits. "I wrote a program that imitates the high-

resolution screen of the Apple almost exactly,"

David says. "However, it also uses practically all of

the memory in the machine. I think I used every

thing right up to the very last byte."

Mark Rees first got his hands on an Apple II

when he was a high school junior in Washington,

Illinois. Now a freshman engineering major at

Illinois Central College, he pitched in with his

brother Steve — a high school senior who also plans

to major in engineering-to buy an Apple III.

Why? Because the college uses Apple Ills and the

brothers can do their computer work at home

instead of crowding into the school's lab.

"There's no doubt about it, that it's helped us

out," says Mark. "If we couldn't do our schoolwork

at home, we'd have to use the school's computers

during their hours, and when you're working

[part-time], it's not easy to get the same hours."

In La Mesa, California, 13-year-old Jason H.

Rogers has been tinkering with his VIC-20 since

March. Jason's school also uses PETs and has a

computer club which he is joining this year. For

Jason, computing was a logical extension of his

interests. "Grandpa had wires and lightbulbs and

stuff laying around, so I've always been fooling

around with electronics. Then when computers

came out, I started buying computer magazines

and reading about them, and pretty soon I was

wanting one. Then I got a letter from my uncle

saying that he had got a VIC-20 for me, and I was

really surprised."

Now Jason is burying himself in computer

magazines and library books, teaching himself how

to program. "I like to program music into it, to

play tunes and stuff, because it's simple and it's

fun."

Computing For Fun And Profit

But young people aren't the only ones curious

about computers. Adults loo old to have encoun

tered computers in school are also discovering

what all the fuss is about. Some of the adults sur

veyed bought computers for educational purposes

— not for children, but for themselves.

"The main reason I bought it was because my

education had nothing to do with computers," says

John Swisher, 42, an Atari 400 owner in Bay Village,

Ohio. "They didn't even have electronic calculators

when I was in school, so I knew zero about com

puters. I tried taking some of those adult education

classes at night, but they're always filled up. So

mainly I got it just to learn what they're all about."

A runner, Swisher uses his machine to keep

track of his times, distances, and averages, and to

catalog his record collection. His two elementary-

age children mostly play games. "It's mostly just

for education and entertainment," he says. "But

although I haven't found a way to make it pay for

itself yet, I've still been very happy with it."

Some adults are exposed to computers at work

— usually to large machines or highly specialized

microprocessor controllers —and develop a curiosity

about home computing. Charles Magruder of

Jackson, Mississippi is a system technologist on

IBM mainframes who bought a 32K Atari 800 with

his income tax refund last winter. He was playing

Shoot, an arcade-style game published in last Oc

tober's issue, when contacted by COMPUTE! one

Saturday.

"Mainly I am playing a lot of games, I'd say 60

percent of the time, which compares to about 95

percent of the time when I First got my computer,"

says Magruder. "But now I'm trying to do more

programming."

Magruder, 27, is writing a program to catalog

his foreign coin collection, and has already written
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a program indexing all the Atari articles in COM

PUTE! since February 1981. He wants to write a

program to keep track of expenditures for his

church, and he'd also like to learn player/missile

graphics well enough to program a game. "It's a

great deal. The computer has more capabilities

than I knew it had when I bought it. It's worth

more than I paid for it."

Clint Williams, 28, an electronics technician

"I look at a computer as a tool

that will help me make a living.

... I think they are a definite

part of our future."

for Eaton Corporation in Portage, Michigan, uses

TRS-80 Model Ills at work. Williams started off

three years ago with an Ohio Scientific C1P, moved

up to an OSI C4P, and recently bought a TRS-80

Model III with two disk drives so his home

programming would be compatible with his pro

grams at work. He plays games, programs for self-

education, compiled loan tables when he recently

shopped around for a new car, and uses the Scripsit

word processor to produce a monthly local news

letter for the National Amateur Radio Club.

"I don't know what I'd do without the micro

computer now that I've had one for a couple of

years," says Williams. "I'm so used to having a

word processor for writing letters and so forth. It's

a funny thing, once you find out everything that

computers can do, you quickly become dependent

on them."

In Beaumont, Texas, 40-year-old Everett

Davis also got into home computing because of his

exposure to computers at work. He's a communi

cations planner for a utility company, and he bought

a 48K Atari 800 last February. "Of course, in my

work everything is going microprocessors — our

phone systems, everything. So it was a natural for

me to get involved in computers."

He's written a few short home budget pro

grams, and his wife and 18-year-old daughter also

use the machine. "My daughterjust graduated

high school and has started college, majoring in

business, so I'm sure she'll be using computers,

too," says Davis.

"I'm planning on using it for word processing

eventually, and also for some applications at work

involving graphics," he adds. "Many of our friends

are very interested in buying a computer, too. The

only question is which one: that's the big debate."

Warren E. Walker of Peoria, Illinois bought

his Ohio Scientific C8 two and a half years ago.

"I've been in the computer business a long time,

almost since it started, as a programmer and analyst.

So when they finally became affordable, I bought

one.

Writing almost all of his own software, Walker

uses his C8 mainly to keep track of personal finances

and to analyze the stock market.

Beyond Fun And Games

Walker was among several home computerists

contacted who found profitable uses for their

machines, or who use the computer for work as

well as play. For example, Bob Federer of Toronto,

Ontario, who owns an Atari 400 with 48K and a

disk drive, occasionally brings his machine into the

recording studio where he works. "There was a

tune that I was working on when I needed a rhythm

beat, and I actually worked out the rhythm part on

the Atari," he explains. "I also used the Atari to

create some sound effects for a new wave recording

I was working on."

Federer is also an avid adventure game player,

and lias been struggling for months to program his

own cribbage game. "I've got it to the point where

it does just about everything but play the game."

William Wilbur of Kittery, Maine, retired

from the U.S. Navy, is director for the New England

region of the International Miniature Aircraft

Association. He has a small mail-order business

which involves printing out directories of kits for

eight- to ten-foot radio-controlled model aircraft.

Wilbur uses an original Commodore PET. It's

been expanded to 32K, but what he really wants

someday is a disk drive. "I'm running — and this

sounds like a nightmare - a 1700-plus data base on

cassette tape. It's a list of kits, plans, specifications,

prices, and stuff like that for model aircraft. Would

you believe 47 tape files? From where I sit I can see

16 boxes of cassette tapes."

Roberto Huyke of Mayaguez, Puerto Rico is a

professor of civil enineering at the University of

Puerto Rico. He put a VIC-20 in his home that

would be compatible with the Commodore PET his

students use at school. "I use it more as a profes

sional computer than as a home computer. I use it

for games, too, and so does my son, but he doesn't

use it for anything else since he's only ten years

old. Mainly I use my VIC for preparing programs

for the Commodore PET here at school...we use

programs for structural engineering and also some

data management."

Another teacher who discovered the value of a

computer in the home is Linda Timmons of Leaven-

worth, Kansas, who teaches high school computer

science. She uses her PET to keep track of her
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students' attendance, grades, scores, and tests.

Both Timmons and her husband have degrees in

computer science and write all their own software.

"The price came down so much, and they're so

convenient, and they're so easy to use - anybody

can program the things - that we just decided we

couldn't do without one. It just makes so much

sense to use a computer to keep track of grades

and scores and so forth, because it saves so much

time.

'Some people 1 know don't seem to be getting

their money's worth out of their computers when it

comes to personal use," says Timmons. "But I

bought mine primarily for how it could help me on

myjob."

In Forest Hills, New York, Carol Klitzner's

whole livelihood now revolves around personal

computers. Back in 1977 she bought an original

PET and a TRS-80 Model I. "I was working in

educational publishing at the time, and this seemed

like a natural to me, better than the workbooks and

other materials I had been working with."

In 1980, Klitzner formed Computer Software

Solutions, which develops educational software,

and she has written a book on VisiCalc due in the

Spring. She has added an Apple II, an Atari 800, a

TRS-80 Color Computer, and a Monroe computer

to her arsenal.

Malcolm F. Smith II of Becklcy, West Virginia

recently graduated with a master's degree in busi

ness administration from the University of West

Virginia and is looking for ajob. Meanwhile, he's

using his VIC-20 to experiment with business

forecasting. He recently used a program of his own

design to forecast administrative costs fora friend's

company. Previous forecasts had been about $1

million off. Smith's forecast was only about

$150,000 off.

"Even though I bought my computer for

rather unsophisticated reasons— I saw William

Shatner advertising the VIC on TV and figured

that if it was good enough for Captain Kirk it was

good enough for me — I've become a more sophis

ticated user, and a very dedicated Commodore

owner," he says.

"I look al a computer as a tool that will help

me make a living," adds Smith. "I'm firmly com

mitted to the computer age and Alvin Toffler's

Third Wave and all of that. I think they are a definite

part of our future."

If COMPUTEI's informal survey is any indica

tion. Smith is no exception. ©
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Perhaps the question we're most often asked is "which computer should I buy?" This article, excerptedfrom The

Beginner's Guide to Buying a Personal Computer (COMPUTE! Books, 1982), should be of help in answering

that question.

How To Select

Your First HomeComputer

As the microcomputer industry becomes more

competitive, prices are dropping. It's likely that

you or someone you know will want to buy a per

sonal computer soon.

Buying a computer is something like buying a

television station or a supersonic jet — assuming thai

Lhese items suddenly became affordable. You are

about to buy a very sophisticated machine. It is still

essentially mysterious. That is, we do not easily

understand computers on the same level that we

understand automobiles or washing machines. We

do have highly sophisticated items in our homes

already (microwave ovens, televisions), but the

main difference between the TV and the computer

is level of knowledge required to purchase them.

It is quite a task to deal with the facts and

figures you'll encounter in shopping for a micro

computer. You have to face a deluge of words: bits

and bytes; RAM and ROM; characters and interfaces.

This article, excerpted from The Beginner's Guide to

Buying a Personal Computer (COMPUTE! Books

ISBN 0-942386-03-5), is designed to guide you

towards making an intelligent decision. It is not

just a consumer's guide to specific brands. It goes

beyond that to help you match your expectations

about personal computing to products that are

currently available. And the specification charts at

the end of this article should prove invaluable

when you're ready to narrow the choices down to

the computer that best suits your needs.

Choices And Options

Let's look at some ofthe considerations for choosing

a machine. Keep in mind that some of the things

we will look at will be highly subjective.

Memory

How much memory do you need? There are two

basic rules regarding memory: 1. Larger memories

can make complex programming more efficient,

and allow you to do more sophisticated things with

your computer. 2. Larger memories are generally

more expensive. It's the familiar story: capability

costs money.

First, let's take a quick look at memory and try

to I'md out what memory is. Memory is a warehouse

for the storage of instructions and data within the

computer. The warehouse is divided into electronic

bins or slots called "locations" or "addresses." Each

location has a numerical identifier, unique to that

location, called its address, a marvelous and surpris

ingly simple term in light of the industry's love for

jargon. Each location can store one byte (I byte = 8

bits, binary digits) of information.

What can you find in one byte? A single al

phanumeric or graphic character, part of a number,

part of an address for another memory location, or

a single instruction for the processor. As you can

see, a byte is a very small parcel of information.

Thus, we will need many memory locations. Due to

the electronics involved, microcomputers are gen

erally limited to 65,536 locations, thus we can

potent ially store 65,536 bytes ofdata in the memory.

Although some microcomputers can access more

memory, we'll treat 65,536 as our "ceiling" for the

following discussion.

In order to be programmable and yet also

automatically perform housekeeping chores (scan

ning the keyboard, loading or saving programs,

displaying information on the screen, and other

internal functions), the computer must have two

types of memory, ROM and RAM. Both types

reside in the 65,536 locations mentioned above.

ROM, Read Only Memory, is for permanent

storage. RAM, Random Access Memory, is tempo

rary storage. Both ROM and RAM are random

■access memories. (Random Access - refers to the

ability to access any specific location within the

memory directly.) The contents of a ROM are

written by the manufacturer and can never change.

The computer can read the contents of a ROM,

but cannot change these contents. ROMs are like a

slab of granite with the information chiseled deep

into the surface. RAMs are like a chalk board: the

contents can be written, then read, then rewritten.

This entire operation may occur in a few millionths

of a second.
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ROM contains your computer's basic "person

ality"; when you type something on your computer

keyboard, and it appears on the screen, you don't

have to "tell" your computer to write to the screen.

The computer's operating system programs, em

bedded in ROM, automatically handle this for you.

RAM (Random Access Memory)

This is memory that's available in your computer

for "working" storage. You use this memory each

time you work with your computer. When you type

a program, or set of instructions, into your com

puter, this is where your computer saves them.

You don't have to worry about how it saves them

(your ROM based programs take care of this).

What you do need to remember is that, unlike

ROM, RAM is not permanent memory. Thus,

when you turn your computer off, RAM is erased.

That's the reason your computer has external

storage devices available.

Buying Memory

Let's explore what to look for in memory when you

are shopping for a computer. First ROM. You may

notice that the amount of ROM is sometimes ad

vertised. Which is better, 12K of ROM or 14K?

That is a fairly meaningless question. The actual

amount of ROM is not, in itself, important. You

can't use ROM, only the machine can.

What is important are the functions that are

packed into the ROM. The ideal is a great number

of powerful functions packed into the smallest

total number of memory locations. So you can't

shop for numbers; you have to shop for perfor

mance. ROM is something like abook: you purchase

a book for its information, not how many pages it

contains.

Size of ROM is somewhat meaningless, but the

numbers game is important in RAM. RAM stores

your programs and data. The more RAM, the

longer your programs can be. Greater RAM also

allows larger blocks of data to be entered in a

machine. This can speed up data file manipulations.

The machine can process data much faster when it

can process (manipulate) data directly (while it's in

RAM) as opposed to loading small pieces, pro

cessing, then saving them back to tape or disk.

Cassette tape drives move at a snail's pace compared

to the speed of the computer working within its

RAM. By loading an entire file into the RAM mem

ory, you can proceed al machine speeds once the load

is completed.

With a small RAM memory, you may be forced

to load, process, load, process ... this can be tire

some. Larger RAM memories allow you to do

more with your computer: write longer programs,

and process faster. Another argument in favor of

larger memories is the RAM requirements of com

mercially available software. Some programs require

large memories. Most home applications programs

will run on 8 or 16K, but there are some programs

that require 32K or more depending on the model

of the computer. (If you have more RAM t ban a

program requires, it is no problem. However, if

you attempt to run a program that exceeds the

available RAM, the program will not run. The

machine will crash (cease functioning) and display

an error message indicating that you have run out

of memory.) You can use special techniques, how

ever, like "chaining" to run a program in several

sections.

W'hat are the disadvantages? There is only

one: cost. Extra RAM costs more. This does not

mean that you order any amount of RAM that

comes to mind. Models offer a certain amount of

RAM and you choose which model you want.

RAM Sizes

How do you buy RAM? The available memories

are almost as numerous as the machines. Some

manufacturers offer the same basic machine with

several choices of memory sizes (e.g., HK, I6K., or

32K). Other manufacturers offer one model with a

given amount which can be expanded, and offer a

better model with more. Each manufacturer has

his own way of doing this. You have to buy some

definite amount; that is, you can't order a "Data

Cruncher Mark IV" with 19 WK. of RAM. You

would have to buy either a 4K or a 16K or whatever

'Data Crunchers" have available.

1,2,3,5,8, 16. 32, and 48K are the common

amounts sold with computers. That represents a

variety of machines, not one model. On some

machines, with higher price tags, you may find

64K,96K, 128K, 256K.

Another point about RAM. You can add addi

tional RAM up to some maximum amount. That is,

you can buy a computer with less than the ceiling

on RAM, and add more RAM later up to that

ceiling. The ceiling is defined by how many of the

original 64K of memory locations are consumed by

the operating system, the BASIC interpreter, and

expansion ROM. If all of this added up to 16K,

then the ceiling for RAM would be 48K.

What are the memory considerations? For

RAM there are only two: 1. How much RAM do

you need and can you afford on your initial pur

chase? 2. What is the maximum amount of RAM

that the machine can handle, the ceiling mentioned

above? A minimum of 8K is probably sufficient for

most home applications. 16K should be more than

sufficient, and possibly the best choice for a cost

versus use consideration. Unless you have some

thing quite specific in mind, perhaps you need not

worry about getting more than 16K to begin with;
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you can always expand later. It depends entirely

on your specific applications.

Screen Considerations

Displays. Your display is your window into your

computer. If you had no TV screen or monitor,

using your computer would be like typing on a

typewriter with no paper. The type of display you

have is equally important. If your computer has

color graphics capabilities, then you'll need to be

considering a color television or monitor for it.

Otherwise a less expensive black and white TV will

do. We strongly recommend that you take a look at

various displays with your computer. Buying an

expensive personal computer system and then

hooking it up to the cheapest TV you can find may

be somewhat like buying $19 speakers for your

$2000 stereo. After all, it is the display that you'll

spend all of your working time looking at.

Some computers come with a built-in display

monitor. This standard feature should be another

consideration in your decision.

Screen Format. Screenformat describes the

physical presentation of information on the screen

of the video monitor or TV. The format is decided

by the computer, not the video monitor. The mon

itor only displays what the computer tells it to.

There are two terms which must be defined in

order to understand screen formats: lines and

columns.

The various computers on the market offer a

variety of screen formats. Common column formats

are 22, 24, 32, 40, 64, and 80 columns. Common

line formats are I (hand-held computers), 16, 24,

and 25. The more exotic machines may exceed

these figures.

Why are screen formats important? The larger

the format (the more lines and columns you have),

the greater the amount of information you can

display at one time. Let's consider four different

formats: a hand-held with 26 columns by 1 line, a

desk-top with 32 columns by 16 lines, a second

desk-top with 40 columns by 25 lines, a third desk

top with 80 columns by 25 lines. These are all

common formats. How many total characters can

each format display?

Simply multiply the columns by the lines.

Thus we have 26 (1 X 26) for the hand-held, 512

(32 X 16) for the first desk-top, 1000 (40 X 25) for

the second desk-top, and 2000 (80 X 25) for the

third desk-top.

The more information that you can display at

one time, the more useful and, unfortunately, the

more expensive the computer is. The impact of

screen format is determined by your main use for

the computer. Again, you must balance cost against

need.

Related to screen format is the character matrix.

The character matrix is a block of Picture Elements,

pixels, which is used to form the individual charac

ters on the screen. Each pixel is like a light bulb: it

may be on or off independently of the rest of the

matrix. The matrix resembles a bank of light bulbs

used on a Scoreboard, or a time/temperature sign.

By illuminating the proper pixels, any character

(alphanumeric, graphics, punctuation, or symbols)

can be displayed. For a period (.), only one pixel

would need to be illuminated. Fora flashingscjuare,

all of the pixels in the matrix would be illuminated,

then off, then illuminated ....

The number of pixels in the character matrix

is always given in terms of a horizontal dimension

and a vertical dimension. Common dimensions for

a character matrix are: 5 X 7, 7 X 9, and 8 X 8. In

5X7, the character matrix has a dimension of 5

pixels horizontally and 7 pixels vertically. The total

number of pixels in the matrix is the product of

the horizontal and vertical dimensions (e.g., 35

for the 5 X 7). The larger matrices provide a finer

font. (Font - style and size of any form of printing.)

The lowercase letters can have true "descenders"

for the letters g, j, p, q, and y. Descenders .are the

portions of these letters that descend below the

bottom line established by the remaining letters.

A 5 X 7 matrix cannot produce descenders

due to the short vertical dimension of the matrix.

Letters without descenders have an elevated ap

pearance, and the font is coarse and harder to

read. The larger the character matrix dimensions

(i.e. the more pixels in the matrix), the more de

tailed the font can be. The display will have a better

appearance.

Keyboards. The keyboard is not really part of

the computer. It is an input peripheral. Due to the

fact that most models ofcomputers have a keyboard

included, we will take a look at some of the aspects

of a keyboard. Don't underestimate the importance

of a keyboard. You will be spending hours pound

ing away on it, so it is a critical consideration. You

will often see the term human engineering used in

relation to keyboards. Human engineering is the

concept of designing something that is practical

and comfortable for human beings to use. You can

have the most wonderfully designed keyboard in

terms of electronics and, if it is uncomfortable to

use, it's not worth buying. Shop for human en

gineering in keyboards.

Some manufacturers place all of the numbers

and, in some units, the arithmetic operators (+ ,-,*,!)

in a calculator-like keypad to the right of the main

keyboard. (BASIC uses the * to denote multiplica

tion, and the / to denote division.) This layout has

two advantages: 1. The numerical keypad is very

convenient for math operations. 2. Additional
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characters can be added to the empty keys normally

used for the numbers and the shifted position of

the extra numerical keys. The only disadvantage is

that the keyboard has to be somewhat larger.

Also notice the location of special function

keys, especially those that may have a devastating

result if inadvertently struck (RESET key). Any

command keys should be located so that il is difficult

to accidentally strike them during normal use.

There are several types of keyboard construc

tion. The two major categories arc the flat panel,

touch sensitive (membrane), and the mechanical

switch (or contact) types. The Hat panel can use the

same layout, and can perform the same functions

as any other keyboard. The keyboard is flat; there

are no bumpy individual keys sticking up. Key

placement is indicated by labeled blocks printed on

a plastic sheet, which is glued or laminated to the

surface of the board. The flat panel has the ap

pearance of a diagram of a keyboard that one

miffhl find in an instruction manual, ft is wafer

thin, very light, cheap to manufacture, and, with

no moving parts, it is very rugged. Flat panel

keyboards are being used extensively by industry

in hostile environments. Since it is flat, il is very

easy to clean. The Hat panel keyboard is less sen

sitive to peanut butter, jam, candy, soft drinks,

and abusive pounding, ft can be a wise choice for

children.
With all of these advantages, you may wonder

why the computer industry has relegated the flat

panel to the low cost models only. The reason:

there is no tactile feedback with a flat panel

keyboard. You cannot feel the locations of the

keys, nor can you feel a response to a keystroke.

There is no keystroke, "typingon a flat panel

keyboard is like typing on the top of a desk. Touch

typists have nothing to touch; there is no feeling

that the key has been actuated. So, for all of its
advantages, which are considerable, the flat panel's

failure to involve our sense of touch is its great

weakness.
Everything that is advantageous about the tlat

panel is a disadvantage with the mechanical switch

type. They are expensive, delicate, and difficult to

clean. They use contacts which oxidize and get

dirty. They cannot be used in hostile environments

or by hostile people. Liquids and humidity are

murderous to them. Because they have moving-

parts, they can wear otit.

Watch Out For Bounce

With all of these disadvantages, the mechanical

switch keyboard has its one very big advantage:

you can feel the keys. You don't have to keep one

eye on the keyboard (if you touch type). You can

feel the key's response and know that the character

has been entered.

Within the mechanical switch category, there

are a variety of stroke depths, key sizes, and stroke

pressures. Sizes range from tiny, on the haud-helds,

to what is known as the full-size keyboard. The

full-size is similar to a standard typewriter keyboard.

Stroke depth (the distance the key travels during

the stroke) and stroke pressure (the force required

to strike a key) vary on the different models. Gen

erally, an expensive keyboard will have a very

positive response: a light, but even pressure and.

perhaps, a slight snapping action at the bottom of

the stroke called a detent. Cheap keyboards will

usually have a very shallow stroke depth and a

"mushy" feel. The feel of a keyboard, of course, is

a very subjective mailer. Your best test of a keyboard

is to try it out.

A feature that you wanton any keyboard is

two or three key rollover. This is the ability of the

keyboard to distinguish small nuances in time

passing between two keys being struck almost

simultaneously, and to keep the order correct.

Without rollover, touch typists would have a terrible

lime with characters getting out of order or lost

altogether. You want rollover.
You don't want bounce. Keyboard or switch

bounce is the multiple entry of a character when

only one character was desired (sswwiittcchh

bboouunnccee). Keyboard bounce is caused by

microscopic bouncing of the contacts during a

keystroke. All mechanical switches have switch

bounce, but special circuitry is implemented to

eliminate the effect. However, a bad keyboard can

overcome Lhe circuitry and, on occasion, a character

may be entered more than once. Keyboard bounce

can be lived with, if it is not excessive, but it is always

aggravating. Naturally, manufacturers are not

going to advertise that their computers have

bounce, so you have to ask experienced users or

dealers about the problem. Get a number of opin

ions; people have been known to hint about bounce

on a particular model they don't like. It's like saying

a particular car has transmission trouble; it may or

may not be true.
If you can touch type, or you intend lo do a lot

of programming, or you intend lo use the computer

for word processing, you need a good quality,
mechanical switch type of keyboard. If the com

puter will be used mainly by young children, a flat
panel, touch sensitive keyboard might be best. If

you will be doing a lot of numerical work, look into

a model with a separate numerical keypad.

Unfortunately, you don't get much of a choice

on keyboards either. Don't underestimate the

importance of a keyboard. It is your primary

method of communicating with the computer.

Graphics And Character Sets

Graphics are computer-generated illustrations
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and graphs. In essence, any nonverbal and non-

numerical information is considered graphics.

There are two general categories: low resolution

and high resolution. Most home computers fea

ture graphics, but some models are limited to low

resolution.

With low resolution graphics, the machine will

have a given number of standard graphic charac

ters. These characters are internally generated in

the same manner as the alphanumeric characters.

Each character is assigned a key on the keyboard,

usually in the shifted mode, and they are typed or

programmed on the screen in the same fashion as

alphanumeric characters.

High resolution graphics illuminate the indi

vidual pixels of the character matrix anywhere on

the screen. You can make very detailed drawings

as the screen becomes a giant matrix of thousands

of individual dots which can be illuminated inde

pendently of one another. You can draw curves,

irregular angles, three dimensional figures, and

those fascinating geometrical constructions which

are graphic representations of mathematical func

tions. As a comparison, imagine two artists painting

a picture. One uses a fine set of art brushes (high

resolution), the other uses a two inch house brush

(low resolution).

If your interest is in low resolution graphics,

look for the greatest number of different characters

and the largest screen format. This will give you a

greater versatility and allow a more detailed image.

If high resolution interests you, you want to look

for the largest maximum screen resolution. You

want many pixels: the more, the better. The number

of pixels will determine the detail of your image.

High resolution graphics are somewhat more

expensive. Some machines have high resolution

graphics as a standard feature. Others offer it as an

option, and some models rely on add-on boards

offered by separate, specialty manufacturers. If

you are especially interested in computer graphics,

you will want high resolution graphics. If you

cannot afford them initially, make sure that the

machine of your choice can be expanded to include

them.

The character set is the total package of charac

ters that can be displayed on the screen. The char

acter set includes alphanumeric, symbols and

punctuation, graphics, and special notation (e.g.,

mathematical notation, Greek letters for engineer

ing, special punctuation used in foreign languages).

Character sets differ from machine to machine,

and, to some degree, are an indicator of price. The

very low cost units may offer only uppercase letters,

the minimum of punctuation and symbols, num

bers, and perhaps a smattering of graphic charac

ters. However, in many cases, additional specialized

symbols can be added to the machine.

Related to the character set are special video

effects. The most common is reverse video. In

normal video, the character is illuminated on a

black background. The only portion of the charac

ter matrix that is illuminated is that portion which

is required to form the character. In reverse video,

the character is black and the remainder of the

character matrix is illuminated. If you had one

word printed in reverse video on an otherwise

blank screen, you would see a black screen with an

illuminated stripe (one line high and the same

length as the word), with the word printed in black

letters on the stripe. Other special effects include

flashing and underlining.

Color. Do you need color? The answer can

only be determined by you. It is debatable that you

need color, but it does add to games, graphs, etc.

Can you afford color? Don't forget that, with color,

you must pay more for your display. Some mono

chrome (one color, generally black and white or

green and white display) models have their display

already built in. So don't forget the price of the

display when making your pricing comparisons. A

color TV or monitor can be as expensive as the

computer itself.

Where is color most useful? For games and

educational programs. Educational programs,

especially for younger children, are enhanced with

color. Creative programming with color can be

very conducive to maintaining attention. Another

primary use of color is in graphics (using the com

puter to form images). Imagery in color is much

more interesting to the eye. If one of your principal

interests is computer graphics, the color machine

becomes even more necessary. Color is less impor

tant in financial, word and information processing,

unless you're interested in the more expensive

systems that can generate color graphs and charts.

Assuming that you do want color, what should

you look for? First, realize that you don't get every

color in the rainbow. Most models offer 8 or 16

basic colors. Some will allow you to perform various

intensity and shading tricks, bringing your number

of available shades up as high as 128 different

"colors." Check the number of available hues.

Another issue is the versatility of the color functions.

How many colors can be displayed simultaneously

on the screen? Howr easy is the color to work with?

How accessible are color "commands" in the com

puter's programming language? If color is an

important factor in your choice, then it should be

versatile and easy to program. We have a tendency

to think of computers as either color or mono

chrome, as we think of a TV. Remember that each

computer is capable of a great number of different

tasks, and each model has a distinct set of features
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and limitations. Color should only be one factor.

You shouldn't make a pass/fail screening Lest to

eliminate 50% of the machines right away. You

want the best total package to fit your requirements.

It all goes back to knowing what you're doing.

Take your time, and personally evaluate your

options.

Software. If you have a specific job in mind,

software availability may make the difference

between a useful machine and a dust collector. For

the general home user, there is a myraid of pro

grams to choose from. The software ranges from

backgammon to recipe costs, arithmetic tor children

to energy conservation calculations, etc. Think of

any subject, and chances are that someone is selling

a program related to it.

Some models of computers have a great

amount of commercially available software. Others,

for some reason, do not. Also, some software is

available only for certain machines. If you will be

dependent on commercially available software,

(doing no programming yourself), choose a model

with a large selection. Bear in mind however, that a

recently introduced model will be lacking in soft

ware. Over time, software will be written for it.

You can find a lot of information about soft

ware availability in magazine advertisements. One

thing to realize is that, in most cases, independent

software houses will offer more software for a

particular machine (ban does the manufacturer of

the machine. Look beyond what the manufacturer

offers. Dealers arc also a good source of information

on software availability. There are some software

directories available, and many dealers have these

on hand.

A word of caution: after you get your com

puter, choose your software carefully. Due to

abuses of copyrighted software, dealers are be

coming reluctant to refund or exchange purchased

software.

Peripherals. Do you need peripherals? Yes,

unless you only intend to use the computer as a

space heater. Peripherals communicate with the

computer.

We think of a computer as being a box with a

keyboard and TV sitting on it. Actually, we have a

computing system: the computer, an input

peripheral (the keyboard), and an output

peripheral (the TV or video monitor), [f any one

of the three items fails, the whole system becomes

useless. If all three items are installed on a common

chassis, you should still visualize them as a computer

with two peripherals. You will be buying some

peripherals whether you realize it or not.

What other peripherals do you need? It de

pends. Specialized uses require specialized

peripherals (a printer for word processing). As a

general statement, the more peripherals you have

in a system, the more useful the system will be.

Buy peripherals as you need (and can afford)

them. 1. If you decide that computing is not really

for you, there is less equipment to sell offal a

depreciated price. 2. You. as a beginner, have

enough to learn for a while with the purchase of a

minimal system. 3. After you have used your system

and have become familiar with computing, you

may redefine your needs. When you have some

experience, you will be belter able to make decisions

on peripherals.

On the other hand, you might be offered a

significant price cut in a package deal. Otherwise,

you should buy a good minimum system. Bui don't

cut corners on your basic system in order to throw

in that flashy extra item. A good minimum system

has far more potential than an ill-planned extensive

system.

You may also want to consider joysticks, game

paddles, or a light pen since these items arc rather

inexpensive (S20 to S50 per item). They can add to

the pleasure of playing games.

Storage Devices. In our discussion of RAM,

we concluded with the need to have something

available for storing the contents of RAM when

you turn the computer off. This isn't, of course,

the only reason for storage. This is where you'll

end up saving the hundreds of programs you'll

acquire and develop for your computer. There are

two major types of storage available. One is cassetie

tape, the other diskettes. The cassette tape type of

storage is a medium we're all familiar with. You

simply plug a tape into your recorder and tell your

computer to save or load something.

Operation of a disk drive is equally simple.

The major difference between these two tech

nologies is cost. Your simple disk storage system

will add at least $3()0-$400 to the cost of your sys

tem; your tape based storage will add less than

$100. You'll have to weigh this tost disparity against

your needs. Tape is much, much slower than disk,

in its loading and saving operations. In some per

sonal computer systems it is less reliable. Disks

have the advantage of much greater storage capac

ity, a factor essential to some educational applica

tions, and such business ones as data management,

word processing, and so on. Again, as with the

computer display you select, you'll be living with

the storage medium you select. Evaluate carefully!

Your initial choice isn't a one way street, of course.

Many home users start off with tape storage, and

"move-up" in several months to disk storage. This

is an ideal way to spread out the costs of your initial

personal computer system.

Documentation. Documentation refers to the

instruction manuals, programming manuals, theory
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SUNDAY DRIVER gives you four scenarios to

choose from. You must beat the clock as you

drive along while avoiding pedestrians, other

cars, and obstacles. In otherversions it's winter

and you're on ice-slicked roads. In game three

it's nighttime (don't hit the ghosts). If this

sounds too easy try the 007 option — it's you

against them on twisty roads.

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:

Software
P.O. Box 23 Worcester, MA 01603

MasterCard and VISA accepted (617)892-3488

16K cassette or disk $29.95.

Dealer inquiries invited 1982 ANA LOG Software ATARI* is a trademark of ATARI, fnc
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of operation, and trouble-shooting information

provided with the computer. Good documentation

is essential. Your understanding and the ultimate

usefulness of the computer depend on the quality

of the documentation. Some documentation is

excellent; most is adequate. Fortunately, when a

manufacturer provides poor documentation some

one will usually write a book on the machine. Some

times, you can purchase the instruction manuals

separately.

Good Luck!

Careful buying now will insure that your investment

will meet your present and future needs. If you

make ajudicious selection, your new computer can

give you years of challenge and enjoyment.

Manufacturers

Apple Computer Inc.

20525 Mariani Ave.

Cupertino, CA 95014

(408) 996-1010

Atari Inc.

1265 Borregos Ave.

Sunnyvale. CA 94086

(408) 745-2000

Commodore Business Machines

950 Rirtenhouse Rd.

Norristown. PA 19403

(215)687-9750

Exidylnc

Data Products Division

390 Java Or.

Sunnyvale. CA 94086

(408) 734-9401

Hewlett Packard

Personal Computer Division

1010 N.E- Circle Blvd.

Corvallis. OR 97330
Contact locai saies office

IBM Corporation

National Marketing Center

Dept 86-R

1133 WestchesterAve.

White Plains. NY 10604

Contact local sales office

Mattel Electronics

Division of Mattel. Inc.

5150 Rosecrans Ave.

Hawlhorne. CA 90250

(213) 978-5150

(213) 978-6847

Nippon Electric Co, Ltd. {NEC]

1401 Estes

Elk Grove. IL 60007

(312)228-5900

Osborne Computer Corp.

26500 Corporate Ave.

Hayward. CA 94545

(415) 887-8080

The Panasonic Company

One Panasonic Way

Secaucus. NJ 07094

(201) 348-7000

Radio Shack

Division of Tandy Corp.

1800 One Tandy Center

Fort Worth. TX 76102

Contact local sales offices

Sinclair Research LTD

One Sinclair Plaza

Nashua NH 03061

Texas Instiumerit;; Inc.

Consumer Relations

P.O. Box 53 (Attrv Tl 99-4A)

Lubbock. TX 79408

(806) 741-4800

Xerox Corporation

1341W. Mockingbird Lane

Dallas. TX 75247

Contact local safes office

Zenith Data Systems

1000 North Milwaukee Ave.

Glenview, IL 60025

(312) 391-8181

OPEn flnD SHUT CRSE
FOR COmPUTERS

CALL TOLL FREE:

(800) 848-7548

CM703

Your sizable investment in your computer should be protected- If you

have to load and unload your computer every time you want to move

it, you must consider the possible damage. Computer Case Company

has solved your computer protection problem. Once your equipment

is safely inside the attache-style carrying case, it never has to be taken

out again. Simply remove the hd. connect the power, and operate.

For storage, disconnect the power, enclose your disks, working papers,

and manuals in the compartments provided, and attach the lid. Case

closed. Judge for yourself.

5650 Indian Mound Court • Columbus

AP101 Apple II with Single Disk Drive S109

AP102 Apple II with Double Disk Drives 119

AP103 Apple II. 9 inch Monitor & Double Drives 129

AP104 Apple III. two additional Drives & Silentype 139

AP105 12 inch Monitor plus accessories 99

AP106 AMDEK Color I. II or III .... 119

CM703 Commodore 64/VIC with Disk Drive 129

CM704 Commodore 64/VIC with Dataset 109

AT301 Atari Computer & Accessories 109

P401 Paper Tiger 440/445/460 99

P402 Centronics 730/737 89

P403 Epson MX70. MX80 or IBM Matrix .. 89

P404 Epson MX 100 99

P405 IDS 560 or Prism 132 Printer 109

P406 Starv/riter F10 Printer 119

CC80 Matching Attache Case (5") 85

CC90 Matching Attache Case (3") 75

CC91 Matching Accessory Case 95

CC92 5 25 Diskette Case 49

Ohio 43213 • (614) 868-9464



ON SOURS SURGES

Our crop-The Lemon™, The Lime™,

and The Orange™ are designed to

eliminate undetected submicrosecond

overvoltage transients from electrical

circuits. Commonly referred to as

"spikes", or "glitches", these tran

sients can cause hardware and soft

ware damage to unprotected circuits.

Today's electronic products are often

microprocessor controlled - mini and

micro computers, televisions, video

cassette recorders - to name a few.

Each of these products is sensitive to

fluctuations in electrical power lines.

Power switching devices such as

refrigerators coming on and off or air

conditioners starting up can be respon

sible for a momentary surge or spike of

electricity in a circuit. Even your local

utility stepping-up transformers to add

power at peak load times or an elec

trical storm passing through can trigger

surges. Such surges can cause equip

ment to falter at times, not to work at

peak performance or fail completely.

An entire data base can be lost.

Now you can prevent this from

happening to you with an AC Surge

Protector from Electronic Protection

Devices. Each Protector is a solid state

clamping device with 6 outlets utilizing

modern high speed semiconductor

technology. Using our Protectors is as

simple as plugging it into any standard

three wire duplex outlet then plugging

what needs protection into it. Each

Protector exceeds the IEEE 587-1980

Guide for Surge Voltages in Low

Voltage AC Power Circuits.

When you compare the cost of

computer hardware, software and your

time with the price of a Protector (from

$59.95 to $139.95), you'll want to sour

your surges with one of the AC Surge

Protectors from EPD, which are

available through your local dealer.

Electronic Protection Devices
5 Central Avenue

Waltham, Massachusetts 02154

In Massachusetts Call:
(617) 891-6602

Outside Massachusetts Call:
1-800-343-1813

Dealer Inquiries Invited
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For VIC (8K), Color Computer (Extended BASIC), Apple, Atari, OSI, and PET - set up any model on a spreadsheet
and watch the changes when you revise the information. This can be one ofthe most valuable and easy-to-use programs
in your computer's repertoire.

SIMULATOR:
"Tiny Plan," A Modeling Planner For Home Applications

Christopher J. Flynn

Herndon, VA

There seems to be a revolution occurring in corpo

rate America. Microcomputers are increasingly

appearing on desk tops. Oneof the reasons for this
is the development of sophisticated business soft

ware. A prime example is the computerized spread

sheet. With this kind of software, managers can

rapidly evaluate various business situations. The

ability to react quickly may mean the difference

between profit and loss (or worse).

What about the average household, however?

Hasn't home financial planning become more

necessary? Hasn't it also become more difficult?

Consider, for example, the variety of investment

opportunities that are now available. There are

money market plans, CDs, IRA accounts, and so

on. How can you tell which is best for your family's

needs? Are you able to state what your assets and

liabilities will be in, say, two years?

A Personal Computerized Spreadsheet

"Tiny Plan" is a computerized spreadsheet program

for home computers. It is a tool that makes difficult

calculations and projections much easier. Combine

Tiny Plan with your good judgment, and you are

well on the way to preparing sound financial plans.

Keep in mind, however, that Tiny Plan is only

a tool. Tiny Plan does not make recommendations.

It is not, nor is any other program, an electronic

crystal ball.

Tiny Plan will work on most home computers.

Your computer should have a minimum amount

of RAM memory - 8K will dojust fine. Tiny Plan

will work without a disk or printer.

Tiny Plan was developed on a Commodore

VIC-20.Since the VIC allows only 22 characters

per line, you will notice that Tiny Plan's messages

and instructions tend to be brief.

Tiny Plan can be adapted to your computer

quite easily. VIC's color and sound capabilities

were not used at all, to make the program more

general. In fact, only one program line needed to

be changed when Tiny Plan was tried on an ex

panded Rockwell AIM 65. That was line 50010,

where the clear screen control character is defined.

Tiny Plan Models

The concept behind Tiny Plan is that of building a

model. A model is a representation of reality. The

representation may be a physical replica (like a

model airplane) or a mathematical abstraction.

Tiny Plan uses the language of mathematics.

In practice, the mathematics used by Tiny

Plan are very simple. There are the familiar opera

tions of addition, subtraction, multiplication, divi

sion, and a variety of percentage calculations. The

power of Tiny Plan comes from its ability to perform

these calculations on lots of numbers quickly and

accurately.

Projection

We will use an example to illustrate Tiny Plan that

will project the value of different financial assets

for the next three years.

The first step is to develop a model. You don't

need an algebra book or your neighborhood

economist - neither will do much good. At this

point all you need is a pencil and paper. We've

mentioned that Tiny Plan can work on lots of

numbers. However, we don't start with ajumbled

list of numbers. Using a little thought and pencil

and paper, we can start by developing a scheme for

organizing the numbers. Let's agree to arrange the

information in the form of a chart.

Suppose we have three savings plans - a CD,

an All Savers certificate, and a passbook account.

We know the amount of money in each account

and the annual yield of each account. We want to

project each account for three years. Our chart

might look something like this:

Principal Yield 1983 1984 1985

CD

All Savers

Passbook

The chart has three horizontal rows to repre

sent the three savings plans. Five vertical columns

represent various characteristics - some we already



FOR THE

ATARI

400/800

by James Albanese

Nail-biting arcade excitement!

Available on diskette or cassette.

Requires 32K of user memory.

At your ATARI software dealer—$29.95

SOFTWARE

6660 Reseda Blvd., Suite 105

Reseda, CA 91335

(213) 344-6599
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know; some we wish lo calculate.

We havejust developed a model. The chart

represents our understanding of what will happen

to these accounts over the next few years. For the

purposes of our example, let's assume that there

will be no deposits or withdrawals and that the

yield will stay the same for the next three years.

Not surprisingly, the first step in using Tiny

Plan is specifying the model, which is then described

to Tiny Plan in the form of a chart. We tell Tiny

Plan how many rows and columns there are, and

then we give the name of each row and column.

(The more RAM memory you have in your com

puter, the bigger ihe model that Tiny Plan is able

to manipulate.)

If we were carrying out the analysis by hand,

we would next write down the principal and yield

information.

Principal Yield 1983 1984 1985

CD 10,000 16%

All Savers 8,000 12%

Passbook 2,000 6%

Then we perform the following calculations for

each of the savings plans for each of ihe three

years:

1. Compute the interest by applying the yield

to the principal.

2. Compute the total dollars by adding the

inlcrest to the principal.

After a little work, our chart looks like this:

Principal Yield 1983 1984 1985

CD 10,000 16% 11,600 13,456 15,609

AllSavers 8,000 12% 8,960 10,035 11,239

Passbook 2,000 6% 2,120 2,247 2,382

The figures have been rounded to the nearest

dollar.

Suppose we want to see what happens if we

change our investment mix. Out comes the pencil

and paper again. We repeat the calculations on a

different set of numbers.

In this example, we had to perform the calcu

lations step by step for each of the three savings

plans. What if we had enough money for ten savings

plans? The calculations would be quite tedious

indeed. Needless to say, we would probably not

want to repeat the exercise, so we would be giving

up our chance to evaluate different situations.

Rapid Analysis

Tiny Plan lets us perform analyses very rapidly.

Once the initial data is entered, Tiny Plan calculates

whole rows or columns of numbers at once. Using

our example, we could tell Tiny Plan to multiply

the yield times the principal. Tiny Plan would work

out this calculation for each savings plan, whether

we had three, ten, or thirty. If we wanted to see the

effects of different yields, we could go back and

change only the yield data. Then we could repeat

the calculations. All of this can be done in a very

short time. You can see how it would be useful for

household planning.

A good tool must help its user solve the in

tended problem. Also, the tool must be easy to use.

Tiny Plan satisfies both of these requirements.

Tiny Plan has four simple steps to follow:

1. Specify the model.

2. Enter the data for the model.

3. Perform the calculations.

4. Examine the results.

You may repeat steps 2, 3, and 4 as many times as

you like for a given model. By doing this, you can

evaluate the impact of changing conditions.

For each step. Tiny Plan will ask you for the

information it needs. Most of Tiny Plan's messages

are self-explanatory. Don't worry about making

mistakes. Tiny Plan will let you know if it can't

figure out what you're trying to tell it.

Step 1: Specify The Model

Before you even try to use Tiny Plan, sketch a

picture of your model on a piece of paper. Recall

how we worked our example. Give each row and

column a name. Since you will use these row and

column names in other steps, try to choose names

that relate to the problem you're working on. Also,

jot down the numbers that you wish to enter initially.

Finally, have a pretty good idea of the calculations

that need to be done.

Specifying a model consists of entering the

number of rows and columns and then the names

of the rows and columns. Bear in mind that Tiny

Plan keeps the model in your computer's RAM

memory. After you enter the size of your model,

Tiny Plan will check to see if there is enough mem

ory to hold your model. If not, you may want to

point out the benefits of more memory to your

home budget director.

People like myself often confuse simple con

cepts such as rows and columns. Tiny Plan will

show you what your chart looks like. Tiny Plan

displays a rectangle consisting of rows and columns

of X's. So, if you've mistaken rows for columns and

vice versa, the rectangle will look different from

your chart. Tiny Plan gives you a chance to verify

the size and shape of the model.

If everything is OK, you can put in the names

for each row and column. Tiny Plan asks For the

names one by one. You can enter a name that is

from one to ten characters long. If a name is longer

than ten characters, only the first ten will be kept.

Do not use the same name twice; this would confuse

you and your computer.

If you wish, Tiny Plan will make up its own
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Six great video games from IDS! for
Apple », Atari; and IBM computers

Innovative Design software,

inc., tests your skill in the pool hall,

your nerves on the speedway, your

reflexes under the Big Top, your

agility at the shuffleboard lanes, your
strategy in the science lab. idsi

creativity will bring your home

computer alive with more realism

than you ever thought possible, and

action graphics will challenge you and

keep you challenged as never before.

Pool. A real-time, hi-res color

simulation of the game, allowing you
to play 8 ball, rotation, 9 ball, or

straight pool. Features include instant
shot replay, table friction control, cue
ball english selection, and more.

POOL 1 .5tm Disk for Apple II (requires

48K), Atari 400/800 (requires 48fO, and

IBM PC (requires 64K with graphics
option) $34.95

POOL 400 Cartridge for Atari 400/800

(requires 16K, Joysticks) $39.95

Trlekshot. A hi-res successor game
to POOL which provides precision ball

placing capability. Features include

trick shot examples, a new games, disk
storage of shots, and more.

Disk n for Apple II (requires 48K)

$39.95

Shuffleboard. A hi-res color

simulation of the classic game played

on the decks of ocean liners. Play this

exciting game against your Apple or a

human opponent.

Disk II for Apple II (requires 48K)

$29.95

Juggler. A fast, fun hi-res game in

which you test your juggling skills

against your computer. Combining

arcade-quality hi-res color graphics

with realistically smooth motion,

JUGGLER is an addictive game that will

keep your adrenalin flowing for hours

of exciting entertainment.

Disk version for Apple II and Atari

400/800 (requires 48K) $29.95

speedway Blast. An action game

that pits you against the asphalt-

eating monsters that have invaded

your neighborhood. You hop in your

speedster and blast out after these

destructive creatures. But dangers

await you: monster eggs about to

hatch, dangerous holes in the street

which could totally destroy your

racer. Rid your community of these

creatures in the fastest time possible

and become the town hero with the

highest score!

Cartridge for Atari 400/800 (requires

16K, Joysticks) $39.95

survival of the Fittest. A

fascinating, challenging test of

strategy and tactical skill which pits

your wits and nerves against both the

"Laws of Nature" and your opponent's

colonies in a battle for survival and

dominance. You must create colonies

of organisms that will thrive in the

universe of "computer life," attacking

and defending against your opponent's

life forms.

Cartridge for Atari 400/800 (requires

16K, Joysticks) $39.95

Ask for IDSI products at your

computer store...or charge to VISA or

Mastercard by calling (505) 522-7373...

or order by mail, including with the

purchase price $1 per game for

shipping and handling. (New Mexico

residents, add 41/4% sales tax.)

Dealer inquiries invited.

Apple II l5 a registered trademark of Apple

Computer, inc. Atari Is a registered trademark of

Atari. Inc. IBM Is a registered trademark of

international Business Machines Corp. Pool 1,5 Is a

trademark of idsi.

INNOVATIVE DESIGN SOFTWARE, INC.
P.O. BOX 1658, LAS CRUCES, NM 88004
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row and column names. To do this, hit RETURN

whenever Tiny Plan asks for a name. (This might

not work on all computers. Try it on yours.) Tiny

Plan names the rows Rl. R2, R3, and so on. Simi

larly, it names the columns C1, C2, C3, etc. Notice

that there is no space between the letter and

number.

Step 2: Enter The Data For The Model

After you have specified the model. Tiny Plan sets

all the rows and columns to zero. The data entry

step is the way for you to put data in the model.

You can also use the data entry step to change the

data that may already be in the model.

You may enter data by rows or by columns or

by a combination of the two. You do not need to

enter all of the rows or columns, just the ones

you want. Suppose we want to enter the column

PRINCIPAL in our example. First, we would tell

Tiny Plan the name of the column we want. Then

Tiny Plan would ask us for the values of CD, ALL

SAVERS, and PASSBOOK. On the other hand,

suppose we wanted to enter the row PASSBOOK.

Tiny Plan would ask for the values for PRINCIPAL,

YIELD, 1983, 1984, and 1985. Since we are cal

culating 1983, 1984, and 1985, we could enter zero

or just hit RETURN. The choice of row or column

entry depends on your particular model. In our

example, entering the columns turns out to be a

little easier.

When Tiny Plan asks for a new value, it shows

you the current value of the item in the model. To

retain that value, just hit RETURN. (On some

computers, though, you may have to retype the

same number again even if you don't want to change

it.) If you want to change the value, type in the new

number.

Step 3: Perform The Calculations

Once you've entered your data, you'll probably

want to do some calculations. Tiny Plan will perform

calculations on entire rows or columns of numbers.

Every number in the row or column will be in

cluded. The only time that Tiny Plan skips a calcu

lation is when a division by zero is attempted.

Depending on your model, you will choose to

do row or column calculations. Your model may

even involve doing some row calculations and then

some column calculations. The only restriction is

that you cannot perform an operation involving a

row and column. For example, you cannot add a

row to a column. You can, of course, add one row

to another row or multiply one column by another

column.

Each time you do a calculation. Tiny Plan will

ask you for four items of information:

1. A row or column name,

2. The type of calculation (such as addition),

3. A second row or column name, and

4. A third row or column name indicating

where the answer will be kepi.

The first and second row or column names indicate

to Tiny Plan which numbers will be used in the

calculation.

Trying Out The Example

An example will make this clearer. Our savings

plan analysis uses column calculations. When liny

Plan asks for names, we respond with column

names. To compute 198'Vs results, we would re

spond lo the four prompts with:

1. PRINCIPAL as the first column name,

2. %+ as the type of calculation,

3. YIELD as the second column name, and

4. 1983 as the column which will hold the

results.

This means that we want to increase all the

numbers in the PRINCIPAL column by the per

centages contained in the YIELD column. We want

the results saved in the 1983 column. Tiny Plan

does the calculation for each and every number in

the indicated columns. In our example, there were

just three numbers in each column. There could

just as easily have been 30 numbers. Notice that

"% +" is one- ofTiny Plan's special percentage

calculations.

Now, to obtain 1984's results we would use:

1. 1983

2. % +
3. YIELD

4.1984

The same yield figures are used again. This time,

however, I983's calculated results are used as the

base. As an exercise, how would you obtain 1985's

results?

As we mentioned, "9r + " is one of Tiny Plan's

percentage calculations. Tiny Plan can perform a

variety of calculations:

+ add the first row/column lo the second row/

column

- subtract the second row/column from the first

row/column

* multiply the first row/column by the second

row/column

/ divide the first row/column by the second

row/column

% compute the given percentage (second row/

column) of the first row/column

% + increase the first row/column by the per

centage specified in the second row/column

%- decrease the first row/column by the per

centage specified in the second row/column
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%D compute the percent difference between Lhe

first row/column and the second row/column,

using the fust row/column as the base

With the exception of the " + 1" and "::" operations,

t lie order of the rows and columns is very Important.

For example, ifwe tried to do:

1. YIELD

2.rA +

3. PRINCIPAL

4.1984

we would get strange and unpleasant results. This

is because Tiny Plan assumed that the second

column name entered (i.e., PRINCIPAL) will

contain the percentage figures. In the case of the

CD, Tiny Plan thinks that the intent was to increase

16 by 10,000 percent. The moral here is to be

careful. When Tiny Plan asks for row or column

names, be sure that you enter them in the proper

order lor the particular calculation that yoti are

doing.

Important Note: when you use the percentage

operations, make sure that your numbers are

entered as percentages. In other words, enter

12.5% as 12.5, not as .125. When Tiny Plan com

putes a result that is a percentage (9cD), it will do

the same thing.

You may perform as many calculations as you

like. Each calculation will require four items of

information.

Step 4: Examine The Results

This is probably the most important step. Only

after examining and analyzing the results can you

start to carry out your plan.

As in the previous steps. Tiny Plan now gives

you the choice of looking at rows or columns. You

may examine one row or column at a time. Tell Tiny

Plan the name of the particular row or column that

you want to examine. It will respond by showing

you all the numbers in that row or column. Fur

thermore, Tiny Plan will compute and display the

row or column sum automatically.

If we wanted to examine the column for 1985,

Tiny Plan would prepare the following display:

CD

ALLSAVERS

PASSBOOK

1985

15,609

11,239

2,282

TOTAL 29,230

We get the column total without ever having

to direct Tiny Plan to compute it. Be careful. Some-

limes a column total is not really meaningful. If we

displayed the YIELD column, we would see the

three yield figures and a total figure. In this case,

the total has no meaning - it is just the sum of

numbers.

Rows are displayed in a similar manner. The

numbers in the row are listed vertically. The ap

propriate column names are shown to the left of

the numbers. A row total is also provided. The

same caution concerning the total should be ob

served here.

Assume that your budget director has seen the

benefits of additional memory. Now you are

working on very large models. Let's say you have a

model with 40 columns and 40 rows. What would

happen if you wanted to examine a particular

column? Can your computer display 40 lines of

data? Ours can't.

Regardless of how many numbers are in a

particular row or column. Tiny Plan will display at

most ten numbers at a time. Tiny Plan will then

pause. When you press the space bar. the next

group of numbers will be displayed. This process

continues until the entire row or column has been

displayed. Note that the row or column total is

always visible at the bottom of the screen. Just keep

in mind that the total is the sum of the entire row or

column and not the sum of the group of numbers

that happens to be on the screen.

When you have finished examining the results,

Tiny Plan will ask you if you want to model again.

If you do, Tiny Plan will resume at the data entry

step. Step 2. You can take the opportunity to change

some or all of the numbers and then proceed with

additional calculations. Finally, you can review the

results again.

Tiny Plan On Your Computer

Although Tiny Plan was developed on a VIC-20,

every effort was made to use standard BASIC

commands. If your computer uses a version of

Microsoft BASIC, you should have no trouble

getting Tiny Plan to work. Other versions of BASIC

may require some conversion.

There are very few comments in the program

listing itself. Also, spaces have been omitted wher

ever possible. While the program may be hard to

read, this does conserve memory space. The result

is that liny Plan can handle bigger models.

There are a few areas in Tiny Plan that would

need adjusting depending on the computer brand

being used. Make the changes appropriate to your

particular computer. Then save two copies (just in

case) of the customized version of Tiny Plan.

1. Clear screen code

Line 2420 defines a variable CS$. CS$ is given

a value of 147. This is the VIC control code

for homing the cursor and clearing the screen.

You should use the proper code for your

computer. (The code is 12 for an AIM 65

equipped with an MTU Visible Memory.) Use

HOME on the Apple in place of PRINTCS$.



Exterminator by Ken Grant

First the bad news...this game is

literally full of bugs. The good news?

We guarantee hours of exciting enter

tainment trying to remove them.

Some bugs you are likely to come up

against are spiders, snails, fleas and

centipedes in this rapidfire, 100%

machine language, exceptional quali

ty game. Exterminator runs in stan

dard 5K VIC. '24.95

Antimatter Splatter! a more

dastardly alien could scarcely be

found than one who would wipe out

an entire civilization by dropping anti

matter anti-canisters, right? If your

opinion of this alien troublemaker is

the same as ours, probably your first

thought was, get some matter! We

say calm down! All is not lost. A

mobile rapid splatter cannon capable

of both breaking through his standard

alien moving force fields and laying

waste to the ever-increasing number

of anti-canisters is even now hovering

above us. If only our cannoneer

hadn't called in sick...say, what are

you doing today? Anti-Matter Splat

ter is 100% machine language and

runs in standard 5K VIC. S24.95

3-D Man The exact maze from

probably the most popular arcade

game ever with perspective altered

from overhead to eye level. The

dots...the monsters...the power

dots...the side exits. New on-screen

radar. This game is amazing. 3-D Man

requires at least 3K memory expander

but will run with any memory add-ons

(8K, 16K, 24K, etc.) that we have come

across. M9.95

Defender on Tri As pilot of the

experimental Defender-style ship

"Skyes Limited," you are the only

hope for an advance party of scien

tists trapped in ancient alien sphere

which suddenly (heat from collision

course with sun presumably—G.E.)

came to life. Four screens worth of

unique defenses, on-off shields, fuel

deposits, alien treasures, running

timer, energy, score and very nice

graphics display make this one that

does not quickly wax old. Defender

flnTIITlflTTER

SPLATTER

on TRI requires at least 3K memory

expander, but will run with any

memory add-on (8K, 16K, 24K, etc.) we

have come across. S19.95

Rescue From Nufon This
graphic adventure has five floors with

20 rooms apiece. Use the elevator to

change levels and the N, S, E, W keys

to move your characters around as

you search for 30 hostages randomly

scattered (differently every run)

throughout. As there are three

different monsters occupying Nufon,

you are armed with a blaster, but

unfortunately it uses energy pretty

tlUFEKUP
P.O. Box 156, Shady Cove, Oregon 97539-0156

C.O.D. Orders...call (503) 878-2113

Mastercard and Visa cards accepted

Ask for our new FREE catalog!

Games will be on tape unless you request disk.

fast, forcing you to do some fancy

dodging in order to make the supply

last. Average game is twenty

minutes. Standard 5K VIC 20—Key

board M2.95

Krazy Kong The crazy gorilla has

taken three fair maidens up to the top

of the giant stairway. And you (the

valiant hero) will attempt to rescue

them at the risk of your own life. Your

timing must be totally accurate as

you jump the barrels that Kong is

rolling down at you. '12.95

And there's more...

Collide S12.95

Alien Panic S12.95

Vlkman M2.95

Search '12.95

SPECIAL OFFER! With any

order of Exterminator and Anti-Mat

ter Splatter we'll send you a FREE 17"

X 22" poster like the one shown

above. Also available separately for

$3.50.

VIC is a trademark of Commodore Business Machines, Inc.
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2. Row and column display size

The VIC can display 23 lines of information.

When Tiny Plan displays a row or column,

there is room to show ten numbers and several

messages. Some computers can display a

maximum of 16 lines. Line 2430 defines a

variable NL. Set NL to however many numbers

from a row or column you want to display at

one time. Don't forget to leave room on the

display for the message lines as well.

3. Memon size check

Most computers have some way of letting you

know when there is not enough memory to

run a program or store additional data. The

typical computer responds by stopping the

program and returning to the command

mode.

Right after you enter the number of rows

and columns in your model, Tiny Plan does its

own check to see if there is enough memory.

Lines 290, 300, and 2530 are used in this

check. Line 290 estimates memory requirements

based on:

a. 5 bytes for each numeric array element

b. 13 bytes for each row and column

name (3 bytes for the string length and

pointer plus 10 bytes for the name

itself).

Consult your computer's technical manuals

for the way to estimate memory requirements.

Alternatively, you may leave out these three

lines entirely.

4. INPUT statement

On the VIC, you can hit RETURN by itself in

response to an INPUT statement. If you do

this, the contents of the variables in the INPUT

statement will remain unchanged. The VIC

acts in this case as if the INPUT statement had

never even been executed. Tiny Plan makes

use of this VIC feature when it asks you to

enter data values.

Some computers, however, respond a

little differently. The TRS-80, for example,

will set the variables in the INPUT statement

to zero (or to a null string) if only the RETURN

key is hit. I f your computer works this way,

make these two changes to Tiny Plan:

14070 R$ = "": INPUT R$: IF R$<>"" THEN DA(R,I)

= VAL{R$)

18070 R$ = "": INPUT R$: IF R$<>"" THEN DA(I,C)

= VAL(R$)

There is a slight price to be paid. The VAL

function does not let you know if it encounters

non-numeric data. So, if you typed U123

instead of .123, VAL would convert the input

to zero. This is not what you intended, but

there would be no error message. These two

modifications should work well for most appli

cations. Just be advised that extra attention is

required when typing in numbers.

There is yet another variation in computer

behavior. The AIM 65 and Commodore PET/

CBM simply stop ifjust a RETURN is keyed

after an INPUT statement. The program can

be resumed by typing CONT. For this type of

computer, you have to use slightly different

operating procedures. Never hit RETURN

without first entering something.

5. Decimal Places

Tiny Plan normally rounds all calculated results

to two decimal places. This is quite appropriate

if you work most often in units of dollars and

cents. A variable DP (for decimal places) is

defined in line 2490. You may set DP to zero if

you want all calculated results to be integers

(no decimal fractions shown). Also, DP may be

set to round calculated results to a different

number of decimal places.

Experiment with Tiny Plan. Start by setting up

very simple models. Expand on the simple models.

Compare your projections with reality. Try to

account for any differences. Then go back and add

additional terms to your models. And let us know

of your results. What modifications did you make

to Tiny Plan to get it to work on your computer?

What models have you developed? What have the

results been?

Program 1: Microsoft Version: VIC, PET, Apple, OSI,

Color Computer (Extended BASIC)

100 REH TINY PLAN

110 GOSUB160

120 GOSUB510

130 IFR$="Y"THEN120

140 PRINTCS$:PRINT"THANK Y0U.":PRINT

150 END

160 REM BEGIN

170 GOSUB2410

180 GOSUB240

190 IFRS="N"THEN180

200 DIMDA(NR,NC)

210 DIMCNS (NC) ,RN$ (NR)

220 GOSUB350

230 RETURN

240 REH CONFIGURE

250 PRINTCS$;:PRINTnHOW MANY ROWS AND"

260 PRINT:PRINT"COLUMNS IN THE MODEL ?":PRINT:

PRINT

270 NR=0:PRINT"# ROWS (ACROSS)";:INPUTNR:IFNR<

=0THENPRINT"WHAT?":GOTO270

280 NC=0:PRINT"# COLS (UP&DOWN)";:INPUTNC:IFNC

<=0THENPRINT"WHAT?":G0T0280

29 0 MS=(NC+1)*(NR+1)*5+(NC+1)*13+(NR+1)M3

300 IFMS>S2THENPRINT"NOT ENOUGH MEMORY":PRINT:

GOTO270

310 PRINT:FORI=1TONR:FORJ=1TONC:PRINT"X";:NEXT

:PRINT:NEXT

320 PRINT:PRINT"SHAPE OK {Y OR N) ?";



NOW. The only real limitation

for your VIC 20 is imagination.

The ARFON MICRO VIC 20 EXPANSION CHASSIS allows you to fully expand the VIC 20

memory, plug In Interfaces, other computer peripherals, cartridges for expanded Basic

language functions, programming utilities and even ROM cartidges of your own design to

turn the VIC 20 Into a sophisticated computer control system. In fact, with your VIC Installed

in the AFRON MICRO VIC 20 EXPANSION CHASSIS the only real limitation to the uses you

can find for the VIC 20 is imagination.

VIC 20 SOFTWARE FROM ARFON MICRO, U.S.

TOTL TIME MANAGER is a set of two programs which

allow you to create personal or business schedules, calen
dars of events, and checklists of activities. Organize reports

by: person, project, or activity. Sort reports by: beginning

or ending dates, or activity number. Print 56 different bar

chart formulas. S25.

RESEARCH ASSISTANT 2.0 is a set of programs which

allow you to keep track of reference data and create

keyword cross reference lists. Keep data on reference sour

ces: author, title, bibliography. Keep reference notes:

pagefsj, text, up to 12 keyword cross reference, print
data and or cross reference lists. $25.

TOTL LABEL 2.0 is a very useful mailing list and label

program. TOTL LABEL 2.0 features easy editing, add or

delete labels, define your own labels (width, length, num

ber of printed lines), sort alphabetically or numerically and
more. S20.

TOTL TEXT 2.0 is a complete word processing program

which allows you to create and format professional

looking documents. There is no limit to the length of a

document. TOTL TEXT features: page numbering,

paragraph control, right and left margin control, VIC prin

ter expanded characters, skip to top of page, single,

double, or triple spacing, centered title lines, tab position

control, character and line spacing, upper and/or lower

case, use of graphic characters, full screen editing, full cur

sor control while editing, scroll up and down through text,

add, change and delete characters, insert and delete blocks

of text. S25.

TOTL TEXT 2.5 has all the features of TOTL TEXT 2.0, plus

up to 4 heading lines per page, footing line every page,

footnotes, keyboard imput for form letters (up to 6 80-

column lines), special characters for printer, right justify,

and 3K additional working memory for editing. S35.

ALL TOTL 2.0 series programs work with tape and/or disk

and require VIC 20, 8K expansion, cassette deck and or disk

drive, VIC printer or RS-232 printer.

BALDOR'S CASTLE is a fast-moving real time ad

venture—can you fight off 11 different types of

monsters with just your bare hands, or will

you need bow and arrow, magic sword,

potions, and more to steal Baldor's

gold? Game cartridge by Martin Ken

nedy. (More fun withjoystick.)

ARFON VIC EXPANSION CHAS

SIS comes complete with

uminum cover monitor shelf.

VIC 20 & COMMODORE are registered trademarks of Commodore
Business Machines.

i\

fcaS

Ask your VIC Dealer, or Contact

ARFON MICROELECTRONICS, U.S.
111 Rena Drive, Lafayette, La. 70503

(318)988-2478
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Sample RUN

re is a sample RUN of the ModeKng Planner
using Mr. Flynn's example. IV\ it on your com

puter, and you will get a feel for how to use the

Modeling Planner, Most helpful is the "worksheet"

thai you develop before you run the program.

You'!! need to refer to it often. Here is Mr. Flynn's

worksheet:

Principal Yield 1983 1984 1985

CD

All Savers

Passbook

First, we'll set up this worksheet on the com

puter. User input is shown in boldface. Comments

are enclosed in brackets.

RUN

TINY PLAN

VERSION 1.0JULY 1982

ELECTRONIC

SPREADSHEE1

HOW MANY ROWS AND

COLUMNS IN I Hi- MODEL?

#ROWS (ACROSS)? 3

[Three rows: CD. All Savers, and Passbook]

#COLS(UP&:DOWN)?5

[5 columns: Principal. Yield, 1983, 1984, and 1985]

XXXXN

XXXXX

xxxxx

SHAPEOK(YORN)?Y

[This resembles the worksheet]

WHAT IS THE NAME OF

EACH ROW AND COLUMN?

NAMES CAN BE UP TO

10 CHARACTERS LONG

[We'll probably have to abbreviate]

ROWS (ACROSS) FIRST.

1 OF 3? CD

2 OF 3?ALLSAVERS

3 OF 3? PASSBOOK

COLUMNS (UP AND DOWN).

1 OF 5 ? PRINCIPAL

2 OF 5 ? YIELD

3 OF 5 ? 1983

4 OF 5 ? 1984

5 OF 5 ? 1985

* DATA ENTRY STEP *

[This is the second step, where we can enter as much
data as we please, in either rows or columns. We'll enter

the principal and the yield, which are columns. Using

Mr. Flynn's table, it would look like:

Principal Yield 1983 1984 1985

CD 10,000 16%

All Savers 8,000 129

Passbook 2,000 6%

Now we'll enter the first two columns into the computer]

ENTER DATA (Y/N)? ¥

ENTER ROWSO N)?N

[We entered "N" because we'll enter data b) columns:]

ENTER COLS. (Y/N)? V

COL NAMEOR'END1
? PRINCIPAL

[First, we'll entei the principal]

EN I ER3 VALUES-
I FOR EACH ROW

** COL PRINCIPAL**

[Note thai the column names are abbreviated to five
characters hen;:]

ROW VALUE

PR1XC 0 } 10000

ALLS 0 :- 8000

PASSB 0 ? 2000

COL NAME OR'END'
? YIELD

ENTER3 VALUES-

IFOR EACH ROW

*** COL YIELD***

[Note the "0". It is i he previous value of the row element.

ROW VALUE

PRINC 0 ? 16

ALLS 0 ? 12

PASSB (! ? 6

COL NAME OR'END1

[Because we're through entering data]

*CALCULATE STEP*

CALCULATE (Y/N)? Y

WORK ON ROWS (Y/N)?N

| We'll be calculating columns (1983-1983) from the firsl

two columns. We won't be workingon rows.]

WORK ON COLS. (Y/N)? Y

[Each calculai on will be a percentage calculation on a

column against the yield]

1ST COL NAME OR'END1

? PRINCIPAL

?%+

2ND COL NAME OR 'END1

? YIELD

ANS COL NAME OR 'END'

? 1983

[The answer will be put in column 1983]

WORKING...

[Now let's calculate 1984 from 1983]

1ST COL NAME OR 'END'

? 1983

+ ,-,*,/,%,% + ,%-. %D

2ND COL NAME OR'END'

? YIELD (contin ued)



LEARN TOTYPE

OR GET

BLOWNTO BITS

Mastertype™ and Atari™ make typing

a blast.

Now anyone can learn to type and have hours of fun

at the same time. With MasterType. We've combined the

fast-action of blow 'em up video games with the best

instructional program available. You either learn to type

or the aliens ZAP your spaceship into oblivion. The results?
Highly motivated and enjoyable learning.

Mastertype earns a ten-gun salute.

MasterType is fast becoming the best selling educa

tional software product designed for use with the Atari 800
home computer.

It's no wonder, when you consider what InfoWorld
magazine had to say:

"MasterType is an excellent instructional typing game. We
had fun reviewing it, and we highly recommend it to

those who want to learn typing in an unconventional but
motivating way."

InfoWorld also went on to rate MasterType as "excellent"

in all four of its categories.

MasterType teaches your fingers to fly*

Face it. If you're like most people, the most inefficient
components on your computer are probably your fingers.

But you can change all that with MasterType. In just a few

easy lessons your fingers will be doing things you thought

them incapable of.

MasterType. With 18 explosive learning levels. You'll

either learn to type or get blown to pieces.

$39.95. Requires disk drive 32k and basic.
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(continuedfrom page 72)

ANS COL NAME OR END'

? 1984

WORKING...

[We now have values for 1983 and 1984. Try to

continue here and calculate 1985. We'll just stop

calculating and look at some data now.]

1ST COL NAME OR END'

?END

* DATA DISPLAY STEP *

DISPLAY DATA (Y/N)?Y

DISPLAY ROWS (Y/N)?Y

ROW NAME OR END'

? ALL SAVERS

COLUMN ALLSAVERS

0

PRINCIPAL 8000

YIELD 12

1983 8960

1984 10035.2

1985 0

ROW TOTAL 27007.2

SPACE TO CONTINUE

ROW NAME OR'END'

?END

DISPLAY COLS (Y/N)? Y

[Let's display 1984]

COL. NAME OR END'

? 1984

ROW 1984

0

CD 13456

ALLSAVERS 10035.2

PASSBOOK 2247.2

COL TOTAL 25738.4

SPACETOCONTINUE

COL NAME OR "END'

?END

[We're finished displaying data]

MODEL AGAIN (Y/N)? N

[At this point, you could enter "Y". You could enter or

edit the data, re-do the calculations, and display. This is
the uhat-if power of a microcomputer. You can just
change a few values and re-calculate dozens ofothers.]

[■HANKYOU.

READY.

330 GOSUB2260

340 RETURN

350 REM SYMBOL TABLE

360 PRINTCS$;"WHAT IS THE NAME OF":PRINT:PRINT

"EACH ROW AND COLUMN?"

370 PRINT: PRINT"NAMES CAN BE UP TO":PRINT:PRI

NT"10 CHARACTERS LONG."
380 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT"ROWS (ACROSS) FIRST.":PR

INT

390 FORI=1TONR

400 RS="n:PRINTI;nOFn;NR;

410 RN$(I)=LEFTS("R"+MID$(STR$(I) ,2)+BL$,10)

4 20 INPUTR$:IFR$O""THENRN$ (I)=LEFTS (R$+BL$, 10

)
4 30 NEXT

440 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT"COLUMNS (UP AND DOWN).":

PRINT

450 FORI=1TONC

460 R$="":PRINTI;"OF";NC;

4 70 CN${I)=LEFT$ ("C+MIDS {STR$ (I) ,2)+BL$,10)

4 80 INPUTR$:IFR$O""THENCN$(I)=LEFT$(RS+BL$,10

)
490 NEXT

500 RETURN

510 REM BUILD MODELS

520 GOSUB580

530 GOSUB1140

540 GOSUB1660

550 PRINTCS$;"MODEL AGAIN (Y/N)?";

560 GOSUB2260

570 RETURN

580 REM ENTER DATA

590 PRINTCSS;"* DATA ENTRY STEP *":PRINT

600 PRINT"ENTER DATA (Y/N)?";

610 GOSUB2260

620 IFR$="N"THEN750

6 30 REM

640 PRINTCS$;"ENTER ROWS (Y/N)?";

650 GOSUB2260

660 IFR$="N"THEN690

670 PRINTCSS:GOSUB860:IFETHEN690

680 GOSUB760:GOTO670

690 REM

700 PRINTCS?;"ENTER COLS. (Y/N)?";

710 GOSUB2260

720 IFR$="N"THEN750

7 30 PRINTCSS:GOSUB1050:IFETHEN7 50

740 GOSUB950:GOTO730

7 50 RETURN

760 REM ENTER ROW

770 PRINTCSS;nENTER";NC;"VALUES -"

780 PRINTM FOR EACH COLUMN.": PRINT

790 PRINT"** ROW ";RN$(R);n **":PRINT

8 00 PRINT:PRINT"COLUMN";TAB(11);"VALUE"

810 FORI=1TONC

8 20 PRINTLEFT${CN$(I),5);:PRINTDA(R,I);

830 INPUTDA(R,I)

840 NEXT

8 50 RETURN

860 REM GET ROW «

870 E=0:N$="":PRINT"ROW NAME OR 'END'"

8 80 INPUTN$:IFN$="END"THENE=1:RETURN

890 N$=LEFT$(N$+BL$,10)

900 FORI=0TONR

910 IFRN$(I)=N$THENR=I:I=1E6

920 NEXT

930 IFI=NR+1THENPRINT"? ";:GOTO870

940 RETURN

9 50 REM ENTER COL

960 PRINTCS$;"ENTER";NR;"VALUES -"

970 PRINT"1 FOR EACH R0W":PRINT

980 PRINT"** COL ";CN$(C);M **":PRINT

990 PRINT:PRINT"ROW";TAB(11);"VALUE"

1000 FORI=1TONR

1010 PRINTLEFTS(RNSd) ,5); :PRINTDA(I,C) ;

1020 INPUTDAU ,C)

1030 NEXT

1040 RETURN

1050 REM GET COL «
1060 E=0:N$="":PRINT"COL NAME OR 'END'"
107 0 INPUTN$:IFN$="END"THENE=1:RETURN

1080 N$=LEFT$(N$+BL$,10)

1090 FORI=0TONC

1100 IFCN$(I)=N$THENC=I:I=1E6

1110 NEXT

1120 IFI=NC+1THENPRINT"? ";:GOTO1060

1130 RETURN

1140 REM CALCULATE
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FOR YOUR

ATARI 400/800
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At last! The ultimate baseball game for your Atari 400/800

Scrolling outfield . Hysterical crowd scenes
Individual player control Tape $34.95 • Two player game
Fully detailed animation Disk $39.95 (US. Funds) • Joystick controlFully detailed animation

Complete range of pitches Requires minimum 16K

INHOME SOFTWARE INCORPORATED,

2485 Dunwin Drive, Unit 1,Mississauga, Ontario L5L1T1 (416)828-0775 (416)828-0778
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1150 PRINTCSS;"* CALCULATE STEP *":PRINT

1160 PRINT-CALCULATE (Y/N)?";

1170 GOSUB2260

1180 IFRS="N"THEN1310

1190 REM

1200 PRINTCSS;"WORK ON ROWS (Y/N)?";

1210 GOSUB2260

1220 IFR$="N"THEN1250
1230 PRINTCS$:PRINT"1ST ";:GOSUB860:IFETHEN1250

1240 GOSUB1320:GOTO1230

1250 REH

1260 PRINTCSS;"WORK ON COLS. (Y/N)?";

1270 GOSUB2260

1280 IFRS="N"THEN1310

1290 PRINTCS$:PRINT"1ST '; :GOSUB1050:IFETHEN131

1300 GOSUB1490:GOTO1290

1310 RETURN

1320 REH WORK ON ROWS

1330 R1=R

1340 GOSUB2180

1350 PRINT:PRINT"2ND ";:GOSUB860:IFETHEN1400

1360 R2=R

1370 PRINT:PRINT"ANS ";:GOSUB860:IFETHEN1400

1380 R3=R

1390 GOSUB1410

1400 RETURN

1410 REH DO ROW

1420 PRINT:PRINT"WORKING "

1430 FORI=1TONC

1440 C3=I:C2=I:C1=I

1450 GOSUB2300

1460 NEXT

1470 PRINT:PRINT"COMPLETED"

1480 RETURN

1490 REM WORK ON COLS

1500 C1=C

1510 GOSUB2180
1520 PRINT:PRINT"2ND "; :GOSUB1050:IFETHEN1570

1530 C2=C
1540 PRINT:PRINT"ANS " ; :GOSUB1050:IFETHEN1570

1550 C3=C

1560 GOSUB1580

1570 RETURN

1580 REM DO COL

1590 PRINT:PRINT"WORKING..."

1600 FORI=1TONR

1610 R3=I:R2=I:R1=I

1620 GOSUB2300

1630 NEXT
1640 PRINT:PRINT"COMPLETED"

1650 RETURN

1660 REM DISPLAY

1670 PRINTCSS;"* DATA DISPLAY STEP *"
1680 PRINT: PRINT-DISPLAY DATA {Y/N)?";

1690 GOSUB2260

1700 IFR$="N"THEN1890

1710 PRINT:REH ROWS

1720 PRINT:PRINT"DISPLAY ROWS (Y/N)?n;

1730 GOSUB2260

1740 IFR$="N"THEN1800

1750 PRINT:GOSUB860:IFETHEN1800

1760 RT=0:FORI=0TONC:RT=RT+DA(R,I):NEXT

1770 N=INT( (NC+D/NL) :IF(NC+1)-NL*N>0THENN=N+1

1780 C=0:GOSUB1900

1790 GOTO1750

1800 REM
1810 PRINT:PRINT"DISPLAY COLS (Y/N)?";

1820 GOSUB2260

1830 IFR$="N"THEN1890

1840 PRINT:GOSUB1050:IFETHEN189 0

1850 CT=0:FORI=0TONR:CT=CT+DA(I,C):NEXT

I860 N=INT((NR+1)/NL):IF{NR+1)-NL*N>0THBNN=N+1

1870 R=0:GOSUB2040

1880 GOTO1840

1890 RETURN

1900

1910

1920

1930

1940

1950

1960

1970

1980

1990

2000

2010

2020

2030

2040

2050

2060

2070

2080

2090

2100

2110

2120

2130

2140

2150

2160

2170

2180

2190

2200

2210

2220

2230

2240

2 250

2260

2270

2280

2 290

2300

2 310

REM ROW PANEL

FORI=1TON

PRINTCS$:PRINT"COLUMN ";RN$ (R) :PRINT

FORJ=1TO10

IFONCTHENPRINT

IFC<=NCTHENPRINTCN$(C);DA(R,C):C=C+1

NEXT

PRINT:PRINT

PRINT"ROW TOTAL " ; RT

IFKNTHENPRINT: PRINT" MORE ..."

PRINT:PRINT"SPACE TO CONTINUE"

GETR$:IFR$<>" " THEN2010

NEXT

RETURN

REM COL PANEL

FORI=1TON

PRINTCSS:PRINT"ROW ";CN${C):PRINT

FORJ=1TO10

IFR>NRTHENPRINT

IFR<=NRTHENPRINTRN$(R);DA(R,C):R=R+1

NEXT

PRINT:PRINT

PRINT"COL TOTAL ";CT

IFKNTHENPRINT:PRINT"HORE ..."

PRINT:PRINT"SPACE TO CONTINUE"

GETR$:IFR$<>" "THEN2150

NEXT

RETURN

REH GET OPERATOR

PRINT^PS
FORI=lTONP:PRINTOP$tI);", ";:NEXT:PRINT

INPUTOPS
FORI=1TONP:IFOP$(I)=OP$THENI=1E6

NEXT
IFI=NP+1THENPRINT"TRY AGAIN":GOTO2190

RETURN

REM GET V OF N

GETR$:IFR$=""THEN2270

IFR$O"Y"ANDR$O"N"THENPRINT:PRINT"KEY 'Y1

OR 'N'";:GOTO2270

RETURN

REM CALCULATIONS
IFOP$="+"THENDA(R3,C3)=DA(R1,C1)+DA{R2,C2)

2 320 IFOP$="-"THENDA(R3,C3)=DA(R1,C1)-DA(R2,C2)

2 330 IFOP$="*"THENDA(R3,C3)-DA(Rl,Cl)*DA(R2fC2)

2 340 IFOP$="/"ANDDA(R2,C2)<>0THENDA(R3,C3)=DA(R

1,C1)/DA(R2,C2)
2 350 IFOPS="%"THENDA(R3,C3)=DA(R1,C1)*DA(R2,C2)

/100
2360 IFOP$="%+"THENDA(R3,C3)=DA(R1,C1)+(DA(R1,C

l)*DA(R2fC2)/100)
2 370 IFOPS3"%-"THENDA(R3#C3)=DA(R1,C1)-(DA(R1,C

1)*DA(R2,C2)/100)
2 380 IFOP$ = "%D"ANDDA(R1,C1)O0THENDA(R3,C3) = ((D

A(R2,C2)-DA(R1,C1))/DA(R1,C1))*100

2390 DA(R3,C3)=INT({DA(R3,C3)*D2+5)/10)/Dl

2 400 RETURN

2410 REM INITIALIZE

2420 CS$=CHR$(147):REM CLEAR SCREEN

2430 NL=10

2440 NR=0:NC=0

2450 BL$="

2460 NP=8:DIM OP$(NP)
2470 FORI=1TONP:READOPS(D:NEXT

2480 DATA+,-,*,/,%,%+#%-.%D

2490 DP=2:D1=10"DP:D2=10*(DP+1)
2500 PRINTCSS;"TINY PLAN":PRINT:PRINT"VERSION 1

.0 JULY 1982"
2510 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT"ELECTRONIC":PRINT:PRINT

SPREADSHEET"

2520 FORI=1TO8000:NEXT

2530 SZ=FRE(0)-150

2540 RETURN



For the Atari 400/800 Home Computer

ou are Sentinel I, the latest in highly maneuverable strike aircraft, and you have a mission, to

protect the metropolis, but the alien attack will stop at nothing to destroy your very last lines

. of defense. Your senses are tuned for battle and the

attack begins.

Aliens will block your path, destroy your ship,

deplete your fuel and sacrifice their lives to stopyour

mission. You must destroy the aliens with your rapid

fire lasers before they home in

and destroy you. There is no

escape— you must destroy them

all for they will stop at nothing.

y 100% machine language

y 1 or 2 player option

Y joy stick controls

■4 lateral scrolling screen

V superb graphics

■/extensive color

V finest sound utilization

Vavailable in 16K tape $29.95 U.S. funds

-< 24K disc £34.95 U.S. funds

VcalJ your local dealer for more information
INHOME ~~ SOFTWARE

Inhome Software Incorporated 2485 Dunwin Drive, Mississauga, Ontario L5L 1T1. (416) 828-0775.

Atari is a registered trade mark of Atari Inc. Made in Conada.
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Program 2: Atari Version

100 REM TINY PLAN

110 GOSUB 160

120 60SUB 510

130 IF R*="Y" THEN 120

140 PRINT CS*:PRINT "THANK YOLJ.":PRIN

T

15O END

160 REM BEGIN

170 GOSUB 2410

18O GOSUB 240

19O IF R*="N" THEN 180

200 DIM DA(NR,NC>

2O5 FOR I=O TD NRiFOR J=O TO NC:DA(I,

J)=O:NEXT J:NEXT I

210 DIM CN*(NC*10>,RN*(NR*10>,N*(10)

220 GOSUB 350

230 RETURN

24O REM CONFIGURE

250 PRINT CS«;:PRINT "HOW MANY ROWS A

ND"

26O PRINT :PRINT "COLUMNS IN THE MODE

L -?":PRINT :PRINT

270 NR= O:PRINT " # ROWS ( ACROSS)";: INP

UT NR:IF NR<=0 THEN PRINT "WHAT?"

:GOTO 270

280 NC=O:PRINT "* COLS (UPfcDOWN>";:IN

PUT NC:IF NC<=0 THEN PRINT "WHAT?

":GOTO 280

290 MS=(NC+1> *(NR+1) *6+(NC + 1) *10+<NR +

1 ) *10

300 IF MS>SZ THEN PRINT "NOT ENOUGH M

EMORY":PRINT :GOTO 270

310 PRINT :FOR 1=1 TO NR:FOR J=l TO N

C:PRINT "X";:NEXT J:PRINT :NEXT I

32O PRINT :PRINT "SHAPE OK (Y OR N> ?

33O GOSUB 2260

340 RETURN

350 REM SYMBOL TABLE

360 PRINT CS*;"WHAT IS THE NAME OF":P

RINT ;PRINT "EACH ROW AND COLUMN?

370 PRINT :PRINT "NAMES CAN BE UP TO"

:PRINT ;PRINT "10 CHARACTERS LONG

380 PRINT :PRINT :PRINT "ROWS (ACROSS

) FIRST.":PRINT

39O FOR 1=1 TO NR

40O PRINT I;" OF ";NR;

410 T*="R":T*(2)=STR*(I):T*(LEN(T*>+1

> = BL*

420 INPUT R*: IF R*<>"" THEN T*=R*:IF

LEN<T*><10 THEN T* ( LEN(T*)+1>=BL*

425 RN«(10*I-9,10*I)=T*

430 NEXT I

44O PRINT :PRINT (PRINT "COLUMNS (UP

AND DOWN).":PRINT

450 FOR 1=1 TO NC

46O PRINT I;" OF ";NC;

470 T*="C":T*(2>=STR*(I):T*(LEN(T*>+1

> = BL*

480 INPUT R«:IF R*<>"" THEN T*=R*:IF

LEN(T*><10 THEN T*(LENiT*)+1)=BL*

485 CNS(10*I-9,10*1)=T*

49O NEXT I

500 RETURN

510 REM BUILD MODELS

520 GOSUB 580

530 GOSUB 1140

54O GOSUB 1660

550 PRINT CS«;"MODEL AGAIN (Y/N>?"|

560 GOSUB 2260

570 RETURN

58O REM ENTER DATA

590 PRINT CS*|"« DATA ENTRY STEP «"iP

RINT

600 PRINT "ENTER DATA (Y/N)?":

61O GOSUB 2260

620 IF R*="N" THEN 750

630 REM

640 PRINT CS*;"ENTER ROWS (V/N)?"j

65O GDSUB 226O

66O IF R*="N" THEN 690

670 PRINT CS*:GOSUB 860:IF E THEN 690

6B0 GOSUB 76O:G0TO 670

690 REM

700 PRINT CS*;"ENTER COLS. (Y/N)?";

710 GOSUB 2260

72O IF R*="N" THEN 75O

730 PRINT CS*:GOSUB 1050:IF E THEN 75

O

740 GOSUB 950:GOTO 73O

750 RETURN

760 REM ENTER ROW

770 PRINT CS*J"ENTER ";NC;" VALUES -■

780 PRINT "1 FOR EACH COLUMN. ":PR I NT

790 PRINT "** ROW ";RN*(R*10-9,R*10>;

11 **": PRINT

800 PRINT :PRINT "C0LUMN<5 SPACES>VAL

UE"

81O FOR 1=1 TO NC

820 PRINT CN*<1*10-9,I*10);" ";DA(R.

830 TRAP 840:INPUT TT:DA<R,I)=TT

840 TRAP 40000:NEXT I

B50 RETURN

860 REM GET ROW ft

B70 E=0:N*="":PRINT "ROW NAME OR 'END

880 INPUT N4:IF N*="END" THEN E=1:RET

URN

89O IF LEN(N*)<10 THEN N*(LEN(N*)+1)=

BL*

900 FOR 1=1 TO NR

910 IF RN*(I*lO-9,I*10)=N« THEN R=I:I

=1000000

920 NEXT I

930 IF I=NR+1 THEN PRINT "? " ; :GOTO 8

70

940 RETURN

950 REM ENTER COL

960 PRINT CS*;"ENTER ";NR;" VALUES -"

970 PRINT "1 FOR EACH ROWiPRINT

980 PRINT "** COL ";CN*(C*10-9,C*1O);

" **":PRINT

990 PRINT :PRINT "ROW{7 SPACESJVALUE"

1000 FOR 1=1 TO NR

1010 PRINT RN* ( I * 10-9, I*10) ; " ";DA( I

1020 TRAP 1030:INPUT TT:DA(I,C>=TT

1O30 TRAP 4OOOO:NEXT I

1040 RETURN

1050 REM GET COL #

1060 E=0:N*="":PRINT "COL NAME OR 'EN

D7 "

1070 INPUT N*:IF N*="END" THEN E=1:RE

TURN

1080 IF LEN(N*)<10 THEN N*(LENiN*>+1)

= BL*

1090 FOR 1=1 TO NC

1100 IF CN*(I*10-9,I*10)=N* THEN C=I:

1=1000000

1110 NEXT I

1120 IF I=NC+1 THEN PRINT "? ";:GOTO

1060

1130 RETURN

1140 REM CALCULATE

1150 PRINT CS*;"* CALCULATE STEP *"sP

RINT

1160 PRINT "CALCULATE (Y/N)?"j
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I 170 GDSUB 2260

11B0 IF R*="N" THEN 1310

1190 REM

1200 PRINT CS*;"WDRK ON ROWS (Y/N>7H;

121O 60SUB 2260

1220 IF R*="N" THEN 1250

1230 PRINT CS*:PRINT "1ST ";:60BUB 86

O: IF E THEN 1250

1240 GOSUB 1320:GOT0 123O

125O REM

1260 PRINT CS*;"WORK ON COLS. (Y/N)?"

!

1270 GOSUB 2260

1280 IF R*="N" THEN 1310

1290 PRINT CS*:PRINT "1ST ";:GOSUB 1O

50s IF E THEN 1310

1300 GOSUB 1490:60T0 129O

131O RETURN

1320 REM WORK ON ROWS

133O Rl=R

1340 GOSUB 2160

1350 PRINT :PRINT "2ND ";:GOSUB 860:1

F E THEN 1400

1360 R2=R

1370 PRINT :PRINT "ANS ";:GOSUB 86O:I

F E THEN 1400

1380 R3=R

139O GOSUB 1410

1400 RETURN

1410 REM DO ROW

1420 PRINT rPRINT "WORKING..."

1430 FOR 1=1 TO NC

1440 C3=I:C2=I:C1=I

1450 GOSUB 2300

1460 NEXT I

1470 PRINT :PRINT "COMPLETED"

148O RETURN

149O REM WORK ON COLS

15O0 C1=C

1510 GOSUB 2180

1520 PRINT SPRINT "2ND ";:GOSUB 1050:

IF E THEN 1570

1530 C2=C

1540 PRINT :PRINT "ANS ";:GOSUB 1O5O:

IF E THEN 1570

155O C3=C

1560 GOSUB 1580

1570 RETURN

1580 REM DO COL

1590 PRINT :PRINT "WORKING..."

1600 FOR 1=1 TO NR

1610 R3=I:R2=I:R1=I

1620 GOSUB 2300

1630 NEXT I

1640 PRINT :PRINT "COMPLETED"

165O RETURN

1660 REM DISPLAY

1670 PRINT CS*;"* DATA DISPLAY STEP *

1680 PRINT :PRINT "DISPLAY DATA (Y/N)

7";

1690 GOSUB 2260

17O0 IF R*="N" THEN 1890

1710 PRINT :REM ROWS

1720 PRINT :PRINT "DISPLAY ROWS (Y/N)

?";

1730 GOSUB 2260

1740 IF R*="N" THEN 1800

1750 PRINT :SOSUB 860:IF E THEN 1800

1760 RT=0:FOR 1=0 TO NC:RT=RT+DA(R,I)

:NEXT I

1770 N=INT < (NC+1)/NL) : IF (NC+1)-NL*N>

0 THEN N=N+1

1780 C=1:GOSUB 1900

1790 GOTO 175O

18O0 REM

181O PRINT ;PRINT "DISPLAY COLS (Y/N>

?";

1820 GOSUB 2260

1830 IF R$="N" THEN 1B90

1840 PRINT : GOSUB 1050:IF E THEN 189O

1850 CT=0:FOR 1=0 TO NR:CT=CT+DA<I,C)

:NEXT I

1860 N=INT((NR+1)/NL):IF (NR+1)-NL*N>

O THEN N=N+1

1B70 R=1:GOSUB 2040

1880 GOTO 1840

1890 RETURN

1900 REM ROW PANEL

1910 FOR 1=1 TO N

1920 PRINT CSSrPRINT "COLUMN

<4 SPACES>";RN4(R*1O-9,R*1O) :PR I

NT

193O FOR J=1 TO 10

1940 IF ONC THEN PRINT

1950 IF C<=NC THEN PRINT CNS(C*10-9,C

* 10) ; " ";DA(R,C):C=C+1

1960 NEXT 3

1970 PRINT :PRINT

1980 PRINT "ROW TOTAL ";RT

1990 IF KN THEN PRINT :PRINT "MORE .

2OOO PRINT ;PRINT "SPACE TO CONTINUE"

2010 GET #1,A:IF AO32 THEN 2O1O

2020 NEXT I

2O3O RETURN

2040 REM COL PANEL

2050 FOR 1=1 TO N

2060 PRINT CS*:PRINT "R0W(7 SPACES>";

CN*(C*10-9,C*10):PRINT

2070 FOR J=l TO 10

2080 IF R>NR THEN PRINT

2O9O IF R<=NR THEN PRINT RN*(R*10-9,R

*10);" ";DA<R,C>:R=R + 1

2100 NEXT J

2110 PRINT sPRINT

2120 PRINT "COL TDTAL ";CT

2130 IF KN THEN PRINT :PRINT "MORE .

CONTINUE"

2150

OP*

214O PRINT ;PRINT "SPACE TO

2150 GET #i,A:IF AO32 THEN

216O NEXT I

217O RETURN

2180 REM GET OPERATOR

219O PRINT

22OO FOR 1=1 TO NP*2 STEP 2:PRINT

(1,1+1);", ";:NEXT IsPRINT

2210 TRAP 2210:INPUT T*:T*(LEN(T*>+I>

=" ":T*=T*(1,2):TRAP 40000

222O FOR 1=1 TO NP*2 STEP 2:IF 0P« ( I,

I+1)=T* THEN 1=1000000

2230 NEXT I

2240 IF I=NP*2+1 THEN PRINT

N":GOTO 219O

2250 RETURN

2260 REM GET Y OR N

2270 GET #1,A:R*=CHR*(A)

2280 IF R*<>"Y" AND R*<>"N"

T :PRINT "KEY "Y™ OR

2270

2290 RETURN

2300 REM CALCULATIONS

2310 IF T»="+" THEN DA(R3,C3>=DA<R1,C

1)+DA(R2,C2)

2320 IF T*="-" THEN DA(R3,C3)=DA(R1,C

1)-DA(R2,C2)

2330 IF T*="»" THEN DA<R3,C3)=DA(R1,C

1)*DA(R2,C2)

2340 IF T*="/" AND DA(R2,C2)<>0 THEN

DA(R3,C3)=DA<R1,C1)/DA(R2,C2)

2350 IF !%="•/." THEN DA <R3, C3 ) =DA ( R 1 , C

1 )*DA(R2,C2)/10O

TRY AGAI

THEN PRIN

N' "', :GOTO



andsotherewerekeys
fortheAtari400.

,n the beginning there was the membrane keyboard.

So it was to be done that Inhome Software would create a full-stroke

keyboard for the Atari 400 Home Computer and it would be called the B Key

400, and would sell for $119.95 U.S. funds.

The new B Key 400 was made so easy to install that the owner could do

it himself in a miraculous two minutes.

With the B Key 400 keyboard from Inhome Software, you will follow

into the land of professional home computers that are powerful, easy to

program and have a great capacity that can be made even greater with Inhome

Software 48K and 32K memory boards. It was done and it was good.

INHOME S

Inhome Software Incorporated, 24S5 Dunwin Drive, Mississauga, Ontario L5L 1T1. (416) S28-0775. Made in Canada.
ATARI is a regained trademark of ATARI USA

SOFTWARE



OURMOST POPULAR "ARCADE GAME" TAPE PROGRAM

FOR V1C-20 COMPUTERS

SUPER PARATROOPER!!
FANTASTIC SOUND AND ACTION WITH SUPER HI-RES GRAPHICS

(A PROTECT© ENTERPRIZE EXCLUSIVE)

By Nic Dudzik

JOYSTICK

OR

KEYBOARD

SUPER PARATROOPER is a High Resolution game

that doesn't let you make any mistakes. You are in

charge of a big gun that sweeps back and forth by

your command. Helicopters fill the sky, (and we mean

fill the sky!), dropping paratroopers. Your mission is to

keep 3 paratroopers from hitting the ground on either

side of your gun. But that's just the beginning. You

score by hitting the helicoptors or the paratroopers,

but if you miss a shot it subtracts from your score.

Therefore, you must make every shot count to make a

high score! IT HAS FOUR FAST ACTION LEVELS

TO CHALLENGE THE BEST PLAYER.

LIST $24.95 - SALE $19.95

The High Resolution graphics helicoptors are fan

tastic. They look exactly like helicopters! The

paratroopers are super realistic. Their chutes open and

then they drift down to earth. If this weren't enough

the sounds are fantastic. There are helicoptor blades

whirring and you can hear the howitzer pumping

shells. When you hit a parachute you hear this ripping

sound and the paratrooper falls struggling to the

ground! NOW HEAR THIS! - If you let three

paratroopers land, they bring in a tank from either

side and blast you!!! This game really shows off the

sound and graphic capabilities of your VIC. SUPER

PARATROOPER IS OUR NO. 1 SELLING ARCADE

GAME — you've got to get this game to believe it —

we are so sure you'll like it we'll give you "10 DAY

FREE TRIAL."

RUNS ONSTANDARD VIC-20

VIC
It

ENTERPRIZES (factory direct)
BOX 550, BARRINGTON, ILLINOIS 60010
Phone 312/382-5244 to order



2360 IF T*="X+" THEN DA(R3,C3>=DA(Rl,

Cl) + (Dft<R1,C1> *DA<R2,C2>/1OO)

2370 IF T«="X-" THEN DA(R3,C3>=DA<Rl,

C1)-(DA(R1,C1>*DA(R2,C2)/1OO)

2380 IF Tt="7.D" AND DA(Rl,CJ)<>0 THEN

DA<R3,C3> = ( (DA(R2,C2>-DA<RI, Ci >

>/DA <RI,C1) ) *100

2390 DA(R3,C3)=INT< (DA<R3,C3> *D2+5)/I

0> /Dl

2400 RETURN

2410 REM INITIALIZE

2415 OPEN #l,4,0,"K"

2420 DIM CS*(1>:CS»=CHR*(125):REM CLE

AR SCREEN

243O NL=1O

2440 NR=O:NC=O

245O DIM BL«(1O) :BL*="{11 SPACES}11

2460 NP=8:DIM OPt(NP*2>,T*(1O),R*<10>

:0P*=" ":OP*(NP*2)=" ":OP* <2)=OP

*

2470 FOR 1=1 TO NP*2 STEP 2:READ T*:0

P* (I)=T*:NEXT I

24B0 DATA +,-,*,/, X, 7.+, X-, V.D

249O DP=2:Dl=INT(10"DP+0.1>:D2=INT<10

* (DP+D+0. 1)

25OO PRINT CS*;"TINY PLAN■:PR INT :PRI

NT "VERSION 1.0 JULY 1982"

2510 PRINT :PRINT :PRINT "ELECTRONIC"

:PRINT :PRINT "SPREADSHEET"

2520 ? :? :? "PRESS f>f:l;ITi" ;

2521 IF PEEK<53279)<>6 THEN 2521

2530 SZ=FRE(0>-150

254O RETURN

COMMODORE USERS

Join the largest, active Commodore

users group in North America and get—

— Access to club library of

over 3000 programs.

— Informative club newsletter.

— Access to the combined

talents of some of the most

knowledgeable people on

PET/CBM/VIC/C-64.

Send $20.00 ($30.00 overseas)

Associate Membership to:

Toronto Pet Users Group

P.O. Box 100 Stations

Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5M 4L6

for

PERSONAL

COMPUTER

ARCADE GAME

CHRISTMAS

SALE!!

10 Most Popular Tape Programs

(forVIC-20)

RanK Name List Sale

1. Super Paratrooper $24.95 $19.95

(Fantastic)

2. Exterminator-Plus $24.95 $19.95

{Better than Centipede)

3. Cricket $24.95 $19.95

{Better than Frogger)

4. 3-D Hackman $24.95 $19.95

(3-Dimensional)

5. Snackman $19.95 $15.95

(Better than Packman)

6. Bug Blast $19.95 $16.95

(Creepy)

7. Anti Matter Splatter $24.95 $19.95

(Nuclear Disaster)

8. Bombs Away $18.95 $15.95

(Great)

9. 3-D Maze-Escape $16.95 $14.95

10. Krazy Kong $16.95 $14.95

BUY ANY FOUR - DEDUCT 10% MORE

10 DAY FREE TRIAL!

2-4 Day Delivery-First Class Mail.

1 Day Delivery - Express Mail.

We Have Over 500 Programs.

ASK FOR FREE CATALOG!

WE LOVE OUR CUSTOMERS
(our prices prove It)

ENTERPRIZES (factory direct)
BOX 550, BARRINGTON, ILLINOIS 60010
Phone 312/382-5244 to order
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This program, with both Microsoft and Atari versions,

can help you to lose weight by cutting calories. Be sure to

consult with your doctor before using this program or any

other weight-loss technique.

CalCalc:
Computerize Your Diet

Charles Brannon

Editorial Assistant

Calorie counting is important in most diet plans.

Unfortunately, the process of looking up every

item of food you eat is discouragingly tedious. And

even if you conscientiously keep track of calories,

how do you know how much progress you're
making?

Your body burns a certain number of calories

per day. This depends on your sex, build, and

activities. In older to lose weight, you must eat

fewer calories than your body needs, forcing it to

convert fat tissue into carbohydrates. On the other

hand, if you eat more calorics than your body

"burns" in one day, the excess is converted into fat.

3500 Calories = 1 Pound

In order to lose one pound of fat, you have to miss

3500 calories, fn order to gain a pound, you have

to have an excess of 3")00 calories. This is not on a

daily basis; calorics accumulate. So, if you ate 1000

more calories each clay than your body used, you

would gain one pound in about three and a half

days.

Since any calculation is spread over many

clays, it can be hard to see progress, or to predict

how long it will lake to shed that "excess baggage."

The computer is of great aid here.

CalCalc asks you a number of questions, such

as your sex and age, to determine how many calories

you need each day. You then enter everything

you've eaten at the end of the day, selecting foods

and quantities from a list (a menu, appropriately

enough!). Just press the letter corresponding to

the food you ate. If you don't see a certain food,

press RF.TURN to see more items.

Adding To The Menu

What if you ate a food not on the list? This is not

too hard, since we've included only a sample selec

tion of foods, found in the DATA statements from

lines 1140 and up. To customize this list to your

preferences and habits, just purchase a pocket-sized

calorie-counter (available at most grocery-store

checkout counters). Then ado1 to or change the

DATA statements.

There is one DATA statement for each food.

The first item on the line (after the word DATA) is

the name of the food. Make the name less than 20

letters long. The next item, preceded with a comma,

is the number of calories in an average serving,

followed by a comma, and the description of the

average serving, such as a " 1 CUP" or "1 8" EAR."

The last DATA statement (line 1500 here) should

be END,0,0 which marks the end of the list.

After you've pressed the letter corresponding

to the food you've eaten, the computer will display

the quantity (such as one cup) and calories of an

average serving. You enter the multiple or fraction

in decimal of the quantity given. For example, if

you drank two glasses of milk for breakfast, enter a

2, for two one-cup portions. If you had half of a

medium orange, enter 0.5. CalCalc then displays

the calories for the food consumed, and the cumula

tive total of calories. You continue to enter foods

for everything you've eaten.

Guesstimating

You can also approximate calories. For example, if

you ate a chickcn-filet sandwich, you could select

"T", chicken (one four oz. serving), and "K", two

one-slice portions of white bread. Or, if you can

look on the wrapper of the product, you can enter

the calories directly. Just press the number sign.

"#", instead of a letter, and enter the calories liter

ally.

The Moment Of Truth

After you've finished entering all the foods, the

computer is ready to predict weight loss. It bases

this prediction on the assumption that you will eat

about the same number of calories each day. Just

enter the number of days you want to "look ahead,"

and CalCalc will tell you how much weight you will

have lost. If you're eating too much, ii will, with
equal placidity, show you how much you'll gain.

CalCalc makes dieting much easier. It goes

beyond mere automation of a calorie counter by

letting you sec the effect of changes. By only cutting

down on meals and checking your total calorics

with CalCalc, you can see if you'll lose weight.

Program 1: Microsoft Version

100 POKE59468,12:PRINTCHR$(14 2):GOSUB1020

110 PRINT"{DOWN}{REV}WARNING{OFF}: CONSULT YOU

R DOCTOR BEFORE

120 PRINT" USING THIS PROGRAM OR ANY"

130 PRINT" OTHER WEIGHT-LOSS TECHNIQUE
■

140 PRINT"{D0WN}ARE YOU {REV}M{OFF}ALE OR {REV
REV}F{OFF}EMALE?"

150 GETA$:IFA$<>''MnANDA$<>'<FnTHEN150

160 SX=0:IF A$="F" THEN SX=l

170 IF SX=0 THEN 200



Cardco, Inc. announces five Ail-American ways to ...

Expandyour

ataffordableprices

m
A universal Centronics parallel

printer interface for the VIC-20

& C-64 computers. Obeys all

standard VIC print commands.

Suggested Reatil — $79.95 A universal cassette

interface for the

VIC-20 & C-64

computers.

Emulates all

functions of the

data cassette.

Suggested Retail

— $29.95

The CARDBOARD 3 is a fuse

protected, economy expansion

interface designed to allow the user

to access more than one of the

plug-in-type memory or utility

cartridges Inow available. It will accept

up to three cartridges at once.

Suggested Retail — $29.95

A light pen for the VIC-20 and C-64
The CARDBOARD 6 is a fuse

and 6 good programs.

Suggested Retail — 529.95

All Cardco products are Made in the U.S.A. and

are individually tested to ensure quality and

reliability. Superior technological engineering

optimizes the value/performance ratio of all of
our products.

* * • •

designed to allow the user to access

more than one of the plug-in-type

memory or utility cartridges now

available. Additionally it allows switch

selection of games and other

programs now available in the

cartridge format, without the necessity

of turning the computer off and on

again, thereby saving a great deal of

stress on your VIC-20 and on your

television or monitor.

Suggested! Retail — $139.95

Specifications and prices subject to change.

Cardco, Inc. . 3135 Bayberry - Wichita, KS 67226 < (316) 685-9536

CompuServe® E-Mail Address: Cardco, Inc. . 73575, 1325

Dealer inquiries invited. «„,«„« ;, . L. *©VIC-20 is a registered trademark of Commodore



JUST A SAMPLE OF THE MANY PRODUCTS WE CARRY, CALL US FOR OU

WE WILL MATCH5OME ADVERTISED PRICES ON CERTAIN PRODUCTS I



Tomorrow's Technology Today

C?m. Commodore Computer
VIC 20 Personal Computer $ 299.95

VIC 1515 Graphic Printer $ 395.00

CBM4016 $ 995.00

CBM4032 $1295.00

CBM8032 $1495.00

CBM SuperPet 9000 $1995.00

CBM 8050 Dual Disk Drive $1795.00

CBM 4040 Dual Disk Drive $1295.00

CBM 2031 Single Disk Drive $ 695.00

CBM 4022 Tractor Printer $ 795.00

CBM 8010 IEEE Modem $ 279.00

CBM Datasette $ 74.95

CBM-IEEE Interface Cable $ 39.95

IEEE-IEEE Interface Cable $ 49.95

NEC Spinwriter Printer

NEC 7730 $3085.00

NEC 7710 $3085.00

NEC 7720 $3610.00

NEC 3510 $2290.00

NEC 3500RD $1895.00

Tractor Feed Options are available

Professional Software

WordPro™—A Family of CBM Word Processing Programs

WordPro 2 Plus $ 199.95

WordPro 3 Plus $ 295.00

WordPro 4 Plus $ 450.00

WordPro5Plus(forCBM8096) $ 450.00

The Administrator (DataBase for CBM) $ 650.00

POWER™ {Programmer's Utility ROM) $ 89.95

InfoPro™ (DataBase for CBM) $ 295.00

Epson Printers

MX-70 $ 299.95

MX-80 w/graphtrax $ 645.00

MX-80FT $ 745.00

MX-100FT $ 945.00

INTERFACE CARDS

8141 RS-232 Interface Board $ 75.00

8145 RS-232 Interface Board

w/2K Buffer $ 149.00

8151 RS-232 Interface Board

w/X/ON-X/OFF $ 170.00

8161 IEEE Interface Board $ 55.00

8131 Apple Interface Card $ 85.00

8232 Apple Interface Cable $ 35.00

8220 TRS-80 Cable $ 35.00

Atari

Atari 40016K $ 399.00

Atari 80016K(incl. BASIC carlridge). $ 899.00

Atari 410 Recorder $ 99.95

Atari 810 Disk Drive $ 599.95

Atari 822 Thermal Printer $ 299.95

Amdek Monitors

Video 100G (Limited Quantity) $ 179.00

Video 300G $ 200.00

Color 1 $ 449.00

Color 2 $ 999.00

Diablo 630 Printer

Diablo 630 $2710.00

Tractor Option $ 350.00

CIMDMupet

MC-800AMupet Controller $ 995.00

(Multi-User Controller for

CBM Computers)

CM-100Channel Module . . $ 250.00

Printer Module $ 350.00

Qume
Spring9/45 $2495.00

Tractor Option $ 210.00

WordPro, POWER and InfoPro are

registered trademarks of

Professional Software Inc.

NEECO
679 Highland Ave.

Needham, MA 02194

(617)449-1760
TELEX: 951021

MON-FRI 9:00- 5:30 E.S.T.

MASTERCARD'VISA
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Conversion Notes For

Apple, OSI, VIC, Color

Computer, etc.

Program ] is designed 10 run on all computers

with MicroSoft BASIC {called Extended

BASIC on some computers). Because it was

programmed on a PET/CBM, some changes

in screen display and formal are necessary.

Most obvious are lines 1030-1100, which

display the CalCaic logo. You can use your

system's graphics capabilities to do this, or just

delete lines 1040-1100, and change line 1030
to:

1030 REM

(since it's a target line of a GOSUB).

All statements preceded with [REV]

should be entered in inverse video, or

preceded with INVERSE, and end with

NORMAL. AH statements using the [DOWN]

cursor control can be changed from:

610 PR1NT"[DOWN]ENTER..."

to

610 PRINT:PRINT"ENTER...

The [BELL] character should be entered as

CTRL-G. [CLEAR], or clear screen, should be

changed to HOME on the Apple (outside

quotes).

The statements thai provide a "default"

answer, such as line 520, which positions the

cursor on the ''()", can be changed to delete

the "0" and the three cursor-lefts, or altered

to provide a default answer on your computer.

Since the PET lacks absolute X,Y cursor

positioning (using relative cursor controls

instead), Apple owners need to use HTAB

and VTAB statements instead:

260PX = 0:PY = 5:GOSUB 1020

300 HTAB PX:VTAB PY:INVERSE;PRINT

CHR$(I + 64):NORMAL:PRINT":";LEFT$

(FOODS. 19)

305 PY = PY + 1

310 IF 1= 13 THEN PX = 20:PY = 5

Also, remove the IF/THEN qualifiers

from lines 340-360 (since the Apple doesn't

have a realtime clock), and use:

330 VTAB 20

These suggestions arc a good general

guide to follow when converting any PET/

CBM program. Since the VIC has a 22-column

display, VIC owners should change line 270

to read:

270 FOR 1=1 TO 10

and line 330 to:

330 CP$ = "[HOMEj[22 DOWN]"

180 PRINT"{DOWNjARE YOU PREGNANT";:GOSUB980:IF

YES THEN PREG=1

190 PRINT"{D0WN}ARE YOU NURSING";:GOSUB980:IF ™

YES THEN NU=1

200 GOSUB1020

210 PRINT"ENTER 0 IF NOT KNOWN:"

220 INPUT"NUMBER OF CALORIES CONSUMED? 0{03 LE

LEFT}";CAL

230 IF CAL<0 THEN PRINT"{DOWN}{BELL}{REV}IMPOS

SIBLE":FORW=lTO500:NEXT:GOTO200

240 IFCAL>=4500THENPRINTH{DOWN}";CAL;" CALORIE

S? ARE YOU SURE";:GOSUB980:IF1-YES T

HEN200

250 IF CAL THEN 730

260 PX=0:GOSUB 1020

270 FOR 1=1 TO 26

280 READ F00D$,CL,AM0UNT$

290 IF FOODS="END" THEN 330

300 PRINT TAB(PX);"{REV}";CHR$(1+64);"{OFF}:";

LEFT$(F00D$,19)

310 IF 1=13 THEN PX=20:PRINT"{13 UP}";

320 NEXT I

330 CP$="{HOHEj{24 DOWN}"

340 IF TI-T>60 AND TI-T<120 THEN PRINTCP$;"ENT

ER {REV}#{OFF} OR {REV}LETTER{OFF} OF

FOOD";

350 IF TI-T>120 AND TI-T<180 THEN PRINTCP$;"PR

ESS {REV}RETURN{OFF} TO GO ON

360 IF TI-TMB0 THEN PRINTCPS; "PRESS {REV}*{OF

OFF} WHEN DONE ";:T=TI

370 GETAS:IF{AS<"A"ORAS>"Z")ANDA$<>CHRS(13)AND
A$<>"*"ANDA$O"#"THEN34 0

380 IFA$OCHR$(13)THEN410

390 NX=NX+1:IF F00D$="END" THEN RESTORE:NX=0

400 GOTO 260

410 RESTORE

420 IFA$="#"THEN600

430 IFA$=n*"THEN660

440 FOR 1=1 TO NX*26+ASC(A$)-64

450 READ F00D$,CL,AMOUNTS

460 NEXT

470 GOSUB1020

480 PRINT"F00D: ";FOOD$

490 PRINT"CALORIES PER ";AM0UNT$;": ";CL

500 PRINT"{DOWN}ENTER QUANTITY OF ABOVE FOOD

510 PRINT"CONSUMED, USING A MULTIPLE OR

520 PRINT"A DECIMAL FRACTION? 0{03 LEFT}";:INP

UT QU

530 IF QU=0 THEN 590

540 IF QU<0 THEN PRINT"{REV}{DOWN}{BELL}IMPOSS

IBLE":FORW=1TO500:GOTO470

550 PRINT"{DOWNlCALORIES OF ";F00D$;":";CL*QU

560 PRINT"{D0WN}CAL0RIES CONSUMED SO FAR:";:CA

L=CAL+CL*QU:PRINTCAL

570 PRINT"{02 DOWNjPRESS {REV}RETURN{OFF} TO C

ONTINUE..."
580 G£TA$:IFA$OCHR$(13)THEN580

590 RESTORE:NX=0:GOTO 260

600 GOSUB1020:PRINT"{DOWN}ENTER ABSOLUTE QUANT

ITY"

610 PRINT"{DOWN}0F CALORIES FOR FOOD NOT ON LI

ST:"

620 PRINT"{02 DOWN}? 0{03 LEFT}";:INPUT CL

630 IF CL=0 THEN NX=0:GOTO 260

640 IF CL<0 THEN PRINT"{DOWN}{REV}{BELL}IMPOSS

IBLE":FORW=1TO500:NEXTW:GOTO600

650 QU=1:GOTO560

660 GOSUB1020

670 PRINT"TOTAL CALORIES CONSUMED:";CAL

680 PRINT"{02 DOWN}DOES THAT SOUND REASONABLE"

;:GOSUB980

690 IF YES THEN 730
700 PRINT"{D0WN}D0 YOU WANT TO":PRINT"RE-ENTER

THE CALORIES";:GOSUB980

710 IF YES THEN CAL=0:GOTO260

720 PRINT"{CLEAR}":END (continued Oil p. 90)



"Well make you happy"
With new and exciting games created by NEXA that offer you hi-res. color, and 3D-graphics, superb human engineering, super sound

effects, exciting scrolling displays, multiple game levels, and more, you can give your customers a full line of entertainment software.

JOURNEY will make ihe

D&D type game enthusiast

happy Inthisgameyouassume

the role of an adventurer who

roams a vast planet, fending

off monsters, seeking treasures

and finally conquers a kingdom

(Atari 400/800 w/48K)

MIG FIGHTER will make the

pilot in you happy. You control

a jet with the aid of radar and

missiles to pursue and destroy

MIGs before they destroy your

aircraft.

(Apple 64K w/DOS 3.3)

CYBERNATION will make

the science fantasy connois

seur happy. Cybernation lakes

you to the year 3922 when

insect-like aliens (Emotions)

attack earth. You are in com

mand of aland roving tank and

musl launch a counter attack

against the Emotions.

(64K Apple II w/DOS 3.3)

0

ft

SUPERBOWL FOOTBALL

will make the armchair quarter
back happy with all the excite

ment of professional football.

You can name either offensive
or defensive plays and you'll

even hear crowds cheering for
you.

(Atan 400/800 w/4SK & IBM

PC)

ADVENTURES OF THE

BABY SEA TURTLE will

make the animal and arcade

game lover happy. In this game,

you must guide a sea turtle

through a dangerous trail brav

ing predators and the elements,

until you reach a safe haven

[Atan 400/800 w/48K)

DELTA SQUADRON will

make the super war strategist

happy. Your mission is to pene

trate the defense system of vast

battle station with 50 fighters

under your control

(64K Apple II w/DOS 3.3)

o

DAS UNTERSEEBOOT will

make the aspiring submarine

commander happy. This fast

paced game puts you in control

of a submarine whose mission

is to clear the waters of enemy

ships. You determine the sub

marine's speed, depth, course

and arsenal.

{Atari 400/800 w/48K)

MAZE MASTER will make the

maze fanatic happy with three

different challenging levels of

play We dare you to try our
maze game.

(Atari 400/300 w/32K)

CAPTAIN COSMOS will

make the young at heart happy.

It gives you the satisfaction of

destroying The Munchies with

Somanizer rays (arcade fa

shion) before your very eyes.

(Atan 400/800 w/32K)

NEXX CORPI
PO. Box 26468

San Francisco, CA 9J1 26-6468

(■11513B7-58OO
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730

740

750

760

770

780

790

800

810

820

830

840

850

860

870

880

890

900 PRINT"[DOWN}NUMBER OF DAYS TO PROJECT"

910 INPUT"WEIGHT LOSS/GAIN? 1{03 LEFT}";ND

920 IF ND<1 THEN 910

930 PRINT"{D0WN}AT THE CURRENT CONSUMPTION

U SHOULD"

940 IF DF<0 THEN PRINT"LOSE ";:GOTO 960

950 PRINT"GAIN ";

960 PRINTINT(ABS{DF*ND)/3500);" POUNDS."

970 END

980 PRINT"? (Y/N):";

990 GETA$:IFA$O"Y"ANDA$<>"NnTHEN990

1000 YES=0:IFA$="N"THENPRINT"{REV)NO":RETURN

1010 YES=1:PRINT"{REV}YES":RETURN

1020 PRINT"{CLEAR}";

1030 PRINT" $$$^ S$> £ $$£ $111

$$
1040 PRINT" NM M NM M 'MM NM M NM H 'MM NM

M

GOSUB1020

INPUTBWHAT IS YOUR AGE? 20{04 LEFT}";AGE

IFAGE<20ORAGE>70THENPRINT"{DOWN}{REV}YOU M

UST BE BETWEEN 20 AND 70"

IFAGE<20ORAGE>70THENFORW=1TO1000:NEXT:GOTO

730

IFAGE>=20ANDAGE<=30THENCPD=3200:IF SX THEN

CPD=2300

IFAG£>=30ANDAGE<=40THENCPD=3104:IF SX THEN

CPD=2231

IFAGE>=50ANDAGE<=60THENCPD=2768:IF SX THEN

CPD=1990

IFAGE>=60ANDAGE<=70THENCPD=2528:IF SX THEN

CPD=1587

CPD=CPD+1000*NU+450*PREG

PRINT"{D0WN}0N A SCALE OF {REV}1{OFF}-(REV

REV}5{0FF}"

PRINT"(1=HODERATELY ACTIVE, 5=VERY ACTIVE"

PRINT-HOW ACTIVE ARE YOU?"

GETA$:IFA$<"1"ORA$>"5"THEN8 50

CPD=CPD+VAL(A$)*200

GOSUB1020:PRINT"{DOWN}ESTIMATED ENERGY EXP

ENDITURE":PRINT"IN CALORIES IN ONE DA

Y:";CPD

PRINT"{DOWN}TOTAL CALORIC INTAKE IN ONE DA

Y:";CAL

DF=CAL-CPD

YO

1050 PRINT"J_M{REV}) {OFF}'M{REV} ) _{_^

REVj {OFF} 'MTREV}) ToFF}_^MJREV}_)_ "
_{OFF}_[_ {REVT {OFFT J_M{REV}_)_ "

1060 PRINT"_^ {REV} {OFF} ' {REV} {OFF}j_ {REV}

{OFF}1 {REV} {OFF} ' TrEV} {OFF}
l_ {revt {off}: {rev} toff}_^ {rev} {of
off} _^ {rev} Toff}

1070 print"j_ {rev} {off} ' {rev} {off} m{rev}

{off}1 {rev} {off} ' trev} {off}
?_ {revt {off} m{rev} toff}j_ {rev} {of
off} ^_ {rev} {off}

1080 print" m{rev} {off}g#m' {rev} {off}_^ (r

rev} {off}#m m{rev.} to"ff}»»m' {rev} "
{revt {off}#hm{rev} {0ff}##m

1090 PRINT" __{REV} {OFF} M{REV} {OFF} M{REV}

{OFF} M{REV} {OFF} _JrBV} {OFF}
MREV} {OFF} M{REV} {OFF} M{REV} {

OFF} _{REV}

1100 PRINTTAB(ll);"$$$$$?$$$$$$$$$$$$"

1110 PRINTTAB(ll);"{REV}CALORIE CALCULATOR"

1120 PRINT"'

1130 RETURN

1140 DATA CHEDDAR CHEESE,113,1 CUBE

OZ1150 DATA COTTAGE CHEESE,27, 1

1160 DATA WHOLE MILK,166,1 CUP

1170 DATA NONFAT MILK,87,1 CUP

1180 DATA GRAPEFRUIT,77,1 CUP

1190 DATA ORANGES,70,1 MED.

1200 DATA CANTALOUPES,37,1/2 MELON

1210 DATA APPLES,87,1 MED.

1220 DATA ORANGE JUICE,108,1 CUP

1230 DATA CORN FLAKES,96,1 CUP

1240 DATA WHITE BREAD,63,1 SLICE

1250 DATA WHOLE WHEAT BREAD,55,1 SLICE

1260 DATA HAMBURGER MEAT,316,3 OZ

1270 DATA STEAK,293,3 OZ

1280 DATA LAMB CHOP,480,4 OZ

1290 DATA BACON,48,1 SLICE

1300 DATA HAM,340,3 OZ

1310 DATA FLOUNDER,78,4 OZ

1320 DATA TUNA FISH,170,3 OZ

1330 DATA CHICKEN,227,A OZ

1340 DATA EGGS,640,1 CUP

1350 DATA SUGAR,48,1 TBS

1360 DATA CARROTS,68,1 CUP

1370 DATA POTATOES,120,1 MED.

1380 DATA BEET GREENS,39,1 CUP

1390 DATA LETTUCE,7,4 SM. LEAVES

1400 DATA SPINACH,46,1 CUP

1410 DATA BAKED BEANS,295,1 CUP

1420 DATA LIMA BEANS,152,1 CUP

1430 DATA CORN,92,811 EAR

1440 DATA PEAS,74,.5 CUP

1450 DATA TOMATOES,30,1 MED.

1460 DATA 4% BEER,150,12 OZ.

1470 DATA BLACK COFFEE,9,1 CUP

1480 DATA COLA BEVERAGES,83,6 OZ

1490 DATA POTATO CHIPS,108,10 2" CHIPS

1500 DATA END,0,0

Program 2: Atari Version

100

105

110

120

130

140

150

160

170

180

19O

200

210

220

GRAPHICS O:POKE 752,1I605UB 1020:

DIM A* ( 1) ,FOOD*(1?) ,AMOUNTS*10)

OPEN ttl,4,0,"K":POKE S2,0

PRINT " cnnHNMSMirHTfi*: CONSULT YOU

R DOCTOR BEFORE"

PRINT "C9 SPACESJUSING THIS PROGR

AM OR ANY"

PRINT "C9 SPACES>OTHER WEIGHT-LOS

S TECHNIQUE.■

PRINT "tDOWNJARE YOU GALE OR BEMA

LE?"

GET ttl.A:A*=CHR*(A):IF A*<>BM" AN

D A4<>;'F" THEN 150
SX=O:IF A*="F" THEN SX=1

IF SX=O THEN 200

PRINT "<DDWN>ARE YOU PREGNANT";:G

OSUB 980:IF YES THEN PREG=1

PRINT "CD0WN3ARE YOU NURSING";:GO

SUB 980:IF YES THEN NU=1

GOSUB 1020

PRINT "ENTER O IF NOT KNOWN:":?

TRAP 220:PRINT "CUPl-CDEL LINEJNUM

BER OF CALORIES C0NSUMED70C2 LEFT:

";:POKE 752 , 0 : I NPLJT CALrPOKE 752.

1:TRAP 40000

IF CAL<0 THEN PRINT " CDOWNJ IBELLJ

W=" : FDR W= 1 TO 5OO:NEXT W

240

250

260

270

280

290

300

310

320

330

340

;GOTO 200

IF CAL>=4500 THEN PRINT "<DOWN>";

CAL;'1 CALORIES'? ARE YOU SURE";:G

OSUB 9B0:IF 1-YES THEN 200

IF CAL THEN 730

PX=O:PY=10:GOSUB 1020

FOR 1=1 TO 26

READ FOOD*,CL,AMOUNT*

IF FOOD*="END" THEN 330

POSITION PX,PYsPRINT CHR*(I+192);

11 : " ; FOOD*: PY = PY+1

IF 1=13 THEN PX=20:PY=10

NEXT I

REM

IF PEEK(20)>60 AND PEEKC20)<120 T



SW1FTWARE
FILE-IT 2 by Jerry White

A powerful financial database

management system. 6 user

defined fields are created with

up to 5 sub-fields beneath

each main field. Alphabetically

handles data and also does

math computation on any

selected fields. Data files are

stored on separate disks with

full field and sub-field sorting

with file merging. Supports

up to 4 drives including the

128K Axlon Ramdisk. The "al

ternative" to more costly data

base management systems.

24K Disk. $49,951^

DATALINKbyTony Dobre

Top rated by national maga

zine reviews, purchased by

NASA, this ultra-sophisticated

menu-driven multioption

smart terminal communica

tions package supports up

loading/downloading in full-

duplex or simplex modes.

Compatable with all the com
mercial services and bulletin

boards such as the Source

and CompuServe, etc.

Disk.

$39.95

Jerry White's MUSIC LESSONS

MUSIC LESSONS has every

thing you need to know to

create your own beautiful

music and a wide range of

sound effects on your ATARI

computer. This comprehensive

tutorial contains 13 separate

programs and PLAYER PIANO

on 2 cassettes or 1 double

sided disk and includes exten

sive documentation complete

with program listings. 32K DISK

16K CASSETTE (24K required

for PLAYER PIANO). $29.95

SPACE SHUTTLE by Paul Kindl

Join the crew of the Space

Shuttle as they prepare to

take the next step into the

world of space travel. Take

control of the world's first

reuseable spaceship, the

Space Shuttle, and in an

accurate full graphic simula

tion, place yourself in the

cockpit. Pilot the Space

Shuttle through take-off with

booster stage separations,

orbit, descent down the glide

path and landing to touch

down — complete with a

chase plane and scrolling

runway visible through the

cockpit windscreen. You

assume command throughout

all phases of the mission

aided by complete instrumen

tation. 32K Diskette $29.95.

TACHMASTER by Tony Dobre

This highly accurate Disk /
Drive speed diagnostic utility

program has been designed

specifically for the Atari 810

Disk Drive by the author of

the original "RPM" program.

TACHMASTER, using 100 per

cent machine language rou

tines, displays RPM readings,

updated five time per-second,

in digital and analog form on

your screen. Reliability to

within one quarter RPM is

assured. With TACHMASTER,

Drive speed adjustment to fac

tory specifications can be

easily accomplished without

any special equipment. Comes

complete with step by step

user's instruction manual.

Disk Only. $29.95.

AVAILABLE

AT SELECT COMPUTER STORES

MAIL ORDERS: Send check or

money order plus $2.50 ship

ping and handling. N.Y. Resi

dents add 7 V* % sales tax.

TELEPHONEORDERS:

(516) 549-9141

SWIFTY SOFTWARE, INC.

64 Broad Hollow Road

Melville, New York 11747

Send for FREE catalog

Dealer Inquires Invited

Li981, 1932 SWIFTY SOFTWARE, INC.

ATARI' is a registered trademark ol Atari Inc.. a Warner Communications, Co.
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350

360

365

370

3S0

390

400

410

420

430

440

450

460

470

4SO

490

500

510

520

530

540

550

560

570

5S0

590

600

610

620

630

640

650

660

670

680

690

HEN POSITION 2,23:? "ENTER E OR B

l^*d^:: OF FOOD";

IF PEEK(20)>i20 AND PEEK(2OX1BO

THEN POSITION 2,23:^ "PRESS Irl^iU;:

a TO GO 0N{5 SPACE53":

IF PEEK(20)>180 THEN POSITION 2,2

3:? "PRESS S3 WHEN DONEfA SPACES}"

;:POKE 2O,O

IF PEEK<764)=255 THEN 340

GET #1,A:A4=CHR*<A):IF (A*<"A" OR

A*>"Z") AND A*<>CHR*(155) AND A*

<>"*" AND A*<>w#" THEN 340

IF A*OCHR*<155) THEN 410

NX=NX+I:IF FOOD*="END" THEN RESTO

RE :NX=O

GOTO 260

RESTORE

IF A*="#" THEN 600

IF A*="*" THEN 660

FOR 1=1 TO NX*26+ASC(A*)-64

READ FOOD*,CL ,AMOUNT*

NEXT I

GOSUB 1O2O

PRINT "FOOD: ";FOOD*

PRINT "CALORIES PER ";AMOUNT*;":

" ; CL

PRINT " {D0WN3ENTER QUANTITY OF AB

OVE FOOD"

PRINT "CONSUMED;, USING A MULTIPLE

OR" : ?

TRAP 520:PRINT "CUPJtDEL LINE3A D

ECIMAL FRACTION?O{2 LEFT3";:POKE

752,0:INPUT QU:POKE 752,1:TRAP 40

000

IF DU=O THEN 590

IF QLKO THEN PRINT " (DOWN 3■{ BELL > &

M=" : FOR W=l TO 500: GOTO 47

0

PRINT " CD0WN3CALORIES OF ";FOOD*;

": ";CL*OU

PRINT "{D0WN3CAL0RIES CONSUMED SO

FAR:"::CAL=CAL+CL*QU:PRINT CAL

PRINT "{2 DOWN? PRESS l;I^l«:i: TO CO

NTINUE..-"

GET ttl,A:A*=CHR*CA):IF A*<>CHR*(1

55> THEN 580

RESTORE :NX=O:GOTO 260

GOSUB 1020:PRINT "{DOWN)ENTER ABS

OLUTE QUANTITY"

PRINT "{D0WN30F CALORIES FOR FOOD

NOT ON LIST:":?

TRAP 620:PRINT "CUP*{DEL LINEJ70

(2 LEFT}11: :POKE 752,0:INPUT CL:PO

KE 752,1:TRAP 4000O

IF CL=O THEN NX=O:GDTO 260

IF CL<0 THEN PRINT " f DOWN3iBELL>El

l" : FOR W=l TO 5OO:NEXT W:

GOTO 600

GU=1:BOTO 560

GOSUB 1020

PRINT "TOTAL CALORIES CONSUMED:";

CAL

PRINT "{2 DOWN!DOES THAT SOUND RE

ASONABLE";:GOSUB 980

IF YES THEN 730

700 PRINT "CD0WN3D0 YOU WANT TO":PRIN

T "RE-ENTER THE CALORIES";:GOSUB

980

71O IF YES THEN CAL=0:60T0 260

72O PRINT " {CLEAR}":END

730 GOSUB 1020:7 :?

740 TRAP 740:PRINT "CUPJfDEL LINEJWHA

T IS YOUR AGE720C3 LEFT3";:POKE 7

52,0:INPUT AGE:POKE 752,1:TRAP 40

000

750 IF AGE<20 OR AGE>70 THEN PRINT "

76O

770

780

790

800

810

820

830

840

850

860

870

880

8 90

900

910

920

930

940

95O

960

970

980

990

1OOO

1O1O

1020

1030

1040

{down}

Sl

ip AGE<20 OR AGE>70 THEN FOR W=l

TO 300;NEXT W:GOTO 730

IF AGE>=20 AND AGE<=30 THEN CPD=3

200:IF SX THEN CPD=2300

IF AGE>=30 AND AGE<=40 THEN CPD=3

104:IF SX THEN CPD=2231

IF AGE>=5O AND A6E<=60 THEN CPD=2

768:IF SX THEN CPD=1990

IF A6E>=60 AND ABE<=70 THEN CPD=2

528:IF SX THEN CPD=1587

CPD=CPD+1000*NU+450*PREG

PRINT "{D0WN30N A SCALE OF Q-E"

PRINT "(1=MODERATELY ACTIVE, 5=VE

RY ACTIVE-

PRINT "HOW ACTIVE ARE YOU?"

GET *t I , A: A*= CHR* < A) : IF A*<"1" OR

A4>"5" THEN 850

CPD=CPD+VAL(A*)*200

GOSUB 1020:PRINT " {DOWN}ESTI MATED

ENERGY EXPENDITURE":PRINT "IN CA

LORIES IN ONE DAY:";CPD

PRINT "{DOWNJTOTAL CALORIC INTAKE

IN ONE DAY:";CAL

DF=CAL-CPD

PRINT "{D0WN3NUMBER OF DAYS TO PR

OJECT"

PRINT "WEIGHT LOSS/GAIN?1{2 LEFT}

";:POKE 752,0:INPUT ND:POK'E 752,1

IF ND<1 THEN 910

PRINT "{DOWN}AT THE CURRENT CONSU

MPTION. YOU SHOULD"

IF DF<0 THEN PRINT "LOSE "::GOTO

960

PRINT "GAIN ";

PRINT INT(ABSCDF*ND)/35OO);" POUN

DS. "

END

PRINT "? (Y/N>:";

GET tt 1 , A: A* =CHR* ( A) : IF A*O"Y" AN

D A*O"N" THEN 990

YES= O:IF A*="N" THEN PRINT "CE" :

RETURN

YES=1:PRINT " EZ^T:RETURN

PRINT "(CLEAR}":

? » {3 N}{3 SPACES>{2 N}

{3 SPACES}{N}{5 SPACES}{3 N}

{3 SPACES}{2 N}{3 SPACES}{N}

{4 SPACES}{3 N}"

? " { F 3- { G } { G 3- C F > { G 3 f G 3 C B J

{2 B>{3 SPACES}{F}{G} {G} CF3

CG> <B}C2 G3 CF>CB> CG}"

1050

10 60

.-1J CB3

{G3

{3

1070 7

CB3{GJ{H3{3

|{J) {B3 ■ €B

tB> «{3 SPACES}CB3 ■fN3<V3«

■ CB3 Bi3 SPACES} (B3 «{N}

«(£O ■ CBJ ■"

CB} «{3 SPACES}{B} ■ {G3«{B}

CB3-

{B3

3 SPACES} {G}«{B}

10 30

10 70

1110

{4? " fG3«{2 M}{B}{B3

{ B > ■{ M } { G 3 { G 3 ■( 2 M 3 { G } { B 3

{4 aJ:M*li CB3 ■CM>£2 G}«{2 Ml

CSP {3 a

{G3

{3

{ B3 C 3 ^

{G3 <3

:POKE B5.11:

1120 PRINT "{40 R>"

1130 RETURN

1140 DATA CHEDDAR CHEESE«113,1* ' CUBE

(continuedon p. 94)
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Plus Royalties!*
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For the best

Talking Game

For the Atari®

or Apple®II+

UsingtheVOICEBOX

Nowyoucanmakeyour

Atari® 400/800 or
Apple® II games and
other programs come

alive with the VOICE BOX L
by the Alien Group — the first ^6=

low-cost, smart speech synthesizer Wx .-.-.. ■■'.>-
with unlimited vocabulary.

Add jokes to your programs. Insults.

Compliments. Help messages. Stories.

Alien voices. Animal roars. Have your

computer talk to the lire department

or police in emergencies. To kids. Or blind

people. Teach touch typing with immediate

spoken feedback. Or just about any other

subject — the fun way. Or help a speech-

impaired friend communicate . . . the poss

ibilities are limitless.

The VOICE BOX plugs into your Atari's serial

port. And talks directlythroughyourTV set. Or

into any Apple II slot. No power supply or

special interfaces needed.

Just select from its simple screen menu. A

dictionary with thousands of common words

(on diskette or cassette) automatically

translates your text into speech. It's that easy.

But don't let its friendliness fool you. The

VOICE BOX has all 64 phonemes (basic

sounds, like "ah") built in. So you can precisely

create any word or sound you can imagine.

And store it all on diskette or tape. Names or

foreign language words, for example. Or

wierd non-human languages.

Let me entertain you — The VOICE BOX is

creative too. It will crack you and your friends

up with non-stop random, grammatically

correct sentences, using words you specify. It

CHECKYOUR LOCAL COMPUTER STORE FOR TALKING 'VOICE BOX" VERSIONS OF YOUR FAVORITE

GAMES FROM LEADING GAME COMPANIES

"Win a S5.000 prize — plus royalties — for the best Atari 400/800 or Apple II+ game using the VOICE

BOX. Deadline: May 30, 1983. Write for contest details.

Please mail to: The Alien Group, Department PT- 5 , 27 W. 23 St., N.Y, N.Y. 10010

.Or call in order to (212) 741-1770

Speech Synthesizer

§C\ also has anamusing talking
A ■ face with lip-sync animation

— a real cro|wd-stopper. Best of
all, you can jxtll the VOICE BOX

from any BASIC program and make

your program really hum —literally!

SingingApples?—Apple owners get all these

capabilities too — as a; plug-in card plus

diskette. Or there's a deluxe version with the

dictionary in ROM (no Idiskettes to bother
with), speaker, and ability to "sing" (heywe're

not making this up folks) in any key. (Both

Appleversions require 32K or more. Applesoft

and DOS 3.3).

Don't confuse the VOICE BOX with "dumb"

speech synthesizers that can't learn newwords.

Or software-based ones with lower speech

quality— and anannoying tendency to blank

out the displaywhen they talk. TheVOICE BOX

is a true breakthrough in speech synthesis

Small wonder thousands of Atari and Apple

owners have already bought the VOICE BOX.

The VOICE BOX is available now at leading

computer stores throughout the world. Or

direct from the Alien Group, with 10-day

money back guarantee, if you're not com

pletely satisfied.

VOICE BOX For Atari. Si69.00
16K and 32K versions included

(Specify diskette or cassette).

VOICE BOX for Apple II * S139.00.
(Requires speaker.)

VOICE BOX for Apple H+j S215.00
(Includes dictionary in ROM land singing capability

Comes with speaker)

Enclose check or money order.

Alari Is a registered trademark oi Atari Inc Apple is a registered trademark ot Apple Computer. Inc VOICE BOX Is trpdemaric of the Alien Group



i\ VIC, CBM-64 OR PET SOFTWARE \\

1150 DATA COTTAGE CHEESE,27, 1 OZ

1160 DATA WHOLE MILK.166.1 CUP

1170 DATA NONFAT MILK,87,1 CUP

11B0 DATA GRAPEFRUIT,77,1 CUP

1190 DATA ORANGES,70.1 MED.

1200 DATA CANTALOUPES,37,1/2 MELON

1210 DATA APPLES,B7,l MED.

1220 DATA ORANGE JUICE,108,1 CUP

1230 DATA CORN FLAKES,96,1 CUP

1240 DATA WHITE BREAD,63,1 SLICE

1250 DATA WHOLE WHEAT BREAD,55.1 SLICE

1260 DATA HAMBURGER MEAT,316,3 OZ

1270 DATA STEAK,293,3 02

12B0 DATA LAMB CHOP,480,4 OZ

1290 DATA BACON.48.1 SLICE

13OO DATA HAM.340,3 OZ

1310 DATA FLOUNDER,78.4 OZ

1320 DATA TUNA FISH,170,3 OZ

1330 DATA CHICKEN,227,4 OZ

1340 DATA EGGS.640,1 CUP

1350 DATA SUGAR.48,1 TBS

1360 DATA CARROTS,68,1 CUP

137O DATA POTATOES,120,1 MED.

1380 DATA BEET GREENS,39,1 CUP

1390 DATA LETTUCE,7,4 SM. LEAVES

1400 DATA SPINACH,46,I CUP

1410 DATA BAKED BEANS,295,1 CUP

1420 DATA LIMA BEANS,152,1 CUP

1430 DATA CORN,92,8'' EAR

1440 DATA PEAS,74,.5 CUP

1450 DATA TOMATOES,30,1 MED.

1460 DATA 47. BEER, 150, 12 OZ.

1470 DATA BLACK COFFEE,9,1 CUP

1480 DATA COLA BEVCRAGE5,83,6 OZ

1470 DATA POTATO CHIPS.108,10 2'

1500 DATA END,0,0

chips :

.^i SYNTKY-M - music fftbtStlM 'or ■ :u : S!5 [40]. fANTAST1C I

GRAPHV1CS - adds 18 commands to VIC BASIC Plot 1 Si X '60 pomii Hll & Multicolor

l A sr r duk Rs-

quires 3K'BK eipander With sample projrams and users manual I2S [JJO).

VIC or PET VIGIL - interactive games language Program your own or piav the 9 games in

cluded With 60 plui powerful commands VIC version hai sound and color (require! 1K.I&K

■ ■;.;...:-■ With useis manual I 3S [*«].

VIC or PET PIPER - Ibc MUSIC MACHINE - Simplex way to compote, conduct and play

and manual 125 [IJD].

VIC HIRESiMULTICOLOR GRAPHICS UTILITIES ■ add traphics without requiring BUM

memory Plot* points, lines, bom, te<t in line, detail 1O4X1S2 point* Wiin sample programs

and manual J20 [125].

VIC/PET TINY BASIC COMFIIEK - produces i.Mi: code Subset ol BASIC lupports lull

floating point operations Compiler listing optional if you have memory I16K PET SK ex

pander VIC) ForOlR. NIW 4 0 BOH Pi I or VIC with JKrBK npandtr or CBM-M S25 [S30J.

^■!* VIC JOYSTICK PAINTER ■ Paintbrush lor VIC MULTICOLOR mode picturei Save to tape or

* diskette Requires 1K/SK eipander anil a lovstick IIS |S20).

-■jisUPER EXPANDER SCREEN OUMP ■ reproduce your hires pictufei on your VIC printer

^ with this Utility Requires SUPER EXPANDER drlnd||e and VIC-1S1S printer *15 |!2Q].

I-CHINC foi VIC - colorful fortune teller gives you klllte into your life from an ORIENTAL

perspective Includes manual and 275 page guide Requires 8K e.pander J30 (S35).

t*t* VIC TINY PILOT - This is the easy to learn languj^r ir'.t-d tor i omputer aided instruction

^ Written in 6SO3 mai hint- language lui speed Includes manual and sample programs 125
[*S0],

,-jl VlCJPlt BUDCETEfK-Cd control ot your e.penies n-tih this visual planner Require) 3KJSK
> eipander or BK PET Ii5 fliO).

BASIC REFERENCE CARD - handy card wtih al! BASIC commands il 50 |S100|.

,%(i VIC MACHINE LANGUAGE GUIDE ■ eiplo/e the h.dden talents in your VIC 20 More lhan 10

> routines tul/y detailed S7 [*B|.

mpilor and Inlrrprcter Fo' M WH 0:8011 £ UK memory

j| program! 140 [HI],
PEI TINY P»wal PLUS -tdno

Includes manual and sample

4 • PET MACHINE LANGUAGE GUIDE ■ to'OID NlWor 4. 0 ROM* 14 |111|

ABACUSpO Box 72n

Craod Rapids. Michigan 49510

616/241-5510

ORDERING INFORMATION:

FREE POSTAGE. All pncei are for cauetfe Add »1 00 pei DISK packer 'oreign prices in

[ ]. Manuals available for inspection, creditable towards purchase ot totlwar* IS each [17

foreign]. All order! must be prepaid in US Dollars via check, international money order VISA.

MC. ACCESS. EUROCARD Look for our CBM-M Software Soon

%\ NOW ... A 50,000 WORD DICTIONARY
largest capacity available for Commodore Word Processors

Now you can rapidly eliminate misspellings from

your word processing text. Spellmaster can

quickly pay for itself in reduced clerical time

spent on correcting

misspellings.

Features include:

50,000 Word Capacity.
Spellmaster (CBM 8050 version) is

delivered with a 36,000 word dictionary,

allowing the user to add up to 15.000 words
Direct Screen Editing of Mistakes. Words

"suspected" to be incorrect are displayed in

"reverse video" on the screen; simply correct the

mistakes and resave your corrected file.

Add Words with a Single Keystroke! Spellmaster

makes il easy to Permanently Add any correctly

spelled word in your text to your User Dictionary.

Menu-Driven and User Friendly. The average user

can learn to operate Spelimaster in 30 minutes.

ASTER

Machine Language Speed allows a large

word processor textftle to be Proofread in 2

minutes or less. Proofreading of linked files is

^^^k^^^hhmb- easy and automatic.

Legal and Medical

Dictionaries are

available to add

4500 technical terms

to the dictionary.

Compatible with the Commodore 8032. 4032.
8096. SuperPET & the Commodore 64. Qperotes with

the Commodore 2040. 4040 and 8050 Disk Drives.

Complete Documentation is provided to guide you

through Spellmaster on a "step by step" basis.

Spellmaster $199 Legal/Medical Modules $75

SPELLMASTER SYSTEMS SOFTWARE

6219 Thirteenth Avenue South

Gulfpori. Florida 23707

[813)347-6733

Dealer inquiries are invited.

"Finally a decent spelling program for the Pet!

If you do much word processing... you need Spelimaster."

'HIGHLY RECOMMENDED" Jim Strasma, Editor, Midnight Software Gazette, & The (PET) Paper



TYPE-SHARE TYPESETTING

EDUCATIONAL SPECIALISTS
SILICON OFFICE SPECIALISTS

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

MAINTENANCE CENTER

FOR COMMODORE EQUIPMENT

ONE STOP CENTER

for

c commodore

VIC-VILLE ™ SOFTWARE
division of Data Equipment Supply Corporation

Exclusive distributors of

BOSS (c) by Kavan Software Kavan software

Definitive

e. S1H

Z000

o.00.eo

for the VIC-20

* 10 Levels of Play

•k Beats Sargon II

* Two Clocks

•ir Wide range of opening moves

* En passant, queening, castling

•6 Change screen and board colors

■*■ Cassette

& Requires 8K minimum expansion

* 100% machine language

$39.95

BONZO (c) by Kavan HOPPER PIT (c) by Kavan Commodore 64 YAHTZEE

One ol the mosl popular games in

Europe. You control BONZO as he climbs

the ladders and picks up the point blocks.

Watch out for the alien guards. 100%

machine language, cassette based.

Joystick or keyboard, minimum 8k ex

pansion $20.00

Avoid the cars, dragsters, buildings, logs

and other obstacles to bring the frog

safely home. Machine language for tasl

and smooth arcade action. Joystick, stan

dard VIC. S20.00

BONZO stnKes again as he lakes money

bags out of the pit. Avoid the alien rain by

standing under the shields. Every succes

sfully removed Dag ol money reinforces

your sheilds 100% machine language,

cassette based. Joystick or keyboard,

standard VIC. S18.00

liiHi
TtT«t • 1

■ ■ if
IPi'tW vr.r

I: iSMS1 ^

HE-fK :>
Commodore 64 version ol the famous

dice game. 10 player capacity. Watch

dice roll across the screen. Automatic

tabulation of score ana bonuses. Sprite

graphics and sound. Cassette based.

$20.00

Mght Crawlar $25.00
by I n i o rusting Software

Shoot down centipedes, spiders, mushrooms and all

Kinds of bugs before they get you. Machine language

arcade action on standard VIC with joystick.

The Black Castle $20.09

Adventure, travel the countryside, light demons, buy

goods, storm the castle. Requires 3k or more expan

sion.

A Maze Ing $12.00

Travel through the maze. Game of skill and tense ac

tion. Standard VIC.

Gobbler $11.00

Sounds easy? You have 25 seconds to get him and

the time gets shorter at each higher level. Standard

VIC.

Hang U $12.00

Traditional Hangman plays against the VIC'S 250

word dictionary or another person. Standard VIC.

Coggle $11.00

Computerized version of Boggle. Standard VIC.

Gold Brick $14.00

Many levels of play, sound, and color.

Complete descriptive catalog S2.00

3-D Labyrinth S14.00

Escape from the labyrinth. Shown in 3. D perspective

view with randomly generated mazes. Standard VIC.

Air Strike $11.00

Fly the new super bomber V-20 on a mission. Stan

dard VIC,

Attack on Silo lit $12.00

You are the commander of Silo III. Delend your

country. Standard VIC.

Baseball Strategy $12.00

The excitement of baseball as a video strategic

game. Standard Vic.

Vic Poker $14.00

Play poker against the VIC. Hi-res graphics and

sound. Standard VIC.

Frojjger by (c) Kavan $14.00

Eat the flies and avoid the car. Standard VIC,

Space Phraeki $25.00

by Interacting Software

Pilot the spaceship "Infinity" and fight the 'Space

Phreeks". 15 different attack patterns. 33 levels.

Machine language, arcade quality. Standard VIC,

Joystick.

Dealers Welcome - Authors Wanted!

Mailing I .■,; $25.00

Keep mailing list, print reports, labels. 8k expansion

or 16k expansion required.

Astro-Minors $17.00

Hi-res graphics and sound space game. Requires 3k

or 8k expansion.

Panzer Attack $14.00

Enemy tanks are attacking and you must destroy

them. Hi-res graphics. Standard VIC.

Pedeilrlan Polo $14.00

Drive your car thru the streets. Based upon Death

Race. Standard VIC.

Yahtzae 312.00

Solitaire version ot this famous dice game. Standard

VIC.

Commodore 64 Software Available Now N

64 Monopoly from AP Software

64 Mailing List from VIC-VILLE" Software

64 Finance from VIC-VILLE1" Software

64 Time Manager 2.0 from TOTL Software

Look for more 64 Software from VIC-VILLE'" & get on our

mailing list for all 64 updates and users' group.

Add $3.00 for shipping & handling

Network your CBM, VIC and COMMODORE 64 with the PET SWITCH and VIC SWITCH from DATATRONICS.

Distributors for Datatronic AB

(714)

778-5455

Data Equipment Supply Corp. (213)

8315 Firestone Blvd., Downey, CA 90241 923-9361
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For TI 9914 (or 99/4A), with or without Extended BASIC, \ IC, Radio Shark Color Computer (16K Extended BASIC),

and Apple - choose from this selection offour different sorting subroutines.

All Sorts Of BASIC Sorts
C, Regena

Cedar City, U"

One of the functions of a computer is to organize

data. There are all kinds of sort routines or al

gorithms to arrange your data. You may want to

alphabetize lists or arrange events by date or list a

class in order by test scores. You'll need a sort

routine to take your raw data and arrange it in

ascending or descending order (from A to Z or Z

to A).

Computer programmers and analysts often

enjoy looking at sort routines and comparing speed

and efficiency. Usually the amount of time it takes

a computer to sort depends on how many items are

in the list and how out-of-order the items are.

Different computers vary in speed also. {Note:

Although ihe TI-99/4A computer is slower than

other microcomputers in PRIXling or LISTing, it

is just as fast or faster in calculations and compari

sons. The sort routines presented here were not

significantly slower on any particular microcompu

ter.)

Here are four different sort routines written

in BASIC for you to try, and to implement in your

own programs. The computers and languages

used are TI-99/4A (or TI-99/4),TI-99/4A Extended

BASIC, VIC-20, and TRS-80 Color Computer with

16K Extended BASIC. Only BASIC programs are

presented here; machine language routines are

also available for some computers and are, of

course, faster.

In the listings, Line 100 tells which computer

and which sort is used. Lines 100-190 randomly

choose 50 integers from 1 to 100. Ordinarily, you

would INPUT, READ, or calculate the numbers

used. The actual sorting starts at Line 200. Lines

500 to the end print the final sorted list of numbers

in the example.

Bubble Sort

The Bubble Sort (or simple interchange sort) is

probably the most common and easy to understand

sort. It is fine for small numbers of items or for a

list of items that is not much out of order. The

program compares each number to the next

number and exchanges numbers where necessary.

[f one switch has been made during a pass

through all the numbers, the loop of comparisons

starts over. In this example, if the 50 numbers

happened to be in exact opposite order, the

maximum number of passes would be necessary,

and the process would take longer than if only a

few numbers were out of place. For larger numbers

of items, this sort can seem to take forever.

Shell Sort

The Shell Sort is considerably faster than the Bubble

Sort. In general, fora random order of 50 numbers,

the shell sort is about two or three times as fast as

the Bubble Sort. The Shell Sort speeds up execution

because the number of comparisons that need to

be made is reduced.

In an array of N numbers, it first determines

B so that 2B<N<2B+ ' and then the variable B is
initialized to 2 . The loop varies the counter I

from 1 to N-B. First, it checks if A(I)±A(I + B). If

SO, it increments I and continues with the compari

sons. If not, it exchanges A(I) and A(I + B) and

changes the subscript.

When I reaches the value of N, it reduces B by

a factor of two and starts the loop again. When

B = 0 the sort is complete. I've used a couple of

extra variables in the example for clarity.

SortC

The third kind of sort routine offered here is also

faster than the Bubble Sort if the numbers are

quite mixed up. The program goes through all the

numbers and places the minimum value in the first

spot of the array. The loop keeps finding the mini

mum of the numbers remaining and replaces it in

order.

SortD

This sort is similar to the previous one, except that

with each pass through the numbers, both the

minimum and the maximum numbers are found

and placed at the appropriate end spots.

The way these sorts are listed, the given num

bers will be arranged in ascending order. To change

to descending order, simply exchange the less than



Skyles Electric Works Presents

The VicTree™
. ..Leaves your new Vic (or CBM 64) with 35 additional commands.

...Branches out to most BASIC 4.0programs.

... Roots into most printers.

New from Skyles: the VicTree, a coordinated hardware and software package that allows your Vic

to branch out in unbelievable directions and makes it easier than ever to do BASIC programming,

debugging and to access your disk. And the new VicTree provides routines to interface the Vic to

the powerful ProNet local network. 8kb of ROM — 4kb for the BASIC commands, 4kb for disk

commands and interfacing to ProNet — plus 4kb of RAM for miscellaneous storage. Perfect not

only for the new Vic but also for the Commodore 64. Unbelievably simple to use and to install, the

VicTree gives you all the additional BASIC 4.0 commands to allow most BASIC 4.0 programs to

work on your new Vic or CBM 64.

Now only $89.95.. .or $99.95 complete with Centronics standard printer cable. (Cable alone

$ 19.95.) Available now from your local dealer or order through your Visa or MasterCard toll free:

(800) 227-9998 (California, Canada, Alaska, Hawaii: (415) 965-1735) or send check or

money order directly to:

Skyles Electric Works

231E South Whisman Road

Mountain View, CA 94041

(415)965-1735



A
ATARI

400
16K *269

32K.

48K.

$349

$429
410 Recorder S 76.00

SI 0 Disk Drive £449.00

822 Printer $269.00

825 Printer $589.00

830 Modem $159.00

820 Printer $259.00

850 Interface $169.00

CX40 Joysticks (Pair) £ 18.00

CX853 Atari 16K Ram S 77.95

Microtek 16K Ram S 74 95

Axlon Ramdisk (128K) .. £429.95

Intec 48K Board £159.00

Intek 32K Board £ 74.00

One Year Extended Warranty $ 70.00

CX481 Entertainer Package £ 69.00

CX482 Educator Package $130.00

CX 483 Programmer Package 554.00

CX 484 Communicator Package $344.00

Atari 800 Dust Cover 56.99

Atari 400 Dust Cover £6.99

Atari 810 Dust Cover £6.9$

PEFGOM
Disk Drives For

Atari Computers
51 Single Drive £589.00

A1 Add-on Drive 5339.00

52 Dual Drive £879.00

Single Side Dual Head .. $679.00

Dual Drive Dual Head...£1046.00

/i-SCI

MICRO-SCI

Disk Drives For

Franklin & Apple
A2 $319.00

A40 $369.00

A70 $499.00

C2Con(rolter $79.00

C47 Controller $89.00

ATAKI

Pac Man S35.00

Centipede S35.00

Caverns of Mars £32.00

Asteroids £29.00

Missile Command £29.00

Star Raiders £35.00

DATASOFT

Pacific Coast Highway... £25.00

Canyon Climber S25.00

Tumble Bugs £25.00

Shooting Arcade 525.00

Clowns and Balloons £25.00

Graphic Master £30.00

Graphic Generator £13.00

Micro Painier.... . S25.00

Tent Wizard 589.00

Spell Wizard $64.00

Bishop's Square £25.00

ON-LINE

Jaworeaker $27.00

Softoorn 527.00

Wizard and the Princess 529.00

The Next Step £34.00

Mission Asteroid £22.00

Mouskattack £31.00

SYNAPSE

File Manager 800 £79.00

Chicken £26.00

Dodge Racer £26.00

Synassembter S30 00

Page 6 .. Si9.00

Shamus $26.00

Protector 526.00

Nautilus $26.00

Slime £26.00

Disk Manager £24.00

KBYTE

Krazy Snoot Out £32.00

K-razy Kntters... £32.00

K-raiy Antics £32.00

K-star Patrol .. 532.00

STICK STAND
$g99

VISICORP
For Apple, IBM, Franklin
Visidex 5189.00

vlsifile 5189.00

Visiplot $159.00

Visilerm £ 189.00

Visiirend/Plot 5229.00

VisiSchedule £229.00

Desktop Plan £ 189.00

VISICALC £179.00

lor Apple II plus, Atari. CBM & IBM

Continental

The Home Accountant (Apple/FranWin) $59.00

The Home Accountant (IBM) £119.00

1 st Class Mail $59.00

FLOPPY

DISKS
Maxell

MD I (Box of 10)

MD II (Box of 10)

MFD I (8")

MFD II (8'1 Double Density!

Verbatum
51/4" SS 00

5 1/4" OS OD

Elephant
51/4" SSOD

TIMEX
TIMEX SINCLAIR IOOO

S36 00

S46.00

544.00

£54 00

£26 00

S36 00

LOWEST

PRICE

EVER!
$89*00

NORTHSTAR

ALTOS
Call for price and availability

on all models.

MODEMS
Hayes

Smart 5239 00

Smart 1200 (1200 baud).. . £549 00

ChronoQraph £199.00

Microdem II £279.00

Microdem 100 £309.00

Novation
Cat £ 144 00

D-Cat S159 00

Auto Cat £219.00

212 Auto Cat $589.00

Apple Cat II $339.00

2)2 Apple Cat II S609 0O

Anchor
Mark I (RS-232) S79.00

Mark II (Atari) $79.00

Mark III (TI-99) £ 109.00

Mark IV (CBM/PET) £ 12500

Mark V (OSBOflNE) £95.00

Mark VI (IBM-PC) £ 179.00

Mark VII (Auto Answer/Dial) £119.00

9 Volt Power Supply £9.00

MONITORS
AMDEK

3O0G $169.00

Color I $339.00

Color II $699.00

Color III $429.00

BMC
12" Green £ 85.00

13.. Cotor 1400 £279.00

13" Color 1401 (Mtd Res) £369.00

ZENITH
ZVM 121 £99.00

SHARP
Sharp 13* Color TV $275.00

PANASONIC
TR-120 MIP (High Res. Green) £159.00

CT-160 Dual Mode Color. $299.00

west 8OO-648-33II west
IN NV. CALL (7OB) BBB-B864

P.O.BOX 6689 BTATELINE, NV. 89449

In^atock items shtpped same day you call. No risk, no deposit onC.O.D. orders. Pro-paid orders receive free snipping within the continental United States with no watting, period

for certlfi«d checks or money orders. Add 3% (minimum £3.00) shipping and handling on all COD and Credit Card orders. NV and PA residents add sales tax. All itemsaublect

to availability and price change. NCTIi We stock manufacturer's and third parly software for most all computers on the market! Call today for our new catalogue.



FRANKLIN

64K Persona) Computer
Hardware, Software and

peripheral compatable with the

Apple II and even has some

features not found on the Apple.

HEWLETT PACKARD^

HP»85

S1969
HP-125 $1969.00

HP-85 16K Memory Module $169.00

5 1/4" Dual Master Disk Drive SI799.00

Hard Disk w/ Floppy $4349.00

HarrJ Disk ... $3549.00

"Sweet Lips" Plotter $1199.00

80 Column Printer $649.00

■BB1BH
HEWLETT

PACKARD

HP 41CV

CALCULATOR

c$209 ■

HPIL PERIPHERALS IN STOCK!

w
SI 49.00

. S79.00

$114.00

$109.00

$114.00

PC-1500
POCKET COMPUTER

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Printer w/cassette interface

cassette tape recorder

and 4K and 8K RAM EXTENSIONS

COniPUTER

64K RAM

780 KB Disk Storage

Word Processing, Ultracalc CP/M,

CBasic Software

Smith Corona TP1

Letter Quality Printer OUT P[*iC6

Retail Value S4895 00 $2995*00

PC

Call...

for price and availability

on IBM-PC hardware, soft

ware and peripherals.
NEC 3550 Printer (for IBM) $2099.00

Televideo

Terminals

910

912C ...

920C ....

925C ....

950

800A ... $1319.00

802 $2649.00

802H $4695.00

806 $5795.00

916 S9495.OO

o™, * COMPUTERS
8001 -A S749.00

8031 $749 00

8012... $549 00

Printers
8023 $549.00

7710/7730 $2399.00

3510/3530 $ 1599.00

B „.., Monitors
JB-1201 $159.00

J01201 $329.00

JC-1202 $899.00

commodore
8032 $99900

CBM64 CALL

4032 $74900

8096 Upgrade Kil $369.00

Super Pel $1 599.00

2031 $369.00

8250 Double Sided Disk Drive $1699.00

D9O6O 5 Megabyte Hard Disk .. S2399 00

D9090 7.5 Megabyte Hard Disk . $2699.00

8050 SI 299.00

4040 $969 00

8300 (Letter Qualify) S1549.00

8023 S59900

4022 $399 00

New Z-Ram. Adds CP/M and 64K Ram . $549 00

The Manager S209O0

Magis CALL

Word Pro 5 plus $319* 00

Word Pro 4 plus $299.00

WordPro3plus $199.00

The Admimstalor $379.00

InfoProPlus... $219 00

Power $79 00

VIC 20 Dust Cover $6,99

CBM8032 Dust Cover $14.99

CBM 8050/4040 Dust Cover .$10.99

VIC 20

VIC 1530 Commodore Datassotle. .. $6900

BIC 1540 Disk Drive $33900

VIC 1541 (64 Disk Drive) _ CALL

VIC 1525 Graphic Printer $339 00

VIC 1210 3K Memory Expander $32.00

VIC 1110 8K Memory Expander $53.00

16K VIC Expansion . $94.00

VIC 1011 RS232C Terminal Interface . $43.00

VtC 1112 VIC IEEE-488 Interface ... $86.00

VIC 1211 VIC 20 Super Expander $53.00

VIC Mother Board $99.00

PRINTERS

Smith-Corona

TP-1

$599

CITOH (TEC)
Starwnter (F10-40CPS) . S1399 00

Prmtmaster (F10-55CPS] ....$1749 00

Prownter 80 Col (P) S499 00

Prownler 80 Col (S) $629.00

Prownter 2(132 Col| $799 00

Okidata

62A $429 00

83A $659 00

84P $107900

84S $1 199 00

IDS

132 (fully configured) $ 1599.00

80 (fully configured) $1399.00

Call for other configurations.

Dalsywriter
Letter Quality ...SI 049.00

800-233-8950 ..«
IN PA. CALL (71 7) 327-8076

*»77 E. THIRD ST., WILLIAMBPORT, PA. 177O1

In-stock items shipped same day you call. No ri3k.no deposit on C.O.D. orders. Pre-paid orders receive free shipping within the continental United States with no waiting period
lor certified checks or money orders. Add 3% (minimum S3.00) shipping and handling on all COD and Credit Card orders. NV and PA residents add sales tax. All itemssubjeci

to availability and price change. NOTEi We stock manufacturer's and third party software lor most all computers on the market1 Call today tor our new catalogue.
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or greater than signs in the sort comparisons.

If you arc alphabetizing, the variable terms

will be string variables, such as AS(I).

You may have several items which need to be

associated as they are soiled. For example, suppose

you have names and scores to be arranged by score.

The names and scores are first arranged as \S(1),

S(I); N$(2). S(2); etc. In the interchange you would

need to son the S values, and then switch both

terms, such as;

SS = S<I)

NN$ = NS(I)

N8(I) =

Keep in mind that for sorts for the TRS-80

Color Computer and the VIC-20, you should use

lower line numbers and leave out spaces to conserve

memory. You may also save memory by naming

your variables with only one letter. Too, you could

combine a few more lines than I did in these ex

amples. You should, of course, use the VIC-20

abbreviations wherever possible (such as D-shift-I

for DIM).

TI-99/4 BASIC Sorts

100

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

00

10

20

30

240

2 50

260

270

280

290

3

5

5

5

5

00

00

10

20

30

REM TI

DIM A(50

FOR 1=1

BASIC BUBBLE SORT

)
TO 50

RANDOMIZE

A(I)=INT

PRINT A(

NEXT I

PRINT ::

LIM=49

SW=0

FOR 1=1

IF A(I)<

AA=A(I)

(RND*100+1)

I);

TO LIM

=A(I+1)THEN290

A(I)=A(I + 1)

A(I+1)=AA

SW=1

LIM=I

NEXT I

IF SW=1

FOR 1=1

PRINT A(

NEXT I

END

THEN 210

TO 50

I);

100 REM TI BASIC SHELL SORT

110 DIM A(50)

120 FOR 1=1 TO 50

130 RANDOMIZE

140 A(I)=INT(RND*100+1)

150 PRINT A(I);

160 NEXT I

170 PRINT ::

200 B=l

210 B=2*B

220 IF B<=50 THEN 210

230 B=INT(B/2)

240 IF B=0 THEN 500

250 FOR 1=1 TO 50-B

260 C=I

270 D=C+B

280 IF A(C)<=A(D)THEN 340

2 90 AA=A(C)

300 A(C)=A(D)

310 A(D)=AA

320 C=C-B

330 IF C>0 THEN 270

340 NEXT I

350 GOTO 230

500 FOR 1=1 TO 50

510 PRINT A(I);

5 20 NEXT I

5 30 END

100 REM TI BASIC SORT C

110 DIM A(50)

120 N=50

130 FOR 1=1 TO N

140 RANDOMIZE

150 A(I)=INT(RND*100+1)

160 PRINT A(I);

170 NEXT I

180 PRINT ::

2 00 M=A(1)

210 IM=1

220 FOR 1=2 TO N

230 IF A(I)<M THEN 260

240 M=A(I)

250 IM=I

260 NEXT I

270 AA=A(N)

280 A(N)=A(IM)

290 A(IM)=AA

3 00 N=N-1

310 IF N>1 THEN 200

500 FOR 1=1 TO 50

510 PRINT A(I);

520 NEXT I

5 30 END

100 REM TI BASIC SORT D

110 DIM A(50)

120 N=50

130 FOR 1=1 TO 50



TODAY'S
MENU ■■
VIC™ 20 and ATARI® 400/800

Education

UCATIONAL/RECREATIO

(1410

Putfun into learning math, spelling,

and spatial relationships.

ASTROBLITZ

Protect your planet by destroying
HOUSEHOLD FINANCE

ute the (amity budget, account

lot expenditures, and face the tan man

wtth a smile.

TRASHMAN

DrVe the gartxioe truck and empty

the city's trash cans. But watch out foi

the flies.

LOGIC GAMES

The computer is thinking.

You should be, loo.
HOME INVENTORY

Make a record ofwhat you own and

revise it as you go- Find out what you've

got in seconds.

Choose an Entree:

CITY BOMBER

Level a city to matte it easy to land

Take off and do It ogaln.

ACTION GAMES

SEAWOLF. BOUNCEOUT. O( V!C TRAP.

You'll need sharp eyes and quick

hands lot these.

Maybe ifs a colorful and challenging

game like ASTROBUTZ, TRASHMAN, or

CITY BOMBER; perhaps an educational

game like HANGMAN or MATH

HURDLER; maybe a basic diet of

household concerns like HOME

INVENTORY, HOUSEHOLD FINANCE, or

DECISION MAKER.

Take your pick. All you have to supply is

yourVIC"120 or ATARI® 400/800 and

your own ideas about howto put our

software to use. We supply the rest:

competitive games, educational

games, down-to-earth personal

programs, and simple instructions that

make everything easy to digest.

What you see here is part of the menu

for today, We'll be adding more, so

check our menu from time to time. Ifs

growing, and ifs all take home.
JH Hsfl

DECISION MAKER

What should you do about virtually

anything? Hare's help.

Contact your let.

LOAN ANALYZER

Home, cor, boat... whatever how

CREATIVE
SOFTWARE
A Division of ASCI I

201 San Antonio Circle, Mountain View, CA 94040 U.SA. (415) 948-9595
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1
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RANDOMIZE

A(I)=INT(RND*100+1)

PRINT A

NEXT I

PRINT :

S=l

MN=A(S)

IMIN-S

MX=MN

IMAX=S

FOR I=S

IF A(I)

MX=A(I)

IMAX=I

IF A(I)

MN=A(I)
IMIN=I

NEXT I

(I);

•

TO N

<=MX THEN 290

>=MN THEN 320

IF IMINON THEN 350

IMIN=IMAX

AA=A(N)

A(N)=A(

A{IMAX)

N=N-1

AA=A(S)

A(S)=A(

A(IMIN)

S=S+1

IF N>S

FOR 1=1

I MAX)

=AA

IMIN)

=AA

THEN 210

TO 50

PRINT A(I);

NEXT I

END

TI-99/4 Extended BASIC Sorts

100 REM TI EXTENDED BASIC BUBBLE SO

RT

110 DIM A(50)

120 FOR 1=1 TO 50:: RANDOMIZE:: A(I

)=INT(RND*100+1):: PRINT A

(I) ; : : NEXT I :: PRINT : :

200 LIM=49

210 SW=0 :: FOR 1=1 TO LIM :: IF A(

I)<=A(I+1)THEN 230

220 AA=A{I):: A(I)=A(1+1):: A(I+1)=

AA :: SW=1 :: LIM=I

230 NEXT I

240 IF SW=1 THEN 210

500 FOR 1=1 TO 50 :: PRINT A(I);:: '

NEXT I

510 END

100 REM TI EXTENDED BASIC SHELL SOR

T

110 DIM A(50)

120 FOR 1=1 TO 50::RANDOMIZE::A{i;

INT(RND*100+1)::PRINTA(I);

::NEXT I::PRINT : :

200 B=l

210 B=2*B :: IF B< = 50 THEN 210

220 B=INT(B/2):: IF B=0 THEN 500

230 FOR 1=1 TO 50-B :: C=I

240 D=C+B :: IF A(C)<=A(D)THEN260

250 AA=A(C):: A(C)=A(D):: A(D)=AA

: C=C-B :: IF C>0 THEN 240

260 NEXT I :: GOTO 220

500 FOR 1=1 TO 50 :: PRINT A(I);:

NEXT I

510 END

100 REM TI EXTENDED BASIC SORT C

110 DIM A(50):: N=50

120 FOR 1=1 TO N::RANDOMIZE::A(I)=I

NT{RND*100+1)::PRINT A(I);

::NEXT I::PRINT : ;

200 M=A(1):: IM=1

210 FOR 1=2 TO N

220 IF A(I)>=M THEN M=A(I):: IM=I

230 NEXT I

240 AA=A(N):: A(N)=A(IM):: A{IM)=AA

:: N=N-1 :: IF N>1 THEN 2

00

500 FOR 1=1 TO 50 :: PRINT A(I);:: '

NEXT I

510 END

100 REM TI EXTENDED BASIC SORT D

110 DIM A(50):: N=50 :: S=l

120 FOR 1=1 TO 50::RANDOMIZE::A(I)=

INT(RND*100+1):: PRINT A(I

);:: NEXT I::PRINT : :

200 MN=A(S):: IMIN=S :: MX=MN :: IM

AX=S

210 FOR I=S TO N

220 IF A(I)>MX THEN MX=A(I):: IMAX=

I

230 IF A(I)<MN THEN MN=A(I):: IMIN=

I

240 NEXT I

250 IF IMIN=N THEN IMIN=IMAX

260 AA=A(N):: A(N)=A(IMAX):: A(IMAX

)=AA :: N=N-1

270 AA=A(S):: A(S)=A{IMIN):: A(IMIN

)=AA :: S=S+1

280 IF N>S THEN 200

500 FOR 1=1 TO 50 :: PRINT A(I);:: ~

NEXT I

510 END
continued on p. 104



GAME PROGRAM

DEVELOPMENT KIT
niriMBTlBlBWSlMMTBmrlWBM»P^«Bg«

-- - .

rate

for the

COMMODORE VIC - 20

VIC - 20 is a registered trademark of Commodore Business Machines. Inc.

SIX TOOLS TO HELP YOU WRITE YOUR OWN

FASTACTION ARCADE-STYLE GAMES

DECODER — Decodes programs written in machine language (like game cartridges, utility cartridges, and even the

computer's own internal operating programs). Produces a program in an English-like language (Assembler) which can

be studied to figure out how they did it. The programs created with the decoder can be customized with the EDITOR

AND INCORPORATED INTO YOUR OWN NEW GAME PROGRAM. The ASSEMBLER turns your programs

created with the Decoder and the Editor back into machine language and puts them out to tape or disk so the LOADER

can load them into the computer's memory to be tested and RUN. The MONITOR assists you in debugging your new

game program by allowing you to run it a step at a time and making modifications if you need to. The INSTRUCTION

GUIDE is written so that even a beginner can learn the skills needed to become a pro!!!

■■":"':':•-■'"■- '.""="

■■':-■'..■'■

'■■■■-'■:■'.' i'
-■:--'-■-'''■

$49.95 plus $2.00 p&h buys the kit that could make you rich. Why wait?

Send check, M.O., VISA/MC ($2.00 s.c, please include expiration date), or specify COD (add $3.00) to:

■ ■ -
.:■'■■ P.O. Box 207, Cannon Falls, MN 55009

- 5O7-263-482I
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TRS-80 Color Computer Sorts

100 REM TRS80C BUBBLE SORT

110 DIM A(50)

120 FOR 1=1 TO 50:A(I)=RND(100):PRI

NTA(I);:NEXT:PRINT:PRINT

200 LIM=49

210 SW=0:FOR 1=1 TO LIM:IF A(I)<=A(

I + UTHEN 230

220 AA=A(I):A(I)=A(I+1):A(I+1)=AA:S

W=1:LIM=I

230 NEXT

240 IF SW=1 THEN 210

500 FOR 1=1 TO 50:PRINTA(I);:NEXT

510 END

100 REH TRS80C SHELL SORT

110 DIM A(50)

120 FOR 1=1 TO 50:A(I)=RND(100):PRI

NTA(I);:NEXT:PRINT:PRINT

200 B-l

210 B=2*B:IF B<=50 THEN 210

220 B=INT{B/2):IF B=0 THEN 500

230 FOR 1=1 TO 50-B:C=I

240 D=C+B:IF A(C)<=A(D)THEN 260

250 AA=A(C):A(C)=A(D):A(D)=AA:C=C-B

:IF C>0 THEN 240

260 NEXT:GOTO 220

500 FOR 1=1 TO 50:PRINTA(I);:NEXT

510 END

100 REM TRS80C SORT C

110 DIM A(50):N=50

120 FOR 1=1 TO N:A(I)=RND(100):PRIN

TA(I);:NEXT:PRINT:PRINT

200 M=A(1):IM=1

210 FOR 1=2 TO N

220 IF A(I)>=M THEN M=A(I):IM=I

230 NEXT

240 AA=A(N):A(N)=A(IM):A(IM)=AA:N=N

-1:IF N>1 THEN 200

500 FOR 1=1 TO 50:PRINTA(I);:NEXT

510 END

100 REM TRS80C SORT D

110 DIM A(50):N=50:S=1

120 FOR 1=1 TO N:A(I)=RND(100):PRIN

TA(I);:NEXT:PRINT:PRINT

200 MN=A(S):IM=S:MX=MN:IX=S

210 FOR I=S TO N

220 IF A(I)>MX THEN MX=A(I):IX=I

230 IF A(I)<MN THEN MN=A(I):IM=I

240 NEXT

250 IF IM=N THEN IM=IX

260 AA=A(N):A(N)=A(IX):A(IX)=AA:N=N

-1

270 AA=A(S):A(S)=A(IM):A(IM)=AA:S=S

+ 1

280 IF N>S THEN 200

500 FOR 1=1 TO 50:PRINTA(I);:NEXT

510 END

VIC-20 Sorts

100 REM VIC 20 BUBBLE SORT

110 DIM A(50)

120 FORI=1 TO 50:A(I)=INT(RND(X)*10

0+1):PRINTA{I);:NEXT:PRINT

:PRINT

200 L=49

210 S=0:FOR 1=1 TO L:IF A(I)<=A(I+1

)THEN 230

220 AA=A{I):A(I)=A(I+1):A(I+1)=AA:S

=1:L=I

230 NEXT:IF S=l THEN 210

500 FOR 1=1 TO 50:PRINTA(I);:NEXT

510 END

100 REM VIC 20 SHELL SORT

110 DIMA(50)

120 FORI=1 TO 50:A(I)=INT(RND(X)*10

0+1):PRINTA(I);:NEXT:PRINT

:PRINT

200 B=l

210 B=2*B:IF B<=50 THEN 210

220 B=INT(B/2):IF B=0 THEN 500

230 FOR 1=1 TO 50-B:C=I

240 D=C+B:IF A(C)<=A(D) THEN 260

250 AA=A(C):A(C)=A(D):A(D)=AA:C=C-B

:IFC>0 THEN 240

260 NEXT:GOTO220

500 FOR 1=1 TO 50:PRINTA(I);:NEXT

510 END

100 REM VIC 20 SORT C

110 DIM A(50):N=50

120 FOR 1=1 TO N:A(I)=INT(RND(X)*10

0+1):PRINTA(I);:NEXT:PRINT

:PRINT

200 M=A(1):IM=1

210 FORI=2 TO N

220 IF A(I)>=M THEN M=A(I):IM=I

230 NEXT

240 AA=A(N):A(N)=A(IM):A(IM)=AA:N=N

-1:IF N>1 THEN 200

500 FORI=1 TO 50:PRINTA(I);:NEXT

510 END
continued on p. 106



VIC-20

CASSETTE SOFTWARE

SOFTWARE INC. [

THE GAMES PEOPLE PLAY NOW!

.' A new challenge every time.

CRABS

Agility Is the key to successfully guiding HER-

BIE (the halibut) through the maze, avoiding

the deadly gaze of SONIC CRABS while feed

ing on delectable night crawlers.

The more you eat. the higher your score. Each

lime you clear the maze of tasty morcels. you

will receive more time, additional lives, and a

new group of nighl crawlers, as the game of

SURVIVAL continues

But beware' With the passing of time your

presence becomes increasingly aggravating

lo the KILLER crabs who lurft within, improv

ing the accuracy of (heir menacing sonic

waves.

Set at beginner or advanced levels, each game

is played in a totally new maze, and may con

sist of any number of rounds that star! identi

cally for each player.

CRABS can be played using your VIC-20 key

board or joystick, and will work on all standard

VIC-20 memory configurations.

TANK WAR

Your opponent watches closely as Itie BAT

TLEFIELD unfolds, and you both carefully

plan strategies for the pending CONFLICT.

Suddenly, both LASER TANKS fire to initiate

movement. You begin io thread the way through

your home territory, avoiding obstructions

and buildings, as you proceed toward enemy

ground.

Outscore the rival tank by destroying enemy

buildings, as well as placing direct hiis on your

opponent during one to one combat. Higher

skill levels will add additional targets, moun

tain ranges and landmines to the battle zone

for increasing EXCITEMENT.

One of three skill levels, wilh a new battlefield

created for each game, provides a new chal

lenge for both players every time.

TANK WAR may be played using your VIC-20

keyboard or paddles, and will work on all

standard VIC-20 memory configurations.

Exciting action for two players.

The ultimate inter-stellar conflict.
CYCLONS

Full Hi-Res Graphics, Arcade-Like Action

Continuing with their plan to conquer the uni

verse, the CYTRON EMPIRE has Chosen your

sector as the first target in our galaxy. As

COMMANDER of the protective forces, you

must manoeuvre your craft, avoiding collision

and enemy missiles, to attack and destroy

enemy war ships.

The CYCLON fighters relentlessly enter the

battle zone, attempting to lure you into making

errors that will lead to your destruction. The

menacing PULSAR DEATH SHIP also begins

to attack, its only purpose to zero in on your

location, chase you down, and put an end to

your defense ol civilization as we know it.

Our future lies with your skill.

CYCLON requires memory expansion to (unc

tion. When loaded on a system with a 3K

expander (or Super Expander) you will play an

advanced level game. Loading the cassette

onto a system with BK or more expansion, you

will be allowed to choose between a variety of

difficulty/game-feature options The game is

controlled with the VIC-20 joystick

Check (or availability with your local dealer, or use the order form provided.

Dealer enquiries are welcome.

FORWARD TO:

SYNTAX SOFTWARE INC.

33 ELMHURST AVE., SUITE 502

WILLOWOALE, ONTARIO, CANADA M2N 6G8

PHONE (416) 221-8006

D CERTIFIED CHEQUE a MONEY ORDER

Please Forward Charges To:

D VISA

D MASTER-CARD

□ AMERICAN EXPRESS

CARD NO.

PLEASE SEND ME.

CRABS @ $15.95 (U.S.)/S18.95 (CDN.)

TANK WAR@ $15.95 (U.S.)/$18.95 (CDN.)

CYCLONS @ $19.95 (U.S.)/$23.95 (CDN.)

SHIPPING & HANDLING @ $1-00 PER CASSETTE

ONTARIO RESIDENTS PLEASE ADD 7% SALES TAX

Please Prinl: TOTAL

NAME ,

ADDRESS

EXPIRY DATE.

SIGNATURE _
. POSTALCODE_

VIC-20 is a registered Irademark of Commodore Business Machines Inc.
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100 REM VIC 20 SORT D

110 DIM A(50):N=50:S=1

120 FOR 1=1 TO 50:A(I)=INT(RND{X)*1

00+1):PRINTA(I);:NEXT:PRIN

T:PRINT

200 MN=A(S):IM=S:MX=MN:IX=S

210 FOR I=S TO N

220 IF A(I)>MX THEN MX=A(I):IX=I

2 30 IF A(I)<MN THEN MN=A(I):IM=I

240 NEXT

250 IF IM=N THEN IM=IX

260 AA=A(N):A(N)=A(IX):A(IX)=AA:N=N

-1

270 AA=A(S):A(S)=A(IM):A(IM)=AA:S=S

+ 1

280 IF N>S THEN 200

500 FORI=1 TO 50:PRINTA(I);:NEXT

510 END

230 NEXT

240 AA = A(N):A{N) = A(IM):A(IM) = AA:N = N
1: IF N > 1 THEN 200

500 FOR I = 1 TO 50: PRINT A(I); " M;: NEXT
510 END

100 REM APPLE SORT D

110 DIM A(50):N = 50:S = 1

120 FOR I = 1 TO N:A(I) = INT ( RND (1) * 100

+ 1): PRINT A(I);" ";:NEXT:PRINT:PRIN

T

200 MN = A(S):IM = S:MX = MN:IX = S

210 FOR I = S TO N

220 IF A(I) > MX THEN MX = A(I): IX = I

230 IF A{I) < MN THEN MN = A{I): IM = I

240 NEXT

250 IF IM = N THEN IM = IX

260 AA = A(N):A(N) = A(IX):A(IX) = AA:N = N -

1

270 AA = A(S):A(S) = A(IM):A(IM) = AA:S = S +

1

280 IF N > S THEN 200

500 FOR I = 1 TO 50: PRINT A(I);n ";: NEXT

510 END

Apple Sorts

INT ( RND (1) '

NEXT :PRINT:P

100 REM APPLE BUBBLE SORT

110 DIM A(50)

120 FOR I = 1 TO 50:A(I) =

+ 1): PRINT A(I);" ";

RINT

200 L = 49

210 S = 0: FOR I = 1 TO L:

) THEN 230

220 AA = A(I):A(I) = A(I + 1):A(I +

= 1:L = I

230 NEXT : IF S = 1 THEN 210

500 FOR I = 1 TO 50: PRINT A(I); ■ ";

510 END

100

IF A{I) < = A{I + 1

1) = AA:S

NEXT

100 REM APPLE SHELL SORT

110 DIM A(50)

120 FOR 1=1 TO 50:A(I) = INT ( RND (1) * 100 +

1): PRINT A(I);" ";: NEXT :PRINT:PRI

NT

200 B = 1

210 B = 2 * B: IF B < = 50 THEN 210

220 B = INT (B / 2): IF B = 0 THEN 500

230 FOR I = 1 TO 50 - B:C = I

240 D = C + B: IF A{C) < = A(D) THEN 260

250 AA = A(C):A(C) = A(D):A(D) = AA:C = C - B:

IF C > 0 THEN 240

260 NEXT : GOTO 220

500 FOR I = 1 TO 50: PRINT A(I); " ";: NEXT

510 END

100 REM APPLE SORT C

110 DIM A(50):N = 50

120 FOR I = 1 TO N:A(I) = INT ( RND {1) * 100 *

+ 1): PRINT A(I);" ";:NEXT:PRINT:PRIN

T

200 M = A(l):IM = 1

210 FOR I - 2 TO N

220 IF A{I) > = M THEN M = A(I) :IM = I

COMPUTE! The Resource,

10 DAY

FREE

TRIAL araassos
PLUG DIRECTLY INTO VIC !

The
"GAME MACHINE"

9 0 DAY

WARRANTY

S85

The

"PROGRAMMER"®
Plug in up lo $49
3-VIC PACKS,

for example

-a 16K RAM PACK

■ a PROGRAMMERS AID PACK

-ando MACHINE LANG. MON.

Fajtsr than a Disk Dr

P(UB in up loiGAME Dr

MEMORY PACKS ih.,, Switch

,S*Ucl •oiK.. p»ii RESET.

The

AUDIO

INTERFACE"

WALAIL.Ntw gamitinonir,

com f KjuraTion ft Hhou t turning oT

VIC of r.moving PACKS.

Plug in up to 32K RAM and

oil Ih* other PACKS that

Commodore hoi to offer.

Full, BufUr.d-

S29

c<

Si

and Dimension to sound

effects and Muiic

1 VIC to your

for oddod Dopih

(M.C.l VISA occ.

CALL (415)651-3160

PARS EC RESEARCH

Drawer 1766-P

Fremont, CA. 945 38

Intludo 52." ihippingS h

4 6%to« for CA. r

(send check or m.o.iwupoy hip.)



Why use other computer media

when you could be using

MEMOREX
high quality error free media?
Free Memo rex Mini-Disc Offer- Get free discs!

You'll save money when you buy Memorex, because every carton of 10

Memorex 5V« inch mini-discs sold by Communications Electronics has

a coupon good for a free Memorex mini-disc. For every case of 100

Memorex mini-discs you buy from CE, you'll get 10 free Memorex mini-

discs, directly from Memorex. The more you order, the more you save.

Offer expires December 31, 1982. All Memorex flexible discs sold by

CE are of the highest quality, certified 100% error free and backed by a

full one year factory warranty.

Flexible Disc Quantity Discounts Available

Memorex Flexible Discs are packed 10 discs to a carton and 10

cartons to a case. Please order only in increments of 100 units for

quantity 100 pricing. We are also willing to accommodate your smaller

orders. Quantities less than 100 units are available in increments of 10

units at a 10% surcharge. Quantity discounts are also available.

Order 500 or more discs at the same time and deduct 1%: 1,000 or

more saves you 2%; 2,000 or more saves you 3%; 5,000 or more saves

you 4%; 10,000 or more saves you 5%; 25,000 or more saves you 6%;

50.000 or more saves you 7% and 100.000 or more discs earns you an

8% discount off our super low quantity 100 price. Almost all Memorex

Flexible Discs are immediately available from CE. Our warehouse

facilities are equipped to help us get you the quality product you need,

when you need it. If you need further assistance to find the flexible disc

that's right foryou, call the Memorex flexible disc compatibility hotline.

Dial toll-free 800-538-8080 and ask for the flexible disc hotline

extension 0997. In California dial 800-672-3525 extension 0997.

Outside the U.S.A. dial 408-987-0997 between9 AM to4PMPacificTime.

SAVE ON MEMOREX FLEXIBLE DISCS
Product Description

S" SSSD IBM Compatible (128 B/S, 26 Sectors)

8" SSSD Shugari Compatible. 32 Hard Sector

8" SSSD CPT8000 Compatible, Soft Sector

8" SSDD IBM Compatible (128 B/S, 26 Sectors)

8" DSDD Soft Sector (Unformatted)

8" DSDD Soft Sector (128 B/S. 26 Sectors)

8" DSDD Soft Sector (256 B/S, 26 Sectors)

8" DSDD Soft Sector (512 B/S, 15 Sectors)

8" DSDD Soft Sector (1024 B/S, 8 Sectors)

SW SSDD Soft Sector w/Hub Ring

5ft™ SSDD 10 Hard Sector w/Hub Ring

BW SSDD 16 Hard Sector w/Hub Ring

BW DSDD Soft Sector w/Hub Ring

5V«" DSDD 10 Hard Sector w/Hub Ring

5V«" DSDD 16 Hard Sector w/Hub Ring

5'/*" SSQD Soft Sector w/Hub Ring (96 TPI)

5V«" DSQD Soft Sector w/Hub Ring (96 TPI)

SSSD = Single Sided Single Density; SSDD = Single Sided Double Density;

DSDD = Double Sided Double Density; SSQD= Single Sided Quad Density;

DSQD = Double Sided Quad Density; TPI " Tracks per inch.

Special offer on Memorex computer tape.

If you mail your order to us and enclose prepayment, deduct S1.00 per

reel from our quantity 100 prices. This means Memorex 25JW can be
as low as S12.99 in 100 quantities. Memorex Computer Tapes are
packed 10 tapes to a carton. Please order only in increments of 100

units for quantity 100 pricing. Quantities less than 100 units are

available in incremenls of 10 units at a 10% surcharge. Quantity
discounts are also available. Order 500 or'more tapes at the same
time and deduct 1 %; 1,000 or more saves you 2%; 2,000 or more saves
you 3%; 3,000 or more saves you 4%; 4,000 or more saves you 5% and
5,000 or more tapes earnsyou a 6% discount off oursupe/iowquantity

100 price. If you need further assistance orinformation to find the tape
that's right for you, call the Memorex Computer Tape Technical
Support Group at (408) 987-2937.

SAVE OH MEMOREX COMPUTER TAPE KK^price
Product Doscfiption Part # per rool (S)

Memorex IV 2400 feet Wrightline Seal 25JW 13.99

Memorex IV 2400 feet Easy Load II Cartridge 25JR 14.99

Memorex IV 1200 leet Wrightline Seal 25FW 10.65

Memorex Quantum 2400 feet Wrightline Seal 27JW 16.20

Memorex Quantum 2400 reet Easy Load II Cart. 27 JR 16.99

Memorex Quantum 1200 feet Wrightline Seal 27FW 12.50

Memorex Cubic HD 2400 feet Wrightline Seal 39JW 18.99

Memorex Cubic HD 2400 feet Easy Load II 39JR 19.99

Memorex Cubic HD 1200 feet Wrightline Seal 39FW 13.99

Pact #

3062

3015

3045

3090

3102

3115

3103

3114

3104

3481

3483

3485

3491

3493

3495

3504

3501

CE quant.

100 price
per disc ($]

2.09

2.09

2.99

2.74

3.34

3.34

3.34

3.34

3.34

2.34

2.34

2.34

3.09

3.09

3.09

2.99

3.99

New Memorex Lifetime Rigid Disc Pack Product Warranty

All Memorex disc packs sold by CE have a lifetime product warranty.

This is your assurance that Memorex disc packs will give you a lifetime

of performance and service. Only Memorex can offer you the superior

reliability of their exclusive M Formula. In addition, Memorex will assist

the original user in isolating and correcting any technical issues that

relate to the Memorex product as well as, when appropriate, replace

up to one set of read/write heads. If you need further information to find

the rigid disc that's right for you, call the Memorex rigid disc compatibil

ity hotline. Dial toll-free 800-538-8080 and ask for the rigid disc hotline

extension 1642. In California dial 800-672-3525 extension 1642.

Outside the U.S.A. dial 408-987-1642.

SAVE OM MEMOREX RIGID DISC PACKS

Product Description

Mark III 5 MB. Cartridge Front Load (8 to 32 Sect.)

Top Load (1 -to 24 sectors)

CMD-1 6 "Phoenix Type" CDC Cartridge

NCR Cartridge

Mark VIII 80 MS. Error Free

Flag Free

Mark XI 200 MB. Error Free

Flag Free

DEC Flag Free

Mark XII 200 MB. NCR/CDC Flag Free

Honeywell Flag Free

Mark XIII 300 MB. Error Free

Flag Free

Mark XIV 80 MB. Unformated Error Free

Flag Free

Honeywell Format Flag Free

CDC Format Flag Free

Mark XV 300 MB. Error Free

Flag Free

Part*

95-52 2XX-O3

94-522XX-O3

98-266O0-31

98-26600-32

72-166OO-03

72-266O0-03

03-35041

03-35031 -02

03-35031 -03

03-39001 -01

03-39OO0-01

03-47021

03-47009

74-16600-03

74-266OO-O3

74-266O0-08

74-26600-09

03-49011

03-49001-01

CE quant.

one price
per pack (S)

65.00

-70.00

160.00

160.00

330.00

320.00

720.00

560.00

560.00

515.00

515.00

795.00

670.00

365.00

300.00

315.00

315.00

825.00

725.00

Smith-Corona TP-1 Letter Quality Printer Special Offer
Buy any Memorex product on this page, and get a Smith-Corona TP-1 letter quality

printer (or only S585.00 plus S20.00 shipping. Specify serial or parallel version.

Buy with Confidence

To get the fastest delivery from CE of your Memorex computer

products, send or phone your order directly to our Computer Products

Division. Be sure to calculate your price using the CE prices in this ad.

Michigan residents please add 4% sales tax. Written purchase orders

are accepted from approved government agencies and most well

rated firms at a30% surcharge fornet 30 billing. All sales are subject to

availability, acceptance and verification. All sales are final. Prices,

terms and specifications are subject to change without notice. Out of

stock items will be placed on backorder automatically unless CE is

instructed differently. Minimum prepaid order S50.00. Minimum

purchase order S200.00. International orders are invited with a S20.00

surcharge for special handling in addition to shipping charges. All

shipments are F.O.B. Ann Arbor, Michigan. No COD'S please. Non-

certified and foreign checks require bank clearance.

For shipping charges add S8.00 per case or partial-case of 100 8-

inch flexible discs or S6.00 per case or partial case of 100 SVHnch

mini-discs. For tape shipping, add S1.00 per reel. For Disc packs add

$10.00 per cartridge (Mark III or CM D-16) or S15.00 per disc pack for

U.P.S. ground shipping and handling in the continental U.S.A.

Mail orders to: Communications Electronics, Box 1002, Ann Arbor,

Michigan 48106 U.S.A. If you have a Master Card or Visa card, you may

call and place a credit card order. Order toll-free. Dial 800-521 -4414. If

you are outside the U.S. or in Michigan, dial 313-994-4444. Order your

Memorex computer products from CE today.

Copyrightc 1982 Communications Electronics' Ad #090282

MasterCard ]

vJcy ■H
MEMBER

)il!Cl UK/MIUtM USKUIMi

Order Toil-Free! MEMOREX

(800)521-4414
In Michigan (313) 994-4444

COMPUTER TAPE

DISC CARTRIDGES RIGID DISCS
FLEXIBLE DISCS

COMMUNICATIONS

ELECTRONICS™

ComputerProducts Division

854 Phoenix D Box 1002 D Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106 U.S.A.

Call TOLL-FREE (800) 521-4414 or outside U.S.A. (313) 994-4444
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// hit the national news wires and xuas quickly picked up by local media: a letter in October's New England Journal

of Medicine suggested that home computers and video game machines used with old color TV sets could expose people
to potentially hazardous doses of radiation.

IsYourTVA

Radiation Hazard?
Tom R. Halfhill

Features Editor

It might be considered a flattering measure of the

exploding popularity ofhome computing that a

small item in a medical journal could attract so

much attention. Could an old color TV hooked up

to your computer or video game really create a

radiation hazard? Or was all the fuss just a rerun of

the color TV "radiation scare" of the late 1960s?

What does it really mean to home computerists

and video game addicts?

First, in case you missed die story — or more

likely, in case your local media carried a frustrat-

ingly abbreviated version — here are the details.

The New EnglandJournal ofMedicine, a re

spected medical publication closely watched by the

general news media, published a letter from two

doctors at the Veterans Administration Medical

Center in Washington. D.C. The letter warned that

pre-1970 color TVs emit more X-radiation than

sets built later. This could pose a danger, especially

to young people, when these TVs are hooked up to

home computers and video game machines. The

doctors reasoned that many families plug their

computers and game machines into "spare" color

TVs to avoid tying up the household's main set.

Also, they noted that people playing video games

or involved in programming tend to sit much

closer to the screen than they do when watching

TV shows. They also tend to become engrossed for

hours.

Doctors Suggest Caution

Close exposure over prolonged periods to older-

model color TVs raises the possibility of radiation

doses larger than recommended limits, suggested

the doctors. Specifically, a young person using a

computer or video game for two hours a day over

one year would receive about eight times the gov

ernment's recommended limit -which is 100 mil-

lirems per year for a person under 18. The two-

hour-a-day game addict would absorb 780 millirems

in the eyes and 890 millirems in the thyroid gland.

(The radiation limits are different for adults, and

some adults get higher doses because of their occu

pations; atypical flight attendant, for example,

might get 500 millirems per year due to exposure

in the upper atmosphere.)

Now, before you panic and start worrying

about acquiring a permanent glow from playing

Space Invaders, there are several things to keep in

mind. First, the doctors' caution covers only color

TVs made before 1970 which are used at closer than

average viewing distances. (The doctors defined the

average viewing distances as roughly five feet for

children and eight feet for adults.)

Second, the doctors did not actually measure

radiation levels or perform any primary research.

Instead, they took data published in the late 1960s

on TV radiation emissions and used standard

formulas to estimate the radiation absorption at

closer distances. It was not a formal study.

"It was a lark," says Dr. Louis Korman, one of

the letter's authors. "I am not a radiation expert.

We werejust sitting around one clay talking about

buying microcomputers, and the subject came up

that most people who buy home micros tend to

hook them up to older color TVs to avoid tying up

the newer set. They'll get this TV from the attic, or

buy it used at a shop.... We were aware of the radi

ation scare in the late sixties and just wanted

to caution that these sets should be used with

prudence.

"You'll probably see a lot of letters next month

from people who'll say we don't know what we're

talking about."

One of those letters may well be written by

someone from the Electronic Instrument Associa

tion. A trade group representing TV manufac

turers, the El A did not take kindly to all the fuss.

"We want to make two main points," says Alan

Schlosser, EIA public relations director. "There

are a statistically insignificant number of pre-1970

color TV sets out there. And also, we believe the

people who use home microcomputers tend to use

these state-of-the-art devices on up-to-date TV

equipment. We don't want to pooh-pooh all this,



THE PERFECT BALANCE

THE ZX81AIMEX® SINCLAIR 1000

AND RESTONBOOKS
Reston Publishing Company proudly brings you the finest books available for the

new ZX81 /Timex Sinclair 1000*. Clear and concise, these four books will guide you

through all the features of this versatile, personal computer. Balance technology

with knowledge and you'll get the most from your computer investment.

Learn ro speak rhe same language as your ZX81/Timex

Sinclair 1000 wirh Mastering Machine Code on Your ZX81

by Toni Baker. If you understand Basic, rhis easy swirch-to-

machine code will permit faster program execution and

more efficient use of machine memory.

Paperback: $12.95

Make the Most of YourZX81, by Tim Hartnell, is a brand

new srarr-ro-finish guide for using all rhe fast-paced func

tions and features of theZX81 /TimexSinclair 1000. Exciting

games and helpful learning tricks will have you writing

workable programs in no rime.

Paperback: $10.95

Be a winner wirh 49 Explosive Gomes for rheZX81 by Tim

Hoitnell. Complete programming instructions and rules

are given for all these challenging games which include

such favorites as Galactic Intruders, Checkers, and Breakout.

Paperback: $10.95

Novice ond experienced ZX81 /Timex Sinclair 1000 users

can gain valuable programming tips from The ZX81

Pocket Book by Trevor Toms. Learn how to: use Basic in the

best ways, avoid retyping wirh storage and retrieval tech

niques, create your own programs, and get the most from

this powerful personal computer.

Paperback: $9.95

And coming in January 1983...Fifty 1K/2K Games for rhe ZX81/Timex Sinclair 1000. Paperback: $10.95.

Also write to Reston Publishing Company for information about ZX61 /Timex Sinclair 1000 Software—Self-

Teaching Software for rhe ZX81: Mathematics.

Available through your local computer store or bookstore. Or call: 800-336-0338.

ResronBooks Region Publishing Company. Inc.
A Prentice-Half Company. 11460 Sunser Hills Road
Reston VA 22090

*5incloir1000isa
Registered trademark of

Timex Computer Corporation.



WE STOCK

EAGLE COMPUTERS

USI Video Monitors—Green or amber
20 MHz hi-res. Dealer and OEM inquiries

invited

SPECIALS on INTREGATED CIRCUITS

6502
6502A/6512A

6520 PIA

6522 VIA

6532

2114-L200

2716EPROM

2532 EPROM

6116 2KX8

CMOS RAM

4116 RAM

Zero Insertion

7.45 10/6.95

840 10/7.95

515 10/490

6.45 10/6.10

790 10/740

2.45

4.90

8.90

50/ 6.55

50/ 7.35

50/ 4.45

50/ 5.75

50/ 7.00

25/ 2.30

5/ 4.50

5/ 8.45

100/ 615

100/6.90

100/415

100/5 45

100/660

100/215

10/4 00

10/7 90

8.90 5/8.45 10/7 90

8 for 14

2.00

Anchor Automation Signalman Modems
FREE SOURCE MEMBERSHIP WITH SIGNALMAN

All Signalman Modems ate Direct Connect, and include cables

to conned to your computer and 10 the telephone. Signalman

Modems provide Ihe best price-performance values, and start

at less than S100 Dealer mi OEM inquiries Invited

Mark I RS232 (99) 85

Mark II tor Alan 850 (99) 85

Mark IV fo< CBM/PET with software (169) 122

Mark V for Osborne (software available) (129) 93

Mark VI for IBM Personal Computer (250) 180

Mark VII Aulo Dial/Auto Answer (179) 129

Mark VIII Bell 212 Auto Dial/Answer (499) 360

DC HAYES Smirtmodem

RS232 MODEM —Accoiulic

RS232 MODEM — CCITT frequencies

229

119

175

We carry Apple 11+ from

Bell & Howell

16K RAH Cart x-ii3^ for Apple
Apple LOGO

Video Recorder Interlace

Super Serial Card

Thunderclock Plus

Z80 Softcard and CP/M

Parallel Printer Interface/Cable

Grappler Interlace

TG Products Joystick lor Apple

TG Paddles

DC Hayes Micromodem II

Videx 80 Column Card

tullFORTH+ for Apple (fig-Forth)

Silentype Printer and Card

Graphics Tablet and Card

Apple PASCAL Language

Apple FORTRAN

We stock EDUWARE Software

GENIS I Courseware Development System

Unicorn Grade Reporting or School Inventory

Executive Briefing System with fonts

Apple Dumpling (MinrotekJ Printer Interface

Apple Dumpling with 16K Buffer

252 Bethlehem Pike

65
150

545

149

119

295

65

139

48

32

299

259

85

310

645

195

160

185

250

225

115

160

Hcommodore

See us for Personal, Business,

and Educational requirements.

Educational Discounts available.

PETSCAN $245 base price
Allows you to connect up to 35 CBM/PET Computers to

shared disk drives and printers. Completely transparent to the

user Perfect (or schools or multiple word processing con

figurations 8ase configuration supports 2 computers. Addi

tional computer hookups $100 each.

Commodore COMMUNICATES!

COMPACK $129
Intelligent Terminal Package includes:

ACIA hardware based interlace. DB25 Cable and STCP Soft

ware with remote telemetry, transler lo/from disk, printer out

put. XON-XOFF control, user program control, and status

line.

VE-2 IEEE to Parallel Interface 119
Includes case, power supply, lull 8-bit transmission, and

switch selectable character conversion to ASCII

VIC 20

VIC Printer

VIC 3 K RAM

VIC 8K RAM

VIC 16K RAM

VIC Disk drive

VIC Pmball

VIC Omega Race

SpKters of Mare (UMI)

VIC Draw Poker

189

335

32

53

99

395

32

32

39

24

VIC Sargon II Chess

VIC GORF

Meleo: Run(UMI]

VIC Radar Ratrace

Amok (UMI)

Snakman

Rubik's Cube

Programmers Reference

Renaissance (UMI)

VIC Supersiot

VICTORY Software for VIC

Street Sweepers 12 Maze in 3-D

11 Cosmic Debris

12 Grave Robbers Advent

12

Night Rider

Treasures of Bat Cave

Games Pack)

Victory Casino

Adventure Pack II 12

Games Pack II

Adventure Park I

Trek

TNW 488/103 with DAA 450

Computers First Book ol PET/CBM 11

POWER ROM Utilities lor PET/CBM 78

WordPro 3+ - 32K CBM. disk printer 195

WordPro 4+ ■ 8032. disk, printer 300

SPELLMASTER spelling checker lor WordPro 170

COPY-WRITER Professional Word Processor 159

VISICALC for PET. ATARI, or Apple 190

PE-TRAX PET lo Epson Graphics Software 35

SM-KIT enhanced PET/CBM ROM Utilities 40

Programmers Toolkit - PET ROM Utilities 35

PET Spacemaker II ROM Switch 36

2 Meter PET to IEEE or IEEE to IEEE Cable 10

Dust Cover lor PET. CBM. 4040. or 8050 8

VIC of C64 Parallel Printer Interface 85

CmC IEEE-RS232 Printer Interface — PET 120

SA0I Intelligent IEEE-RS232 or parallel 235

Library of PET Subroutines 12

Programming the PET/C1H [Compute!] — R. West 20

Compute1 First Book o! VIC 11

Whole PET Catalog IMidnight Gazette] 6

Color Chart Video Board for PET 125

PET Fun and Games (Cursor) 11

REVERSAL (Spracklen) Apple or Atari

SARGON II — Apple or TRS-80

Apple II User's Guide (Osborne)

Introduction to Pascal (Sybex)

Pascal Handbook (Sybex) (

Musical Applications ol Micros (Chamberlin)

Starting FORTH

Discover FORTH

User Guide to the Unix System

6502 Assembly Language Subroutines

PET Fun and Games

25

26

12

13

16

20

14

12

13

11

9

DISK

SPECIALS
SCOTCH (3M) 5"

SCOTCH (3M) 8"

10/2.30 50/2.15

10/2.45 50/2*5
100/ 2.10

100/ 2.30

We stock VERBATIM DISKS
Write for Dealer and OEM prices.

BASF 5" or 8" 10/ 2.00 20/1.95 100/1.85

Wabash 5" ' 0/' -80 50/1.75 100/1.70

WabashB" 10/2.25 50/2.20 100/2.10

We stock MAXELL DISKS
Write for dealer and OEM prices.

Disk Storage Pages 10 for S4 Hub Rings 50 for S6

Disk Library Cases 8"—3.00 5"—2.25

Head Cleaning Kits 11

CASSETTES—AGFA
High output, low noise. 5

C-10

C-30

PE-G11 PREMIUM

screw housings.

10/56 50/50

10/73 50/.68

100/.48

1 DO/66

SPECIALS
Timex/Sinclair Computer 95

Zenith ZVM-121 Green Phosphor Monitor 109

INTEX Talker Text to Speech System Z65

Epson. Okidata Prownter printers available

Brother Daisy Wheel Printer 880

STARWRITER Daisy Wheel Printer F10 1445

We Stock AMDEK Monitors

Watanabe Intelligent Plotter 1095 6-pen 1395

Staticide antt-stalic spray 6

dBASE II 445

ALL BOOK and SOFTWARE PRICES DISCOUNTED

APProducts 15% OFF

Synertek SYM-1 Microcomputer SALE 189
KTM-2/80 Synertek Video and Keyboard 349

KTM-3/80 Synertek Tubeless Terminal 385

Alspa Computer, Inc.

The price-performance leader Includes Z80A, 1 or 2 full 8"

drives (double density, double sided). 3 serial and 1 parallel

port and Winchester port Prices start at less than S2000

DEALER and OEM inquiries invited.

data
systems

Z90-80 64K 1995

Z90-82 64K. 1 double dens drive 2245

Z37 1.3 Megabyte Dual Drive 1355

Z19 Video Terminal (VT-52 compatible) 695

ZT-l Intelligent Communications Tenninaf 550

Z100 16-bit/S-btt System CALL

ATARr
SPECIALS

800 Computer

400—16K

810 Disk Drive

825 Printer

850 Interface

Inside Atari DOS

Joysticks or Paddles

16K RAM (Microtek)

32K RAM (Microtek]

Pilot

Super Breakout

APX Software

649

269

440

625

170

18

19

69

99

65

29

Call

Microsoft BASIC

MISSILE COMMAND

ASTEROIDS

STAR HAIDERS

Space Invaders

Music Composer

Caverns of Mars

PAC-MAN

CENTIPEDE

First Book of Atari

Anchor Modem—Atari

Other Atari products

72

29

29

34

29

35

33

36

36
11

85

Call

WRITE FOR CATALOG
Add $1.25 per order (or shipping. We pay balance of UPS surface
larges on all prepaid orders. Prices listed are on cash discount

basis Regular prices slightly higher Prices subject to change



KMMM Pascal for PET/CBM $85
A subset ol standard Pascal with extensions.

- Machine language Pascal Source Editor with cursor

oriented window mode

- Machine Language P-Code Compiler

- P-Code lo machine language I" inslator for optimized

object code

■ Run-time package

- Floating point capability

- User manual and sample programs

Requires 32K Please specify configuration

EARL for PET (disk filelasedf" $65
Editor. Atumbltr. Rlleutir, Linker

Generates relocatable object code usir>g MOS Technology

mnemonics. Disk file input (can edit files larger than

memory). Links .multiple object programs as one memory

load. Listing output to screen of printer. Enhanced editor

operates in both command mode and cursor oriented

"window" mode

ramTromT
for PET/CBM
4K or 8K bytes of soft ROM with optional

battery backup.

RAM/ROM is compatible with any large keyboard machine.

Plugs into one of the ROM sockets above screen memory to

give you switch selected write protectable RAM.

Use RAM/ROM as a software development tool to store data

or machine code beyond the normal BASIC range Use

RAM/ROM TO LOAD A ROM image where you have possible

conflicts with more than one ROM requiring the same socket.

Possible applications include machine language sort (such as

SUPERSORT). universal wedge. Extramon, etc.

RAM/ROM-4K $75

RAM/ROM - 8K 90

Battery Backup Option 20

SUBSORT by James Strasma $35
Subsort is an excellent general purpose machine language

sort routine for PET/C8M computers. Sorts both one and two

dimensioned arrays at lightning speed in either ascending or

descending order. Other fields can be subsorted when a match

is found, and fields need not be in any special order. Sort arrays

may be specified by name, and fields are random length.

Allows sorting by bit to provide 8 categories per byte. The

routine works with all PET BASICS, adjusts to any memory

size, and can co-exist with other programs in high memorv.

SuperGraphics 2.0
NEW Version with TURTLE GRAPHICS

SuperGraphics. by John Fluharty, provides a 4k machine

language extension which adds 35 full featured commands to

Commodore BASIC to allow fast and easy plotting and

manipulation of graphics on the PET/CBM video display, as

well as SOUND Commands. Animations which previously

were too sl<m or impossible without machine language

subroutines now can be programmed directly in BASIC Move

blocks (or rocketships, etc.). or entire areas of the screen with a

single, easy lo use BASIC command. Scroll any portion of the

screen up, down. left, or right Turn on or off any of the 4000

(8000 on 8032) screen pixels with a single BASIC command,

in high resolution mode, draw vertical, horizontal, and ciagonal

lines. Draw a box. fill a box. and move it around on the screen

with easy to use BASIC commands. Plot curves using either

rectangular or polar co-ordinates (great tor Algebra. Geometry

and Trig classes.)

The SOUND commands allow you to initiate a note or series

of notes (or even several songs) from BASIC, and then play

them in the background mode without interfering with your

BASIC program. This allows your program to run at full speed

with simultaneous graphics and music

Seven new TURTLE commands open up a whole new

dimension in graphics Place the TURTLE anywhere on the

screen, set his DIRECTION, turn him LEFT or RIGHT, move

him FORWARD, raise or lower his plotting pen. even flip the

pen over to erase. Turtle commands use angles measured in

degrees, not radians, so even elementary school children can

create fantastic graphic displays.

Specify machine model (and size], ROM type (BASIC 3 or 4)

SuperGraphics in ROM S45

Volume discounts available on ROM version for schools.

NEW

VERSION

Iir PET/CBM

FLEX-FILE is a set of flexible, friendly programs toailow you lo

set up and maintain a data base. Includes versatile Report

Writer and Mail Label routines, and documentation lor pro

grammers to use Data Base routines as part of other pro

grams

RANDOM ACCESS OATA BASE

Record size limit is 256 characters. The number of records per

disk is limited only by record size and free space on the disk.

File maintenance lets you step forward or backward through a

file, add, delete, or change a record, go to a numbered record, or

find a record by specified field (or partial field). Field lengths

may vary to allow maximum information packing Both sub

totals and sorting may be nested up to-5 fields deep Any field

may be specified as a key. Sequential file input and output, as

well as file output m WordPro and PaperMate format is suppor

ted Record size, fields per record, and order of fields may be

changed easily.

MAILING LABELS

Typical mail records may be packed 3000 per disk on 8050

(1400 on 4040). Labels may oe printed any number wide, and

may begin in any column position. There is no limit on the num

ber or order of fields on a label, and complete record selection

via type code or field condition is supported.

REPORT WRITER

Flexible printing format, including field placement decimal

justification and rounding Define any column as a series of

math or trig functions performed on other columns, and pass

results such as running total from row to row. Totals, nested

subtotals, and averages supported Complete record selection,

including field within range, pattern match, and logical func

tions can be specified

FLEX-FILE II by Michael Riley $110
Please specify equipment configuration when ordering.

DISK I.C.U. $40
Intensive Care Unit by LC. Cargile

COMPLETE DISK RECOVERY SYSTEM FOR GSM DRIVES

- edit disk blocks with ease

- duplicate disks, skipping over bad blocks

- complete diagnostic facilities

- un-scratch scratched files

- check and correct scrambled files

- recover improperly closed files

- extensive treatment of relative files

- optional output to IEEE488 printer

- comprehensive user manual (an excellent tutorial on disk

operation and theory).

Furnished on copy-protected disk with manual

Backus disk available. S10 additional

PROGRAM YOUR OWNEPROMS $75
Branding Iron EPR0M Programmer for PET/CBM software for

all ROM versions Includes all hardware and software to pro

gram or copy 2716 and 2532 EPROMs

PORTMAKER DUAL RS232

SERIAL PORT $63
Two ports with full bipolar RS232 buffering Baud rates from

300 to 4800. For PET/CBM. AIM, SYM

CBH Software

TCL Pascal Version 1.6

Petspeed BASIC Compiler

Integer BASIC Compiler

CMAR Record Handler

UCSD Pascal (without board)

Wofdcrafl 80

BPl Accounting Modules

Professional Tax Prep Sys.

Intelligent Terminal Emulator

ASERT Data Base

Personal Tax Calc

Dow Jones Portfolio Mgmt

Assembler Development

Legal Time Accounting

135

225

110

110

135

300

300

600

25

375

55

110

80

445

FORTH for PET
BY L C. Cargile and Michael Riley $50

Features include

full FIG FORTH model.

all FORTH 79 STANDARD extensions.

Structured 6502 Assembler with nested decision making

macros

full screen editing (same as when programming in

BASIC)

auto repeat key.

sample programs.

standard size screens (16 lines by 64 characters).

150 screens per diskette on 4040.480 screens on 8050.

ability to read and write BASIC sequential files-

introductory manual

reference manual

Runs on any I6K or 32K PET/CBM (including 8032) with

ROM 3 or 4. and CBM disk drive Please specify configuration

when ordering

Metacompiler for FORTH S3Q

simple metacompiler for creating compacted object code

which can be executed independently (without the FORTH

system)

PaperMate

60 COMMAND

WORD

PROCESSOR
by Michael Riley

Paper-Mate is a lull-featured word processor for CBM/PET

by Michael Riley. Paper-Mate incorporates 60 commands to

give you full screen editing with graphics (or all 16K or32K

machinesjincluding 8032), all printers, and disk or tape drives.

Many additional features are available (including most capa

bilities of Professional Software's WordPro 3).

For writing text, Paper-Mate has a definable keyboard so

you can use with either Business or Graphics machines Shift

lock on letters only, or use keyboard shift lock. All keys

repeat.

Paper-Mate text editing includes floating cursor, scroll up or

down, page torward or back, and repeating insert and delete

keys Text block handling includes transfer, delete, append,

save, load, and insert.

All formatting commands are imbedded in text for complete

control Commands include margin control and release, column

adjust. 9 tab settings, variable line spacing justify text, center

text and auto print form letter (variable block). Files can be

linked so that one command prints an entue manuscript. Auto

page, page headers, page numbers, pause at end of page, and

hyphenation pauses are included

Unlike most word processors, CBM graphics as well as text

can be used. Paper-Mate can send any ASCII code over any

secondary address to any printer

Paper-Mate functions with all CBM/PET machines with at

least 16K. with any type of pnnter. and with either cassette

or disk.

To order Paper-Mate, please specify machine and ROM type

Paper-Mate (disk or tape) for PET, CBM. VIC. C64 $40

SM-KIT lor PET/CBM $40

Enhanced ROM based utilities for BASIC 4 Includes both pro

gramming aids and disk handling commands.

BASIC INTERPRETER for CBM 8096 $200

A full interpreter implementation to automatically take advan

tage of the extra memory available with 8096

PEDISK II Systems (ram cars Microtech available.

FILEX IBM 3741/2 Data Exchange Software available.

JINSAM Data Base Management System for CBM.

Comprehensive version available (or most configurations

COPY-WRITER Word Processor for PET/CBM. S159

Works like expensive word processors, plus has added fea

tures like double column printing and shorthand generator.

CASH MANAGEMENT SYSTEM $45

Easy to use disk system Keeps track of cash disbursements,

cash receipts, cash transfers, expenses for up to 50 cate

gories

252 Bethlehem Pike

Colmar, PA 18915 2158227727 A B Computers
WRITE FOR CATALOG

Add S1.25 per order for shipping We pay balance of UPS surface
charges on all prepaid orders. Prices listed are on cash discount
basis. Regular prices slightly higher. Prices subject to change.
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but we don't think the body of evidence supports it."

Solid State Is Safer

Congress passed radiation standards lor color TVs

in the late 1960s, but the standards applied only to

new models. Models then in use were not required

to be modified because it was never actually proven

that they emitted dangerous radiation, says the

EIA. The whole scare was triggered when one

manufacturer recalled one model which leaked

radiation through a small vent-hole in the bottom

of the set.

Before Congress passed the regulations, about

25 million color TVs were made between I960 and

1970, nearly all in the late 1900s. It has been esti

mated that 1.3 to 16 percent of these sets exceeded

the radiation limits set by the Food and Drug Ad

ministration's Bureau of Radiologic Health in

197!. Since the average life of a lube-type TV is I 1

years, most of these sets arc- no longer in use.

Nearly all the radiation is emitted from the

vacuum tubes, not the picture tube. After the

scare, manufacturers beefed up the shielding and

turned toward safer solid-state circuitry. By 1972,

virtually all TVs were solid-state. The greatest

hazard is from older TVs which were improperly

serviced, says dene Koschella. who heads the F.IA's

technical training program. It a serviceman did

not replace the tube shielding, orjacked up the

voltage to prolong the life of a lading set, more

radiation than normal may be leaking from the

TV. Due io the nature of the radiation, the dosage

is more acute at close range.

"The radiation decreases rapidly as you back

away from the set," explains Koschella. "We've

taken measurements and found that at four or live

feet there's practically no radiation at all. At any

rate, the radiation we're talking about is very soft.

It's not anything like the radiation you'd get from

an atomic bomb or something. In fact, it will be

absorbed by clothing or glasses."

(That's why the VA doctors calculated radiation

absorption in the eyes and thyroid, areas normally

unprotected by clothing — unless the computerist is

wearing glasses and a neck scart.)

If you are using a pre-1970 set for prolonged

periods at close range, and are still worried about

radiation exposure, Koschella suggests having the

TV checked out to insure that no shielding was

removed and that the picture tube voltage was nol

cranked up. But he emphatically warns against

checking the voltage yourself— the voltage is very

high and probably a lot more dangerous than the

radiation. ©

Plus Sensational Limited-Time Savings

On Ohio Scientific C1P Series personal

computers, Superboard and C1P

accessories, spare replacement parts,

printers, monitors, integrated circuits,

and other computer-related components.

To Order

Call us directly or return order coupon with

your check, money order, or Mastercard or

Visa Account Number. Orders will normally be

shipped within 48 hours after receipt.

$100.00 minimum order.

FREE

Sampler Cassettes with each Superboard IE and

C1P series order!

Taxi (Game), Electronic Equations. Loan Finance, Straight
and Constant Depreciation, Uneven Cash Flows

Tiger Tank, Flip Flop, (Logic Game), Hectic, Black Jack.

Master Mind

Super Sale!
40% Off On Ohio Scientific Superboard II

A Complete Computer System On A Board

Includes full-size 53-key keyboard, video and audio cassette

interfaces; SWAP, Modem, sampler cassettes; manual; 8K

BASIC-in-ROM, with 8K RAM. Requires 5-V/3 amp regulated

DC power supply. 30-day limited warranty. Supply is limited.

ONLY $200.00

HlH Cleveland Consumer Computers & Components

■■ 1333 S. Chilticothe Road, Aurora, OH 44202

TO ORDER: CALL 1-800-321-5805 TOLL FREE

(Ohio Residents Call 216-562-4136)

SUPERBOARD II, S200.00

Send Detailed Catalog/Order Form

Name

Address

State. -Zip.City

Payment by enclosed check or money order or charge to:

. MasterCard □ VISA

Accoun! # Expiration Date

Total Amount Charged or Enclosed $

Ohio Residents Add 5.5% Sales Tax. All Orders Will Be Shipped Insured By UPS Unless

Requested Otherwise.
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Expand
your

VIC to 80
columns.

NOWYOU CAN GET A $30.00 FACTORY REBATE WHEN YOU

PURCHASE A QUANTUM DATA VIDEO CARTRIDGE OR VIDEO COMBO

CARTRIDGE!!

The QDI 40/80 Video Cartridge and Video Combo Cartridge
is the means to upgrade the V1C-20 computer to a 40 x 24

or an 80 x 24 character display, providing a wealth of new

uses for the VIC-20. With appropriate software, you can now
accomplish quality word processing and various business
functions that previously were very difficult with only the
VIC's standard 22 character video display.

40/80 VIDEO CARTRIDGE 0-K memory: $219.95
40/80 VIDEO COMBO CARTRIDGE w/16-K RAM: $319.95

Features a high quality 8x8 dot matrix.
Character-by-character reverse video attributes allowing
adjacent characters to have different attributes.

All features are accessible through BASIC using POKE
commands.

Black & White composite video.
Plugs directly into the VIC-20 memory expansion slot or the

QDl Mini-Mother and Maxi-Mother boards.
Contains 2K of CMOS internal video RAM; no system RAM

is used by the Video Cartridge.
40 Columns can be viewed using your home TV. while 80
columns require using a video monitor.

Offer expires 12:00 midnight US, pacific standard time, December 31, J982. -.

QOI
MaxJ-Mother:

$99.95

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER

$15.00 FACTORY REBATEIII

- Adds 6 slots to the memory

expansion port.

- Three slots fixed and three slots

power switch selectable.

• On board master reset button

allows you to reset cold start your

VIC-20 without powering down.

• .1" Cannon rear connector accepts

common external power supply

when fuse is removed.

• Simple plug-in installation.

• Small size 5x8 inches encased.

QDI

RS-232C
Interface:

$49.95

Provides RS-232 voltage conver

sion for VIC serial port

Allows use of a wide variety

of RS-232 peripherals including

printers, modems and voice

synthesizers

Low power CMOS circuitry

requires no external power supply

Small size: 2fe x 3 inches

QDI
Mini-Mother:

$59.95

Adds 3 slots to the memory

expansion port

Removable card guides allow

either boards or cartridges

Requires no additional

power supply

Fused to protect VIC power supply

from overload

Simple plug-in installation

QUANTUM (714)966 6553
F1ATA IMP DEALER HOTLINE |714| 754-1945
UM I M, IllU. 3001 Redhill Bldg. 4, Suite 105, Costa Mesa, CA 92626

Shipping cost nor included — VISA & MASTERCARD accepted. Dealer inquiries are welcomed.

For further information please contact your local Commodore dealer or QUANTUM DATA for a

listing of dealers near you. All the above prices retail in US dollars
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Part II:

77;/.* is the conslusion ofa tutorial begun last month. Part II demonstrates how to handle complex multiplication in

machine language. Though specific to Commodore machines, the techniques can apply to any microcomputer. In

addition to providing an introduction to the use of SYS which allows you to take advantage of the machine language

routines in your BASIC'S ROM chips — this article also demonstrates a way to pass information between BASIC and

machine language.

How To Use SYS
John C. Johnson

McKinney.TX

With knowledge of the subroutines discussed last

month, it is now possible to write some extremely

powerful machine language extensions to BASIC

with reduced effort. Our example problem is a

complex arithmetic subroutine; the complex multi

plication portion will be discussed in detail. This

problem was selected both because it is useful and

because it illustrates the concepts of multiple inputs

and outputs. (A discussion of the rules for complex

arithmetic is given in Ruel V. Churchill's Complex

Variables and Applications, McGraw-Hill, I960.) The

format for the statement is that given last month in

line 200. A and B are the outputs, and C, D, E, and

F are inputs; the asterisk (*) signals complex multi

plication. The sequence of steps required to pro

duce the result is given below.

1. Fetch the operation character (* or/) and

save it.

2. Save the line scanner address for later use.

3. Scan past the output variables.

4. Evaluate each input expression and save it.

5. Save the line scanner position onto the

stack, and reset the line scanner to locate the

output variables.

6. Test for operation character.

7. Perform the multiplication operation for

the real part.

8. Save the result in the output variable # 1.

9. Perform the multiplication operation for

the imaginary part.

10. Save the result in output variable #2.

11. Fix up the stack and CHRGFT address.

A description of the program operation tied to

the above description follows. The initialization

portion is contained in lines 52 to 64. The purpose

of this section is to change the L'SR vector to point

to the start of the subroutine to allow a call with

SYS 0. This is important because the conversion

time for ASCII 0 is quite efficient, but the time to

convert 30747 is substantial.

For example, you could avoid this by assigning

30747 to some variable and call by SYS A1. The

efficiency of this approach is slightly better than

SYS 0, but lacks the programming convenience.

The initialization also sets the top of memory to

protect the machine code from BASIC strings.

Type SYS 30720 to initialize; the screen will clear

and show READY.

The first two steps are accomplished by lines

68-73 and 77-80, respectivelv. The line scanner is

operated to retrieve the operation character, * or /,

to determine which of two subroutines will be

active. Some error checking is accomplished, and

the address of the line scanner is saved.

Accommodating Commodore BASIC

Step 3 is accomplished by lines 84-89. This section

merely scans the line for all items between the

commas so the line scanner will be positioned lot-

accessing the inputs. One may ask, "Why omit

picking up the output addresses at this point?"

The reason is strategic and involves the way in

which Commodore BASK: handles variables that

are subscripted.

The subroutine as written allows subscripted

variables as inputs and outputs. If an array ele

ment's address is determined before computing

the inputs, then the output variable's location may

change. This will occur only when a variable is
used as an input before it has been defined. The

BASIC interpreter will put the variable into the
variable list and move array elements as necessary.

If the destination variables are skipped at this
point and all inputs are evaluated first, this problem

will not exist.



Simplify your printer set-up with

SMART ASCII $59.95
At last! A simple, convenient, low-cost printer interface.

It's ASCII: connects the VIC or '64 to your favorite parallel
printer {Epson, Microline, Smith-Corona TP-1, etc.).
Ifs SMART: translates unprintable cursor commands and
control characters for more readable LISTings.

Converts user port into parallel port with Centronics protocol, ad
dressable as Device 4 or 5. Three print modes: CBM ASCII (all
CAPS for LISTing); true ASCII (UPPER,-'tower case for text); and

TRANSLATE {prints (CLR), (RED). (RVS). etc.). For any size
VIC or the '64. Complete with printer cable and instruction*.

jj $29.95
We've been waiting for this one: an arcade-quality game worthy of
our reputation! This frenzied insect attack threatens even the jaded

arcade junkie. Swarming screen action intensifies through 5 dare-
proof skill levels — a simmering cauldron of color and sound!

Requires SK memory expansion, joystick and nerves of steel.

UN-WORD PROCESSOR 2... $19.95
The improved UN-WORD retains the practicality and
economy of the original. Easy-to-use text entry and screen
editing. Use with any size VIC {5K to 32K). Supports VIC
printers, RS-232 printers, and now parallel printers', too.
Handy user Menu selects: single- or double-space, form
feed, print width, number of copies. Supports printer control
codes. With complete documentation.

"Parallel printers require an Interface. See SMART ASCII

VIC-PICs. .IMPROVED!. .$19.95
Now with hi-rez draw routine for your joystick PLUS hi-

rez dump to VIC printer. Features 19 fascinating hi-rez

digitized pictures. Capture your creativity, or ours, on

paper. Amazing fun!

GRAFIX DESIGNER $14.95
Design your own graphic characters! Recall, erase, edit, copy,

rotate. . . save to tape or disk for use in your own programs. Simple

to use. Includes examples and demo routines.

GRAFIX MENAGERIE $14.95
Three-program set shows off VIC graphics potential for art. science.

music, business. . .learn by seeing and doing. Contains BASIC

plotting routines you may extract and use.

TERMINAL-40 $29.95
Join the world of telecommunications in style:
40-character lines and smooth scrolling text for easy
reading! All software — no expensive hardware to buy. 4K
(or larger) Receive Buffer with optional dump to VIC
printer. Function key access to frequently-used modes. Fully
programmable Baud. Duplex, Parity. Wordsize, Stopbit, and

Linefeed: supports control characters. Requires ViC-20, SK {or
larger) memory expansion and suitable modem. With 24 p. manual
and Bulletin Board directory.

VIC-aO Is a trademark o( Commodoie Business Machines

ORDER DESK

Open 9 am - 4 pm

(816) 254-9600
VISA/Mastercard add 3%

CO D. add 13.50

MAIL ORDER: Add $1.25 shipping
and handling. Send money order for

fastest delivery. VISA/Mastercard add

3% (send # and exp. date). Missouri

residents include 4.6% sales tax.

Foreign orders add $5 shipping and
handling.

Mi^inprv All progtams on
MIDWEST high quality digital
&II«ma cassette tape.

nivKw associates „,_, , ,
—I Write tor free brochure.

PO BOX 6148, KANSAS CITY, MO 64110 Dealer inquiries invited.

SOFTWARE FOR THE NEW

COMMODORE64-
'64 TERMINAL {$29.95).Same impressive features as
TERMINAL-40: smooth-scrolling. 40-character lines. VIC

printer dump, etc. GIANT 24K Receive Buffer. No memory
expansion required.

'64 GRAFIX SAMPLER ($14.95). Indulge in the graphics
splendor of the '64. Interact with demos of techniques such as

plotting of points, lines and 3-D objects; drawing in the hi-rez
mode (joystick control): animating sprites; plus assorted
graphics displays. Routines may be extracted for use in your own
programs.

'64 PANORAMA ($19.95). Explore picture graphics
on the amazing '64! Nineteen fascinating digitized pictures PLUS

hi-rez draw routine for your joystick AND hi-rez dump to
VIC printer. Capture our pics or your creativity on paper.

"64 BANNER/HEADLINER ($19.95). Make
GIANT banners and posters with your '64 and printer. Sup

ports VIC printers. RS-232 printers (requires interface), and

parallel printers (requires Smart Ascii).
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DYNACOMP
Quality software for"":

APPLE II Plus ALTAIR****

OSBORNE-1 NEC PC-8000

NORTH STAR*** TRS-80 (Level II)**

ATARI SUPERB RAIN*****

PET/CBM CP/M Disks/Diskettes

DYNACOMP OFFERS THE FOLLOWING

• Widest variety • Friendly service
• Guaranteed quality

• Fastest delivery

Free catalog*

Toll free order phone
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BUSINESS and UTILITIES

PORTFOLIO MANACI.MEST (Apple only)
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DYNACOMP, Inc. (Dep.E)
1427 Monroe Avenue

RochcMer. New York 14618
2-1 hour message .ind order phone; |716) 442-8731

Toll free order phones: (800) 828-6773

(800) 828-6773

Office phone [9AM-5PM EST): (716) 442-8960
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Step 4 activates the expression evaluator and

computes input expressions. This is done by lines

93-107. The program sets the number of inputs to

four (line 93), and a loop evaluates the input ex

pressions and stores them in memory locations

labeled V 1 to V4. Some error checking is also

employed. When this loop is finished, the last

input will be in V4 and will also remain in the

floating accumulator.

Step 5 is accomplished by lines 1 11-1 18. This

step saves the line scanner address onto the 6502

stack. It will be necessary to restore it before re

turning to BASIC. The line scanner position is

reset so that the subroutine is left in a position to

scan for the output variables.

Step 6, lines 122-127, is required to direct the

subroutine to the proper segment of code. This

method is adequate for small table sizes like this

example, but for larger table sizes this technique

would certainly not be optimum. An alternate

technique can be found in the MONITOR listing

in the PET manual.

Steps 7 and 9 (lines 160-178 and 181-196,

respectively) begin the actual computation for a

complex multiply. The real part is computed first,

and the result in line 173 is incorrect by a sign

which subroutine NEGATE corrects. Step 9 does

much the same thing for the imaginary part.

Steps 8 and 10 are identical in code allowing
the use of a subroutine. DEST, lines 2 1 7-260.

activates the variable lookup for each output vari

able and stores the contents of the FACC there.

This subroutine could be used for any number of

numerical outputs. Lines 250-256 handle the special

case when the output variable is IN'I EGER.

Lines 217-227 handle the divide option and

cause the FACC to be divided by the magnitude of

the complex divisor which was calculated in lines

131-154 if a divide was specified. In this way the

complex multiply section is common to both and

saves memory. Lines 228-233 saves the FACC
temporarily onto the stack, and lines 235-241

restore the FACC to allow the use of subscripted

variables as outputs.

Step 11, lines 204-208, concludes the sub

routine by retrieving the line scanner address from

the stack and placing it into TXTPTR. When

BASIC resumes control, the line scanner will be

positioned at the end of the calling statement either

on a colon or null character to allow BASK: to

continue normally.

Speed Increases

The above technique for creating machine language

subroutine linkages with BASIC offers considerable

flexibility in passing information between the
BASIC program and the subroutine. It avoids the

problem of having to POKE and PEEK the trans

ferred information.

The program, as written, incorporates a few

optimizing decisions both from the standpoint of

conserving memory and speeding execution. No

claims are made that the program is optimum in

either respect. Optimizing" in either case is fre

quently accomplished at the expense of the other.

The program was written, however, in a manner

thai would make the linking concepts described

easy to understand.

Ultimately, the results will be put to the test

with timing comparisons and with as many different

results as there are people trying them. My results,

which may not be optimum, show about an eight

percent faster execution for a complex multiply

and about 30 percent for a complex divide. These

results were obtained by carefully allocating the

variables for BASIC so that the variable lookup

times would be minimized; however, in actual

programs the machine language version could

show even greter improvement.

The algorithm for the BASIC and machine

language versions are the same: they even use the

same arithmetic subroutines in ROM. The only

Expression Evaluator Summary

1. Uses the line scanner, CHRGET. to obtain

input

2. Starts with the current position of the line

scanner.

3. Alternate entry poinl SCO I causes the line

scannei t<> back up one address location before

evaluating an expression.

4. Uses am valid formal fora BASIC statement

that can In1 iwd on the right-hand side of an

equals si^n.

5. Leaves ev:iluated numeric results in the

floating accumulator, FACC.

6. Leaves the line scanner on the separator

character (comma, colon, or null).

7. Leaves pointers to the location ofthe string's

length and address in the table at $14 and

$15.

8. Leaves ST sei to the type of result.

saving comes from the variable lookup, which must

be done twice for a BASIC program and only once

for the machine language version. More compli

cated subroutines could save considerably more

time than this.

Mr. Johnson has offered lo supply tape or disk copies

of the program for Commodore computers. Send tape (or



Peripherals

unlimited..

FANTASTIC PRICES!

OUR FAST SERVICE, PRODUCT

SELECTION AND OUR CUSTOMERS'

SATISFACTION MAKE US #1.

Microsoft Z-80 Softcard

Microsoft RAMCARD

Z-90-64K DO

Z-19 Terminal

Z-121 Monitor 12"

$214

$129

$2588

$777

$149

ATARI COMPUTERS

Atari 800 16K

Atari 400

Atari Interface Module

Atari 810 Single Disk

Atari 830 Modem

Programmer

Entertainer

Star Raiders

16K Mem. Exp. for Atari

32K Mem. Exp. for Atari

$649

$318

$174

$444

$166

$59

$84

$34

$74

$114

NEC PRINTERS

7710/30 Spinwriter R/O

7720 Spinwriter KSR

3510/30 Spinwriter R/O

NEC DOT MATRIX

PC-8023

Call for prices on ribbons,

OKIDATA & MORE

Okidata Microline 82A

Okidata Microline 83A

Okidata Microline 84 (P)

Okidata Microline 84 (S)

Tractor (OKI 80 & 82 only)

Diablo 620

Diablo 630

IDS Microprism

$2295

$2649

$1689

$474

etc.

$459

$699

$1069

$1099

$60

S1239

$1999

$539

AMDEK & NEC MONITORS

Amdek 12" 300 GRN Phosphor

Amdek 13" Color!

Amdek 13" Color II

Amdek 13" Color III

NECJB1201 GRN Phosphor
NECJC1201 Color

$149

$319

$739

$429

$149

$339

EPSON PRINTERS

MX-80 w/Graphtrax Plus

MX-80FT (Friction & Tractor)

MX-100 (15" Carriage)

Grappler Interface

Call for prices on

Ribbons, Cables & Interfaces

$469

$529

$699

$129

NEC-PC 8000

Series Microcomputer

PC-8001A Computer w/32K

PC-8012AW/32K + Exp. Slots

PC-8031A Dual Mini Disk

PC-8032A Add-on Mini Disk

Call for Software Prices

$888

$588

$888

$777

FOR THE LOWEST

PRICE CALL

TOLL FREE

1-800-343-4114

ORDERING INFORMATION

Our order lines are open 9AM to 6PM

EST Monday thru Friday. Phone

orders are welcome; same day ship

ment on orders placed before 10AM.

Free use of Mastercard and VISA. Per

sonal checks require 2 weeks

clearance. Manufacturer's warranty

included on all equipment. Prices sub

ject to revision. C.O.D.'s accepted.

For service, quality and delivery call:

PERIPHERALS UNLIMITED

(617)655-7400

62 N. Main St.* Natick, MA 01760
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disk), a SASE mailer, and S3.

John C. Johnson

RFD2Box260

McKinney, TX75069

References:

1. Donahue, Carroll S., andJanice K. Enger. PET/CBM

Personal Computer Guide. Berkeley, California: Osborne/

McGraw-Hill, 1980.

2. Buiierficltl. |im. "Machine Language Scanning the

Stack." COMPUTE!,Januarj 1981, #8, pp. 102-106.

3. Churchill, Rucl V. Complex Variables and Applications.

New York: McGraw-Hill, I960.

0011 0000

INSTRUCTION

0012 0003

0013 0000

0014 0000

0015 0000

0016 0000

II

0017

0018

IN TABLE

8019 0000

0020 0000

0000

0000

0000

0000

0000

0000

0022

0023

0024

0025

0026 0000

CONVERSION

0027 0000

TABLE

0028 0000

0000

0000

0000

0000

0000

MULTIPLICATION

0034 0000

0035 0000

MEM/AFAC

0036 0000

0037 0000

WITH /0 CK

0138 0000

0040 0000

0042 7800

0029

0 0 3B

0031

0032

0033

0044

0045

0046

0047

0048

0049

0050

7800

7890

7800

7800

7800

7800

7800

EXPRESSION

■852 7800

0151 7S02

BB54 7804

PROGRAM

0J5S 7906

ease 7806
0057 780A

0958 7B0C

VECTOR

0059 788E

0060

0061

0062

0 063
0064

0063

0069

0070

0071

0072

0073

8077

0078

0079

7810

7812

7814

7B16

7B1B

781B

781E

7820

7823

7826

7B2B

A9 7B

30 06

A2 00

85 23

B6 22

A9 4C

A0 78

A2 IB

85 08

86 01

84 02

A9 93

4C D2 FF

20 70 00

FB 5E

8D 7B 79

20 70 00

C9 2C

D0 54

7B2A A5 77

782C BD 72 79

LINE

.-SYSTEM EQUATES

UERVEC'0

INTFLG=8

STRFLG-7

INDEX1-S1E

MEHSIZ-34

FACCS5E

FSIGN-FACC*5

VARADR-S44

CHRGET

CHRGOT

TXTPTR

NEGATE

FACALT

LDFACC

STFACC

FLPINT

'S70

'S76

■sn

■SDEA1

■SDB18

■SDAAE

SDAE0

<$D09A

LOOKUP*SCF6D

EXEVAL-SCCA7

STXERR-SCE03

PRTERR-SC3S7

FADD-SD773

FSUB-SD733

FMUL-SD9 34

FMUL1-FMUL+3

FDIV-SDA1B

FDIV1=SDA11

FDIV2-SDA1E

USR VECTOR JUMP

INTEGER FLAG

STRING FLAG

INDIRECT INDEX tl

TOP OF RAM POINTER

FLOATING ACCUMULATOR

SIGN OF FACC

LOCATION OF VARIABLE

GET NEXT CHARACTER

GET LAST CHARACTER

CHRGET ADDRESS

CHANGE SIGN OF FACC

TRANSFER FACC TO AFAC

LOAD FACC FROM MEMORY

STORE FACC INTO MEMORY

FLOAT TI INT

LOCATE VARIABLE IN

EVALUATE EXPRESSIONS

PRINT 'SYNTAX ERROR1

PRINT ERROR MESSAGE

FLOATING ADDITION

FLOATING SUBTRACTION

FLOATING

FACC-AFAC'PACC

FLOATING DIVISION

AFAC/MEM WITHOUT SIGN

DIVIDE AFAC BY FACC

OUTPUT CHARACTER

•■30720 ;S7800 STARTING ADDRESS

COMPLEX ARITHMETIC

SYNTAX FORMAT: SVS 0,*,A,B,C,D,E,F

• IS OP CHARACTER * OR /, A t B ARE OUTPUTS

C, D, E, AND F ARE INPUTS

INPUTS CAN BE ANY VALID BASIC NUMERIC

INIT LDA I>INIT

BMI Bl

LDX KINIT

5TA MEMSIZH

STX MEMS IZ

LDA IS4C

LDY I>CARITH

LDX (<CARITH

STA USRVEC

STX USRVEC+1

STY USRVEC+2

LDA 1147

JHP WHT

SET TOP OF MEMORY

IP < $8000

TO PROTECT THIS

FROM BASIC

JUMP INSTRUCTION

PATCH IN THE USR

TO ALLOW CALL WITH

CLEAR SCREEN

pi. FETCH THE OPERATION CHARACTER AND SAVE IT

CAR1TH JSR CHRGET

BEQ ER1

STA OPCHAR

JSR CHRGET

CMP I",

BNE ER1

;GET THE OP CHAR

,-EXIT IF : OR NULL

,-AND SAVE IT

.■GET COMMA SEPARATOR

;CH£CK IT

;2. SAVE LINE SCAN ADDRESS

782F

7831

AS 7B

BD 73 79

LDA TXTPTR

STA ASAVE

LDA TXTPTR+l

STA ASAVE*!

;GET AND SAVE

;THE ADDRESS OF

jTHE LINE SCAN

;FOR FUTURE REFERENCE

0084

0085

0086

0887

0088

0089

7834

78 36

7839

7833

7B3D

783E

VARIABLES

0091

0093

0094

0 09 5

0096

0097

0098

0099

7840

7840

7842

7845

7848

7B4A

784C

784F

ADDRESS

0100

OF

0101

0102

0103

0104

0105

B106

0107

0109

0111

0112

0113

0114

0115

8116

0117

0118

0120

0122

0123

0124

012S

0126

0127

0129

0131

0132

0133

0134

0135

0136

0137

9 138

0139

0140

0141

31*2

0143

0144

0145

0146

B147

3148

0149

» 150

0151

0152

0153

0154

78S2

7853

7854

7857

7B5A

785B

7B5E

7861

7863

7863

7865

7866

7868

7869

786C

786E

7871

7B73

7873

7B76

7873

787A

787C

787E

78B1

7881

7884

7886

78B9

788C

788E

7B91

7893

7895

7898

789A

789C

789F

78A2

78A4

78A7

78A9

7BAB

78AE

7BB0

78B2

7BBS

7BB7

7BB9

a:

20

C9

D0

CA

D0

A9

an

20

AS

F0

4C

AD

BA

AA

BC

BD

AA

20

CE

D0

A5

48

AS

48

AD

85

AD

as

AD

C9

F0

C9

F0

4C

AD

49

BD

28

AS

20

A0

A2

20

A0

A3

20

20

AS

20

Afl

A9

20

A0

A2

20

A0

A9

29

02

70

2C

F9

P6

04

71

A7

B7

03

14

71

93

92

E0

71

E2

77

78

72

77

73

78

70

AC

42

AD

11

94

80

84

18

5E

37

79

8D

El

79

7E

m:

IS

5B

37

79

BD

73

79

BD

E0

79
B]

AB

00

79

CC

79

79

79

79

DA

79

79

79

79

79

79

79

DB

D9

DA

DA

DB

D9

D7

DA

DA

0158 7BBC

;3. SCAN PAST 2 OUTPUT VARIABLES

0160

0161

0162

0163

0164

0165

0166

0167

0168

0169
0170

0171

0172

0173

0175

0177

0179

0181

0182

0183

0184

0185

1086

1087

01BB

01B9

0190

0191

0192

0193

0194

78 BC

7BBE

7BC0

7BC3

7BC6

78C8

7BCA

78CD

78CF

78D1

78D4

78D6

78D8

78DB

78DE

7BDE

7BE1

78E1

78E3

78E5

78E8

78EA

78EC

7BEF

7BF2

78 F4

7BF6

78 F9

7BFB

7BFD

7900

A0

A9

20

20

AB

A9

20

A0

A9

20

A0

A9
20

20

21

A0

A9

20

A0

A9

20

20

A0

A9

20

At

A9

If

AI

79

79

34

69

79

74

AE

79

78
34

79

BB

33

Al

19

79

79

AE

79

7E

34

69

79

74

AB

79

Bl

34

79

D9

79

DA

D9

D7

DE

79

DA

D9

79

DA

D9

LDX 12

JSR CHRGET

CMP I',

BNE SCI

DEX

BNE SCI

;SET UP FOR 2 OUTPUTS

.-CHECK FOR COMMA

;LO0P UNTIL COMMA

;LOOP FOR 2 OUTPUT

;4. EVALUATE 4 ISPUT EXPRESSIONS

....A

STA

JSR

LDA

BEQ

JMP

LDA

ASL

TAX

LDY

LDA

TAX

JSR

DEC

BNE

UST

LDA

PHA

LDA

PHA

LDA

STA

LDA

STA

14

PARKS

EXEVAL

STRFLG

EV2

TYPMIS

PARM5

A

VTAB+l.X

VTAB.X

STFACC

PARMS

EV1

LINE SCA

TXTPTR

TXTPTR+1

ASAVE

TXTPTR

ASAVE+1

TXTPTR+1

T FOR OPERAT

LDA

CMP

BEQ.

CMP

Bl :

JHP

OPCHAR

1172

CMUL

1173

COIV

ERR

X DIVIDE

LDA

EOR

STA

JSR

LDA

JSR

LDY

LDX

JSR

LDY

LDA

JSR

JSR

LDA

JSR

LDY

LDA

JSR

LDY

LDX

JSR

LDY

LDA

JSR

V4 + 1

IS80

V4*l

FACALT

FACC

FMUL1

I>V6

(<V6

STFACC

#>V3

KV3

LDFACC

FACALT

FACC

FMUL1

OV6

KV6

FADD

I>V6

KV6

STFACC

I>V4

KV4

LDFACC

;COMPLEX MULTIPLY

;7. FIND REAL PART

CMUL LDY I>V2

LDA KV2

JSR FMUL

JSR SAVTMP

LDY I>V1

LDA |<V1

JSR LDFACC

LDY I>V3

LDA KV3

JSR FMUL

LDY t>VS

LDA KVS

JSR FSU3

JSR NEGATE

;SET FOR 4 PARAMETERS

;SAVE COUNT

.-EVALUATE EXPRESSION

.-CHECK FOR STRING

;N0T STRING

;PRINT 'TYPE MISMATCH'

;SET Ut1 UtSTINATlUN

;FOR A FACC STORE OUT

;THE VARIABLE TABLE

;GET ADDRESS

;MSB IN Y

;LSB IN X

;STORE I

;DECREMENT COUNT

[CONTINUE UNTIL 0

;GET LINE SCAN ADDRESS

;AND SAVE IT OK STACK

;GET PREVIOUS LINE SCAN

;AND RESTORE IT

CHECK ARITHMETIC

'TOKENS'

MULTIPLY?

VES

DIVIDE?

YES

WRONG SYMBOL

CONJUGATE THE DIVISOR

PUT INTO AFAC

SET Z-FLAG

SQUARE IT

SET UP V6 ADDRESS

SAVE N V6

SET UP V3 ADDRESS

LOAD V3 INTO FACC

PUT INTO AFAC

SET Z-FLAC

SQUARE IT

SET UP V6 ADDRESS

ADD PREVIOUS RESULT

TET UP V6 ADDRESS

SAVE IN V6

SET UP V4 ADDRESS

RETRIEVE LAST

PARAMETER

,-SET UP MULTIPLY

jBY MEMORY V2

MULTIPLY

SAVE FACC IN

TEMPORARY VS

GET ARGUMENT 1

THE REAL PART

INTO FACC

GET ARGUMENT 3

THE REAL PART

AND MULTIPLY

GET TEMPORARY

RESULT ADDRESS

SUBTRACT IF

MULTIPLICATION

FACC--FACC

;8. SAVE RESULT IN FIRST OUTPUT VARIABLE

CM2 JSR DEST

;9. FIND IMAGINARY PART

LDY I>V2

LDA KV2

JSR LDFACC

LDY I>V3

LDA KV3

JSR FMUL

JSR 5AVTMP

LDY I>V1

LD.

LDFACC

I>V4

KV4

FMUL

LDY I>V5

LOOK UP 1 SAVE RESULT

GET ADDRESS

OF V2 AND

LOAD IT

DO SAME

FOR V3

AND MULTIPLY

SAVE FACC IN TEMP V5

LOAD VI

INTO FACC

AND MULTIPLY

BY V4

GET TEMPORARY



BOOST YOUR APPLE" POWER
With Wiley's Friendly Paperback Guides

BASIC FOR THE APPLE II®
Jerald R. Brown, LeRoy Finkel,

& Bob Albrecht

A complete, friendly, and

virtually guaranteed introduction to

BASIC programming on the Apple

II®—an Applesoft* version of the

authors' BASIC For Home Com

puters, which Microcomputing mag

azine says "takes you from knowing

almost nothing to knowing almost

everything:1

(1-86596-6)

$12.95
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PROGRAMMING
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writing programs for processing
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sitions, and more.

(1-86598-2) 1982 $9.95

Wiley paperback guides teach data

file programming and game pro

gramming on the Apple" and a wide

range of other practical and recre

ational techniques. They've already

helped more than a million people

learn how to program, use, and

enjoy microcomputers. Look for

them all at your favorite bookshop

or computer store.

Apple*. Apple If*, and Applesoft* are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.
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New York, N. Y 10158
In Canada: 22 Worcester Road, Rexdale,

Ontario M9W1L1 3-8817

0195

0196

0198

0209

0202

0204

8205

0 206

0207

0208

0210

0211

0212

0215

0217

0Z1B

0219

0220

0221

0222

0223

0J24

8235

0226

0226

0237

0229

0229

8230

0211

0232

0233

0234

3 235

9236

8237

823S

0239

0240

0 241

0242

0343

0244

0215

92*7

1248

7902

7904

7907

7987

790A

79BA

790B

790D

790E

7910

7911

79H

7916

7919

7919

791C

791E

7920

7923

7925

7926

7928

79 2A

79 2D

792D

792E

7930

7933

7935

7938

7939

79 3A

79 3C

79 3F

7941

7943

7944

7947

7948

7949

794B

794D

794F

7951

7953

7953

A9

20

20

es

es

68

85

60

4C

hi

4C

AD

C9

F0

28

AS

48

A0

A9

2B

68

G8

85

29

Afl

B9

48

88

IP
20

A2

68

99

CB

CA

19

AS

D0

AS

PS

88

73

19

78

77

01

A3

57

78

AC

lfl

18

63

79

8D

11

63

78

05

5G

F9
6D

05

5E

F9

07

CS

08

0E

D7

79

CB

C3

79

DB

DA

80

00

CF

99

CH4

111,

TERM

|11,

ERR

LDA |<V5

JSR FADD

;RESULT AND

;ADD IT

SAVE RESULT IN SECOND OUTPUT VARIABLE

JSR DEST ;LOOK UP,SAVE RESULT

FIX UP THE STACK AND Cl

PLA

STA TXTPTR+1

PLA

STA TXTPTR

RTS

JMP STXERR

TYPMIS [

tLOOH

DEST

Dl

D1A

D1B

JHP PRTERR

UP DESTINATION AND

LDA OPCHAR

CMP #172

BEQ Dl

JSR FACALT

LDA FSICN

PHA

LDY OV6

LDA |<V6

JSR FDIV1

PLA

PLA

STA FSIGN

JSR CHRGET

LDV #5

LDA FACC.Y

PHA

OEK

BPL D1A

JSR LOOKUP

LDK 15

PLA

STA FACC.Y

lire

DEX

BPL D1B

LDA 5TRFLG

BNE TYPMIS

LDA INTFLG

BEQ D2

;PRINT "SYNTAX" fc EXIT

;PRINT 'TYPE MISMATCH'

;AND EXIT

STORE FACC THERE

;SEE IF MULTIPLY

.-TOKEN FOr '*•

;SKIP NORMLZ.IF MULTIPLY

;PUT FACC INTO AFAC

;SAVE FACC SIGN

;IF DIVIDE THEN

,-NORMLZ BY HAG SQUARED

;Of DIVISOR

;RESTORE FACC SIGH

.-RESTORE FACC SIGN

;M0VE PAST COMMA

;SAVE FACC IN CASE OF

.-SUBSCRIPTED VARIABLES

;GET DESTINATION ADDR

;RESTORE THE FACC

iCHECK FOR STRING TYPE

;AND BRANCH IF IT IS

[CHECK FOR INTEGER

,-CONVERT TO INTEGER FORMAT IF THE
.-DESTINATION VARIABLES IS INTEGER

8250

0 2S1

0252

8253

0254

0255

0256

92S7

0258

0 259

0260

0 261

9263

9264

0265

8267

0269

0279

0 271

0272

0273

0274

0275

0276

8277

8279

0281

0 281

0 281

0281

0281

B261

B2S2

7953

7956

7958

795B

79SD

795E

7960

7961

7963

7965

7968

7969

7969

796B

796D

797B

7970

7971

7972

7974

7979

797E

7983

79BB

79BD

7992

7992

7994

7996

7998

799A

799C

799E

20

AB

B9

91

08

10

60

A4

A6
20

60

AB
A2

4C

as

83

7E

79

74

SO

9A

01

61

44

F8

45

44

BB

79

SB

EB

79

79

79

79

79

79

Dfl JSR FLPINT

LDY 11

00 D3 LDA FACCf3,Y

STA (VARADR),Y

DEY

BPL D3

RTS

D2 LDY VARADR+1

LDX VARADR

DA JSR STFACC

RTS

,-SAVE FACC INTO TEMPORARY

SAVTMP LDY OV5

LDX KV5

CONVERT RESULT

TRANSFER 2 BYTES

FROM FACC TO MEMORY

FETCH

ADDRESS

AND SAVE RESULT

V5

SET UP VS ADDRESS

FOR TRANSFER

DA JMP STFACC

.-STORAGE FOR VARIABLES AND CONSTANTS

OPCHAR •

PARMS •

ASAVE ■

VI •

V2 *

V3 *

V4 *

VS •

V6 •

•♦1 .-OPERATION CHAR. ♦ - ■ /

■+1 |l OF PARAMETERS TO GO
•+2 LINE SCAN ADDRESS

•+S

•+5
**S

•+S

FIRST ARGUMENT

SECOND ARGUMENT

THIRD ARGUMENT

FOURTH ARGUMENT

•+S ;TEMPORARY REGISTER 11

■ + 5 TEMPORARY REGISTER «2

;VARIABLE TABLE

VTAB .WORD V5,V4,V3,V2,V1,V6

.END %;

COMPUTE!
The Resource.
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A Monthly Column

The Beginner's Page

An ail-purpose learning gamej'or children illustrates how easy it is to make major changes to programs

Easy Changes
Richard Mansfield

Senior Editor

A program is really two things working together:

data and instructions. The instructions are in a

numbered list and they are the jobs for the com

puter to do. The data is the information that gets

worked on. That's why computing is sometimes

called data processing. Your list of instructions to the

computer (your program) will process information

the way a food processor transforms food. You put

in a potato and it comes out French fries.

"Processors" have several advantages over

conventional tools. For instance, they are quite

versatile. By slipping different cutting disks into a

food processor, you instantly change the process.

The potato can come out as hash browns, slices, or

even soup. A similarly simple adjustment will

change a program which calculates home mortgages

into one which analyzes inflation or general invest

ment strategy.

Data, die other part of a computing process, is

even simpler to change. Change one number and a

mortgage-calculating program will print out the

payment schedule for a different interest rate.

Change another number and you can see the effects

of a 20-year instead of a 30-year mortgage. To see

how instructions and data interact, and how easily

one program can serve many purposes, let's make

a general-purpose educational game.

Easy Transformations

One of the most valuable uses for a computer in

the home is computer assisted instruction, often

called CAI. Using the little program below, you

can bring your child's textbooks to life. And if you

add color, sound, or animation to this program,

you'll have made learning into an exciting game.

Good CAI can bring a child the best possible kind

of education: joy in learning. Don't be surprised if

vour child beads for the computer instead of Satur

day morning cartoons.

If you type in Program 1, your child can play a

short, personalized vocabulary game. You'll want

to change the name in lines 100, 190, and 210.

Line 130 contains the answers and lines 280 and

240 contain ttie questions, each followed by the

number of the correct answer. The BASIC; instruc

tion "READ" will go down these DATA lists, picking

each one in order and keeping track of where it

left off. To make a much larger game, just add

more questions and answers in the same fashion.

And be sure to change the number in line 10 to

equal the total number of questions in the quiz. To

print more answers on the screen, just add more

PRINT statements anywhere between lines 130-

150.

To easily transform this game into a test of

world capitals, just replace the DATA and change

the messages in lines 100 and 150. Program 2

demonstrates how little effort it takes to change

this into CAI on another topic. Take any textbook

and make a list of the facts being taught in it and

enter them into the DATA of this program. You

could even use numbers like " 1 + 5" in place of

word answers.

If you make the screen change colors, or add

music, or design some graphics characters which

dance around ecstatically after a correct answer -

you'll add to the attractiveness of this learning

game. Perhaps have a little figure put a picture

puzzle together, adding new pieces each time the

child makes the right guess in the quiz. Or you

could construct a game around your child's favorite

cartoon character. Have the "hero" of the game

climb stairs. A perfect score puts the character at

the top where he can open the treasure chest.

Whatever special touches you decide to add,

your child is sure to respond to this personalized,

interactive, and very patient teacher. And no matter

how elaborate the game becomes, it can always be

quickly transformed with new questions and an

swers in the DATA lines. (continued on p. 124)
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Program 1: Vocabulary Game

10 NUMBER = 5

100 PRINT "HELLO, SUSAN, LET'S PLAY THE VOCABU

LARY GAME."

110 FOR T = 1 TO 1000: NEXT T: PRINT

120 FOR I = 1 TO NUMBER

130 PRINT "1.SILENT 2.HOPE 3.PERFECT 4.DENT

1ST 5.PRETTY

140 PRINT

150 READ QUS: PRINT QUS " — MEANS THE SAME A

S WHAT NUMBER ABOVE?"

160 INPUT GUESS: IF GUESS < 1 OR GUESS > NUMBE

R THEN GOTO 160

170 READ KEY

180 IF KEY <> GUESS THEN PRINT " SORRY, THE RI

GHT ANSWER IS " KEY: GOTO 200

190 PRINT " GOOD! YOU GOT IT RIGHT, SUSAN!": *

S = S + 1

200 PRINT:NEXT I

210 PRINT: PRINT "SUSAN'S FINAL SCORE IS " S

220 PRINT " TO PLAY AGAIN, JUST TYPE RUN AND "

PRESS THE RETURN KEY"

230 DATA COULDN'T BE BETTER, 3, EXPECT, 2, LOO

KS NICE, 5

240 DATA FIXES TEETH, 4, MAKES NO NOISE, 1

Program 2: Capitals Game

100 PRINT "HELLO, SUSAN, LET'S PLAY THE CAPITA

LS GAME."

130 PRINT "I.ENGLAND 2.FRANCE 3.CHINA 4.EGYPT "

5.RUSSIA

150 READ QU$: PRINT QUS " ~ IS THE CAPITAL 0

F WHICH COUNTRY ABOVE?"

230 DATA PEKING, 3, PARIS, 2, CAIRO, 4

240 DATA MOSCOW, 5, LONDON, 1 C
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Fur PET, VIC, and Atari, "Name Play" is a user-friendly

program aimed at preschoolers. Children who are 'just

learning to recognize letters will be able to take pride in

(heir ability to write the names of theirfavorite people. I 'p

to nine different names may be included. A printer is

requiredJar program output.

To run the PET/CBM version on the VIC-20 the

following changes must he made-

line 120 - change PRIXTTABt 12) to PRINT

line 305 - change 44 to 22

On the YH.-20, names must be no more than 1 5 characters

lonst.

NAME PLAY
Bob Sullivan

Oak Pork, IL

Youngsters will enjoy producing a printout of the

names typed into the computer. These printouts

are great for copying with crayons.

After the REM statements are removed, the

program uses less than I K. and takes only a few

minutes to type into the computer. First, personalize

the data list in lines 11)00-1080 with the names of

family members, pets, friends, and close relatives.

Next, assist your neophyte computerist with the

following commands:

1) Press 1-9 for the desired name.

2) Press the correct sequence of letters.

3) Press (it for a printout of copied names.

4) Press the home key to turn the screen off

or on.

To break into the program, make sure that the

screen is off, and then press the STOP key.

This program works well with the Ql'ADRA-

PET techniques that were outlined in the July 1981

issue of COMPUTE!:

1) Load and run Ql'ADRA-PET.

2) SYS926 and NEW each PET.

$) Append NAME SUCCESS into PET 4.

4) SYS926 to PET 1.

If you avoid machine language and greater than

(>) DOS commands. PET 1 will operate, load, and

save as an ordinary Sk PET. Additionally, you will

be able to switch from PET 1 to PET 2 in less than

six seconds, thus allowing yourself a short break

while the young ones are in the mood for their

program.

Beginner's Note

The key to this program is in line 400:

= MIDS(D$(A),I,1)

A MIDS function is used to look at each letter in

the name. The instruction is set up to lake the

letters one at a time from left to right. The first

item in the parentheses, D$(A), indicates the word

chosen from the menu. The next item. I. refers to

the current number in the for-next loop and insures

that we progress from letter number one to the last
letter in the word.

Conveniently, the MID$ function uses this

center area to designate the number of spaces in

from the left side ofthe string to start identifying

characters. The I at the right in the parentheses

shows that the function is to use only one letter at a

time. Finally, we let this function equal CLS. After

this line in the program instructions, CLS is used to

represent the next letter that should be pressed by

the user.

Program 1: PET/CBM Version

0 CLR:PRINT"{CLEAR}" :POKE59468,12

1 POKE144,49:REM ### DISABLE STOP KEY (UPGRA

DE ROM) ########

110 N=9:DIMD?(N),PS(20)

120 FORI=1TON:READDS:DS(I)=DS:PRINT:PRINTTAB(1

2)1") "D$(I):NEXT

199 :

200 REM *** MENU COMMANDS ********************
**************

210 GOSUB6 3998:IFA$=n@"THENGOSUB600:GOTO0

2 20 IFA$="{H0ME}"THENPRINT"{CLEAR}":GOSUB63997

:GOTO0

2 30 A=VAL(AS):L=LEN{D$(A)):IFA>NORA<1THEN210

240 V=V+1:P$(V)=D$(A):REM *** LOAD PRINTOUT LI

ST ***

299 :

300 REM *** DISPLAY NAME AND GET READY FOR COP
v ***********

305 L2={40-L)/2

310 PRINT"{CLEAR}{07 DOWN}":GOSUB380:PRINTD$(A

):PRINTn{04 DOWN}":GOSUB380

320 GOTO400

380 FORI=1TOL2:PRINT"{RIGHT}";:NEXT:RETURN:REM

*** MOVE CURSOR TO CENTERING POSITION

399 :

400 REM *** ACCEPT ONLY CORRECT RESPONSES ****
**************

410

420

430

440

499

500

510

599

600

610

699

FORI=1TOL:CL$=MIDS(DS(A),1,1)

GOSUBfi3998:IFA$=CL$THENPRINTCL$;:GOTO4 4 0

GOTO420

NEXT

REM *** RETURN TO MENU *******************

GOSUB6 399 8:PRINT"{CLEAR}":RESTORE:GOTO120

REM *** PRINTOUT THE NAMES ***************
* *************

OPEN4,4:PRINT#4:FORI=1TOV:PRINT#4:PRINT#4,

PS (I) :NEXT:PRINT!4:CLOSE4:RETURN
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1000 REM *** DATA LIST OF NAMES ***************
*************

1010 DATAHOM

1020 DATAPRETZEL

1030 DATADAD

1040 DATAHELISSA

1050 DATABETH

1060 DATAGRANDMA

1070 DATAAUNT DENISE

1080 DATAGRANDPA

1090 DATAGRANDMA SULLIVAN

63995 :

63996 REM *** WAIT & GET SUBROUTINE ************
************

63997 PQKE144,46:REM ### ENABLE STOP KEY (UPGRAD

E ROM) Htlt

63998 GETAS:IFA$=nnTHEN63998

63999 RETURN

Program 2: Atari Version

110 DIM N* <20) .P<9)

115 OPEN #1,4,0,"K:"

120 GRAPHICS 2+16:REST0RE

130 FDR 1=1 TO 9:S0UND 0,1*20.10,8

140 READ N*;? #6;CHRS(I+176);CHR*<169

) ; " ";N»

15O NEXT I:SOUND 0,0,0,0

170 GET #1,A

1B0 IF A=&4 THEN 500

190 IF A=27 THEN GRAPHICS 2+16:GET It 1

,A:GOTO 120

20O A=A-48:IF A<1 OR A>9 THEN 170

210 FOR 1 = 1 TO V:IF P ( I)<>A THEN NEXT

I:V=V+1:P(V)=A

220 RESTORE

230 FOR 1=1 TO A:READ NSrNEXT I

240 GRAPHICS 2+16

250 POSITION 9-LEN(N«)/2,5:? #6;N*

260 FOR 1=1 TO LEN<N»)

270 GET #1,A:IF AOASC (N* < I > > THEN 27

O

2B0 POSITION 9-LEN<N*>/2-1+I,6

290 PUT #6,A+12S

295 FOR W=15 TO 0 STEP -1:SOUND O,A,1

O,W:NEXT U

300 NEXT I

310 FOR W=l TO 50:P0KE 710,PEEK(53770

>:SOUND O,PEEK(53770),10,B:NEXT W

:SOUND 0,0,0,0

GOTO 120

rem iartiri^'1"*

TRAP 5B0

GRAPHICS 2 + 16:? #6; "

320

500

505

510

520

530

540

545

550

560

570

580

590

1000

1010

1020

1030

104O

1050

1060

1070

1080

1090

FOR 1=1 TO V

RESTORE

FOR 3=1 TO P<I>:READ N*:NEXT J

FOR W=15 TO O STEP -Is SOUND 0,W,0

,W:NEXT W

? #6;N*:LPRINT N*:LPRINT

NEXT I

RUN

GRAPHICS 2+16:? #6;"PRINTER NOT 0

N! "

FOR W=l TO 500;NEXT W:60T0 120

REM LIST OF NfiMKS

DATA MOM

DATA PRETZEL

DATA DAD

DATA MELISSA

DATA BETH

DATA GRANDMA

DATA AUNT DENISE

DATA GRANDPA

DATA GRANDMA SULLIVAN

FOR

PET®, VIC®AND

COMMODORE 64

Order any 6 of these programs

for just $54.95 or any single

program for $12.95.

Sequencing Sam

Sequencing Sam

Mr. Readwell

Mr. Readwell

Professor Snead

__ Professor Snead

.Missing Numbers

Math Marauders

Six Second Club

Derby

Maestro Musica

Word Zapper

Reading Sequencing Gr 1

Reading Sequencing Gr. 2-3

Reading Comprehension Gr. 3-4

Reading Comprehension Gr. 5-6

Reading Comprehension Gr. 6-7

Reading Comprehension Gr 7-8

Counting by Fives Gr. 2

Addition Drill Gr 2-4

Math Facts Drill *.-.x.—

Solving +.-.x.— (4 dig.I Gr 4-6

Keyboard Identification Gr 3-

Spelling Gr.5-7

(Most programs require a 16k PET". An 8k VICf expander is required.)

You also will receive a free catalog containing PET®

program olfers for:

Reading

Vocabulary

Math

Language

*M0NEY BACK GUARANTEE

Package price expires after Feb. 28. 1983.

PET* and VIC* are registered trademarks

of Commodore Business Machines

Computer Literacy

Social Studies

Teacher Aids

Chemistry

Melrics

Science

Health

Physics

Algebra

Music

Spelling

□ I have enclosed a check or money order for S12.95.

Please send me the 1 program which I indicated

for my a PET®. D VIC?, a Commodore 64.

□ I have enclosed a check or money order for $54.95.

Please send me the 6 programs I have indicated

(or my D PET®, D VIC1, o Commodore 64.

□ Please send me FREE information about your

□ PET®. □ VIC®, and D Commodore 64 programs.

NAME.

MICROGRAMS
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A Monthly Column

Bring language literate is absolutely essential in our society. Being computer literate is a great advantage and is rapidly

becoming a necessity. What is being done to meet the need for this new area of education? Getting computers into

classrooms across the country is a start, but just a start. There is a great deal more involved.

Learning With Computers
Computer Literacy: Can We Get There From Here?

Mary Humphrey

Teaching tools: Microcomputer Services, Palo Alto, CA

literate / adj. 1: educated, cultured 2: able to read

and write

Computer literacy is now a common term in educa

tion circles, and with it has come a growing demand

to develop programs to teach it. For some educators,

a new literacy is the chance to open additional

avenues of thinking and communicating. For

others, the mention of compute]" literacy causes

reactions from deep sighs and "here-we-go-again"

looks to near panic. Why the difference?

Language Literacy And Computer Literacy

An analogy between language literacy and com

puter literacy is often made, and there are many

useful similarities. Just as one need not know how

to physically make a book, but should be able to

create and comprehend a written passage, one

need not know how to build a computer, but should

be able to successfully use one and to create at least

a simple program. This analogy has been the basis

for several recent articles proposing definitions or

guidelines for computer literacy. The difference in

reactions is not due to debate over what it is. The

goals of computer literacy, like the goals of language
literacy, are valuable skills that can be generally
regarded as critical for members of our society.

Those who react to computer literacy with
eager anticipation are thinking about the end

product; those who dread it are thinking about

delivering that product. Here the analogy between

language literacy and computer literacy breaks
down. Many education departments have been

given a mandate to develop definitions of computer
literacy, establish criteria for teacher certifica

tion, and begin pre-service and in-service teacher
training programs.

Shortly thereafter, school districts and local

boards are expected to create and implement

student curricula. For these administrators and

teachers, the concerns are not "Where are we

going?" but rather "How are we going to gel there?"

For them, the differences between language literacy

and computer literacy are glaring.

Becoming A Computer Teacher

Reading and writing competency criteria, instruc

tional programs and standardized tests have been

developed over many years with the support of

much study. Computer literacy has been pondered

for only a relatively short period of time. There

has been little opportunity to test any of the

guidelines offered, and many authors on the sub

ject encourage educators to develop their own

definitions.

Reading and language arts teachers have

themselves received many years of training in

these skills and in how to teach them. The criteria

for teacher certification are quite explicit. Teachers

charged with computer education have typically

had little computer training and even less instruc

tion in how to teach computer skills. Becoming a

computer instructor is often more a matter of

personal interest and initiative than of formal

qualifications.

Support materials for teaching reading and

language arts are big business. Teachers are accus

tomed to readily available, high quality textbooks,

films and slides, classroom display materials, work

sheets, and student activity kits for reading and

writing. Currently there are few computer literacy

materials. Publishers and software developers have

had time to produce only a first generation of

computer literacy materials, and as yet have had

little feedback from educators.

The role of home-based education is also quite
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different for these two types of literacy. There

have always been some parents who have actively

encouraged their children to learn to read and

write, but reading or writing together as a family

activity is usually limited to bedtime stories and

thank you letters to Grandma.

Those parents who have personal computers

at home seldom have to coax their children, no

matter what age, to use the computer. There is a

great deal oi commercial promotion of various

uses of computers as family activities. Teachers are

realizing that this considerable amount of home

learning is a welcome change, but also a challenge

to the schools.

Added to these differences are two common

misconceptions about computer literacy. First, it's a

Tiew and often unfamiliar area to many educators.

Unfamiliarity can be confused with difficulty. This

has been especially true of computing. The

stereotype of high technology as a scientist's domain

still lingers, despite the current efforts to promote

personal and home computers as "user friendly."

Because many educators have not been given

adequate training in computer skills, they suspect

that this new curriculum area may be beyond the

capabilities of the schools, particularly the elemen

tary schools.

There are also many educators who are confi

dent computer-users, but who fall prey to a differ

ent intimidation. They are aware of the potential

of computers in education and the amazing pace at

which new developments are occurring. For them

I he implementation of a computer literacy program

is a scramble to get it all done within the current

school year. The pressure to catch up to the needs

of business and industry for computer literate

graduates can seem overwhelming if viewed from

ibis perspective.

Getting There From Here

At this point it all sounds very discouraging, and

you may be wondering whether schools can over

come these obstacles and go on to develop a new

curriculum. There is lack of teacher training, lack

of support materials, and pressure from outside

the school. Do schools even want to try? The best

answers to these questions come from the schools1

own reports.

During the H)81-82 school year, many districts

and local school boards began computer literacy

programs. This year they were joined by more

schools, and still others are laving the groundwork

for programs in the 1983-84 school year. Several

school districts, computer-education groups, and

even individual teachers have written reports on

their own computer literacy programs. Their en

thusiasm is clear. The strongest encouragement

can be found in evaluations of existing programs.

These "how-to" accounts are sincere attempts

to help others through the first steps of imple

menting a computer literacy curriculum. Many are

available for the asking or for a minimal charge to

cover costs. I strongly recommend that those in

volved with a computer literacy project get these

materials.

Several reports are of interest for those who

are beginning a computer literacy program. They

are particularly helpful in dealing with the difficul

ties of establishing a program of teacher training.

"Instructional Uses of Microcomputers: A Report

on British Columbia's Pilot Project" (research

conducted by (KM Research) describes the planning

and implementing stages, the training and other

services provided, and a complete evaluation of the

impact of these services. This report is also useful

as a guide to planning for future evaluation. Re

quests for copies of the report should be sent to:

Project Planning Cerftre, Ministry of Education,

Legislative Building, Victoria, British Columbia,

Canada V8Y-1 Xl/
Computers in the Classroom is another especially

thorough guide. This "booklet explaining the

process of implementing computers into the

elementary classroom" is written by Susan Burleson,

an assistant principal in the San Ramon Valley

Unified School District. It is a step-by-step account

of what this district did and did not do and their

recommendations to others.

Chapters cover setting goals in a district, iden

tifying resources, computer awareness and readi

ness for in-service training, obtaining funds and

budgeting, in-service training, school-wide use and

home use of computers, anticipating problems,

and evaluating progress. Copies cost $ 11 and are

available from Susan Burleson, 599 Bridgewater

Rd., Danville, CA 94526.

An energetic group of teachers and specialists

in Utah is developing a kindergarten through high

school computer curriculum. Their project pro

vides plans for a three-year development cycle to

train teachers, begin limited field testing, and then

conduct a formal field test of several pilot projects.

Curriculum objectives, teaching activities, informa

tion and materials resources, and evaluation criteria

are detailed for each grade level across several

"strands" of computer skills.

Other materials include such specific help as a

principal's checklist for interviewing computer

hardware dealers (a useful document for dealers

too). Inquiries about cost and availability of pan or

all of their materials should be sent to: Curriculum

Development Office. Jordan School District, 9861

South 400 East, Sandy. UT 84070.

A Iighthearted but quite useful guide to over-
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coming commonly encountered problems is "The

Mother Quail Syndrome: Managing Micros on

Site. 10 Sanity Savers for Educators." Write to

Suzanne Powers-Bailey, Computer Coordinator,

Solano County Office of Education, 655

Washington St., Fairfield, CA 94533, for informa

tion about cost and availability.

Developing A Curriculum

In addition to issues of teacher training, I discussed

the need to develop a student curriculum and the

lack of supporting teaching materials as difficulties

in teaching computer literacy. Again, the response

from those with experience is encouraging and

enthusiastic. Many groups have committed a great

deal of lime and effort to developing curriculum

guides complete with resource lists and bibliog

raphies, tables of computing topics and their objec

tives, and descriptions of classroom activities and

necessary materials.

An excellent example is the CLAS (Computer

Literacy and Awareness for Students) package

developed by the TRI-County Computer Consor

tium of Southeastern Michigan. Macomb County

Intermediate School District, Oakland Schools,

and Wayne City Intermediate School District com

bined efforts to produce a comprehensive and

detailed computer curriculum. The cost is $10.

Write to Tom Harlsig, Macomb County School

District. 44001 Garfield Rd.. Mt. Clemens, MI

48044.

The "home-made" materials developed by

teachers and school groups may not have the glossy,

typeset appearance of professionally produced

materials, but they are carefully constructed and

genuinely useful teaching aids. There aren't

enough of them. Educators still have to search

them out, and the schools are not prepared for

mass distribution, but they are invaluable models.

Publishers and software developers will also find

(hem useful guides.

A quick look at the resources I've mentioned

here is enough to demonstrate how much interest

and effort is being generated. Schools are putting

more into computer literacy than just computers.

Even those who sigh or panic at the mention oi

computer literacy can see evidence of the payoff. It
may be sooner than we think that we will be able lo

spend less time accomplishing computer literacy

and more time enjoying the benefits of its new

avenues of thinking and communicating. ©

o

(luiiniiiM

MATHEMATICAL

PROGRAMS

ATARI ATARI 400/800*
Programs are written by a math teacher

for his children.

PROGRAMS INCLUDE:

Large Numbers & Reading Displays, Song, Graphics
& Other Rewards. Cassette Available.

LEVEL I (Preschool & Early Elementary)
• Joy-stick controlled. (16K)

• Counting, counting things, adding S subtracting.

• Scores are displayed at anytime.

• Problems become more difficult according (o score.

LEVEL ll {Elementary Math)
"i Keyboard controlled (16K)

i Numeral reading, adding, subtracting, multiplication.
| Student selects number range.

LEVEL III (Junior High Math)
(IN DEVELOPMENT)

Each program is $16.95 plus $1.00 for handling & ship
ping. Michigan residents please include 4% sales tax.
Please specify Level I or Level II and send to:

(£>TnporiuTfD
201 East Douglass St., Bangor, Michigan 49013

FISHING FOR

HOMONYMS

Colorful word game

designed to improve

spelling and vocabulary

for grades 3-6.

APPLE ll disk 48K Applesoft
$25.00

ATARI cassette 16K

S20.00

ATARI disk 24

$25.00

Please add:

S2.00 shipping/handling
SI.50 C.O.D.

Write for Free Catalog

Dealer Inquires Welcome
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A Monthly Column

Friends Of The Turtle

David D. Thornburg

Associate Editor

Recursion-Part 2

Last time, we explored recursion as a powerful

programming tool. The basic elements of a recur

sive procedure include:

1. A conditional statement to tell when to stop

the recursive process;

2. A series ofcommands to be executed at

each recursive level; and,

3. The use of the procedure itself

with, perhaps, new values for the procedure's

variables.

The sequence and intermixing of these ele

ments determine the type of recursive process

being followed. Recursion can range From simple

looping to the more complex forms we used For

drawing Fractals.

Because of the obvious visual relationship

between certain fractals and the recursive proce

dures lhat generate them, we will examine some

more of these this month.

Before doing that, however, let's make a small

digression to examine the difference between the

conditional branching commands commonly used

with Logo programs for the Apple computer and

the conditional branching command used by TI

Logo.

The structure of the command we have been

using is:

IF predicate instructioniist

This means that the structure of the command

is the word IF followed by an operation whose

result is either true or false (the predicate), followed
by a list of instructions to be executed if the predi

cate is true. An alternate form of this command is:

IF predicate THEN instructioniist

This form of the command is common to most

BASICs as well, and might be familiar to many of

you.

Tl Logo uses a different type of conditional

command, one which is more reminiscent of PILOT.

In TI Logo the IF ... THEN ... construction is re

placed by:

TEST predicate

IFT instructioniist I

and also

IFF instructionlist2

This construction allows you to test a predicate

in a line all by itself, and to then execute certain

instructions selectively, based on the result of the

test, anywhere after the TEST command. The

command IFT will execute instructioniist if the

resuli of the test was true, and the command IFF

will execute the list if the resuli was false.

In Apple Logo our conditional command in the

fractal procedure is:

IF :SIZE < :LIMIT [FORWARD :SIZE STOP]

In TI LOGO this would be replaced by:

TEST :SIZE < :UMIT

IFT FORWARD :SIZE STOP

One other note for TI Logo users: you may

find lhat your turtle's pen "runs out of ink" on the

more complex curves. You might want to try draw

ing smaller versions of them to minimize this prob

lem. Of course, you should be sure to clear the

screen before drawing anything, just to be sure you

have recovered as much "ink" as possible.

And now, on with the show!

One type of fractal that generates pretty pic

tures is the Koch curve we drew last time. In its

most general form, we can define the motif for this

type of curve as starting with a horizontal line,

making some construction using line segments of

the same length, and ending with a horizontal line

on the same level as the first one. The following-

three fractals are particularly pleasing to me and to

the people who have seen them exhibited at shows,

so I am pleased to also share them with you. As in

the past, all procedures will be shown in Apple
Logo, and you can easily translate these to any other

version of the language you might be using.
Before creating the curves, we will define a

general setup procedure that puts the turtle in the
correct starting position and orientation for each

curve:



Apple* *

Franklin*

Krell's College Board

SAT*
Preparation

Series

New

for

'83
A COMPREHENSIVE PREPARATION

PACKAGE / MORE THAN 40 PROGRAMS

1. Diagnostic analysis

2. Prescription of individual study plans

3. Coverage of all SAT* skills

4. Unlimited drill and practice

5. SAT* Exam Question simulator

6. All questions in SAT* format and at

SAT* difficulty level

7. Instantaneous answers, explanations

and scoring lor problems

8. Worksheet generation and performance
monitoring - (optional)

9. A complete record management system-

(optional)

10. Systematic instruction in pertinent math,

verbal & test taking skills - (optional)

Krai's unique logical design provides personal

ized instruction for each student according to

individual needs.

Kreji's College Board SAT* 81/82 Prep.

Series has demonstrated a mean com

bined math and verbal score increase of

more than 100 points by using sophis

ticated drill & practice techniques alone.

This new series is much expanded and

updated. In addition extra cost options

are now available to provide worksheet

generation, record management, and

systematic instruction in all math and

verbal areas tested by the SAT*.

All versions of Krell College 8oard SAT*

Preparation Series provide answers,

explanations and instantaneous raw scor
ing. Standard package $299.95

APPLE. ATARI. COMMODORE, CP/M. IBM.

AND RADIO SHACK*

SWORD OF ZEDEK

Fight to overthrow Ra, The Master

of Evil. Treachery, deceit, and witch

craft must be faced in your struggles

as you encounter wolves, dwarves,

elves, dragons, etc. Each of the

twelve treasures will enhance your

power by making you invisible,

invulnerable, etc. Each game is

unique in this spectacular and

complex world of fantasy. $24.95

Atari* * Commodore*

* IBM* * TRS-80*

LOGO
©M.I.T. 1981

$99
NO FRILLS

for Apple lla
NO FRILLS PAK

1. Two copies of Krells LOGO for Apple II *
2. Utility Disk with M.I.T.'s valuable

risrno programs including Dynatrack

3. The official M.I.T technical manual LOGO

FOR APPLE II by H. Abelson & L. Klotz

No Frills Turtle Price $99.00

OIIIII
LOGO

FRILLS ONLY
FRILLS FOR LOGO / Support Pak for;

M.I.T. LOGO, KRELL & TERRAPIN INC.

1. Krell utility disk

2. Alice in LOGOLAND

3. LOGO for Apple II - by H. Abelson

4. Alice in Logoland Primer

5. Comprehensive wall chart

6. LOGO & Educational Computing Journal

$89.95
NO FRILLS LOGO ANO

ALL THE FRILLS COMBO

FOR APPLE II* S149.95

SPRITES NOW AVAILABLE
FOR LOGO Csll for Information
Prlcei tlightly higher outilda U.S. .

TIME TRAVELER

Using the Time Machine, players

must face a challenging series of

environments that include: The

Athens of Pericles, Imperial Rome,

Nebuchadnezzar's Babylon,

Ikhnaton's Egypt, Jerusalem at the

time of the crucifixion, The

Crusades, Machiavelli's Italy, the

French Revolution, the American

Revolution, and the English Civil

War. Deal with Hitler's Third Reich,

Vikings, etc. Players may set level

of difficulty. Each game is unique.

$24.95

Shelby

Lyman

Chess*
Shelby's Socrates Chess Tutorial

Series uses the latest Al techniques

to customize each lesson for you.

Instruction modules cover every

aspect of the game. For atl micro's.

Call or write tor details.

Amazing Ben
The Royal Road to

Artificial Intelligence.

$79.95

Connections
A complete game system. Learn

the principles of scientific reasoning

in your choice of game formats.

Expand minds at all ages. Subject

areas include: Geography, Biology,

Everyday Objects, etc.

Game System $99.95
Data Base, $24.95 per subject,

3 for $50

Isaac Newton + F.G. Newton

Perhaps the most fascinating and

valuable educational game ever

devised - ISAAC NEWTON challenges

the players to assemble evidence and

discern the underlying "Laws of

Nature". FULL GRAPHICS NEWTON

- presents all data in graphic form.

This game is suitable for children.

Players may select difficulty levels

challenging to the most skilled adults.

Both Games $49.95

Pythagoras and the Dragon

Mathematics in a fantasy game

context. Based on THE SWORD OF

ZEDEK introduces Pythagoras as a

mentor to the player when called on

for aid, Pythagoras poses math

questions and depending on the

speed and accuracy of response,

confers secret information. With

Pythagoras as an ally, the quest to

overthrow Ra, The Master of Evil,

assumes a new dimension of com

plexity. Depending on the level chosen

problems range from arithmetic

through plane geometry. APPLE,

TRS-80, PET, ATARI* 32K S39.95

KREli
SOFTWARE CORR

tot sm td mt rt m »ffuf*jon* ampatng

1320 Stony Brcx* AoM I Stony BnxX NT '1790
T.l.ctujrw 51S-7S1-5U9
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TO SETUP :LIST

PENUP

SETPOS :LIST

SETHEADING90

PENDOWN

END

The first curve we will explore is a squ ire meander.

The procedure for creating fractals based on this

figure is the following:

TO MEANDER :SIZE :LIMIT

IF :SIZE < :LIMIT [FORWARD :SIZE STOP]

MEANDER :SIZE / 4 :LIMIT

LEFT 90

MEANDER :SIZE / ?~:LIMIT

RIGHT 90

MEANDER :SIZE/4:LIMIT

RIGHT 90

REPEAT 2 [MEANDER :SIZE / 4 :LIMIT]

LEFT 90

MEANDER :SIZE / 4 :LIMIT

LEFT 90

MEANDER :SIZE 14 :LIMIT

RIGHT 90

MEANDER :SIZE / 4 :LIMIT

END

Before using this procedure, let's examine it.

The first thing to notice is that the value of SIZE is

reduced by a Factor of four for each successive use

of the procedure. The reason for this is that the

total horizontal extent of the original motif is four

times the length of the line segment. The second

thing to notice is that the double length of line in

the motif is created by a double repetition of the

procedure. To see the motif, enter:

CLEARSCREEN

SETUP [-128 0]

MEANDER 256 256

Successive generations can be seen by

entering:

MEANDER 256 64

MEANDER 256 16

MEANDER 256 4

{Remember to clear the screen and use the SETUP

procedure before drawing each curve.)

As you look at each successive generation of

this figure, it is interesting to note the development

of secondary meanders resulting in a final highly

convoluted (but strangely symmetrical) form.

The second curve I want to share is called the

T-shirt fractal, since it was designed for use on a T-

shirt (write me at Friends of the Turtle for details).

In making this design, I thought that a fractal T-

shirt should use a T-shirt fractal, thus carrying the

recursive process one step backwards to the overall

shirt itself. The motif I designed looks like this:
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The fractal procedure based on this motif is

given by:

TO TSHIRT :SIZE :LIMIT

IF :SIZE < :LIMIT [FORWARD :SIZE STOP]

TSHIRT :SIZE / 3 :UMIT

LEFT 90

TSHIRT :SIZE / 3 :LIMIT

LEFT 90

TSHIRT :SIZE / 3 :LIMIT

RIGHT 90

TSHIRT :SIZE / 3 :LIMIT

RIGHT 90

TSHIRT :SIZE / 3 :LIMIT

RIGHT 60

TSHIRT :SIZE / 3 :LIMIT

LEFT 120

TSHIRT :SIZE / 3 :LIMIT

RIGHT 60

TSHIRT :SIZE / 3 :LIMIT

RIGHT 90

TSHIRT :SIZE / 3 :LIMIT

RIGHT 90

TSHIRT :SIZE / 3 :LIMIT

LEFT 90

TSHIRT :SIZE / 3 :LIMIT

LEFT 90

TSHIRT :SIZE / 3 :LIMIT

END

To generate the motif on the display, enter:

CLEARSCREEN

SETUP [-81-60]

TSHIRT 162 162

Successive generations can be formed with the

following commands:

TSHIRT 162 54

TSHIRT 162 18

TSHIRT 162 6

Notice that, for this pattern, there is a lot of

overlapping in successive generations that makes it

harder to identify the original motif. But, if you

look closely, you will be able to see the motif hidden

(in full size) in each generation.

The last pattern I wanted to show is from a

piece of artwork entitled F is for Fractal. The motif

is quite simple:
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The procedure for this curve is a bit on the

lengthy side:

TO F :SIZE :LIMIT

IF :SIZE < :LIMIT [FORWARD :SIZE STOP)

F:SIZE/5:LIMIT

LEFT 90

REPEAT 5 [F :SIZE / 5 :LIMIT]

RIGHT 90

REPEAT 3 [F :SIZE / 5 :LIMIT]

RIGHT 90

F:SIZE/5:LIMIT

RIGHT 90

REPEAT 2 [F :SIZE / 5 :LIMIT]

LEFT 90

F:SIZE/5:LIMIT

LEFT 90

F:SIZE/5:LIMIT

RIGHT 90

F:SIZE/5:LIMIT

RIGHT 90

F:SrZE/5:LIMIT

LEFT 90

REPEAT 2 IIF :SIZE / 5 :LIMIT]

LEFT 90

REPEAT 3 [F :SIZE / 5 :LIMIT]

END

The motif can be generated by entering:

CLEARSCREEN

SETUP[-85-1101

FI75 175

Further generations are created with the commands:

F 175 35

F175 7

What I find particularly interesting is the

manner in which the figure of the F in the motif

becomes the background in the third generation.

By now, you probably have recursive pro

gramming firmly under control. You should con

tinue to experiment on your own. The results may

surprise you with their beauty!

Calling All Atari PILOTS

COMPUTE! reader Elliot Maggin sent me a delight

ful extension of a fractal program we described

some months back. His program generates King

Tut's Headdress. I think you will like the result.

*****************

R

90-DEGREE

*

* *

*****************

FRACTAL

4 R

5 R

6 R

7 R

8 R

10 GR:PEN RED

20 GR:CLEAR

30 C:#A=54

40 GR:G0TO -79,-31

50 GR:TURNTO 90

60 U:*FO

70 GR:PEN BLUE

80 GR:GOTO -24,-32;TURN -90;FILL #A

90 GR:PEN RED

100 C:#A=#A/3

110 GR:GOTO -79,-31

120 GR:TURNTO 90

130 U:*F1

140 C:#A=#A/3

150 GR:GOTO -79,-31

160 GR:TURNTO 90

170 U:*F2

180 C:#A=#A/3

190 GR:GOTO -79,-33

200 GR:TURNTO 90
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210 GR:PEN YELLOW

220 U:*F3

230 T: KING TUT'S HEADDRESS

240 E:

250 *F0

260 GR:DRAW #A

270 GR:TURN -90

280 GR:DRAW #A

290 GR:TURN 90

300 GR:DRAW #A

310 GR:TURN 90

320 GR:DRAW #A

330 GR-.TURN -90

340 GR:DRAW #A

350 E:

360 *F1

370 U:*FO

380 GR:TURN -90

390 U:*FO

400 GR:TURN 90

410 U:*FO

420 GR:TURN 90

430 U:*FO

440 GR:TURN -90

450 U:*FO

460 E:

470 *F2

480 U:*F1

490 GR:TURN -90

500 U:*F1

510 GR:TURN 90

520 U:*F1

530 GR:TURN 90

540 U:*F1

550 GR:TURN -90

560 U:*F1

570 E:

580 *F3

590 U:*F2

600 GR:TURN -90

610 U:*F2

620 GR:TURN 90

630 U:*F2

640 GR:TURN 90

650 U:*F2

660 GRrTURN -90

670 U:*F2

680 E:

A Year-end Note To All

Before leaving this year behind, I thought you

should know some of the things we have in store
for you in 1983. First, I have received the Turtle

Graphics package for the VIC designed and man

ufactured by HES, and will report on it in January.
Also. I am now using the Radio Shack Color Logo

package and will be reporting on it in the same

issue. Those of you who are interested in fractals

may be interested in The Fractal Geometry ofNature

a new book by the father of this study, Benoit

Mandelbrot. I will be reviewing this book and

commenting on the controversy in this field in a

forthcoming "Computers and Society" column.

In the meantime, let me know whatyou want

to read, and I'll see what I can do to meet your

needs.

Friends of the Turtle

P.O. Box 1317

Los Altos, CA 94022 (

SOFTWARE AND ACCESSORIES

FOR COMMODORE'S VIC-20*

Examples:

Super Checkbook Balancing S8.95

Multiplication Tables, Practice/test $7.95

Numeric Keypad, hardware/software S39.95

Cognitive Psychology Programs (each) S19.95

(Prices include postage)

Send SASE for info on software for the home,

school, and psychology laboratory.

SCIENTIFIC AND EDUCATIONAL

SOFTWARE, INC.

P.O. BOX 54 DAYTON, OHIO 45420

•VIC-20 is a registered trademark of Commodore Business Machines.

Micro Power Bench™

Single Switch Control of CPU and Peripherals

Built in circuit breaker protects your system

Four power expansion outlets

Choice of high quality oak or walnut

Compatible with IBM, APPLE, TRS-80 and others

Order Direct
800-343-4311

Mailer Cnarjjeinfl Visa AcctolM >

CAB-TEK, Inc.
Riverside St.. Nashua NH 03062

CIVILIZING COMPUTERS

ACOUSTIC ENCLOSURE 599!

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
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This Commodore version of the language concludes the

series on PILOT which beganfour issues ago and included

Apple and Atari versions. This program needs at least 8K

memory and works on tape or disk-based systems.

VIC And PET

PILOT

Interpreter
Michael Tinglof

Merrimack NH

PILOT is an acronym For Programmed Instruction,

Learning, or Teaching. Because it is a simple lan

guage, teachers can easily develop lesson programs,

and beginning students can quickly learn how to

program.

This version of PILOT contains all of the core

commands used For displaying information and

accepting responses. It also has some mathematical

capabilities.

The interpreter is written in BASIC so that it

is transportable between machines. There is, how

ever, one machine language routine called by line

3 and loaded by the following statement in line 20:

20 ....:FORX = 826 TO 831 :READ Z:POKEX,Z:

NEXT:

The routine can be loaded anywhere to suit your

system needs by simply changing the 826 and 831

values. For the VIC, I would suggest changing the

values to 820 and 825. Don't forget to change the

SYS call in line 3 if you change the above values.

For computers other than Commodore, the

routine must be replaced by an input routine which

will accept colons and commas.

The next section describes the editor, the

commands, and the implemented PILOT

statements.

The Editor

The editor behaves just like the BASIC editor. To

enter a line, type the line number, the PILOT

statement, and hit RETURN. Any statement en

tered without a line number is assumed to be a

command (see Commands) and is executed as

such.

The screen editor is fully active during pro

gram entry. To correct an error in a statement or

command, just move the cursor to it and enter the

correction. Remember, the RETURN key must be

pressed for it to be changed in memory.

When the editor is storing a PILOT program

line in memory, it first removes the PILOT com

mand and tokenizes it. Thus, if an illegal command

is used, an error message will be generated before

the program is run.

Commands

The following describes the editor's commands.

LIST xx-yy - Lists the specified lines from

memory, xx, yy, or both can be removed.

RUN —Executes the PILOT program currently

in memory.

SAVE 0:name - Saves the program in memory

to disk on drive 0. No quotes are necessary.

LOAD name - Loads the program from disk.

No quotes are necessary.

NEW — Clears the current program from

memory.

BASIC — Exits the interpreter and returns to

BASIC.

PLIST xx-yy — Same as the list command,

except the output is sent to device 4.

PILOT Variables And Statements

PILOT variables consist of either a "$" for a siring

variable or a "#" for a numeric variable, followed

by a single letter. For example, #N and SS are

correct, whereas $NAME is not.

The PILOT statements implemented are:

T: Type

Outputs text and variables to the screen. For

example:

1 T: VALUE #X

will type "VALUE xx".

If the statement is ended by a ";" no carriage

return will be printed.

J: and U: Jump and Use

Transfer program execution to the specified

routine. In the case of Use, the current line number

is stored so it can be returned to (see End). For

example:

2J:*PRINT

jumps to the routine labeled PRINT. Labels are

designated by beginning a line with an "*" sign. No

statement should follow this label on the same line.

E: End

Transfers control back to the statement following

the last Use statement executed.

M: Match

Match is the most complicated and powerful of the

PILOT commands. It checks to see if certain

keywords are present in a string variable or in the

input buffer (see Accept). For example:



"Perhaps the finest educational software that I have ever had the

pleasure of reviewing. Its easy for kids to use and effective in teaching

basic concepts and skills.... My kids are learning with it right now!"

Fred D'lgnazio, Associate Editor—Compute!, Associate Editor—Softside,

Author of bestseller—Katie and the Computer

We hope you've been using your ATARI for more than just games ... it is, and can be, a valuable educational tool for

you and your children.

Bruce and Dianne Mitchell realized this potential and designed a series of programs for use in their Small World

Preschool & Kindergarten located in Durham, N.C. Presented on TV's PM Magazine these unique educational programs

will introduce your 3-9 year olds to the era of learning with computers. Using the graphics and sound capabilities of the

Atari, each program develops a particular skill and reinforces correct responses with happy faces and music.

Beginning with basic concepts such as colors, shapes and the alphabet, your child will progress to an understand

ing of counting, arithmetic, and language skills.

Widely acclaimed, classroom designed and tested, these unique educational tools are now available to you ... for

your children.

SPECIAL SKILLS
* Color For The Non-Reader

* Name That Color

Like ShaDe Identification

* Different ShaDe Identification

Preschool

Cave Game

MATH AND NUMBER SKILLS
Count With Me

Number Recoanition

Addition

Subtraction

Add.—Vertica Horizontal

Sub.—Vertical/Horizontal

Advanced Addition/Subtraction

Ones and Tens

LANGUAGE SKILLS
Alphabet Recoanition

' Letter Seauence

Like Symbol Discrimination

Different Symbol Discrimination

Pricing Information Cass. Disk Cass. Disk i

Single Program 6.95 9.95 Pre-School 36.95 4195

Special Skills 24.95 ... .29.95 Kindergarten 54.95 ... .59.95

Language Skills 19.95 24.95 First Grade 49.95 54.95

Math and Number Skills 34.95 39.95 Second Grade 2195 26.95

Complete Set 59.95 64.95

Edumate™ Light Pen 19.95 Add $2.00 for postage & handling

Compatible with our Edumate'M Light Pen

NOTE: All software requires 8K cassette/16K disk

Start competing with your 4-year-old for computer time. Enroll in THE LEARNING CENTER, it could be the best
investment you ever make ... in your children's future. See your local dealer or order direct.

THE PROGRAMMER'S INSTITUTE
—a division of FUTUREHOUSE™
RO. Box 3191 Dept C

Chapel Hill, NC 27514

£ l-"iy-V67-0o61 10 am - 9 pm, Monday - Saturday

Available now for the
ATARI 400/800

COMING SOON for the
TRS-80 Model I, III, Color

Apple, VIC, TI-99
Free Catalog Upon Request
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10 M:YES,OK,ALRIGHT

checks to see if YES, OK, or ALRIGHT are present

in the input buffer. To check a siring for

keywords:

15 M:$n YES.OK,...

If* a match is found the V flag is set; otherwise the

N flag is set (see Modifiers).

I: If

//is a nonstandard command which allows for

mathematical testing. It can check to see if" a given

variable is less than, greater than, or equal to a

second given value or variable. For example:

20I:#N<9

or

25I:#C = #F

Only >,<, and = can be used.

C: Compute

Performs simple four-function calculations in a

linear order (no parentheses) and assigns the value

to a numeric variable. The calculations are per

formed in floating point mode so reasonable accu

racy can be expected. For example:

30C:#N = #G*IO/#T+I0

If a "#R" is encountered in the expression, a ran

dom number between 0 and 1 is substituted.

A: Accept

Inputs a response from the user. If no destination

variable is given, the response is stored in a buffer

which can be used by Match. For example:

40 A:#N inputs a value into N

41 A: inputs a response into the buffer

H: Home

Clears the screen and returns the cursor to home.

End

Stops the program execution and returns to the

editor. This statement cannot be modified by a "Y"

or"N". For example:

50 END

Modifiers

Any of the commands can be modified with either

a "Y" or "N." If a command is modified, it will

be executed only if the specified flag is set. For

example:

I TY:YES

will print YES only if the Y flag is set. The Y and N

flags are set by either a Match or If statement.

Error Messages

The following are the error codes generated during

program run:

1 - Illegal variable name

2 — Unknown label

3 — Stack overflow (too many Uses)

4 —Stack empty (an E: with no Use)

5— Bad format

6 — Division by zero

7 — Numeric out of range (greater than 327(>7)

Notes On Program Operation

1. To stop a PILOT program run, hit the "(5 " key.

To stop a list, hit any key.

2. If for some reason the program returns to

BASIC level, just type GOTO 40 <RETURN> to

re-enter without losing the current program.

3. If a NEW statement is not given before

loading a new program, the current program and

the new program will be merged in memory.

4. The maximum number of lines allowed is

contained in the variable M and is set in line 10.

This can be changed.

5. For cassette operation, make the following

changes:

500OPENl,l,l,R$:PRlNT"SAVING"R$

600 OPEN 1,I,0,R$:PRINT'LOADING"R$

6. This interpreter is about 3K bytes long,

and about 4K bytes are taken after system initiali

zation. This still leaves 3K on an 8K PET!

This program gives the user access to a fairly

complete set of PI LOT commands, while at the

same time leaving enough space lor program

development even on an 8K PET.

1 GOTO10:REM***PILOT***

2 I$=n"

3 SYS826:IFPEEK{0}=13THENRETURN

4 I$=I$+CHR$(PEEK{0)):G0T03

10 CLR:M=200:X=0:Y=0:A=0:P=0:Z=0:I$="":DIMS%(

9),N%(26),S$(26),L$ (M),C${15) :F% = 0

20 PRINT"{CLEAR}**** PILOT V2.1 ****":FORX=82

6TO831:READZ:POKEX,Z:NEXT:FORX=0TO15

2 5 READCS(X):NEXT:DATA32,207,255,133,0,96

30 DATALIST,RUN,SAVE,LOAD,NEW,BASIC,PLIST,T,J

,E,U,M,C,A,I,H

40 PRINT"{DOWN}PILOT."

50 GOSUB2:PRINT:IFASC(I$)=32ANDLEN(I$)=1THENG

OTO50

60 IFLEFT$(I$,1}=" "THENI$=MID${I$,2):GOTO60

70 L=VAL{I$) :IFLO0THENGOTO200

80 L=1:H=M:R$="":FORX=1TOLEN(I$) :IFMID$(I 5,X,

1)<>" "THENNEXTX:GOTO140

9 0 R$=MIDS (IS,X+1) :I$=LEFT$(I$,X-1)

100 L=VAL(R$):H=L:FORX=1TOLEN(R$) :IFHID$ (R$,X,

1)<>"-"THENNEXT:GOTO120

110 L=VAL(LEFTS(R$,X-1)):H=VAL(MID$(RS,X+1)}

120 IFL=0THENL=1

130 IFH=0THENH=M

140 FORX=0TO6:IFI$OLEFT$(C${X) ,LEN{I$) )THENNE

XT:PRINT"UNKNOWN COMMAND.":GOTO40

150 ONX+1GOTO400,1000,500,6 00,7 0 0,8 00,390

200 IFL>MTHENPRINT"LINE NUMBER OUT OF RANGE.":

GOTO40

210 X=LEN{STR$(L)):X$=MID${1$,X):IFX$=""THENLS

(L)="":GOTO50

220 IFLEFT$(X$,1)=" "THENXS=MID$(X$,2):GOTO220

230 X=3:IFMID$(X$,2,1)<>":"THENX=4:IFMIDS(X$,3

,!)<>":"THENLS(L)=X$:GOTO50
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24 0 FORZ=7T015:IFLEFT$(X$,1)OC$ (2) THENNEXT: PR

INT"ILLEGAL COMMAND.":GOTO40

250 IFMID$(X$,2,1)="Y"THENZ=Z+10

260 IFMID$(X$,2,l)="N"THENZ=Z+20

27 0 LS(L)=CHR$(Z-6)+MID$(XS,X):GOTO5 0

390 OPEN1,4:GOTO410

400 OPEN1,3

410 FORX=LTOH:IFLS(X)=""THEN450

4 20 X$=n:":Z=ASC(L$(X)):IF2>30THENX$=LEFT$(LS{

X},1}:GOTO440

425 IFZ>20THENZ=Z-20:XS="N"+X$

430 IFZ>10THENZ=Z-10:XS=nY"+XS

435 X$=C$(Z+6J+XS

440 PRINT#1,X;X$;MID$(L$(X) ,2)

4 50 GETX$:IFX$O""THENCLOSE1:GOTO4 0

460 NEXT:CLOSE1:GOTO40

500 OPEN1,8,2,R$+",S,W":PRINT"SAVING "R$

510 FORX=1TOM:IFLS(X)=""THEN530

520 PRINT#1,X;CHRS(13)CHR$(34)LS{X}CHRS(34JCHR

$(13) ;
530 NEXTX:CLOSE1:GOTO40

600 OPENl,8,2,R$+",S,R":PRINT"LOADING "R$

610 INPUT#1,X:IFSTGOTO630

620 INPUT#1,L$(X):IFST=0GOTO610

630 CLOSE1:GOTO40

700 GOTO10

800 PRINT"{DOWN}EXITING TO BASIC ":END

1000 L=0:FORX=1TO25:N%(X)=0:S$(X)="":NEXT:P=0:F

% = 0

1010 L=L+1:IFL=>MORL$(L)="END"THEN40

1011 GETXS:IFX$="§"THEN40

1015 IFL$(L}=""THEN1010

1020 X=ASC(LS(L)):IFX>40THEN1010

10 30 IFX>20THENX=X-20:IFF%=1THEN1010

104 0 IFX>10THENX=X-10:IFF%=0THEN1010

1050 C$=MID${L$(L),2):0NXG0T01100,1220,1300,120

0,1500,1600,1700,18 00,1900

1090 PRINT"ERROR tnE"IN LINE"L:GOTO40

1100 Z=0:IFRIGHT${CS,1)=";"THENZ=1:C$=LEFT$(C$,

LEN(CS)-l)
1105 FORX=1TOLEN{C$):X$=MID$(C$,X,1):IFX$="#"TH

EN1150

1110 IFX$="$"THEN1160

1120 PRINTXS;:NEXT:IFZ=0THENPRINT

1130 GOTO1010

1150 GOSUB1190:X$=STR$(N%(Y)):GOTO1120

1160 GOSUB1190:X$=S$(Y):GOTO1120

1190 X=X+1:Y=ASC(MID$(C$,X,1))-64:IFY<10RY>26TH

ENE=1:GOTO1090

1195 RETURN

1200 IFP>8THENE=3:GOTO1090

1210 P=P+1:S%(P)=L

1220 IFVAL(C$)O0THENL=VAL(C$)-1:GOTO1010

123 0 FORX=1TOM:IFCS<>L$(X)THENNEXT:E=2:GOTO109 0

1240 L=X:GOTO1010

1300 IFP=0THENE=4:GOTO1090

1310 L=S%(P):P=P-1:GOTO1010

1500 X=1:C$=C$+",":X$=AC$:IFLEFT${CS,1)="5"THEN

GOSUB1590

1510 FORZ=XTOLEN(C$):IFMID$(C$,Z,1)<>","THENNEX

T

1520 Z$=MID$(CS,X,Z-X):FORY=1TOLEN{XS):IFMID$(X

S,Y,LEN{Z$)}=Z$THENF%=1:GOTO1010

1560 NEXT:IFZ<LEN(C$)THENX=Z+1:GOTO1510

1570 F%=0:GOTO1010

159 0 Y=ASC(MIDS{CS,2))-64:IFY<1ORY>26THENE=1:GO

TO1090

1595 X$=S$(Y):X=4:RETURN

160 0 A=3:Z=0:X$="n:IFLEFT$(C$,l)O"#"ORMID$ (C$,
3,1)<>"="THENE=5:GOTO1090

1610 Y=1:XS=MIDS(C$,A,1):A=A+1:IFMID5(C$,A,1}="

-"THENA=A+1:Y=-1

1620 IFMIDS(C$,A,l)O"ff"THENY=Y*VAL(MIDS{C$,A) )
:A=A+LEN{STR$(Y))-l:GOTO1650

16 30 X=ASC(MIDS(C$,A+1))-64:IFX<1ORX>26THENE=1:

GOTO1090

1635 IFX=18THENY=Y*RND(1):GOTO1650

1640 Y=Y*N%(X):A=A+2

1650 IFX$="="THENZ=Y

1655 IFX$="-"THENZ=Z-Y

1660 IFX$="+"THENZ=Z+Y

1665 IFXS="/"ANDY=0THENE=6:GOTO109 0

1670 IFX$="*"THENZ=Z*Y

1675 IFX$="/"THENZ=Z/Y

1680 IFA<=LEN(C$)GOTO1610

168 5 Y=N%(X1):IFX-4>0THENIFMIDS(C$,X-4)="-"ANDX

-4<>ATHENZ=-Z

1690 X=ASC(MID$(CS,2))-64:IFX<1ORX>26THENE=1:GO

TO1090

1692 IFZ>32767ORZ<-32767THENE=7:GOTO1090

1695 N%{X)=Z:GOTO1010

1700 IFC$=n"THENGOSUB2:AC$=I$:PRINT:GOTO1010

1720 X=ASC{MID$(C$,2))-64:IFX<1ORX>26THENE=1:GO

TO1090

17 30 GOSUB2:Z=VAL(IS):PRINT:IFLEFT$(C$,1)="#"TH

ENN%(X)=Z

174 0 IFLEFT$(C$,1)="S"THENS$(X)=I$

1750 GOTO1010

18 00 IFLEFTS(CS,l}O"#'tTHENE=5:GOTO1090

1810 X=ASC{MIDS (C$,2))-64:IFX<10RX>26THENE = l:GO

TO1090

18 20 A=N%(X):X$=HID$(C$,3,1):IFHIDS(C$,4,1)<>"#

"THENX=VAL(MID$(C$,4)):GOTO184 0

18 30 X=ASC{MID$(C$,5))-64:IFX<1ORX>26THENE=1:GO

TO1090

1835 X=N%(X)

1840 F%=0:IFX$="<"ANDA<XTHENF%=1

1850 IFX$=">"ANDA>XTHENF%=1

1860 IFX$="="ANDA=XTHENF%=1

1870 GOTO1010

1900 PRINT"{CLEAR}";:GOTO1010

MEMOREX
FLEXIBLE DISCS
WE WILL NOT BE UNDER-

SOLEffl Call Free (800)235-4137

for prices and informatioa Dealer

inquiries invited and CO.D.'s

accepted

PACIFIC

EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd.

San Luis Obispo. CA

93401. In Cal. call

(800) 592-5935 or

(805) 543-1037

VIC*-20 OWNERS
Christmas with TELEGAMES

*- Any FIVE for ONLY $49.99

*OTHELLO *SUPER TREKf3K EXPS REQJ

° *STARWARS *CHASM CHALLENGE
L *TARGETZAP 'HANGMAN

*METEORBLAST *DEEP CHARGE

$9,95 *CARRACE *YAHTZEE

TELEGAMES SOFTWARE CA^OC

HAMPTON ONTARIO CANADA
P.O.BOX 152 LOB IJO

SEND; Cheque, M/O. Vis^-Masiercafd | + number and expiry)

"A Commodorp Trade Mark Dealer inquiries Welcome' (41 6)263-8064

■



20 Questions

1 H

2 T

■

:WELCOME TO THE GAME

OF TWENTY QUESTIONS..

3 T :BY ASKING QUESTIONS

WHICH HAVE YES OR

4 T:N0 ANSWERS, TRY TO

GUESS THE OBJECT

5 T

6 T

7 T

:WHICH HAS BEEN SELECTED.

:BE SURE TO END EACH

QUESTION WITH A *?'.
8 T

9 T

16

11

12

13

14
15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

■

I

C:#C=8

*ROUHD

C:#C=#C+1

♦QUESTION

T:ENTER QUESTION #C
A:

M:?

TN:THAT ISN'T A QUESTION.

JN:*QUE3TI0N

M!A?»E?»I?»O?»U'?,Y?
TY:YES

TN:NO
T:

I:#C<2B
JY:*ROUND

T:END OF TWENTY

QUESTIONS. PRESS RETURN

T:TO START AGAIN.
A:

J:i

END

Guess

1 H

2 T:THIS IS THE GAME OF

GUESS.

3 T:TRY TO GUESS A NUMBER
BETWEEN 1

4 T

S C

6 C

:AND 100.

:#G=@

:#N=#R#100

7 *GUESS

8 C

9 T

10

12

15

16
17

18

20

21
22

23

25

26

27

28

29

38

31

32

:#G=#G+1
s

T:GUESS NUMBER #G ?J

A:#Q
I:#Q<#N

TY:TO LOW.

I:#Q=#N

TY:RIGHT! IN #G GUESSES.

JY:*END

I:#Q>#N

TY:TO HIGH.

j:*GUESS

*END

T:

T:PLAY AGAIN ? ;

A:

M: YES, OK,ALRIGHT,GOOD,Y

JY:l
T:0. K. , GOODBYE!

END @

Recreational Computing

Back Issues

Recreational Computing was the first and only personal computing magazine when il started
in 1972 (it was called ihe PCC Newspaper back then). Bob Albrecht. David Thomburg. Isaac

Asimov. Don Inman. Ramon Zamora, Robert Jastrow. Mac Oglesby, Adam Osborne - the list

o! authors reads like a Who's Who of microcomputing. These and many other authors con

tributed some of the finest articles about computers and now-ciassic games to the pages of
Recreational Computing.

Last fall. Recreational Computing was merged into COMPUTE! and we are now offering
available back issues. Whatever your interest, you'll find something here - from Spanish

BASIC to Computers in Sports Medicine, from Future Fantasy Games to Robot Pets

September 1974 A Practical. Low-cosl Home'School
Microprocessor System. The Computer Illiteracy Problem

Eight Games In BASIC

March 1975 Build Youi Own BASIC The Computer In Art.

Biorhythms

March. April 1976 A TTY Game Games With The Pocket

Calculator Dodgem. Square. Tiny BASIC To Go

July 1976 BASIC Music Tiny Trek For Altair. 16 Bit Com

puter Kit. Musical Numbers Guessing Game. Programmer's

Toolbox

September/October 1976 Co-nputer Games In The Class
room. Planets Game, Dungeons Ana Dragons. Hats Game.

Pythagoras And Rational Music

November'December 1976 Slory. Snake. Packl, Frogs

Games, Make Believe Compuiers, The First West Coasl
Computer Fairs. Subroutines, The Firs I Computer

Januaryi February 1977 Robot Pels. Computors And

Space. Tiny Languages. Teaching Using Conversational

Programming. High School Compuiers, Reverse, Tiny

PILOT. Mastermind

March'April 1977 Z-80 PILOT. 6502 Assembly Program

ming. Tiny BASIC For Beginners. Math Drills & Games,

Community Information Systems. Mine. Saes Simulation.

Native American Board Games

July/August 1977 Doit-yourseii CAI. Pet Robots New

Capabilities. PILOT. CAI in BASIC. Programming The HP-

25. Capture. Inverse Reverse. 8080 Matrix Subroutines.

Women And Computers

September. October 1977 The S595 PET. More Tiny Lan

guages. Computer Networks, The Bead Game. Bioleed-

back And Microcomputers Part 1, Home Energy Manage

ment Sandpile Game. A SASIC PILOT

January February 1978 Pascal Vs BASIC. COMAL

Structured BASIC, Video Disks1 Magic Lamps (or
Educators?. A Computer Revolution'. Pounce. The

Mechanics of Robots. TRS-80 A Slalus Report

March'April 1978 Epic Computer Games. Micros (or ihe

Handicapped. Buckets Game. Prayer Wheel Program.

Computer Contagion. Measuring Time. Frog Race. The IBM

370 Model 69

July/August 1978 Computer Whiz Kids. Public Access To

Computers. Man-made Minds. Post-human Intelligence. A
Modern-day Medicine Show. Live Wire Design. ASCII

Graphix Baseball. Concentralion. Gambler's Paradox

September October 1978 Kingdom Game, Computers

and Museums. Sorcerer oi Exidy. Snooping Wilh Your PET.

APL. Decimals in Tiny BASIC. Apple Math. TRS-80 Level II1

A Grown-up Field Evaluation

November December1978 APL Games The Return ol the

Dragons. Animated Games for TRS-80. Runequest. All In

The Mind, The L-5 Society. Phantnum. Some Guidelines lor

Microcomouter Chess Dataman

January February 1979 A Jules Verne Fantasy. Artificial

intelligence. The Apple Corps is Wilh Us, TRS-80 Personal

Software. Vending Machine Gets "Brain.' Apple III O. The

Memory Game. REINO Spanish Kingdom

March'Aprili 979 Calculator Comics lord ollhe Rings."

Chess Reconsidered. Database. Beastiary. Color Your Own

Graphics. Universe. Easy POKEmg with Applesoft BASIC.
Air Raid. TRS-80 3-D Plots, Slot. Apple Rose

MayJur»1979 PlLOTfor Apple II The Gameoi Life Gold

Handicapping. Hunt, BASIC vs Pascal, Inspector Clew-so.

Flash tor SOL. Faster Jumble: Concept Sans Computer. A

Beginner's Guide To FRP

July. August 1979 Summer Fun. Fooling Around With Your

PET. Cryptanthms. Baseball. Newetl Awls Goat. Zork A

Computerized Fantasy Simulation Game What Light on

Yonder Panel Flashes The Dedicated Wad Processor. The
FORTE Music Programming Language

September October 1979 TRS-&

The Architecture o1 Multi-Player Games. The Sounds o!

Texas Instruments, Dynamic Color Graphics on the New
Atari. An Apple PILOT. Gandalf Spanish BASIC. Designing

Animal Games. APL Mastermind

November/December 1979 SHOGI Games For You To

Program, Alan Sounds. Texas Instrument Graphics and Am-

malion. Interrupt. Match Me, Calendar. Making Music on the
PET, Tower ol Hanoi, Bingo. Animal Games

January/February 1980 Computing and Holistic Heallh. Tl

Graphics and Animation Part 3. Games To Program. New

Directions in Numerical Compulmg, An Exlended BASIC

"IP Facility. Beating Computer Anxiely. Capture lor PET.
8080 Tic Tac Toe. Chainwalk. Programming Problems

March April 1980 Special Games Issue Recreation Apple

II Hs-res Graphics, Delicious Functions. Galaxy II. Fairy

Chess. Raging Robots, Program Instruction Builder. Data

Retrieval An Inlroduction

May.June 1980 Inlroduction to Cornpuler Music. CBBS

Phone Numbers. 6502 Machine Language. The Electric
Phone Book. Number Translation. Sea Search. Apple Ani

mation, Twister Move Generator. DOZO. Shell Game, Home

Video Displays. A Proposed Graphics Language

July August 1980 Fantasy Games Issue Write Your Own

Computer Fantasy Simulation, Wizard's Castle. On Future

Fantasy Games. Wonderful World of Eamon. In Defense of

Hackers. Touch Panels and Inter active Graphics

September October 1980 Probability Trees Big Business

on the Micro. TUe Best of People's Computer Company.

Computer Analysis of Athletics, Word Search. Computers m
Sports Medicine, Wired. Revolution in Typography''.

Textrapolation

November. December 1980 Computerized Voting.

Computer-Using Educators. Hot-rod Compuiers, House of

Ihe Future. Yote. DOZO in Pascal. What is Truth' Sixth
Order Magic Squares on a TRS-80

January/February 1981 The Education Revolution Com-

puier Games in Ihe Classroom. An Art-producing Turtle.

Computer Literacy Resources, Musical Compositions

Using Computers. Microcomputers in China, Twenty Oues-
hons. The Pirates Lite lor Me. Compuiers and Ihe Volcanic

Fallout

Mare tvApril 1981 Space Exploration Frontiers for You and

Your Micro. VoyageTo Antares. A Spaceship Simulator, The
Computer as Chess Ally. Star Trek - A Dialogue Approach.

Mark ol Breeding (fiction). The Fifteen Puzzle

May June 1931 Using Computers al Sesame Place Atari
PILOT and Turtle Graphics. Computer Anatomy for Begin

ners. The Impact ot Micros. Nevada-style 8-spoi Keno.

Sketch Pad. Sum of the Digits. TRS-80 Property Manage

ment Program. The Pocket Corner

July August 1981 Which Compute' Should You Buy',

^Commodore's New Rainbow Machine. The Wired Nation

Do We Want If. Computers at the Junior Museum 3D Tic

Tac Toe for PET Number Crossword lor all Computers

September October 1981 « Ways To f/ake Money With

Your Micro. How To Stan A Software Exchange. Who Are

Computer Criminals' Micros Behind Bars. Number Sys

tems. CompulerKnoCK-knock Jokes in BASIC and LISP. For

Photographers Only. Fibonacci Nim, Roman Numeral Con-

versum Programum

$25.00

$30.00

Special Recreational Computing Back Issue Pricing:

Single Issue: S 3.00 Any Fifteen issues:

Any Five Issues: S10.00 Any Twenty Issues:

Any Ten Issues: S20.00

For Fastest Service, Call Toll Free 800-334-0868

In NC Call 919-275-9809

Or Send Order and Payment to COMPUTE! Publications. P.O. Box 5406. Greensboro,

NC 27403.

In the US, please include $.20 per issue ordered for shipping and handling. Outside the US.
please include $.30 per issue for surface mail. Orders must be prepaid in US funds or interna

tional money order All orders subiect to availability.
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Part II

Last month wefeatured the skeleton of the world's most intelligent Christmas card — an Atari program which would

use several of the machine's special features to delight youngsters and involve them right away in using their computer

Christmas present. The article concludes this issue with the spectacular music and animation version ofthe program. It

requires 16K RAM.

An Atari For Christmas
Adding Music And Movement

Brenda Balch

Redondo Beach, CA

We completed the basic framework last month for

the Christmas computer program. It should intro

duce my sister's family to computers in a most

friendly way. Now I can think of something unique

about each person who will be there Christmas day

and turn that into a picture and melody. After a

number of attempts my list looks like this:

Name Picture Song

Brenda Renaissance Battle Pavane (this soundsgoud only

instruments in four parts)

Carolyn Children Id a Small World

Kathy Dancer Dance oftheSugarPlum Fairy

Ruth Cake This is the Way We...

Making Melodies

First the music. All I want is short melodies. All

these tunes are in my head, but how do I get them

into my computer? I don't play by ear, but fortu

nately I have a friend who does. I watch his fingers

and write down the notes as he plays.

Now I need to determine how long each note

is. Out comes the Music Composer, and a lot of

trial and error begins. Any mistakes left in these

tunes are probably in my head, as well as in my

Atari.

Since I think of music in terms of quarter

notes, eighth notes, etc., I would like to enter each

note as a pilch number (using the table in the BASIC

Reference Manual is easy), followed by a 4, 8, etc. I

also want to change the tempo easily until I like the

speed. Thus the PNOTE (play note) subroutine is

born. (Later I notice a dotted quarter becomes

an awkward 2.66. Next time I'll try something

different.)

The first time I wrote this subroutine, I tried

to use the variable NOTE, which BASIC would

stubbornly turn into NOT E. I finally decided to

heed the advice to stay away from variables which

start with keywords. (The use of INPUT$ can also

give problems in certain contexts.)

The only Four-part music I attempt is the

Renaissance Battle Pavane. One interesting charac

teristic oi this musical phrase is bow the parts move

at different times. This makes data entry difficult,

and requires a different philosophy about when to

turn off a note. I use zero as a Hag to indicate that

a note is not to be turned off (i.e., that it is to be

held). I turn each note offjust before the next note

in that voice starts. If zero were needed to provide

rests, one could be used as the flag to hold a note.

As I try various options, the code in the routine

takes long enough that it affects the tempo. After

several attempts I get a slow but regular beat (see

lines 850-895). This involves using the subroutine

to give a sixteenth note duration and using the

main routine and hold Hags to fill out quarter

notes, etc. (I'll leave finding a better solution to a

rainy day.)

Animation

I look through my list of pictures tor required

motion. Dancers certainty must dance, and I want

to try simple player/missile graphics. Horizontal

movement will be enough for me. I bring out my

graph paper and discover my major problem is

lack of artistic talent. Howdo dancers dance? Several

tries (including walking around on my toes to

watch what I do) produce the routine at lines

17000-17240.

A dancer should move in time to the music, so

rails to PNOTE are alternated with changing the

dancer's feel.

Nothing else in my list seems to require motion.

But I find I can give the impression of something
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We/come;THORN EMI & Spinnaker
New Software Companies for the Atari 400/800

r From THORN EMI
I A Batch of British Favorites, From Children's

V Games to Sophisticated Simulations

SUBMARINE

COMMANDER
From THORN EMI

Your mission: destroy all enemy merchant shipping In

the Mediterranean. Locate enemy ships using your

Sonar and periscope, attacking when they're within

firing range. But watch your instrument panel careful

ly to monitor your fuel, oxygen, battery charge and

Sonar levels, so you'll be ready for instant action—

diving to avoid enemy depth charges, or firing your

ROM Cartridge, S4&9T $aVe 15%

Now Thru Dec. 31, You Pay Only $42.46

DARTS
From THORN EMI

The traditional pubroom game of darts, depicted in

strikingly beautiful graphics and sound Use your

Joystick to position the thrower's hand—10 skill

levels allow for ail ages of players. Once thrown, the

dart either finds its mark or bounces off the wire

separators (with a realistic "clink" sound).

1 to 4 players including the computer, If you like.

16KTape,$2fc95 Save 15%

Now Thru Dec. 31 You Pay Only $25.46

CRIBBAGE

& DOMINOES
From THORN EMI

Challenge your computer to a game ol either of these

favorites. At first, the computer may leave you far

behind, but you'll even the score as you work out and

try new strategies. Great way to practice and surprise

your friends.

16K Tape, $29.95

POOL
From THORN EMI

Great action simulation of the game, with 3 varia

tions: Tournament, 8-Ball and Practice Pool. Play

against a friend or the computer, using your joystick

to maneuver your "cue stick". Wilh instruction

booklet for beginners. Requires joystick.

16K Tape, $29.95

SNOOKER

& BILLIARDS
From THORN EMI

Great way to learn or practice your technique with the

computer. Then, when you're an "accomplished"

player, challenge your friends to a few matches. Full

Joystick control for angle and strength of each shot.

Fun for beginners and advanced players; 4 game

variations. Requires joystick.

16K Tape, $29.95

JUMBO JET

PILOT
From THORN EMI

You're the pilot in this sophisticated Might simulation,

with full instrument panel plus views through the

cockpit windows. You'll take off, navigate to your re

quired destination, then land safely. Once you've

mastered the basics, Iry your hand at the "extras":

can you f !y upside down? Loop the loop? At the end of

each "Night", the computer rates your performance.

10 game variations. Requires joystick.

ROM Cartridge, $4*95 Save 15*

Now Thru Dec 31, You Pay Only $42.46

HUMPTY

DUMPTY &

JACK & JILL
From THORN EMI

A new twist on an old favorite: "|igsaw" puzzles for

the whole family! The picture of each nursery rhyme

theme is shown on the computer screen-divided into

9, 16, 25 or 36 squares, with choice of difficulty levels.

The computer jumbles up the picture by moving the

squares around, and you have to put them back

together again. 48 game variations to delight

everyone from pre-school children to adults. Only 1

player at a time, please.

16K Tape, $29.95

Also available:

HICKORY DICKORY DOCK
BAA BAA BLACK SHEEP
16K Tape, $29.95

SNOOPER

TROOPS

From Spinnaker \FACEMAKER
A Delightful Collection of Children's Programs

That Teach As They Enchant.

By Tom Snyder from Spinnaker

As a Snooper Trooper, you're a detective assigned to

solve mysteries. You drive around town in your Snoop-

Mobile, with wrist radio, SnoopNet computer, camera

for SnoopShots. and notebook. Full color graphics

and sound.

C«se #1: The Granite Point Ghost

Someone is trying to scare the Kim family. Who—or

What? And Why? Ages 10 to adult.

48K Disk, $44.95

Case #2: The Disappearing Dolphin

Someone Stole Lily the Dolphin from the Tabasco

Aquarium. Can you find her? Ages 10 to adult.

48K Disk, $44.95

STORY

MACHINE
From Spinnaker

Imaginative teaching tool that encourages young

Children to write sentences and stories of their own as

the computer acts them out! They must become

familiar with the computer keyboard and use the

38-word vocabulary list correctly. (The computer will

not accept incorrect grammar]. As they type, the com

puter shows their words in action. Delightful and

motivational. Ages 5 to 9.

46K Disk, $34.95

From Spinnaker

Clever and fun introduction to computer programming

and keyboard familiarity. In game 1, the child com

pletes a blank face, choosing from sets of eyes, ears,

noses. Game 2 starts with completed face. Child

enters Instructions to make face smile, wink, wiggle

its ears. Game 3 presents sequences of laces which

the child must reproduce in correct order. Full color

graphics and sound. Ages 4 to 8.

48K Disk, $34.95

CHRISTMAS SAMPLER
From Spinnaker

Great holiday package that brings the classics "to

life" with full color graphics and sound, Interspersed

with animation. Stories are told, plus a selection of

Christmas carols, accompanied by screen texts that

are easy to follow. Christmas music is the 3rd ingre

dient—perfect for family gatherings,

48K Disk, S2&95

Now Thru Dec. 31, You Pay Only $23.96

Over 1500 Programs for TRS-80, ATARI 400/800, APPLE & IBM.

For Information Call

202-363-9797

Visit our olher stores:

829 Bethel Rd., Columbus OH

Seven Corners Center, Falls Church, VA

W. Bell Plaza. 6600 Security Blvd., Baltimore MD
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To Order Call Toll-Free
TT 800-424-2738

MAIL ORDERS: Send check or M.O. for total purchase

price, plus 52.00 postage S handling. D.C., MD. & VA.: add

sales tax. Charge cards: include all embossed information

on the card.

4200 Wisconsin Avenue, NW, Dept. U212 Box 9582 Washington, D.C. 20016
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YOUR
ATARI

COMPUTER
By Poole. McNiff & Cook from Osborne/McGraw-Hill

Comprehensive, all-in-one guide for Atari 400/800

computers that is helpful to the beginning and ad

vanced programmer. Complete operating instruc

tions; detailed BASIC programming, including a

handy alphabetical glossary of BASIC stalemenis

and functions; advanced BASIC; computer graphics;

and tips on hardware, peripherals and compatible

software.

Softcover, $16.95

COMPUTE'S
SECOND BOOK
OF ATARI
From Compute! Books

An nil naw collection of n*v*r-b*fora published

articles on the Atari (or beginner to advanced users.

Topics Include: Utilities, Programming, Graphics,

Applications and Beyond BASIC.

Spiral-bound, $12.95

GAMES &
RECREATIONS
From Reston

This new book is packed with games and ideas on

how to create your own. You'll discover the special

Atari capabilities of the keyboard, graphics, sound

and color. The book provides an entertaining way to

learn more about general programming, too.

Part I: Learning Through Games. Part II: Games tor

the Atari. Part III: The Atari Special. Plus seven

appendices.

Softcover, $14.95 Hardcover, $19.95

MASTER MEMORY MAP
From Santa Cruz Software

If you are serious about programming the Atari, this

booklet could become one of your most important

tools. A highly detailed map of the Atari's memory, it

details thousands of locations and routines. Using

this booklet makes easier the use of display list,

player/missile, and interrupt graphics. The "Miscel

laneous Notes" section contains a wealth of knowl

edge picked up by Santa Cruz in their explorations of

the Atari. Also included are notes on the new GTIA

graphics chip.

Softcover, $6.95

VISICALC

HOME AND

OFFICE

COMPANION
By Castic.Mtz and Chisausky

from Osborne/McGraw Hi

Fifty VisiCalc models for home and office, including:

investments, inventory, sales forecasts, payroll, per

sonal net worth, home budget planning, family in

surance needs. Each comes with model listings,

sample printed reports and narrative.

Softcover, $15.95

6502

USB? LANGUAGE

ssmmcs

6502
ASSEMBLY

LANGUAGE

SUBROUTINES
By Leventrtal and Saville from Osborne(McGraw-Hill

If you're interested in using assembly language

quickly, this book is ideal. It describes general 6502

programming methods, provides code for more than

40 subroutines to help you improve your program

ming skills, debug or revise an existing program; add

instructions and addressing modes.

Softcover, $15.95 SOUND
AND GRAPHICS

ATARI
SOUND

AND

GRAPHICS
By Moore, Lower and Albrecht from John Wiley

This self-paced, self-teaching guide will have you

seeing and hearing things on your Atari in no time-

even if you're a complete beginner. You'll learn to

compose and play melodies, draw cartoons, create

sound effects and games. Each section teaches

something new in BASIC, the most commonly used

computer language.

Softcover, $9.95

PICTURE THIS!
An Introduction to

Computer Graphics

for Kids ot All Ages
By David D. Thornburg from AddisonWesley

This book promises to become Ihe "modern replace

ment for coloring books and crayons". It's a learn-by-

doing manual that uses PILOT, a simpler language

than BASIC, and Turtle Geometry to teach kids to

create pictures in full color from simple lines to com

plex angles and curves. Recommended for use in

conjunction with PILOT Cartridge

Spiral-bound, $14.95 ihc EE3I

Assembler

ATARI

ASSEMBLER
By Don & Kurt Inman from Reston

While the Atari Assembler Cartridge comes with an

operating manual, it assumes that you already know

assembly language. If you're new to Ihe Atari or its

6502 processor, this book is a must. The Inmans

guide you through the rudiments of this fascinating

type of programming in clear, easy steps. Includes

full listing and description of 6502 mnemonics and

addressing modes. Recommended for use in con

junction with Assembler Cartridge.

Softcover, $12.95

INSIDE

ATARI DOS
By Bill Wilkinson from Compute

The comprehensive manual on the Oisk File Manager

System (FMS). commonly known as Atari DOS 2.OS.

Contains the only complete and official listing for

the system, plus a lull description of: the external

view, charts S tables, various interfaces and func

tions of individual subroutines.

Spiral-bound, $19.95

DERE

ATARI
From APX

Translated from Lalln, the title of this book is "All

About Atari" and it means what It says! Used in

combination with Atari's Technical Reference

Manual, advanced programmers will be able to learn

to exploit the many hardware and operating system

features that make the Atari 400(800 so tremendous

ly versatile. Includes a useful discussion of the new

GTIA chip. Once you know Atari BASIC and

assembler, this book Is a must.'

Loose leaf

(binder not supplied),

$19.95

COMPUTERS

FOR KIDS
Atari Edition By Sally Larsen from Creative

The BASIC programming manual written for kids,

from flowcharts to color graphics, Including Ihe

sure-tc-please program, "Scare Mom with an Ele

phant." Detailed instructions and sketches plus

glossary of statements and commands. With lesson

plans and tips for parents and teachers.

Softcover, $4.95

STIMULATING

SIMULATIONS,
Atari Version,

2nd Edition
By C.W. Engel from Hayaen

A handbook of 12 simulation games including Art

Auction, Starship Alpha, Monster Chase and Devil's

Dungeon —each complete with listing, sample run.

instructions and program documentation, including

flowchart and ideas for variations.

Softcover, $5.95

r
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Repeat of Last Month's Surprise:

FAR PROTECTOR
From Epyx

YOU are the final defense against the enemy's nu

clear attack! Six cameras are your eyes on !he sky;

you're armed with a Repulser Beam and laser sys

tem. Your charge: Destroy the enemy's satellites

and missiles. Requires joystick.

ROM Cartridge, $59.95 16K Required

MINER

2049ER
By Bill Hogue from Big Five

This is the author's first game for the Atari—he's al

ready well known lor his bestsellers lor Ihe TRS-30—

and we think you'll really enjoy it. There are more

than ten screens of colorful mining-related machin

ery that you'll move around the screens, ducking,

dodging and bobbing your way to a high score. Re

quires joystick,

ROM Cartridge, $49.95 16K Required

SPEEDWAY BLAST
By Dave Morock from IDS!

Racing game with a twist: you musl guide your racer

on an overland trip, dodging (or blasting) the as-

pnalt-eating monsters that try to keep you from cap

turing their precious diamonds. Steer carefully! Re

quires joystick.

ROM Cartridge, $39.95 16K Required

Limited Quantities, So Order Early.

DEADLY

DUCK
From Sirius

The Crabs have taken to the air, armed with bricks

and bombs, to drive our friend. DEADLY DUCK, out

of his pond. But Deadly's gonna fighl back, with a
gun tucked into his bill. Lots of fun and action; 6

levels of play. Requires joystick.

ROM Cartridge

So new, price not available at press time.

Please call. Also available lorVCS.

DELUXE

INVADERS
From Roklan

All the fun. excitement and video quality of an ar

cade game in your home! If you hat* Allen In

vaders, you'll lova this one! Battle the Invaders,

and as your speed and defense skills improve, the

aliens get meaner. With each successful defense

you'll be challenged to an even tougher competi

tion. Not for the timid! Requires joystick.

ROM Cartridge, S39.95 16K Required

FAST
EDDIE
From Sirius

On your mark; get sel; go Eddie!! FAST EDDIE'S off

and running, dashing up and down every ladder he

can find, hunting for prizes. Quick, there's a heart

floating on the 2nd floor! Ooops, look out —there's

a Sneaker, sneaking up on you —lump, Eddie! Great

animation; 8 skill levels; lots of action. Requires

joystick.

ROM Cartridge

So new, price not available at press time.

Please call.

GORF
From Roklan

A unique sight and sound adventure in the interstel

lar war against the Gorfian Empire. You must repel

attacks by Oroids, Anti-Gravity Bonks, Anti-Particle

Lasers, Gorfian fighters and torpedos. etc. Four

levels, from an Astrobattle to a full-fledged Space

War. Requires joystick.

ROM Cartridge, $44.95 16K Required

Disk, $39.95 24K Required

Over 1500 Programs for TRS-80,

For Information Call

202-363-9797

Visil our other stores:

829 Bethel Rd.T Columbus OH

Seven Corners Center. Falls Church, VA

W. Bell Plaza. 6600 Security Blvd., Baltimore MD

PROGRflm
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FISHES
From Epyx

You lead your school of fish through the pleasures

and perils of oceanic life. As you find food, your

school will grow. But hungry sharks and other pred

ators also inhabit this tranquil world, so swim care

fully. Requires joystick.

ROM Cartridge, $39.95 16K Required

K-RAZY

SHOOT-OUT
From K-Byte/CBS

The object of the game Is to advance your Space

Commander into the Allen Control Sector, eliminate

the Alien Forces and escape to the next (more diffi
cult) sector. Ho two games *ro slika, sjnce the

Alien Control Sectors are created at random, giving

you millions of combinations of barriers and es

cape routes. Requires joystick.

ROM Cartridge, S49.95 8K Required

WORM
WAR I
From Sirius

Hoards of gigantic worms are slithering around Ihe

city of Teriyaki. . .WORM WAR I has begun! Much

of the city has been crushed under the weight of

these mutant creatures, and the only thing that can

stop them is the specially armed anti-worm tank.

Are you brave enough to drive it, and make Teriyaki

safe again? 9 play options; great color and sound;

for 1 or 2 players. Requires joystick.

ROM Cartridge

So new, price not available at press time.

Please call. Also available for VCS.

EMBARGO
By Bill Hooper from Gebelli

There is a strict trade embargo on Zorel 6. The Coun

cil has ruled that all foodstuffs, materials, trade

goods and fuel must pass the close scrutiny of the

Orelian Guards. Only goods essential for galactic

security are guarded; all others are disbursed to the

Council's overflowing warehouses. Select from 9

levels of play. Requires joystick.

ROM Cartridge, $44.95 8K Required

ATARI 400/800, APPLE & IBM.

To Order Call Toil-Free
■^800-424-2738

MAIL ORDERS: Send check or MO. for total purchase

price, plus 52.00 postage & handling. D.C., MD. & VA.: add

sales tax. Charge cards: include all embossed information

on the card.

4200 Wisconsin Avenue, NW, Dept. U212 Box 9582 Washington, D.C. 20016
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PLATTERMANIA
From Epyx

If you've always wanted to juggle, here's your

chance. Start with 3 spinning plates, and juggle

your way up to expert status: keeping 16 plates

going at once! You'll have to concentrate: spin too

fast ant) they lly otf the screen; 3pin too slowly and

they fall. Requires joystick.

ROM Cartridge, $39.95 16K Required

K-RAZY

KRSTTERS
From K-Byte/CBS

Your Command Ship is faced with eight columns of

Alien Krltters. You have Regular or "Supermissiles"

to eliminate the Kritters. descending on your Star

Base at various speeds and frequencies. Ten levels

of play—great fun for the nimble-fingered! Requires

joystick.

ROM Cartridge, $49.95 8K Required

CROSSFIRE
From On-Line

The most original, exciting arcade game—designed

exclusively for the home computer—that we've seen!

The aliens have taken over your city, and everyone left

peaceably—axcepI you. You wander the streets,

Shooting at aliens firing at you from all A directions.

You must move Quickly to avoid their CROSSFIRE,

gather bonus tokens, and recharge your laser. It's one

of our lavorites! Requires Joystick.

ROM Cartridge, $44.95 16K Required

16K Tape or 32K Disk, $29.95

SOLDIERS OF

SORCERY
From Epyx

A multi-player fantasy role-playing game in which

you, as a warrior or wizard, search the land for

wealth and experience. The game is different each

time you enter the world of wolves, bats, dragons,

and more! Requires joystick.

ROM Cartridge, $59.95 16K Required

FIREBIRD
From Gebelli

You are Piggo the Firefighter in this fast-action

game. The firebird drops fite on buildings in your

district. You must put out the fires; try to save the

people who Jump, and get them on rescue helicop

ters, Accumulate points for each successful action.

Requires Joystick.

ROM Cartridge, S39.95 4K Required

MONKEY
WRENCH
From Eastern Data Products

A BASIC and machine language programmers' aid

for the Atari 800. Works with BASIC, adding 9 new

direct mode commands including: auto line number

ing, delete lines, change margins, memory test, hex/

dex conversion, renumber BASIC, cursor exchange

and machine language monitor. Monitor contains 15

commands used to interact with the 6502.

ROM Cartridge, $49.95.

BEANY

BOPPER
From Sirius

Watch out—those Beanies are back,' buzzing the
city, and that means trouble! Shooting them makes

them meaner; poison doesn't work—what can we

do? It's BEANY BOPPER to the rescue, with his

pivotal laser and rapid-fire stunt gun. Fast action,

exciting sound and color; 6 play options. Requires

joystick. Also available for VCS.

ROM Cartridge

So new, price not available at press time.

Please call.

ALIEN GARDEN
From Epyx

This fantasy world is inhabited by a collection of

"Incredible Edibles": some delicious, some poison

ous, some explosive. You must discover the best

way to eliminate them from the garden—without

eliminating yourself! The faster you go. the more

points you earn. Requires joystick.

ROM Cartridge, $39.95 16K Required

POOL 400
From IDS1

Looks and plays just like the real thing! With straight

pool, nine ball, eight ball and rotation. Features in

clude: instant replay, slow motion, 5 friction levels,

and choice of colored or numbered balls. Play

against a friend or the computer. Requires joystick.

ROM Cartridge, $39.95 16K Required

K-RAZY

ANTIKS
From K-Byte/CBS

The White Ant needs all your help! You must guide It

safely through the maze of tunnels in the Anthill;

help it deposit and protect its White Eggs—while

looking out lor the Anteater and Enemy Ants who

are trying to hatch their Enemy Eggs. Choice of 6

mazes and 99 levels ol difficulty. Requires joystick.

ROM Cartridge, $49.95 8K Required

K-STAR

PATROL
From K-Byte/CBS

Your lead Star Ship musl destroy ihe Alien Attack

Ships, and eliminate the Intergalactic Leeches that

are invading your territory. You must also replenish

your Force Field Energy periodically by diving be

tween jagged mountains Into the lakes below. 10

levels of difficulty. Requires joystick.

ROM Cartridge, $49.95 8K Required

WIZARD

OFWOR
From Boklan

Can you defeat the WIZARD OF WOR? First you

must descend into the ever-changing maze of

Dungeons with your Worriors, and do battle with the

monsters you encounter, like the Burwors, Garwors,

Worluk and enemy Worriors. Only then can you turn

your attention to the Wizard, who can teleport

magically around the screen, hurtling lightning bolts

as he moves. Simultaneous 1 or 2 player action.

ROM Cartridge, $44.95 16K Required

Disk, $39.95 32K Required

r
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happening by building cakes in layers, and changing

background colors for the children.

The Pictures

I draw all of my pictures on graph paper and then

turn them into X.Y coordinates. I try to standardize

colors, but end up with a sizable list anyway. The

only color which gives me much trouble is yellow. I

need two sets of parameters for yellow. The color I

get seems to depend upon the context of the colors

around it. (If the coconut cake looks green on your

screen, try the other yellow.) The colors I used are:

SETCOLOR x,a,b

a

0

0

0

0

I

1

2

3

4

5

9

12

13

14

D

0

4

8

14

4

14

14

4

12

4

6

2

12

2

color

black

dark gray

gray

white

gold

yellow #1

light orange

red

pink

purple

light blue

green

yellow #2

brown

Common Subroutines

I need common subroutines in ibis program for

four things: delays, plotting, sound, and checking

input strings.

Delay Subroutines:

Name Location Function

SDELAY 900 Short delay

MDELAY 930 Medium delay

LDELAY 960 Long delay (to allow a first grader to

read two lines)

The delay subroutines simply loop a fixed number

of times.

Plotting Subroutines:

Name Location Function

HPLOT 100-110 Plot horizontal lines, reading start

x,y values and length

VPLOT 150-160 Plot vertical lines and reflected

vertical lines (around an x-axis of

REFL) reading start x,y values and

length

PPLOT 200 Plot points, reading the number

of points, and then the x,y values

HPLOTT 250-260 Same as HPLOT, except Hnesare

translated by (OFFX, OFFY)

HPLOTTRF 300-310 Same as HPLOTT except lines are

reflected around an x-axis ofREFL

SQPLOT 350 Plot 3x3 squares, reading the

number of squares and the x,y

values of the upper left corner of

each square

The plotting subroutines are written as they

are needed. For example, the only times I need

vertical line segments to make my picture, the

pit lure is symmetrical around an x-axis. Therefore,
the only vertical ploi routine plots (he original and
the reflected values.

Sound Subroutines:

Name Location Function

PNOTE 800-810 Reads a pitch and duration and

plays a note; if it reaches the end

it starts over

PCHORD 850-895 Plays the chord in ANOTE for one

sixteenth duration (see earlier

discussion)

Input Checking Subroutine:

Name Location Function

CHECKI 700-720 Described in Part I

Main Subroutines

The main subroutines are entered by using the

GOSUB expression in line 3050. Therefore, each

routine slarts on a line number which is a multiple

of 1000. Note thai printing lo the screen after

graphics mode x+ Hi returns to graphics mode 0.

Therefore, the only explicit Graphics 0 commands

are required after the Christmas tree which uses

graphics mode 3. There is one main subroutine for
each person on Christmas day:

Location

11000-11330

15000-15440

17000-17240

Picture

Renaissance instruments

Children

Dancer

19000-19210 Cake

One miscellaneous note: the Renaissance instru

ments pictured are krumhorns.

10 GOTO 1000

100 READ X,Y,NUM:IF NUM=0 THEN RETURN

110 FOR CT=O TO NUM-1:PLOT X+CT,Y:NEX

T CT:GOTO 100

150 READ X,Y,NUM:IF NUM-0 THEN RETURN

160 FOR CT=O TO NUM-liPLOT XfY+CTsPLO

T REFL-X,Y+CT:NEXT CTsSOTO 150

200 READ NUttrFOR L-l TO NUH:READ X,Y:

PLOT X,Y:NEXT LiRETURN

250 READ X,Y,NUM:IF NUM=0 THEN RETURN

260 FOR CT=0 TO NUM-lsPLOT X+OFFX+CT,

Y+OFFY:NEXT CTsBOTO 250

3OO READ X,Y,NUN:IF NUM-0 THEN RETURN

310 FOR CT=0 TO NUH-1:PLOT REFL-X-t-OFF

X-CT,Y+OFFY:NEXT CTsGOTO 3OO

350 READ NUM:FOR CT=1 TO NUHsREAD X,Y

:F0R SQCT-0 TO 2:PL0T X,Y+SQCTiDR

AWTO X+2,Y+SQCT:NEXT SQCTsNEXT GT

:RETURN

700 READ COMPARES,INDEX:IF INDEX=O TH

EN RETURN



METEOR STORM

MADE

EXCLUSIVELY

FOR THE

24K Disk

16KTape
$29.95

Ask for Meteor Storm at your local computer store or

order direct from us. Add $2.00 for shipping. Use

your Visa, M/C.

METEOR STORM Is a FAST-ACTION, Arcade Quali

ty, game. Written in machine language especially for

the Atari. You, as the Pilot of_ a Fighter space ship,

must rescue as many people from the besieged city

of Dracon as you possibly can. You'll have to fight

your way through a meteor storm and aliens, with

your lasers blasting a path. Then you must dock with

the mother ship and safely deliver your precious

cargo of human lives. This is your chance to be the

HERO of Dracon.

Dealer Inquiries Invited
'Atari is a Trademark of Atari Inc.

2160 West 11th Ave., Eugene, Oregon 97402

(503) 683-5361

Beat the clock! Outsmart your friends!

The high-speed dictionary game

At last, an educational game that's really fun lo play'. You

start each turn with a word. 6 definitions, and a counter

set to 600 points. As time passes the points tick away. The

sooner you pick the correct definition, the more points

you get, but the sooner you guess wrong, the more points

you lose.

3 levels of play on one disk:

• Beginner (ages 9-14) • Regular • Challenge

2000 words and definitions

$24.95

ATARI: 32K - disk - BASIC APPLE: 48K - disk - APPLESOFT

Now available on cassette for the ATARI 400/800 $19.95

Features: Beginner's and Intermediate WORDRACE

Try ABUSE
The insult program.

• Funny • Unpredictable • Interactive

• Guaranteed to call you something

you've never been called before!

$19.95

ATARI: 40K - di5k - BASIC

APPLE: 48K - disk - APPLESOFT

YOU CAN PLAY 3 NEW GAMtS

WITH YOUR WORDRACE

DISKETTE:

The next disk in the WORDRACE System. Use it

along with your WORDRACE disk to play:

• CLAIM TO FAME (600 famous people in history)

• SPORTS DERBY (boo pieces of sports trivia)

• Plus more vocabulary words

$19.95

Requires WORDRACE disk

WORDRACE ACCESSORY # 1

D®n'T ASK
COMPUTER SOFTWARE

2265 Westwood Blvd., Ste. B-1 50

Los Angeles, California 90064.

(213)397-8811

Available at your (ompulcr store or direil from DON'! ASK

Include Si.00 shipping tor each pro|>'<irn (Cilil n-sidcnlv .idd tv:.. l.n

Dealer inquiries welcome

ATARI i". ,) lr.Mfcm.jrk ol ATARI INC. APPU .ind APPLISOFT arc lMdcm.uk- ol APPLt COMPUTER
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710 IF C0MPARE«=INPUT* THEN RETURN

72O GOTO 7OO

800 READ MNOTE,LENGTH:IF LENGTH=O THE

N RESTORE MUSIC:GOTO 800

810 SOUND O,MNOTE,10,B:FOR DELAY=1 TO

(16/LENGTH)*TEMPD:NEXT DELAY:SOU

ND O,O,O,O:RETURN

850 FOR 1=0 TO 3:IF ANDTE(I)=0 THEN G

OTO 875

870 SOUND 1,0,0,0

875 NEXT I

880 FOR 1=0 TO 3iIF ANOTE(I)=O THEN G

DTO 895

890 SOUND I,ANOTE(I),10,VOL(I>

895 NEXT I:FOR DELAY=1 TO TEMPO:NEXT

DELAY:RETURN

900 FOR DELAY=1 TO 20:NEXT DELAY:RETU

RN

930 FOR DELAY=1 TO 200:NEXT DELAY:RET

URN

960 FDR DELAY=1 TO 2000:NEXT DELAY:RE

TURN

1000 DIM INPUT*(25).COMPARE*(25),NAME

(20),HUE(2),LUM(2),ANDTE(3),VOL(

4):PE0PLE=4:POKE 53277,0

1010 FOR 1=1 TD 20:NAME(I)=0:NEXT I

1020 HPLDT=100:VPLOT=150:PPLDT=200 : HP

LOTT=25O:HPL0TTRF=3OO:SQPLDT=350

1030 CHECKI=700:PN0TE=800:PCH0RD=850:

SDELAY=900:MDELAY=930:LDELAY=960

:S11050=11050

1040 HUE <0)=3:LUM(0>=4:HUE(l)=0:LUM(l

>=14:HUE(2)=B:LUM<2>=4

2000 GRAPHICS 3:SETC0L0R 0,3,4:SETCDL

OR 1,13,12:SETC0L0R 2,12,2:SETC0

LOR 4,0,0

2010 ? "IZI;J:l:t».i:iT>fc»j;r?E«" ' ^ "I AM YOU
R FRIENDLY COMPUTER"

2020 ? "WILL YOU TALK TO ME?";

2030 COLOR 3iPL0T 26,15iDRAWT0 18,0iP

OS IT I ON 10,15

2040 POKE 765,3iXI0 18,«6,0 , 0, "S i "

2050 PLOT 19,18lDRAWT0 19,16iDRAWT0 1

7,I61PDBITION 17,IB

2060 XIO 18,#6,0,0,"Si"

2070 RESTORE 2200)COLOR 2iBOSUB PPLOT

20B0 RESTORE 23OOiC0L0R liBOSUB PPLOT

2090 POKE 764,255

2100 IF PEEK(764><>235 THEN 2900

2110 FOR L-l TO IOOiNEXT LiSETCOLOR 0

,12,2

2120 FOR L-l TO IOOiNEXT LiSETCDLOR O

,3,4iB0T0 2100

2200 DATA 11,18,0,19,3,17,5,20,7,16,6

,19,10,23,11,17,12,12,13,22,14,1

5, 15

2300 DATA 5,20,5,15,10,20,12,19,14,12

,15

2900 GRAPHICS Ot INPUT INPUT*1 RESTORE

2960iG0SUB CHECKI

2910 IF INDEX-0 THEN ? "ANY ANSWER IS

A GOOD SIGN"iQOTO 2950

2920 IF INDEX-1 THEN ? "I'M 8LAD"iG0T

0 2950

2930 ? "YOU MUST HAVE GOTTEN OUT OF T

HE WRONG SIDE OF BED THIS MORNIN

B"

2940 ? "ANYWAY, "; 1 GOTO 2950

2950 ? "MY NAME IS SDHaQ" :BOTO 3000

2960 DATA YES,1,Y,1,YEAH,1,NO,2,N,2,E

ND,0

3000 ? "WHAT IS YOUR NAME";:INPUT INP

UT*

3010 RESTORE 311O:G0SU8 CHECKI

3020 IF INDEX=O THEN ? "HMM ... I DON

'T KNOW YOU.":? "ARE YOU SURE YD

U SPELLED YOUR NAMEC4 SPACES>RIB

HT?":BOTO 3000

3030 IF INDEX=20 THEN ? "THERE ARE TO

0 MANY ";:? INPUT*;:? "'S HERE":

? "TRY AGAIN":GOTO 3OOO

3040 NAME(INDEX)=1:? :? INPUT*;:? ",

1 KNOW SOMETHING ABOUT YOU.":?

3050 GOSUB 1OOOO+INDEX«1OOO:TOTAL=O

3060 FOR 1=1 TO 1O:TOTAL=T0TAL+NAME(I

):NEXT I

3070 IF TOTAL=PEOPLE THEN ? "IT HAS B

EEN NICE TALKING TO EVERYONE.":G

OSUB LDELAY:GOTO 3090

30B0 ? "I HAVEN'T TALKED TO EVERYONE

YET":? "I HOPE SOMEDNE ELSE WANT

S TO TALK TO ME.":GDTO 3000

309O GRAPHICS 18:SETCOLDR 4,12,2:SETC
OLDR O,3,4:POSITION 2.5s? #6;"ME

RRY CHRISTMAS"

3095 RESTORE 3400:MUSIC=3400:TEMP0=30
:FOR 1=1 TO 11:BOSUB PNOTE:NEXT

I :END

3110 DATA BRENDA, 1 ,BB, 1

3150 DATA CAROLYN,5

3170 DATA KATHY,7,KATHERINE.7

3190 DATA RUTH,9,GRANDMA,9

3300 DATA MOM,20,MOTHER,20,MOMMY,20,D

AD,20,DADDY,20,FATHER,20,END,O

3400 DATA 144,4,144,4,144,2,144,4,144

,4, 144,2, 144,3, 121,4, 182,2.66, 16
2,8,144,1,0,0

11000 ? "YOU PLAY RENAISSANCE INSTRUM
ENTS.":GQSUB LDELAY

11010 GRAPHICS 19:SETC0L0R 4,1,14:SET

COLOR 0,14,2:C0L0R l:REFL=40:X=

12sY=23

11020 FDR J=l TO 15:F0R 1=0 TO 2:PL0T

X,Y-IiPLOT REFL-X,Y-I:NEXT I:X

=X+1iY = Y-1;NEXT J

11040 RESTORE 11200:G0SUB VPLOTcRESTO

RE 11300:TEMP0=2:VOL <0)=8:VOL(1

) =4s VOL(2)=4:VOL <3>=6

11O50 FDR 1=0 TO 3:READ X:ANOTE(I>=X:

NEXT I:READ LENGTH:IF LENGTH=O

THEN 11110

11055 C0UNT=16/LENGTH-l

11060 GOSUB PCHORDiFOR 1=0 TO 3:flNOTE

(I)=O:NEXT IsFOR CT=1 TO COUNT:

GDSUB PCHORD;NEXT CT:GOTO S1105

O

11110 SOUND O,O,O,O:SOUND l,O,O,O:S0U

ND 2,0,0,0:SOUND 3,O,O,0iRETURN

11200 DATA 11,22,2,10,22,2,9,19,5,8,1

6,7,7,15,5,6,14,3,27,4,5,28,3,5

,29,2,6,30,1,7,31,0,7,32,1,5,33
,2,3,34,3,1

1121O DATA 0,0,0

11300 DATA 53,64,81,162,4,47,60,O,121

,B,60,60,96,121,8,53,64,81,162,

8,53,64,0,162,8,47,60,0,121,8,6

0,60,96,121,8

11310 DATA 53,64,81,162,8,53,64,0,162

,8,47,60,0,121,8,60,60,96,121,8

,53,64,81,162,8,0,81,0,162,8,47

,60,0,121,8

11320 DATA 0,0,91,0,8,0,81,96,121,8,5

3,0,0,0,8,60,72,91,182,4,0,81,1

08,162,4,64,O,0,0,4,60,96,121,2

43, 1

11330 DATA 0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0

15000 ? "YOU TEACH CHILDREN."sBOSUB L

DELAY

15OIO GRAPHICS 21:SETC0L0R 4,l,4iSETC

OLOR O,2,14:SETCOLOR 1,12,2iSET

COLOR 2,3,4:REFL=13

15020 0FFX=10:OFFY=0:RESTORE 15200iCD

LOR 3:GDSUB HPLOTT:RESTORE 1521

O:COLOR 1iGOSUB HPLOTT

15030 OFFX =54:OFFY=26s RESTORE 15200:C

OLOR 2;G0SUB HPLOTTRF:RESTORE 1

5210:COLOR 1 :GOSUB HPLDTTRF

15040 OFFX =32:OFFY=26:RESTORE 15250: C

OLOR 3:G0SUB HPLOTT:RESTORE 152

60:C0L0R 1:GOSUB HPLOTT

15050 0FFX=54:0FFY=0:REST0RE 15200:C0

LOR 2:G0SUB HPLOTTRFsRESTORE 15

210:CDL0R 1:GOSUB HPLOTTRF

15060 0FFX=32:0FFY=0:REST0RE 15250:C0

LOR 3:G0SUB HPLOTT:RESTORE 1526

O:C0LOR 1:BOSUB HPLOTT

15O7O 0FFX=10:0FFY=26sREST0RE 15250:C

OLOR 2:GOSUB HPLOTT:RESTORE 152

60:C0L0R I:GOSUB HPLDTT

15080 RESTORE 15400iMUSIC=154OOsTEMPO
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=5O:FOR CT=1 TO 21sG0SUB PNOTE:

NEXT CT

15090 FOR CT=6 TO 14 STEP 2:SETC0LDR

4,l,CT:B0SUB PNDTEsNEXT CT:RETU

RN

15200 DATA 4,7,5,4,8,6,4,9,10,4,10,10

,4, 11,6,3, 12,S,2, 13, 10, 1,14, 12,

O, 15,14,O,O,O

15210 DATA 5,0,4,4, 1,6,4,2,3,B,2,2,4,

3, 6, 4, 4, 6, 4, 5, 6, 5, 6, 4, 4, 16, 2, 4,

17,2,4,18,2,4,19,2,4,20,2,4,21,

2

15220 DATA B, 16,2,8, 17,2,8, IB,2,9, 19,

2, 10,20,2, 11,21,2,0,0,0

15250 DATA 4,B,6,0,9,14,0,10,14,4,11,

6, 4, 12,6, 4, 13,6,4, 14,6,4, 15,6,4

,16, 2,8, 16,2,4,17,2,8,17,2,0,0,

0

15260 DATA 5,0,4,4,1,6,4,2,1,6,2,2,9,

2, 1,4, 3, 6, 4, 4, 6, 4,5, 6, 5,6, 4, 5, 7

,4,4,18,2,4,19,2,3,20,2,3,21,2,

8,IB,2,B,19,2

1527O DATA 9,20,2,9,21,2,0,0,0

15400 DATA 121,2.66,121,8,96,4,121,4

15410 DATA 108, 2. 66, 10B,8, 10B,2

15420 DATA 106,2.66,108,8,91,4,108,4,

96,2.66,96,8,96,2

15430 DATA 96,2.66,96,8,81,4,96,4,91,

2.66,92,8,91,4

15440 DATA 96,8, 1 OB,8, 162,2, 128,2, 121

,2,0,0

17000 ? "YOU LIKE TO DANCE.":GOSUB LD

ELAY

17010 GRAPHICS 19sSETC0L0R 4,2,14

17020 POKE 559,46:A =PEEK(106)-8s POKE

54279,AiPMBASE=A*256:Y=52

17030 RESTORE 172O0:F0R I=PMBASE+512

TO PMBA5E+639:P0KE I,O:NEXT I

17040 FOR I=PMBASE+512+Y TO PMBASE+51

9+Y:READ ViPOKE I,V:NEXT I

17050 POKE 7O4,132:POKE 53277,3:MUSIC

=17210:TEMP0=3O

17060 FOR X=192 TO 49 STEP -2:P0KE 53

248,X:G0SUB PNOTE

17070 POKE PMBASE+519+Y,4S:P0KE 53248

,X-1jGOSUB PNDTE

17080 POKE PMBASE+519+Y,72:NEXT X

17090 POKE 53277,O:RETURN

17200 DATA 152,B8,56,24,60,126,40,72

17210 DATA 121,B,128,8,121,8,128,8,12

1,16,0,16,0,8,128,4,108,4,121,4

,96, 2

17220 DATA 91,8,96,8,91,8,96,8,108,8,

121,B, 144,8, 162,8, 162,4,0,8, 121

,8,128,2

17230 DATA 144,B, 144,8, 144,8, 144,8, 14

4,8,0,8,162,4,144,B,144,8,144,S

,144,B,144,8,0,8,162,4

17240 DATA 121,8,121,8,121,8,121,8,12

1,8,12B,8,108,8,121,8,121,B,128

,8,144,8,162,B,91,2,0,0

19000 ? "YOU LIKE TO BAKE -"s? :? "CO

CONUT CAKE.":BOSUB LDELAY

19010 GRAPHICS 19s RESTORE 19200:SETCO

LOR O,13,12:SETC0L0R 1,O,14:MUS

IO19200: TEMP0=30

19020 COLOR liPLOT 10,17iDRAHT0 29,17

iPLOT 10,16:DRAWT0 29,16:F0R CT

-1 TO 4:G0SUB PNOTEiNEXT CT

19O3O COLOR 2sPL0T 10,15iDRAWT0 29,15

sFOR CT=1 TO 4:G0SUB PNOTE:NEXT

CT

19040 COLOR liPLOT 10,14:DRAWT0 29,14

iPLOT 10,13:DRAWT0 29,13sF0R CT

=1 TO 3iG0SUB PNDTEsNEXT CT

19050 COLOR 2:PL0T 10,12:DRAWT0 29,12

:FOR CT=1 TO 3sG0SUB PNOTE:NEXT

CT

19060 COLOR 1:PLOT 10,11:DRAWTO 29,11

:PLOT 10,10:DRAWT0 29,10:F0R CT

=1 TO 4:G0SUB PNOTE:NEXT CT

19070 COLOR 2:PL0T 10,9:DRAWT0 29,9:F

OR CT=1 TO 4sGDSUB PNOTE:NEXT C

T

19080 COLOR lsPLOT 10,8:DRAWT0 29,8:P

LOT 10,7:DRAWT0 29,7sF0R CT=1 T

O 5:GDSUB PNOTE

19090 COLOR 2:PL0T 10

ETCOLOR O,O,14:

SUB PNOTE:NEXT

19200 DATA 162,B,162,

8,B,108,4,128,6

144,8,144,2.66,

2. 66

19210 DATA 162,B,162,

8,8,108,4,128,8

,4,144,8,217,4,

62,2.66,0,0,O

:NEXT CT

,6:DRAWTD 29,6sS

FOR CT=1 TO 2:G0

CT:RETURN

8,162,8,162,4,12

,162,2.66,144,4,

173,4,193,B,217,

B,162,B,162,4,12

,162,4,162,8,144

173,8,162,2.66,1

Shuttle Ascent to Orbit

32 K Machine Language

Cassette £16.95 Disk $19.95
This is the most accurate, most educational shuttle

simulation available for the Atari. Joystick required.

Add SI .00 postage and handling.

TARBOUNI7

P.O. Box 1123 Solvang, CA 93463

32k RAM
FOR

ATARI 400/800

Only Tech»Data can offer such top quality at so

low a price. Our Ram board features:

• Lifetime Warranty

• Gold-plated edge

connectors

• Compatability

with Atari 400/800

Dealer Inquiries Invited

800-237-8931

In Fla.s 813-577-2794

V
Tech* Data Corporation

3251 Tech Drive North, St. Petersburg. FL 33702
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You are trapped inside a maze, and you can see only a

short distance along its dark corridors as you hy tofind

your way out. A challenging game for the OSI, PET/

CBM, Atari, VIC-20, and Apple.

Hidden

Maze
Gary Boden

Narragansett, Rl

Mazes present a challenge different from arcade-

type "sliooiout" games, but the appeal of a maze

can quickly fade once it has been solved. A special

program, "Maze Generator" (COMPUTE!, December

1981, #19), remedies that problem by drawing a

different maze on each run. I have enhanced its

challenge by hiding the complete maze from the

player and showing only a realistically limited view

from any position inside it. Although the view is

from above rather than ground level, the player

still gets a claustrophobic feeling similar to that of

actually being inside the maze and groping along

the corridors.

The objective is simply to find a way out of the

maze in the least amount of time. Realism is added

by showing at most only seven cells in any of the

four possible directions of movement. This simu

lates holding up a lantern and peeringdown various

avenues of escape — at a certain point the light

either illuminates a wall or disappears into the

gloom.

Moves are made by pressing a key for a par

ticular direction. If no wall obstructs, the player's

token advances one cell and a new limited view is

displayed. Time ticks on relentlessly whether the

player is moving or thinking. Hitting a "panic

button" reveals a quick glimpse of the whole maze,

but at a high price — 500 time units.

After instructions are given, a seed number is

typed in to start the game and feed a random

number generator used for drawing the maze and

placing the exit. Because the original maze gener

ator results in a maze with only one possible path

to the exit, I use the RND function to knock out

some interior walls randomly to produce more

pathways and more choices for the player. A greater

value for the seed removes more walls.

Next the maze is generated, but in memory

rather than on the screen. Starting and finishing

locations are established, the player's token is moved

to the start, and play begins with display of the first
limited view. The start, determined in line 660, is

at the center of the maze, and the exit is placed at a

randomly selected point on either the left or right

wall (lines 360-370). The updated score is given

with each new limited view, and play continues
until the exit is reached.

Three final notes: 1) The program requires

about 30 seconds to set up the maze. To indicate all

is working well, a POKE S2 J in lines 210 and 320

produces a rapidly changing character in the center

ot the screen. 2) The maze size given in this listing

is 23 x 23 cells, but smaller sizes can be created by

changing the values of H in line 605 according to
this table:

7 x 7 cells

11x11 cells

15 x 15 cells

19x19 cells

H= 7

H=I1

H=15

H=19

Other sizes do not work. Centering of the whole

view is done by line 650. 3) Several OSI-specific

items were changed to convert the program for

other machines. The video display on the C1P is 32

characters/line; in line 605 change VL to an appro

priate value. Also, variables WL, HL, S2. and symbol

numbers for the token (240 in line 160) and the

exit (69 in lines 370, 440) were changed to some

thing meaningful in each computer's graphic char

acter set.

Program I: PET Version

10 GOTO400

100 REM-LIMITED VIEW

110 GOSUB730:PRINTCT:FORJ=0TO3:D=A:C=S2
120 FORI=1TO7:POKEC,M(D)

130 POKEC-E(J),M(D-D(J)):P0KEC+E(J),M(D+D(J))

140 IFM(D)=WLTHEN160

150 D=D+A{J)/2:C=C+E(J+1):NEXTI

160 NEXTJ:P0KES2,240:M(A)=240:RETURN

200 REM-LAYOUT FIELD

210 FORI=1TOH:FORJ=2TOH+1:POKES2,J

220 H((I*(H+2))+J)=WL:NEXTJ:NEXTI

300 REM-GENERATE MAZE

310 M(A)=4

320 J=INT(RND(R)*4):Z=J:P0KES2,J

3 30 B=A+A(J):IFM(B)=WLTHENM(B)=J:M(A+A(J)/2)=H
L:A=B:GOTO320

340 J=(J +1)*-(J<3) :IFJOZTHEN330

3 50 J=M(A):M(A)=HL:IFJ<4THENA=A-A(J):GOTO3 20

360 T1=(3*H)+5:T2=INT(RND(R)*2):IFINT(T2/2)*2=

T2THENTl={2*H)+6

362 Q1=-1:Q2=-(H+1):Q3=H+3

3 64 IFT1=(2*H)+6THENQ1=-Q1:Q2=-Q2:Q3=-Q3

366 Z=INT(RND(R)*{H-3) ) * (H+2J+T1: IFM(Z+Q1) OHL

THEN366

370 M(Z)=69:M(Z+Q2)=WL:M(Z-Q1)=WL:M(Z+Q3)=WL

380 FORI=1TOH

3 82 M(3*(H+2)+4+INT(RND(R)*(H-5))*(H+2)+INT(RN

D(R)*(H-5)))=HL

384 NEXTI:RETURN



The Stone Age
Meets The Space Age!

MANKALA, the ancient African stone game, is

now available in a new fast-paced version for

your personal computer. Challenge a friend or

pit your skill against a formidable computer

opponent in this fascinating game of tactics

and strategy. Transport your stones to the

safety of your home bin or move out for a

daring capture. But beware! Just when you

ATARI PRIZE WINNER

See your dealer or order now.

MANKALA disk or cassette $22.95plus $2.00 for
shipping. Virginia residents add 4% sales tax.

think you're safe, you may fall victim to a
fiendishly clever raid by your opponent.

• Lively sound and colorful graphics • One or

two players • Six different games • Four levels

of difficulty plus matchups of the machine

against itself • Available for Apple, Atari, and

Commodore personal computers.

aldebaran
Box 3469 • McLean, VA 22103

(703) 556-9747

Atari and Apple are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. and Atari, Inc.. respectively.
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400 REM

410 GOSUB600:GOSUB900:GOSUB730:GOSUB200:GOSUBl

00

415 GETA$:IFA$=""THENCT=CT+1:GOTO415

420 J=-( (A$ = n8")+2MA$= "4n)+3*(A$ = "2") )
425 IFA$="?"THEN500

435 A2=A+A(J)/2

440 IFM(A2)=69THEN800

445 IPM(A2)OHLTHEN415

4 50 M(A}=HL:A=A?.:GOSUB100:GOTO415

500 REM-DISPLAY WHOLE MAZE

510 GOSUB730:F=0:FORI=1TOH:FORJ=2TOH+1:L=(I*(H

+2))+J

520 POKES+J+F,M(L):NEXTJ

530 F=F+FF:NEXTI

5 40 FORI=1TO200:NEXTI:CT=CT+500:GOSUB100:GOTO4

15

600 REM-INITIALIZE VARIABLES

605 VL=40:H=23:FF=VL:REM FOR 80 COLS., CHANGE

VL TO 80.

610 A(0)=2:A(l)=-(H+2)*2:A(2)=-2:A(3)=(H+2)*2

6 20 D(0)=H+2:D(l)=l:D(2)=-(H+2):D(3)=-1

630 E(0}=VL:E(1)=1:E(2>=-VL:E{3)=-1:E(4)=VL

6 40 WL=160:HL=32:S2=32768+VL*12+INT(VL/2):CT=0

650 S=S2-VL*((H+l)/2)+FF-{H+3)/2

660 A=(H+2)MH+l)/2+(H+3)/2:DIMM<630)

730 PRINT"{CLEAR}";:RETURN

8 00 REM-SCORE

810 GOSUB730:PRINTU¥OUR 3CORE=";CT:END

900 REM

910 REM-INSTRUCTIONS

920 PRINT" HIDDEN MAZE":PRINT

930 PRINT"GET OUT AS QUICKLY AS":PRINT"YOU CAN

USING":PRINT"CONTROL KEYS."

940 PRINT:PRINT"'8' IS UP,"

950 PRINT"'2r IS DOWN,"

960 PRINT1"-}' IS RIGHT,":PRINT"'6' IS RIGHT,":

PRINT

970 PRINT"1?' SHOWS THE FULL MAZE":PRINT"BUT C

OSTS POINTS.":PRINT

980 R=0:PRINT"PRESS {REV}RETURNn

985 GETA$:IFA$=nnTHEN985

990 RETURN

Program 2: OSI Version

Make these changes to Program 1.

415 K=PEEK{57100):CT=CT+1

4 20 J=-(((K=252)*0)OR{(K=222)*1)OR((K=250)*2)O

R( {K=255)*3))

425 IFK=126THEN500

430 IFK=254THEN415

520 POKES+L+F,M(L):NEXTJ

605 VL=32:H=23:FF=VL-(H+2)

640 WL=187:HL=32:S2=53776:CT=0

710 POKE11,34:POKE12,2:POKE57 4,9 6

720 FORX=0TO27:Y=PEEK(65036+X):POKE546+X,Y:NEX

TX

730 X=USR(X):RETURN

940 PRINT:PRINT'"ESC IS UP,"

950 PRINTn'CTRL' IS DOWN,"
960 PRINTnLEFT & RIGHT USE SHIFTS,":PRINT

970 PRINTn'REPEATl SHOWS THE FULL MAZE BUT COS

TS POINTS.":PRINT

980 INPUT"ENTER SEED NUMBER (1 TO 9)";R:
IFR<1ORR>9THEN980

Atari Notes
Charles Brannon
Editorial Assistant

For the OSI and PET versions, the maze is

constructed inside an array, rather than di

rectly in screen memory, as with the original

maze-generator. This is necessary to allow an

"invisible maze" which only gradually opens

up as the player travels.

With the Atari, we have another option.

We can construct the maze directly on the

screen (GRAPHICS 1 is used here, with custom

characters for the walls and player). We make

it invisible by setting its color equal to the

background color (done here with SET-

COLOR 2,0,0).

Then, to open up the maze, wejust have

to PEEK (into screen memory) the eight char

acters surrounding the player character, and

if the PEEKed character is an "invisible wall,"

replace it with a visible wall.

Scoring is provided with RTCLOCK,

Atari's realtime clock, which is found at loca

tions 18,19, and 20. These are used in the

opposite of the normal LSB/MSB order.

Chaining all three locations together will give

the current "jiffy time" since the machine was

turned on, measured in sixtieths ofa second:

JIFFY = PEEK(20) + PEEK(19)*256 + PEEK( 18)

*65536

Since location 18 only ticks every once in a

long while, you can leave it out for most mea

surements. Dividing the jiffy time by 60 gives

you the time in seconds:

SEC = (PEEK(20) + 256*PEEK( 19))/60

Playing Hidden Maze

Use thejoystick to move your ebullient little

character around the maze, your goal being

the upper-left-hand corner of the screen. The

challenge is in how long it takes you to get

there. You can take a "cheal peek" of the

entire maze by pressing the fire button. This

will display the maze for about three seconds,

then turn to black and delay your movement

for another three seconds as a penalty. If you

want a really good score, don't use it!

Program 3: Atari Version

100 REM MHEESZMXZ
110 GRAPHICS I7:G0SUB 360:B0SUB 480

12O PPOS=SC+230

130 POKE PP0S,5

140

150

160

17O

ISO

DIM DIR<3>

DIR(0>=20:DIR(l)=21:DIR(2)=19:DIR

<3) =1

POKE 20,0:POKE 19,0

FOR 1=0 TO 3

ZP=PPOS+DIR<I):PK=PEEK<ZP):POKE Z



Lfl5ERflRENfl(i&K) *1495
Be a Laser Gladiator; Race a Laser Chariot; Battle

your opponent or the computer in a fight to the

death.

(95

A compendium of familiar and futuristic challenges

for everyone to enjoy. Watch out .... may be

addictive.

CQDENflKIE: CQBflLT (UK) $2495

This is the one you've been waiting for! Not

a text game! Experience the ultimate adventure

in this 3-D, full-color, high-resolu

tion future-world. Can you outwit

the guardians of this behemoth

labyrinthion: a hurtling, living

COBALT BOMB! Find and arm the

self-destruct before the Earth is

vaporized ... but can you escape

with your life?!

ARTHUR DAVIS DETECTIVE

ENCOUNTER SERIES — TWO

FOR ONE SPECIAL *1995
Scotland Yard is baffled! Can you as Arthur Davis

— famous Welsh detective — un

ravel these tangled webs of in

trigue?

#3 Murder in the Manor (48K)

Does everyone have a motive?!

#4 Death for Dessert (48K)

Why would anyone want to mur

der Mr. Pym?

California residents add 6% Sales Tax.
UPS, C.O.D. Prepaid orders shipped FREE!
Send check or money order to:

MERLIN ENTERPRISES
P.O. BOX 2876, TORRANCE, CA 90509 213/316-0945

Munchmaid 5KT, ft's!a Livirtg!;KiHerCaterpi]larT, Barak Robber^!, BnAkel. Blowup!. Spade Rescue!; Gaiasty Irtvafeioh!, phUttcir-

bugl, Mad!Painterl,JMunchmaidI,-Sec4or|ProteGtoFl, Executioner-!,! SkiingI,-Add"em liplj Snailbait!, Barbarian's Quest!",
Motocross!, Cqpy-CaU. Arithmevic l.Arithmev|c2. Superracer! , All for your VIC-20. Send for game catalog.

MCaterpillar! n , ■ "he c6mes...the

CaterplUarl-He's wcaving-hls way

through the mushrooms trying lo get to you.

Yqu can't lei film through! TT thati Isn't enough,

you nrrasJonally get visits from Crazed spiders

leaving a trail of mushrooms behind. Shoot

therrTfbrSfra points'. Great graphldsTTbr 5K

Shutterbug! '.in, gamd was designed'for" Munchmaid
kids but adults will find It hard.to wait for their,

turn at the|Shuttert You are a passenger on a

'tourist feus. You have a camera and a roll offilm.'

.The. object Is to *«k» pMuirs of houses, trees,

and horses. Don't waste film on telephone poles!

Shiifierbug! is-easy~to leam~Tb"nIy*~dne~l!:ey~Td'~

ie to "popular "demand.

Munchinald if herein a-new 5K venHon 6m- ihe

unexpanded VIC , 20. Fun to play with great

graphics, of course! Munch dots', power dols.

chaseimonstersand h>-

VIC. 2n, rrqmres Joystick^Cassette SQ QFi. nick . . pusb4_and_has ypry nirr graphics to
S12.95

Mad Painter! this game is a litfle unique"
and fHot«fiuh. You control a paint b*ush; mov- ■■•

ing Itaroynd a colorful maze. Your job is to palht

the entire maze. This is not as easy as It sounds^

entertained for hours (teaches eye/hand coordi-

natlbnirPIays from keyboan3"or joysUdciTor
.VIC20. Cassettq S9.95.Dish;S12.95..

Bristle Biters (they loye_ paint brushes).

sibnaUy you will receive a"visiTfrorn aiflrivlsTbTe" I
Stomper who leaves - footprints in your-&s«h ■

paint. Requires Joystick. Cassette S9.95. Disk

Sl2.9&~i—

Snake! A fast and fun action game for on
player. You're a big snake roaming around the

sereen.-^Hee. rabbits^-eggs.-ar«i feet appear-at

random. Your mission in life is to bite these

targets. You have to" be quick—(he" (argets donT

ptayj for-long. The-main-problem Isj-you-always-
seem tobe running into the wall or Into yourself

(the longer you play, the longer, arid harder to

avold-your-tailll Snake! Keeps-high soore-and

requires ajoystick. Cassette S9.95. Disk S 12.95

keeps high score and requires joystick! Cassette

"S10.95TDIskSl3.95~ f ~

Dorrt let-the-name fool-yoar This

game is arcade actioo_all, the way! Your job Is

to protect a flower! bed from an onslaught of kil
ler snails-You arc armed with aspraygun-ful!

of insecticide (environmentally approved, of

course). As they zip across the field on thelrway

-to chomp-down youHJowefs. the Bnaits lay eggs

which you'd better destroy, too! For ane player,

keepshigh score and requires"joystick, 5K VIC

-2(J. Cassette Sjl 0.95. DiskS13;95

Lffiffikj:.availa.ble sooq.
Send for information about the Commodore

84 program)*. - —

■ Price Includes postage & handling. ■ Catalog Is included with order. ■ Foreign orders & COb

.Box 1247,
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190

200

210

220

230

240

25O

260

270

280

290

300

310

320

330

340

350

360

370

380

390

400

410

420

43O

440

450

470

480

490

500

510

520

530

540

550

560

570

580

PyPK-64*<PK=129)

2P=PPDS-DIRtI>:PK-PEEK(ZP>:POKE Z

P,PK-64*(PK=129)

NEXT I

ST = STICK <0> :TP0S = PPDS +20* (ST=13)-

20* (ST=14) +<ST=7> - (ST=11 )

CHR= 3*(ST=11)+4* <ST= 7> +5*<ST=14> +

6* <ST=13)

IF STRIG<0>=0 THEN SETCOLOR 2,O,1

4:FOR W=l TO 500:NEXT W:SETCOLOR

2,0,0:FOR W=l TO 500:NEXT W

IF STRIG(O)=O THEN 24 0

IF PEEK(TPOS) THEN 270

POKE PPOS,O:POKE TPOS,CHR:PPOS=TP

OS

IF PPOS<>SC+21 THEN 170

FOR 1=1 TO 5O:FOR J=0 TO 3:POKE 7

08+J,PEEK(53770):NEXT J:NEXT I

GRAPHICS 18: ? #6; " L'l.H ■-!*:« = TIT1 "

SEC=INT((PEEK(20)+256*PEEK(19))/6

0)

? #6;"IN ";SEC:" SECONDS."

? #6:? *6;"presB 1*4:1* to"

? #6;"play againtNJ"

IF STRIG(O) THEN POKE 711,PEEK(53

770):GOTO 340

RUN

CHSET=(PEEK<106)-8)*256:F0R 1=0 T

O 7:P0KE CHSET+I,O:NEXT I

RESTORE 410

READ A:IF A=-l THEN RETURN

FOR J=0 TO 7:READ B:POKE CHSET+A*

8+J.B:NEXT J

GOTO 380

3,56,124,174

4,56,124,234

5,56,84,214

6,56,124

251

174,254,186,68,

234,254,186,68,

54,254,186,68,5

54,214,214,186,68,

255,255,255,255,25

DATA

56

DATA

56

DATA

6

DATA

56

DATA

5, 255

DATA -1

GRAPHICS 17:P0KE 756.CHSET/256

SC=PEEK(88>+256*PEEK(89):SETCOLOR

2,0,0

DIM A<3):A(0)=2:A<l)=~40:A(2)=-2:

A<3)=40:WL=129:HL=0:TRAP 32767

A=SC+21

FOR 1=1 TO 21s? #6;"■■■■■■------«!

Hf■■■■'■ - mfvt I : POKE A, 5

J = INT(RND <1)*4) :X = J

B= A +A(J >

IF PEEK(B)=WL THEN POKE B,J+isPDK

E A+A(J)/2.HL:A=B:GOTO 530

J=(j-H) *<J<3) :IF JOX THEN 540

J=PEEK(A):P0KE A,HL:IF J<5 THEN A

=A-A(J-l>:G0T0 530

RETURN

Program 4: VIC-20 Version

100 REM HIDDEN MAZE: VIC-20 VERSION

110 PRINT"{CLEAR}";:GOSUB 360:GOSUB 480

120 PP=253
130 POKE SCR+PP,5:P0KE CMEM+PP,2

140 DIM DIR(3)
150 DIR(0)=22:DIR(1)=23:DIR(2)=21:DIR(3)=1

160 T=TI

Ilid/lm Maze - Atari ami VIC-20 Version

VIC-20 Notes
The VIC-20 version of" Hidden Maze will run

on a standard 5K VIC. Use yourjoystick-

controller to move the smiling face around

the maze, which gradually appears as you

move about. Try to reach the upper left-hand

corner of the maze as quickly as you can. You

can press the fire button to see the entire

maze for a few seconds, but you will be

"paralyzed"' for another few seconds as a

penalty.

This game is a direct translation of the

Atari version and, as such, is an illustration of

some aspects ol converting Atari programs to

the VIC. The Atari GRAPHICS 1 screen is

similar to the VIC-20 screen (20x24 vs. 22x23).

Both machines store custom characters in the

same format (but at different memory loca

tions). POKEs can be used on both machines

to manipulate redefined characters as

"shapes," such as the face used in the VIC

version.

J

170 FOR 1=0 TO 3

180 POKE CMEM+PP+DIR(I) ,5

190 POKE CMEM+PP-DIR(I),5

200 NEXT I
210 POKE37154,127:X=(NOTPEEK(37151))AND60-((PE

EK(37152)AND128)=0):POKE37154f255

211 IFX=0THEN210
215 TP=PP-22*((XAND8)>0)+22*((XAND4)>0)-((XAND

l)>0)+((XAND16)>0)
220 CHR=-(3*((XAND16)>0)+4*((XAND1)>0)+5*((XAN

D4)>0)+6*((XAND8)>0) )

230 IFCHR<3ORCHR>6THENCHR=5
240 IF(XAND32)THENPOKECC,8:FORW=1TO2000:NEXT:P

OKECC,27:FORW=1TO2000:NEXT

250 IF PEEK(SC+TP)<>32 THEN 270



FOR THE MOST EXCITING VIDEO GAMES

AT THE LOWEST PRICES
We hove one of the largest selections of softwore available 'oryour home computer ot the lowest prices You will find oil
of the top games and office monogement software in our catalog ot from 20% to 30% below retail We also have

special offers for user groups

TRY THESE GET-ACQUAINTED SPECIALS
DISKETTE SPECIAL

FREE PLASTIC LIBRARY CASE WITH PURCHASE OF EVERY BOX OF 10

$24.95
Personally labeled for THE SOFWAPE CONNECTION by one of the most respected producers of magnetic
media Each diskette is smgie-sided and certified double density at 40 tracks To insure extended media

life, eoch diskette is manufactured with a reinforced hub-hole

10 Boxes

FOR YOUR ATARI®

COMPU-READ (Dl* or Cassette)

RASTER BLASTER <di*;

CANDY FACTORY <nk)

LUNAR LANDER cas^c™,*)

APPLE PANIC (tot.cc..*)

DR. GOODCODE'S CAVERN {DU0

STAR BLAZER en*.

GAMMA SOCCER o*«cowette)

GAMMA HOCKEY (Disk or Cassette)

Retail

$29.95

$29.95

$29.95

$24.95

$29.95

$29.95

$31.95

$29.95

$29.95

or more:

Our Price

$20.00

$20.00

$19.00

$17.00

$19.00

$20.00

$24.00

$19.00

$19.00

$22.50/box

FOR YOUR APPLE®

EGGS-IT

RASTER BLASTER

NEPTUNE

LAZERSILK

STAR BLAZER

PHASER FIRE

HIGH ORBIT

ZENITH

ANY 3 FOR JUST $50.00

Retail

$29,95

$29.95

$29.95

$29.95

$31.95

$29.95

$29.95

$34.95

Our Price

$19.00

$20.00

$19.00

$19.00

$21.00

$19.00

$19.00

$23.00

CARTRIDGE SPECIALS FOR

YOUR ATARI 400/600

Retail Our Price
CENTIPEDE $44.95 $34.95

PAC MAN $44.95 $34.95

EMBARGO $44.95 $34.95

FIREBIRD $39.95 $29.95

EXTRA SPECIALS FOR
YOUR ATARI 400/800

HK>GGER

GORFcd*)

CANYON CLIMBER

Retail Our Price

$34.95 $24.95

$39.95 $27.95

$29.95 $20.00

MAIL ORDERS: For fast delivery, send certified check,
money orders/or Visa or MasterCard number and expiration
date, fa total purchase price plus 1% or S2 minimum for post
age and handling. Add S5 for shipment outside the contin

ental US California Residents add 6% sales fax

Catalog free with any order or send $2 postage and handlinq
and your computer type to

SSRi,^ Ch2!;0©cafd orders In California call (916)
925-2666 or 800-565-1212 to obtain our new toll-free
number.

^Subject to stock on hand. Prices subject to change. 5133 Vista Del Oro Way Fair Oaks, CA 95628
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260 POKE SCR+PP,32:POKE SCR+TP,CHR:POKE CMEM+T

P,2:PP=TP

270 IF PPO23 THEN 170

280 FORI=1TO100:POKE CCTRL,255*RND{0):NEXT:POK

ECCTRL,27

290 PRINT"{CLEAR}{REV}{PUR}YOU DID IT1":POKE36

869,240

300 SEC=INT((TI-TJ/60)

310 PRINT"{GRN}IN";SEC;"SECONDS"

320 PRINT:PRINT"{CYN}PRESS {RED}{REV}SPACE*OFF

OFFHCYN} TO":PRINT"PLAY AGAIN . {BLU} "

340 GETA$:IFAS=""THEN340

350 RUN

360 REM LOAD CHARACTER SET

365 CHSET=7168:POKE51,240:POKE52,CH/256-1:POKE

5 5,240:POKE56,CH/256-l

370 FORI=0TO7:POKECH+256+I,0:NEXT

380 READA:IFA=-1THENRETURN

390 FORJ=0TO7:READB:POKECHSET+A*8+J,B:NEXTJ

400 GOTO380

410 DATA3,56,124,174,174,254,186,68,56

4 20 DATA4,56,124,234,234,254,186,68,56

4 30 DATA5,56,84,214,254,254,186,68,56

440 DATA 6,56,124,254,214,214,186,68,56

441 DATA 7,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255

470 DATA -1

480 POKE36869,255

485 PRINT"{CLEAR}{22 DOWN}{REV}GENERATING MAZE

'{HOME} {OFF}";
4 90 SC=768 0:CMEM=384 00:CCTRL=36879

5 00 DIMA(3):A(0)=2:A(1)=-44:A(2)=-2:A(3)=44

510 A=SC+23:WL=7:HL=32

5 20 FORI=1TO21:PRINT"{WHT}GGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGG"

:NEXT:POKEA,5

5 30 J=INT(RND(1)*4):X=J:POKESC+50 5,J+128:POKEC

H+505,8*RND(0)

540 B=A+A(J)

550 IFPEEK(B)=WLTHENPOKEB,J+1:POKEA+A(J)/2,HL:

A=B:GOTO530

560 J=-(J+1)*(J<3) :IF JOX THEN 540

570 J=PEEK(A):POKEA,HL:IFJ<5THENA=A-A(J-1):GOT

0530

575 PRINT"{HOME}{22 DOWN} {HOME}
";:POKESC+505,32

580 RETURN

Program 5: Apple II Version

100 REM HIDDEN MAZEsAPPLE II

VERSION

110 HOME

120 GR : REM GO INTO LO-RES MODE

130 HTAB 13: FLASH : PRINT "GENE

RATING MAZE"i NORMAL

140 REM INITIALIZE VARIABLES

150 A(0> = 2aA(l) = - 80iA(2> =

- 2iA<3) = 80

160 WL - BiHL = 7iCT = O

170 DIM M(1680)

ISO A = 859iL = 40

REM GENERATE MAZE

FOR I = 2 TO 38: FOR J = 0 TO

38

210 M(I * L + J> = WL: COLOR= Ji PLOT

L * RND (1),L * RND (l)r NEXT

: NEXT

220 M(A) = 4: GR

230 J = INT ( RND (1) * 4>iZ = J

240 COLOR= 16 * RND (1)

250 PLOT L * RND <1),L * RND <1>

190

200

Apple II Notes
The Apple 11 version of Hidden Maze uses

low-resolution graphics (40x40). The maze is

generated inside a 40x40 array, and each part

of the maze is displayed with the standard

PLOT and COLOR commands. A good en

hancement to the game would use page-flip

ping in the high-resolution mode (to quickly

flash the completed maze), and a series of

shapes for the player character.

Your player character is represented by a

white square. Use the I J,K,and M keys (I = up,

M = do\\n, ] = left, and K = right) to move the

square within the maze. Try to "escape" the

maze by reaching the upper left-hand corner

as quickly as possible. If you gel stuck, press

SPACE for a brief view of the entire maze

(you will be charged 500 extra "time units" for

this, however, and the screen will clear, erasing

all the patiis you've uncovered).

260

270

280

290

300

310

320

330

340

350

360

370

380

390

400

410

420

430

440

450

TT = PEEK ( - 16336)

B = A + A(J): IF M(B) = WL THEN

M(B) = J:M(A + A(J> / 2) = H

LeA = Bt GOTO 230

J = <J + 1) * <J < 3) s IF J <

> Z THEN 270

J ■ M(A):M(A) = HL: IF J < 4 THEN

A = A - A<J>: GOTO 230

GR :PX = 19iPY = 21i HOME

XD(O) = l:YD<0) = OsXD(l) = O

:YD(1> = liXD(2) = - 1:YD(2

) = 1:XD(3) = 1:YD(3) = 1

D(0) = 1:D<1) = 40:D(2) = 39:

D<3> = 41

REM RANDOMLY KNOCK HOLES IN

MAZE

FOR I = 1 TO 20:M((36 * RND

(1) + 2) * 40 + 38 * RND <1

)) = HLi NEXT

LOG = PX + PY * 40

FOR I = O TO 3

COLOR= M<L0C + DU>): PLOT P

X + XD(I),PY + YD(I)

C0L0R= M(LOC - D(I>): PLOT P

X - XD(I) ,PY - YD(I)

NEXT I

COLOR= 15: PLOT PX,PY

DIR = PEEK ( - 16384): IF DI

R < 128 THEN CT = CT + Is GOTO

410

POKE - 16368,0:T = PEEK < -

16336)

DIR = DIR - 128

TX = PX + (DIR = 75) - (DIR -

74)

TY = PY + (DIR = 77) - (DIR = 73)
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460 IF DIR - 32 THEN GOSUB 620i

GOTO 350

470 IF M(TX + TY * 40) < > HL THEN

410

480 M(TX + TY * 40) - 15:M(PX + P

Y * 40) = HL

490 C0LOR= HL: PLOT PX,PY: COLOR=

15i PLOT TXyTYiPX = TX:PY = TY

500 IF (PX + PY * L) < > 121 THEN

350

510 FOR K = 1 TO 10

520 FOR I = 1 TO 10:A = PEEK < -

16336)1 FOR W = 1 TO 10 - I:

NEXT : NEXT

530 FOR W = 1 TO 50i NEXT : NEXT

540 TEXT : HOME i FLASH

550 FOR I = 1 TO 24) PRINT "

11! REM 39 SPACES

560 NEXT s VTAB 11: HTAB 15: PRINT

"YOU DID IT!"

570 FOR W = 1 TO 5000i NEXT

580 HOME i INVERSE

590 PRINT "YOUR SCORE:";CT

600 NORMAL

610 END

620 REM DISPLAY WHOLE MAZE

630 FOR I = 2 TO 39

640 FOR J = 0 TO 38

650 COLOR" M<I * L + J): PLOT J, I

660 NEXT J

670 NEXT I

680 FOR W = 1 TO 500: NEXT

690 CT = CT + 500i GR I RETURN

Wizard
o/Utor
By Region Cop

Visible demons and even some invisible
monsters await you as you negotiate the

mazes into the dungeons. Fight in the Arena

Beware of the Pit! The Wizard's mogic is

powerful, but may you and your warriors be
victorious!

16K Cartridge

24 K Disk $35.10

PREPPIE
By Russ Welmore from

Adventure International

This is a challenge to

all golfers (even if

you're not a

Preppie) Can you

recover your goff

ball without drown

ing or being eaten

by a swrft alligator?

Watch out for those

speeding golf carts!

Has 28 colors and

super sound.

Requires joystick. 16K Tape $23.96
GHOST
ENCOUNTERS
From JV Software

There ore 20 treasurers

hidden in 30 rooms.

Onry a fast and irv

genius ghost can

hope to sofve the

puzzles and gain the treasures. Vou've got to

try this one! A/\ A f\^

16K Tape or Disk $24.95

OVER 1,000 PROGRAMS FOR ATARI. APPLE, IBM & TRS-80

To Order Call Toll-Free

|^ 1-800-334-5562 ">
We take MASTERCARD or VISA

Please add S1 50 for postage and handling

the

PROGRRffl C6OT6R
3400A W. Wendover Ave.
Greensboro, NC 27407

(919) 855-8667

A ATARI SPECIALS
Baffle of Shlloh D. T 33.95

. Chop Lifter D 26.95

ATARI Pfotecfor ... ..D,T 28.95
JVfW Frogger D, T 26.95
Eastern Front 0, T 23.95

Space Eggs D 23.95

Sneakers D 23.95

Barvdits D 27.95

Shamus D, T 26.95

Picfcnlck Paranoia D, T 28.95

Crossfire D, I 25.00

Speedway Blast C 30.95

Track Attack D 23.95

Jawbreaker D, T 23.95

Apple Panic D, T 2245

David's Midnight Mogic D 26.00

Asteroids C 27.95

Golf Challenge D, T 19.95

Clowns & Balloons D. T 22.45

Avalanche d, T 18.36

Deadline D 38.95
Missile Command C 28.95
Raster Blaster d 23.95

Rear Guard D, T 17.95

Shattered Alliance D 31.95

Pacific Coast Highway D. T 27.95

Submarine Commander c 39.95

Shooting A/cade D, T 23.95

Zorttl D 31.95
Zorkll d 31.95

Centipede c 32.95

Threshold D 31.95

Tanktics D 23.95

Canyon Climber D. T 22.95
My First Alphabet d 27.95

Word Processor D 125.95

Micro Painter d 26.95

Jumbo Jet Pilot c 39.95

Home Filing Manager d 39.95

The Bookkeeper Kit d 199.96

D - Disk T - Cassette C ■ Cartridge
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Fred D'Ignazio is a computer enthusiast and author ofseveral books on computers for young people. I [e is presently

working on two major projects: he is writing a series of books on how to create graphics-and-sound adventure games.

He is also working on a computer mystery-and-adventure series for young people.

As the father of two young children, Fred has become concerned wilh introducing the computer to children as a

wonderful tool rather than as a forbidding electronic device. His column appears monthly in COMPUTE!

Letters From Readers:

Software,

Sexism, And

Other Topics
Fred D'Ignazio

Associate Editor

I have received lots of mail from people who read

this column. Most people write to compliment me

and tell me I'm on the right track. But I also get

letters that are critical. I welcome both types of

letters. Please keep them coming.

Recently, I received a letter from Jan Murphy

who wrote that she had been enjoying my column

each month. Then she read the column on the

computer friend (COMPUTE!. August 1982). On

page 82, she read the following words:

Is this child a boy or a girl? The computer

friend should know.

This line profoundly angered and upset Jan.

Why? I'll let her tell you in her own words:

U7*y am I mad? I said to myself, 'How refreshing it

would be to have a friend who didn't care if you were a

boy or a girl. And this computer friend idea would be a

great chance to do that, but ifeveryone makes the computer

friend know then that chance would be wasted.'

Why "should" the computer friend know the gender

ofa child? So the friend can treat the child in an "appro

priate" way? How about letting the computer friend treat

the child like, a child instead?

I don't go around saying all men are horrible, or get

active in political things, or do many other thi>igs that

people imagine "feminists" do. I reject the term feminist; I

want human liberation, freedom for both men and

women to be who they are. So ifmy brother can't fix a car,

who cares? That makes him bad at fixing cars, not "less

masculine". And ifI like computers, why shouldn't I?

This is the kind of trap I see us allfalling into when I

read that the computerfriend "should know" the child is a

boy or a girl.

It can't be coincidence that girls often do better in

math in elementary school, yet by the time they are in the

12th grade, they can't cope with numbers. There ivere 3

out of30 in my physics class, 3 girls and 27 boys. Why do

you think I never learned which way to turn a screwdriver

until one of my (male) friends taught me, in high school?

Because "girl's" don't get building toys for Christmas,

that's why. Or telescopes, or chemistry sets, or tools. Why?
There's no reason - it's just the way things have always

been done, that's all, and we don't bother to cast off all the

old baggagefrom the past when a better way ofdoing

things turns up. (Perhaps I should say it this way: nobody

likes to give up old software.) That's natural. But (as
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usual) Ursula K. LeGuin has said it before, and said it

better than I ever could:

To oppose something is to maintain it.

They say here that "all roads lead to

Misknory." To be sure, if you turn your back

on Misknory and walk awayfrom it, you arc

still on the Misknory road. To oppose vul

garity is inevitably to be vulgar. You must

go somewhere else; you must have another

goal; then you walk another road.

-The Left Hand Of Darkness

(Estraven, in chapter I !)

I want our children to be people first, and doers of

great deeds, and makers ofgreat works, creators and

conservers and heroes; all these thingsjirst, and then,

later, when they know who they are and that they can do

great things, and that the world is full of wonderful

things for them to learn, when they arefirmly settled with

a sense of their worth, then, they can also learn to be boys

and girls (if it is still necessa,ry) or men and women.

But I want us to break the circle, as LeGuin would say,

and go free. That's my goal. You want kids to be able to

learn and grow, too, otherwise you wouldn't write such a

neat column. Right?

So when you make your computerfriend with your

thdd (and this goesfor both your children) please be

careful and think about what you might be doing (unco-

sciously, I knoxu) when you tell the computerfriend things

about your child. You've been pretty good sofar, using

"she" and "her" some of the time (I've noticed, yes, and I

was impressed), so keep up the good ivork.

Well, you wanted input on your idea for a computer

friend/pet. I don't know if this is quite what you had in

mind. But a computer named after the Archmage of Roke

desemes the best, and it would break my heart to see him

acting like (he computer in a bad, Heinlein novel.

Thanksfor your columns (I loved the story about

Eric and yourfloppy disks; I'm glad you didn't lose any

thing) - I'm lookingforward to Catie and Eric'sfurther

adventures.

A Response To Jan's Letter

Jan's letter was thoughtful and thought-provoking.

It angered me and upset me. It also convinced me

that I had made a serious blunder.

I spent several days thinking about what Jan

said and talking it over with my wife. I've come up

with a tentative response.

First, I'm glad Jan wrote. The issue she raises

is vital. The more "friendly" that software becomes

— the more it acts like a person - the more it will

carry hidden values. The question is: what are

those values? Are they fair to all people? Or are

they prejudiced and unfair?

Also, this issue assumes even greater impor

tance now that young children are beginning to

use personal computers. These children's values

are largely unformed or, at least, extremely malle

able. Values hidden inside computer-friend and

computer-tutor software might be easily transmit

ted to young children. Again, it's important for us,

as parents and teachers, to uncover these values

and make sure they are similar to our own values.

In this specific case, however, I'm afraid that I

disagree with Jan over whether the computer

friend should ask the child's sex. I still think il

should. It should for two reasons.

First, the child's sex is a biological fact. Second,

the child's sex is an important, perhaps decisive,

factor in determining how other people will treat

the child. For good or bad, it is too big a factor lor

the child, or the friend, to ignore. Only by dealing

with it can the child (and the friend) overcome it.

Back to reason number one: biology. For

biological reasons alone, the child's sex is a central

fact of the child's life. The child identifies herself

or himself, in part, based on that fact.

I'm not saying what that fact means. I'm not

saying that girls and boys shouldn't be free to ex

press their personalities. I'm only saying it is an

important fact and should not be covered up,

rationalized, or denied. If I were a girl or a boy

and I had a computer friend, I would want my

friend to know my sex.

Second, unlike the computer friend, the child

does not live in a vacuum. It lives in the real world.

And the real world is filled with people who dis

criminate against women and men (in different

ways, of course). Prejudice is built into the laws,

into people's values and opinions, into institutions,

and into almost every activity of our lives.

If the friend is to become a real friend, it must

learn which side of the sexual fence the child is on.

Only then will it be able to relate to the challenges

the child will face in trying to overcome the injurious

sexual stereotypes that pressure the child into a

certain kind of behavior, career, style of life, or

whatever.

This issue seems a little over-dramatized,

given the extremely simple computer friend we

have discussed so far. But a major trend in com

puter software is to anthropomorphize computers

and make them more lifelike, human, and friendly.

Computer friends in the near future won't be toy

programs to amuse preschoolers. They will be built

into silicon chips and be an intimate part of our

daily lives — in the office, in the school, and in the

home. Therefore, the type of values our ''friends"

should have is a good issue to be thinking about

right now.

What Do You Think?

Now it is your turn, readers. What do you think

about all this? Please write and tell me how you
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feel. Send your letters to:

Fred D'Ignasio

do COMPUTE!

P.O. Box 5406

Greensboro, NC 27403

A couple of months from now, I'll revive this

issue and print some of the most thought-provoking

letters I receive.

Computer Friends For Adults

A couple of weeks after I'd received Jan's letter, I

got a letter from IrwinJ. Davis of Bridgewater,

New Jersey. In his letter, he proposed a computer

friend for adults. Here is an excerpt from his inter

esting letter:

/ read with interest your article about building a

computerfriendfor a child. It did occur to me that the

same concept could apply to adults. Why not build into

the computer an adult personality like The Sage or Chief

Mentor. The programmer could put in all hisfavorite

sayings or aphorismsfrom secular or religious sources as

Thoreau, Montaigne, The Bible, etc. The computer could

suggest meditation exercises, relaxation techniques de

pending on how the person felt. In the past people would

keep ajournal and write sayings or thoughts of importance

in them. Why not put them into a computer under certain

categories and recall them for certain moods. Suggested

types;

The Sage or Philosopher

The Psychologist

The Swami

The Man ofAction

The Rabbi, Minister, or Priest

The programmer would have to know quite a

bit about his character, which would be a good exercise

for him.

What do you think about this adult computer

friend? Write me if this letter has given you any

ideas.

Computing In The Third World

I am tucked away in a nice little city in the U.S.

This city has every kind ofcomputer support system

I could possibly want. But what would happen if I

were a total novice who wanted to acquire a personal

computer and I lived somewhere in the Third World

(a developing country in Africa, Asia, or Latin

America)?

This was the issue posed to me when I received

a letter from J. J. Bichier, in Caracas, Venezuela.

Bichier is a bush pilot and author. He wants to get

a personal computer.

Here is his story:

/ am a bush pilot-operator, out there in South Amer

ica. Though the idea has been floating in my mindfor a

long time, a couple of months ago on a flight to Miami, I

caught up with computers.

Flight plans, maintenance, operations, costs, losses

and profits, all could nicely be automated and streamlined

down to the meanest decimals, if I put together the proper

hard- and software (within a reasonable budget) and

learned how to use it.

To the good!

Besides the naturalfascinationfor the technology

itself, my main interest in computers lies in the fact that I

am also an author.

When I think of the tedious time- and energy-

consuming process of writing large books with paper, pen,

typewriter, and dictionaries, my mind overflows with the

reams oj crumpled and unfinished versions I have to go

through In get to the final cofry. I am sixty and, besides the

hard labor, there may not be that much time available.

That's where an adequate word processor, proofreading

attached, comes in.

When I think of the possibility ofpouring schematics,

material, partial or polished chapters into the box, with

the ability to retrieve the text instantly, look at it, work on

it and store it again to maturation ofpage, chapter, book,

I drool.

I naturally surrounded myself with all the magazines

and a couple of books I couldfind, haphazardly, tofill in

the blanks. I went through them hungrily. I am learning

PETICBM BASIC and it doesn't seem thatfar off.

But all the ads do not tell the whole story. Venezuela,

my country, lies thousands of miles and weeks awayfrom

the mainstream of marketing, support and maintenance

infrastructures of any technology, computation to the

fore. That has to be considered as well. Anotherfact is my

total lack of experience with the equipment, technologies,

and skills concerned.

For weeks I have sent letters to manufacturers,

wholesalers, dealers and others, to make up my mind as to

hardware, softwares, methods and prices. I thought their

literature might fill some of the gaps. To my dismay, there

was no feedback. Nothingflat.

Since no one in my surroundings is interested enough

or possesses the necessary experience to help me, I am

calling blind: I beg of you to do so, if you would and

couldfind the time.

After reading all the ads and related articles,

promising the "ultimate tool"for so many dollars less than

their competitors and a lot of mulling over, I come up

with the following system layout:

- Commodore 8032 (main unit)

- Z RAM board (summing 96K main working

memory and Z 80 64K CPM compatible memory)

- Commodore 8250 2 mega floppy storage

- C Itoh F 10 daisy wheel silent printer

- Word Pro 5 +

- Compatible proofreader (unidentified)

- Small business management software I could

easily adapt to airplanes (unidentified)
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— Odds and cables

— Spare daisy wheels and ribbons

— Sparc floppy disks

— All user and maintenance manualsfor each piece

of equipment

— Fast access to parts, boards, chips, bits and pieces

— Summing some $5000

— To be delivered at Fort Lauderdale Executive

Airport, Florida, which is of easy reach for me.

Questions abound. Are the components wholly com

patible with each other? How reliable and gremlin proof?

Is the whole system compatible with my goal? Did 1 shoot

short of the necessary memory to manipulate the makings

of books? Etc.

My audacity may surpass my ignorance and you may

have a good laugh.

There is no 100% proof reason for me to espouse the

Commodore system rather than any other in its price

range. It just seems tofit andfor no valid reason at all I

like it. My philosophy on the matter is that whichever

system I end up with, my task will be hundreds of times

easier, once I master its particularities, learn it inside out,

and stick with it.

Another factor in favor of Commodore is that it is

represented in Caracas, though it carries a 100%c markup

over stateside retail prices. There may be some support

there. On the other hand, a son oj mine is trouble shooting

for Ohio Scientific in Venezuela. With the proper manuals

in hand, there should be no fuss to keep going.

Still, the decision is intimidating.

Another interesting challenge 1 can come up with is

this: I am trilingual, but do word processors and proof

readers existfor Spanish or French tongues? The ansiuer

to that might make of me another non-native English

writer, though most of what I have to say is a lot tastier in

its native Spanish.

This is my story. I hope your secretary will be kind

enough to let it reach you — so you may decide to help.

Whichever happens, I shall be counting the days to

thank you.

If you have any knowledge that would help

Senor Bichier, please write him directly:

Cap].]. Bichier

Apartado de Correo F.ste 60409

Caracas 1060

Venezuela

South America

Also, I would very much like to hear from

readers who know what it is like to use personal

computers outside the United States, particularly

in the Third World. In a couple of months, I will

touch on this subject again and print excerpts from

some of the letters I receive.

Upcoming: Teacher And Pet

In two months, Til return to my discussion of the

computer friend. We'll make the friend capable of

remembering things it learns from the child. Then

we'll experiment with this feature by creating a

"friendly" computer teacher and a "friendly" com

puter pet.

As you read the column and try the friend

programs, please write me with your comments

and send me copies of program enhancements you

develop —on any of the popular machines. At the

end of my discussion about computer friends, I

will print the most helpful letters and listings. ©

ZX81*"TIMEX/SINCLAIR 1000
SOFTWARE

ENTERTAINMENT* -EDUCATIONAL

•FINANCIAL PLANNING*

Introductory game tape, four 2K games & one 16K game

ONLY $3.95

16K DEEP SPACE game ONLY $5.95

Add 75C shipping and handling per order

FREE catalog send SASE to:

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT ASSOC.
2240 W. McRae Way, Dopt C

Phoenix, AZ 85027

AZ RESIDENTS ADD TAX

ZXBI Trademark - Sinclair Research

Time* Sinclair 1000 - Trademark Timex

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
v FOR YOUR VIC

Choose From Programs Such As

• GOTCHA MATH

• ENGLISH INVADERS

• MISSPELL

$9.95 Each

► For FREE Program Catalog Call or Write:

HOUSE,
P Q BDH 325

(i!H IMhli ntll.HUWMi 48042

BBS QII3

We Handle Games For Your VIC, Too!

DRAGONS & TREASURE • VIC TREK

ASTRO COMMAND* AND MORE!

PET Educational Software Also Available
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High res graphics can he used for games, math equation

plotting, light pen applications, drawing designs—any

application where you want to turn on one dot on the TV

screen. This article explores high resolution graphics on

the 5K and extended 8K VIC-20.

Understanding

VIC High

Resolution

Graphics
Roger N. Trendowski

Randolph, NJ

The VIC performs high res graphics through bit

mapping the screen. Bit mapping is a method

where each clot of resolution on the screen (called a

pixel) is assigned its own bit in memory. If the bit is

one, then the pixel is on; if zero, the pixel is off.

Your screen displays 506 alpha/numeric/

graphic characters, 22 horizontal and 23 vertical.

Since each character is made of 8x8 pixels, your

screen consists of 32384 pixels. With high res

graphics, you can selectively turn off or on each of

these 32384 pixels —if you have enough memory

(more about memory requirements later). Without

enough memory, the X or horizontal coordinate

may vary from 0 to 176, and Y from 0 to 184.

VIC Technique

Bit mapping is done on the VIC using the "pro

grammable character" technique-when you POKE

a screen location with a number from within that

location. Try this on an unexpanded VIC: press

the [RUN STOP] [RESTORE] kevs,.then type in:

POKE36879,62

POKE7690,0

This places a character display code of zero in

the top middle of your screen (location 7690). An

"@" character should appear. The first POKE

turns the screen blue so that you can see the char

acter. To display this character, VIC takes the

display code and looks up the corresponding eight

lines in ROM (Read Only Memory) starting with

location 37768.

In the case of display code "0", ihe first eight

bytes (memory locations) of ROM are used - 37768

through 37775. Each eight-bit byte in ROM defines

a row of pixels which make up part of the "@"

character. Now, if the display code "1" was POKEd

instead of "'0", an "A" would be displayed — it is

stored in eight bytes of ROM starting at 32776.

The next step in understanding the bit map

ping technique is to see how programmable char

acters are changed. Since the ROM area where the

alpha/numeric/graphic characters are stored cannot

be changed by a POKE command, we must change

the VIC pointer from ROM to unused locations in

RAM (Random Access Memory). To change this

pointer, type in:

POKE36869,253

This memory location, which contains both

the character memory pointer and a screen memory

pointer, now points to RAM location 5120. The

graphic garbage on your screen represents random

data stored in the new eight-byte character RAM

locations. Hit the [RUN STOP] [RESTORE] keys

to clear the screen.

Try this short program which will show some

of the fundamentals of high res graphics and bit

mapping.

10 POKE36879,62

20 FORI = 5120TO6143:POKEI,0:NEXT

30 POKE7680,0

40 POKE36869,253

50 POKE5120,1

60 GOTO50

Look at what has happened at the top left of

the screen. A pixel has been turned on in the first

row. Line 20 of the program cleared random data

out of the RAM memory locations 5120-6143. Line

30 put a display character code of zero in 7680

(normally an (S character equals display code

zero). Line 40 changed the character pointer from

ROM to RAM location 5120. Line 50 created a new

character in the first of eight bytes that define

display character zero. The remaining seven bytes

of display character zero (locations 5121 through

5127) remain cleared, meaning their bits are equal

to zeros. Line 50 causes bit position 0 (right-most

bit in the byte) to equal one. Line 60 causes VIC to

remain in a loop so that the screen does not display

"READY" and interrupt our demonstration. A

conclusion from this exercise is that setting a bit to

one in programmable character memory (e.g.,

5120, bit #0) turns on a corresponding pixel.

Try using binary word encoding with different

values (0-255) in line 50 of the above program.

Bit# 76543210

Byte 5120 -****"«

00000001 = 1

00000010 = 2

10000000 55 128

To expand your understanding, type the

following change to the above program and run it:



WORD

PROCESSOR?

You bet! Quick Brown Fox word processing software has more features

than Word Star and runs on even a standard VIC-20. And it can grow

and grow. Add memory, 80 column display, disks, evenaletter

quality printer. We'll show you how a first-class

word processor can be yours for less than $2000!

It all starts with the Quick Brown Fox at $65.

lCK
5ROWN

Call or write for our free brochure

Quick Brown Fox 548 Broadway New York NY 10012 (800) 547-5995 Ext 194

Dealer Inquiries Invited (212) 925-8290
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30 U = 0:FORJ = 7680TO770I:POKEJ,U:U = U+l:

NEXT

50 POKE5I28,1

The screen should show ;i pixel sei in the Kith

position from the left. Line 20 POKEd display

codes of O.I.2...21 into VIC's screen memory 7680

through 7701. Corresponding eight-byte blocks of

RAM. starting with 5120, are cleared except for

the bit 0 in byte 5 128 - the top row of character

number 1. Therefore, VIC turns on the corres

ponding screen pixel.

New

Programmable

Character

Memory Screen Memory

5120

5121

5122

5123

5124

5125

5126

5127

5128

5135

00000001

)
s-—-V

For

8 Byte
Display

Character
0

(Note)

For

8 Byte
Display

Characier

I

Note: When 8x16 character size is used, 16 bytes are used to

define a display character on the screen.

Display Characters

If there are 506 character positions on the screen

and only 256 possible display characters, then the

question is: how do you ("ill up the rest of the screen?

Use an obscure memory location - 36867, bit 0.

Type "NEW" and then type the following lines

without line numbers:

POKE36879,62

POKE36867, (PEEK(36867)OR1

POKE7690,0

Among graphic garbage, iwo characters should

have appeared at the top center of the screen: an

"(a " over an "A". The second line changed the

VIC to a character matrix size of 8x16 (when bit 0

of this location equals I). The VIC now uses the

first 16 bytes to define display character 0. The

third line POKEs display code zero into location

7690. In tliis way, by POKEing from 0 through 253

display codes on the screen, we can display all 506

character positions.

Memory Requirements

As mentioned earlier, bit mapping the entire screen

would require 1*2384 pixels or 4048 bytes of RAM

(32384 divided by eight bits per byte). With the

original YIC-20. you have only 3583 bytes of BASIC

RAM to work with for both the program and bit

mapping. Therefore, you will have to limit the area

of the screen you map. With a +3K or +8K memory

expander cartridge, you can map a larger portion

of the screen. It takes both the 3K and 8K expan

sions to bit map the entire screen.

When using an 8K expander, you must also

perform some extra operations. A critical step will

be to locate your high res program above screen

memory and programmable character memory. I

suggest location 8192. which is the first location in

the 8K expander. The following 8k high resolution

demonstration program will explain this

technique.

X and Y Coordinate Calculations

Given that we now know how to turn a pixel off or

on by changing a bit in programmable character

memory (5120 + ), we still must have the program

take an X or Y coordinate and translate it to the

corresponding byte number and bit location. The

following calculations must be made by the

program:

CHAR = INT(X/8)*I1 + INT(Y/I6)

This gives the display code of the character you

want to change. Next, calculate the proper row in

the character by using:

ROW = (Y/16-INT(Y/16))*16

From the CHAR# and ROW#, you can calculate

l he byte where X and Y lies.

Byte = 5120+16*CH + R0

The last calculation to be made identifies which bit

must be changed.

Bit = 7-(X-(INT(X/8)*8))

To turn on any bit with the coordinates X,Y, use

this formula:

POKE BY.PEEK (BY) OR (2 ^ BI)

Example

Program 1, for the unexpanded 5K VIC', bit maps

approximately two-thirds of the screen and allows

you to control pixel plotting with a joystick. The

portion of the screen used for high res graphics is

limited by your BASIC! RAM area. Only 1022 bytes

are left available for a BASIC program (locations

1096 to 5019). By changing the programmable

character pointer from location 5120 to 6 144 or

7168 (see Table 1), you make more bytes available

for your BASIC! program: therefore, there is less

bit map area of the screen.

In Program I, line 50 sets up parameters for

joystick control and starting X and Y coordinates.
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Line 60 colors the screen so that pixels will show.

Line 70 clears all programmable character locations.

Line 80 changes the VIC screen to an 8x16 charac

ter matrix size. Line 90 POKEs display codes zero

through 153 in screen memory locations 7680

through 7832. If you insert an "END" statement

between lines 90 and 100, you can see the display

characters as taken from ROM. Line 100 changes

the character pointer from ROM to RAM (location

5 120). The screen clears to black because there are

no programmable characters defined in 5120 lo

7679.

The main program loop starts at line 110.

This line points to the subroutine for reading the

X and V coordinates from the joystick. {If you want

an explanation of this subroutine, look up David

Malmberg's article in the tall 1981 issue oiHome

and Educational Computing!'.) Lines 120 through 160

perform the necessary character (CH), row (RO),

byte (BY), and bit (HI) calculations and operations

to turn on a pixel. Warning: when you are playing

with the demo program, don't go out of bounds or

else you will invade other important memory loca

tions. Strange things will appear!

Example Program For 8K Expanded VIC-20

This demonstration program will bit map approxi

mately 75% of the screen, leaving 8192 bytes free

for your application program. By the way, these

8192 bytes are all located in the 8K expander. The

759? limitation results from the VIC requirement

that all screen memory and programmable charac

ter memory be resident in the VIC and not in the

8K RAM expander.

Before typing in or loading this program, type

in the following:

POKE44,32

POKE642,32

POKE8192,0

These three POKEs are critical! The first and

second commands place the new page number of

where your BASIC program will be loaded into

RAM. The page number is derived by dividing the

intended starling address by 25(5 since there are

256 bytes per page in the VIC (8192/256 = 32).

The third command zeros the first word of your

BASICS program area-a must if you expect this

thing to run. Now type in the program.

Except for a few lines, the explanation of this

8K program is the same as for the 5K demo pro

gram, except for three lines. Line 90 now contains

the starting screen address of 4096 and character

display codes up to 190. Line 100 POKEs a 205

into the character pointer to point to location 5120.

This difference (253 VS 205) is due to the dual

function that 36869 performs. Only the lower four

bits of this location contain the character memory

pointer. Line 295 is also changed. The Y represents

the maximum Y coordinate you can turn on with

the joystick.

Program 1.

EXAMPLE OF HIGH RES10 REM ORIGINAL 5K VIC

GRAPHICS

4 0 REM

5 0 DD=37154:P1=37151:P2=37152:X=10:Y=10

60 POKE36879,8:PRINT"{CLEAR}"

70 FORI=5120TO8185:POKEI,0:NEXT

80 POKE36867,PEEK(36867)OR1

9 0 FORI=0TO153:POKE768 0+I,I:NEXTI

100 POKE36869,253

110 GOSUB200

120 CH=INT(X/8)+INT(Y/16)*22

130 RO=(Y/16-INT(Y/16))*16

140 BY=5120+16*CH+RO

150 BI=7-(X-(INT(X/8)*8))

160 POKEBY,PEEK(BY)OR(2"BI)

170 GOTO110

180 REM

200 P0KEDD,127:P=PEEK(P2)AND128

210 J0=-(P=0)

220 P0KEDD,255:P=PEEK(Pl)

230 Jl=-(<PAND8)=0)

240 J2=-((PAND16)=0)

250 J3=-((PAND4)=0)

260 IFJ0=1THENX=X+1

270 IFJ2=1THENX=X-1

280 IFJ1=1THENY=Y+1

290 IFJ3=1THENY=Y-1

295 IFY>104THENY=104

300 RETURN

Program 2.

10 REM ORIGINAL 8K VIC EXAMPLE OF HIGH RES

GRAPHICS

4 0 REM

50 DD=37154:P1=37151:P2=37152:X=10:Y=10

60 POKE36879,8:PRINT"{CLEAR}"

70 FORI=5120TO8185:POKEI,0:NEXT

80 POKE36867,PEEK(36867)OR1

9 0 FORI=0TO190:POKE4 096+I,I:NEXTI

100 POKE36869,205

110 GOSUB200

120 CH=INT(X/8)+INT(Y/16)*22

130 RO=(Y/16-INT(Y/16))*16

140 BY=5120+16*CH+RO

150 BI=7-(X-(INT(X/8)*8))

160 P0KEBY,PEEK(BY}0R(2"BI)

170 GOTO110

180 REM

200 P0KEDD,127:P=PEEK(P2)AND128

210 J0=-(P=0)

220 POKEDD,255:P=PEEK(Pl)

230 Jl=-{(PAND8)=0)

240 J2=-((PAND16)=0)

250 J3=-((PAND4)=0)

260 IFJ0=1TH£NX=X+1

270 IFJ2=1THENX=X-1

280 IFJ1=1THENY=Y+1

290 IFJ3=1THENY=Y-1

295 IFY>143THENY=143

300 RETURN



Table 1. Important Memory Locations For

High Res Graphics

5K (Unexpanded) VIC-20

7680 Start of screen memory

5120 or

6144 or

7168

Start of special RAM for programmable

characters

63869 Pointer to character set RAM memory

253forlocation5120

254 for location 6144

255forlocation7168

36867 Sets 8x 16 dot character size

(BitO=l)

Table 2. VIC-20 With + 8K Expander

43,44 Pointer to start of BASIC Program

(Normally, 1,18; change to 1,32 for

location 8193)

642,643 Pointer to start of BASIC Program

(Normally, 0,18; change to 0,32 for

location 8192)

5120 or

6144 or

7168

Start of special RAM for programmable

characters

8192 First memory location ofBASIC program

area. Must be set to zero.

63869 Pointer to character set RAM memory,

normally 192; must be set to:

205 for 5120

206 for 6144

207 for 7168

36867 Sets 8x 16 dot character size

(Bit 0=1)

VIC-20 OWNERS
The Ultimate Expansion Board Has Arrlvedl

• 5 slot—switch selectable (not an inconvenient DIP switch) allows

control between computer mode and game mode.

• Fully buffered • Fuse protection

• Reset button • 90 day guarantee—assembled

• Auxiliary power supply jack • Write protection on one slot

• Superior quality and convenience

ORDER YOUR DATASPAN-20 TODAY!

Kit $54.95 Factory Direct Prices Assembled $79.95
Pin* $3.00 for shipping & handling

NEW! NEW! NEW!
Convert Your Commodore

8K Cartridge to 16K

Complete Kit & Instructions

S33.00 Shipping Included

Digital Interface Systems Co.

P.O. Box 8715

Portland, Oregon 97207

(503) 295-5890

VIC-20 is a iraQemark ol Commodore Business Machines

we are

commodore VIC
experts!!

(we have the lowest prices-PLUS!!)

• We sell and service only VIC-20

Computers!

• We have more in stock merchandise

than anyone!

• We give the best service in the USA!

• One day delivery express mail!

• We handle warranty and service within

24 hours!

• We give 15 day free trial on all

merchandise!

• We mail refunds within 24 hours after

receiving returns!

• We have over 500 programs—270

educational tapes—programming

aids—business—home—games!

• We mail free catalogs—specify

category you desire!

• We accept Visa and Mastercard—plus

we ship C.O.D.!

• We are the first to offer new

"in stock" items!

"BUY YOUR COMPUTER'S CHRISTMAS

PRESENT NOW!"

1. TRACTION-FRICTION LINE PRINTER

This new COM-STAR defuxe printer, prints
8%" x 11" full size letter quality single, roll

or fan fold paper, labels and etc. Impact dot

matrix bi-directional 40, 66, 80, 132

columns. Includes interface cable that

plugs direct into the VIC-20 computer, no

other costly interface is needed. List

$599.00 — Sale $399.00

2. UP TO 60K EXPANSION MODULE Aero

Space designed—6 slot—add up to 6

cartridges—switch select any program.

Start and strop any program with reset

button—not necessary to remove cartridges

or turn off computer, saves time, television

and computer (one year warranty) List

$149.00 — Sale $89.00

WE LOVE OUR CUSTOMERS
(our prices provt It)

(FACTORY-DIRECT)EIMTERPRIZES
BOX 550, BARRINGTON, ILLINOIS 60010
Phone 312/382-5244 to order
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For Apple Logo and Atari PILOT, this program provides a way to make the turtle draw the numeralsJrom zero to

nine. Using the techniques shown, you will be able to extend this method to include the alphabet as well. TI and Radio

Shack Logo users can build a program from the examples given.

Making The Turtle Count

David D. Thornburg

Associate Editor

With the single exception of Apple SuperPILOT,

none of the popular turtle graphics systems with

which I am familiar allows the user to freely inter

mix text and graphics. One solution to this problem

is to teach the turtle how to write!

If we are going to have the turtle draw numbers

on the screen, we should pick a number drawing

technique that lets us draw numbers of any size,

orientation, location, and color we choose. The

result will be a text display system that is more

powerful than traditional dot matrix characters.

The character field I have chosen is three

units wide and five units high. If the resultant

characters are too high and skinny on your display,

you will want to modify our method slightly to

satisfy your own taste. The turtle starts and ends

each character at the upper left corner of the grid,

with its orientation pointing up along the left edge.

Using this grid we can design die numerals we

want to draw, as shown below:

A

Each procedure for drawing consists of picking

the turtle's pen up, moving the turtle to the starling

position, putting the pen down, drawing the char

acter in one continuous motion, picking the pen

up, and moving the turtle back to its starting posi

tion and orientation. The shapes of the characters

are defined so that each line segment is either

along a grid length or along a grid diagonal. Since

the length of the diagonal is larger than the grid

length by the square root of two, our procedures

need to incorporate this number.

This is fairly easy for the Apple Logos since

they all use floating point arithmetic. Atari PILOT,

TI Logo, and Radio Shack Color Logo, however,

use only integer arithmetic. So, for these languages,

we need to find a way to approximate the multipli

cation of a number by the square root of two. Obvi

ously, we can't use the decimal number 1.414 be

cause the language won't know what to do with it.

Similarly, we can't just multiply by (1414/1000)

because, if this division is performed first, the

result will be one! But, if we first multiply the grid

size by 1414 and then do the division by 1000, the

result should be an effective approximation.

The following listings for the ten numeral
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procedures are shown In Apple Logo and Atari

PILOT. Users of TI Logo, Radio Shack Color

Logo, and other languages using integer arithmetic

will have to mix and match from these two sets of

procedures as needed.

BACK :SIZE * 4

PENUP

FORWARD :SIZE * 5 LEFT 90

FORWARD :SIZE * 2 RIGHT 90

PENDOWN

END

Apple LOGO

TO ZERO :SIZE

HAKE "ROOT :SIZE * 1.41421

PENUP

BACK :SI2E

PENDOWN

RIGHT 45 FORWARD :R00T

RIGHT 45 FORWARD :SIZE

RIGHT 45 FORWARD :R00T

RIGHT 45 FORWARD :SIZE * 3

RIGHT 4 5 FORWARD :ROOT

RIGHT 45 FORWARD :SIZE

RIGHT 45 FORWARD :R00T

RIGHT 45 FORWARD :SIZE * 3

PENUP

FORWARD :SIZE

PENDOWN

END

TO ONE :SIZE

MAKE "ROOT :SIZE * 1.41421

PENUP

BACK :SI2E RIGHT 90

FORWARD :SIZE LEFT 45

PENDOWN

FORWARD :ROOT

RIGHT 135 FORWARD :SIZE * 5

RIGHT 90 FORWARD :SIZE

BACK :SIZE * 2

PENUP

RIGHT 90 FORWARD :SIZE * 5

LEFT 90 FORWARD :SIZE * 3

RIGHT 90

PENDOWN

END

TO TWO :SIZE

MAKE "ROOT :SIZE * 1.41421

PENUP

BACK :SIZE

PENDOWN

RIGHT 45 FORWARD :ROOT

RIGHT 45 FORWARD :SIZE

RIGHT 45 FORWARD :ROOT

RIGHT 45 FORWARD :SIZE

RIGHT 45 FORWARD :ROOT * 3

LEFT 135 FORWARD :SIZE * 3

PENUP

LEFT 90 FORWARD :SIZE * 5

LEFT 90 FORWARD :SIZE * 3

RIGHT 90

PENDOWN

END

TO THREE :SIZE

HAKE "ROOT :SIZE * 1.41421
RIGHT 90 FORWARD :SIZE * 3

RIGHT 135 FORWARD :ROOT * 2

LEFT 135 FORWARD :SIZE

RIGHT 45 FORWARD :ROOT

RIGHT 45 FORWARD :SIZE

RIGHT 45 FORWARD :ROOT

RIGHT 45 FORWARD :SIZE

RIGHT 4 5 FORWARD :ROOT

PENUP

RIGHT 45 FORWARD :SIZE * 4

PENDOWN

END

TO FOUR :SIZE

MAKE "ROOT :SIZE * 1.41421
RIGHT 180 FORWARD :SIZE * 3

LEFT 90 FORWARD :SIZE * 3

BACK :SIZE

LEFT 90 FORWARD :SIZE * 2

Atari PILOT

*ZERO

C: #R=(#S*1414)/1000

GR: PENUP

GR: DRAW ~#S

GR: PEN YELLOW

GR: TURN 45; DRAW #R

GR: TURN 45; DRAW #S

GR: TURN 45; DRAW #R

GR: TURN 45; DRAW SS*3

GR: TURN 45: DRAW SR

GR: TURN 45; DRAW fiS

GR: TURN 45: DRAW #R

GR: TURN 45; DRAW #S*3

GR: PENUP

GR: DRAW SS

GR: PEN YELLOW

E:

*ONE

C: #R=(SS*1414)/1000

GR: PENUP

GR: DRAW -SS; TURN 90

GR: DRAW #S; TURN -45

GR: PEN YELLOW

GR: DRAW #R

GR: TURN 135; DRAW #S*5

GR: TURN 90; DRAW fS

GR: DRAW -#S*2

GR: PENUP

GR: TURN 90; DRAW *S*5

GR: TURN -90; DRAW «S*3

GR: TURN 90

GR: PEN YELLOW

E:

*TWO

C: #R=(#S*1414)/1OQO

GR: PENUP

GR: DRAW -IS

GR: PEN YELLOW

GR: TURN 45; DRAW SR

GR: TURN 45; DRAW SS

GR: TURN 45; DRAW #R

GR: TURN 45; DRAW SS

GR: TURN 45; DRAW #R*3

GR: TURN -135; DRAW #S*3

GR: PENUP

GR: TURN -90; DRAW SS*5

GR: TURN -90; DRAW SS*3

GR: RIGHT "90

GR: PEN YELLOW

E:

♦THREE

C: #R=(f»S*1414)/1000

GR: TURN 90; DRAW #S*3

GR: TURN 135; DRAW SR*2

GR: TURN -135; DRAW SS

GR: TURN 45; DRAW SR

GR: TURN 45; DRAW #S

GR: TURN 45; DRAW «R

GR: TURN 45; DRAW #S

GR: TURN 45; DRAW #R

GR: PENUP

GR: TURN 45; DRAW 3S*4

GR: PEN YELLOW

E:

♦FOUR

C: #R=(8S*1414)/1000

GR: TURN 180; DRAW #S*3

GR: TURN -90; DRAW #S*3

GR: DRAW -#S

GR: TURN -90; DRAW #S*2

TO FIVE

MAKE '

RIGHT

BACK :

RIGHT

:SIZE

"ROOT :SIZE

90 FORWARD

:SIZE * 3

90

LEFT 90 1

RIGHT

RIGHT

RIGHT

RIGHT

RIGHT

PENUP

RIGHT

45

45

45

45

45

45

PENDOWN

END

FORWARD

FORWARD :

FORWARD

FORWARD

FORWARD

FORWARD

FORWARD

FORWARD

* 1.4142

:SI2E

:SIZE

SIZE *

:ROOT

:SIZE

:ROOT

:SIZE

:ROOT

:SIZE

* 3

* 2

2

* 4

TO SIX :SIZE

MAKE "ROOT :SIZE * 1.41421

PENUP

RIGHT 90 FORWARD :SIZE * 3

RIGHT 90 FORWARD :SIZE

RIGHT 135

PENDOWN

FORWARD :ROOT

LEFT 45 FORWARD :SIZE"

LEFT 45 FORWARD :ROOT

LEFT 45 FORWARD :SIZE * 3

LEFT 45 FORWARD :ROOT

LEFT 45 FORWARD :SIZE

LEFT 45 FORWARD :ROOT

LEFT 45 FORWARD :SIZE

LEFT 45 FORWARD :ROOT

LEFT 45 FORWARD :SIZE

LEFT 45 FORWARD :ROOT

PENUP

RIGHT 135 FORWARD :SIZE * 3

PENDOWN

END

TO SEVEN :SIZE

MAKE "ROOT :SIZE * 1.41421

RIGHT 90 FORWARD :SIZE * 3

RIGHT 135 FORWARD :ROOT * 2

LEFT 45 FORWARD :SIZE * 3

PENUP

RIGHT 180 FORWARD :SIZE * 5

LEFT 90 FORWARD :SIZE

RIGHT 90

PENDOWN

END

TO EIGHT :SIZE

HAKE "ROOT :SIZE * 1.41421

PENUP

RIGHT 90 FORWARD ;SIZE

PENDOWN

FORWARD :SIZE

RIGHT 45 FORWARD :ROOT

RIGHT 90 FORWARD :ROOT

RIGHT 45 FORWARD :SIZE

LEFT 45 FORWARD :RO0T

LEFT 45 FORWARD :SIZE

LEFT 45 FORWARD :ROOT

LEFT 45 FORWARD :SIZE

LEFT 45 FORWARD :ROOT

LEFT 45 FORWARD :SI2E

LEFT 45 FORWARD :ROOT

LEFT 45 FORWARD :SIZE

RIGHT 45 FORWARD :ROOT

RIGHT 90 FORWARD :ROOT

PENUP

LEFT 135 FORWARD :SIZE

RIGHT 90

PENDOWN

END

TO NINE :SIZE

MAKE "ROOT :SIZE * 1.41421

PENUP

RIGHT 90 FORWARD :SIZE * 3

GR: DRAW -#S*4

GR: PENUP

GR: DRAW SS*5; TURN -90

GR: DRAW tfS*2; TURN 90

GR: PEN YELLOW

E:

*FIVE

C: #R=(#S*1414)/1000

GR: TURN 90; DRAW SS*3

GR: DRAW -SS*3

GR: TURN 90; DRAW 3S*2

GR: TURN -90; DRAW #S*2

GR: TURN 45; DRAW SR

GR: TURN 45; DRAW #S

GR: TURN 45; DRAW #R

GR: TURN 45; DRAW #S

GR: TURN 45; DRAW #R

GR: PENUP

GR: TURN 45; DRAW SS*4

GR: PEN YELLOW

E:

*SIX

C: #R=(#S*1414)/1000
GR: PENUP

GR: TURN 90; DRAW #S*3

GR: TURN 90; DRAW #S

GR: TURN 135

GR: PEN YELLOW

GR: DRAW SR

GR: TURN -45; DRAW SS

GR: TURN -45; DRAW SR

GR: TURN -45; DRAW #S*3

GR: TURN -45; DRAW #R

GR: TURN -45; DRAW #S

GR: TURN -45; DRAW SR

GR: TURN -45; DRAW SS

GR: TURN -45; DRAW #R

GR: TURN -45; DRAW #S

GR: TURN -45; DRAW SR

GR: PENUP

GR: TURN 135; DRAW #S*3

GR: PEN YELLOW

E:

*SEVEN

C: #R={#S*1414)/1000

GR: TURN 90; DRAW #S*3

GR: TURN 135; DRAW #R*2

GR: TURN -90; DRAW fS*3

GR: PENUP

GR: TURN 180; DRAW #S*5

GR: TURN -90; DRAW #S

GR: TURN 90

GR: PEN YELLOW

E:

*EIGHT

C: #R=(SS*1414)/1000

GR: PENUP

GR: TURN 90; DRAW #S

GR: PEN YELLOW

GR: DRAW #S

GR: TURN 45; DRAW #R

GR: TURN 90; DRAW #R

GR: TURN 45; DRAW #S

GR: TURN -45; DRAW SR

GR: TURN -45; DRAW #S

GR: TURN -45; DRAW SR

GR: TURN -45; DRAW #S

GR: TURN -45; DRAW #R

GR: TURN -45; DRAW #5

GR: TURN -45; DRAW SR

GR: TURN -45; DRAW #S

GR: TURN 45; DRAW SR

GR: TURN 90; DRAW #R

GR: PENUP

GR: TURN -135; DRAW #S

GR: RIGHT 90

GR: PEN YELLOW

E:

*NINE

C: SR=(#S*1414)/1000

GR: PENUP

GR: TURN 90; DRAW SS*3
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RIGHT 90 FORWARD :SIZE

RIGHT 135

PENDOWN

FORWARD :ROOT

LEFT 45 FORWARD :SIZE

LEFT 45 FORWARD :ROOT

LEFT 45 FORWARD :SI2E

LEFT 45 FORWARD :ROOT

LEFT 45 FORWARD :SIZE

LEFT 45 FORWARD :ROOT

LEFT 45 FORWARD :SIZE

RIGHT 180 FORWARD :SIZE

RIGHT 45 FORWARD :ROOT

RIGHT 45 FORWARD :SIZE

RIGHT 45 FORWARD :ROOT

PENUP

RIGHT 45 FORWARD :SIZE '

PENDOWN

END

GR:

GR:

GR:

GR:

GR:

GR:

GR:

GR:

GR:

GR:

GR:

GR:

GR:

GR:

GR:

GR:

GR:

GR:

E:

TURN 90; DRAW #S

TURN 135

PEN YELLOW

DRAW #R

TURN -45;

TURN -45;

TURN -45;

TURN -45;

TURN -4 5;

TURN -4 5.

-45;

DRAW #S

DRAW #R

DRAW SS

DRAW SR

DRAW SS

DRAW

DRAW #S

DRAW #S*3

with the rest of the readers.)

Now, with this procedure in hand, LOGO

users should try entering something like:

CLEARSCREEN

NUMB |ONE FIVE NINE SEVEN] 5

#R to see what happens.
TURN

TURN 180

TURN 45; DRAW SR

TURN 45; DRAW SS

TURN 45; DRAW SR

PENUP

RIGHT 45; DRAW #S»4

PEN YELLOW

Now thai these characters have been defined,

it is easy to place a numeral anywhere you want on

the graphics screen. For example, if (in LOGO)

you enter:

CLEARSCREEN

HIDETURTLE

TWO 10

you will sec the numeral 2 on the screen.

1597

Experiment with different numbers, sizes,

starting points, and orientations. You will find that

you can print numbers at any angle. This is very

handy lor labeling graphs.

In Atari PILOT, the length of the grid unit is

given by #S, so you must first enter:

C: #S=10

U: *T\VO

to get this result.

Rut what about numbers longer than one

digit? How does one print these? A LOGO proce

dure to print multiple digit numbers (using recur

sion) is shown below (you have been reading the

"Friends of the Turtle" columns on recursion,

haven't you?):

TO NUMB :LIST :SIZE

IF:LIST= [][STOP]

RUN SENTENCE FIRST :LIST :SIZE

PENUP

RIGHT 90 FORWARD :SIZE * 4 LEFT 90

PENDOWN

NUMB BUTFIRST :LIST :SIZE

END

(Note: crafty Atari PILOT programmers will find

at least two alternate ways to do this. At least one of

these people will be kind enough to share the results

Expanding these ten numerals to the full

alphabet is fairly straightforward. Any takers?

Scotch Diskettes
Rely on Scotch* diskettes to keep your valu

able data safe. Dependable Scotch diskettes

are tested and guaranteed error-lree The low

abrasivity saves your read/wnte heads.

They're compatible with most diskette dnvps

(800)235-4137

Deaie< Inquiries

invilet)

PACIFIC

EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Bk-d
San Luis Obispo. CA

93401 InCal.call

[800) 592- 5935 or
(805) 543-1037
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Review:

Supergraphics

For PET
Elizabeth Deal

Malvern, PA

Supergrapkics, written by John Fluharty, is a lan

guage extension for PET/CBM computers. Ver

sions are available for Upgrade and 4.0 systems, 40

and 80 column. A ROM version (for $19000 or

SA000 location) is currently available. The RAM

versions are being discontinued.

First Impressions

Supergraphics seems to be a well thought out en

largement of the PET's resident BASIC interpreter.

Its Turtle graphics, commands to plot lines in

quarter-graphics mode, and general picture

handling make it an ideal graphics package for

children and adults who daily face the need to

move spaceships around the screen.

The program does ever) thing as described in

the advertising and in the book. The book is dear

and concise.

All commands work without a glitch. The

mnemonics are well chosen, and there is no am

biguity. Kids can use the system and have, in fact,

for over a year in various schools. Several similarities

to the Radio Shack language permit children to

switch between the PET and the other computer

with little difficulty. Words such as CLS and HOME

are understood by both languages. PRINT-at is a

new concept for PET users, but is easy to grasp

and quite efficient.

The housekeeping is fine. The PET is left in a

relatively clean state during and after use, and

even the memory locations used by such common

Utilities as the Toolkit and Power have not been

clobbered (though some utilities might get

disabled).

The demonstration programs are dazzling,

though somewhat misleading. Some things arc a

bit more difficult to do than the demo would

suggest. But then graphics are always tough. The

package is well worth the money, and John Fluharty

should be congratulated for enriching the PET's

vocabulary.

Graphics Commands

There are commands to clear the screen, reverse it,

place cursor home, and to list a program on a

printer in program or direct mode. A dump of the

screen to a printer is supported, but is not quite

accurate (quotes are replaced by single quotes).

You may switch text/graphic modes without POKE-

ing. Screen images can be transferred to several

adjacent alternate areas, permitting animation by

quick transfers. The screen cannot be saved, but

alternate areas can, so the effect is almost the same.

This method is particularly useful to tape users.

Saving is done through the monitor.

Quarter-graphics commands include setting

and turning off points, drawing lines, drawing

boxes, and filling them. Lines can be drawn in

normal X-Y coordinates (0,0 in the upper left-hand

corner) or in polar coordinates (0,0 in the center of

the screen). The 80-column program supports 2:1

scaling of the X-axis. Lines and boxes drawn in

quarter-graphics mode can be moved by the MOVE

command. The motion can preserve whatever

non-quarter-graphics characters are already on the

screen. The unit of motion is quarter-graphic, that

is, half a row or half a column at one time.

Normal size graphics commands include print

ing at specified coordinates, Radio Shack fashion

(PRINT@col,row;"string"), defining a window for

further operation, moving a window in four direc

tions, filling one with a desired character, saving

one in an alternate area, and bringing it back.

Reversal of a window can't be done.

You may move anything you draw. You can

put a spectacular spaceship on the screen using the

PRINTS command (or normal PRINT or POREs).

define its boundaries with CSET X,Y,X1,Y1 and

zoom it around with words such as CMOVEU:

CMOVEL. Diagonal motion is done by pairs, as in

CMOVED:CMOVER. Motion is lightning-fast;

you need PAUSE to keep it under control. More

than one object can be moved "at the same time,"

but you'll need to keep track of the definitions, a

process neither as easy nor as fast as it might seem.

The book provides little programming help in

thinking graphics. Demonstration programs are

hard coded with numbers, so you're on your own

in the normal world of tedious graphics house

keeping. (Where are we, where are we going, what

is there, what do we do if something is or isn't

there, take it off, redraw, and back to start.

Pheew!)

These block move commands get plenty of

use. One-object motion is unquestionably splendid.

Two or three objects — such as the background that

wraps around or continuously scrolls left to right,

and two competing spaceships controlled by users

— get a bit sluggish. The reason is that you have to

keep track of who is where at the moment, and you

have to keep track of collision with another

spaceship or walls of the screen. Even though it
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takes only two or three extra lines of BASIC code

to process the arrays of housekeeping definitions,

it slows the process down, and the book confirnis it.

I don't mean this note as a criticism of the

program. None of the multipurpose graphics

packages I have seen on the PET can handle motion

of multiple objects or evaluate the situation at the

edges of the screen. It requires tricky coding of
tricky possibilities-a mind-reading program,

Wordpro scope.

Turtle Graphics

Turtle graphics are included in the package: set

and reset modes control the process. Work on the

reversed screen is logically reversed. Additional

commands position a turtle, set its direction, move

pen up or down, and perform turns and units of

forward motion. All Turtle commands work with

quarter-graphics in polar coordinates.

Turtle graphics are a big hit in computer

education. Children can learn programming by

working with tangible things. We find this im

plementation nice and easy to use, but sometimes a

bit abstract. Since the turtle is invisible, placing it

on the screen and setting its direction provide no

feedback until the turtle has moved forward.

Should the turtle so over an existing line, it is

again invisible until its direction is changed. A

directional cursor might be helpful.

The turtle can accomplish some nice things,

like drawing and rotating objects. The name of the

game is learning geometry, and programming

things such as rotation of objects should do the job.

I wish that Turtle graphics programs meant

for small children limited out of bounds para

meters. "Illegal quantity error" on a too large Y is a

fact of life people must accept. Hut little users have

enough trouble spelling words correctly; they

could be helped by programs that avoided picture-

destroying error messages. A no-action on the

turtle's part would tell them they are wrong. I may

be wrong: perhaps they should learn the hard facts

of programming life right away.

Miscellaneous Commands

There are several other nice commands. For exam

ple. PAL'SEX pauses execution for X jiffies. If a

zero is given, a message prints "press space to

continue" on (he bottom line. This can be used

instead of a GET loop. Pause is designed mainly to

control the rate of animation.

An EXEC command in direct mode loads and

runs a program. In program mode, it permits you

to overlay a program longer than the calling pro

gram. Quite handy. The variables arc cleared.

The OFF command turns Supergraphics of f

when you no longer need it, or when you write

files from the machine language monitor or do

several I/O commands to tape. Supergrapkics turns

its IRQ vector off for most I/O commands, hence it

does not interfere-a nice and necessary touch.

The provision for repeating-key on all keys is
useful in editing programs.

The SOUND commands are incredible. There
are two versions. One is a simplified normal use of

CB2 sound: the three POKEs have been squee/c-d

into one command, "SOUND pitch, jiffies dura-

lion". The other is an elaborate system which can

play music while the program is running or while

you are editing the program. Once started, it will

play on and on, until you turn it off with SOUND

0,0. A song maker provided in the book helps you

include your own songs in a standardized manner.

User Extensions

We have seen that the IRQ routine has already

taken-a detour to repeat keys and play music. The

I RQ routine can take another detour via a TASK

command if you write a routine and tell the system

where it is. This is valuable.

One more extension can be made in the IEF.F

vector: during I FEE processing the program checks

to see if the user has his own wishes. Special routines

can be added, such as a multi-user routine. One

such routine has been implemented in a school

system where the author teaches. I have not tried

this command nor seen it in action.

The validity of the IRQ and the IEEE extension

vectors is not checked. There is no extension of the

CHRCET vector.

Documentation

The package includes a well-written, concise book

let. There are practically no muddy spots: all com

mands are explained clearly. The book does not

say, for example, that the screen dump command

forces paging on the printer.

Both the startup procedure and the various

lips on using the system are unambiguous. A valu

able set of hints is offered for speeding the

processing.

Even though the demo programs show how to

work the system, some graphics instructions might

be more useful to kids who have never heard of X

and Y coordinates. I am sure the schools will take

care of it, though they will have to cope with the

0,0 in a funny place.

For programming types, one of the most

valuable features is a listing of memory locations

used by the program. This helps in understanding

the system and permits you to use some values to

advantage. You may wish to check the book: how

ever, it seems to me that six more locations arc

zeroed than used, hence you should stay away

from them.

Incidentally the code is written in tiny, clear
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units. With Supermen's help, you can get at some

little routines independently ofSupergrapkics.

Housekeeping

This section ofmy review deals with how the system

is built, which has a bearing on how you use your

PET. The discussion is not unique to this program;

most programs of similar construction share these

features.

Supergraphics adds some 35 commands to

BASIC by intercepting the CHRGET routine.

When you say SYS-supergraphics, you're asking

PET to take a detour in its work to process the new

commands. Unlike various editing utilities which

are inactive during program execution, Super-

graphics is designed to lie enabled at all times. All

commands are valid in program mode: they are

interpreted, and, if needed, acted on, before BASIC

gets a look at them. This slows BASIC down con

siderably — a do-nothing counting loop runs at a

quarter of its normal speed.

PET needs time to process the new commands.

Purely graphics programs, especially simpler ones

of the type children write, don't suffer from the

slow-down; in fact, i( is unnoiiccable. If you mix a

lot of non-graphics commands, it is a good idea to

use the OFF command frequently, for speed. The

only time speed is a problem is in those calculations

necessary to detect walls and collisions. At such

times Supergraphics shouldn't be turned off, since

turning it back on re-initializes all the working

locations.

There are two things you should be aware of.

First, a program written for Supergraphics obviously

cannot run on a system that does not have Super

graphics. Users should be careful what they send to

their friends, but this should cause no problem

with its use in private or in schools. Second, while

Supergraphics is enabled, any utility hooked up in

any of the first fine fates of the CHRGET code is

obviously disabled. You may base to cope with ilns

in debugging. The current procedure is to do the

OFF command before going SVS-utility. Use of

OFF is mandatory; if you forget il, BASIC will not

function.

Supergraphics

AB Computers

252 Bethlehem Pike

Colmar, PA 18915

$45 (school discount available)

specify which PETand desired chip location ©
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Book Review:

TRS-80 Color

Programs

Linton S. Chastain

Greensboro, NC

If you have a 4K or I6K Non-Extended or Extended BASIC Color

Computer and a cassette recorder, you might be interested in a new-

book titled TRS-80 Color Programs, by Tom Rugg and Phil Feldman.

The well-documented programs are useful to both the novice and

the more advanced programmer. The book is not only a useful

source of programs for the Color Computer, but also a teaching tool

for beginning programmers.

The book has 37 programs, only nine of which will not run on a

4K machine. Divided into six sections, the book covers such topics as

home and office applications, education, games, graphics, and math,

and also has some short miscellaneous programs.

Section one contains eight programs - two new ones, and six

modified for the Color Computer from the authors' previous book.

TRS-80 Programs. Section two, with one new and six modified

programs, deals with education. Section three, games, has one new

and six modified programs, along with some color pictures of screen

displays. Section four presents four modified graphics programs.

Section five, math, has six modified programs. In section six are

miscellaneous programs, one new and four modified.

The screen displays for the programs in the authors' new book

are quite good. I have replaced some of my modified programs

based on the earlier book with the new ones in the present book,

primarily because of the enhanced screen displays.

TRS-80 Color Programs is a useful book for both the novice and

the more advanced programmer. It goes beyond the example pro

grams presented in the Color Computer manuals. In addition to

helping you understand programming, the book also demonstrates

some useful commands that help you shorten your programs and

improve your screen displays.

TRS-80 Color Programs fortifies the authors' belief that most

programs of similar language can be modified to run on other com

puters, and it helps to defuse the myth that the Color Computer is

merely a toy or game computer.

TRS-80 Color Programs

dilithium Press

$19.95 paperback

332 pages C
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Review:

Apple Adventures
Dale Woolridge

Harrisburg, PA

Adventure games are older than Apple computers,

and a high percentage of micro owners have played

with them. These games give you a "world" con

taining dragons, demons, objects to be manipulated,

etc. You use simple commands to move through

the "world" and manipulate it.

Adventure - Colossal Cave

This is the original Adventure game, written first in

FORTRAN for a PDF-10, by Willie Crowther and

Don Woods. This program was implemented on

the Apple by Master Jacobi. The program was

compressed to fit entirely into 48K of RAM to

avoid accesses to the disk.

Adventure has 15 treasures which add points to

your score. It might not be obvious what a treasure

is, so you might be tempted to pick up any object

you find. There are 40 useful objects, but they

have side effects. For example, the bird is afraid of

the rod, and a certain magic word works only when

you possess certain objects. The "world" is fairly

large, containing 130 rooms. It is easy to find about

a tenth of the rooms; the others are hard to find.

In addition, there are 12 obstacles or opponents.

The game is complicated enough to keep you

busy for a long lime. If you are stumped, you can

save the game to be resumed later. When you

resume, you are asked if you want to load the

saved game. If you say yes, you get back into the

saved game, and the game is deleted from the disk.

If you say no, you can start a new game while the

saved game remains on the disk. You can save only

one game.

Help, For A Price

A wizard, Arian, guides you through the world. A

surprising, and amusing, feature of the game is

that if you try many times to do a certain thing, but

fail, the wizard will finally offer to help - for a

price.

There is apparently a random element to the

game. There is at least one situation in which you

may or may not be killed, depending on chance.

The scoring scheme is somewhat unusual. You

get points merely for discovering parts of the world

and for finding objects. Getting killed costs you

points. Your wizard might be able to bring you

back to life, but you might lose the objects you

were carrying.

The program is on a protected disk. The disk

boots and the program loads in only nine seconds.

At the beginning of the game a message appears

briefly on the screen, and if you are a slow reader

you might miss some of it. The message appears

during the boot phase and disappears when the

program executes. However, most of the program

is well written and courteous to the user.

Adventureland

This Scott Adams' game has several features un

usual in adventure games. The graphics were clone

using Penguin Software's Picture Editor, by Mark

Pelczarski. The quality of the pictures is quite

good. It takes 10-20 seconds, typically, to load a

picture from the disk, and in case you don't have

the time, the program lets you switch between

graphics mode and all text mode. Often, a complete

picture is "painted" on the screen, and then the

disk drive comes on and certain objects are superim

posed on the picture. This feature of the program

gives you clues about the game, since the superim

posed objects can generally move or be moved.

Use Peripherals

If you have a Votrax Type 'N Talk voice synthesizer,

you can get the computer to speak the responses to

your command. The responses will also be displayed

on the screen.

If you have a lowercase adapter on your Apple,

you can switch between all uppercase mode and

upper/lowercase mode. And ifyou have a printer,

you can get a hard copy of your adventure. The

instruction booklet says that with some printer

cards you might have to initialize the card in

Applesoft before starting the adventure program.

The Silentype printer does not require initialization

before the game.

Another nice feature is that you can save up to

four adventures to be resumed later. Considering

that an adventure can occupy you for hours, this

feature is desirable.

Before the game begins, you are invited to

read an "open letter." The letter is a lecture

on software piracy and includes several high resolu-
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tion graphic pictures (of pirates, the American

flag, etc.).

It is very important to have the proper mind-set

when playing Adventureland. You must be able to

tolerate some frustration, since you might get

"stuck" in part of Adams' world. Also, you should

realize that a game is not won in a few minutes of

play; it might be complicated enough to keep you

busy for weeks or months. Ideas may come to you

while you are driving, and when you try them out

that evening a whole new part of the world will be

revealed to you.

The author's sense of humor is evident. He

has apparently anticipated some of the commands

you are likely lo give and has prepared comebacks

for you.

There is little randomness irtAdventureland. As

Teasing the dragon in Adventureland.

a rule, the same set of commands will have the

same effects in different games. Success is obtained

by using reason and common sense. However,

there is an element of magic in the game; for ex

ample, you can come back to life if you give the

right commands after being killed. There are also

magic words.

It is very difficult to "crash" the program by

giving bizarre input. It simply returns a message

that it doesn't understand. Pressing RESET, how

ever, will restart the game and clear out your

adventure.

Adventure — Colossal Cave

Frontier Computing Inc.

P.O. Box 402

666 X. Main

Logan, UT 84321

$10 plus $1 shipping

Adventureland

Adventure International

507 East Street

Box 3435

Longwood, FL 32750

$29.95 disk Q

Taking inventory in Adventureland.

ALIEN DEATH

VAULT OF DOOM

MICRO-MANIA

RO.BOX. 4110

ELKHARTJN
46514
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Review:

The VIC
"Cardboard"
Harvey B Herman

Associate Editor

Inserting a VIC cartridge is not a task for small

and sometimes clumsy fingers. I have always in

sisted that my younger children < all me when they

want lo change games. Thus, they are occasionally

frustrated when I am not available for the task.

The "Cardboard" promised to relieve this

headache.

"What is it?" you ask. I believe the technical

term is "motherboard." Its purpose is to extend,

externally, the VIC expansion connector. All the

pins on that connector are brought out by means

of a ribbon cable to six exact duplicates of the VIC

memory expansion port. You can plug in six car

tridges, memory boards or games, and select any

one of them easily with a dip switch. Yes, tiny fingers

are ideal for this job, with no adult worries about

mechanical damage to the VIC.

Next question, "Is it worth it?" The answer,

"Yes and no."

Yes, because it enables little children to change

applications easily. Also, it is solidly constructed

and comes with an easy to understand, 18-page

breezily written manual. It even has a reset switch

which can extend the life of your VIC ifyou fre

quently turn it on and off to reset.

No, because it is relatively expensive (although

cheaper than some) when compared with the VIC'S

original discounted price. Furthermore, the fact

that it is not fused is bothersome. Can the YIC's

power supply handle an indefinite number of

plug-ins at the same time? I wonder.

On balance, I like this product and recommend

ii. I am using it with four or five popular games,

and it has worked beautifully for the children. If

you do buy it, keep a watchful eye out for power

supply overheating or have someone knowledge

able fuse it for you. Then, enjoy the convenience.

Cardboard Expansion Interface

Cafdco, Inc.

3135 Bayberry

Wichita, KS 67226

$119.95 ©

IS YOUR VIC-20 OR 64
JUST PLAYING GAMES?

PUT IT TO WORK WITH SOFTWARE

FROM RAYMAC:

SOFT-WRITER — Word processing program.

Full editing capabilities, including block moves,

and inserts. A large program that really does

something. Uses cassette or disk. Commodore

or RS232 Printer. (VIC-20 requires 16K add-on

memory.) $24.95

ACCOUNT-MASTER — More than a checkbook

program. Manages all your accounts in groups

of up to 50. Closes at end of period, prints sum

maries of transactions. Not a true accounting

program, but incredibly useful. Uses cassette

or disk. Commodore or RS232 Printer. (VIC-20

requires 16K add-on memory.) S24.95

QUIZMASTER — Why buy ten educational pro

grams for ten subjects? With this simple pro

gram, you can create quizzes on any subject, of

any length and save them on cassette. Runs on

VIC-20 with 5K memory, and 64, and TRS-80

Model 1. S9.95

All programs available for VIC-20 and 64 Com

puters on cassette.

Send check or money order to:

I RAYMAC |
1 Software Group 1

495 Band Road

Boulder Creek, CA 95006

(408) 338-9848

California residents add 6% sales lax.

Dealer inquires welcome.

TOUCH-N-LIGHT PEN

for the VIC
A REAL light pen for the VIC, easy to install, easy

and comfortable to handle.

-lightweight barrel

- three foot flexible cable

- touch switch to activate

- ability to independently read touch switch

- small p.c. board plugs into user port

Programs Now Available

1. PLAY ITAGAIN! TOUCH-N-LIGHT PEN $75.00

2 ALPHA ONE Programs - each $ 9.95

3 NUMBER ONE Shipping $ 1.50

Send Check or Money Order

v I y New York residents add tax

TXunshine Peripherals Incorporated
S^y 1229 Easl 28th Street Brooklyn NY 11210
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Review:

Mikro Chip Assembler

For PET
Arthur B. Hunkms

School of Music

University of N, Carolina at Greensboro

Greensboro, NC

Mikro, from Skyles Electric Works, is a 4K ROM

assembler chip for PET/CBMs with Upgrade or

4.0 BASIC. It is not available for "Classic" PETs
with original ROMs. Residing at hex address A000,

Mikro is offered in a number of configurations

that will otherwise accommodate virtually all PETs.

For cassette-based systems, particularly those with

limited memory, Mikro is a machine language

programming boon, and well worth the $80.

Mikro is compatible with both Toolkit and

Command-O. Indeed, a single SYS call initializes

Mikro and theutility. All of Toolkit's commands

are active while Mikro is running, and a number of

them are applicable to machine language program

development. One example: since Mikro uses

BASIC line numbers, Toolkit's AUTO numbering

command facilitates entering line numbers.

The user's manual for Mikro is both thorough

and comprehensive. Although organized in a non-

tradilional manner that takes gelling used to, its 49

pages contain a wealth of information. Included

are sample programs, bibliography, installation

and crash recovery procedures, a listing of the

more than 15 error/warning messages with expla

nations, an overview of 6502 opcodes and addres

sing modes, and the few known bugs along with

suggested remedies. The manual is not a treatise on

6502 machine language and its applications. The

short, annotated bibliography will point you in the

right direction, however. (Skyles recommends

Leventhal's, Dejong's, and Zaks' books.)

Will Accept Four Number Bases

Since Micro operates with pseudo-BASIC state

ments (programs are SAVEd and LOADed as

BASIC program files), PETs superior screen

editing features are available to the user, in either

LIST or Micro's FORMAT mode. Mikro's com

mands are: FORMAT, ASSEMBLE, and CON

VERT (number base). The latter converts a number

in decimal, hexadecimal, octal or binary to all the

others. Incidentally, Mikro accepts numbers in any

of these tour bases!

Acttial assembly of a short program is virtually

instantaneous (hurrah for machine language as

semblers!). Unless specified, assembly defaults to

the second cassette buffer ($033A). Immediately

following assembly, Mikro offers a partial or com

plete listing on a printer — the same listing as for

matted input plus hex memory locations and their

(hex) values. If you don't have a printer, you are

out of luck here; Mikro will not print to the screen.

I tested the print option with an Axiom EX-801

printer, and the operation went very smoothly.

The only inconvenience was the fact that printer

formatting (e.g., selecting 80 rather than the default

40 columns) must be done prior to assembly, by

opening, formatting, then closing a file.

Once assembly has begun, Mikro is in control,

and there is no way of interrupting it until after

the printout. This can be more inconvenient than

it might seem, because one of Mikro's "mites" is

thai during short printouts, it spews forth almost

two extra pages of (often expensive) paper. The

recommended fix is to turn off your printer. That

effectively solves the immediate problem,.but also

means that you must reformat your printer.

Perhaps you will not experience this problem.

Includes Five Pseudo-ops And Append

As an assembler, Mikro is easy to use. On an 8K

PET it reserves 1K at the top of memory for its

own use; with 16 and 32K machines, it takes pro

portionately more. Syntax is standard, and the

only crucial point to remember is that spaces are

used as delimiters. A semicolon is required to



Programming The PET/CBM
by Raeto Collin West

The book described by Jim Butterfield as

"...unquestionably the most comprehensive

and accurate reference I have seen to date..."

The Reference Encyclopedia for Commodore 2000,3000,4000, and 8000 series computers and peripherals.

Here's just a sample of reviewer and reader reaction:

From reviewers:
Educational Computing Review by Stephen Potts

"Of all the books I have read on the PET this book Programming

the PET/CBM by Raeto West must rank as one of the most

comprehensive and readable accounts on the PET that I have ever

had the pleasure to see...

"If you wish to get more from your PET than arcade games

and simple teaching programs then this book is a must for your

bookshelf. It does not matter whether you run on BASIC I. BASIC

2, or BASIC 4 since all routines are supplied with addresses and

changes to make them run on any machines wherever possible...

"...this book, with its lucid explanations of the PET, its useful

routines and programming hints, is an essential purchase."

IPUG Magazine Review (British PET User Group) by Ron Geere

"This publication represents over a year's intensive research ... and

the resulting product is a valuable work of reference. A tremendous

amount of useful information has been packed in this 500 + page

work at which I was so over-awed that I did not know how to

start this review at first...

"This book is a must for every CBM/PET user."

From readers:
"...a book the average to advanced user cannot afford not to

possess..."

"My copy of your 'Programming the PET/CBM has been in daily

use for nearly a month and I am finding it totally addictive,

suffering severe withdrawal symptoms whenever I try half

heartedly to move on to other reading matter. It is without doubt

the best book on its subject available today..."

"I have recently acquired a copy of your book Programming the

PET/CBM and must congratulate you on its concept and on

packing in so much detail. It's so very much better than anything I

have had up to now that it'll be my constant reference manual."

"I have received my copy of Programming the PET/CBM by Raeto

West and I have recommended it to several of my students. This

book is so valuable that I cannot now afford to be without it."

Published exclusively in North America by COMPUTE! Books. The book is an astonishing

reference manual of useful information. Contents include this and much more:

1 Introduction and overview: Plan of the book, sources

of information, features and chronology of CBM hardware.

2 BASIC and how It works: Storage of BASIC and its

variables; tokens, pointers, syntax; optimising BASIC.

3 Program and system design: Capabilities of the

equipment; charts, algorithms, space, timing.

4 Effective programming in BASIC: Seventeen examples,

including subroutines, dates, DATA. INPUT, rounding.

5 Alphabetic reference to BASIC keywords: Full

descriptions, with examples, of all keywords, with methods for

adding additional commands not present in CBM BASIC, e.g.

AUTO, DEL OLD. POP, PRINT USING, SORT, VARPTR.

6 Disk drives: Descriptions of operation and workings of

disk drives, with BASIC and machine-code examples; bugs.

7 Alphabetic reference to disk BASIC commands:

BASIC 4 disk commands with examples and notes.

8 Other peripherals and hardware: Tape storage and

handling; printers; modem; keyboard; EPROMs; reset switches.

9 Graphics and sound: Tables of CBM characters; CRT chip;

animation, bar plots, 80 by 50 etc.; user-port sound.

10 The transition to machine-code: Introductory concepts,

a BASIC monitor; use of MLM, Supermon. Extramon; easy

examples.

11 More 6502 machine-code: 6502 hardware features;

eighteen common problems in programming; debugging.

12 Alphabetic reference to 6502 opcodes: Examples,

notes, and explanations on each opcode from ADC to TYA.

13 Using ROM routines: IRQ, NMI. RESET; the Kernel;

examples - modifying LIST; ordinary and relocating loaders.

14 Effective 6502 programming: Assemblers; CHRGET

and wedges; PIAs, VIA. IEEE; common mistakes.

15 Index to BASIC ROMs and RAM: Memory map of RAM

and ROM. detailing and comparing BASICS I, 2, and 4.

16 Mathematical programming: Precision, equations,

statistics; simulation; finance; calculus; machine-code.

17 Programming in business and education: Examples,

applications and pitfalls in business and education.

Appendices: 6502 reference charts; Supermon listings;

ASCII; glossary

Plus many programs, diagrams and charts. Paperback, 504 pages. ISBN 0 942386 04 3. $24-95,

To Order

Programming The PET/CBM

Call

TOLL FREE 800-334-0868
In NC Call 919-275-9809

Or send coupon to

COMPUTE! Books, P.O. Box 5406, Greensboro, NC 27403

In England, order from Level Limited. P.O. Box 438, Hampstead, London,

NW3 1BH. Price in England is £ I "1.90, including P & P.

Please send. copy Icopies) of Programming The

PET/CBM at S24.95 each. [In [he US and Canada, add S3

shipping and handling. Outside North America add S10 for air

mail delivery. S3 for surface delivery).

All orders must be prepaid in US funds (money order, check,

or charge).

□ Payment Enclosed

Please charge my Q VISA □ MasterCard □ Am. Express

Account No. Expires /

Name

Address

Ciiy Slate

Country

Allow 4-6 weeki for aelrvety Foreign surface deliver/ allow 2-4 months
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indicate a leading remark, and remarks are also

possible at the end oflines. One problem the manual

caul ions the user against is spaces following commas

in remarks. When 1 did it anyway, there were no

had consequences at all. Maybe I was just lucky.

Five pseudo-ops are implemented: 1) =.for

label setting including *= for program origination,

2) TXT, for ASCII text within quotes. 3) BYT. 4)

WOK. and 5) END (optional). A special application

of F.XD involves appending (or merging) a BASIC

program onto the end of one In machine language.

Following assembly of the ML program (up to

END), the appended BASIC program can be run

by commanding RJJNxxxx or GOTOxxxx, where

xxxx is the first line number of the BASIC program.

No comments are allowed following BYT or

YVOR. nor are spaces permitted at the commas in

the list of values. Although all values are assembled,

only the first three appear in any listing. A useful

variety of arithmetic operators and labels is allowed

in the argument field.

One of Mikro's handiest features is a GO

option forJMPand branching statements. For

example, JMP GO20 is a valid statement meaning

jump to the instruction in BASIC line #20. These

branches are also automatically handled by Toolkit's

RENUMBER command.

Mikro represeiiLs an excellent, cost-effective

investment for Upgrade and 4.0 PET (and CBM)

owners wishing to do small to moderate amounts

of machine language programming. I particularly

recommend it for PETs thai are cassette-based and

have limited amounts of memory (such as 8K).

Mikro Chip Assembler

Skyles Electric Works

23IE South WhitmanRd.

Mountain View, C.I 94041

(415)965-1735

$80 ©

CIRCUIT SOLVER I

You don't have to be an engineer to make

productive use of this program. A large clear

manual leads you through the use of Circuit

Solver using sample problems which have

practical application.

Features

Slmpla Circuit Entry
Circuit Llsllng

Clicull Storage &

Retrlval

Easy Circuit Editing
Supports Op-Amps

Many Usslul Sample

Circuits

SHS SOLUTIONS °
1430N. LATROBE

SUITE 2A

CHICAGO, IL 60651

CSI-101A

CSI-102A

APPLE*

TRS-80*

34.95

34.95

Include S2.50 shipping and handling.

* PET.'CBM, APPLE and TRS-80 are ■ Trademarks
of Commodore. Apple Computer and Tandy Resp

Announcing THE WHOLE PET CATALOG
Atwo year compendium of the Midnite Software Gazette and other resources for

users of Commodore, CBM, PET, and VIC computers.

The Whole PET Catalog contains:
• Over 500 independent reviews of commercial products.

• Over 700 education programs reviewed & organized by course.

• Over 200 reviews of free games.

• Information on over 1,800 free programs.

• Information about dozens of PET and VIC user groups.

• Many pages of hints and helps for all Commodore users.

• "Commodore's Family Tree", by Jim Butterfield.

• Completely reorganized and greatly expanded edition.

• Typeset and printed full-size on bond paper.

• In all, 320 pages of useful information.

If you've seen Midnite before, directly or reprinted in the TorPET newsletter, here it is, complete in

one volume, completely reorganized for easy reference, and greatly expanded with new information

from members of the Toronto PET Users' Group.

"I still use my copy of The Best of the PET Gazette regularly. It was a

treasure trove of information, and a great bargain for $10 three years ago. I

hope you'll feel the same way about my Whole PET Catalog someday.
Considering that it's three times as long, completely organized by topic,

printed on bond paper instead of newsprint, typeset instead of dot matrix

printed, bound instead of stapled, and still only $10, in spite of inflation, I'm
sure you will." —Jim Strasma, Contributing Editor, Micro

Whole PET
Catalog

$8

252 Bethlehem Pike

WRITE FOR CATALOG
Add S1 25 per order lor shipping We pay balance of UPS surface
charges on all prepaid orders Prices listed are on cash discount

basis Regular prices slighlly higher Prices subject lo change
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Review: Figure 1. Graftrax-80 Character Sets

Epson

Graftrax-80

Charles Brannon

Editorial Assistant

Graftrax-80 is a ROM upgrade for the Epson

MX-80 printer. Epson introduced their MX-80, a

small, fast, relatively quiet 80 character printer at

under $800. They packed it with more intelligence

than some of the computers using it. Among its

features are: two character widths (80 and 132);

elongated, double-strike, and emphasized printing;

horizontal and vertical tabs; and definable form

length and line spacing. The standard MX-80 also

provides block graphics (compatible with the TRS-

80) that can be used for low resolution screen

dumps, pictures, charts, and graphs.

Epson announced that a $100 upgrade could

be made to the MX-80 to provide graphics

capabilities. And it would provide graphics twice

as dense as the MX-70 (MX-80's lower priced

relative).

Installation

Upgrading your MX-80 is easy, if you know how to

remove and install IC's. Otherwise, you should

have it installed by an authorized technician. The

upgrade consists of three ROM chips that replace a

single ROM resident on the board. With three

times the memory, this should give you a hint of

the potential of Graftrax. You also have to cut a

jumper and set 12 tiny DIP switches.

After you have performed this surgery, what

do you get? Well, prepare for a surprise - this

transplant does more than add graphics — you've

got a whole new printer!

Graftrax-80 adds a plethora of new features,

and improves on others. All the modes can be

mixed on a single line, a trick formerly impossible.

The duration of the bell has been reduced from

three seconds to a bearable 1/3 second. A backspace

function permits underlining (but it's slow).

A popular new feature is the alternate charac
ter set - italics. This looks quite fancy. You can

easily mix the italics font with standard text. You

can now go into the TRS-80 mode via software

(formerly you had to set a DIP switch). You can set

Default character set:

! "#$■/.?<"' ■ ) #+,.-- /01234567B9: ;< = >?

3ABCDEFSHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZC\3-._

'abcde-f ghi jklmnapqrstLivwxyz C! >

Emphasized printing:

! "#*7.&' () *+, -- /0123456789: ; < = >?

3ABCDEFGHIJKLMNDPGRSTUVWX Y Z C\ ^V

'abcde-f ghi jklmnopqrstuvwxyzt S >

Double-strike printing:

y.&' <)*+p-./01234567B9:;<->?

'abcde-fghi jklmnopqrstuvwxyz-C I >

Double-width characters:

ABCDEFGHIJKL.

132 characters/line:

'abcdefghi j

Italics character set:

#*>- - /0J2J4567&9'.i <

JXLMNOPVt&STlHfNXYZC\

Block Graphics:

EMPHASIZED DOUBLE STRIKE

132 C/L, DOUBLE-WIDTH

MIX CONDENSED «=nMO Italics

Figure 2. Graftrax Graphics
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an "MSB mode" that will force bit seven high (for

sending a character greater than ASCII 128). This

is useful for computers and interfaces that can only

send seven bits per byte (such as the Apple II).

One of the most significant new functions is

the ability to redefine all the printer codes. You

can change almost any of the special codes into any

code you like. For example, double-strike is set

with ESC-G (ASCII 27 followed by ASCII 71). You

could change this to ESC-D (easier to remember),

but you would be replacing the "Set horizontal tab"

command which is normally keyed to ESC-D. One

possibility of this feature is that you could change

the MX-80's special codes to approximate the codes

of, say, the Centronics 737. You could then run

software written for the 737 without modification.

Extraordinary Graphics

The graphics capabilities are superb — up to 120

dots per inch. This permits a total horizontal width

of up to 960 dots. This is more resolution than

most computers can display, so it is more than

adequate for screen dumps. The 480 mode (480

dots per line) is faster than the 960 mode, and it is

usually used for screen dumps. The graphics arc

fairly easy to use: you send a code specifying which

mode, and how many bytes of graphics you are

sending. Then, a byte at a time is sent from the

computer that specifies each bit of the eight dot

(vertical) line. For example, to print a special char

acter, ten bytes would be sent.

7

5

4

3

2

1

0

oooooo

0 0

0 OOOO 0

DO O

0 0 D

0 OOOO O

0 O

oooooo

1234567891

0

128

64

32

16

8

4

2

1

The copyright symbol

The printhead is a strip with nine tiny needles set

into it. Each needle is activated by a "1" bit, or left

seated with a zero. Unfortunately, the ninth pin

can't be fired because there are only eight bits in a

byte. The first byte sent would look like: 00111100

(turned on its side). In this way, an 8xh "strip" of

dots would be printed.

Speed

With 480 dots per line, using Graftrax from BASIC

10072 Balsa St., Cucamonga, Ca 91730f

CASDIS - machine language program trial

allows you to transfer most ■"Door tapes

and cassette data files to disk Also con

verts BASIC tapes into boot" disks Pro

grams trial read cassette fries wilt

operate normally without software

modifications

Diskette only S25

Utility

Programs

for the

ATARI 400/800

I
CASDUP - machine language program

thai allows you to copy most "boot"

tapes and cassette dala tiles.

CasseltBonly $25

outputs can be dumped lo a prints
C»**Htle or Diskette S40

DISASM — machine language program

that allows you to disassemble machine

language programs You can load a ine

Irom cassette or disk and display all the

die's addresses and then contents m he»,

ASCII (it any), and 6502 op code

mnemonics. AM outputs can be dumped

to a printer. Works with or without Editor

Assembler cartridge.

Specify Casiatte or Diskette 125

DISDUP - macnme language program

(or sector level copying o' disk infor

mation A single sector, range of sec

tors or all sectors on a disk may be

copied with or without a read verity

Sectors which cannot be read for or

writien lo are displayed on the screen

and optionally to a printer

Dlt)tetteonlyS25

Please add %Z shipping & handling per program California residents add 6% sales tax

Back-up policy: Our programs are protected against casual copying, bul we appreciate your

potential need for a back-up copy. II you add 110 to your order (or a program, we will send you an

extra copy of the program. Our normal replacement guarantee applies to both copies. This offer

does not apply to dealer sales

A ATARI 400(800 Is a trademark ot Warner Communications, Inc. Dealer Inquiries Welcome

Memory Expansion Boards

for the ATARI* Computer

• Completely compatible with ATARI

hardware and software

• Mo modifications necessary <16K & 32K)

• Fully assembled and tested

• User installable

• Gold connector tabs and sockets

• One year warranty

16K Memory Board — $ 49.95

32K Memory Board — $ 89.95

48K Memory Board — $ 169.95

Build Your Own Memory

16K board ■ no components - $12.50

32K board - no components - $30.00

48K board ■ no components ■ $50.00

Add $2 Shipping and handling per board

Visa & MasterCard Accepted

'ATARI is a trademark of Atari Inc.

Dealer Inquiries Welcome

Tiny Tek, Inc.
P.O. Box 820249 • Dallas, TX 75382-0249

214-373-8926



is unbearably slow, since 480 bytes have to be indi

vidually calculated and sent, one at a time. You

would probably want a machine language program

to do the printing.

Graftrax Plus

A new version of Graftrax, called Graftrax Plus, is

now available for $65. It improves and expands

upon the already enhanced features of Graftrax.

In addition, owners of the MX-100 (which already

has Graftrax) can upgrade to Graftrax Plus and

enjoy compatibility with the MX-80 equipped with

Graftrax Plus.

In addition lo the italics character set (missing

on MX-100 Graftrax), Graftrax Plus adds several

features, including: superscript and subscript (the

printer doesn't really adjust the paper; it just uses

tiny half-height characters), improved graphics,

and true underlining, with underlining on/off

commands.

Graftrax-80

Epson America, Inc.

3415KawishaSt.

Torrance, CA 90505

$99.00 Q

NEW FOR ATARI 800
Give your Atari 800 a new personality! Replace your

existmg'1 OK ROM Personality Board with a new RAM/ROM

Board which provides for software selection of either 10K

ROMor14KRAM.

FEATURES:

• Operates from ROM, as before, at power on. (Uses the 3
Operating System ROMS from the old Personality Board. 1

• User can configure as a 62K RAM system for custom

software development.

• User can move operating system from ROM to RAM to

allow for user modification of the operating system.

• With Assembler or Basic Cartridge in place. 4K of RAM
memory (COOO-CFFF) is available for Assembly Language

programs.

• With Atari Operating System in RAM and 48K of

external memory connected, [No cartridges) the
system automatically configures itself as a 52K system.

This makes an additional 4K of RAM available for other

software. [For example 4 more pages become available

for VisiCalc).

• Cooler, lower Power dissipation when RAM is selected.

[Uses CMOS RAM chips!

• Quality construction with Gold Plated edge connector

and all IC's socketed.

• Software provided for memory test, Operating System
transfer from ROM to RAM, and an Assembly Language

Monitor residing at C000 which can replace the Memo

Pad mode.

[ATARI 800 ONLY]

RAM/ROM PERSONALITY BOARD S250

90 Day Warranty. Free shipping anywhere in U.S.A.

California residents add 8 Vs°/a sales tax. For Fast Delivery,

send certified or cashier check or money order. Personal

checks require 2 to 3 weeks to clear.

ADAM PERIPHERALS

2G7 Greenheath Place

Thousand Oaks, California 913G1

ATARI is a trademark of ATARI. INC ■ VisiCalc is a trademark of VisiCorp

LET'S GET SERIOUS

The ATARI® is a Powerful Personal Computer.

It's time to get down to business.

FORECASTER - Disk - $49.00 STAT PLUS - Disk - $49.00

Forecast future events based on past informa

tion. Forecast profits, costs, sales trends,

prices, test scores, virtually anything. Edit, save

on disk and test various elements to determine

the outcome. Forecaster effectively uses the

ATARI" color and sound capabilities. Forecas

ter is a powerful "what if" program - a must for

business. 24K disk.

Stat Plus is the most powerful statistic tool we

have seen. Run sample space, mean, variance

and standard deviation. Do probabilities using

binomial, poisson or normal distribution. Also,

do students' t-test, Mann-Whitney U test and

Chi Square. Do linear regressions; may use 1-

12 independent variables. Interact a sample

from one module to another, edit, rank and

print out. Minimum 24K.

The Programmers Workshop
5230 Clark Ave., Suite 23

Lakewood, CA 90712

Phone Orders (213) 804-1475
ATARI is a registered trademark of Warner Communications

TO ORDER: VISA/MasterCard, check or
money order accepted. If charge, please in

clude expiration date of card. Add $1.50 for

shipping and handling. California residents

add sales tax. Phone or mail.
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A Monthly Column

Computers

And Society

David D. Thornburg

Associate Editor

Inspector Fenwick- Please!

Hey, Rocky, I think Ijust saw the girl of my dreams!

Gee, Bulhwnkle, where's thai?

At the Moose America Pageant — where else?

A Saturday morning replay of Rocky and His Friends}

No, this is a sample of the dialog that greets visitors

to one of the newer purveyors of food and enter

tainment— Bullwinkle's. What does this have to do

with the social impact of computers? Read on, dear

readers, read on.

It all began in the 1950s when Walt Disney

and his designers concocted Audio Animatronics,

an analog-based control system that gave motion to

the mannequins in such Disneyland favorites as the

Enchanted Tiki Room. This technology was further

advanced by the Disney group to make such shows

as Pirates of the Caribbean, Country Bear Jam

boree, and America Sings. The result was the

creation of remarkably lifelike animated stage

shows using automatons. In the hands of Disney

designers, the result was magical.

Dining With Computers

A few years ago, Nolan Bushnell (founder of Atari

and godfather to a host of innovative companies)

developed Cyberamics to bring animated characters

into a combined arcade/restaurant - Chuck E.

Cheese's Pizza Time Theater. Visitors to this estab

lishment are treated to various shows, including

Dolly Dimples, a delightful animated hippopotamus

night club singer, and, in another part of the res

taurant, Chuck E. Cheese and his cohorts, who

provide their own brand of cornball entertainment

to go with the pizza. Central to Pizza Time is the

arcade room, filled to the brim with a great diversity

of video games, each operated with tokens marked

"In Pizza We Trust."

The success ofthis technology-based restaurant
has been phenomenal, and it was clear from the

start that others would soon develop their own

version of this concept.

Next enters David Brown, developer of two

Marriott's Great America theme parks and the Roy

Rogers' Family Restaurant chain. David thought

that Pizza Time was a great concept, but that the

food quality could be improved. Brown's idea was

to create a place that was a restaurant first, but

which incorporated entertainment in the dining

area and a separate game room with a modest

assortment of popular arcade games. This idea

became Bullwinkle's.

As luck would have it, the world's first

Bullwinkle's was constructed only a few miles from

my humble abode. In the interest of keeping my

readers abreast of the latest in technology, I had to

visit Bullwinkle's many times, consuming vast

quantities of chicken and pizza and ice cream,

watching shows, and playing myriad games.

During one such visit it was my pleasure to

meet their marketing maven, Larry Schuller. As he

showed me around and answered my questions, it

was clear that computer technology plays a critical

role in this restaurant.

First, the animated characters themselves are

controlled by Moosetronics, a set of distributed

processors running off an S-100 bus. The song and

dance routines are stored on both tape (audio and

synchronization) and disk (for various body move

ments). Some of the characters are quite elaborate.

Bullwinkle, for example, is about six feet tall. His

eyes, mouth, head, arms, and legs all move in fairly

realistic fashion (realistic for a moose based on a

cartoon character), and this attention to detail

characterizes several of the other eleven animals as

well. The attention to detail includes placing the

loudspeakers in each figure so the sound comes

from each animal as it is singing or talking.

Fantasy Fountain

I f this elaborate production weren't enough, visitors

are also treated to a computer-controlled fantasy

fountain show in which 250 jets propel 300 gallons

of water in a dazzling array of arcs and spirals. All

this takes place under colored lights in accompani

ment to such melodies as The Blue Danube and

Raindrops Keep Fallin on My Head. This water show,

more than anything else, appears to be the prime

attraction to the over-30 crowd (your esteemed

author included).

But the computers don't stop here. The system

which notifies people when their order is ready is

none other than a trust) Apple II located near the
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GEMINI-
FOR PRINTER VALUE THAT'S

OUTOFTHIS WORLD

Over thirty years of down-to-earth experi

ence as a precision parts manufacturer has

enabled Star to produce the Gemini series

of dot matrix printers—a stellar combina

tion of printer quality, flexibility, and reliabil

ity. And for a list price of nearly 25% less

than the best selling competitor.

The Gemini 10 has a 10" carriage and

the Gemini 15 a 151/2" carriage. Plus, the

Gemini 15 has the added capability of a bot
tom paper feed. In both models, Gemini

quality means a print speed of 100 cps, high-

resolution bit image and block graphics, "
and extra fast forms feed.

Gemini's flexibility is embodied in
its diverse specialized printing

capabilities such as super/

sub script, underlining, back

spacing, double strike mode

and emphasized print mode. An
other extraordinary standard , ,! ;; :

arth experi- feature is a 2.3K buffer. An additional 4 K

cturer has is optional. That's twice the memory of lead-

ini series ing, comparable printers. And Gemini is

Dmbina- compatible with most software packages

id reliabil- that support the leading printers.
i% less Gemini reliability is more than just a

promise. It's as concrete as a 180 day war-

ige and ranty (90 days for ribbon and print head), a

js, the mean time between failure rate of 5 million

ty of a bot- lines, a print head life of over 100 million
Semini characters, and a 100% duty cycle that

3 cps, high- allows the Gemini to print continuously,
aphics, Plus, prompt, nationwide service is readily

available,

d in So if you're looking for an incredibly
a high-quality, low-cost printer

\g that's out of this world, look

^^^ I jf~ll| #"~k^ t0 tne manufacturer with its
^tjlVWI Ml feet on the ground—Star and
^^^■^^1111 the Gemini 10. Gemini 15 dot
mic r on i c s ■ i n c matrix printers.

MAKING A NAME FOR OURSELVES

1120 Empire Central Place, Suite 216, Dallas, TX 75247
For more information, please call Bob Hazzard, Vice President, at (214) 631-8560.
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kitchen. Monitors scattered throughout the restau

rant show which orders are read)', and each new

order is announced by a high resolution image of

Bullwinkle holding up the new number.

The professionalism in their mechanical char

acters is reminiscent of Disney's Country Bear

Jamboree, and for good reason. It was designed by

a collection of Disney graduates who now ply their

craft for others.

Aside from pure money, what motivated the

people at Bullwinkle's to create this restaurant?

According to Larry Schuller, microcomputer-based

entertainmenl belongs in restaurants. The provision

of electronic fun to go with the food is perhaps the

next stage in the evolution of family dining.

Interestingly, the arcade seems to be almost an

afterthought at Bullwinkle's. Off away from the

eating area, 50 games provide entertainment for

patrons who, in my opinion, show much greater

care for the machines than I am used to seeing.

While I was unable to get the exact figures, I found

that Bullwinkle's derives a considerably smaller

fraction of its revenues from the games than does

Pizza Time Theater. That doesn't bother

Bullwinkle's at all. As Schuller says, they are aware

of the continuing controversy surrounding these

games. When will the controversy go away? In

Schuller's mind, the controversy surrounding

these games will go away when the games become

more educational.

The Next Step

There is no question that arcade games can be

made more educational — Children's Television

Workshop has shown that. But just as Bullwinkle's

feels that it has improved the electronic entertain

ment/restaurant idea of Nolan Bushnell, they also

feel that they can someday make improvements in

the design of the arcade games themselves.

As nice as such improvements might be, they

are not their first order of business. The next step

is to carefully locate the next several restaurants.

Not surprisingly, their first announced franchise

was for IS restaurants in Canada, with the first to

open in Edmonton in March. Dudley Do Right of

the Royal Canadian Mounted Police has been a

popular character there for years, so the success of

this expansion venture is virtually guaranteed.

This doesn' t mean that the United States has

been ignored. Twenty-nine restaurants are sched

uled for construction here in 1983, 209c of which

will be company owned. In addition, negotiations

are underway to share this technology with the

United Kingdom. One has to be "moost" impressed

with this expansion plan, especially since each

restaurant costs well over a million dollars to

set up.

As the water show comes to a close, and the

curtain falls on Dudley Do Right, one must wonder

what computer pioneers like John von Neuman

would have thought. Computer technology has

advanced extraordinarily in the past 30 years.

Have its applications advanced as well?

Boris, ifI hear one more moose joke I will

blow up the stage.'

Natasha, darling, that would be moosl

devious of you! ©

\ferbatim I
flexible disks
Call Free (800) 235-4137 for

prices and information. Dealer

inquiries invited. C.O.D. and

charge cards accepted.

PACIFIC

EXCHANGES

100 Foothill Blvd

SanLuisObispo.CA

93401 InCal call

(800) 592-5935 or

(805)543-1037

SMITH CORONA®

Daisy Wheel Printer/Typewriter

with Letter Quality Printing.

RS232or IEEE-488

Interface Included.

Use with CBM, Apple, Atari,

and Others.

OTHER ELECTRONIC TYPEWRITERS AVAILABLE WITH

INTERFACE.

**
rtH»

Albany Typewriter & Computer

923 San Pablo Avenue

— Albany, CA 94706

— (415) 526-1959
Dealer Inquiries Welcome
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A Monthly Column

COMPUTE! welcomes Keith Falkner, whose "Extrapolations" column begins this month. Keith, who has extensive

experience at all levels of computing, has contributed several excellent Apple articles to COMPUTE! in the past. To

start his monthly column, he demonstrates how to use a simple BRUN to bring in the power oj the renumber program

- without affecting the program in memory. There's also a way to make yourself a simple assembler ifyou don't have

the Mini-assembler.

Extrapolations
Beat The "Applesoft Renumber" Blues

Keith Falkner, Toronto

On your System Master diskette there is a very

powerful utility program called Renumber. This

program can merge two Applesoft programs and

can move several lines from one place to another

within an Applesoft program. Ofcourse. Renumber

will also renumber the lines ol an Applesoft pro-'

gram, and the options it offers in this function are

as complete as anyone could wish.

Furthermore, Renumber is cleverly packaged

as an Applesoft program so that no complicated

machine language instructions are needed to run it.

Protecting Memory

When you run Renumber, a hidden machine lan

guage component relocates itself to the top 2048

bytes of memory, prevents Applesoft from over

writing it, and enables the ampersand (&) com

mand. Thereafter you can LOAD, RUN, SAVE,

etc., as usual, and the ampersand command invokes

one of the three functions of Renumber. This is

very clever packaging, because this way only one

version of Renumber is needed for 32 K or 48K

Apples, regardless of the current upper limit of

memory.

Setting MAXFILES or running the utility-

known as Program Line Editor both alter the upper

limit of memory, but Renumber does not care.

This versatility is commendable, but it comes at a

price. If you have not bothered to run Renumber,

but are working on an Applesoft program and

wish to renumber it, you must first SAVE it, then

run Renumber, then reload your Applesoft pro

gram. Generally, you do not need this flexibility.

For example, if you havea48K Apple, the machine

language component eventually resides in locations

$8E00-$95FF (36352-38399).

I'll show you how to save this machine language

routine, together with a prologue to do the mini

mum initialization. Then a simple BRUN command

will activate the essence of the Renumber program,

without affecting any Applesoft program in mem

ory. At the same time we will deal with the more or

less well-known bug. If the program being renum

bered contains a multiplication by a constant, such

as XI =J * 100, and there is a line number 100

which becomes, say, line number 80 upon renum

bering, the constant may become 80 as well.

This is a consequence of the clever relocation

routine which makes the machine language code

function in whatever memory locations it occupies.

Specifically, the token for LIST is replaced by the

token for multiplication because the sequence of

tokens $AC $B0 SBC is taken for the instruction

LDY SBCBO, and the relocation routine changes

this to LDY SCAB0.

So SBC. the token for LIST, has been replaced

by SCA, the token for *. Hence, line number refer

ences following LIST (a rare verb to find in a BASIC

program) can never be renumbered, and constants

which appear to be line number references in a

multiplication statement are subject to bogus re

numbering! Fortunately, this is easy to fix.

One more thing should be done to Renumber.

Some of us have a program to load PET tapes into

our Apples, and some of these programs have

spaces between the words or numbers in the pro

gram. In PETs this practice improves legibility, but

not so in Apples, so Applesoft removes any extra

spaces you may type in. Thus, Renumber does not

expect spaces in, for example, GOSUB 400.

Those spaces prevent Renumber from changing

that 400 if renumbering gives line 400 a new line

number. The fix for this problem is included in

Programs 1 and 2.

Now it's your turn to do some work: if you use

DOS 3.2, type the lines in Program I; if you use

DOS 3.3, type the lines in Program 2. In either

case, test your results as shown below.
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Type in this trivial program:

1 input x

2 IF X < 1 THEN 1

3 ON X GOSUB 39,87

27 END

39 LIST 87

4 5 RETURN

87 PRINT 99 * 39

99 GOTO 45

Now ready the renumbering routine:

BRUN BRENUMBER

Now renumber your program:

&

LIST

The result should look tike this:

10

20

INPUT X

IF X < 1 THEN 10

30 ON X GOSUB 50,70

4 0 END

50 LIST 70

6 0 RETURN

70 PRINT 99 * 39

80 GOTO 60

With the stock Renumber program in a 48K

Apple, line 50 would still say LIST 87 and line 70

would now say PRINT 99 * 50. Now type NEW ...

the above is worthless. Don't proceed until you get

it right, because an unreliable or inaccurate tool is

much worse than none at all.

I Iere is what you have produced. Brenumber is

a small (ten sector) binary program which loads

into locations $8DE0-£9dEF, sets the upper limit of

memory to S8E00 (minus one), and sets up the

ampersand (&) command to invoke the functions

of Renumber. Brenumber may be used only in a

48K Apple, and then only when MAXFILES has

its default value of three. There are no safeguards

in Brenumber, so unpredictable results occur if

these constraints aren't met.

Orderly Programs

Now, suppose you are working on an Applesoft

program and you decide to renumber it. Without

bothering to save it. just BRl'N Brenumber and

you have all the facilities of Renumber available.

It's important to remember that the BRL'N com

mand did not renumber your program; itjust ena

bled the ampersand (8c) command which does the

actual renumbering. So let's think of clever ways to

use the Renumber program. The program, with

16 screens of instructions, can be formidable to try

to understand, but it's worth learning.

Briefly, renumbering is done by typing the

ampersand (8c) and maybe some parameters. The

parameters tell Renumber two things: what line
numbers to assign and what portion of the program

is to be renumbered. All the parameters are op

tional, the default being to renumber the whole

program 10, 20, 30, etc.

FIRST= 1000 the first line number will be 1000.

INC = 20 successive line numbers increase by 20.

START = 5000 only lines 3000 and later will be

renumbered.

END= 6990 only lines up to 6990 will be renumbered.

I he FIRST and INC. parameters are

straightforward, so let's see how the START and

END parameters can help us. One way I make my

programs neat and readable, as well as accurate, is

to have a main routine whose line numbers are less

than 1000, and a menu which eventually says some

thing like ON SELGOSUB 1000,2000,3000,...

1 1000, for example, if there are I 1 selections from

the main menu. Then I use line numbers 20000

and up for subordinate routines such as entitling

the screen, formatting numbers, etc.

So how do I preserve this orderly scheme in

renumbering the program? Well, consider the

effect of these commands:

& F 100, S 0, E 999 (parameters can be abbre\ iated)

&F 1000, S 1000, E 1999

8c F 2000, S 2000, E 2999

and so on, until finally

&F 20000, S 20000

The first command will renumber only the main

routine; the second will renumber lines 1000-1999.

etc., and the last will renumber only the elementary

routines. All very fine, but who wants to type in 21

commands to renumber a program? Well, here is a

simple six-line program to create an EXEC. FILE

named RENL'M. Customize the program to suit

yourself, then run it one time and keep its output

on the same disk you have Brenumber on. Then,

when you wish to renumber a program in the

complex way outlined above, just type EXEC

RENUM.

10 DS - CHR$ (4):F$ = "RENUMn:Q$ = CHR$ (34)

20 PRINT D$"0PENnF$: PRINT D$nWRITE"F$: PRINT

"MON I"

30 PRINT "IF PEEK(36352)<>164 THEN ?CHR$(4)"Q

$"BRUN BRENUMBER"Q$

40 X = 100:Y = 999: FOR I = 0 TO 30: IF I THE

N X = Y + 1:Y = Y + 1000

50 PRINT "& F"X",S"X",E"Y: NEXT

60 PRINT "? CHR$(7)n: PRINT "NOHON I": PRINT "

D$"CL0SE"

RENUM can take several minutes to do its

work on a large program, so you have an opportu

nity for a break. It is vital that you never press

RESET while Renumber (or Brenumber) is oper

ating - it's almost certain to destroy your program!

The MON I statement at the start of the EXEC

EIEE causes each command to be listed as it is read

from disk, so watch and wait patiently.
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Hiding And Moving Lines

The HOLD and MERGE functions of the Re

number program are probably poorly understood;

here is an example which barely hints at the

power of these commands.

LOAD PHONE LIST

BRUNBRENUMBER

&5400,F1000

SAVE PHONE INTERIM

DEL 1.200

DEL351.63999

&F351.I1

&HOLD

from System Master disk

from the disk where you put it

to make a gap for more tines of

DATA

we need it on disk for a moment

discard the prologue and credits

discard everything but DATA

statements

old DATA from 201 -350 becomes

351-500

put 150 lines into "hold-file"

in memory

LOAD PHONE INTERIM you can DELETE it now or later

8c MERGE combine old and new, now 300

DATA statements

In Hue 1720 and 2590, change the figure 150 to 300.

In line 1160, change the program name to PHONE LIST 300.

SAVE PHONE LIST 300 wherever you want the

finished product.

We start with Phone List, a program on your

DOS System Master disk, and double its capacity

f rom 150 to 300 names.

This clever program actually stores names and

telephone numbers in DATA statements with line

numbers from 201 through 350. The two DEL

statements eliminate all lines but these, which are

then renumbered 351 through 500 by 1. The

&HOLD command hides these lines and a LIST

command at this point would show no lines. After

the Phone Interim program is reloaded, the hidden

lines are merged into (he gap between lines .350

and 1000.

When you consider all that this involves, the

process is very rapid. It's hard to see how such a

significant change could have been wrought any

other way, without a lot of tiresome typing. Using

the techniques shown above, you can move a bunch

o( lines around within a program, combine two

programs, and incorporate proven routines from

one program to another without the error-prone

step of retyping.

Some programs have lines with line numbers

greater than 63999, the legal maximum. Renumber

is clever enough to leave these alone, and this is

probably for the best. A word of caution in this

area: I once fabricated an illegal line number 65535

and spent several days looking for the mysterious

cause of a number's silently changing from 2 to

2.0OOOOOOO7. The problem disappeared when I

removed the bad line number.

As with most tools, practice improves skill. Do

use the Brenumbcr program to its limit — it's very,

very good. But, and it's a big but, be prudent. Save

an important program before renumbering it, and

don't overwrite that backup until the renumbered

version is proven.

Homework Assignment: If you have an Apple II

Plus with no Integer ROM Card nor Language

Card, you may have no Apple Mini-Assembler. In

that case, follow the instructions below. You will

create a one-pass assembler which will be of use in

future columns in this series. Please note that

"CTRL-1!"' means hold down the CTRL key and

type "Y". In the lines where this is used, a space is

shown for clarity only; do not type any spaces in

those two lines!

How To Make A Mini-Assembler If You Have An

Apple II Plus

Take a diskette to an Apple which has both Integer

BASIC and Programmer's Aid.

If a 16K RAM card is installed, boot the System

Master diskette.

>CALL-151

*D4D5G

*6000:4C98 60

*ti()(m<F">()0.F03C: CTRL-Y *

*tf0<Ki<Ff>0().F(i:K:(:TRI.-Y

*BSAVt; MINI-ASSM,A$6000,L$140

(THANK THE NICE APPLE.)

Program 1.

RUN RENUMBER

(PRESS RETURN WHEN INVITED.)

CALL -151

8DE0

8DE8

8DF0

8DF8

9 0DE

95ED

95F0.

9 5F8:

9 4D4:

A9 8E 85 70 85 74 8D F7

03 A9 00 85 6F 85 73 8D

F6 03 A9 4C 8D F5 03 20

6C D6 4C D0 03 4C D0 03

20 F0 95

30 8D 28

20 B5 94 08 C9 20 F0 F7

28 60

BC < BUG FIXER111

(INSERT DISK TO HOLD RESULT.)

BSAVE BRENUMBER,A$8DE0,L$820

Program 2.

RUN RENUMBER

(PRESS RETURN WHEN INVITED.)

CALL -151

8DE0: A9 8E 85 70 85 74 8D F7

8DE8: 03 A9 00 85 6F 85 73 8D

8DF0: F6 03 A9 4C 8D F5 03 20

8DF8: 6C D6 4C D0 03 4C D0 03

90DA: 20 F0 95

95ED: 30 8D 28

95F0: 20 B2 94 08 C9 20 F0 F7

95F8: 28 60

94D1: BC < BUG FIXER!M'

(INSERT DISK TO HOLD RESULT.)

BSAVE BRENUMBER,A$8DE0,L$820
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For PETICBM computers with a disk drive, this program

will list any program in a way that can be easily wider-

stood: all the special characters for all the Commodore

computers are taken into account.

A Universal

Program Lister
Jim Butterfield

Associate Editor

You'll need a PET/CBM disk system to run Lister.

It will neatly list any BASIC program you have on

disk to the screen or printer.

There are lots of Lister type programs around.

This one isn't much different, except that it is very

complete. It runs very slowly; have a cup of coffee

while it's running.

Why Another?

Several months ago, I passed out. a program at the

Toronto PET User Group meeting. It contained a

number of the 4.0 disk commands. I confidently

said at the time, "Those of you with earlier systems

won't have any trouble converting DOPEN to

OPEN and soon...."

What I didn't think of was this: users with an

earlier system couldn't list the program properly.

Their computers couldn't understand DOPEN

tokens and printed nonsense instead.

The problem is more general. If you don't

have an 80-column machine, you won't be able to

make any sense out of the window-making charac

ters that are used there. If you don't have a VIC,

you'll be baffled by the characters that set color.

So I embarked upon a new Lister which would

contain the special characters for all Commodore

machines: PET, CBM, and VIC. It seemed like an

easy project.

Code Inflation

But the program grew. As it was written, a number

of possibilities kept cropping up — things that would

be handy for the user if provided.

The listing job wasn't hard. Just pick it off

disk, translate the tokens, and put it on the screen.

But then — it would be nice if the output could go

to the printer.

As long as output goes to the printer, it should

be neat. Why not put spaces in strategic places?

That way, ONCEGOTO5,6 might print as ON CE

GOTO 5,6 and be much more readable.

If we're stretching out a line of code, it might

not fit onto a single line of listing. If we need to

break it in two, it would be nice to pick a logical

break point, so that a word like PRINT doesn't get

split in the middle.

It's often nice to see cursor movements spelled

out — especially the ones that do not work on

your machine. And repeated cursor movements

should be numbered, so that you don't print

DOWN,DOWN,DOWN. Instead, DOWNS will

deliver the message. Of course, there are other

times when you would prefer to have the listing

show in the same way that it does with a conventional

screen LIST.

Sometimes, when your program is printing

instructions, they are in upper- lowercase ("text

mode") and you'd like the listing to reflect it. At

other times, you need the graphics because that's

what your program is printing.

Of course, if you want to do different parts of

your program in different modes, you'll need a

line number range in order to list the parts you

want at any particular time.

The long lines combined with text mode create

another problem. My printer (a 2023) is too dumb

to realize that if I print over 80 characters. I want

the continuation line to be in the same mode as

before. Instead, it drops back to graphics mode. So

I had to count characters carefully and arrange my

own split lines.

Spaces are a special problem. Most of the time,

they should be printed as spaces; but sometimes

that's hard to read, especially when the spaces are

part of a cursor-movement stream. I made a com

promise on this one.

Program Details

The program is in BASIC, so you can modify it to

your particular needs and printer. It won't quite fit

the VIC; if you want to try a VIC modification

don't forget to change the POKEs on line 630 and

the PEEK at line 32768. PET/CBM machines will

list VIC programs directly from disk, even where

the BASIC programs can't be LOADed, LISTed or

RUN on the PET.

A Few Comments On Program Variables

L9 is the length of a line, normally 40 or 80;

Q is quotes-mode; it also notes REM statements;

A$(J) is a table of cursor-control names,

and A(J) is the corresponding character

designations;

K$(J) is similarly a list of BASIC keywords;

C and Cl are flags to tell whether adjacent

characters are alphanumeric, so that we

will split PRINTX into PRINT X but not

PRINT"X";

B counts the number of repeated cursor move

ments; Bl$ is the current keyword;



JINSAM™

EXECUTIVE

space

Used at NASA,

Kennedy Space Center

With Multiple Applications Related

to the Columbia Space Shuttle Proji

rescue operations, statistical

inventory and vehicle tracking.

age

micro

software

JINSAM EXECUTIVE

has broken the 10,000 record limit. You

may now have up to 65,000 records In one

database.

We also have included a free form

report generator for data entry, elimi

nating the need for WordPro™ and have

included automatic mathematical relations

eliminating the need for VislCalc™. How

ever, you still have these superb Interfaces

available.

Executive™ will be available for CBM

and IBM personal computers.

JINI MICRO-SYSTEMS, Inc
DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM DESIGN

BOX 274 KINGSBRIDGE STN., RIVERDALE, N.Y. 10463 (212) 796-6200
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F$ is the character preceding a spelled-out

cursor movement; it is either a left-square-

bracket or a comma;

M$ is the down-shift character for text mode

printing, when needed;

P$ is the print string; everything is assembled

here before printing.

Copyright © 1982, Jim Butterfield.

90 REM LISTER JIM BUTTERFIE

LD

100 DATA 19,147,17,145,29,157,18,14

6,20,148,141,32

110 REM 80-COLUMN CURSOR STUFF

120 DATA 7,21,149,22,150,14,142,25,

153

130 DATA 15,143

140 REM VIC STUFF

150 DATA 144,5,28,159,156,30,31,158

160 DATA 8,9,133,137,134,138,135,13

9,136,140

170 DATA HOME,CLEAR,DOWN,UP,RIGHT,L

EFT,RVS,RVOFF,DEL,INST,RET

URN,SPACE

180 DATA BELL,D.LINE,I.LINE,ER.BEGI

N,ER.END,TEXT,GRAPHIC,SCRO

LL.UP,SCROLL.DOWN

190 DATA TOP,BOTTOM

200 DATA BLACK,WHITE,RED,CYAN,MAGEN

TA,GREEN,BLUE,YELLOW

210 DATA LOCK,UNLOCK,Fl,F2,F3,F4,F5

,F6,F7,F8

220 DIMA(40),A$(40),K${90)

230 FORJ=0TO40:READA(J):NEXTJ

240 FORJ=0TO40:READA$(J):NEXTJ

250 DATA END,FOR,NEXT,DATA,INPUT#,I

NPUT,DIM,READ,LET,GOTO,RUN

,IF,RESTORE,GOSUB

260 DATA RETURN,REM,STOP,ON,WAIT,LO

AD,SAVE,VERIFY,DEF,POKE,PR

INTtt,PRINT,CONT

270 DATA LIST,CLR,CMD,SYS,OPEN,CLOS

E,GET,NEW,TAB(,TO,FN,SPC(,

THEN,NOT,STEP

280 DATA +,-,*,/,",AND,OR,>,=,<,SGN

,INT,ABS,USR,FRE,POS,SQR,R

ND,LOG,EXP,COS

290 DATA SIN,TAN,ATN,PEEK,LEN,STR$,

VAL,ASC,CHR$,LEFT$,RIGHTS,

MID$,GO,CONCAT

300 DATA DOPEN,DCLOSE,RECORD,HEADER

,COLLECT,BACKUP,COPY,APPEN

D,DSAVE,CATALOG

310 DATA RENAME,SCRATCH,DIRECTORY

320 FORJ=0TO89:READK$(J):NEXTJ

400 CLOSE1:INPUT"NAME OF PROGRAM FI

LE";G$

OPEN 1,8,3,G$+",P,R"

GET#1,A$,B$

IFA$OCHR$ (1) ANDA$<> " "GOTO4 00

IFA$=""THENA$=CHR$(1):GET#1,X$

INPUTMLINE NUMBER RANGE -{03 L

LEFT}";Z$

L0=0:L1=0:L2=1E9

FORJ=1TOLEN(Z$) :Y$=MID$ (Z$,J,1)

Y=ASC(Y$):IFY>=48ANDY<=57GOTO5

10

IFY=32GOTO510

L0=J:IFYO45GOTO6 00

NEXTJ

IFL0<LEN(Z$)THENL2=VAL(MID$(Z$,

L0+1)):IFL2=0THENL2=1E9

IFL0>1THENL1=VAL(Z$)

IFL0=0THENL1=L2

P3$="[":P4$="]":INPUT"LIST TO P

RINTER N{03 LEFT}";Z$

P=3:IFASC(Z$)=89THENP=4:L$="{DO

DOWN}":P3$=CHR$(219):P4$=C

HR$(221)

Pl$="[":P2$="]":INPUT"GRAPHICS

OR TEXT G{03 LEFT}";Z$

POKE594 68,12:IFASC(Z$)=8 4THENPO

KE59468,14:M$=L$:P1$=P3$:P

2$=P4$

INPUT"TRANSLATE CURSOR MOVES

{03 LEFT}";Z$

IFASC(Z$)=89THENT7=1

OPEN4,P:F$=P1$

J = 80 : IFPO3GOTO690

PRINT"{CLEAR}":PRINT"++++++++++

++":FORJ=1TO81:IFPEEK(3276

8+J)=32THENNEXTJ

L9=J:PRINT#4,"PROGRAM: ";G$

REM NEW LINE

GOSUB2010:Q=0:T1=1:C1=-1:GET#1,

A$,B$:IFSTO0GOTO300 0

IFB$=""GOTO3000

GET#1,A$,B$

L=ASC(A$+CHR$(0))+ASC(B$+CHR$(0

))*256

IFL<L1GOTO1080

IFL>L2GOTO3000

F2=1:PRINT#4,M$;P$:P$ = STR$(L) +"

N

410

420

430

4 40

450

460

470

480

490

500

510

5 20

530

540

600

610

620

6 30

640

6 50

660

670

6 80

690

700

710

720

730

7 40

750

760

770

800 REM START TEXT HERE

810 GET#1,A$:IFA$=""GOTO710

8 20 T=0:A=ASC(A$):IFA=3 2ANDF$=","GO

TO840

830 IFQ=0OR(AAND127)>31ORT7=0GOTO90

0

8 40 FORJ=0TO40:IFA=A(J)THENB$=A$(J)

:GOTO860

850 NEXTJ:GOTO1000

860 IFB$=B1$THENB=B+1:GOTO810

8 70 IFB>0THENA$=MID$(STR$(B+1) ,2)+F

$+B$:GOTO890

(continued on p. 196)



40-Column VIC-$29.95!
But.. .there's a catch.

We found a way to transform your cramped

VIC screen into a 40-column, smooth scroll

ing text display. So we created Terminal-40,

a program for communicating by modem

with networks such as CompuServe and
Source. It's inexpensive, powerful, and a
pleasure to use.

But we created a problem, too. Now

everyone wants all their programs in 40 col
umns. That's the catch. Terminal-40 is only
for telecommunications. Don't despair,

though. You'll have the finest VIC terminal

around.

So, plug in your modem and...

MODEM

TERMINAL-40 . . . $29.95
Requires BK or larger memory ex

pansion and modem. VIC printer

optional. On cassette.

REACH OUT

and BYTE SOMEONE!

MIDWEST
MICRO associates

PO BOX 6148, KANSAS CITY, MO 64110

ORDER DESK: open 9 am - 4 pm.

(816)254-9600
VISA/Mastercard add 3% (card # and exp. date)

C.O.D. add S3.50

MAIL ORDER: Add S1.25 shipping and
handling. Missouri residents include 4.6%

sales tax. Foreign orders add $5 shipping

and handling. Write for free brochure.
Dealer inquiries invited.

WE'VE GOT AN OFFER YOU CAN'T REFUSE!

MAILING LIST

and LABELS
TOTL. LABEL 2.0

(VIC ana 64)

Easy Editing

User defines label size

Automatically sorted

Optional non-printing

data lines

Browse through list

Select labels lor printing

S20.00

WORD PROCESSING
TOTL. TEXT 2.0 (VIC only)

Full capability word processing

Margin and spacing control

Ceniered title lines. Indentation

and tabs. Upper and lower case

and graphics. Full screen

editing. Scrolling up and down

No limit lo document lengtn

$25.00

TOTL. TEXT 2.5 (VIC)

TOTL. TEXT 2.6 (64)

AH TOTL. TEXT 2.0 features plus:

Heading lines (up to 4}

Footing line and footnotes

Keyboard input

Right margin justification

Print from memory or device

(2.6 only)

$35.00

TIME MANAGEMENT-

SCHEDULING, REMINDERS

TOTL. TIME MANAGER 2.0

(VIC and 64)

Enter and edit activities

Uses dates and times

Inquiry by date, person, proiect

Bar chart reports from 2 days

(24 hours} to 4 years

Print reports by activity, person

or project

Reports may atso be sorted by dates

56 possible report formats

S25.00

KEY WORD

CROSS REFERENCE

RESEARCH ASSISTANT 2.0

(VIC and 64)

Great for students and authors

Compile reference notes

Save bibliographic data

Quick cross reference by keyword

Print data and cross reference lists

Edit reference data (with disk only)

S25.00

SOFTWARE for VIC 20 * and COMMODORE 64*

QUALITY at a price that's music to your ears!

f. Walnut Creek,

software »si

SHIPPING INCLUDED.

California Residents add 6% Sales Tax.

S3.00 charge for COD.

Send check or money order to:

TOTL. Software

P.O. Box 4742

Walnut Creek, CA 94596

Call (415) 943-7877

SPECIAL VERSIONS AVAILABLE FOR

QUANTUM DATA INC. 40/80 COLUMN

VIDEO BOARD

Designed for tape and/or disk input/output.

VIC programs require 8K expansion.

Will run with VIC or RS-232 printers.

Specify machine when ordering.

All programs shipped on cassette tape.

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME.

•VIC 20 and COMMODORE 64 are trademarks of Commodore Business Machines.



880

890

900

910

920

930

1000

AS=F$+B$

B=0:B1$=B$:F$=",":F1=1:GOTO1010

A=A-128 :IFA<0ORQO0GOTO1000

IFA=127THENAS=^":GOTO1000

T=1:A$=K$(A)

IFA=15THENQ=2

GOSUB2010

TO NEXT LINE

IFA$=""GOTO710

1010 IFA$=CHR$(34)THENQ=1-Q

1020 REM C=-l FOR ALPHANUMERIC

10 30 C=ASC(LEFT$ (A$,l) ) :C= {(X48 0RO5

7)AND(C<65ORC>90)

1040 IFTOT10RT=1THENT1 = T: IFNOTCANDN

CTC1THENP$=P$+" ":GOSUB2 5 0

0

10 50 C=ASC(RIGHT$(A$,1)):C1=((C<48OR

O57)AND(C<6 5ORC>90) )0RA=3

7

1060 P$=P$+A$:GOSUB2500

1070 GOTO810

1080 REM SKIP

1090 GET#lfAS

1100 GOTO1090

2000 REM CLOSE OFF CURSOR EXPRESSION

2010 IFF1=0GOTO2040

2 0 20 IFB>0THENP$ =P$+MID$(STR$(B+1) ,2

):GOSUB2500

2 030 B=0:F1=0:B1$="":P$=PS+P2$:GOSUB

2500:F$=P1$

2040 RETURN

2500 IFLEN(P$)<L9GOTO2600

2510 FORJ=L9TOL9*.6STEP-1

2 5 20 IFMID$ (P$,J,1)=": "GOTO2 580

2 5 30 NEXTJ:FORJ=L9-1TOL9*.6-1STEP-1

2540 P=ASC(MID$(P$,J)}

2550 IFP=91GOTO2580

2 560 IFP=59ORP=4 4ORP=93THENJ=J+1:GOT

02580

2570 NEXTJ:J=L9-1

2580 PRINT#4,M$;LEFT$ (P$,J-1)

2590 P$=M "+MID$(P$,J)

2600 RETURN

3 0 00 IFLEN(P$)>0THENF2=1:PRINT#4,M$;

P$
3010 IFF2=0THENPRINT"** NO LINES FOU

ND **"

3020 CLOSE1:GOSUB2000:CLOSE4 <§

TOLL FREE
Subscription

Order Line

800-334-0868
In NC 919-275-9809

PET/CBM/VIC? SEE SKYLES..

PET owners everywhere sing

Thanks for the MemoriesJ)J>

to good old Bob Skyles

. . . they should . . . because Bob Skyles is the only

complete source for memory boards for any PET ever

sold. Old Bob won't forget you.

And [he Skyles memory systems have the highcsi quality control of any
Computer product ever. Over 100 million bits of Skyles memory boards arc
already in the field. First quality staticand dynamic RAMS, solid soldered on

first quality glass epoxy. That is why they are guaranteed—in spite ofthe new
lower prices—fur a full iwo years.

The boards, inside I he PET CBM, install in minutes without special tools or

equipment.. .just a screwdriver.

Ik-causc of our new dynamic memory design,and IO celebrate old Bob's .'O1^
birthday, here are the smashing new prices:

8K Memory System orig. $250.00 now S200.00 Save S 50.00

I6K Memory System orig. $450.00 now 5300.00 SaveS!50.00

24K Memory System orig. $650.00 now $400.00 Save $250.00

.. .For any PETever made. When ordering, just describe your PET by model

number and indicate the amount and type (or brand) of memory currently in

the unit.

Shipping and Handling (USA/Canada) 53.50 (Europe/Asia) S15.00

California residents must add 6%/6'A% sales tax, as required.

Visa/Mastercard orders: call tollfree (800) 227-9998 (except California).

California orders: please call (415) %5-1735.

I
Skyles Electric Works
231E South W hisman Koad

Mountain View, California 'Him

(415) 965-1735

PET/CBM/VIC? SEE SKYLES..

EXPAND
YOUR VIC-20

for only

S5Q95

THIS NEW

CARTRIDGE

EXPANDER BOARD

PLUGS INTO THE SINGLE EXPANSION PORT

OF THE VIC-20, AND PROVIDES THREE

SWITCHED EXPANSION PORTS FOR SELEC

TIVE OR SIMULTANEOUS USE OF ANY VIC-20

CARTRIDGES. ADD MEMORY, PROGRAMMERS

AID, SUPER EXPANDER, GAMES, WORD

PROCESSOR, OR WHATEVER YOU CHOOSE.

SEE YOUR DEALER OR ORDER FROM:

PRECISION TECHNOLOGY, INC.

COMPUTER PRODUCTS DIV. CQD

| 2970 RICHARDS ST. V,SA
(801)487-6266 SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH 84115 M/c



EJcommodore
INTERFACES
ADA-1450 Serial S149

ADA-1600 Parallel 149

RS232 cable for Vic or 64, 2m 3r

Video/Audio cable for 64 & monitor ■*

MONITORS — Great resolution

for the CBM 64 or VIC
Panasonic, 13" Color $375

Amdek Color I 330

NEC JB 1201M, 12" Color 330

NEC JB 1201,12" green phosphor 170
Amdek Video 300L. green phosphor 175

BOSINESS SOFTWARE
Spellmaster Dictionary {great for WordPro!) S199
OZZ Data Base System (8050) 240

Silicon Office (database, wp) 995 (New)

Wordcraft 80 289

VisiCalc (new expanded) 199

Dow Jones Portfolio Management System (RS232) 120
WordPro 4 + or 5 + 299

The Manager 199

Legal Time Accounting 425

I-R-M.A 295

BPI A/R, G/L, Job Cost, Inventory, Payroll 325/pkg

SJB will service any VIC or CBM64.

MasterCard, Visa, Money Order, Bank Check
COD (add S5) accepted.

Add 3% surcharge for credit cards.

In stock items shipped within 48 hours, RO.B., Dallas, TX.
All products shipped with manufacturer's warranty.

TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE
800-527-4893 800-442-1048 (Within Texas)
SJB will meet any competitive price under
similar in-stock conditions. /

SJB DISTRIBUTORS, INC. A
10520 Piano Road, Suite 206

Dallas, Texas 75238 ^ ,

(214) 343-1328 XJW Busmess Hours:
n ■ ' L . ^f M'F 8 to 6
Prices are subject to change without notice. sat 10 to 2

SOFTWARE FOR CBM 641

Word Processing S90

Computer Tutoring Game (COCO) 50

General Ledger 199

Pet Emulator (emulates 4.0 basic) 30

CBM EasyCalc (for the 64) 99

CBM Easyfinance 50

CBM EasyPlot 80

CBM EasyScan (appointment manager) 80

Sprite-Magic (build sprites on screen with

Joystick, save to disk or cassette) :... 30

Assembler Package for CBM 64 (cassette)

Editor (creates and updates source code),

Assembler, Loader, Disassembler 50

Mail Mate 50

IEEE Interface (64) 100

Parallel Interface 90

RS232 Interface (modems, printers) 45

VIC PRODUCTS

VIC 20 Computer, 5K $199

Vic Datasette Recorder 60

Vic 1541 Disk Drive 395

VIC MODEM (for CBM 64) : 100

VIC 1525 Graphic Printer (for CBM 64) 325

8K Memory Expansion Cartridge 49

16KRAM 99

24KRAM 155

IEEE Interface (VIC) 85

Gorf (great arcade game) 30

Omega Race 30

Midnight Drive 23

VIC 3 slot Expander 43

VIC 6 slot Expander 83

Seawolf 23

Cosmic Cruncher 23

Arcade Joysticks — Heavy duty with 2 firing

buttons! Great for the VIC or 64

SuperPET (5 languages, 2 processors)

CBM 8032 Computer. 80 column

CBM Memory Expansion, 64K

PET 4032. 40 Column

C8M 8050, 1 Mg. Dual Drive
CBM D9060, 5 Mg. Hard Disk

CBM D9090, 7.5 Mg. Hard Disk
CBM 4040, 340K Dual Drive
CBM 2031, 170K Single Drive

PRINTERS—LETTER QUALITY
CBM 8300,40cps
Diablo 620,25cps

Nee Spinwriter 7700,55cps
Nee Spinwriter 3500,35cps

PRINTERS—DOT MATRIX
CBM 4022,80cps/graphics
CBM 8023,150 cps/graphics
Okidata 82A,120cps/serial or par
Nee 8023A(parallel)
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This program is only 48 lines long, loads in only 36 cassette turns, uses up only I.6K, and costs nothing-but it will

renumber your BASIC program in RAM, resolve line number references, and remain in memory so you can use it again
and again. And all ofit is in BASIC!

RENUMBER
(And a Brief Exploration Of BASIC)

Manny Juan

Dale City, CA

Type this program as is into your Atari — the first

three lines must be entered exactly as shown — and

save it on a cassette with the LIST"C" command.

This command saves the program as ASCII text

instead of as tokenized statements (as when a pro

gram is saved with CSAVE). A program saved this

way may be reentered later to merge with another

program already in memory, as described below.

Now type NEW to clear memory and CLOAD

your favorite program. Make sure that the highest

line number is less than 32100 and that it is an

END statement. After the load is finished, place

the tape containing RENUM (the renumbering

program) into the cassette drive and type

ENTER"C". This will make the Atari think that

program statements (which are normally entered

at the keyboard) are now being ENTERed from

the cassette drive. After you have done this,

RENUM becomes a part of your program, occupy

ing the last 48 lines of it and ready to be invoked.

To renumber your program, simply type

GOTO 32100. The program displays "FROM,BY?"

and awaits your response. Type the line number

you want your program to start with, followed by

the increment value you desire. Please make sure

that the potential line numbers will not extend

beyond 32100. Sit back and wait for a couple of

minutes. (The time varies according to the size of

the program and the number of line number re

ferences RENUM has to resolve.)

This utility will renumber your program ac

cording to the starting number and increment

value you supply. It also resolves all line number

references in the following statement types: GOTO,

GOSUB, IF...THEN, ON...GOTO, ON...GOSUB,

TRAP, and RESTORE. It can recognize references

to non-existent line numbers (e.g., TRAP 40000),

and it attempts to recognize symbolic references

(e.g., GOTO LABEL).'
Whenever it encounters any of these condi

tions, RENUM will display, on the screen, the new

line number of the current line being scanned,

followed by "NF" if the referenced line was Not

Found, or "SR" if a Symbolic Reference was

encountered.

I suggest that you note these messages on

paper so that you may investigate them later. State

ments flagged with "NF" (other than some TRAP

statements which may reference line numbers

above 32768) usually imply that those statements

are unexecutable. The presence of "SR" messages

should tell you to look for those places in the pro

gram where the offending symbolic reference is

assigned a value, so it can be adjusted according to

the new numbering sequence.

When the renumbering process is completed,

this utility displays the number of lines in your

program, followed by this message:

LIST"C:",bbbbb,eeeee

where bbbbb is the beginning number and eeeee is

the ending number of your program. You may

position the cursor over this line and press the

RETURN key if you are ready to save your program

in ASCII format on cassette. (Note that a CSAVE

command issued at this point would have saved

your program and this utility on cassette in token

ized form.) Just remember to use the ENTER"C"

command to reload your program next time,

though. After that, you then CSAVE it again in a

more compact form.

If you are doing program development,

RENUM becomes a very handy tool to use to "open

up" crowded line numbers to allow easy insertion

of new lines. And if you are an author, RENUM

adds a slight touch of professionalism to your

articles with neatly renumbered program listings.

Program Logic

The logic of RENUM is very simple. Starting from

the first line, it scans each statement and considers

only those that may refer to a line number (GOTO,



FIRST and FINEST

In Systems Software for Atari and Apple

MAC 65

First we delivered Atari's Assembler. Editor (the

cartridge).

Then we produced our enhanced "EASMD."

Now OSS is introducing the fines! integrated

assembly language development system yet!

In addition to being ideal lor writing small,

"quick and dirty" subroutines and

programs.MAC'65 shows its full power and

speed when used with even the most complex

of large assembly language source files.

Naturally. MAC'65 is upward compatible with

both EASMD and the Atari cartridge. And. of

course, the object code output is also compati

ble with OS A+, Atari DOS. and or Apple DOS.

as appropriate.

MAC 65 S80.00*

0S/A+

Optimized Systems Software — the group that

produced both the first Apple DOS and the first

Atari DOS — now brings you 0SA-. which

combines the finest features of these and other

successful personal computer operating

systems.

0S/A+ is the first and finest operating system

available for both Apple II and Atari computers

and features a keyboard-driven, easy-to-use

command processor. In addition to several

simple resident commands. OS A- allows logi

cal and readable requests (or even the most

sophisticated utility commands. In fact, the

user can even add system commands as

desired.

But the real power and flexibility of 0S/A+ is

its ability to easily interface to devices and disk

drives of virtually any kind and size. File com

patibility (with Apple DOS or Atari DOS. as ap

propriate), device independence, batch proces

sing, easy of use — OS.'A- truly brings the

finest in operating systems to your computer

AND NOW 0S.7U (for standard Atari or Apple

drives) is included as a part of every standard

OSS language package. Versions of OS A- for

some higher capacity drives available at

extra cosl.

Unless otherwise noted, all OSS products re

quire 48K and at least one disk drive. We re

commend 64K for the Apple version of OS A -.

SpeedRead^

The first and still finest speed reading tutor

designed for you to use on your computer is

available only from OSS.

SpeedRead- uses time-proven techniques to

train you to instantly recognize words and

phrases, and yet it goes far beyond what mere

mechanical devices are capable of.

SpeedRead- exercises your peripheral vision,

improves your eye movement and timing, and

generally works with you at your pace... now

and in the future.

NOTE: The Alan version of SpeedRead- needs only

16K of RAM.

SpeedRead S59.95

C
As a product of Tiny C Associates, tiny-c was

the first structured language interpreter for

microcomputers. Now OSS brings this innova

tive interpretive language to your home com

puter. While not having the speed and power a

true C compiler, tiny-c is an excellent choice

for the programming student who is ready to

begin learning the valuable techniques of

structured languages.

tiny-c provides an easy-to-use, easy-to-

modify environment that encourages ex

perimentation while promoting proper pro

gramming style. The tiny-c package includes

not only a comprehensive and instructional

user manual but also complete source.

C/65

NOW AVAILABLE!

The first native mode C compiler ever produced

for Atari and Apple computers.

C 65 supports a very usable subset of the ex

tremely powerful and popular C language. Just

as C is used by the most sophisticated pro

grammers from the professional and academic

communities, so shall C 65 prove to be a pow

erful and much-needed tool for 6502 software

developers.

CJ 65 supports integer and character types (and

arrays), pointers, fully recursive functions, and

much more.

NOTE: C 65 requires MAC 65 or an equivalent assem

bler. Two disk drives recommended but not required.

C 65 S80.00*

BASIC A-

"From the authors of Atari BASIC... "

It's a fact! OSS gave you that first and most

popular language for Atari Home Computers.

But why be content with the first when you can

have the finest?

BASIC A- is the only logical upgrade available

to the Atari BASIC programmer. While retaining

all the features which make Atari BASIC so

easy to use. we've also given BASIC A* fea

tures that place it at the forefront of modern

interpretive languages. BASIC A- will let you

explore the worlds of structured programming,

superior input output, helpful programming

aids, and even a very comprehensive PRINT

USING command. And. exclusively for the Alan

computer, an almost unbelievable array of

PLAYER MISSILE GRAPHICS commands and

functions.

tiny-c $99.95" BASIC A S80.00*

•REMEMBER: Standard OS'A- is included at no extra charge with BASIC A+. MAC 65. C 65. and tiny-c.

ATARI. APPLE II, and TIPJY C are tiaDemarks ol Atari, Inc . Apple Computer. Ire . ana Tiny C Associates, resoeclively SpeedRead ■. MAC 65. C 65.
BASIC A* and OS;A- are trademarks of ODHmned Sysiems Software, Inc

■ ■ ■ ■■.■-■.■■■'■■_■■■■

Optimized Systems Software, Inc., 10379 Lansdaie Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014, (408) 446-3099
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IF...THEN, etc.). If the line number reference

extracted is less than the line number of the current

line being scanned, it searches forward from the

beginning of the program; otherwise, it begins its

search from the current line.

While performing its search, it also keeps

track of the future line number for each line en

countered. When it finds a match, it replaces the

line number reference by the future line number

of the matching line. After it has resolved all such

line number references, it starts over from the top;

this time, it steps through all the lines of the pro

gram, a line at a time, and actually renumbers

them. That's all there is to it.

Let me advise you at this point that the re

mainder of the article will discuss some internal

mechanisms of the BASIC interpreter and will be

more technical. If you are satisfied with the utility

of RENUM, skip the rest of the article. But, if

you're a system programmer, read on!

How does RENUM know where to start? The

address of the first line in a program is always

pointed to by a two-byte register at locations 136

and 137. (The value of a two-byte register is always

computed as the left byte + 256 * right byte.) Before

we discuss how RENUM steps through the pro

gram, resolves line number references and renum

bers lines, we need some background information

on how BASIC works.

BASIC Tokens

As everyone probably knows by now, a BASIC

program is always stored in RAM in a "tokenized"

format. Keywords (PRINT, LET, GOTO, etc.) are

replaced by single bytes whose values identify the

keyword. Variables are also stored as single bytes

whose value is 128 4- N, where N is the position of

the variable in the variable table (the first variable

occupying position zero).

Numeric literals (like those found in expres

sions or in statements like A = 123 or GOTO 32700)

are replaced by seven bytes. The first byte is always

14, which stands for "numeric literal follows," and

the last six bytes make up the BCD (Binary Coded

Decimal) representation of the literal. Line numbers

are encoded into a two-byte representation so that

the right byte multiplied by 256 plus the left byte

equals the value of the line number.

Each BASIC line (except REM and DATA),

whether it is made up of one statement or multiple

statements, is always stored as a string of one-byte

tokens in this format:

Nl, N2, PL, <LL, TK,... other tokens..., DM)...

where the portion enclosed in parentheses may

occur one or more times. N1 and N2 make up the

line number so that LN = N1+ 256 * N2. PL is the

length of the whole tokenized string, including Nl

and N2. If PL is added to the address of Nl, we get

the address of the next line. LL is the offset, relative

to the address of Nl, of the next statement within

the string.

The value of LL is never greater than PL, but

it is equal to PL at the last or only statement within

the line. TK is the token representing the keyword,

and it may be followed by other tokens. Finally,

DM is an end-of-statement delimiter. It contains a

value of 22 if the statement is the last or only state

ment in the line; otherwise, it contains a value of 20.

For example, consider this line in BASIC:

356?A:GOTO 12345

The resulting token string that represents it is fully

annotated below:

Relalive

Address

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

Token

Value

100

1

17

7

40

128

20

17

10

14

66

1

35

69

0

0

22

Description

356 MOD 256

INT(356/256)

offset to next line

offset to next statement

token for ?

variable number + 128

end of first statement

offset to next line

token forGOTO

"number follows"

exponent byte of literal

I,ofl2345(0*16+1)

23,of 12345 (2* 16 + 3)

45,of 12345(4* 16 + 5)

other digits, ifany

same as above

end of statement and line

(start of next line)

A tokenized statement is not necessarily com

pressed, as you can see above. Compression is

more readily apparent in a program where long,

meaningful variable names are used generously,

and literals sparingly.

The syntax for GOTO, "GO TO", GOSUB,

TRAP, and RESTORE (tokens 10, 11, 12, 13, and

35, respectively) requires a line reference im

mediately following the keyword. (RESTORE

sometimes requires none.) For these statement

types, RENUM immediately resolves the line

number references, if any. Both ON...GOTO

(tokenized format 30,...,23) and ON...GOSUB

(format 30,...,24) are followed by a list of line

number references which are separated internally

by the token 18. You may say that token 18 stands

for the commas separating the numbers.

Finally, IF...THEN is recognized as the token

string (7,...,27). When a line number reference

immediately follows THEN, that number becomes

a part of the IF...THEN token string. In all other

cases (as in IF...THEN A = 0, or IF...THEN GOTO



NEW FOR ATARI
.........NECESSITIES"—*—

DISK COMMANDER II - Just save this program on your BASIC disks and it wi!

autoboo! and automatically list all programs Irom the disk into your screen. Simply

tun any BASIC or Machine Language program by typing a single number.

Requires 16K. Disk Only 29.95

BASIC COMMANDER - An all machine language program which occupies only 4K

ol RAM and is co resident with your BASIC program. It is an indispensable tool for

every ATARI BASIC programmer Basic Commander allows single key access to

DOS functions, BASIC lile mampulaiion commands such as LOAD. LIST. ENTER.

RUN. SAVE and more! Never need to access DOS again. RENUMBER allows you

lo renumber all Basic lines and all relerences mstantaniously! In addition.

BLOCKDELETE allows deletion of any range of lines, eliminating computer lock

up. AUTONUMBER automatically provides line numbers for your BASIC program,

increasing program entry speed from 25 to 75%. If we've omitted your favorite

commands. Basic Commander even provides 3 PROGRAMMABLE KEVS!

THE MOST POWERFUL PROGRAMMING AID AVAILABLE
FOR THE ATARI BASIC PROGRAMMER

Requires 16K, Disk Only S34.95

RAM TEST II - The fastest and most thorough memory test available for the ATARI

has now been further improved! Tests not only all locations, but also tests the

memory addressing system. This all machine language program takes 4 mm. to test

48K It's the only program that tests the cartridge area of RAM. Good for new 400.. 800

computer owners, for testing new RAM hoards and for use in computer stores to test

lor any bad memory locations. Bad memory locations are pinpointed so repair is as

simple as replacing a chip!

Requires 8K, Disk or Cassette 529.95

•• "BUSINESS HOME

MAIL LIST Extremely fast BASIC and machine language program. Each data disk

holds over 500 files. Sort on any of 6 fields at machine language speed or search on any

fragment of a field! Use any size tables or envelopes.

Requires 40K. Disk Only ' S39.95

ASTEROID MINERS ■ This 50 page book and program provide (or a unique

intermediaieto advanced tutorial. A 32K BASIC game utilizing over 25 players in
player-missile graphics, machine language subroutines, a redefined character set,

multiprocessing utilizing the vertical blank interrupt interval, and much more! The 50

page book included with the program documents each part of the entire program and
contains the fully documented source code for both the BASIC and assembly

language parts of the program. Use these routines in your own programs. These
examples make it easy!

Requires 32K, Disk or Cassette $34.95

ATARI is a registered trademark ot ATARI. INC N J Residents add 5% sales tan

ALL MACHINE LANGUAGE ARCADE GAME

WITH INTELLIGENT MONSTERS!

This arcade style game is sure to become an ATARI classic.

Chomper requires 16K RAM, 1 joystick and nerves of steel.

Available on Disk or Cassette $29.95

Available at your favorite computer store or

Send a check or money order directly to:

MMG MICRO SOFTWARE
P O. BOX 131 • MARLBORO. NJ 07746

or caii (201) 431-3472
for MasterCard. Visa or COD deliveries

ATR8000: THE DOUBLE DENSITY DISK INTERFACE FOR THE ATARI® 800/400

The ATR8000 disk interface converts your ATARI 800/400 into a double density business

machine ... at an affordable price. The ATR8000:

• Comes with 16K RAM for disk and printer buffer memory. A 64K upgrade is available.

• Operates with standard 51/4" or 8" drives (8" drives require a special cable).

• Has a Z80 4 MHz controller.

• Gives dual processor flexibility: Z80 or 6502.

• Comes standard with both a serial and a parallel port.

• With the addition of OSA+ DOS, Version 4, the ATR8000 is a double density system

that doubles disk storage capacity.

• Is software compatible with existing ATARI software.

• Is CP/M compatible (with the 64K upgrade).

Parallel or serial

printer cable $29.00

5V*" drive cable $35.00

8" drive cable -Call-

PRICING: ATR8000 $499.95

64K Upgrade -Call-

OSA+ Version 4 $49.95

5V*" drive $399.95

CONTACT:

SOFTWARE PUBLISHERS, INC.

2500 E. Randol Mill Rd., Suite 125

Arlington, TX 76011

(817) 469-1181

ATARI is a registered trademark of ATARI, Inc.
CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research, Inc.
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100), the whole statement is broken into two token

strings so that it now reads (internally) as

"IF...THEN <null statements: next statement." I

urge yon to investigate these statement types, and

others, by Rt'Nning the short program below:

10 DIM A* i1 )

2O X=PEEK(136)+PEEK(137>*256

30 LN=PEEK(X)+PEEK(X+1)*25&:PL=PEEK(X

+ 2)

40 IF LN=3276S THEN STOP

50 IF LN<=90 THEN 90

60 LIST LN:? "ADDR=";X

70 FOR 1=1 TO PL

SO ? PEEK ( X + I4-1 );".";: NEXT I:? : INPUT

AS

90 X=X+PL:50TD 30

Just add the BASICS statements you want to

examine after line 90 and type RUN. Line 40 checks

for end of program. A "phantom" line (numbered

32768) is always present as the last statement of

any program to tell the BASIC! interpreter where

the program ends. It cannot be listed, deleted, or

referenced. But it is there.

If you also want to see all the valid keywords in

BASIC!, and their lokenized values as well, type

this program in.

5 DI

10 I

20 A

30 C

40 J

5 0 I

1OO

1 10

120

130

M i $(10)

161:K=0:? CHR$(125

=PEEK<I):IF O12B THEN 100

=J+1:A*(J)=CHR*CO

= H-l:G0T0 30

C=C-12B:J=J+1:A*(J)=CHR$(C)

PRINT K,AS

K=K+1:IF K>53 THEN STOP

I=I+3:GDT0 20

You will notice that there are 54 (0 through

53) keywords. BASK! looks up this table when

translating a statement into a token string. If it

finds no match, BASK! assumes that the statement

has an implied LET keyword, and it assigns a token

value of 54 for the keyword portion of the resulting

token string.

BCD To Decimal, And Back

As I said earlier, all numeric literals used in BASK!

statements (including line number references) are

expressed in BCD (Binary Coded Decimal) format

internally. When I discovered this, while I was

investigating tokens, I realized that I needed the

capability of converting a line number reference

from BCD to decimal, and back, in order to make

RENUM work.

The process takes many steps, including nor

malization of a number to even powers, "chunking"

of digits by two's, and merging nvbbles [a piece of

information that'sfour bits long] to bytes [one that's

eight bits]. In fact, a whole article could be devoted

lo BCD to decimal conversion. Suffice it to say that

I did not have to write a lengthy routine to do the

conversion — I simply took advantage of BASIC'S

built-in conversion routines.

BASIC Variable Table

BASIC! maintains a variable table (addressed by

locations 134 and 135) where all variables are

stored. Each entry in the table is eight bytes long;

the first byte specifics the variable type, and the

second byte identifies the variable number, which

starts with zero. For scalar variables (not DlMcu-

sioned), the first byte is always zero, and the segment

defined by bytes three through eight contains the

BCD representation of the variable's value.

Let's define a variable, say WM, to be our work

area for doing the conversion. To convert a BCD

number to decimal, we just PORK the six bytes

representing the number into the BCD segment of

the entry corresponding to WM. Voildl WM now

contains the decimal value of the number (as would

be proved by PRINTing it).

To convert the other way (as when we are

replacing a line number reference by a future line

number), we simply equate WM lo (he desired

decimal value, extract the last six bytes of VVM's

entry in the variable table, and POKE them into

the token string to replace the old BCD number.

BASIC Symbol Table

Bui how do we- know where WM resides in the

variable table? When RENUM is first loaded (or

ENTERed from cassette), dozens of variables

would have already been added to the variable

table. All variables defined and used in the program

(or even in direct mode) get stored in the table. But

before each one is added, the variable's NAME is

first added to the end of another table — the symbol

table. (It starts at location 204S on a cassette-based

system, and it seems to start at 7b'7(i when DOS II

is present.)

This table is actually a character string which is

a concatenation of all variable names - in the se

quence they are first defined. And this sequence is

followed by the variable table. The last character of

each name is flagged (bit seven turned on) lo serve

as a terminator. Type in this shori program to see

what the symbol table looks like:

10

20

30

4 0

50

60

70

X=2048

1=0

C=PEEK

IF C= 0

PRINT

1= 1 + 1

GOTO 3

< X + I )

THEN

CHR*

0

(

STOP

C) ;

Before RUNning it. enter a few variables with

long names (RUMPLESTILTSKIN = 0. etc.) in

direct mode so you can recognize them. I he char

acters appearing in reverse video mark the ends of
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CARTRIDGES
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COMPUTER CENTER
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Cfifistmas Music!
Compare! 1. Glorious Four Part Harmony

2. Accurate Song Reproduction

3. Requires Only Basic Cartridge

Volume I: Silenl Nigh). Angels From Realms of Glory,

We Three Kings, Go Tell It On The Mountain,

Joy To The World, 0' Come. 0' Come Immanuel,

Good Christian Men Rejoice, Bring A Torch, Coventry

Carol, It Came Upon A Midnight Clear.

Volume II: The First Noel. What Child Is This, Hark

The Herald Angels Sing, There's A Song In The Air,

0' Little Town Of Bethlehem, Angels We Have Heard,

Away In A Manger, While Shepherds Watched,

0 Come All Ye Faithful, God Rest Ye Merry Gentle

men.

Volume III: Jingle Bells, All Through The Night,

Please Put A Penny, We Wish You A Merry Christmas,

O' Sanctissima, Wassailing Song, Deck The Halls,

0 Christmas Tree, Good King Wenceslas, I Saw

Three Ships.

Specify: * Version 1 (8/24K Tape ■ 16/32K Disk)

• Version 2 (32K Tape ■ 40K Disk)

Prices: Any Single

Volume

Any Two

Volumes

All Three

Volumes

Tape ■ $12-95 $21.95 $29.95

Disk - 14.95 25.95 34.95

Add $2.00 per volume ordered (or lyrics.

B.I.G. Software

533 Airport Blvd. #518

Burlingame, Ca. 94010

(415) 347-1063

ATARI is a registered trademark of Atari, Inc.

* California residents add 6Vi% sales tax.

Dealer inquiries invited.

ACA introduces

the next generation of

memory upgrades. By

using simple yet

techniques, the cRAM board

puts complete control of up to

of addressable memory at your

fingertips.

Features:

Powers up with 52K of continuous RAM.

4K overwrite protected RAM for assembly

object code and BASIC user functions: 52K

for boot users.

Cartridge ROM can be replaced by RAM

under program control. Simplifies cartridge

program development and testing; or 8K/16K

hidden RAM for temporary data.

OS ROMs can be replaced by RAM, for OS

development or use of an alternate OS.

Built-in flexibility. Several customizing options

have been built into the cRAM board. These,

along with the features above, convert your

Atari 400 into a truly powerful tool.

IN STOCK for immediate shipment.

INTRODUCTORY PRICE (valid for orders

placed before 12/31/82)

KIT: S169.00

(regular price $189.00)

ASSEMBLED AND TESTED: $209.00

(regular price $229.00)

A Applied

Computer

Alternatives, Inc.

1600 Wilson Boulevard, Suite 900

Arlington, Virginia 22209

(703) 525-6960

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.

Requires rumor modilicanon 10 your Aiart RAM tx>arO For Ata^ -100 only

ATARI 400 is a registered trademark of ATARI, inc. cRAM is a

trademark of Cosmac Research, Inc.
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the variable names.

With this information, it is possible to resolve

the question posed above by extracting the variable

name string segments, one at a time, until one of

them matches "WM," at which point the variable

number for WM would be obtained. However, this

method requires a slow and lengthy routine to

perform string extraction and matching. There

has to be a better way.

Current Line Pointer

A new register comes into play. Locations 138 and

139, I discovered, always point to the current line

being executed. With this new knowledge, I was

able to define WM and pinpoint its location in the

variable table in a single line of BASIC!! I refer you

now to line 32120 in the listing. The first statement

defines the variable WM. Keep in mind that when

this whole statement was tokenized, an entry for

WM was added to the variable table, and its variable

number now appears in the tokenized string.

The second statement determines the address

of this very same line as it is being executed. At this

point. X points to the beginning of the line. Let us

dissect the third statement. The expression "(X + 5)"

positions us to the token for WM in the statement

"WM = 0". "PEEK(X + 5)-128" looks at that byte

and converts it to the true variable number assigned

to WM. Multiplying it by eight computes the offset

from the beginning of the variable table (defined

by the first two terms of the statement). Finally,

adding two to the result positions us to the BCD

segment of WM's entry in the variable table. With

this address saved in Y, BCD to decimal conversion

(and back) becomes a breeze (as shown respectively

by the one-liners 32470 and 32530).

RENUM, Line By Line

With all that background information out of the

way, we can now talk about the other significant

lines in RENUM. Lines 32100 through 32210 are

the main loop of the program, which positions the

variable C to the keyword token of every statement

encountered before it enters thc"analyze-keyword"

subroutine at line 32280. The next loop, 32220

through 32270, performs the actual renumbering

of the lines.

Line 32290 checks for GOTO.GO TO.

GOSUB, TRAP, and RESTORE. Lines 32300

through 32370 check for the statements

ON...GOTO and ON...GOSUB. Line 32330 skips

numeric literals that the program might come

across following the keyword ON, but before the

words GOSUB (token 24) or GOTO (token 23).

Lines 32380 through 32440 handle the IF state

ment, and line 32410 similarly skips insignificant

numbers until it encounters the word THEN (token

27). The reason for skipping over these numeric

literals is to preclude RENUM from misinterpreting

BCD segments as valid tokens. Line 32430 handles

the case where IF...THEN is immediately followed

by a line number.

The subroutine starting al 32450 performs the

search and replace operation. Line 32450 itself

checks for end of statement (as when RESTORE is

not followed by a number). When a line number

reference is found, line 32470 converts it (now

expressed as six bytes in BCD format) into decimal

for comparison with the current line, which is

performed at 32480.

• At this point, it is determined whether search

ing is to starl from the top or from the current

position. Lines 32500 and 32510 search fora match

ing line number. When a match is found, line

32530 converts the future line number of that

matching line to BCD as described previously and

replaces the original reference. Finally, control is

transferred to 32550 when the actual renumbering

process is completed.

The program itself can be further reduced in

size by merging statements into single lines, but

that is up lo you. The most obvious features missing

from the program are sound and graphics, and

that can be easily remedied.

32100

321 10

32120

32130

32140

32150

32160

32170

32180

32190

322OO

32210

32220

32230

32240

32250

32260

32270

32280

32290

32300

32310

32320

32330

32340

32350

32360

32370

REM RENUMBER BY MANNY JUAN

TS=256:I=l:Z=32100

WM=0l X = PEEK (138>-t-PEEK(139)*TS:Y

= PEEK ( 134)+PEEK(135>*T8 +8*(PEEK

(X+5)-128)+2

? "FROM,BY":INPUT FR,BY:? CHR$(

125)

B=PEEK(136)+PEEK(137)*T8:X=3:M=

FR

LN=PEEK(X)+PEEK< X + I)*T8:SOUND O

,LN,10,8

IF LN=Z THEN 32220

PL=PEEK<X+2>:C=X+3

Li_ = PEEK(C):C=C+I

GOSUB 32280

IF LL<PL THEN C= X-t-LL; GOTO 32180

X=X+PL:M=M+BY:S0T0 32150

M=FR:X=B:SOUND 1,0,0,0

LN=PEEK(X)+PEEK(X+I)*T8: SOUND 0

,32768-LN,10,8

IF LN=Z THEN 32550

MH=INT<M/T3):ML=M-MH*T8

POKE X,ML:P0KE X+I,MH

M=M+BY:X=X+PEEK<X+2):G0T0 32230

TK = PEEK <C>

IF TIC-10 OR TK=ll OR TK= 1 2 OR T

K=13 OR TK=35 THEN C=C+I:60SUB

32450:RETURN

IF TKO30 THEN 32380

C=C+I:D=PEEK(C)

IF D--23 OR D=24 THEN 32350

IF D=14 THEN C=C+6

o0T0 32310

C-C+IsGOSUB 32450:D-PEEK(C)

IF D<>20 AND D<>22 THEN 32350

RETURN

(continued on j>. 206)
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You've invested a lot of time and money into your computer . ..

It's time that investment paid off!

THE COLOR ACCOUNTANT

The Programmer's Institute introduces THE COLOR ACCOUNTANT, the only complete personal financial package

specifically designed for the Atari 400/800 computer. This unique package includes:

1. Complete Checkbook Maintenance

2. Chart of Accounts Maintenance

3. Income/Expense Accounts

4. Net Worth Statement

8. Home Budget Analysis

9. Decision Maker

10. Mailing List

5. Payments/Appointments Calendar

6. Color Graph Design Package

(graphs any files)

7. Check Search

After the initial setup, THE COLOR ACCOUNTANT requires less lhan an hour of data input each month.

The checkbook maintenance program is the key to ihe entire package. Once your checkbook is balanced, the checkbook summary file will

automatically update the home budget analysis, net worth, and income/expense statements. You can then graph any file, record bills and

appointments, make decisions, print a mailing list, analyze various accounts or stocks, and even calculate taxes.

All programs are menu-driven and allow add/change/delete. Each file and statement can be listed io screen or printer, and saved to cassette

or diskette. THE COLOR ACCOUNTANT also comes with 40 pages of documentation that leads you step-by-step through the entire package.

The Atari 400/800 requires 24K for cassette and 32K for diskette for this package. (S74.95 cassette, S79.95 diskette).

See vour local dealer or order direct:

;:;! THE PROGRAMMER'S INSTITUTE
a division o/TUTL REHOUSE

The perfect supplenu;:,i o I ill ( Ol.OK UCOI NTANT. The Tax Handler includes: ''''■f/jStf/l CHAPEL H1I L.'n< ^7514
1. Complete Form 1040 .-
2. Schedule A (Itemized Deductions) "■;.<

3. Schedule <■ (Income Averaging)

This year let The fax Handler prepare your taxes (S24.95 cassette, S29.95 diskette). 1-919-967-0861
10 AM - 9 PA/. Man - Sat

32380

32390

32400

32410

32420

32430

32440

32450

32460

32470

32480

32490

32500

32510

32520

32530

IF TK RETURN>7 THEN

C=C+I:D=PEEK <C)

IF D=27 THEN 32430

IF D=14 THEN C-C+6

50T0 32390

C=C+I:IF C<(X+LL) THEN

450

RETURN

D=PEEK(C):IF D=20 OR D=22 THEN

C=C+I:RETURN

M:

GOSUB 32

THEN SR.

TO 3:P0KE Y+J,PEE

WX=B:RN=FR:GOTO 3

-4032b-

32550

32560

32570

IF DO 14

:RETURN

C»C+I:F0R J=O

K (C +J) :NEXT J

IF WM<LN THEN

2500

WX = X:RN=M

WN=PEEK(WX)+PEEK(WX+I)*T8:S0UND

1.WN.10,8

IF WN<Z AND WN<WM THEN RN=RN+BY

:WX=WX+PEEK(WX+2):GDT0 32500

IF WNOWM THEN 7

32540

WM=RN:FDR J=O TO

K (Y + J) :NEXT J

C=C+6:RETURN

? :? (M-FR)/BY;"

? "LIST";CHR*(34)

; ". " ;FR; ", ";M-BY

END

Ms NF.";:GOTO

SsPDKE C+J.PEE

LINES"

"C:":CHR*(34)

ATARI

400

MEMORY

48K + 4

O 52 KBYTES TOTAL MEMORY CAPACITY

O 4K BYTES MORE THAN OTHERS

O USES 64K RAMS FOR REDUCED POWER CONSUMP.

O GOLD PLATED CONTACTS FOR RELIABILITY

O SOLDER MASK AND PARTS LEGEND

O 90 DAY WARRANTY

O COMES WITH ILLUSTRATED"HOW TO" MANUAL

AND SPECIAL JUMPERS

—► BARE BOARD

KIT

ASSM/TESTED 199.
ECRL.INC.

PO BOX 387

CAN BY, OR 97013

(503) 266-4982

ADD $3 SHIPPING PER BOARD . DELIVERY FROM STOCK
WITH MONEY ORDER, 3 WEEKS FOR PERSONAL CHECKS.

* ATARI 400 IS A TRADEMARK OF ATARI, INC.



Experience the

Magazine

of the Future . .
The Programmer's Institute's magnetic magazines

will entertain, educate, and challenge you.

Each issue features ready-to-load programs ranging from

games, adventures, home applications and utilities to personal

finance, educational, and our unique teaching programs. Our

magazines include fully listable programs, a newsletter con

taining descriptions and instructions for all programs, and notes

on programming techniques used.

TM

IMAGATAR

for the Atari 400/800

i ORDERING INFORMATION

Subscriptions*

Year

Vi Year

Trial Issue

* Add $2.00

Cassette

$50.00

$30.00

$10.00

Diskette

$75.00

$45.00

$15.00

postage and handling.

ALL SOFTWARE REQUIRES 16K.

"Received my first copy

. . . lt*s great! Please

rush to me one of each

back issue, so I'll have a

complete set."

R.C., Chicago, IL

"Not only are the games

fun and the applications

useful, but the quality of

the programs is excellent.''

S.P., Midwest

Computer Software Sales

COMING SOON: VicVideo for the Vic-20 and PCM magazine

for the IBM personal computer.

Plus Educational Software for the Atari 400/800.

See your local dealer or order direct:

THE PROGRAMMER'S INSTITUTE
a division of FUTUREHOUSE

JliSyflf P.O. BOX 3,9,, DEPT. >-C
CHAPEL HILL, NC 27514

1-919-967-0861
10 AM - 9 PM, Mon- Sat

PPPRRRGGG

CATCH 'EM IF YOU CAN- BUT DON'T GET POISONED!

ASK FOR AAARRRGGG AT YOUR LOCAL DEALER OR ORDER

DIRECT FOR «1S.95. SPECIFY 16K CASSETTE OR 32K DISK,

WRITE FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED LIST.

2005 A WHITTAKER RD. YPSILANTI, MI 4B197

(313) 4B3-7356

\ COMMAND

CONTROL

< JOYSTICK
BY WICO

ARCADE QUALITY CONSTRUCTION

TWO FIRE BUTTONS {TOP & BASE)

ADAPTERS TO OTHER COMPUTERS AVAILABLE

FULL ONE YEAR WARRANTY

FOR ATARI .
FOR APPLE
FOR TRS-80

29.95 •
49.95* INCL ADAPTOR
39.95* INCL ADAPTOR

•ADO S3 PER ORDER FOR POSTAGE AND HANDLING • CHECK. MONEY

ORDER. MASTERCARD OH VISA. C.O.O. iC.O.D. CHARGES ADDED) • FLA.

RESIDENTS ADD 5'-. SALES TAX • FOREIGN ORDERS MUST BE PREPAID.

GATOR MARKETING ENTERPRIZES, INC.
283 E- HWY. 434 • LONGWOOD, FL 32750

(305) 339-3848

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED - PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE
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Ifyou've ever used the VIC's data filefunctions to do tape

saves and loads ofmachine code, hex tables, or graphics,

you'll appreciate the speed, ease, and flexibility with which

(his program. Dump!Recover, accomplishes those tasks.

You'll also learn a bit about using BASIC'S internal

machine language routines.

VIC Block

SAVE And LOAD
Sheila Thornton

New York, NY

This program is built around four of the kernal

routines, the self-contained machine language

software modules in VIC's operating system which

can be accessed through a group ofJMP instructions

located at the top of memory.

These routines - SETLFS, SETNAM, SAVE,

and LOAD - are subroutines of the SAVE and

LOAD functions in BASIC, but can lie used indi

vidually to save any size memoryblock up to location

32760 ($7FFE) and to load the saved matter into its

original position or a new one.

To discourage casual copying of their pro

prietary software, Commodore has inserted code

in the SAVE routine which aborts attempted tape

saves above 32766 (S7FFE hex). However, a VIC

owner who boasts a 1540 disk has informed me

that, curiously, this prohibition doesn't extend lo

disk saves.

Dump/Recover (Program 1) combines 43 bytes

of machine code and ten lines of BASIC to connect

you to the kernal routines and to allow specification

of start and end address and name via an INPUT

statement.

Understanding The Method

Program 2 is a commented disassembly of the

machine code thai Dump/Recover must POKE into

memory. In the first four instructions, the logical

file number, device, and secondary address are

selected, and then the SETLFS routine which

makes it all happen is called. The second four

instructions specify the length of the file name and

its location in memory, and then jump to SETNAM.

which will expect to find the file name immediately

above the end of the array variables (as pointed lo

by zero page locations 49 and 50) and the name

length at address 0.

At this point, the SAVE or LOAD routines can

be called, but the usual tape messages (other than

the PRESS... instructions) will not be displayed.

Some sleuthing inside VICs Operating System

disclosed that SAVE and LOAD require that bil

seven at address 157 ($9D) be set for the messages

to be printed. The two instructions following the

jump to SETNAM accomplish this.

While these messages are not required for a

successful save or load. I find it comforting to see

that VIC is indeed SAVING/SEARCHING FOR/

LOADING the file I've specified. This feedback

also serves as a check for typing errors, and helps

to spare VIC from doggedly searching through an

entire cassette for. say,'"OPCODE TABEL" while
I've excused myself to make tea. Unfortunately, I

wasn't able to find how to turn on the "?LOAD

ERROR" message, so this is handled in BASIC.

After completing these preparatory routines,

the program returns to BASIC, which checks

whether a save or load has been chosen and jumps

to the appropriate machine code. LOAD will look

at addresses 251 and 252 (SFB. SFC) to find the

start address, and SAVE will additionally use 253

and 254 for the end address.

Since Dump/Recover's purpose is to save and

load any permitted section of memory. I decided

that the "safest" place lo put the machine code was

in the BASIC input buffer (512 to 600 -$0200-

$0258), making it necessary to re-POKE the code

every time the program is run. While this doubles

the permanent program length (to 487 bytes), it

does add flexibility.

Returning to Program 1, you can see that

Dump/Recover's first job is to accept the start and

end addresses (in decimal) and the file name, so

the input buffer can be freed up for the machine

code. The end address entered for a save must be

one higher than that of the last byte to be saved.

For a load, a "0" must be entered as the end

address.

Line 1003 places the name length in location 0

and turns the end-of-arrays pointer, plus the name

length, into a decimal number. Because all of the

program's variables must be set up before the

latter step is taken. "V" is first set equal to "1." In

line 1004, the program puts the file name above

the BASIC variables, jumps to the SETLFS and

SETNAM routines, POKEs the start address

pointer, and tests whether a dump or recovery has

been selected. If a clump, line 1005 places the end

address in memory, jumps to the appropriate

machine code, and ends the program.

Since a side effect of the LOAD routine is that

the numeric and array variable pointers are set to

the end address of the loaded material, line 1006

saves the pointers in the input buffer before LOAD

is called, and restores them afterward. Line 1007

checks the I/O STATUS word, and prints a load

error message if STATUS reports either an unre

coverable load error or any mismatch.



VIC-20w/8K & VIC-64

The Finest

Word Processor
You Can Buy For Your VIC

Scrolling & Fast, Easy Editing

Complete Acct'ing Packages

Customized For Your Printer

VlC-1515. Serial or Parallel

Up to 8 Pages In Memory

In-text Calculations

Tape or Disk Files

Tape or Disk

$39.95
Manual A Tutorial Incld.

Complete Systems Available

Wide Choice Of Printers

Use For Reports, Letters,

Data Files

^APiDWRiTER
91 Long Hill Rd.

Leverett, MA 01054

413-549-3744

Rapidwriter(c) H.D. Mig. Inc. 1982

All rights reserved ^5

VIC-20"
COMMODORE

TREASURES OF

THE BAT CAVE $14.95

Explore the ancient caves

filled with treasures and

guarded by deadly vampire

bats. The realisiic 3-D dis

play brings out your claus

trophobia. Machine code

for fast action: keyboard or

joystick. Over 6xlO23 diF-
ferent caves to explore!

ENCODER $14.95

Use your VIC to keep prying

eyes away from your per

sonal matters. Encoder uses

your password to scramble

whatever you store in the

computer: bank account

numbers, household inven

tory, where you hid the

jeweiry. The scrambled data

can be saved, or retrieved

from tape. A 90 minute tape

holds approximately 120 dou

ble spaced typed sheets.

Keep a copy in your safety

deposit box.

VIC-20®
COMMODOM

ADVENTURES

ThB best adventures at the

best prices! Controlled from

the keyboard.

GRAVE ROBBERS $14.95

Introducing the first GRAPHIC

ADVENTURE ever available

on the VIC-20! Explore an old

deserted graveyard. Actually

see the perils thai lie beyond.

ADVENTURE PACK I

(3 Programs) $14.95

MOON BASE ALPHA-

Destroy the meteor lhat is rac

ing towards your base.

COMPUTER ADVENTURE-

Re-live the excitement of get

ting your first computer.

BIG BAD WOLF—Don't let

the wolf gobble you up.

ADVENTURE PACK II

(3 Programs) $14.95

AFRICAN ESCAPE-Find

your way off the continent

after surviving a plane crash.

HOSPITAL ADVENTURE-

Written by a medical doclor.

Don't check into this hospital!
BOMB THREAT-Cet back lo

town in time lo warn the

bomb squad of the bomb.

ANNIHILATOR $19.95

Protect your planet against

hostile aliens in this

defender-like game. All

machine code for fast ar

cade action. Joystick

required.

KONGO KONG $19.95

Climb ladders; avoid barrels

the crazy ape is rolling at

you. Rescue the damsel. Par

tially machine code for

smooth, fast action. Key

board or joystick.

Send for free catalog

All programs 111 in the standard

VIC memory, and come on

cassette tape.

Ordering—Please add SI.50

postage & handling per order.

PA residents add 8% sales tax.

Foreign orders must be drawn

in U.S. funds or use

credit card.

Credi! card users—include

number and expiration date.

VICTORY SOFTWARE CORP.

2027-A S.J. RUSSELL CIRCLE

ELKINS PARK, PA 19117

(215) 576-5625

WANTED
COMMODORE VIC-20

••• SOFTWARE ♦••

Challenging video games. Easy-

to-use home management pro

grams. Sophisticated small-business

software. You name it, we want it.

We're a software production com

pany seeking Commodore VIC-20

computer programs from indepen

dent authors for national distribution.

If you— or someone you know— has

original software that is unique and

exciting, you could receive a hand

some reward. Software authors

whose programs are chosen for

production will receive royalties on all

sales, plus prominent recognition on

the retail package.

Anyone who refers an author to

us whose program is selected for

production will receive a

$500 REWARD
So do yourself, your friends or your

family a favor. "Turn them in" (o:

Video Wizard's Inc.

292 Charcot Ave., San Jose, CA 95131

(408) 263-9858.

Direct all inquiries lo Earl Ratliff.

VIC 20/PET/CBM OWNERS

WALLBAfUGER - Blast your way through the dodge'm, blast'm,
and attack modes. If you destroy the bouncing balls before they destroy

you, the walls close in for the next round. WALLBANGER is written in

machine language, has great sound, and encourages complex strategies.

CAS8/5K/VIC 20/C8M 8032 . __ __

CA8S/8K/40 COLBCREEN/OLD-NEW ROMS/FAT FORTY S15.00
[CALIF. RES. ADD 6% SALES TAX)

MILLIPEDE - Exterminate the oncoming millipedes and fleas as
they descend through the mushroom patch. Blast giant bouncing spiders

before they pounce on you. Shoot a millipede in the body and suddenly two

millipedes descend toward your ship. MILLIPEDE is written in machine

language, has excellent graphics, and great sound.

CABS/ /CBM 8032 ___ _„
CASS/BK/40 COL 8CHEEN/OLD-NEW ROMS/FAT FORTY 515.00

[CALIF. RES. ADD 6% SALES TAX]

ROADTOAD - Hop your toad across 5 lanes of traffic, avoid
deadly snakes, and dodge the dreaded toad-eaters. Cross a raging river

full of logs, turtles, alligators, and park your toad in the safety of a harbor.

Each time you park 5 toads, you enter a tougher level where the action is

faster and the toad-eaters are more numerous. ROADTOAD is written in

machine language and uses high resolution graphics. The sound effects are

excellent and you can use a joystick or the keyboard to control your toad.

CASS/SK/VIC 80 315.00
(CAUF. RES. ADD 6% SALES TAX]

Write for FREE game details:

NIBBLES & BITS, INC.
P.O. BOX 2044

ORCUTT, CA 93455

VIC 20/PET/CBM OWNERS
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If the END statements in lines 1005 and 1008

are changed to RETURNS, Dump/Recover can be

used as a subroutine; but don't forget that, while

RUN restores the DATA pointer, GOSUB does

not. I have fashioned short, unique versions of

Dump/Recover to include in programs which need

to load in binary data and to preface frequently

used machine code tapes so they will load in without

making BASIC forget where it's put its variables.

Material saved with Dump/Recover can be

verified from BASIC! using the format, VERIFY

"FILENAME", 1,1. BASIC will also load these

tapes, but the adjustment made to the variable

pointers may make it necessary to execute a NEW

after the load. You'll often find h necessary to

protect the loaded file from BASIC by lowering

the string and end-of-memory pointers.

The kcnial routines are pretty thoroughly

documented in the Programmer's Reference Guide

(pp. 182-21 1), but I'd like to share with you some

omissions and errors I discovered there while

writing this program. First, the Guide neglects to

say what the valid secondary addresses are for the

SAVE function. I wasn't surprised to discover that

(hey are the same as used in BASIC:

0 = Relocatable save

1 = Non-relocatable save

2= Relocatable save with end-of-lape marker

3 = Non-relocatable save with F.-O-T marker

The discussion ofthe SETLFS routine indicates

that 255 ($FF) should be used if uu secondary

address is desired. While this may be true for other

I/O operations, a 255 functions exactly like a 3 for

a tape save. The Guide also gives incorrect secondary

addresses for a load. In fad, a "0" will permit a

relocating load, and a " 1 " will inescapably send the

file back to its origin.

With just a few bytes of simple "straighiline"

code, even inexperienced machine language pro

grammers can tap significant programming power

and speed from the 36 kernal routines. I've found

other documentation errors in the Guide, though.

so I suggest you thoroughly test out a routine

before incorporating ii in a program.

Program 1: BASIC Version

999 REM "DUMP/RECOVER" FOR VIC-20

1000 PRINT"START,END,NAME":INPUTV,W,V$:R=540:FO

RJ=1TO4 3:READT:POKER+J+5,T:NEXT:GOTO1

003

1001 DATA169,1,162,1,160,0,32,186,255,16 5,0,166

,49,164,50,32,189,255,169,128,133,157

,96

1002 DATA169,0,166,251,164,252,32,213 ,255,96,16

9,251,166,253,164,254,32,216,255,96

100 3 T=LEN(V$):POKE0,T:U=1:S=256*PEEK(50)+PEEK{

49}+T

1004 FORJ=1TOT:POKES-J,ASC(RIGHTS(VS,J)):NEXT:S

YS546:U=V:T=252:GOSUB1009:IFW=0THEN1006

1005 U=W:T=254:GOSUB1009:SYS579:END

1006 FORJ=0TO5:POKER+J,PEEK(45+J):NEXT:SYS569:F

ORJ=0TO5:POKE4 5+J,PEEK(R+J):NEXT

1007 IFSTATUSAND48THENPRINT:PRINT"?LOAD":PRINT"

ERROR";

1008 END

1009 POKET,INT(U/256):POKET-1,U-256*PEEK(T):RET

URN

Program 2: Machine language subroutines

0222 A9 LDA #01

0224 A2 LDX #01

0226 A0 LDY #00

0228

022B

022D

022F

0231

0234

0236

0238

0239

023B

023D

023F

0242

0243

0245

0247

3249

024C

20

A5

A6

A4

20

A9

85

60

A9

A6

A4

20

60

A9

A6

A4

20

60

JSR

LDA

LDX

LDY

JSR

LDA

STA

RTS

LDA

LDX

LDY

JSR

RTS

LDA

LDX

LDY

JSR

RTS

FFBA

00

31

32

FFBD

#80

9D

#00

FB

FC

FFD5

#FB

FD

FE

FFD8

;SET FILE NO.

;SET DEVICE NO. (TAPE)

;SET SEC. ADDR.

; (RELOCATABLE)

;CALL SETLFS

;GET NAME LENGTH

;GET NAME START ADDR. LO

;GET NAME START ADDR. HI

;CALL SETNAM

;TURN ON TAPE MESSAGES

;SET LOAD FUNCTION

;GET LOAD START PNT. LO

;GET LOAD START PNT. HI

;CALL LOAD

;SET SAVE START PNT.

;OFFSET

;GET SAVE END PNT. LO

;GET SAVE END PNT. HI

;CALL SAVE

Introducing rhe

BAYLIS BIG STICK

• Arcade tough

• Left or right

hond models

available

•7"x8"xO"

• £59.95

suggested retail

The DAYLI5 DIG STICK for Atari" and Vic-20'

computers by K Allen Daylis.

Available at Computer Store Inr'l. Glendole,

CA and other fine dealers.

Released rhrouohilBi Torrey Engberg Smirh Co
RO. Box 1075. Glendoie. CA 91209 (213) 247-6464.

Dealer and distributor inquiries welcome.
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Create and Modify multicolored sprites on the Commodore 64, the easy way.

Commodore 64 Sprite

Editor
Stephen Meirowsky

Peabody, KS

The new Commodore 64 computer has one of the

best, if not the best, graphics capabilities of any

home computers.

Graphics Potential

The 64 has text graphics with a 40 x 25 character

format, just like the PET. Plus, it has Sprites to use

with the text graphics. These tools allow you to

design your own pictures in four different colors

(the manual shows how to use only one color), just

like arcade video games. Sprites can be one of 16

colors in the single-color mode, and four of eight

colors in the multicolor mode.

Eight sprites are available for screen display in

a 24 horizontal by 2 I vertical pixel format. Each

sprite has a different "display hierarchy" when

crossing over another sprite. Sprite 0 would move

in front of Sprite 1; Sprite 1 and Sprite 0 would

move in front of Sprite 2. and so on up to Sprite 7.

All other sprites would move in front of Sprite 7.

Also, you can tell each sprite whether it moves in

front of or behind the normal text graphics.

Each sprite can be expanded to twice its size,

horizontally, vertically, or both. Automatic collision

detection tells you when sprites have hit each other

or when a sprite has hit the background text

graphics.

Commodore's manual gives the register

number in the graphics IC chip which gives access

to the collision information. First ofall, the sprite-to-

sprite collision is register 30 decimal. When sprites

collide, the graphics chip sets their bits in this regis

ter. Second, the sprite to background graphics

collision is register 31 decimal. When a sprite col

lides with the background, its bit is set.

Creating a Sprite

To make a sprite, you must first draw it on a 24x21

grid. Then you convert the set dots in each row

into three separate bytes of data, using binary

code. For each byte, add up the number according

to its bit. The numbers for each bit in a byte are

128,64,32, 16,8,4,2, 1.

Example of converting the grid:

ROW 1+ + 4. + + + + + + + +

Row 2 +. . +.. . + +4- + + + + + + +

Row 3 ...+...+ +++...+++

101 DATA 129,1,255:REM DATA FOR ROW1

102 DATA 145,1,255:REM DATA FOR ROW2

103 DATA 17,1,199 :REM DATA FOR ROW3

104 DATA

Next, POKE into memory the 63 bytes of data

to describe the sprite to the computer. The conver

sion of the grid into 63 bytes is not hard, but it is

very time consuming. This is the reason for the

Sprite Editor.

The Easy Way

The sprite editor gives many easy single-key com

mands to edit the sprite, display it, and save it.

When the program is executed, commands are

printed along the left side of the screen. On the

right side of the screen is a 24x21 grid which is

used to edit a sprite. To move the cursor, use the

cursor keys. If you want a pixel set on the sprite,

push the 1, 2, or 3 keys. If you want the pixel erased,

push the "<-" key. Any time you want to see the

actual sprite, push the " = " key and it will compute

the grid into the byte form and display the sprite in

the lower left corner of the screen.

If you make any updates on the grid, they will

not be displayed in the corner until the " = " key is

pushed again. Once the sprite has been displayed,

it can be enlarged horizontally or vertically by

pressing "X" or "Y". Also, you can display the data

for using this sprite in a program by pushing "IV.

On all four of the following commands, the

computer will ask if it is the correct command to be

executed. The four commands are "N" for erasing

the grid and the sprite to edit a new sprite; "S" for

saving sprite data to cassette; "L" for loading a

sprite from cassette; and "Q" for quitting the

program.

To change colors while creating a sprite, use

the "Fl " "F3," "F5," and UF7' keys.
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What other word can describe it!?!

SOFTWARE FOR COMMODORE 64

WORD-PAC $74.95
Pnnte up to 99 pages of text.

Automatic tabbing/Centering/Underlining.

Copy Lines/Merge/ PI us More!

EDITOR-PAC $69.95
Complete Programmer's Editor.

Auto-Number/Renumber including goto & gosub.

Program Merge/Globai Search and Replace.

Plus Much More!

ASSEMBLER-PAC $59.95
Programmers take note'

Mnemonic format to Machine Language.

Link Modules/External references. More!

DATA-PAC $39.95
User-Friendly File System.

User defined Formats/Search & Sorts.

Printer compatable.

Plus Full line of Games/Home Software for 64.

Free Catalog Offer.

^5sg=s= PACIFIC COAST SOFTWARE

3220 S. Brea Canyon Rd., Diamond Bar. CA 91765

(714) 594-8210

East Coast Distribution:

PERIPHERALS PLUS

155 E. Lancaster Ave., Wayne. PA 19087

Dealer Inquires Encouraged

64 is a trademark ot Commodore Business Machines

Quit Playing Games .. .

Disk Based Software to Make Your

Computer Get Down to Business

Disk Based Data Manager—Create and manage your own
data base. Allows you to create, add, change, delete,

search, sort, print, etc. Available for VIC-20, Commo
dore 64 , any CBM or Pet, and IBM Personal Computer.

VIC-20 59.95 All others 79.95

Inventory Control Manager—Fast, efficient inventory
package which will manage your day to day inventory

requirements. Provides information on sales ana
movement of items.

Mailing List Manager—4 ,050 items per 8050 disk, 1,300
on 4040 disk and 1,200 on 1540/1541 disk. User defined

label format (1—4 ) across.

Payroll System—Full featured complete Payroll System.
Up to 350 employees on a 8050 disk. Prints checks, 941 's
and W-2 's. For the CBM 8032/8050, 4032/4040, Commo
dore 64/1541.

Hospitality Payroll—The most complete payroll system
written specifically for the Restaurant Industryavailable

today. Recognizes tip and meal credits, pay advances,
salaried and hourly employees, etc. For the CBM
8032/8050.

CONTACT US FOR ALL YOUR

DISK BASED SOFTWARE NEEDS

Call for specifics on Hardware Configurations.

Send 5elf-Addressed Stamped Envelope for
Catalogue of Games and other Applications

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME

2905 Ports O'Call Court

Piano, Texas 75075

(214) 867-1333

VISA and MASTERCARD Accepted

COMMODORE64-

• HARDWARE •
COMMODORE 64 COMPUTER $595.00

DATASETTE $ 75.00

170 K DISK DRIVE COMPLETE $395.00
Special program, delivery (UPS. UPS AIR), and other goodies

free with computer purchase.

• SOFTWARE •
ADD $9.00 FOR DISK VERSIONS

SPRITE SHAPER™
REGULAR VERSION $24.95
See the Sprite take form as you design it Use several different

shapes in a program Choose color, size and more. Forms the

Data & Poke Statements lor you

DELUXE VERSION $29.95
Same as above except it allows 3 colors per Sprite.

SOUND SHAPER™ $9.95
Try dilferent settings of ASOR. waveforms, and filters by

simply pressing function keys

QUALITY COMPUTER
801 S. VICTORIA SUITE 104

VENTURA, CA 93003

(805) 642-1979

When in Ventura Visif Our Retail Store

MASTERCARD • VISA
Ask for our VIC & 64 Catalog

Dealer Inquiries Invited

COMMODORE 64 Software

Introducing ... "Spritewriter"

Take advantage of the 64's most exciting graphic feature.

Full screen design and edit of Sprites.

Display and return to edit mode.

Catalog your Sprites on tape or disk.

Recall at any time and edit and overlay.

$18.95 + $1.00 for shipping & handling

Dealer inquiries welcome

pixell software

6595 W. Mississippi Place

(303)922-9197 Lakewood, CO 80226
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10 POKE53281,6:DIM A(21,24),B(63),A$(15}:X=0:

Y=0:R=0:C=0:S=10 39:S1=55311

LI V=53 248:POKEV+21,0:POKEV+23,0:POKEV+29,0:R

ESTORE:FORX=0TO15:READA5{X):NEXT

12 PRINT"{CLEAR}":FORR=1T021:FORC=1TO24:A(R,C

)=4 6:NEXT:NEXT:FORX=lTO63:B(X)=0:NEXT

14 POKEV+4,60:POKEV+5,200:POKE2042,13:POKEV+3

7,0:POKEV+41,14:POKEV+38,1

16 FORX=1TO63:POKE831+X,B(X):NEXT:POKEV+21,4 :

POKEV+28,4

20 PRINT"{CLEAR}{DOWNlMC SPRITE EDITOR{DOWN}"

22 PRINT"_ ERASE"

23 PRINT"1 MC 0-BLACK"

24 PRINT"2 SC -LT BLUE"

25 PRINT"3 MC 1-WHITE"

32 PRINT"= COMPUTE SPRITE"

33 PRINT"X SCALE 'X' "

34 PRINT"V SCALE 'V"

35 PRINT"B BASIC DATA"

36 PRINT"N NEW SCREEN"

37 PRINT"S SAVE SPRITE"

38 PRINT"L LOAD SPRITE"

39 PRINT"Q QUIT"

50 Y=0:FORR=lTO21:FORC=lTO24:Y=Y+l:POKES+YfA(

R,C):POKES1+Y,14:NEXT:Y=Y+16:NEXT

55 X=1:Y=1:GOTO79

60 GETA$:IFA$=""THEN60

61 R=S+X+(Y-1)*40:C=A(Y,X):POKER,C:POKER+1,C

6 2 IFA$="{D0WN}"THENY=Y+l:IFY>21THENY=l

6 3 IFAS="{UP}"THENY=Y-1:IFY<1THENY=21
6 4 IFAS="{RIGHT}"THENX=X+2:IFX>24THENX=1

6 5 IFA$="{LEFT}"THENX=X-2:IFX<1THENX=23

6 6 IFAS="_"THENA(Y,X)=46:A(Y,X+1)=46

67 IFA$>"0"ANDA$<"4"THENR=48+VAL(A$):A(Y,X)=R

:A(Y,X+1)=R

68 IFA$="=nTHENl00

69 IFA$="X"THENPOKEV+29,ABS(PEEK{V+29)-4)

7 0 IFAS="Y"THENPOKEV+2 3,ABS{PEEK(V+23)~4)

71 IFA$="B"THEN120

7 2 IFAS = tlLnORA$ = "S"ORA$ = nN"ORA$ = nQ"THEN190

73 IFAS="{F1}"THENR=33:GOSUB130

74 IFA$="{F2}"THENR=37:GOSUB130

7 5 IFAS="{F3}"THENR=41:GOSUB130

76 IFA$="{F4}"THENR=38:GOSUB130

79 R=S+X+(Y-1)*4 0:C=A(Y,X)+128:POKER,C:POKER+

1,C:GOTO60

100 Y=0:FORR=1TO21:FORX=0TO2:Y=Y+1:B(Y)=0:FORC

=lTO7STEP2:Q=A{R,X*8+C)-48

102 IFQ<0ORQ>3THENQ=0

104 B{Y)=B(Y)+2~(7-C)*Q:NEXT:NEXT:NEXT:FORX=1T

O63:POKE831+X,B(X):NEXT:GOTO55

110 PRINT"{REV}"A$": YES OR NO"

111 FORX=1TO10:GETN$:NEXT

112 GETN$:IFN$=""THEN112

114 PRINT"{UP} {UP}":RETURN
115 PRINT"{REV}CONTINUE":G0T0111

119 REM

120 PRINT"{CLEAR}":FORX=1TO7:PRINT"DATAM ; :FORY

=1TO9:PRINTB((X-1J*9+Y}"{LEFT}, ";:NEXT

122 PRINT"{LEFT} ":NEXT:PRINT:GOSUB115:GOTO20

130 C=PEEK(V+R}AND15:C=C+1:IFO15THENC=0

132 POKEV+R,C:PRINT"{HOME}{03 DOWN}";:IFR=33TH

EN136

133 PRINT"{DOWN}";:IFR=37THEN136

134 PRINT"{DOWN}";:IFR=41THEN136

135 PRINT"{DOWN}";

136 PRINT"{07 RIGHT}"A$(C)" ":RETURN

190 GOSUBU0:IFN$O"Y"THEN79

191 GETN$:GETN$:IFA$="N"THEN11

192 IFA$="Q"THENPOKEV+21/0:POKEV+28,0:PRINT"{0

4 DOWN}":END

194 PRINT"{CLEAR}":POKEV+21,0:INPUT"NAME OF SP

RITE";NS:PRINT

196 IFA$="L"THENOPEN1,1,0,N$:GOTO3 00

200 OPEN1,1,1,N$:FORX=1TO63:PRINT#1,B(X):NEXT:

CLOSE1:GOTO16

300 FORX=1TO63:INPUT#1,B(X):NEXT:CLOSE1:PRINT"

{DOWN}COMPUTING SPRITE MATRIX"

310 Y=0:FORR=1TO21:FOHX=0TO2:Y=Y+1:FORC=2T08ST

EP2:Q=X*8+C:P=2"(8-C)

312 S=B(Y}AND(P*3):A(R,Q)=46:A(R,Q-1}=46

314 IFS>0THENA{R,Q}=S/P+48:A(R,Q-l)=S/P+48

330 NEXT:NEXT:NEXT:S=1039:GOTO16

500 DATA BLACK,WHITE,RED,CYAN,PURPLE,GREEN,BLU

E,YELLOW

510 DATA ORANGE,BROWN,LT RED,GRAY1,GRAY2,LT GR

N,LT BLUE,GRAY3 (Q

VIAC™
VIC INTERFACE to ANY CASSETTE

Finally, there is an adapter [hat allows you to conned most any audio casselie

recorder to the Vic-20". Pet", CBM'. Commodore 6<1K'. ant) any Commodore'

computers that employ the same existing 6-pin cassette interface Don't be tooled by

inferior imitations This is the original one as featured in the New Products section ot

COMPUTE' (Oct . 82) The VIAC has all the necessary plugs and cables to connect

your cassette directly to the computer Now you can utilize all of the enhancer!

features of your cassetle

• Record verbal remarks directly on the program tape

• Has earphone jack and data LED indicator for tape editing ease

• Requires no external power and utilizes shielded cables

• Make tape to tape dupes with another audio cassette

Introductory price only S49 95. order directly from

Price Plus 2 00 for shipping INTEGRATED CONTROLS
Check, money order or C 0 D 1240-L LOGAN AVE.

Calif residents add 6°° sales tax COSTA MESA, CA 92626

Dealer inquiries welcome (714) 641-0181
■Trademarks Of CommodDie Business Machines • Trademark ol Integrated CorMro 5

NEW CBM-64 AND VIC-20 PRODUCTS

------ CBM-64/VIC-20 PRINTER INTERFACE

Model MW-302 $119.95

This unit will interface your VIC-20 or CBM-64 to

standard parallel printers such as Epson, Centronics.

C. Itoh, and many others. Allows printing of full upper

and lower case.

6 pin DIN -J

5 foot cable

Switches to select device addresses 4 through 7. Also

select ASCII or PET ASCII and bit 8 output.

36 pin connector on end of 2 foot cable. Compatible

with most Centronics. Epson, etc. printers

MW 302 PRINTER INTERFACE

*** SYSTEM 310 **~ $1195.00
Consists of CBM-64. MX-80. Printer interface

MW-302, and C2N cassette

[CBM-64 sold separately for $595)

*«« DIGITAL TO ANALOG CONVERTER
OR 8 CHANNEL ANALOG TO DIGITAL

CONVERTER ***
Model MW-304v $129.95

Allows your VIC or CBM to output analog signals

or digitize up to 8 analog channels.

MICRO WORLD ELECTRONIX INC

6340 W. Mississippi Ave.

Lakewood Colorado 80226 1303) 934-1973
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Addfive invaluable commands to VIC BASIC: renumber, delete, find, change, and kill. This enhancement to BASIC

automatically locates itself protects itself and becomes "part of the computer." It requires 1200 bytes ofRAM, a little

more than 1K. The article describes the step-by-step process of entering this program (it's machine language, but you

can enter and use it without knowing machine language). Alternatively, the author offers to make tape copies - see

instructions below.

Tiny Aid For VIC-20
David A. Hook

Barrie, Ontario

Since the early days of the PET, various enhance

ments for BASIC have been available. Bill Seiler,

then of Commodore, produced the first public-

, domain version, called "BASIC-Aid."

Many updates and improvements have been

made over the past couple of years. The PET/CBM

program has ballooned to a 4K package for almost

every possible PET/CBM equipment configuration.

As has been customary in the Commodore

community, Jim Butterfield developed a version of

the BASIC-Aid. He called this Tinyaid2 (or

Tinyaid4, for BASIC 4.0). This offered the six

most useful commands from the full-fledged

program.

Following is my modification of that work,

designed to provide VIC users with the same bene

fits. After using this for a while, I think you will

find the added commands nearly indispensable.

Features

VIC Tiny Aid is a machine language program

which consumes about. 1200 bytes of your RAM

memory. After you have loaded the program, type

"RUN" and hit "RETURN". The program repacks

itself into high memory. The appropriate pointers

are set so that BASIC will not clobber it. VIC Tiny

Aid is now alive.

Once activated, five commands become at

tached to BASIC. They will function only in "direct"

mode; i.e., don't include them in a program.

(1) NUMBER 1000,5

NUMBER 100,10

RETURN'

Renumbers a BASIC program with a given

starting line number and given increment between

line numbers. The maximum increment is 255.

All references after GOTO, THEN, GOSUB,

and RUN are automatically corrected. A display of

these lines is presented on the screen as it works. If

a GOTO refers to a non-existent line number, then

it is changed to 65535. This is an illegal line number,

and must be corrected before the BASIC program

is used.

(2) DELETE 100-200

DELETE- 1500

DELETE 5199-

'RETURN'

Deletes a range of lines from a BASIC pro

gram. Uses the same syntax as the LIST command,

so any line range may be specified for removal.

DELETE with no range will perform like a NEW

command, so be careful.

(3) FIND /PRINT/

FIND/A$/, 150-670

FIND "PRINT", 2000-

RETURN'

Will locate any occurrences of the characters

between the "/ " marks. Almost any character may

mark the start/end of the string to be found, so

long as both are the same. The first example will

find all the PRINT instructions in the program.

If you are looking for a string of text which

contains a BASIC keyword, you must use the quote

characters as markers. This will prevent the search

string from being "tokenized."

If a limited line-range is desired, use the same

syntax as for LIST. Note that a comma (",") must

separate the line-range from the end marker.

All lines containing the string are printed to

the screen. If a line has more than one of them,

each occurrence will cause a repetition of that line.

(4) CHANGE -PRINT-PRINT#4,-

CHANGE /ABC/XYZ/, 6000-

CHANGE /DS$/D1$/, -5000

'RETURN'

Using the same syntax as FIND, you may

change any string to any other string in a BASIC

program. This command is very powerful and was
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not part of the early versions of BASIC-Aid or

Toolkit.

As before, you may indicate a line-range. As

the changes are made, the revised lines are dis

played on the screen.

Watch out for the difference between BASIC

keywords and strings of text within quotes. You

may use the quote characters to differentiate, as

with FIND.

(5) KILL RETURN"

This command disables VIC Tiny Aid and its

associated commands. A syntax error will be the

result if any of the above commands are now tried.

Since the routine is safe from interference

from BASIC, you may leave it active for as long as

your machine stays on. It is possible that VIC Tiny

Aid may interfere with other programs that modify

BASIC'S internal "CHRGOT" routine. The KILL

command allows you to avoid this conflict.

Procedure

The VIC contains no internal machine language

monitor, which is really the only practical way to

enter this program. So follow one of the three

methods below lo perform the task.

(1) Borrow an Upgrade or BASIC 4.0 PET/

CBM, with its internal ML monitor. This will

be the easiest method to enier the program.

(2) Use your VIC-20, hut you must have a

machine language monitor:

—Jim Butterfield's Tinymon For VIC

(COMPUTE!. January 1982, #20).

— my adaptation of Supermon For VIC

(The Transactor, Volume 3, Issue #5).

— VICMON cartridge from Commodore.

(3) The easy way:

Send $3, a blank cassette or 1540/2031/4040

diskette in a stamped, self-addressed mailer to

me at:

55 Steel Street

Barrie, Ontario, Canada

L4M 2E9

Be sure it's packaged securely. Diskettes will

be returned in DOS 2.0 formal. Only 2040 (DOS

LO) owners need take extra care. (The programs

need to be copied to a DOS 1.0 formatted disk.

Don't SAVE or otherwise WRITE to the disk you

get).

If you are using a VIC, and have a 3K RAM or

SUPEREXPANDER cartridge, plug this in. It will

be somewhat easier to follow, since programs are

then "PET-compatible" without further juggling.

However, don't use the 8K or 16K expansion for

this job.

If you are familiar with the operation of the

ML monitor, please skip ahead to the specifics

below.

You are about to type in almost 2500 characters

worth of hexadecimal numbers. In addition to the

digits from zero to nine, the alphabetic characters

from A-F represent numbers from ten to fifteen.

These characters, and three instructions, will be al!

that are used to enter our program. You don't

have to understand the process — just type in the

characters exactly. It's not very exciting, but don't

be too intimidated by the "funny" display.

Believe it or not, this is the most efficient way

to enter the information. The program will use

only 1200 characters of memory. Using a "BASIC

loader" (with DATA statements), the program

wouldn't fit in a 5K. VIC!

Enter the machine language monitor program

using a:

TINYMON/SUPERMON FOR VIC - LOAD

and RUN the program.

PET/CBM - Type "SYS1024" and hit

"RETURN".

VICMON Cartridge - "SYS 6*4096" or "SYS

10*4096" (this depends on the version you

have), then type "RETURN".

Note: If you are working on the unexpanded VIC,

you will need to follow the alternate instructions in

parentheses below.

The cursor will be flashing next to a period

character ("."). Type the entry starting at the cur

rent cursor position:

.M 0580 05C0 'RETURN" (.M 1180 1IC0)

Several lines should appeal- on the screen,

much like the "memory-dump" which accompanies

this article. A four-digit quantity called an "address"

leads off a line, and either eight or five columns of

two-digit values appear alongside.

Look at the tables of values in the article. They

show eight rows of these addresses. Note that the

first "block" has the address "0580," which matches

the first address just above. The first row of the

next table shows "05C0," which is the second (or

ending) address just above.

Your mission is to type in the matching values

from the article, in place of the two-digit values

you see on the screen. If you're using your VIC for

this job, you will have lo be on your toes. The tables

show eight bytes per row, whereas the various VIC

monitors present only five bytes at a time. You

could mark off the values in groups of five before

you start.

Remember to hit "RETURN" at the end of

each screen line, or the changes won't be made.

Double check the values you've typed. It's not

easy to find an error later on.

Look at the next block of values. Type in the



QUANTUM DATA INTRODUCES

"THE BIG MAMA'
To get this introductory started QUANTUM DATA is offering a S15.00 factory

rebate beginning November 1,1982 on the MAXI-MOTHER aka Big Mama!!

The Maxi-Mother is

the second generation

of QDI's expansion

chassis. It is a cost effec

tive means of allowing the

simultaneous use of up to

six (6) different boards or

cartridges. The front three (3)

connectors are switch select

able while the rear three (3) are

always enabled.

The Maxi-Mother is an attrac

tively encased board measuring 8x5

inches made with the high quality

standards QUANTUM DATA insists on

for all our products.

• On board master reset button allows

you to reset (cold start] your VIC-20 with

out powering down.

• Fused ]k amp 5v power bus prevents overload

of VIC's own power supply

• .1" Cannon rear connector accepts common

external power supply when fuse is removed.

Compatible with most VIC-20 Expansion

modules.

• Gold contacts used throughout for

high quality and positive

electrical connections.

MAXI-

MOTHER:

$99.95
retail in US aclttrs

QUANTUM DATA. INC.
3001 Redhffl Ave., Building 4.

Suite 105. Costa Mew CA 92626

{714| 966-6553 Owlogi

(714| 754-194S Dealer Hoi Line

Snipping cost noi included VI£*l & MASTCRCAflD is accepted

Dealer inquires arj welcomed Fbj further information please conucl your kxa\ Commodore dealer or Quantum Data for a list or deaieu in your ea Offere«pires 1200 midnighrui pacific standard time December 31.1982.

ATTENTION VIC-20 USERS

Put YOUR BASIC programs on a cartridge

The ROMPACKER CARTRIDGE SYSTEM lets you copy pro

grams onto an EPROM USER Cartridge as easily as copying

them onto a tape.

FEATURES

BASIC or Machine Language Programs

Up to 24K of Programs per Cartridge

Automatic Program Menu on Power Up

Single Keystroke Program Selection

Uses Popular 2532 EPROMs

Special - ROMPACKER STARTER SYSTEM

Includes: Firmware cartridge, User Cartridge (with two

2532 EPROMs), EPROM programmer and manual.

$149 95 till 11/30/82 (Regular $179.95)

Extra ROMPACKER User Cartridges - $39.95

2532 EPROMs $9.50 each / 4 for $36.00

Orders: Prepaid orders shipped free — others add S4.00

Mass, residents add 5% sales tax

Visa and MasterCard accepted

Business Computer Systems of New England

P.O. Box 2285

Springfield, MA 01101

Phone (413) 567-8584

VIC TET VIC PET VIC PET VIC PET VIC PET

Ate you lired of long wails to load and save on

Cassette? Like to have the standard LOAD/SAVE

plus an extremely fast and reliable capability?

Then you need . . .

The Rom Rabbit
NEWI

Rabbit on ROM

Cartridge for VIC

Can be used with

other ca

1. Much faster cassette

load/save

2. Memory test

3. 1Z commands in a

VIC

or PET

S39.95

Loads and saves

an 8K program in

about 30 seconds.

Tty if - your Pet

or VIC normally

takes 3 minutes!

Quantity

Discounts for

educational

institutions.

and

M.C.

Specify30|200i PET)

rxVtC

TOLL FREE
Subscription

Order Line

800-334-0868
In NC 919-275-9809
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start/end addresses to display:

.M 05C0 0600 'RETURN' (.M11C0 1200)

Type in the values required and go on with

the rest of the blocks.

You will use addresses ranging from:

05xx-06xx-07xx-08xx-09xx-0Axx

as shown in the tables. The "x" characters stand for

the other two digits of the address in the leftmost

column.

If you are working on the unexpanded VIC,

the sequence of addresses is:

t lxx-12xx-13xx-14xx-15xx-16xx

You will have to type these pairs of characters

in place of the leading two shown just above.

With that task complete, we are ready to pre

serve this work on tape. So type:

.S "VIC AID.ML",0I,0580,0AB6 'RETURN'

(or: .S "VIC AID.ML",01,1180,16B6 'RETURN')

Mount a blank tape, and follow the instructions.

Save a second copy, for safety-

Exit the ML monitor, with:

.X 'RETURN'

VERIFY the program normally before going

any further.

Now comes the easy part. Type "NEW", then

the BASIC listing. Enter this exactly, without in

cluding any extra text. Save this as "VIC AID.BAS"

and VERIFY it.

Leave this program in memory for the next

stage.

Finally, LOAD the "VIC AID.ML" and SAVE

"VIC AID.REL" on another blank tape. Both the

BASIC part and the machine language part have

been SAVEd together.

Check-Oui

We are going to check out the machine language

using a "checksum" method. Type in "NEW" before

proceeding. Now enter the following program:

10 1 = 0 (or: 10 I = 3072 for unexpanded VIC)

20 T = 0:FORJ=1408 + ITO 2741 + 1

30 T = T + PEEK(J)

40 NEXTJ

50 PRINT T

After a few seconds, if the value 161705 ap

pears, you've likely got it perfectly. Go to the next

section.

If not, there's at least one incorrect entry.

Change t]ie two values in line 20, using the table

below. Re-RUN the program and compare against

the value in the third column.

Repeat the process for each row, noting any

that don't match. Each row corresponds to two

"blocks" from the last section. You will have to re-

enter the ML monitor to re-check those sections

that differ. Re-SAVE the ML part!

Block # Value 1 Value 2 Checksum

1- 2

3- 4

5- 6

7- 8

9-10

11-12

13-14

15-16

17-18

19-20

21

1408

1536

1664

1792

1920

2048

2176

2304

2432

2560

2688

1535

1663

1791

1919

2047

2175

2303

2431

2559

2687

2741

15201

17221

15925

15117

15565

14141

15840

16276

15152

15194

6073

Operation

The final acid test. RELOAD the program from

tape and RUN it. The screen will clear and a brief

summary of the added commands will be displayed.

The cursor should return almost instantly, under

the "READY." message.

If the cursor does not come back, there is

something still amiss. All the numbers appearing

in the listing in this article were produced from a

working copy of the program (Honest!). You still

have option (3) from the procedure section avail

able. If you do send a tape/disk at this point, include

your non-functioning version. I can then do a

compare, to see where the error(s) were.

This has been a massive exercise, and mistakes

can easily creep in. Your comments are welcome.

Program 1:

0580

0588

0590

0598

05A0

05A8

05B0

05B8

05C0

05C8

0 5D0

05D8

05E0

05E8

05F0

05F8

A5

A5

A0

C6

D0

F0

C6

24

37

91

C6

90

85

00

AA

AA

Memory

2D

37

00

22

02

21

23

AA

D0

37

38

B6

33

AA

AA

AA

85

85

A5

Bl

C6

85

C6

A5

02

8A

C6

C9

A5

AA

AA

AA

Dump of Tiny

22

24

22

22

23

26

22

26

C6

48

37

DF

38

AA

AA

AA

A5

A5

D0

D0

ce

A5

Bl

65

38

A5

68

D0

85

AA

AA

AA

2E

38

02

3C

22

22

22

25

C6

37

91

ED

34

AA

AA

AA

Aid

85

85

C6

A5

Bl

D0

18

48

37

D0

37

A5

6C

AA

AA

AA

23

25

23

22

22

02

65

A5

68

02

18

37

37

AA

AA

AA

0600 DF AD FE FF 5 37 AD

0608 FF FF 00 85 38 A9 AC 85

0610 7C AD D9 FB 00 85 7D AD

0618 DA FB 00 85 7E 4C 8F FC

0620 00 F0 03 4C 08 CF A9 C9

0628 85 7C A9 3A 85 7D A9 B0

0630 85 7E 60 DB FB 00 85 8B



NOWYOU CAN GETA $30.00 FACTORY REBATE
WHEN YOU PURCHASE A QUANTUM DATA VIDEO

CARTRIDGE OR VIDEO COMBO CARTRIDGE.
The QDI 40/80 Video Cartridge and

Video Combo Cartridge is the means

to upgrade the VIC-20 computer to a

40 x 24 or an 80 x 24 character display

providing a wealth of new uses for

the VIC-20. With the appropriate

software, you can now accomplish

quality word processing and vari

ous business functions that pre

viously were very difficult with

only the V/C's standard 22

character video display

• Features a high quality 8x8

dot matrix.

• Characrer-by-character
reverse video attributes

allowing adjacent characters

to have different attributes.

• All features are accessible

through BASIC using

POKE commands.

• Black & White composite

video. 6545 controller

does not support color.

The black and white com

posite video output has

the same connector as

the VIC video output,

5 pin DIN jack.

• Includes two character sets: The

ANSI standard 7-bit character set

and the Commodore character set
QUANTUM

DATA. INC.

The ASCII character set features all

of the standard lowercase and

uppercase letters, symbols

and numbers.

• Operates in VIC-20 block

graphics mode.

• Plugs directly into the VIC-20

memory expansion port or the

ODI Mini-Mother or Maxi-

Mother boards.

• Contains 2K of CMOS internal

video RAM; no system RAM

is used by the Video Cartridge.

• 40 columns can be viewed

using your home TV. while

80 columns require using a

video monitor.

40/80 VIDEO CARTRIDGE

O-K memory:

$219.95

40/80 VIDEO COMBO

CARTRIDGE

w/16-K RAM:

$319.95

3001 Redhlll Ave., Building 4,

Suite 105, Costa Mesa. CA 92626

(714; 966-6553 Catalogs

(714) 754-1945 Dealer Hot Une

Ottrr expires U 00 midnight U S pacific itflncwrO irme, DweinMt 31.1982. snipping cosu nor included in the active pn

FbrfurUier information please con tact your local Commoaore dealer or Quantum Dam lot a lisi ofdedlers in your area

VISA & MASTERCARD accepted Dealer inquires are welcomed The aixwr prices .ire U S retail dollars

VIC-20
FROM TRONIX

GALACTIC BLITZ

Destroy the aliens thai descend

in 15 different attack patterns.

Super las! action arcade game.

Machine Language - Joystick

Cassette S24.95

SOFTWARE

SPECIALS

FREE

GAME

See

Below

From Inleresiing Software

Bring Ihe lun of Ihe shooting gallery into your

Own home with Quackers1

Cassette .. ..... . SI 2 95

FROM TRONIX

SIDEWINDER

Cassette

Maneuver you'

chopper to destroy

and avoid various

attacking space

beings. 8K Ham

Exp. Req.

Machine Language -

Joystick

$29 95

VIC-20
DUST COVERS - $7.95

For Vic-20 or Vic-64

* Waterproof

* Brown Color

" Commodore Logo

Protect your investment'

FROM
MARTIAN

SOFTWARE

SWARM!

Another fast action game written

entirely in machine language Irom

Tronix. Insects invade your Vic1

Cassette S29.95

STAR COMMAND
' Iniergalactic Combai1 ' Space Conflict

' All Machine Language

Cassette S16 95

WICO

JOYSTICKS
Regular or Famous Red Ball

Backed by a 1 year Warranty, these are the

best joysticks we have seen for (he Vic-20 or

Atari. Now priced at $27.50.

Here's

Where

To Order!

4~ INTERESTING SOFTWARE
' \ 21101 S. Harvard Blvd.. Torrance. CA 9O501

(213) 328-9422

Visa/MC/Check/Money Order Add S2.00 Postage & Handling

CA residents add appropriate sales (ax Dealer Inquners Invited
Write lor dee Calalog

HOLIDAY SPECIAL -Orders received belore Jan 1. 1983 receive tree 'RaOer Tan* Game"
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0638 86 97 BA BD 01 01 C9 8C

0640

0648

0650

0658

0660

0668

0670

0678

0680

0688

0690

0698

06A0

06A8

06B0

06B8

06C0

06C8

06D0

06D8

06E0

06E8

06F0

06F8

0700

0708

0710

0718

0720

0728

0730

0738

0740

0748

0750

0758

0760

0768

0770

0778

0780

0788

0790

0798

07A0

07A8

07B0

07B8

F0

A5

00

D0

84

E8

FD

F0

00

E4

7A

00

E9

B2

24

A6

F0

86

A5

18

85

24

A5

C5

85

59

20

00

A5

86

00

B2

7A

C8

02

05

8F

55

7A

ED

84

20

32

Bl

C9

A5

0B

00

10

8B

00

ED

8C

A4

D9

13

10

F0

A5

48

FB

FD

86

60

04

7B

25

65

2E

C8

2E

A5

2D

C6

73

86

C9

49

00

FD

86

98

E6

20

FC

A6

F0

E8

0B

F0

85

7A

02

A7

85

F0

D0

C9

60

A5

A2

7A

FF

E6

FA

BF

A5

BD

00

00

25

90

AA

A5

E5

2D

A0

D0

C5

22

90

4C

00

49

00

20

F0

00

7B

18

7B

DC

00

31

D8

C8

84

FD

A7

D0

90

10

97

03

02

3A

BD

8B

00

B9

00

A5

BD

E8

0A

F4

4C

A5

20

0A

83

24

7B

85

00

F9

25

A6

01

67

00

20

00

8C

03

A5

20

65

20

FD

84

A5

DD

C6

97

00

F0

F9

40

02

B0

20

A4

B0

02

10

00

00

F0

E8

D9

C8

AA

FF

73

5F

13

A0

Bl

38

A8

2D

00

E6

B0

23

E8

E4

85

8C

D0

FD

20

5F

D7

7A

CA

00

55

32

00

8B

A5

A5

28

18

C9

C6

05

0C

8C

03

01

02

86

00

13

BD

FF

D0

BD

00

00

A6

C6

01

5F

E5

B0

98

Bl

7B

EF

18

86

20

8B

FD

07

00

FD

A6

CA

85

FF

B0

E6

85

00

D0

49

34

C8

98

4B

8B

20

FE

A6

4C

C9

E6

A5

02

C9

D8

00

E0

F5

48

00

60

A5

Bl

85

7A

IE

65

7A

E6

20

69

2E

7C

A2

00

A2

20

CE

60

D0

7A

00

03

55

8B

02

Fl

F0

38

F0

65

B0

18

24

00

97

80

C4

7A

CA

38

80

FF

D0

84

FF

20

20

85

5F

5F

7A

AA

8A

2E

91

25

33

02

20

C5

00

A5

02

73

20

85

0B

90

F0

4C

A4

Bl

D0

88

5B

E5

CA

A7

3C

65

FE

A5

COMPUTE!

07C0

07C8

07D0

07D8

07E0

07E8

07F0

07F8

0800

0808

0810

0818

0820

0828

0830

0838

0840

0848

0850

0858

0860

0868

0870

0878

0880

0888

0890

0898

08A0

08A8

08B0

08B8

08C0

08C8

08D0

08D8

08E0

08E8

08F0

08F8

0900

0908

0910

0918

0920

0928

0930

0938

97

F0

00

D0

2D

7A

43

El

97

94

00

05

60

01

03

20

0B

00

05

85

43

A5

60

23

25

A5

Bl

01

D0

Bl

FE

02

00

20

7F

A5

5F

E8

7C

20

38

84

00

E6

20

15

C9

34

38

0F

02

F5

A5

A6

A5

FF

4C

31

00

F6

C9

60

20

13

20

20

15

15

20

14

A5

A5

60

23

22

FE

EC

24

00

C6

A0

CD

20

0F

F0

24

FE

D2

60

AF

CA

AF

6B

85

A5

20

E5

85

91

18

2E

7B

44

A9

F2

A9

02

32

AB

4C

A6

C6

A6

6B

D0

60

CA

E5

7A

2D

A5

C5

A4

00

E6

A4

D0

25

00

DD

D2

49

19

0F

00

FF

A0

38

F0

Bl

C9

36

14

8E

34

8C

7A

A5

65

85

20

00

FC

00

F0

C8

F0

08

FD

20

FD

C9

06

20

FF

43

85

85

22

25

97

D0

23

97

01

C6

00

A9

FF

FF

10

30

C8

D0

9D

E9

EE

AE

A5

20

85

C6

A8

A6

E8

2D

8B

5F

3D

00

00

00

15

D0

04

CF

00

79

00

D0

A9

CA

00

A5

22

24

C5

60

C8

01

D0

91

60

24

84

20

C9

85

EC

E4

Bl

F6

84

7F

E6

10

14

FD

33

20

C8

33

C8

65

85

86

FE

85

A4

95

C5

F2

C9

90

20

00

20

E0

FF

FF

85

15

A5

A5

24

A4

91

60

E8

24

A5

4C

A5

A4

22

0F

C9

84

AE

20

AE

AA

AE

F6

85

CE

A5

CA
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A5

BD

C6

A7

2E

60

00

C6

7A

32

8B

84

2D

05

6B

00

73

A5

85

00

44

E5

7B

2E

D0

0B

22

E6

A4

20

24

24

84

A5

D0

C8

FF

A5

30

D7

A0

A0

D0

30

35

20

15

FF

34

00

8C

85

A5

A6

20

A4

C8

B9

F0

7A

D0

F0

C9

F0

00

14

14

85

38

44

85

85

04

C8

20

22

0B

01

D0

FE

0F

29

06

Bl

F0

20

D6

CA

C0

00

02

Fl

A5

6B

85

00

0940 20 CA FF 00 D0 21 20 AC

0948 FF 00 20 CA FF 00 20 CA
(continued <»i p. 222)



Write Program,

Right Price!
WORBCRAF

...A First!

Word Processing for VIC 20'

Expressing yourself is easier and less

expensive than ever before. Wordcraft 20©,

from United Microware Industries, is an

easy-to-use, fully featured system. This

screen-based word processor prepares

picture-perfect documents, letters, person

alized mailers, and many other projects that

have you juggling words. You can change a

character, a word, or an entire block of

copy ... arrange and rearrange text... set

tabs and margins ... move the copy up and

down, left or right.. . before you commit

your words to paper.

Wordcraft 20© ... a personal word pro

cessor with s\\ the features you'll need

for professional results! Suggested retail

price: S269.95. Available exclusively from

your local UMI dealer.

umi

United Microware Industries, Inc.

3503-C Temple Avenue, Pomona, CA 91768

(714)594-1351

Commodore and VIC 20 are registered trademarks of

Commodore Business Machines, fnc. Wordcraft 20®
copyright held by P L Dowson.

Introducing PractiCalc®
The Hist electronic financial spread

sheet program for the Commodore VIC-

20. $35 at better computer dealers or

order direct by calling (1-800-343-1078).

Other programs in cassettes available:

Database Filer $ 19.95

Composer - compose & play music

with graphics $9.95

Reversal — like "GO" game on

8x8 board $8.95

Roadtest $9.95

Sub Comxnand/Missile Attack

(PR Software, England) $9.95

Reflections $9.95

Cartridges from Sweden:

Vic Forth - compiler language

with 3k RAM $60.00

Vic Switch - connect up to 8

VIC-20's $114.00

Vic Relay - control home

appliances $44.00

Vic Stat - simple statistics &

graphic displays $44.00

Vic Graf — a mathematical and

pedagogic aid $44.00

Send for complete software and hard

ware list.

We're looking for new software

CSA is searching for programmers who are

creating software for Commodore, Timex, or

Atari. We offer you an immediate, wide distri

bution network. Contact us at the address

below.

We're looking for new dealers

CSA is a distributor for U.S. and foreign

software. Call or write us for a complete list of

programs.

COMPUTER

ASSOCIATES

50 Teed Dr., Randolph,

Massachusetts 02368

617-961-5700
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0950 FF 00 D0 03 4C 8F FC 00

0958 20 CA FF 00 A5 63 91 7A

0960 20 CA FF 00 A5 62 91 7A

0968 20 B7 FF 00 F0 E2 20 CA

0970 FF 00 20 CA FF 00 20 CA

0978 FF 00 C9 22 D0 08 20 CA

0980

0988

0990

0998

09A0

09A8

09B0

09B8

09C0

09C8

09D0

09D8

09E0

09E8

09F0

09F8

0A00

0A08

0A10

0A18

0A20

0A28

0A30

0A38

0A40

0A48

0A50

0A58

0A60

0A68

0A70

0A78

0A80

0A88

0A90

0A98

0AA0

0AA8

0AB0

0AB8

FF

F0

04

D0

A5

B0

00

7A

00

20

FF

E8

08

00

96

00

FF

CA

CA

Dl

CA

D2

24

2E

20

C6

00

60

62

33

62

A0

7B

43

4C

4B

45

FC

98

AA

00

EE

DD

F8

7B

D3

A5

A0

00

73

00

D0

20

90

20

20

85

FF

FF

DD

FF

20

FE

60

0C

2E

A3

A5

4C

85

20

00

Bl

48

45

49

D2

00

FE

AA

F0

AA

D4

F0

85

20

3C

00

01

00

68

E8

91

F8

AC

CA

63

00

00

A9

00

A2

00

20

FE

C6

m

35

8E

63

CA

00

7A

41

54

4C

00

A5

00

AA

C5

F0

FF

DD

3C

6B

85

00

C9

00

A0

20

FF

C9

FF

FF

85

C5

C5

20

20

FF

E6

A2

00

2D

00

85

C6

A5

FF

E6

60

4E

C5

CC

00

FC

AC

AA

C9

BC

00

A5

20

C9

7B

A2

30

90

00

73

00

2C

00

00

62

14

15

4C

B7

00

2D

FF

A5

60

84

63

A5

62

00

7A

89

47

46

4E

A5

00

FB

AA

22

10

F0

7A

73

20

A5

00

90

03

00

00

20

F0

20

D0

30

D0

D0

D2

FF

E6

D0

00

2D

20

UB

A5

63

65

D0

D0

8A

C5

49

55

FC

C6

00

AA

D0

E9

05

85

00

51

3B

00

11

20

91

00

79

B8

CA

08

0E

0F

0B

FF

00

97

02

C6

D0

F0

54

36

18

34

FB

02

8D

44

4E

4D

00

FB

03

AA

F7

A2

CA

3B

00

FF

85

BD

48

82

7A

B0

00

D0

FF

A9

20

20

20

20

F0

20

E6

97

02

FD

97

85

65

85

60

E6

A7

45

C4

42

41

00

AA

AA

3 PRINT" DAVID A. HOOK

4 PRINT"{DOWN} FROM 'TINY AID1 BY:

5 PRINT" JIM BUTTERFIELD

6 PRINT"{DOWN} AND 'BASIC AID1 BY:

7 PRINT" BILL SEILER

8 PRINT"{DOWN}{REV}SAMPLE COMMANDS

9 PRINT"{DOWN}CHANGE /?/PRINT#4,/

10 PRINT"FIND .GOSUB., 200-

11 PRINT"DELETE 130-625

12 PRINT"NUMBER 100,5

13 PRINTnKILL (VIC AID)

14 SYS(PEEK(43)+PEEK(44)*256+383)

Intelligent Software

For VIC, 64, PET, and CBM.
Word Processor Plus was not designed to demonstrate what

computers are capable of doing, to be an expensive toy, or to

instill awe or fear or even admiration into its user; W/P+ was

designed solely to facilitate correspondence, for a wide range

of personal and business uses, quickly and easily, with a mini

mum of training and frustration on the part of its user, and at the

least possible cost, both in hardware and software. The most

thoroughly tested, useable word processor available at any

where near the price, for all the Commodore computers [RS-232C
version available for VIC and 64); S30 [10k RAM. printer req'd.).

Upgrades for old W/P copies (below V4.0) S15.

Also available: Copycalc. an electronic spreadsheet program

for Commodore computers; S20 (S15 w/another program). Ver

sion avail, for 4k VIC.
Prices Include documentation and shipping; Calif, residents

add 6%. Please specify hardware configuration when ordering.

Other programs (sorry, no games) and a catalog available.

William Robbins, Box 3745, San Rafael, CA 94912

Program 2: BASIC section of Tiny Aid

1 PRINT"{CLEAR} {REV} VIC TINY AID

2 PRINT"{DOWN} ADAPTED FOR VIC BY:

0

OKIDATA PRINTERS

MICROLINE 80, 82A, OR 83A

FOR

COMMODORE64~
commodore VIC-20

DEALERS INQUIRIES ENCOURAGED

OKIDATA

robec,inc.
ROUTE 309 at SWARTIEY ROAD

LINE LEXINGTON, PA U932

(2 15) 8 2 2-0 700
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This tutorial shows a quick and easy way to select random numbers using PEEK and POKE to increase speed. The

technique is also demonstrated as an alternative to the SOUND command.

Atari PEEK And POKE

Alternatives
Jerry White

Levittown, NY

When writing a BASIC program, it is often neces

sary to find the fastest possible method to achieve a

desired result. When speed is important, an assem

bler subroutine is usually the best alternative. In

many cases, however, using PEEK and POKE

instructions instead of conventional routines can

significantly increase the speed.

In each of the four example routines below,

RAM location 540 is used as a tinier. The term

"jiffy" is used to denote 1/60 of a second. Location

540 counts backwards until it reaches zero. When

the number 255 is POKEd into this location, it will

take four and one quarter seconds to count back

to zero.

Each routine begins with a Graphics 0 com

mand to clear the screen. You might want to try

Mode 2 later on to see how the elapsed time of

each routine is affected. Standard text mode was

chosen so the routines could be listed on the screen

and the elapsed lime displayed.

Time tests I and 2 show two ways to select a

random number between zero and 255. The first

method is the conventional way. For demonstration

purposes, the random number was selected ten

times.

The second listing provides an alternative

method which is four times faster. Our number is

selectetl with a PEEK at location 20. This is also a

jiffy counter, but unlike location 540, this one

counts forward until it reaches 255. It is then reset

to zero and continues counting normally. This

method of selection is only useful when a single

random number is required. For example, to return
a decision on a 50 percent probability, check loca

tion 20 for less than, or for equal to, 127. This

method would not lie effective if more than one

number is needed within a short period of time. It
is, however, an excellent alternative in most cases,

and is much faster than the conventional method
because the multiplication is eliminated.

Time test routines 3 and 4 loop through the

256 pitches of Atari's undistorted sound. Test 3

uses the conventional SOUND command. The

execution time was 123 jiffies, or just over two

seconds. Test 4 uses the POKE command. The

difference was 17/60ths of a second.

There are many situations where the PEEK

and POKE commands can be used to speed up

your BASIC programs. There are also things that

could not be done at all in Atari BASIC were it not

for PEEK and POKE. I will continue to explore

this subject in future COMPUTE! tutorials.

Atari BASIC Time Test 1

5 GRAPHICS O:LIST

10 POKE 54O,255:FDR TEST=1 TO IO:X=RND

(0)*256:NEXT TEST:TIME=PEEK(540)

20 ? :? MTIME=";255-TIME;" 60ths o-f a

second . "

TIME=16 60ths o-f a second.

Atari BASIC Time Test 2

5 GRAPHICS O:LIST

10 POKE 540,255:FDR TEST=1 TO 10rX=PEE

K(20): NEXT TEST:TIME=PEEK(540>

20 ? :? "TIME=";255-TIME;" 6Oths of a

second . "

TIME=4 60ths of a second

Atari BASIC Time Test 3

5 GRAPHICS O:LIST

10 POKE 540,255:F0R TEST=O TO 255:S0.0

,TEST, 10,2iNEXT TEST:TIME =PEEK(540)

20 7 :? "TIME=";255-TIME;" 60ths of a

second."

TIME=123 60ths of a second

Atari BASIC Time Test 4

5 GRAPHICS O:LIST

10 POKE 540,255:F0R TEST«=O TO 255:P0KE

53760 .TESTiNEXT TEST : T IME=PEEK t 540 »-

20 ? :? "TIME=";255-TIMEj" 60ths of a
second ."

TIME=106 60ths of a second ©
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For Commodore 2022 and 2024 printers, add an

automatic shut-off to stop the machine when the paper has

run out.

Paper Monitor

Switch For

2022 Printer
Rev. Jack Weaver

Homestead, FL

Dire warnings are always posted for the users of

dot-matrix printers. The warning DO NOT OPER

ATE UNLESS PAPER IS IN THE MACHINE is

justified!

It is somewhat surprising, then, that Commo

dore did not see fit to include a Paper Monitor

Switch in its 2022 and 2024 printers.

We use large amounts of fan-fold paper and

have found, to our dismay, that not every stack of

fan-fold paper is truly a continuous stack. For

some reason, the stack may be separated, and this

might not be obvious until it is too late. The paper

runs out, the tractor runs on. and the printer con

tinues to print - all without paper. This prompts

visions of those tiny wires that make up the print

head beating themselves flat against the platen and

then ruining the guides through which they run.

The solution offered here works perfectly and

has saved our print head more than once when we

have had to leave the room during a printing run.

Our solution is twofold. First, the hardware fix.

The principle used is very simple. We discov

ered that if we grounded the PA-2 pin (Pin ID

character E) on the Parallel User Port, a value of

251 is produced when location 59471 is PEEKed.

(This method naturally assumes that the PA-2

pin is not being used for any other peripheral.) If

the PA-2 is not grounded, when we PEEK location

59471, the value is 255. Our method grounds PA-2

when the paper runs out and isolates PA-2 when

paper is in the printer.

We used the tractor feed carriage (which is

isolated from ground) as the bracket to which we
attached a three-inch long, stainless steel fishing

leader, properly bent to touch the paper entry-

guide when no paper is in the machine.

This stainless steel "whisker" is attached to the

PA-2 pin by a 28-gauge stranded wire which we

coiled for flexibility. (The wire [s soldered to an

appropriate edge card connector which matches

the Parallel Port.) When the paper is properly in

the machine, the steel "whisker" is isolated from

the paper guide by the paper itself. This gives us

the two circumstances needed for our PEEKing

program. The attached drawings should be self-

explanatory.

The Software Fix

You may call the subroutine with a GOSUB before

and just after paging — or preferably just before

every PRINT # command to the printer. After the

bottom edge of the last sheet of paper has passed

the "whisker," the program will stop until the up-

arrow key (f) is pressed (which should be done only

after new paper has been introduced).

The Subroutine

Line 4000 returns you to the program if the value

of PEEK(5947I) is equal to anything other than

251. This means that there is still paper in the

printer.

If PEEK(59471) is equal to 251, then the paper

is out, and line 4010 fills the screen with the warning

that the paper has run out.

Line 4015 clears the keyboard buffer in the

event that the up-arrow has been pressed during

the run.

Lines 4016-4027 give an audible signal if you

have installed a CB-2 line amplifier for sound.

Line 4029 goes back for more sound continu

ously until the up-arrow is pressed.

Line 4030 turns off sound after up-arrow is

pressed and returns from the subroutine to the

main program.

Included is a short program for testing the

proper grounding of the PA-2 line. After the line

is properly connected, run this short program and

manually ground and un-ground the "whisker";

you will see the value of PEEK(59471) change as

you do it. If it does not change back and forth

from 251 to 255 as you manually operate the

"whisker," then there is some error in your con

struction. Use extreme care that only the PA-2 pin

is selected for grounding. Consult your PET manual
or see attached diagram of the Parallel User Port.

This arrangement has no effect on any of our

peripheral operations (such as our 2040 disk or the

2040 printer).

Program 1: Monitor/Indicator For 2022 Printer

4000 IF PEEK(59471)<>251 THEN RETURN

4010 FOR J=l TO 10:PRINT "xPAPER IS OUT ->

-.XXX PUT IN NEW PAPER":PRINT:NEXT J

4012 PRINT "+WTYPE '*' WHEN READY TO -.

-.CONTINUE"

4015 GET WQ$:IF WQ$Onn THEN 4015
4016 POKE 59467,16:POKE 59466,15:J=1
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4020 GET WQ$:FOR X=255 TO 1 STEP -J

-.POKE 59464,X

4025 IF PEEK(151)=59 THEN 4030

4027 NEXT X:J=J+1:IF J=10 THEN J=l

4029 IF WQ$O"~n THEN 4020

4030 GET WQ$:POKE 59467,0:RETDRN

READY.

Test Program: Grounding

10 PRINT PEEK(59471)

20 GOTO 10

READY.

Back View Of Parallel Port"

(facing rear of PET)

PA-2 Pin - 8th Pin on bottom

from the right.

.- • To PA-2

y. Single Wire

\/\ Connector

Point A is

Taped To Step

Motor Bracket

28 Gauge Stranded Wire -

Coiled For Flexibility

See Detail B

3" Long Stainless

SteelFishing Leader

"Whisker"

Print

Head

Tractor Feed

Carriage Cover

Screws

Front Of

Printer

Platen

Back Paper

Guide

\ Wire Soldered

To Lug

Detail B

• DISK-Q MATE"u iwhi.torph.«i
A must for 2040/4040 disk owners. Wrile protect indicators/

switches, power indicator and error beeper.

•"Real World"SOFTWARE wir-tm
Word Processor. Mailing Lilt, Catalog. Ham Radio. Frequency Counter

r-"OLD" 8K PETs

• 211 4 - TO - 6550 RAM ADAPTERI

Replace 6550 RAMs with low cost 2114s. Hundreds Sold'

• 4K MEMORY EXPANSION isie-s«2)
Low cost memory expansion using 2114s lor bigger programs.

OPTIMIZED DATA SYSTEMS 5
Dept. C. P.O. Box 595 - Placentia, CA 92670

DtSKOMATE Trademark OpfimMW* Out* Systems ■■ PET/CBM irMdtmttk Coi

Communicate wKh CompuServe. Souice. etc Upload/

CONVERT YOUR PET Oownloadio/Irom 4040 or 8050 Drives ASCII Of PET

INTO A TERMINAL Prin'ef Comm mASCM Status line. Toll Timmer

$129.95

RS232 Hardware and cable,

and sophisticated terminal soft

ware. Upload and Download,

communicates in ASCII, status

line, iiiuli in file translator. A

complete package, all you

need is a modem and we sell SuDer Savei Packa9e OmIsSTCP (]29 95) ari(j Haes SSTCP (]29 95) ari(j Hayes Smarl MK)em (279). S365

them too. STCP (129 95) ano S gnalman Modem (99)'- 5215 00
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"Change Disk" changes the device number ofany Com

modore disk: 2040, 4040, 8050 or 2031. ll is an adap

lation ofa Commodore utility program.

A Floppy With A

Strange Device
Jim Butterfield, Associate Editor

Why would you want to change a device number

logically"- You can dig into the innards and restrap

the disk to a new device number if you wish. "Logi

cal" changes are temporary and vanish when power
is removed from the unit.

The most usual reason is a temporary hookup.

In older lo make copies or do some similar job,

you want to hook together two or more units.

Maybe you've borrowed an 8050 from a friend for

the afternoon: he wouldn't be pleased to find the

unit restrapped when you return it.

I lie trick is to have the program search oul

the right place to do the disk unit change. There

are three different sets of locations which are used

on various disks: 12/13 on the early 2040 and 3040

units; 1 19/120 on 2031 units; and 50/51 on 4040s

and 8050s. We find oul which one is correct by

PEF.King the innards of the disk and seeing which

sel of locations contains the correct (old) numbers.

When we find the right one. we make the change.

For those users interested in "innards": the

tlisk units check the device strapping once only at

power up. It stores the computed "listen" and

"lalk" addresses in RAM memory, and from then

on will use only the computed values. So we can

change RAM. and the device number will be oper

ational until we cut the power.

99 DATA 12,50,119,0

100 INPUT"0LD DEVICE NUMBER";D0

110 IFD0<8 OR D0>15 THEN100

150 INPUT"NEW DEVICE NUMBER";DN

160 IFDN<8 OR DN>15 THEN150

200 OP£N15,DO,15:REM COMMAND CHANNEL

210 A$=CHR$(DO+32):B$=CHR$(DO+64)

220 READA:IFA=0THENPRINT"DISK NOT R

ECOGNIZED!";GOTO310

230 PRINT#15/"M-R"CHR$(A)CHR$(0):GE

T#15,X$:IFX$OA$GOTO220

240 PRINT#15,"M-R"CHR$(A+1)CHR$(0):

GET|15,X$: I FX$OB$GOTO220

3 00 PRINT#15,"M-W"CHR$(A)CHR$(0)CHR

$(2)CHR$(DN+32)CHR$(DN+64)
310 CL0SE15 (9

New Product

FOR COMMODORE SYSTEMS

The Commander
This4K ROM contains exclusive programmable commands. These powerful commands contain an

enhanced COMMON funcnon which RETAINS ALL VARIABLES AND ARRAYS.

A list of some of ihese COMMANDS WITH COMMON, which until now were only available on

large systems, a.e INSERT, DELETE, APPEND, and RE-DIMENSION.

INSERT ■ Loads a program or subroutine inlo Ihe beginning, middle, or between specific line numbers

of a running program, without losing variables or arrays. Program execution will continue at any line

number, even a new line numQer just inserted. Insert also allows inserting any part ol a program or subroutine.

DELETE • Deletes any portion ol the running program between specified line numbers. under

program control, with COMMON function, and continues execution. All deleted memory is reclaimed,

and all variables/arrays are retained

APPEND - Appends another program or subroutine (or any part thereof] to the end of ihB running

program, and continues execution without losing variables.

RE-DIMENSION ■ Allows dynamic re-dimension of arrays, while program is running, without losing

variables or any array data.

Also.nciudedare: ENHANCED GET, STRING, FRAME, PRINTUS1NG and IMAGE,

RETURN CLEAR, WINDOW, SPEED DATA and OVERLAY commands.

Your Commodore needs THE COMMANDER These new commands give the Commodore system

powerful features, all under program control. The commands are flexible and easy to use. in either program

or direct mode. (Includes demo/subroutine diskette)

_ _ _ , _ _ _ _ (Florida residents add 5% sales tax)

THE COMMANDER^: $70.00 (Speedy socKe,: SMOOorSAOOO I

METRON computer systems

4505 Jackson Street • Hollywood, FL 33021

305-962-5183

From

Computer Marketing

SILICON
OFFICE
Available to run on the CBM

8096 or Madison Computer's

Z-RAMrM(CP/M™l Board!

Tell Your Dealer

To Call Us Today ...

You'll Be So

Glad You Did!

Distributed by:

COMPUTER

MARKETING services inc.

300 W.Marlton Pike

Cherry Hill. N.J. 08002

[609] 795-9480

Z-RAM is a trademart of Madison Computer

CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research
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This may be the next best thing ifyou don't have a dish drive for your VIC, You can store and quickly locale up to 60

pages of information on one cassette tape.

VIC File Clerk
Dennis Surek

Wellond, Ontario

This program is designed to save you some space

around the house - space perhaps presently oc

cupied by large filing cabinets or old cardboard

storage boxes. You will be able to file and at any

time read back quickly 60 pages of information

stored on one side of a 60-minute cassette.

Whether it is recipes, or budgets, or utility

bills, the computer stores them efficiently and

accurately. This program should be SAVEd at the

beginning of every tape that is to be converted into

a filing cabinet.

The program first displays the file numbers

and names and then asks which one you wish to

access, and whether yon wish to read or write to

that file. If you are writing, the instructions will

appear. Whether you arc writing or reading, you

will "Fast Kind" to the proper file. [See Home and

Educational Computing!, Fall 1981, /;. 15.]

If you are writing, you can write as many-

pages as the file maximum allows. If you are read

ing, you tan switch to writing subsequent pages, or

you can continue reading through following pages

and files.

Line 10 sets the number of files (NF) at 15 and

the number of pages per file (1ST) at 4. Changing

cither or both of these to lower values is easily

done and requires no further changes to the pro

gram. The product NF x NP should be kept to 60

or less. With this in mind, it isjust as easy to decrease

NFand increase NP. But note that the program

only fast finds to each file, and that increasing the

number ol pages per file defeats this fast find

feature.

Increasing NP" to more than 15 creates some

minor problems. You will have to put additional

data statements for file names between lines 100

and 240. Secondly, to keep the menu from scrolling

up when the program is run, insert the following

four lines:

81 IFI<>INT(NF/2)THEN90

82 PRINT PRESS ANY KEY TO":PRINT

"CONTINUE"

83 GETB$:IFB$ = " "THEN83

84 PRINT"(CLEAR)"

These lines allow- yon to see half of the file names

first and then to call for the rest when you are

ready.

Three Naming Choices

Lines 100 to 240 are reserved for file names. There

are three methods for dealing with file names. II

you know all ol the file names ahead of time, you

could enter them when you key in this program.

Conversely, you might not bother with file names

at all, but tise only the file numbers, writing de

scriptions of the files on the cassette box.

The system that I use is to save the program at

the exact beginning of the magnetic portion of

each tape. I then simply edit any of these lines to

the title I want and reSAVE the program starling

at the same position on the tape. The new program

has not changed in length and therefore will still

fast find to the proper file headers.

Lines 250 to 200 determine which file you

want and whether you wish to read or write. If you

are reading file #1, then line 300 branches to the

read file routine beginning on line 660. This is

possible because the PLAY key is already down

from loading the program and no fast forward is

required. In all other cases, some cassette key

instructions wilfbc needed. Line 310 determines if

any keys are down and instructs you to press STOP

in order to bring all keys up. Line 320 temporarily

halts the program until this is done. If you are

writing file #1. then line 330 branches to the write

routine on line 420. Again, no fast forward is re

quired for this file.

For all other files the cassette must be put into

fast forward. Line 340 gives this instruction, and

line 350 halts the program until the fast forward

key is depressed. Line 360 begins the timer, and

line 370 halts the program until an elapsed time of

90jiffies per page per file is reached. At that instant,

line 380 stops the cassette motor. Lines 390 and

400 get all keys up in a manner described previ

ously. Line 410 branches to the read routine, and

lines 420 to 500 arc the instructions for writing a

file.
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Line 510 opens the file For writing and incre

ments the page count. In the command OPEN 1.1.1

the first "1" is the logical file number or reference
number for our data file. The second specifies

cassette drive #1, and the third indicates that the

file is being opened for writing with no end of tape

marker, ft is the absence of this marker that allows

the reading of consecutive pages later. For con

venience, all files are assigned logical file #1. The

program keeps track of the actual file number with
the variable F.

Lines 520 to 590 input from the keyboard up

to 20 message lines that make up one page. If a

message line containing more than 22 characters is

entered, it is edited to that length by line 540. Line

550 displays the last five characters of the message
line as accepted so that you know how to begin

your next message line.

If you are writing fewer than 20 message lines

and have signaled this with the input message

STOP, then line 580 will fill the rest of the page

with blank message lines. This keeps all the pages

the same length and therefore at a specific location

on the tape. This enables you to later change any

page simply by writing over the old one without

having to rewrite the following pages in that file.

Lines fiOO to 650 determine if you wish to write

the next page. If the answer is no, the program

terminates.

Lines 660 to 740 are the read file routine. The

zero in the command OPEN 1,1,0 indicates a read

operation. Line 720 moves the cursor up one line if

the message line is 22 characters so that no blank

lines will be displayed between message lines.

Lines 750 to 780 are for inputting and branch

ing on commands to read or write subsequent

pages. Lines 790 to 810 are the usual instructions

to get all cassette keys up when changing from

reading one page to writing the next page.

This program has been kept reasonably short

so that load time is at a minimum. For that reason,

there is no programming of special color or sound

commands.

10 NF=15:NP=4:DIMA$(NF) ,O${20)

20 PRINT"{CLEAR} ***VIC FILE CLERK***"

30 REMBY DENNIS SUREK

40 REM 555 LLOYD AVE

50 REM WELLAND,ONT

60 PRINT"THIS PROGRAM WILL"

70 PRINT"READ OR WRITE TO FILS:"

80 FORI=1TONF

90 READ A$(I):PRINTI;TAB(5);A$(I):NEXTI

100 DATA UNNAMED

110 DATA UNNAMED

120 DATA UNNAMED

130 DATA UNNAMED

140 DATA UNNAMED

150 DATA UNNAMED

160 DATA UNNAMED

170 DATA UNNAMED

180 DATA UNNAMED

190 DATA UNNAMED

200 DATA UNNAMED

210 DATA UNNAMED

220 DATA UNNAMED

230 DATA UNNAMED

240 DATA UNNAMED

250 INPUT"FILE SELECTED";F

260 IFF<1ORF>NFTHEN250

270 INPUT"R-READ/W-WRITE";C$
280 IFC$="W"ORC$="R"THEN300
290 GOTO270

300 IFF=1ANDC$="R"THEN660

310 PRINT" (CLEAR}";. :IF{PEEK( 37151) AND64)=0THEN
PRINT"PRESS STOP ON TAPE"

3 20 IF(PEEK(37151)AND64)=0THEN320

330 IFF=1THEN420

340 PRINT"PRESS FAST FORWARD"

350 IF(PEEK(37151)AND64)=64THEN350
360 PRINT"OK":A=TI

370 IFABS(TI-A)< (F-l)*NP*9 0THEN37 0

380 POKE37148,PEEK(37148)AND247
390 PRINT"PRESS STOP ON TAPE"

4 00 IF(PEEK(37151)AND64)=0THEN4 00

410 IFC$="R"THEN660

420 PRINT"{CLEAR}n;

430 PRINT"INSTRUCTIONS TO"

440 PRINT"{REV}WRITE FILE"

450 PRINT"{02 DOWN}MAXIMUMS:"

460 PRINT"========"

470 PRINT"{DOWN}-20 LINES PER PAGE"

480 PRINT" (TYPE STOP IF LESS)"

490 PRINT"-n;NP;"PAGES PER FILE"

500 PRINT"{02 DOWN}{REV}WAIT{OFF} FOR PROMPT.F
IRST"

510 OPEN1,1,1:PC=PC+1

520 PRINT"{CLEAR}{REV}WRITE FILE";F;"PAGE";PC
5 30 FORK=1TO20:INPUTO$(K):IFLEN(0$(K))<=22THEN

560

540 0${K)=LEFT$(OS(K) ,22)

550 PRINT"*LINE EDITED TO*";RIGHTS(0$(K),5)
560 IFOS{K)="STOP"THEN580
570 PRINT#1,OS(K):NEXTK

580 FORI=KTO20:PRINTtl," ":NEXTI

590 CL0SE1

600 PRINT"WRITE NEXT PAGE?":INPUT"Y/N";W$
610 IFW$="N"THEN820

6 20 IFW$="Y"ANDR$="N"THEN790

630 IFW$="Y"ANDPC<NPTHEN510

640 IFPC>=NPTHENPRINT"MAX";NP;"PAGES REACHED":

GOTO820

650 GOTO600

660 OPEN1,1,0:PC=PC+1

670 IFPONPTHENPC=1:F=F+1

680 PRINT"{CLEAR}";

690 PRINT"{REV}READ FILE";F;"PAGE";PC

700 FORK=1TO20

710 INPUT#1,O$(K)

7 20 PRINTOS(K):IFLEN(0$(K))=22THENPRINTn{UP}";

7 30 NEXTK

740 CLOSE1

750 PRINT-READ NEXT PAGE?":INPUT"Y/N";R$

760 IFR$="Y"THEN660

770 IFR$="N"THEN600

780 GOTO750

790 PRINT"PRESS STOP ON TAPE":R$="Y"

8 00 IF(PEEK(37151)AND64)=0THEN80 0

810 GOTO510

8 20 END
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NEW

VIC SOFTWARE VIC
COMPUTERMAT - BOX 1664. DEPT C

LAKE HAVASU CITY, ARIZONA 86403 (602) 855-3357 WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG OF VIC SOFTWARE

WARNING - BUYERS OF THESE GAMES HAVE BEEN KNOWN TO BECOME ADDICTS

New HEAD ON

VIC \
Software

! By Nil Duduk

ty I, Color

Graphics

Sound

New

VIC

Software

SNAKEOUT
By Cliff Dudzik

Color

Graphics

All VIC Programs Run in Standard VIC Unless Noted Sound

$ 12.95 Each add $1.00 for shipping and handling we welcome your personal check

VIC-20
I VIC-20 INTERFACING BLUE BOOK

PJ Did you know that your VIC can be used to I
^\ control a 99« toy motor so effectively tfiat it

runs like a precision machine? Or tfiat you can I
^ build an accurate digital thermometer using |

\ the VIC and tour other pans costing less thanR

|S5?
These and other 18 Interfacing projects)

Iselected for usefulness, ease o' construction's
and low cost are detailed In the VIC-20 inter

facing Blue Book, a veritable gold mine of prac

tical information on how to build a variety of In

terfaces for your computer.

Projects include: Connecting VIC to your

stereo; Pickproof digital lock; Capacitance

meter; Liquid level -sensor; Telephone dialer:

Voice output: 8K/16K RAM'ROM expansion;

128K RAM expansion; B-blt precision DA B-blt

A.D converter; MX-BO printer Interface and

more.

Written by a college professor in a friendly

and informative style, the Blue Book gives you

theory of operation, schematics, program

listings, parts list, construction hints and

sources of materials lor each one of the 20 pro

jects.

If you want to get the most out of your VIC

this book is a must. Even If you don't plan to

build any ol the projects, trie Blue Book is a

valuable source of information on what can be

Gone with the VIC. Cost Is $14.95 (less than 75e

per project!).

WORD WHIZ

Here is a no-fntls word processor that does

the ]oD and is so small it leaves plenty of

memory for your text. Yet if offers full screen

editing ana easy save of work In progress on

cassette, by taking advantage of VIC'S built-in

ten manipulation capabilities. WORD WHIZ

prints out on the 1515 printer and is a bargain

at S9 95.

WORD WHIZ/SO

For classy looking output, tfiis version of

WORD WHIZ will drive an EPSON MX-80 (See

Interfacing info in Blue Book above). Get letter |
Quality printing for only 114.95.

Above prices include posfage in the

U.S. CA res add 6% tax. Foreign add 12.

micrasignal
900 Embarcadero Del Mar, Unit A|

Goleta, CA 93117

commodore VIC-20'" Computer
VIC'S MOM-MOTHER BOARD EXPANDER

Expand your vie to full limit;

provisions for switches in board.

CHARACTER BUILDER-

UTILITY AID
will save and load Irom disk or lape

design your own CUSTOM

CHARACTERS

use with any memory

configuration $25.00

RS-232 bi-directional
INCLUDES SECOND

JOY STICK PORT $40.00

'NEWSECOND JOY

STICK PORT $20.00

3 slot $49.50

5 slot $59.50

ROM EXPANSION

BOARD

put your own programs on 2K

or 4K EPROMS

we can pul your program in ROM-

call lor info $19.50

8K RAM BOARD
can be daisy chained

to lour ' $49.00

VIC DUST COVER

protect your VIC $14.50

NEW CARTRIDGE VIDEO GAMES FROM MACHINE

LANGUAGE, INC.-SUPER FAST"COLORFUL

AVAILABLE THRU OEM, INC. S25.00

GAMES

CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF THE WORST KIND • BLACK JACK

ACID RAIN • BLOCK BUSTER • DOT GOBBLER • FROGMAN

SPIN TOIDS • CHESS

we need good new machine language games ■ royalty paid

CALL FOR DETAILS

Completely Tested. J00% Guaranteed

Dealer inquiries invited

TO ORDER CALL 305-464-7549

order from OEM Inc.

2729 South U.S. #1

Ft. Pierce. Florida 33450

Personal checks accepted, allow time to clear—add $2 for shipping—add $5 for COD

Florida residents add 5% state sales lax—Waster Card & Visa add 5%
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These three short Applesoft programs show you how to change line numbers in order to delete and create undeletable
lines.

Undeletable Lines, Revisited
P. Kenneth Morse

Augusta, GA

Michael P. Antonovich described (COMPUTE!.

October 1981, #17) a method of using the Apple's

monitor to enter Applesoft program statements

that could not be easily deleted using the Applesoft

DEL command. He indicated that a way to get rid

of such lines was to change the end-of-program

pointer in S69-6A (115-116, decimal).

There are, however, at least two other general

approaches to deleting ■■undeletable" lines:

(1) Change the line number back to a deletable

number. This may be done by using the monitor

(or POKE statements) to modify the number of a

specific line, or by simply running Apple's Re

number program. Once a deletable line number

has been achieved, DEL will complete the job.

Readers may find the program text file Deletable

(see Program 1) helpful in quickly gaining control

of undeletable lines.

(2) LIST the deletable portion of the program

to a new text file, clear memory with a NEW com

mand, and then EXEC the text file. The undeletable

lines will have vanished!

Mr. Antonovich's approach (changing the

end-oi-program pointer) and the text file approach

(#2 above) will work only when the undeletable

lines are at the end of the program. However,

undeletable lines may also be placed at the begin

ning of the program (where they inhibit LISTings

beginning at specific line numbers) or in mid-

program. For example:

10 PRINT "THIS IS";

20 PRINT "A TEST"

may be converted to

65535 PRINT "THIS IS ";

20 PRINT "A TEST"

by entering

POKE 2051,255:POKE 2052,255

in immediate execution mode, and the program

will RUN and LIST, but you cannot RUN, LIST or

GOTO either 20 or 655115 as specific line numbers.

However, it is not practical to make the opening

lines undeletable, since the program would then

work only for the trivial case of a program with no

(iOTOs or GOSUBs! To test this, enter:

NEW

10 PRINT "THIS IS";

20 PRINT "A TEST "

30 GOTO 50

40 STOP

50 PRINT "IT WAS A SUCCESS"

and change line 10 to line 65535 as above. The

program will not be able to find line 50!

Secondly, it is not necessary to key in an entire

line through (he monitor to achieve an undeletable

line number. Programs 2 and 3 below provide

Applesoft and Integer BASIC programs that will

change specified line numbers to the undeletable

value of 65535.

Deletable (Lines 1-8 In Program 1)

RLNning Program I creates a program text file,

Deletable, which may be EXECed to convert unde

letable Applesoft lines to a deletable range (63000-

63999). Deletable will renumber up to 1000 unde

letable lines per run. Once the line numbers are in

the deletable range. DEL will finish the job.

Line 0 is a temporary line, used to create the

text file Deletable by LISTingtothe file lines L-8.

When Deletable is RUN, line 2 sets the value of
the high and low bytes to be POKEd as the new

deletable line number. Line 3 initializes LI, the line
address, as the start-of-program address stored in

bytes 103-104 (decimal). Line 4 calculates CL, the

line number being tested, and determines ii it is

undeletable (i.e., al least 64000). If the value of CL

(line 4) is undeletable, deletable values are POKEd

(line 5), the POKE values are incremented, and

control is passed to line (i. When all line numbers

have been tested (or 1000 lines have been made

deletable), Deletable deletes itself!

Deletable may also come in bandy in case of a

bombed Applesoft program caused by an inadver

tent POKE which created an illegal line number.

However, if the pointer to the next line was bombed,

Deletable will not be able to help.

To use Deletable:

— Key in (and SAVE) Program 1

- RUN {this will create Delerable)

— LOAD the program containing the un

deletable lines

— EXEC: Deletable

— RUN
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Applesoft (Lines 61800-61970 In Program 2)

The program will renumber as 65535 all lines

between 62000-63999 and then delete itself. Here's

how it works.

Beginning with the first line currently in mem

ory, the program calculates CL, the current line

number (line 61920). If CL is less than 62000, then

the address (I.I) of the next line number is calcu

lated in line 61940, and the program recycles to

61920. [f the number is at least 62000, the address

of the line number is saved in the L() array, and a

test is made to determine if the end of the lines to

be renumbered lias been reached.

II not, the program returns to 61920 to test

the next line number. I fit is the final line, it then

renumbers each line referenced in the L() array to

65535, and DKLetes Applesoft Permanent Notice.

If you expect to renumber more than ten lines, you

will need lo DIM L(), either as a direct command

or by inserting a DIM statement in the program.

To use Applesoft Permanent Notice:

— Key in and SAVE Program 2

— RUN (this creates Applesoft Permanent

Notice)

— NEW or LOAD a program

— Enter lines numbered 62000-63999 which

you want lo be made permanent

— EXE(; Applesoft Permanent Notice

— RUN 61800

Integer (Lines 31000-31170 in Program 3)

Integer Permanent Notice operates in somewhat

similar fashion, but the lines to be renumbered

should be in the range 32000-32767 (remember:

Integer BASK! doesn't like numbers greater than

32767). Lines 31070-31090 determine LI. the

address of the line number to be tested. CL, the

line number itself, is calculated in 31 100 and tested

in 31110. If CL is 32000 or greater (line 31120),

then LI is tested (line 31 130) to see if the final line

has been tested. II not, the address LI is stored in

the array ADI)(L), L is incremented, and control

shifts to line 31 120. When all line numbers have

been tested, the value 255 (line 3 1 160) is POKEd

into both bytes of each address stored in AI)D().

ADD{) is currently DIMensioned at 10; this may be

changed to renumber more than ten lines to unde-

letable status.

To use Integer Permanent Notice:

— Key in and SAVE Program 3

— RUN

— NEW or LOAD a program file

- Enter lines to be made permanent. Number

them between 32000 and 32767

— EXEC Integer Permanent Notice

— RUN 31000

Program 1: Deletable

0Dl= CHR* (4)! PRINT DfOPEN DELETABLE11: PRINT DS"WRITE

DELETABLE"! LIST 1 - SI PRINT D*"CLOSE DELETABLE"! END

1 REM

SAVE 'DELETABLE' BEFORE RUNNING!

2 HI = 246ILO = 241 REM VALUE IS 63000

3 LI = PEEK (103) + 256 « PEEK (104)IL = 0

4 CL = PEEK (LI + 2) + 256 * PEEK (LI + 3)! IF CL < 64000

THEN 6

5 POKE LI + 2,L0J POKE Li + 3,Hi:LO = LO ♦ 1! IF LO > 255

THEN LO = 0!HI = HI + 1

6 LI = PEEK IL1) + 256 * PEEK (LI + 1)1 IF LI = 0 THEN S

7 IF 256 * HI + LO < 64000 THEN 4

8 DEL 1,8

Program 2: Applesoft Undeletable

1 D* = CHR* (4)!F* = "APPLESOFT PERMANENT NOTICE": PRINT

D*"OPEN"Ft! PRINT D*"WRITE"F4! LIST 61800,61970: PRINT

DV'CLOSE"! END

61S0O REM

61310 REM 'PERMANENT NOTICE'

61820 REM BY KEN MORSE

61870 REM

61875 TEXT ! HOME ! PRINT "'REM' LINES FOR PERMANENT

NOTICES SHOULDBE NUMBERED 62000 OR HIGHER, AND SHOULD

BE THE HIGHEST NUMBERED LINES IN THE PROGRAM"

61880 PRINT J INPUT "MAKE PROGRAM LINES PERMANENT

BEGINNING AT 62000 THROUGH "!LL

61S90 IF LL < 62000 THEN 61330

61900 FL = 62000

61910 LI = PEEK 1103) + 256 » PEEK U04KL = 0

61920 CL = PEEK (LI * 2) + 256 * PEEK (LI + 3)! IF CL =

> FL THEN 61950

61940 LI = PEEK (LI) + 256 * PEEK (LI + 1)1 GOTO 61920

61950 L(L) = LI + 2IL1 = PEEK (LI) + 256 » PEEK (LI +

DiCL = PEEK (LI + 2) + 256 * PEEK (LI + 3)! IF LI >

0 THEN L = L + II GOTO 61950

61960 FOR J = L TO 0 STEP - 1! POKE L:J),255! POKE L(J) +

1,255! NEXT J

61970 DEL 61300,619701 END

Program 3: Integer BASIC Undeletable

1 D» = ""I REM CTRL-D

2 PRINT DS;"0P£N INTEGER PERMANENT NOTICE": PRINT

D$J"WRITE INTEGER PERMANENT NOTICE": LIST 31000,311701

PRINT D*!"CLOSE"

31000 REM

31010 REM 'PERMANENT NOTICE'

31020 REM FOR INTEGER BASIC

31030 REM BY KEN MORSE

31040 REM

31050 DIM ADD(IO)

31060 FL = 31999!L = 0

31070 LI = PEEK (2021IL2 = PEEK (203)

31080 IF L2 > 127 THEN L2 = L2 - 256

31090 LI =L1 +256*L2

51100 CL = ( PEEK (LI + 1H + 256* ( PEEK (LI * 2))

31110 IF CL>FL THEN 31130

31120 LI = LI + PEEK (Ll)t IF CL < = FL THEN 31100

31130 IF LI > PEEK (76) + 256 * < PEEK (77) - 256) THEN

3U60

31140 ADD(L) = L1

31150L-L + i: GOTO 31120

31160 FOR J = L TO 0 STEP - II POKE ADD(J) ♦ 1,255: POKE

ADD(J) + 2,2551 NEXT J

31170 END
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Atari Moving

Message

Utility

Michael A Ivins-

Cheyenne, WY

"Ticker Tape Atari Messages," COMPUTE!, Feb

ruary 1981, struck me as being an excellent way for

dealers and oLhers to present promotional and

other kinds of messages. However, the message I

tried to type in was one of several hundred charac-

ters and occupied many lines of text on the screen.

When I tried to run the message, I found that

nothing was being displayed beyond the third

screen line of my original text. This coincides with

the limit placed on a logical line of program code.

1 then set out to expand the program. The

program which accompanies this article is the

result. It is a menu-driven program with four

options. The first option is the entering of a long

message in shorter segments (I call them "phrases")

and concatenating these into the main message

string. The load and save routines allow choice of

disk or tape and include error traps in case you

forgot to turn on your tape recorder. These two

options eliminate the need to type a new message

every time the program is run. For an explanation

of the actual message movement, I refer you to the

original article.

In the preparation of this program, I ran into

something which I have not seen documented

anywhere. When you want to change the DIM of a

variable, you will encounter an ERROR 9 unless

you use the CLR command, as I did in lines 100

and 200. The BASIC Reference states, "This com

mand clears the memory of all previously dimen

sioned strings, arrays, and matrices so the memory

and variable names can be used for other purposes.

It also clears the values stored in undimensioned

variables."

It also does something not mentioned in the

manual. When I first attempted to use the com

mand, I wanted to put it in a subroutine. However,

ever\' time I did this I was presented with an

"ERROR 16", which means a RETURN was en

countered without a matching GOSUB. It is now

apparent to me that the CLR command not only

clears variables, but also clears the "stack" similar
to the way the "POP" command does. This means

that a CLR command must never be used as part

of a subroutine or in a FOR-NEXT loop.

Some Few Hints

The way the program is written, you can enter a

message of up to 2000 characters. This is a pretty

long message, but if you should like an even longer
one it is only necessary to change the DIM state

ments in the enter and load routines. If you would

like your message to be more colorful, mix upper-

and lowercase letters and inverse. They will still be
displayed as uppercase letters, but in as many as

four different colors (a similar trick gives us the
colored stars in the message border).

A control comma (graphics heart) will show as

a blank space, and it is sometimes wise to add it al

the end of a phrase to insure separation from the

start of the next one. Finally, although this program

will accept phrases up to three lines long, I advise

entering shorter phrases to avoid any chance of

losing something.

Ticker Tape Update

1 REM MOVING MESSAGE UTILITY

10 OPEN #1,4,0,"K:":GOTO 20

15 ? CHR*(125);"YOU MUST ENTER OR LOA

D A MESSAGE FIRST":60T0 25

20 ? CHR*(125>

25

30 7 "@>JTER NEW MESSAGE":? "BOA

D AN OLD MESSAGE":? :? "SAVE CURRE

NT MESSAGE":? :? "EUN CURRENT MESS

AGE"

35 GET #l,ft:IF AO69 AND AO76 AND A<



LONDON SOFTWARE presents

THREE NEW GAMES FOR ATARI 400/800®

COMPUTE MAGAZINE GAME REVIEW... (Sept. 1 982] says...

"Space Ace... requires the reaction instincts of a pro-hockey goalie. It's suita

ble (or all but very young children and is aimed at the video game addicts among

us... fans of arcade-style games should find Space Ace both well executed and

challenging."

Your ship, controlled in alf eight directions by your joy stick, battles five incredi

ble "bogies" whose unique shapes, sounds and actions are arcade quality in every

way, and are guaranteed to "blow you away" unless you are a true SPACE ACE.

— 3 levels ol play — 10Q'/■ machine language

—bonus ship and time limit options —Hi-res graphics

CHOMP! CHOMP! CHOMP! Sounds and sights of giant gnashing teeth, march

ing critters and musical notes of delight greet you from the screen as you are tracked

by an army of hungry little critters. To escape and score you must entice these crit

ters into the crunching jaws of HOT LIPS. This megamouth eats anything, {including

you!} and you must be quick to avoid its teeth. Various pitfalls and bonus scoring

opportunities visually surprise and excite you as you become immersed in the

strategy of this action-packed game. The "critters" are outstanding graphically and

provide a challenge for every game player. Full hi-res graphics and exceptionally

smooth continuous action make this a truly fun game.

-2 player option

— 100% machine language $29.95
—multi-level of play

Better than a pinball game: better than a maze game; This fast action game is

for the new gamester as well as the true gamestar. Choose the "easyball" play level

to start and get the hang of playing. You score by deftly controlling a fleet of paddles

off which bounce multi-colored balls and travel through changing bumpers, multi

point gateways, and across flashing scoring zones.

When you have mastered "easyball" shift up to the "bumperball" level of play.

Everything gets tougher and you really have to "move out" to score. The action is

fast and continuous, and the colors, sound, music and Hi-Res graphics are truly

arcade quality. Two player option and

100% machine language of coursel

SEE YOUR DEALER OR ORDER DIRECT

Space Ace, Hot Lips, and Bumperball, all require 1 6K, joystick, and are available on either disk or cassette- See your dealer or order direct.

London Software, 374 Wildwood Avenue, Piedmont, CA 94611. Phone orders (415) 893-1090. Visa/MC. Please add $1.50

postage and handling. California residents add additional $1.95 sales tax. ®Atari 400/800 is a registered trademark of Atari Incorporated-
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? CHRt(125);"ENTER YOUR MESSAGE O

NE SENTENCE OR11:? "PHRASE AT A TI

ME, HITTING

? "AFTER EACH ONE.":? "NO INDIVID

UAL SENTENCE OR PHRASE"

? "MAY BE LDNGER THAN 110 CHARACT

ERS.":? "WHEN THE LAST PHRASE IS

ENTERED. HIT"

? "l:J=**Hrir AGAIN FOR THE MENU"

INPUT M*:IF M*="" THEN 125

X*(LEN(X*)+1)=MS:IF LEN(X*)<1900

THEN 110

IF LEN<X*)<20 THEN FOR C=l TO 20-

LEN(X*):X*(LEN(X*)+1)=B*:NEXT C:X

* (LEN(X*> +1)=B*

DIM A*(LEN(X*)),C* <LEN(X*)):A*=X*

GOTO 20

CLR .-DIM X* (2000) , B* (1 > , W* (20) , P*

(2O),Y*(2O>,Z*<2O>,M*(115),Q*(15)

? "{CLEAR>LOAD FROM EASSETTE OR E

ISK"::INPUT Q*

>82 AND A<>B3 THEN 35

40 IF A=69 THEN 1OO

41 IF A=76 THEN 200

42 IF A=83 THEN 30O

43 GOTO 4OO

100 CLR :DIM X*(2000),B*(1),W*(2O),P*

(20),Y*(20),Z*(20),M*(115),Q*(15)

101 W*="« □ {J> <:5J> * H<:J> t!D> * S3 "

102

103

105

1O8

110

115

125

130

135

200

201

202

205

210

215

220

225

228

23O

231

235

240

245

250

260

265

270

280

285

290

300

305

310

315

320

325

W*="« S3 £J> <.E> * □ <-jy CED * Q "

IF Q*(1, 1)< >"C" AND Q* < 1 , 1X >"D"

THEN 2O0

IF Q«(1,1)=MD" THEN 220

Q* (2) =■':":? "INSERT CASSETTE WITH

MESSAGE INTO":? "TAPE RECORDER.

PRESS l:!=*tli:3.' WHEN READY":GOTO 230

? "ENTER FULL FILENAME":? "EXAMPL

E-'D:PR0M01.MSG*"

INPUT Q*

TRAP 280

OPEN #3,4,0,0*

X=l

INPUT #3,X:F0R 1=1 TO X:GET #3,A:

X* (I, I>=CHR*(A) :NEXT I

X*(X,X)=CHR*(A)

CLOSE #3

? "LOAD COMPLETE1':? "PRESS ANY KE

Y FOR MENU."

GET #1.A

DIM A*(LEN<X*>),C*(LEN<X*)>:A*=X*

GOTO 25

? "DEVICE DOES NOT RESPOND.":? "C

HECK TO SEE THAT IT IS CONNECTED"

? "TO THE COMPUTER AND IS TURNED

ON.":? "NOW ENTER THE DEVICE CODE

AND FILE-"

? "NAME <IF ANY) TO TRY AGAIN

NPUT Q*:CLOSE #3:GOTO 230

TRAP 15:IF X*="" THEN 15

? CHR*(125);"SAVE TO EASSETTE OR

EISK";:INPUT Q*

IF QS<1,1)O"C" AND Q*<1,1)

THEN 305

IF Q*(1,1>="D" THEN 325

Q*(2>=":":? "INSERT CASSETTE INTO

TAPE RECORDER. " : ? "PRESS IM^i'Ki:

WHEN READY.":GOTO 335

? "ENTER FULL FILENAME":? "EXAMPL

E- ?D:PROMO1.MSG*"

:!

D"

330 INPUT Q*

332 TRAP 380

335 OPEN #3,8,0,0*

340 ? #3:LEN(X*)

350 FOR 1=1 TO LEN(X«)

355 PUT #3,ASC(X*(I,I)>

360 NEXT I

365 CLOSE #3:7 "SAVE COMPLETE.":? "PR

ESS ANY KEY FOR MENU"

370 GET #1,A

375 GOTO 2O

380 ? "DEVICE DOES NOT RESPOND.":? "C

HECK TO SEE THAT IT IS CONNECTED"

385 ? "TO THE COMPUTER AND IS TURNED

ON.":? "NOW ENTER THE DEVICE CODE

AND FILE-"

390 ? "NAME (IF ANY) TO TRY AGAIN.":I

NPUT Q*:CLOSE #3:GOTO 335

4 00 TRAP 15:IF X*="" THEN 15

401 GRAPHICS IB:Y*=W*

405 POSITION 1,3:? #6;W*(1,19):P*=W$(

2):P*(LEN(P*)+1)=W«:W*=P*

410 POSITION 1,7:? #6;Y*(1,19):Z*=Y*(

2):Z*(LEN(Z*>+l>=Y*:Y*=Zt

415 POSITION 1,5:? #6;At(1,19):C$=A*(

2):C*(LEN(C*)+1)=A*:A*=C*:K=PEEK(

764)

42O FOR TI=1 TO 40:P0KE 77,O:SETCOLOR

INT(RND(0)*4),INT(RND(0)*15),8:1

F K=255 THEN 405

425 GOTO 20 €

TM

SPACE BOWL
FOR ATARI 400/800*

SPACE BOWL" is the championship sporting

event of the Denebs - a species of extraterrestrials.

Denebs play their fierce ball game far in space, where

orbiting goals serve as moving targets for the action.

As part of the battle, Denebs fire lasers at their

opponents. Since Denebs are immortal, "zapped"

Denebs undergo reincarnation. Denebs also become

invisible.

SPACE BOWL" is unlike any sporting event on

earth!

Features: For 2 game players. Joysticks required. All

machine language. Minimum of 16K RAM.

SPACE BOWL" comes on cassette or diskette.

Price is $29.95.

Also available: HOCKEY and SOCCER

Cassette or diskette. 16K RAM. $29.95.

Please order from your retailer or from

Gamma Software
P.O. Box 25625, Los Angeles, CA 90025

(213)473-7441

Check, money order. MC or VISA. Add S2.00 for shipping and

handling. Calif, residents add 6% sales tax.

Dealer inquiries invited

■Indicates trademark ol Atari, Inc.
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Restore (N) In Applesoft

Michael Erperstorfer

Vienna, Austria

The usual RESTORE statement in Applesoft simply

resets the data list pointer to the Hrsi occurrence of

a DATA statement in an Applesoft program,

though in some applications it would be necessary

to READ from a distinct DATA line. With a small

machine Language program, it is rather easy to

build a RES TORE with a parameter.

This is done with the ampersand (&) command.

This symbol, when executed as an instruction,

causes an unconditional jump to memory location

$031-5. At location $03F5 there must be a JMP

instruction to your machine Language program,

which is then terminated with an R IS instruction

Io pass control back to Applesoft.

The syntax of RESTORE(N) with the amper

sand is &N where N is an integer in the range 0-

65535. If there is no line number N, the data list

pointer will be set to the next DATA line in the

program. II there are no more DA I A lines, an

OUT OF DATA error message will be displayed.

Before the first use, the machine language must be

linked with CALL 768.

0000-

0000-

0300-

0302-

0305-

0307-

030A-

030B-

0 30E-

0311-

0314-

0315-

0317-

0319-

031B-

031D-

031F-

0321-

A9

8D

A9

BD

60

20

20

20

38

A5

E9

85

A5

E9

85

60

0B

F6

03

P7

67

52

1A

9B

01

7D

9C

00

7E

03

03

DD

E7

D6

LDA

STA

LDA

STA

RTS

JSR

JSR

JSR

SEC

LDA

SBC

STA

LDA

SBC

STA

RTS

IS0B

S03F6

IS03

S03F7

SDD67

SE752

SD61A

I59B

#$01

S7D

S9C

SS00

$7E
i

RESTORE(N)...SN

LOAD LB OF i-JMP.

LOAD HB.

END OF INITIALIZATION.

EVALUATES NUMBER AND

STORES IT IN FP-AAC |1,

CONVERTS FP-ACC 11 INTO

2BYTE INT ($50,$51)

SEARCHES FOR LINE#

(IN $50,$51).

$9B,$9C POINT TO LINK

FIELD OF DESIRED LINE.

LOAD DATA LIST POINTER

($7D,$7E)

CONTENTS OF $9B,$9C-1.

RETURN TO BASIC.

BASIC. loader lor machine language program

10 FOR I = 768 TO 801: READ V: POKE I,V: NEXT

15 CALL 768

20 DATA 169,11,141,246,3,169,3,141,247,3,96,3
2,103,221,32,82,231,32,26

30 DATA 214,56,165,155,233,1,133,125,165,156,
233,0,133,126,96

The ML routine can now be saved either on

disk with BSAVE RESTORE(N),A$300,L$22 or

on lape wilh 300.321 W.

A simple example lor the use oi &N:

10 PRINT CHR$(4)"BRUN RESTORE(N)

20 INPUT "LINENUMBER: "; LN

3 0 & LN

4 0 READ L

50 PRINT "HERE IS LINE #"L

6 0 GOTO 20

100 DATA 100

110 DATA 110

120 DATA 120

130 DATA 130

140 DATA 140

150 DATA 150

FIRST BORN IN 1978!

the original & continuously updated

CCA
Data Management

System

Now Available For Atari Computers $ 99.50

For Apple Computers 150.00

For CPM Based Computers 225.00

CCA Data Management System

Uses Features And Capabilities

Business

Accounts Receivable

Accounts Payable

Inventories

Billing

Lists and Rosters

Home Phone Lists

Budgets, Hobbies

Long record lengths

Up !o 24 fields per record

Nol Copy Guarded

Alpha numeric items

Numeric only items

Add, update, scan, etc. files

10-Level sort ascending, descending,

allows alphabetizing data file.

• Contact your local dealer lor

details or write us for our catalog

DIVISION OF CUSTOM ElECTBONICS. INC.

SOFTWARE
23B Enchong* St.. Chicopee. Monoehuiotli 01013

(413) 593 *761

Motlercord & VISA Accepfed

" Denlei And DiiTribuiar inquiriot In.lied

Cloied Mondoyi - Open Daily Til 5:30 - Ffirfayi Til B
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,4 PETprogram that allows you to easily move machine language programs from one area ofmemory to another.

You can relocate any section or all, translate internal references, or move it verbatim. It handlesJSRs,JMPs, and

references to tables.

CODEMOVER
Everett Lumpkin

Modoc, IN

Have you ever created a great machine code utility

only to realize that the area of memory in which it

resides is needed by another program? Maybe you

have wanted to make a copy of Supermon (a high

memory monitor utility) for a friend's 8K machine.

"Codemover" will move machine code lo a new

location rapidly and accurately.

Machine language consists of codes that the

6502 executes. The code may process or transfer

data, test and branch, and control input and output.

All of these instructions use different addressing

techniques, and the principal concern of our code-

moving program is lo translate the proper address

along with somejump and other instructions. The

instructions can be broken into three groups.

The first group requires the most attention.

These are the three-byte codes using absolute,

absolute indexed, and absolute indirect addressing.

Some examples would be LDA $40FC, |MP $4095,

FOR $033A.Y, JMP($033A). Each of the instruc

tions in this group is followed by two bytes con

taining the address in the normal low, high format.

If these two bytes point to an address within the

machine language program itself, they will need to

be changed to reflect the new location of the pro

gram. If they point to an address outside the target

program (i.e.. a routine in ROM), a new address

need not be computed.

The second group contains instructions which

require two bytes. Some examples are LDA $FF,
CMI'#$FF,STA($40,X), ROL$28,X,and BEQ

$0352. The branch instructions are relative, a dis

placement from their address. As a result, they will

point to the correct offset address after they are

moved. Branches can simply be moved without any

worry.

The last group consists of instructions only

one-byte long. They are also just moved with no

adjustments necessary because they do not point to

an address. Some examples are CLD, PHA, ROL,

and ASL.

The Program

The program is relatively self-explanatory, al

though a few comments may be helpful. It is written

in PET BASIC and should be easy to transfer to

other machines; it requires about 4K. The lines

that do the actual moving are 1325 to 1560. Two

subroutines at 100 and 200 convert from hex to

decimal and vice versa. At line 300 are stored the

opcodes, which are three and two bytes long.

At line 1410 Codemover PEEKs the current

memory location and compares it with the three-

byte opcodes stored in C'V/( () array. If a match is

found, the program then computes the address

from the following two bytes to see if it is within

the boundaries of the original machine code. I fit

is. a new address is computed, using the displace

ment, and POKEd into the new code. Otherwise,

no displacement is calculated.

If the code is not a three-byte opcode, it is

then checked against the array of two-byte opcodes.

If a match is found, the program then moves two

bytes of code. Otherwise, the computer moves only

one byte before PEEKing the next machine code

instruction.

The program has another mode of moving

machine code besides translation of the JMP ad

dresses. You may want to move a lookup table

verbatim so that the copy is exactly like the original.

Failure to do this may cause the table to be changed

slightly.

Now the next time that a machine utility is in

an unfortunate or busy location, simply move it.

letting the computer do all the work. After all. isn't

that what these machines are for?

30 DI$="0123456789ABCDEF"

40 DIM C3%(47),C2%(73)

5 0 REM*********VARIBLES**************

52 REM

54 REM BO

56 REM L0

5 8 REM BC

6 0 REM LC

62 REM D

6 4 REM II

66 REM 12

68 REM C3%(47)

70 REM C2%(73)

7 2 REM ADD

74 REM NADD

7 6 REM

78

99 GOTO 900

100 REM SUB TO TRANSLATE DECIMAL TO HEX:ENTER

—BEGIN OF ORIGINAL CODE

—LAST OF ORIGINAL CODE

—BEGIN OF COPY CODE

—LAST OF COPY CODE

—DISPLACEMENT OF CODE

—BEGIN OF SECTION

—END OF SECTION

—3 BYTE OPCODES

—2 BYTE OPCODES

—FORMER ADDRESS

—COMPUTED ADDRESS
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For PET and
CBM owners
only:

This is just 1 of 20

pages of the newest

and biggest Skyles

catalog, hot off the

press.

We know you'll want

this page, in its full

8V2 x 10 splendor,

and another 19

pages of peripherals,

software and books

that will make your

PET or CBM

computer even nicer

to live with. So, if

we missed sending

you your very own

copy within the last

few weeks, call us at

(800)227-9998

(unless you live

in California, in

which case call

(415) 965-1735.

From Skyles

Electric Works, the

oldest and largest

professional

specialists in the

business.

Skyles Electric Works
231-ES.Whisman Road

Mountain View, California 94041
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AS A$—RETURN AS AS DECIMAL

120 A=VAL(A$):A$=""

130 F0RI=3T01STEP-l:B=INT(A/(16"I))

140 A$=AS+MID$(DIS,B+1,1):A=A-B*16"I

150 NEXTI

160 A$=AS+MID$ (DlS,A+l,l)

170 RETURN

200 REM SUB TO TRANSLATE HEX" TO DECIMAL: ENTER "

AS A$—RETURN A$ AS DECIMAL

205 A=0

210 FORI=LEN(A$)TO1STEP-1:FORJ=1TO16

2 20 IFMID$(A$,I,1)=MID$(DIS,J,1)THENA=A+(J-l)*

16" {LEN(AS)-I)

230 NEXTJ,I

240 A$=STR$(A):RETURN

300 REM 3 BYTE OPCODES

310 DATA76,32,173,174,172,109,45,14,44,205,236

,204,206,77,238,78

320 DATA 13,46,110,237,141,142,140,125,61,30,2

21,222,93,254,189

330 DATA 188,94,29,62,126,253,157,121,57,217,8

9,185,190,25,249,153,108

340 REM 2 BYTE OPCODES

350 DATA 101,37,6,36,197,228,196,198,69,230,16

5,166,164,70,5

360 DATA 38,102,229,133,134,132,105,41,201,224

,192,73,169,162,160

370 DATA 9,233,97,33,193,65,161,1,225,129,113,

49,209,81,177

380 DATA 17,241,145,117,53,22,213,214,85,246,1

81,180,86,21,54

3 90 DATA118,245,149,148,144,176,240,48,208,16,

80,112,182,150

400 REM SUB TO READ OPCODES

420 FORI=0TO47:READC3%(I):NEXT

430 FORI=0TO73:READC2%(I):NEXT

440 RETURN

899 REM ********MAIN PROGRAM*********

900 A$="CODEMOVEK"

910 PRINT"{CLEAR){02 DOWN}"TAB{30)AS
920 FORI=1TO9

930 PRINT"{HOME}{02 DOWN}"LEFTS(A$,I)TAB(30);:

FORJ=0TOI:PRINT" ";:NEXT:PRINTRIGHTS(

AS,9-1);

940 FORJ=1TO350:NEXT

950 NEXT

960 PRINT"{DOWN}BY{DOWN}EVERETT LUMPKIN"

1000 PRINT"{HOME}{07 DOWN}THIS PROGRAM WILL MOV

E A SECTION OF "

1010 PRINT"MACHINE CODE TO A NEW LOCATION TRANS

LAT-"
1020 PRINT"{UP}ING ALL THE JMP'S AND OTHER ADDR

ESSES."

1030 PRINT"BECAUSE SOME PARTS OF THE PROGRAM WI

LL"

1040 PRINT"NEED TO BE MOVED VERBATIM (TABLES EC

T .) , "
1050 PRINT"{UPjTHIS PROGRAM WILL PROCESS THE CO

DE A"
1060 PRINT"SECTION AT A TIME.{DOWN}":GOSUB400

1070 PRINT"ENTER THE BOUNDRIES OF ENTIRE SROGRA

M. FOLLOW EXAMPLE FORMAT."

1075 PRINT" B000-B7FF{UP}":INPUTA$

1077 BS=RIGHTS(AS,4):A$=LEFTS(A$,4)

108 0 GOSUB200:BO=VAL(AS):A$=BS:GOSUB200:LO=VAL{

A$}

1090 PRINT"{DOWN}YOUR PROGRAM IS AT ";B0;"DECIM

AL TO"

1100 PRINT LO;"DECIMAL AND IS ";LO-BO;"BYTES LO

NG."
1110 PRINT"{DOWN}ENTER THE BOUNDARIES WHERE YOU

WOULD LIKE{UP}"

1120 PRINT"{UPjTHE PROGRAM TO BE COPIED. TYPE '

AN"

1140 PRINT"ADDRESS.B:PRINT" B000-B7FF{UP}"

1145 INPUTA$:B$=RIGHTS(A$,4):A$=LEFTS(AS,4)

1150 IFLEFTS(AS,1)="?"THEN1170

1160 GOSUB200:BC=VAL(A$)

1170 IFLEFTS(B$,1)="?"THENLC=BC+(LO-BO):GOTO119

0

1180 A$=BS:GOSUB200:LC=VAL(AS):BC=LC-(LO-BO)

1190 PRINT"{DOWN}YOUR NEW PROGAM WILL BE"

1200 PRINTBC"-"LC"IN DECIMAL

1210 AS=STRS(BC):GOSUB100:PRINTA$"-";

1220 A$=STR$(LC):GOSUB100:PRINTA$" IN HEX"

1225 I1=BO:I2=LO:D=BO-BC

1230 PRINT"{DOWN}ENTER THE {REV}SECTION{OFF} OF

CODE TO BE MOVED."

1240 AS =STRS(H) :GOSUB100

1250 PRINT" "AS"-";:A$=STRS{I2):GOSUB100

1260 PRINTAS"{UP}":INPUTBS

127 0 A$=LEFTS(B$,4):GOSUB200:I1=VAL(AS)

128 0 A$=RIGHTS(B$,4):GOSUB200:I2=VAL(A$)

1290 PRINT"{DOWN}IS IT TO BE {REV}T{OFF}RANSLAT

ED OR MOVED {REV}V{OFF}ERBATIM"

1300 GETAS:IFA$=n"THEN1300

1310 IFA$="T"THEN1400

1320 IFA$O"V"THEN1290

1325 REM MOVE VERBATIM

1330 FORI1=I1TOI2:A%=PEEK(II):B=I1-D:PRINTB,A%"

{UP}":POKEB,A%:NEXT

134 0 IFI1>=LOTHEN16 00

1350 I1=I2+1:I2=LO:GOTU1230

1400 REM TRANSLATE ADDRESS'S AND MOVE

1405 11=11-1

1410 11=11+1:A%=PEEK(II):PRINTI1,A%"{UP}":IFI1>

I2THEN1340

1420 REM IS IT 3 BYTE OPCODE?

1430 FORJ=0TO37:IFC3%(J)<>A%THENNEXTJ:GOTO1510:

REM NOT 3BYTE

1435 REM 3 BYTE OPCODE

1440 POKEI1-D,A%

14 50 ADD=PEEK(Il+2)*256+PEEK(Il+l)

1460 IF{ADD>LO)OR(ADD<BO)THEN 11=11+1:A%=PEEK(I

1):GOTO1540

1470 NADD=ADD-D

1480 POKEU1+ 2-D) ,INT(NADD/256)

1490 POKE(I1+1-D),NADD-INT(NADD/256)*256

150 0 I1=I1+2:GOTO1410

1510 REM IS IT A 2 BYTE OPCODE?

1520 FORJ=0TO73:IFC2%(J)<>A%THENNEXTJ:POKEI1-D,

A%:GOTO1410:SINGLE BYTE OPCODE

1530 REM 2 BYTE OPCODE

1540 POKEI1-D,A%:I1=I1+1

1550 A%=PEEK(I1):POKEI1-D,A%

1560 GOTO1410

1600 PRINT"{CLEAR}YOUR PROGRAM HAS NOW BEEN MOV

ED"

1610 PRINT"{02 DOWNjOLD LOCATION NEW LOC

ATION"

1620 PRINT"$";:A$=STRS{BO):GOSUB100:PRINTAS"-$"

1630'a$=STR$(LO):GOSUB100:PRINTAS;TAB(20);
1640 A$=STR$(BC):GOSUB100

1650 AS=STR$(LC):GOSUB100

1660 PRINTBO"-"LO;TAB(20);

PRINT"S"A$"-$";

PRINTAS

BC"-"LC

1670 PRINT"{03 DOWN}ALTHOUGH THIS PROGRAM HAS T

RANSLATED"

1680 PRINT:PRINT"THE JMP'S, JSR'S AND OTHER ADD

RESSES"

1690 PRINT:PRINT"THERE MAY BE OTHER PROBLEMS WI

TH THE NEW"

1700 PRINT"LOCATION WHICH ARE HIDDEN. IN OTHER

1710 PRINT:PRINT"WORDS, SAVE THE NEW CODE BEFOR

E TRYING" _

1720 PRINT:PRINT"IT.—GOOD LUCK!" ©

1130 PRINT"IF YOU WANT THE COMPUTER TO COMPUTE



BATTERIES
inCLLJDED

$150
00

village by the grange, 71 mccaul St. (f6) toronto m5t 2x1 telephone 596-1405

ARBITER 1.4 MULTI-USER DISK SYSTEM FOR COMMODORE 4.0 COMPUTERS

OVER THREE HUNDRED IN USE ACROSS ONTARIO

Since September 1981 BATTERIES INCLUDED has been installing the ARBITER system in classrooms of Commodore BASIC 4.0

computers. The computers are connected to CBM Disk Drives and printers. All users have access to all disk drives and printers plus a host ol

commands io make this system configuration really usable!

THE ARBITER 1.4 SYSTEM IS READY TO GO!

FEATURES

1) Easy installation.

2) Uses no RAM or Utility Sockets.

3) Up to 32 computers in one system.

4) System self initializes on power up. I \f \J P®r Unit
5) Operation is complelely transparent to the user.

6) Extended commands allow a friendly multi-user environment.

7) System design virtually eliminates interleaved printer output.

SPECIAL COMMANDS

(u S- Allows students to protect files with a five character password. A three character user ID is forced into the file name.

<» L- Allows the students to load protected files if the password code is known.

LISTC-Used to produce program listings with a Commodore printer. Clumsy OPEN, CMD, LIST, PRINT*. CLOSE sequence not needed. It over

comes the listing problems found on other multi-user hardware systems.

LISTP- Used Io get program listings on systems which have an ASCII printer. The cursor control characters are expanded and displayed in brackets,

e.g. <home>

ALL FILE TYPES ARE SUPPORTED-During relative or sequential file access a delay has been built in so the computer will retain control of the system

until the fite is closed.

TEACHER UTILITY -A utility is supplied on disk to allow the teacher to produce a hardcopy listing and output from any of the protected or unprotected

files selected. Once the files are chosen from the disk directory the teacher may do other tasks while the job is completed.

IF YOUR CLASSROOM WAS DESIGNED TO TEACH COMPUTER LITERACY OR

STRUCTURED BASIC THEN THIS SYSTEM WAS DESIGNED FOR YOU.

Arbiter and Arbiter 1.4 are copyrights of Batteries Included.

versacalc

A UNIQUE VISICALC(tm) ENHANCEMENT

NOW AVAILABLE FOR PET

\

I

If you use Visicalc(tm) but are

bumping into its limitations, you need

Versacalc(tm)! Versacalc runs within

Visicalc but uaea no extra memory; in

fact, It effectively increases memory by

letting you call in modules from disk as
needed.

A Tutorial section makes clear such

features as 0LOOKUP, DIF, @NA, OERROR,

which are not well explained in the

Visicalc manual.

A Utilities section makes It easy to

create your own menu-driven modules which

condense hundreds of commands into four

keystrokes. You can build in sophist
icated error checking (e.g. la the Input

value between certain limits?). Now It is

posaible for people untrained in Visicalc

to perform the weekly updating without
constant instruction.

for Commodore Pet & CBM 2040 - DOS 1.0

available for 8050 on request

Retail $125

SORT Visicalc, and Other Useful Wonders!

NOW YOU CAN:

SORT a Visicalc screen on any column,

ascending or descending, and all

related formulas and labels are

sorted too.

put the entire disk CATALOG on the screen

at once!

easily do Year-To-Date accumulations!

"pound" formulas to expose the full

formulas In place on the screen!

append two Visicalc files!

print the contents of a /SS file!

print the contents of a /PF file!

AND our EASEL BINDER Is so nice that you

will put your other manual in It!

Distributed by:

Anthro-Digital Software

P.O. Box 1385

Pittsfield, MA 01202

413-448-8278

Veuiciic is a HatJemaik of Vetsacaic Emeipi.sBS. me

Visicalc is a trademark of Pe.sanat Soli war*. Inc
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Insight:

Atari
Bill Wilkinson

Optimized Systems Software

Cupertino, CA

This month, I will follow through with at least one

of my promises for some heavier assembly language

stuff: the discussion and source for the fix to the

850 handler LOMF.M problem. Unfortunately, I

did not manage to complete the other promised

project, the BASIC Cassette Verify program.

That program has proven more difficult to

write than I had suspected it would, primarily

because it's hard to get the debugger and BASIC to

cooperate. With some luck I will have the problem

fixed very shortly.

In any case, I've also got a few little tidbits to

share with you, so let's tackle them first.

Atari-CP M Revisited

First, I would like to clear up a misunderstanding

(on my part) about the Vincent Cate (USS Enter

prises) Atari-to-CP/M connection, mentioned a

couple of issues ago. I stated that one problem with

the system was that you would not be able to use

standard Atari diskettes. Not totally true. If you

have (or have access to) an Atari compatible 810

drive, you can copy programs from the 810 to the

CP/M host. (Vincent claims that the system is even

capable of properly simulating self-booting disk

games, etc., though I would imagine that some of

the heftier protection schemes might defy his

standard system.)

Anyway, the address for USS Enterprises is

(i708 Landerwood Lane, San Jose. CA 95120. I

hope this doesn't seem too much like an ad or

endorsement: I have not used the system. I have,

however, heard from people who have and who

say it does what it claims to do.

In the same column, I mentioned a new pro

duct to be introduced soon which would function

either as an Atari disk controller (810 emulator)

and/or as a CP/M system in which the Atari console

was a smart terminal. That project is apparently at

the reality stage, so I guess in fairness I should now

mention it by name.

The company producing the product is Soft

ware Publishers, Inc., of Arlington, Texas. (I know,

I know. Software publishers?) The base price of the

controller, I have been told, is about $500 without

disk drive. The CP/M add-on will be (is?) about

$250. Perhaps someone will soon give us a review

ol the viability of this concept.

Double No-Trouble

Speaking of viability: We have been using our

Percom drives (one double density, one double

sided and double density) for about three months

now. We are more than satisfied with their reliabil

ity. And, of course, the new OS/A+ we produced

for use on the larger drives allows considerable

flexibility. Perhaps the Atari can be used as a busi

ness machine after all.

And to be sure that we don't slight anyone, I

need to mention that our MPC double density

system has been here about a month now also and

seems to be working fine.

So far, all the tilings we've tried seem belter

for most purposes than the 810 drives, though all

of them seem to have trouble with some heavily

protected diskettes. Moral: buy the drive, forget

the diskettes. (Side issue and pet peeve: If it's that

heavily protected, it will have trouble even on a

slightly out of speed Atari 810. So far, I have

plunked down my scarce dollar only three times

for copy-protected disks. I think I will try to be

thriftier in the future.)

Percom DOS

By now it should be general knowledge that the

"new and improved DOS" that Percom has been

publicizing is none other than OS/A + . But it is a

significant change from our "old" OS/A + . which is

really just a CP/M-like keyboard interface hooked

to the Atari DOS 2.OS File manager. Thanks to the

efforts of Mark Rose, our youngest associate and a

junior at Stanford University, we have managed to

produce an all new. random access DOS designed

to interface to any and all disk drives from 128

kilobytes to 16 megabytes. The "random access"

description implies that you are not tied to the

tyrany of NOTE any more (and POINT is now

reasonable: you POINT to a byte position within a

file, just like on the big guys' systems, and better

than CP/M).

This may sound like an advertisement for OSS

and Percom. but it really isn't. First of all, our

profits aren't really tied to the sales of this new

DOS. so it isn't really an ad for us. And second, it

appears that OS/A+ will be used by all the other

Atari-compatible drive manufacturers, so Percom

is offering it first but not alone. Anyway, the real

reason I brought this up (aside from wanting to pat

Mark Rose on the back in public) is to pass on a few

of the things that you should watch out for if you

are thinking of moving to either more or larger



Give yourself or someone special...

WINNER

THE MOST POWERFUL

PROGRAMMING AID

AVAILABLE FOR ATARI BASIC

Wish i..ur ATARI BASIC had some- <>l the ItMiore* <>l

the big computers? NOW VOUVL GOT IT!.'

BASIC COMMANDER

BASIC COMMANDER is .111 ,ill machine language ptogram

I hat is coresident with butli llie ATAW BASIC tjilndge and

your program, occupying only 4K ol RAM. Perlorm all ol I lie

lollujjing additional lunclions fl! machine language speeds'

RENUMBER - All line numbers and references Extensive

I'rror trapping Renumber a 500 line program in less than 3

seconds.

BLOCK DELETE ■ Imagine! Deleie from 1 lo ,t2,000 lines ol

i odt in 1 second, and not have your computer lockup!

AUTONUMBER - Autom.ilii-jlly generates line numbers

and places the cursor in typing position. Speeds program

entry 30 to 50"...

PROGRAMMABLE KEYS - 3 keys you can program so

that with a single keystroke you can enter any line you can

legally lype in ATARI BASIC" Use up lo 108 characters.

BASIC COMMANDS - Smgk- keys allow t.OADmg,

KUNning, ENTERing. USTiny. antt much more!

DOS FUNCTIONS - Single key access to DO functions,

directly (rom your BASIC program. There is no reason lo go

lo DOS!

VARIABLES ■ A single key produces a list ol all variable

names used in your program, and Ihe total number ol

variables used.

$34.95 from your local computer store or

MMG MICROSOFTWARE
P O BOX 131 • MARLBORO. NJ 07746

o.«ii (201)431-3472
lot MailerCard. V.u oi COD delivrnrs

ATARI is a legistered trademark ol ATARI. INC

N J Residents add 5% sales tax

DUPLICATION OF

DISKETTES and

DIGITAL CASSETTES

For All Computer Systems

Your own programs duplicated

by the tens or tens of thousands.

RPL specially engineered dupli

cating systems provide verified,

serialized, protected copies at

lowest cost and fast service.

For TRS. 80, I, II, III; Com

modore; Atari; Apple II, III;

IBM P/C; and many others.

Phone or write

Recorded Publications Laboratories

1100 State Street, Camden, N.J. 08105

(609) 963-3000 or (2151 922-8558 —rzz*"**
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drives.

LOMEM On The Tot-Mem Poll

I am sadly dismayed to see so many Atari-produced

and Atari-compatible products being introduced

nowadays which violate one of the prime rules for

running on an Atari: don't put anything lower in

memory than LOMEM.

After all, the operating system provides these

nice, convenient locations LOMEM and HIMEM,

which contain tlie addresses of the bottom and top

of usable memory. Why not use them?

But no, let us assume that we will run under

Atari DOS 2.OS, with two single density drives,

with our blinders on (so that wq cannot see the

future). Phooey. How about a little table to show

the values of LOMEM under various DOS config

urations, with various numbers ol drives and files

available?

LOMEM With Various DOS's

Dos

Used

Number Number Contents

OfDrives OfFiles OfLOMEM

Atari DOS 2.0S 2-S 3

Atari DOS 2.0S 4-S 7

Atari DOS 2.0S 2-D 3

Atari DOS 2.0S 2-S, 2-D 5

Atari DOS 2.0S 4-D 7

OS/A +

OS/A +

OS/A +

OS/A +

OS/A +

vcr 2.0

ver2.0

ver2.0

ver4.0

ver4.0

2-S

4-S

4-D

2-D

4-DD

3

7

7

3

7

S1C00

$1FOO

$1E8O

$2180

$2380

$1FOO

$2100

$2680

S2C00

S3300

legend:-S means single density drives

-D means double density drives

-DD means double sided, double density

Surprised? It gets worse: if you load the RS-232

handler for the 850 Interface Module, you must

add almost $700 to all the table figures! (And I left

out K-DOS simply because I don't know the correct

figures there, but I understand that they are all

over $3000.)

'Rut," you say, "how come you show Atari

DOS with double density drives?" Aha! You didn't

know that Atari DOS will handle double density

drives for most user programs? (The menu can get

confused, especially for duplicating disks, but

BASIC - for example - runs just fine.)

We agonized a long lime over coming out with

OS/A + version 4, the Percom {et al.) random

access DOS, with its much higher LOMEM values.
But then we realized that, given that you will use

double density and larger disks, there is simply no

way to stay completely compatible. So, if you're

going to do it, do it right.

Incidentally. Percom's initial patches to Atari

DOS 2.OS solved the problem in a different way:

they moved the disk buffers to the top of memory

and dropped HIMEM. Of course, then they ran

into trouble with the programs that ignore HIMKM.

Like BASIC A + ? VVellllil. I guess we have to take
our lumps, too. Sigh. But we're working on it.

honest.

So this has gone on long enough. I he moral:

if you're writing assembly language programs, pay

attention to the rules. If you're stuck with an inter

preter or compiler that does it. wrong, go yell at the

company that palmed it off on you.

Mishandler

Since I am ranting on about LOMEM anyway, let's

tackle the problem I presented last month: the

Atari RS-232 handler for the 850 Interface Module

does not handle the RESET key properly when the

disk device (or other previously loaded handlers) is

present.

The result is that LOMEM will he reset to what

the disk handler thinks it is, rather than above the

850's driver. And, of course, this means that any

program which uses LOMEM properly will zap the

RS-232 (Rn:) drivers. Which might not be so bad

except that the Rn: name will still be recognized by

CIO. Which might be a real disaster.

Why did all this come about? Because Atari

didn't follow their own advice. When you steal

DOSINI from DOS, in order to link yourself into

the RESET chain, thejirst thing you should do is

call the old DOS1M. Instead, the 850 handler does

all its initializing, resets LOMEM to above itself,

and then calls the old DOSINI! (And, of course,

poor old FMS doesn't know that R: exists, so u

moves LOMEM to just above itself. And, admit

tedly, you could fix the problem by having DOS

change LOMEM only if the change is upward.

This is left as an exercise to the reader.)

So what do we do about this bug? If you are

using BASIC (or BASIC A + ), Forget about it.

BASIC maintains its own LOMEM pointer, which

is initialized only at BASIC coldstart time (e.g.. at

power-up). In fact, many system programs either

do similar things or have been purposely assembled

in higher memory to avoid all possible drivers.

(Except see that good old table. Maybe they aren't

all high enough?)

However, if you need to fix this problem,

chances are you need to iis. it quickly and

thoroughly. The machine language program below

seems to do a reasonably good job of patching the

mess. But, of course:

Caveats: (1) This program works as shown with

my 850 Interface Module. I know for a fact that

Atari has made more than one version of this beast.

so I can not guarantee it will work on yours. (2)

This program works by patching the AUTO-
RUN.SYS (also known as AUTORUN.232 or



ATARI Computers & Accessories
Please call or write tor prices

Atari GTIA Chip $24.95

HAYES SmartModem - $239.00

Signalman Modem for Atari - $97.95

32K Ram Card for Alari 400/800 - $94.95

48K Ram Card for Atari 400 - S204.95

EMS 5-V Diskettes SS/DS - S25.O0/10

EMS 5-V4" Diskettes DS/DS - S32.00/10

Epson MX70/80 Cartridges - 58.95m

Biack/Blue/Brown/Green/Red - S40.00/5

Telephone Order 1-516-293-5698

Computer Bulletin Board 1-516-293-5519

Mail Order

Enterprises

315 N. Utica Ave.

N. Massapequa, NY 11758

Add $?.5O stopping pet wdw

Add S7.5O stopping per computer system

NYS Residents add sales tax

Master Card/VISA/Ctiecks/Money Orders Accepted

ATARI* SOFTWARE &

HARDWARE

EVERY ITEM at

DISCOUNT

PRICES

from

LIST RETAIL OUR PRICE

ATARI 8OO COMPUTER. 16k B99.CO 639.OO

ATARI 81O DISK DRIVE 599.OO 439.OO

ATARI CENTIPEDE. CARTRIDGE (C) 4d.95 35.95

ATARI TECHNICAL REFERENCE NOTES 2995 25.45

BRODERBUND CHOPLIFTER. date (D) id,95 27.95

BRODERBUND APPLE PANIC (D/T) 29,95 23.95

DATASOFT CANYON CLIMBER, 16k (T/D) 29.95 23.95

DATASOFT CLOWNS&8ALLOONS.16k (1/D) 29.95 23.95

JV SOFTWARE ACTION QUEST, 16k (T/D) 29.95 23.95

JV SOFTWARE GHOST ENCOUNTER. 16k (T/D) 29,95 23.95

K-BYTE K-RAZY KfJITTERS (C) 49.95 39.95

K-BYTE K-RAZY ANTIKS (C) 49.95 39.95

LIGHTNING MASTER TYPE. 48k (D) 39.95 31.95

ON-LINE FROGGER. 16k (D/T) 34.95 27.95

ROKLAN GORF, 16k (D) 39.95 31.95

ROKLAN GORF (C) 49.95 39.95

TOKLAN WIZARD OF WOR. 16k (D) 39.95 31.96

VALPAR INT'L. VALFORTH (6 DISKS) 240.00 162.4O

(C) ROM CAHTHIDGE (D) DISKETTE (T) CASSETTE TAPE

WRITE FOR A FREE CATALOG (15O0 ATARI ITEMS) TO:

COMPUTER HOUSE
P.O. Box 369, Dept. 10, Mammoth Lakes, CA 93546

(714) 934-6538
Term: FOR FAST DELIVERY, send certified checks, money txdws or Visa w Master

Card number and expiration date. Personal checks required 3 weeks !o clear. ADD

$2.00 for postage. Orders over $100 00 we pay shipping. AH foreign otaers add

S10.00/20.00. CALIFORNIA residents add 6 % tax. Prices subject to change.

"ATARI is the trademark of Atari, Inc.

Home Technology

mimi m popvlm muss

Centipede(C).. 32.00

Wizard of KoriD,C).....31.00

Pac Man(C) 32.00

VisiCakiD} 179.00

Text Wi:ard(Di 69.00

Dynacoap Bridge 2.01DJ.10.00

Adventure 1,2,3(0) 28.00

Eastern Front(D,T> 22.00

My First Alphabet(D)...25.00

FroggerfD,T) 24.00

Zork I(D) 28.00

A
ATARI

Send SASE

for FREE

catalog

Over 200 titles available; Call for prices.

Prices shown are discounted for cash;

are 32 higher; shipping not included.

charge cards

CHECK/CHARGE/COD

call (312) 356-5197 or (312} 356-7223 lp»-9p« CST

HOHE TECHNOLOGY,INC. P0 BOX 254 GURNEE,IL 60031
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RS232.OBJ or RS232.COM) file. If you are not

using Atari DOS (or OS/A + , for RS232.OBJ or

RS232.COM). then this will work only if you can

load and execute ibis routine at the addresses

shown in the listing.

So how does this program work? To under

stand it, we must first understand how the Rn:

handler is loaded from the 850.

Here I Am

When the Atari computer is powered up. it finds

out if a disk drive is attached by sending out a

status request command (via SIO). If, indeed, disk

drive number one is alive and well, then the disk

boot proceeds. But if the 850 is alive and well, it is

also sitting on the serial bus, looking at SIO sending

status request command(s) to the disk. SIO will try

13 times to boot the disk before giving up. But

here is where the 850 gets sneaky: if the disk doesn't

answer after about ten of those tries, the 850 jumps

on the bus and says "Here I am! I'm the disk drive!

Boot me!"

And, of course, the computer indeed "boots"

the disk —whether it actually is the drive's controller

chip responding or whether it is an 850 in chip's

clothing. And that's how those 1800 or so bytes

of code get into the computer when all you have is

an 850.

But how does that code get pseudo-booted

when you do have a disk? Well, one way would

have been to distribute the handler on the disk.

But why waste all that good code sitting out in the

850, just wailing to be executed? So AL'TO-

RUN.SYS (in any of its aliases) is a very small routine

that performs just the right operations to load the

850's serial handlers.

In building the program presented here, I

have cheated. Quite frankly. I have not investigated

why and how the code used in AL'TORUN.SYS

works. And quite franker, I don't care. What I

have done is simply build my program around that

code. And here's what my program does.

First, I get the current contents of DOSINI

(presumably the address of the FMS initialization

routine) and save them for later use. Then I fall

through and let the 850's code be loaded and in

itialized. If this process is successful, I then find the

new contents of DOSINI (the Rn: driver's initiali

zation routine address) and save them also. And

where do I save the two initialization addresses? In

the middle of the patch to be applied to the 850

driver.

Then all I need do is move the patch into the

middle ofthe driver and relink DOSINI to point to

the palch. Now, the cute part of all this is: where

cio we put the patch? Why, right on top ofthe

erroneous call to the FMS initialization. (The one

that occurs after the 850 inil, remember?)

L'liimm, but I'm patching a JSR to the FMS

ink followed by aJMP to the 850 inil. How does all

thai fit into the space of one (previous) JSR? And

what about the code immediately preceding the

patch? Here it comes, the kludge. The code we are

replacing includes a check ofthe warmstart location,

since the handler does not bother to call the FMS

initialization if ii doesn't need to. Well, with our

code patch, the FMS always gets called to ink itself.

But so what? It doesn't hurl anything, just slows

the loading of this 850 interface c-ode an unnotice-

able amount.

Anyway, ii you can follow the code, you will

note where the patch is being applied. The byte

immediately before the palch location must be a

CLC instruction. (Check it out by loading the RS-

232 handlers and then using a debugger to list the

code.) If it is not, then your 850 differs too much

from mine lo use this routine as is. (And if you

figure out where to patch it, why not tell all of us.)

Last but not least, notice that the patch is in

trinsically relocatable, just as is the 850 handler. It

should work in virtually any memory and/or disk

drive and/or DOS configuration.

Whew! That was lengthy and heavy, right?

Well, cheer up, there's more to come next month.

Like how to add a default drive specifier to Atari

DOS and OS/A + . II you have two drives, wouldn't

it be convenient to be able to specify that "D:..."

meant "D2:..." once in a while? Watch this space.

Atari 850 Fixer Upper

3000

0043

D00C

0000

37F6

37F8

37FB

37FD

3800

3800

3802

3805

3807

or: when

A50C

8D773B

A50D

8D7B38

A950

8D00D3

A901

8D0103

1010

1020

1030

1040

1050

1060

1070

1080

1090

1100

1110

1120

1130

11-10

in doubt, punt.

.PAGE " or: when in doubt, punt."

Some equates

■IXOFFBET = $43 ; read the text

JOSINI ■ S0C ; the cause of all this

Tills first code is simply to save the original

contents of DC6INI for later use, like the

850 code should have done in the first

place. Sigh.

*= S3800-10

1150 NEWLQADER

1160

1170

1180

1190

1200

1210

1220

1230

1240

1250

1260

1270

12B0

1290

1300

1310

1320

1330

1340

1350

1360

1370

1380

LDA DOSINI ; presumably, we are saving

STA PATCH2+1 ; the FMS init vector for

LDA DOSINI+1 ; later use, but the beauty of

STA PATCH2+2 ; this: it works w/o EWS also

Now we begin the original Atari loader code.

If your code doesn't agree with this, it

is passible that your 850's internal

is different also. If so, apply the

patches with caution. Bead the text.

CAirriCtJ: this code is uncommented, simply

because I'm not sure exactly what it

is doing. But 1*10 cares...it works.

*■ S3800 ; where the Atari code was found

-OADER

LDA IS50

STA S0300

LDA #501

STA SO301
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After only three years on the market,

the Atari 400/800 microcomputers

have become among the most

popular personal computers ever

made. So it was no surprise when

COMPUTER'S First Book ofAtari, a

collection of the best Atari articles

published during 1980-81 in

COMPUTE! Magazine, also became

a "bestseller" with Atari enthusiasts.

The first printing sold out in just a

few months.

That's why we've followed up

with COMPUTEi's Second Book of

Atari. Available immediately, the

Second Book ofAtari continues

COMPUTEI's tradition for personal

computer users.

But the Second Book ofAtari

differs from the First Book in one

important respect - all the articles

are totally new and previously

unpublished. The Second Book of

Atari includes such interesting

articles as "Page Flipping," "Fun

With Scrolling," "Perfect Pitch,"

"Player-Missile Drawing Editor,"

and "TextPlot Makes a Game."

Whole chapters are devoted to

subjects such as "Advanced

Graphics and Game Utilities,"

"Programming Technigues,"and

"Beyond BASIC." With 250 pages -

more than 25 percent thicker than

the First Book at the same price -

the Second Book ofAtari is crammed

with information and ready-to-type

program listings. And the book is

spiral-bound to lie flat and is fully

indexed for quick reference.

Best of all, COMPUTE!'s Second

Book ofAtari, like COMPUTE!

Magazine itself, is written and edited

to appeal to all computer enthusiasts

at only S!2.95.
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3B0A

38OC

38OF

3811

381-1

3816

3819

381C

3B1E

3821

3824

3827

382A

382C

382F

3832

3834

3835

3837

383A

38 3D

383E

3840

3843

3845

3848

384B

384C

384E

3851

3853

3856

3858

A93F

8D0203

A940

8DO303

A905

8D0603

BD0503

A900

8DM03

8D0903

8D0A03

8D0BD3

A90C

8D0803

2059E4

1001

60

A2OB

BD0005

900003

CA

10F7

2059E4

3006

20OG05

4C4C38

60

A50C

8D7A3B

A50D

8D7B38

AD43

A200

1390

1400

1410

1420

1430

1440

1450

1-160

1470

1480

1490

1500

1510

1520

1530

1540

1550

1560

1570

1580

1590

1600

1610

1620

1630

1640

1650

1660

1670

1680

1690

1700

1710

LDA

STA

UA

STA.

LDA

STA

STA

LDA

STA

STA

STA

STA

LDA

STA

JSR

BPL

RTS

LDX

LDA

STA

DEX

BPL

JSR

BMI

JSR

JMP

RTS

#S3F

S0302

IS40

S0303

»SQ5

S0306

SO305

IS00

S0304

S0309

S030A

S030B

ISOC

$0308

SE459

S3835

ISOB

S0500,X

S03OO,X

S3837

SE459

S384B

S0506

FIXIT ; this Wfts a 'JMP (DOSINI)1

How the 850 has loaded its code into memory...

so we can f»tch its

1720 FIXIT

1730

1740

1750

1760

1770

17B0

1790

1800

1810

LDA

STA

LDA

STA

LDY

LDX

DOSINI ;

PATCH3+1 ;

DCSINI+1 ;

PATCH3+2 ;

IFIXOFFSET

boo-boos

The 850 code has patched

its init entry point into

'DOSINI1 ... we will jump

to it at the end of our patch

for my 850! read the text

loop index

We move our patch code into the 850's code

COMPUTE!

385A

385D

3B5F

3860

3861

3863

3865

3867

3868

386A

3B6C

3B6E

3870

3872

3875

3876

3879

387C

387D

02E0

02E2

BD7538

910C

ca

E8

ED08

D0F5

A944

18

650C

850C

A50D

6900

850D

6C0C00

60

200000

4C0OOO

00

F637

1820

1830

1840

1850

1860

1870

1880

1B90

1900

1910

1920

1930

1940

1950

1960

1970

1980

1990

2000

2010

2020

2030

2040

2050

2060

2070

2080

2090

'ATCHLP

LDA

STA

INY

DO!

CPX

BNE

LDA

CIC

ADC

STA

LDA

ADC

STA

JMP

PATCH1,X

[DOSINI) ,Y

18

PATCHLP

December 1982, Issue 31

; a byte of patch...

; into the 850 code

; next patchloc

; next byte of patch

; unless done

IFIXOFFSET+1 ; again, caution...read text

DOSINI

DOSDJI

DOSINI+1

to

DOSINI+1

(DOSINI)

This patch area has

in it and then it

into the 850 code.

WTCH1

RTS

'ATCH2

JSR

2100 PATt ■■

2110

2120

2130

2140

2150

2160

2170

2180

2190

2200

2210

JMP

BRK

0

0

This is just to make

You might

; we move DOSINI to point

; to our patch.. .Uiich in

; turn will jump back to

; the 850's init code.

; and this actually goes to our

patch!

tws addresses placed

is moved en masse

as a patch thereto

; gets rid of some unneeded code

; becomes JSR FMSINIT, or some

such

; to original reset point

it a LCftD AND GO file

wish to use S2E2 instead if vdu

understand the implications thereof

*= S2E0

.WCPD NEWLOADER

.END

®

Qlcommodore

VIC 20 $176

16K RAM $ 79
MEMORY EXPANSION

VIC 1540 DISC DRIVE $299.95

VIC 1530 DATASSETTE $ 64.95

VIC 1515 GRAPHIC PRINTER $299.00

VIC 1213 MACHINE LANGUAGE MONITOR $ 43.00

4 SLOT FULLY BUFFERED EXTENDER $ 59.95

VIC MODEM $ 89.95

8K RAM MEMORY EXPANSION $ 39.95

2Kx8 STATIC RAM CHIPS (200 MSEC) QTY ea. $ 7.95

ORDER FORM ^^

NAME

STREET

P.ITY

RTATF

PHONE

U.S.

7IP

TECHNOLOGIES

(Circle Above Items) CHECK ONE; **•

D VISA D MASTERCARD

D Check Enclosed D C.O.D.

Credit Card tt

P.O. Box 7735

San Diego, CA 92107

(619) 224-8016

WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD!

Expiration Date

Add 3% Shipping Charge.

COD's add SI 50 plus 20% Deposit

Required CA Res 6% Tax

Credit Cards add 3%

Personal checks accepted

(Allow 3 weeks extfa)

DEALERS: REDUCED

PRICES OFFERED ON

LARGER ORDERS

CALL FOR DETAILS

'Trademark ol Commodore

COMMODORE

• PET OWNERS •

NEW AUTHENTIC PROGRAMS

CASINO CRAPS
•Any bet made in Vegas,

now can be made at home.

•The Field Hardways-

Place Bets-Come-Pass Line
•Find a winning system,without

losing a dime.

8K version [1 player]S10.95

16K version [5 playersiS 12,95

KONNECTFOUR
•Now play this popular game

against your pet.

•Excellentsound ^graphics

•Real time clock

•Three levels ot play
•Can fit into 8K

•Fun & Educational for all ages

ONLY$10.95

GP Microsystems

72-3167th Place

Glendale.N.Y. 11385

Please include $1.50 shipping

&handlingforeach program.

Indicateversion.
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Here's what afather and his eleven-year-old son came up with when they first brought their VIC home.

Checkbook
Harvey B. Herman

Associate Editor

Harvey Gets A Computer

For many months I had been hearing about a

wonderful new personal computer which Commo

dore markets. After using it for several days, I

came to believe that the hyperbole put out about it

was justified and Commodore has a best seller,

possibly the first gold microcomputer. It surely will

rival their earlier PF.T model (er, sorry, CBM), but

it is intended for a different clientele (everybody).

If it is true that millions of consumers are

buying VIC and other machines, it follows that not

all of them can be experienced computer hobbyists.

It would be a shame if someone brought one home,

without a plug-in cartridge or other program

(software), and did not know what to do with it,

even after reading the manual. This article is in

tended to illustrate one application for a personal

computer. The program, checkbook balancer

(called Checkbook), can be used to demonstrate to

friends, neighbors, and spouses the hidden poten

tial in our e.t. (expensive toys). We don't want them

to ever get the idea that its only use is for playing

games. Later you can show off a fun program if

you have one. VIC and a color TV play some great

games. However, in a demo, applications programs

first is the rule.

The Kids Take Over

My kids kicked me off the VIC shortly after I

brought it home and set it up (super easy to do, set

up — not kick me off, as I scream and carry on a

lot). The eleven year old, Mark, typed in a program

he had seen demonstrated on a PET at his elemen

tary schooi. This program and mine, discussed

below, do not make use of the color features of the

VIC. I am still a novice in that area. However, our

experience with PET BASIC transferred easily to

the new machine as the commands are identical.

When it is given your age in years, Mark's program

calculates how many days old you are. The program

is not perfect. For example, leap years are not

allowed for. However, he was very cocky after it

worked. I mention this experience because I feel

the reader is probably over 11 years old and should

not allow a kid to show him up. Teach yourself

VIC BASIC, if you have not already done so, and

learn to be a better computer programmer than

my eleven year old son. It really is not difficult.

Harvey Regains Control

At this point I asserted my authority (such as it is)

and took over command of the VIC. On paper I

composed a checkbook balancing program, typed

it in, and, after correcting a few mistakes, had a

working program. The whole process took about

two hours, which I would guess is probably about

average for an experienced BASIC programmer

like myself (no brag). The Checkbook program

(like any other) can be divided logically into three

sections: input, calculations, and output. First, the

previous month's balance is asked for. Then queries

about the number and amount of deposits and

checks follow. Calculations are done after each

input operation. The only result, the new

checkbook balance, is output at the end, along with

a reprise of the input data for checking purposes.

You Can Do It Better

If the program is unintelligible to you because you

have not learned VIC BASIC, you can still type it

in and show it to your friends. (Make sure you

know how to SAVE and LOAD short programs on.

tape before typing in a program as long as this

one.) Of course the Checkbook program could be

improved and even customized. Part of the allure

of personal computers is that we can make them do

what we want rather than vice versa. For example,

if you feel that it is important to save the data on

tape for future reference, read the manual on tape

files and add this feature to the program.

Checkbook has now become, in part, your

program of which you can be proud. The fact that

you have added even more practical utility makes it
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that much sweeter. Tell your friends about "your

program,1' but please try not to be too cocky. Happy

computing on your VIC!

VIC Technical Notes

1. RETURN as a sole response to INPUT does not

stop program as in previous Microsoft BASICs.

Program continues using old value of variable.

2. INPUT with prompt in quotes has a restriction.

Length of prompt should be 20 characters or less

{not counting cursor control characters). Otherwise,

prompt message is included in response string.

3. All programs on tape begin loading at hex 1001.

PF.T tapes made with 2.0 (Upgrade) ROMs load

into VIC normally. PET lapes made with 1.0 (Origi

nal) ROMs have first line garbled.

4. VIC tapes can be loaded into PET if an append

procedure is used. First NEW, then append (with

tool kit or similar program), and VIC tapes will

load normally.

5. As with PET, the STOP key does not work when

the program is waiting for input. Instead, press

RUN/STOP and RESTORE. VIC will stop without

losing your program. This method should get you

out of many other awkward spots, but will not

work if certain critical pointers are lost (say by an

errant machine language program).

6. It helps to keep a list of the color graphics symbols

handy (and for that matter, cursor control also)

when typing programs from a printed list. This

will save much frustration caused by trial and error

pecking during program entry.

Program 1.

10 REM CHECK BOOK BALANCE PROGRAM

20 REM HARVEY B. HERMAN

3 0 REM

40 DIM D(20),C(50):REM 20 DEPOSITS, 50 C

HECKS

50 PRINT "{CLEAR} {REV}CHECK B00K":PR

INT

60 INPUT "DO YOU WANT{12 RIGHT}INSTRUCTI

0NS";A$

70 GOSUB 710

80 ON J GOTO 110,100,90

90 PRINT "WHAT?":PRINT:G0T0 60

100 PRINT:PRINT "PROGRAM ASKS FOR

EVIOUS BALANCE, DEPOSITS AND

CHECKS"

110 PRINT

120 INPUT "PREV. BAL.";PB:NB=PB

130 PRINT

140 INPUT "ANY DEPOSITS";A$

150 GOSUB 710

160 ON J GOTO 250,180,170

170 PRINT "WHAT?":PRINT:G0T0 140

180 PRINT

190 INPUT "HOW MANY";N

200 PRINT

210 FOR 1=1 TO N

220 INPUT "DEPOSIT";D(I):PRINT

230 NB=NB+D(I)

240 NEXT I

250 PRINT

260 INPUT "ANY CHECKS";A$

270 PRINT

280 GOSUB 710

290 ON J GOTO 370,310,300

300 PRINT "WHAT?":PRINT:GOTO 260

310 INPUT "HOW MANY";M

320 PRINT

330 FOR 1=1 TO M

340 INPUT "CHECK";C(I):PRINT

350 NB=NB-C(I)

360 NEXT I

370 PRINT MHIT A KEY WHEN READY"

380 GET A$:IF AS="" THEN 380

390 PRINT

400 PRINT "{CLEAR} {REVjDATA SUMMARY"

410 PRINT

420 PRINT "PREV. BAL."," NEW BAL."

430 PRINT PB,NB

440 PRINT

450 PRINT "HIT A KEY WHEN READY"

460 GET A$:IF A$="" THEN 460

470 IF N=0 THEN 580

480 PRINT "{CLEAR} {REVjDATA SUMMARY"

490 PRINT

500 PRINT

510 PRINT " DEPOSITS"

520 FOR 1=1 TO N

530 PRINT "DEPOSIT";I;" $";D(I)

540 NEXT I

550 PRINT

560 PRINT "HIT A KEY WHEN READY"

570 GET A$:IF A$="" THEN 570

580 IF M=0 THEN 690

590 PRINT "{CLEAR} {REVjDATA SUMMARY"

600 PRINT

610 PRINT

620 PRINT " CHECKS "

630 FOR 1=1 TO M

640 PRINT "CHECK"JI;" $";C{I)

650 NEXT I

660 PRINT

670 PRINT "HIT A KEY WHEN READY"

680 GET A$:IF A$="" THEN 680

690 PRINT "{CLEAR}":PRINT" {REVjSEE YOU N

EXT MONTH"

700 END

710 IF LEFT$(A$,1)="Y" THEN J=2:RETURN

720 IF LEFT$(A$,1)="N" THEN J=1:RETURN

730 J=3:RETURN

Program 2. Mark's Program

10 PRINT"{CLEAR}

20 PRINT"THIS IS A GAME THAT SHOWS HOW M

ANY DAYS OLD YOU ARE."

30 PRINT"ENTER YOUR AGE SO YOU WILL LEAR

N."

40 INPUT A

50 PRINT"Y0U ARE";A * 365;"DAYS OLD" @



Being Lifeguard at Gator Beach taxes more than just a good tan!

Sharks are scarv. but these 'gators are somethin' elseI

Gator Beach--a challenging, hair-raising game with machine language

for lots of fast action and thrillsl

VIC-2O WITH AT LEAST 3K EXPANSION, JOYSTICK.

On sale at your local computer store or send check for S21.9E to:

Voyager Software . P.O. Box 1126 . Qurlingame. CA S4O1O

Allow 21 Days fox delivery California residents add 6</j% sales t*i

VGRTREK

Take Command!
Take command of the USS Enterprise and turn your VIC 20
into a Starship! As commander you must use all your skills in

protecting Federation limits from enemy ships. Maneuvering

your ship, firing its weapons- phasers, photons, and probes- and

maintaining its shields and power, require skill and experience,

but you have weapons analysis, scanning, and damage reports

to help out. This complex, fast-moving strategy game has 50 skill

levels and a (pseudo) real-time option.

VIC 20 with 16K Memoiy Expansion, cassette. On sale near

you or send check (or $21.95 to:

VOYAGER SOFTWARE P.O. BOX 1126 BURUNGAME, CA 94010
Allow 21 days for delivery Cohlomia residents add 614% sales tax

RS. Look for our other new, challenging game Vanishing Point!

VIC-20 SOFTWARE

TWO NEW ARCADE GAMES!

100% MACHINE 100% FAST

You were Dn a routine patrol through an uncharted

asteroid belt when you were caught in a ...

DflLflCTIC

CROSSFIRE

Will you survive?

* GALACTIC CROSSFIRE is a multi-color hi-res arcade

game that runs on the unexpended VlC-20 JOYSTICK

REQUIRED.

* ALIEN SOCCER is a multi-color hires arcade game that

runs on the unexpanded VIC-20 using JOYSTICK. KEYBOARD,

or PADDLES.

GALACTIC CROSSFIRE and ALIEN SOCCER are

available on cassette with complete documentation, enclosed

in an attractive vinyl binder for SI 4.95 each.

MIS produces the finest educational, recreational, and

functional software available for the Commodore VIC-20

Persona! Computer. Ask for MIS software at your local

computer store or order direct from MIS VISA. MASTER

CARD, phone orders, and COD. accepted. California residents

add sales tax.

Fern Rock Way

-Boulder Creek, CA 95006'

■(408) 338-9546-
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A Monthly Column

Machine Language:

Hexed!
Jim Butterfield

Associate Editor

You often find nonsense printed about hexadecimal

numbering systems. For example, one source says,

"We use hexadecimal numbers when programming

in machine language, since that's what the computer

uses." Balderdash! There is no such thing as a

hexadecimal computer — they're all binary.

It may seem hard to believe at first, but

hexadecimal numbers are for human convenience.

The computer is happy with binary — in fact, binary

is all it's got — but we are not likely to wax enthusiastic

if we are asked to place a value of 00001 100 into

location 1110100001001100. To make it easier for

people, we like to condense binary.

Binary

The computer is made up of circuits and wires.

Each wire carries either of two kinds of electrical

signal - full voltage or no voltage. There's no vol

ume control needed here: it's all or nothing. This

two-condition situation is called binary, for its two

states: voltage or no voltage, on or off, yes or no,

up or down, one or zero.

The one/zero name for the two conditions is

handy: it allows us to describe a group of logic

signals by a stream of digits. If the computer has a

group of eight wires, three of which are carrying

full voltage while the others have no voltage, we

can describe these wires' states concisely and accu

rately with the expression 00101100.

Now, there's a very important group of 16

wires called the address bus. These wires "call up" a

certain part of memory. We might write out such

an address as 1110100001001100, giving the con

dition of each wire of the address bus. The contents

of each memory location is delivered on a group of

eight wires, called a data bus; we might store

00001100 into a location. A group of eight "bits" of

information is called a "byte".

But it seems unwieldy to write the individual

bits out, one by one.

Enter Hexadecimal

We can shorten these values by grouping the bits

together, four at a time. Thus, the address

1110100001001100 may be broken up into 1110-

1000-0100-1100. Further, we can give a name to

each of the 16 combinations that four bits can

have. For example, 0000 can be written as digit 0;

0001 as digit I; 0010 as digit 2; and so forth. The

weighting of the four bits is 8-4-2-1, so that we

can quickly see that 0101 can be represented as

4+ 1 or 5.

This works well for the first ten combinations:

0000 is written as 0 and 1001 as 9. But there are six

combinations that total ten or more. Our objective

is to write one digit to represent the four bits, so we

can't write binary 1010 as 10 for ten; that's two

digits. We pick a new scheme for these values: 10 is

written as a letter A, 11 as a B, and so on, until we

reach 15, which is written as F. The whole table

becomes:

0000-0 0100-4

0001-1 0101-5

0010-2 0110-6

0011-3 0111-7

1000-8 1100-C

1001-9 1101-D

1010-A 1110-E

1011-B 1111-F

Now we can write address 1110100001001100

as hexadecimal E84C, which is more compact and

easier to remember. We can go the other way easily,

too: if we see a value of hex 85 we can write it

immediately as binary 10000101 if we need to.

Note: this is not the same as the decimal value

eighty-five, and we tend to say "eight-five" to keep

the two number systems clear.

So we can view hexadecimal notation as a

compact way of writing the computer's binary

numbers. Hexadecimal, by the way, means "based

on 16". You can see that there are 16 combinations,

16 different digits.

Converting To Decimal

If we have a hexadecimal number like 85, we some

times would like to know its equivalent value in

decimal. For example, if we PEEK the number in

BASIC, we would see a value of 133 stored in the

same location — that's the decimal value. We often

need to do conversion. Even to PEEK, we'd need to

change the hexadecimal address into decimal so

that we could tell BASIC where to look.

In the early days (remember?) we used to be

told that a number like 263 means "two hundreds,

and six tens, and three units." Same rules for



Lyco Computer Marketing & Consultants

TO ORDER

CALL US

wmmm

December

ATARI

SPECIALS

TOLL FREE 800-233-8760
In PA 1-717-398-4079

810 Disk Drive ...$429.00

32K RAM $ 79.00

400 32KRAM ...$349.00

800 48K... $609.00

PERCOM : In Stock

Single Drive CALL

Dual Drive CALL

{Read all Atari Disks)

PRINTERS : In Stock

Epson Mx 80 S449.00

Epson Mx 80 FT III $499.00

Okidata 82A $479.00

OkidataB3A $719.00

Okidata 84 $1089.00

Citoh CALL

Prowriter I .$499.00

Prowriter II CALL

SMITH CORONA TP-1 . $625.OO

NEC CALL
(Interlacing Available)

mmmmu^

JOYSTICKS : In Stock

Atari CX-4O $18.00

LeStick $34.00

Wico Command Control $24.00

WIC0 RED BALL $27.95

STICK STAND $6.75

Computer Covers

800 S6.99

4O0 56.99
810

■

DISKETTES : In Stock

Maxell MD1 . . .(10) $34.00

Maxell MD2 .. .(10) $44.00

Elephant . . .(10) $21.00

THIRD PARTY SOFTWARE

ATARI PROGRAM EXCHANGE

Eaitern Front 1941 ... $25.50

Avalanche $15.5O

Outlaw Howit/nr $15.50

Dog Di» . $15.50

Wizard of War $31.00

Gorf $31.00

F'ogger $26.00

BUSINESS SOFTWARE : In Stock

Atari Word Processing S109 00

Letter Perfect $129 00

TeslWiizard s 89-O0

Datasam/65 $125.00

Interlisp $125^00

Monkey Wrench $ 42 00

Utility Di*k j 3b.5u

Ultimate Renumber $ 15.50

ATARI HARDWARE
410Caiiette Recorder S75.OO

825 Printer $585.00

830 Phone Modem $149.00

850 Interface $164.00

PACKAGES

CX481 Entertainer *69.00

CX482 Educator . SI25.00

CX483 Programmer $49.00

CX494 Communicator $325.00

SOFTWARE

CXL4O12 MISSILE COMMAND $28.75

CXL4013 ASTEROID $28.75

CXL4020 CENTIPEDE $32.75

CXL4022 PACMAN S32.75

CXL4O11 STAR RAIDER S34.75

CXL4004 BASKETBALL $26.75

CXL4O06 SUPER BREAKOUT 528.75

CXL4008 SPACE INVADER S28.75

CX8130 CAVERNS OF MARS 531.75

CX4108 HANGMAN 512.75

CX41O2 KINGDOM $12.75

CX411 2 STATES & CAPITALS S1 2.75

CX4114 EUROPEAN COUNTRIES $12.75

CX4109 GRAPHIT 516.75

CX4121 ENERGY CZAR $12.75

CX4123 SCRAM $19.75

CX4101 PROGRAMMING I $19.75

CX4106 PROGRAMMING II $22.75

CX4117 PROGRAMMING III S22.75

CXL4O15 TELELINK $21.75

CX4119 FRENCH S39.75

CX4118 GERMAN $39.75

CX4t20 SPANISH $39.75

CX4120 SPANISH $39.75

CXL4007 MUSIC COMPOSER S33.75

CXL4002 ATARI BASIC S45.75

CX8126 MICROSOFT BASIC 565.75

CXL4003 ASSEMBLER EDITOR $45.75

CXS126 MACROASSEMBLER S69.75

CXL4018 PILOT HOME 565.75

CX405 PILOT EDUCATOR 599.75

CX41 5 HOME FILING MANAGER 541.75

CX414 BOOKEEPER 5119.75

NEW RELEASES

CHOP LIFTER $27.75

APPLE PANIC $23.75

PREPPIE 519.95

THIRD PARTY SOFTWARE

for atari 800 or 400

K-BYTE

KRAZY SHOOTOUT $35.00

K-DOS 565.00

K-STAR PATROL S37.75

K-RAZY ANTICS ... $37.75

KRAZY KRITTERS ...$37.75

O-BALL JOYSTICK KIT $6.75

AUTOMATIED SIMULATIONS

Star Warrior $28.00

Crush. Crumble & Chomp $23.00

WE CARRY MANY OTHER THIRD PARTY PRODUCTS

YOU CAN CALL FOR PRICES ON AND ASK FOR

YOUR FREE ATARI PRODUCT CATALOG

POLICY Jg^,

In-Stock items shipped within 24 hours of order.

Personal checks require four weeks clearance

before shipping . PA residents add sales tax.

All products subject to availability and price

| change. Add 4 % for Mastercard and Visa.

VIC-20 $189.00

VIC153O DATASSETTE $67.00

VIC1540 DISK DRIVE $499.00

VIC1515 PRINTER $355.OO

VIC1210 3K RAM $35.OO

VIC11I0 8K RAM $52.00

VIC12UASUPER EXPANDER $53.00

VIC-20 SOFTWARE

VIC1212 PROGRAMMER AID $45 OO

VIC1213 VICMON $45.OO

VIC19O6 SUPER ALIEN $23-00

VIC1914 ADVENTURE

LAND ADVENTURE $35 00

VIC19IS PRIVATE COVE

ADVENTURE $35.00

VIC1916 MISSION IMPOSSIBLE 535 00

VIC 191 7 THE COUNT ADVENTURE ... $35 00

VIC1919 SARGON II CHESS $35 00

THIRD PARTY SOFTWARE

ALIEN BLITZ S21 OO

Omega Race S35.OO

Gorf 532.00

16K RAM/ROM $99.OO

AMOK S21 00

SUPER HANGMAN 516 00

SPIDERS OF MARS S45 00

TO ORDER

CALL TOLL FREE

800-233-8760
In PA 1-717-398-4079

or send order to

Lyco Computer

P.O. Box 5088
Jersey Shore, PA 17740
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hexadecimal, except that we use powers of 16

instead of powers of 10. So 85 is "eight sixteens,

and five units"; or, to put it mathematically, 8x16

+ 5. This works out to 133, as mentioned before.

An address like E84C works out as 14 x 4096 + 8 x

254 + 4 x 16 + 12. The 14 is the value of the E digit,

and 4096 is the third power of 16. The whole thing

works out to 59468.

You can do this quickly on your computer

(don't forget to use the asterisk for multiplication).

If you have a pocket calculator, there's an easier

method. Tvpe in the value of the first digit. If

there are any more digits, multiply by 16 and add

the value of the new digit. Repeat until you run out

of digits.

Let's try this with E84C. Type in 14 (that's the

E). Multiply by 16 and add the 8. Multiply by 16

and add the 4^ Multiply by 16 and add 12 (for C).
That's ii: you should get 59468 as before.

Decimal To Hexadecimal

You will often have a decimal number that you

would like to convert to hexadecimal. There are

several different methods of doing this.

An easy manual method is to divide repeatedly

by 16: the remainder is the next hexadecimal digit,

going from right to left. If we started with 133,

dividing by 16 gives 8 with a remainder of 5. The 5

is the right-hand digit. Now divide the 8 by 16: you

get zero with a remainder of 8. This goes to the left

of the 5 to give a result of 85 hex.

Remainders are hard to do on calculators and

computers. Here's a method I prefer that works

easily on either:

If the number is less than 256, divide by 16;

otherwise divide by 4096. You'll get a number

which has a whole and fractional part. The whole

value is your first digit; make a note of it and then

subtract H. Now multiply by 16 and repeat the

whole procedure: you'll get two digits for numbers

less than 256, and four for greater numbers.

Suppose we have 59468 on our hand calculator.

Divide by 4096; you'll get a number like 14.51855.

The 14 is your first digit, E: write it down and then

subtract the 14. Multiply the remaining .51855 by

16 and you'll get 8.2968. Note the 8 behind the E,

subtract 8. and you're ready for the next multipli

cation by 16. Keep going and you'll get the 4, and

finally the last digit will be 12 (it may be 11.99, but

we can stretch a point), for which we write down C.

Result: hexadecimal E84C.

Hexadecimal numbers are for our con

venience. They are very close to the computer's

internal notation — binary — but a little more com

pact and easier for us.

We've talked about simple conversion methods

from hexadecimal to decimal and back. They are

useful for small computers. If you are a numbers

freak, there's lots more for you to dig into: negative

numbers, fractions, and even floating point

hexadecimal. Bui the basics will take you a long

way.

Some beginners wonder if machine language

programmers know secret spells and incantations

to make their programs work. I tell them that it's

purely logical - no special secrets are required. But

it's nice to know how to deal with a hex... number.^

COST EFFECTIVE SOFTWARE
BY

"The Best Little Software House In Texas"

H0MEBASE *>< SOFT SECTRE Ii a versatile database program for the home, small
business or lib. In a MENU driven formal HOMEBASE utilizes TWENTY COMMANDS:

CREATE, ADO, UST. CUST. CHANGE. CONCATENATE. SEARCH. SUM, SORT. RUBOUT.

LABELS. LOAD, PRINT. SAVE. DIRECTORY. HELP. DRIVE. AUDIO. LOWER CASE. END.

HOMEBASE is ideal for MAILING LISTS (we use it ouiselveil. INVENTORIES. TEXT

PROCESSING (tormi), PARTS LISTS. 'USER FRIENDLY' with AUDIO FEEDBACK. Why buy

several programs? Purchase Ihe ONE program that will handle all of ■, our database needs.

HOMEBASE by SOFT SECTRE will SAVE you TIME and MONEY!

PET & IBM PC DISK 32K

PET TAPE 1SK

Sand for FREE catalog

Available for ATARI soon!

*29 9s Send check or money order plus J2 00 foi

119 95 ship and hand, to:

SOFT SECTRE
P.O. BOX 1821. PLANO. TX 75074

A
ATARI

O iunn

800 (I6K) $649.00

400 16K 279.00

400 YOURS to 32K or 48K CALL

410 RECORDER 79.00

810 DISK DRIVE 449.00

850 INTERFACE 165.00

830 MODEM 149.00

825 PRINTER 575.00

481 ENTERTAINER KIT 79.00

484 COMMUNICATOR KIT 309.00

PRINTERS — Atari, Epson, Smith Corona CALL

Prices subject to change without notice.

Shipping extra. No tax out of state.

Ca. residents add appropriate taxes.

WE ARE AN AUTHORIZED ATARI SALES AND

^^^ SERVICE CENTER

I COMPUTERTIME, INC.

P.O. Box 216

Kentfleld, CA 94914

CALL TOLL-FREE 800-227-2520

In California 800-772-4064

For product and price list: send 52.0O for shipping.
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This utility program lets you control the speed and direction ofLIST.

Speed Limit For Your Atari

Mike Steinberg

Brooklyn Park, MN

Speed is a virtue when you're running a pro

gram, but when you enter the command to LIST,

and watch your work fly by...the virtue turns to

vengeance! Having to enter line numbers and

commas to create a section-by-section list is a real

time waster...and what's the computer for if not to

help you save time rather than waste it?

Line Pacer, will make listing and editing more

effective and enjoyable, without the need of a

printer, disk drive or assembler-editor. It's so

simple to enter and use, you can have it up and

running even if you've only read chapter one of

the Atari BASIC Manual.

A few notes are helpful before you put Line

Pacer to work. The program occupies lines zero

through nine. This is necessary since most other

programs begin on line ten or higher. This enables

Line Pacer to co-exist with any program starting at

line ten or higher.

Another handy feature is the ability to deter

mine the speed at which your listing will progress.

In order for Line Pacer to work, it must be recorded

on tape (or disk) using the LIST rather than the

SAVE command.

When you're ready to use Line Pacer, enter

your main program first — making sure it starts at

line ten or higher. Next, call up Line Pacer from

the cassette or disk where you've stored it. Use the

ENTER rather than the LOAD command.

Since Line Pacer is a program itself, when you

hit RUN and return, Line Pacer will take over with

its "read" mode. Once you've determined the

number of lines, the SELECT button will control

the forward movement and the OPTION button

will allow you to backtrack.

The "edit" mode can be entered by pressing

the BREAK key. Once you've made your edit, you

can go back to Line Pacer by typing CONT and

hitting the return key.

When you're done editing or reading and

want to run your program, just type GOTO and

the number of the first line of your actual program,
hit RETURN, and you're off and running.

0 ? :? "(13 SPACES>LINE PACER

<14 SPACES?":? :? "<4 SPACES>AN M.J.

S.A. PROGRAM (C) 1981":? :?

1 PRINT " TO ADVANCE PRESS 'SELECT71':

? |? " TO BACKUP PRESS 'OPTION'":?

; 7

2 PRINT "PRESS BREAK FOR EDIT MODE":?

:? "TYPE 'CONT' AND PRESS RETURN W

HEN YOU HAVE FINISHED YOUR EDIT"

3 ? :? "HOW MANY LINES PER SELECT";:I

NPUT LIN:? :?

4 FOR LST=9 TO 50000 STEP LIN

5 LIST LST+1,LST+LIN

6 IF PEEK(53279)=5 THEN GOTO 9

7 IF PEEK(53279)=3 THEN LST=LST-LIN:G

OTO 5

8 GOTO 6

9 NEXT LST:B0T0 5:REM ** SHOULD BE CO

DED ON TAPE OR DISK WITH 'LIST' AN

D CALLED WITH 'ENTER' |

ATARI'

PAYROLL SOFTWARE

FOR

THE ATARI® 800"

Miles Payroll System" is an advanced and comprehensive payroll accounting system

designed lor businesses today Cumulative totals are maintained (or each employee, as well as

complete reporting, check willing, and W-2 reporting Some features include

Random access file organization for last updating oi individual records

Allows weekly, biweekly, semimonthly or monthly pay periods

Completely menu-driven and user-friendly

Regular. Overtime, Double time Sick. Holiday. Vacation, Bonus and Commission earning categones.

Payroll deductions include Federal W/H Tax, State W/H Tax, City W/H Tax. FICA. SDI. Group

Insurance and 3 user-defined deductions

Tax sheltered annuity deduction capability for IRAs and other tax shelters

State and Federal Unemployment Insurance maintained.

Complete file viewing and editing capability

Maintains up to 50 employees

Up to 10 user-detmed Worker's Compensation classifications

Federal Tax tables may be changed in only 15 minutes each year by user when IRS changes tax

Table method used for State and City Tax. allowing compatibility with any state's or city's tax.

Produces 15 different reports including W-2 Forms Report.

Checks calculated and printed automatically

PROGRAM ENABLING MODULE™ protects valuattepayroll information from unauthorized users

3 user-defined payroll deductions to accommodate customized needs such as savings, profit

sharing tax shelters, pensions, etc

Pay penod. monthly, quarterly and yearly cumulative totals maintained tor each employee

Automatic input errOF detection and recovery protects system from user-genera led errors

Easy-tc-lollow. detailed, and comprehensive user's manual and tutorial leads the user step

by step allowing anyone with little computer experience to easily operate the package.

Includes index.

Color, sound, and graphics utilized tor user ease.

Maintains employee pay history.

Allows lor manual payroll check writing

Packaged in a handsome 3-nng deluxe pocketed binder with 3 diskettes and manual

Reasonable price

See your local store, or contact Miles Computing.

MILES COMPUTING
7136 Haskell Ave. #204

Van Nuys, CA 91406

(213)994-6279

Atari is a registered trademark of Atari. Inc

Miles Computing. MILES PAYROLL SYSTEM, PROGRAM ENABLING MODULE are trademarks

of Miles Computing, Van Nuys. California. Not affiliated with Atari, Inc.

Si 79 95 Requires 32K and two Atari* 810" disk drivers Payment in U.S. funds required with

order Caiitomia residents add 6 5% sales tax C.O.D. or prepayment only Dealer inquires

welcome
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ATARI

NECESSITIES

ATARI 400 16k 244.95

ATARI 800 48k!! 659.95

PROGRAMMER KIT 59.95

VALFORTH (d) 39.95

GENERAL UTILITY PACKAGE (d) 35.95

PLAYER MISSILE. CHAR. 4 SOUND (0) 35.95

DISPLAY FORMATTER (d) 29.95

TURTLE GRAPHICS S FP ROUTINES (d) 39.95

TEXT COMPRESSION & FORMATTING <d) 29.95

HEAVY DUTY BINDER 11.95

ALL SEVEN ITEMS ABOVE (d) 179.95

TRICKY TUTORIALS 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8 Ea (c,d) 16.95

TRICKY TUTORIALS 5. 7 Ea (c,d) 24.95

TRICKY TUTORIALS 9. 10, 11. 12 CALL

DE RE ATARI (b) 17.95

TECHNICAL REFERENCE NOTES (b> 24.95

DOS UTILITIES SOURCE LISTING (b) 5.95

INSIDE ATARI DOS (b) 16.95

YOUR ATARI COMPUTER (b) 14.95

ATARI GAMES & RECREATIONS (b) 12.95

ATARI SOUND i GRAPHICS (b> 8.95

PICTURE THIS (ATARI PILOT) (b) 12.95

COMPUTER PLflCE
P.O. Box 6007-169 1698 Market St.

Redding, CA 96001 Ph. 916-221-1312

COMPUTER PLACE is a storefront operation. We have the largest selection ol

Hems for Atari, Apple, Commodore and Radio Shack computers that you are

ever likely to see. Try us for obscure and hard to get Hems that your local dealer

might not stock. Mail Order Terms: Cashier's check or M.O. Charge cards add

4%. Add 3% shipping and handling (minimum S2.50I-UPS ground. No. C.O.D.'s.

CA residents add 6%sales tax. Prices subject to change without notice.

Holiday SOFTURRC Specials

COMPUTER TCE

WORDSTAR

SUPER TEXT II

MICROTEK 16K RAM CARD

TEIT WIZARD

HOME ACCOUNTANT _

GRAPHICS MAGICIAN __

DEADLINE 1

WIZARDRY _.

MASTERTYPE

ULTIHA ..

ZORK I

BANDITS

CHDPt-IFTER

FROG6ER

KNIGHT OF DIAMONDS _

POOL 1.3

APPLE PANIC

CLOWNS I. BALLOONS __

CROSSFIRE

PACIFIC COAST HWY __

RASTER BLUSTER

5PQCE EGGS

SNAKE BYTE

SNEAKERS

TRACK ATTACK

UTILITY CITY

tWIE'l (TUI-i KilSTEWB NUiflWS Wli«l? Sn«llll Hiram"

33.

26.

26.

26.

22.

22.

22.

22.

22.

ELEPHANT DISKS

SIGNALMAN MODEM

• B5.99 .IS! M.«

BMC MONITORS

• B? II1 HEEt

*2b1 IP WlW

HEAD CLEANER !!!.«

C.ITOH PROURITER

»*89 Puilltl Utt HIS

1624 BVlli Ull "315

HOLIDAY SPECIALS

stnd iv Our lull 111! 0<

FREE Catalog of APPLE-ATARI - IBM-TRS-BO-V IC Soft.

The Computer Cxpre//

—-f\- n-f 10 am - 9 pm
kl Sat :■■.--.■■■
313 B2B-15S"

P.O. Bon Sbf. CWOt. 6

Troy. MI 480?1*

FREE C«T«

Add *2.0O tor sfiiDBl"9- "I rMIO

check* lallo- 10 dav«> accepted,

f. -.oir. d»te. Add *1.50 t

ts add *X tu. Honey

HC/VISA *qc«Jt»O »lth card
C.O.D. Pncus subnet to changi

A Graphics

Plot For The

Epson MX-80

Printer
William L Osburn

Wyoming, DE

For those Atari owners with an Epson MX-80

printer and the Macrotronics Parallel Printer In

terface, here is a short BASIC routine which will

copy a graphics mode 7 display onto the printer.

Before running this routine, X$ must be

DIMensioned to 80 characters. The graphics you

want copied must already be displayed on the

screen.

5200 REM SET UP GRAPH PRINTER PLOT

5210 LPRINT CHR$(27);CHR$(65);CHR$(I31);

CHR$(27);CHR$<50);CHR$(15)

5230 FOR 1 = 0 TO 159

5240 FOR J = 0 TO 79:POSITION IJ:GET #6,A

5250 IF A = 0 THEN X$(79-J + 1,79-J + 1) = " ":

GOTO 5270

5255 IFA=1 THENX$(79-J+1,79-J+1) = ".":

GOTO 5270

5260 X$(79-J+ 1,79-J+ 1) = "*"

5270 NEXT J

5280 LPRINT X$

5290 NEXT I

5295 LPRINT CHR$(7);CHR${7)

5300 END

Line 5210 sets up the horizontal and

vertical spacing of the Epson MX-80. The com

mands CHR$(27); CHR$(65); CHR$(131);

CHR$(27); CHR$(50) set the vertical line spacing

to 3/72 of an inch. The line spacing can be set to

any 1/72 of an inch. CHR$(I5) sets the horizontal

printing to 132 characters per line. Lines 5230 and

5240 direct the pixel scan of the screen. The com

mand LOCATE IJ,A can be used in place of

POSITION IJ: GET #6, A in line 5240. The

returned value of variable A will be either 0,1,2, or

3, depending on the COLOR exp used for that

pixel. Lines 5250, 5255 and 5260 set the X$ array

for printing depending on the value returned for

A. In this case I used "." for the border and "*" for

the curve. The border and the curve were in dif

ferent colors. Line 5280 prints the string array X$

(x = I, y = 0 to 79). Line 5295 rings the MX-80

buzzer after the printing is done. The plot takes

about nine minutes to complete and this allows me

to do something else.

The result is a copy of the screen onto paper.

The routine rotates the plot 90° clockwise in order

to print. %
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This handy input routine makes a program crash-proof.

Sec the substitution in Program 2for VIC.

Flashing

Prompt For

VIC And PET
Glenn Murray

Fredericton, N.B.

Displaying longer passages of information on the

screen means choosing how to pause at an appro

priate point to let the user digest one section, and

then move along to the next. This is especially

important in CAI programs for schools, or any

time you're relating instructions or outputting a

lengthy report.

A computer novice, 1 began to use a CBM

8032 for word processing lasL year, and was soon

lured into writing simple programs to convey

Information on local history and astrology via the

microcomputer. This usually involves long passages

of text and graphics, needing more than one screen-

i ul For display.

Earlier Versions

At first, I used simple INPUT statements to create

a pause, such as: "Type 'C to continue*, but this

required pressing both theC-keyand RETURN to

move forward. Also, the possibility always existed

ofsimply striking RETURN and falling out of the

program altogether. To avoid this, I tried ending

each passage with a time-delay (FOR I = 1 TO

20000: NEXT to allow 20 seconds for reading that

segment, for instance). I soon discovered that

people read at widely differing speeds, and are

sometimes interrupted long enough for an impor

tant passage to whiz past unread. Obviously, this

was not the answer.

Reverting to INPUT statements. I tried insert

ing default values at the response-point, so that

most users would find the appropriate response

already in place and could simply press RETURN

to continue. Using cursor-controls, I had the cursor

pause and flash right on the default value, like so:

100 INPUT"ANOTHER ROUND?...'Y'OR1N'

{02 RIGHT}Y{03 LEFT}";R$

110 IFR$OltY"ANDR$O"N"TH£Nl00

This was better than anything I'd tried earlier,

but it still wasn't appropriate when the program

simply needed a cue to continue. I then discovered

the value and immediacy of the GET statement.

Using GET instead of INPUT means that, even

without default values, the user has to touch only a

single key to register his response. Now, when the

prompt said 'PRESS C* TO CONTINUE..." thai

was really all that was required. How wonderful!

The trouble now was that no single letter-key

on the PET/CBM keyboard is quite so noticeable or

quite so familiar (even to the casual user) as the

large RETURN key. I still felt the most sensible

and completely comfortable suggestion was:

PRESS RETURN' TO CONTINUE...

The other problem was that I'd become fond

ofthe flashing cursor with its self-contained default

value as an attention getting device at the end of a

passage of text. Obviously, then, the "ideal" prompt

would be to see the above cue (PRESS RETURN

TO CONTINUE) appear at the bottom of the

screen and flash slowly until the response was

entered.

The Blinking Prompt

The enclosed subroutine accomplishes this in a

very simple fashion. It can be loaded before writing

a program or added to already existing programs,

and accessed by simply using "GOSUB 10000"

where you might otherwise use an INPUT, GET,

or time-delay to hold a screenful of text before

moving on. the words "PRESS RETURN TO
CONTINUE" will flash on the bottom line of your

screen (line 23 — hence cursor-down 22 times in

line 101 10) until the RETURN key is pressed, and

then the program continues.

The short demo-program illustrates the use of

this device to beginning-programmers and has

plenty of REM statements to make its simplicity

obvious. It should work on most micros, although

the position of the flashing prompt might need

adjustment lo appear al the bottom-center of your

monitor screen. This version is lor the 40-column

PET, but adding 20 extra spaces to the 'TAB indi

cators (that goes for line 10110 in the subroutine

too!) makes it look fine on the SO-column machine

as well.

If you don't want the flashing to begin instantly

when the screenful of information changes, insert

a simple time-delay of several seconds immediately

before your "GOSUB 10000" (as seen in line 260 '
of the demo-program). This will give the user time

lo digest most of your information before the

blinking prompt appears at the bottom of the

screen.
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Program 1: Subroutine and Demonstration

10 REH BLINKING PROMPT SUBROUTINE

DEMONSTRATION

100 PRINT"{CLEAR}"

200 PRINTTAB(7)"{08 DOWNjTHIS WILL "

DEMONSTRATE THE USE"

210 PRINTTAB{7)"{DOWNjOF A BLINKING
PROMPT TO CREATE"

220 PRINTTAB(7)"{DOWN}A PAUSE, AND "

THEN QUICKLY RESUME"

230 PRINTTAB(7)"{DOWNjANY PROGRAM W

HEN THE USER IS"

240 PRINTTAB(7)"{DOWN]READY TO PROC

EED..."

260 FORI=1TO3000:NEXT: REM WAIT T

0 START FLASHING

270 GOSUB10000

300 PRINT"{CLEAR}"

310 PRINT"{06 DOWN}LIST THE PROGRAM

& SEE HOW IT WORKS."

320 PRINT"{02 DOWNlTHE SUBROUTINE I

S AT LINE 10000."

330 PRINT"{02 DOWN}USE IT ANYTIME V

IA GOSUB STATEMENTS."

500 END

10000 A$="{REV}n
10010 FORL=1TO1000

10100 PRINT"{HOME}"

10110 PRINTTAB{10)A$;"{22 DOWN}HIT RE

TURN TO CONTINUE"

10120 GETRS:IFR$=CHR$(13) THEN RETURN

10130 FORI=1TO333:NEXT

10150 IFA$="{REV}" THEN A$="{OFF}":GO

TO10300

10160 IFA$="{OFF}" THEN A$="{REV}":GO

TOI0300

10300 NEXT L

Program 2: Make this substitution to use this technique

on the VIC.

10110 PRINTTAB(2)AS;"{20 DOWN}HIT RETURN TO

CONT "

A classic. Now at an Affordable price

Fun for Everyone.

The classic arcade version now availa
ble in all machine language Cassette

form for 4.0 CBM/Pel owners. Multi

tude of features include sound, ener-
gizers, fruit. 3 Glix-Men chasing and

eluding 4 Atak-Ghosts. in multiple auto-
advance screens, with increasing intel

ligence of Atak-Ghosts. and decreasing

powers of energizers.

Send cheque or money order for S14 95
to

S and M Software

18 York Valley Crescent

Wiliowdale. Ontario

Canada M2P 1A7

Tel (416] 486-8150. Dealer enquiries
invited

Telex 06-986687.

COMPUTE'S

First Book OfVIC
The newest title in COMPUTERS First Book series...

Our First Book ofVIC contains the best of our VIC articles and applications

published since the summer of 1981. In one convenient spiral bound volume,

you'll find approximately 200 pages of information.

□ Chapter 4: Color and Graphics

□ Chapter 5: Maps and Specifications

□ Chapter 6: Machine Language

□ Chapter 1: Getting Started

□ Chapter 2: Diversions — Recreation

and Education

□ Chapter 3: Programming Techniques

In addition to material previously published in COMPUTE!, several of the articles

and programs including a screen print program, append, tutorials on screen

formatting and keyboard input and others, are being published for the first time.

Order your copy of COMPUTEVs First Book OfVIC today by calling TOLL FREE:

800-334-0868
In NC Call 919-275-9809

$12.95 plus SS shipping and handling. MasterCard, Visa, and American Express accepted, or

sendyour check or money order to: COMPUTE! Books, P.O. Box 5406, Greensboro, NC 27403.

US ftinds only. Foreign order add S5 for air mail, $2 for surface delivery.



PRODUCTS FOR ATARI* 400/800

FROM ELCOMP

BOOKS:

ATARI BASIC - Learning by Uling

An excellent book for ihe beginner. Many s"ori programs

anO learning exercises All imporiant features of tne ATARI

cortiDuien are described Isctesn Drawings, special sounds,

keys. oaOdles. joysticks, speciihwd screen routines. flraDnics,

sound BOOl'Mlions. peeks. oqIik. and special iiuHI. Also

sugflejlions are maOe thai cnsllEnje yoj '0 cnanje and write

Ord*r#1«4 87.95

Gimn for tht ATARI Compunr

This book describes advanced Qiogramming techniques like

player mi sill e *) rap dies and uie of The hardvare-regisiers.

Contains many ready to run piugraim in BASIC and one

called GUNFIGHT in machine lanQimge.

O.d.r#16Z

nj in 650Z Machine Lmguaga >Proflr.

2 complete Ednor/As

descrrpiion plu

[He-dump) I.

Order #16B

pOv

How to program your ATARI in 6502 machine language

Iniroduclion to machma i.i-i';l jjji- for r'i» BASIC program

Oroar =169 «

SOFTWARE IN BASIC FOR ATARI

Invoice Writing for Small Business

This program makes writing invoice! easy. Store your

products in DATA statements with order-number,

description, and prica. The program later retrives the

description and price matching to the entered order-

number. The shipping cost and the discount may be

calculated automatically depending on the quantity

ordered or entered manually. The description to the

program tells you how to change the program and

adapt it 10 your own needs. Comes with a couple of

invoice forms to write your first invoices on to it.

Older #7201 cassette version S29.95

Order #7200 disk version 5539.95

Mailing Litt

This menu driven program allows the small business

man to keep track of vendors and customers. You can

search for a name or address of a certain town or for

an address with a certain note. 60 addresses are put

into one file.

Order#7212 cassette version S19.95

Order #7213 disk version 824.95

Invantory Control

This program is menu driven. It gives you the

following options: read/store data, define items,

entry editing, inventory maintenance (incoming-

ouigoingl. reports. The products are stored with

inventory number, manufacturer, reorder level.

present level, code number, description.

Order #7214 cassette version S19.95

Order ff 7215 disk version 824.95

Programs from Book = 164

The programs from book no. 164 on cassette. (Book

included!

Order #7100 429.00

Game Package

Games on cassette. (Bomber, tennis, smart, cannon

fodder, etc.)

Order #7216 19.95

dicrocompolar Hardwire

tsndbook (345 pages)

Descriptions, pii

specifications

mMI copular

cesso'i and

[ clips.
i A MUST for
1 ware hulf.

kV Ordar.No.

ft S14.95

louts anc

ot The

mkrooro

JUDPOri

the hard

29

Cars and Feeding of the Commodore PET

Eight chapters exploring PET hardware. Includes

repair and interfacing information. Programming

tricks and schematics.

Order #150 S9.95

Payment: check, money order, VISA, MASTER-
CHARGE, Euroscheck.

Orders from outside USA: add 15% shipping. CA

residents add 6.5% tax
"ATARI is a registered trademark of ATARI Inc.

'VIC-20 is a regisiered trademark ol Commodore-

SOFTWARE IN MACHINE LANGUAGE for ATARI

ATMONA-1

This is a machine language monitor that provides you

with the most important commands for programming

in machine-language. Disassemble, dump (hex and

ASCII), change memory location, block transfer, fill

memory block, save and load machine-language pro

grams, start programs. Printer option via three

different interfaces.

Order =7022 cassette version S19.95

Order S7023 disk version 824.95

Order * 7024 cartridge version 859,00

ATMONA-2
This is a tracer (debugger! that lets you explore the

ATARI RAM/ROM area. You can stop at previously

selected address, opcode, or operand. Also very

valuable in understanding the microprocessor. At

each stop, all registers of tha CPU may be changed.

Includes ATMONA-1.

Order #7049 cassette version 849.95

Order #705" disk version $54.00

ATMAS
Macro-Assembler for ATARI-800/48k. One of the

most powerful editor assemblers on the market.

Versatile editor with scrolling. Up to 17k of source-

Code. Very fast, translates 5k source-code in about 5

seconds. Source code can be saved on disk or cassette.

llncludesATMONA-!)

Order #7099 disk version 889.00

Order ^7999 cartridge version S129.00

ATAS

Same as ATMAS but without macro-capability.

Cassette-based.

Order # 7098 32k RAM 849.95

Order # 7998 48k RAM 849.95

ATEXT-1

This wordprocessor is an excellent buy for your

money. It features screen orianted editing, scrolling,

string search (even nested), left and right margin

justification. Over 30 commands. Text can be saved

on disk or cassette.

Order #7210 cassette version 829.95

Orrter =±7216 disk version S34.95

Order =7217 cartridge version 869.00

GUNFIGHT (

This game 18k machine-language) needs two joysticks.

Animation and sound. Two cowboys fight against

each other. Comes on a bootable cassette.

Order #7207 $19.95

FORTH for the ATARI

FORTH from Elcomp Publishing, Inc. is an extended

Fig-Forthversion, Editor and I/O package included.

Utility package includes decompiler, sector copy,Hex-

dump (ASCII), ATARI Filehandling, total graphic

and sound, joystick program and player missile.

Extremely powerful!

Order =7055 dilk S39.95

Floating point package with trigonometric functions

(0 - 90°).
Order#7230 disk 829.95

Learn-FORTH from Elcomp Publishing, Inc.

A subset of Fig-Forth for the beginner. On disk

(32k RAM) or on cassette (16k RAM|.

Order #7053 S19.95

Expansion boards for the APPLE II

UK OB
*on

-IT

. *~-
1
■'

Slot rspaal

Or

.

A Ljok m

lAslrology

>z
aw

A complete guide to custo

Aopie Software und Hardware

OrrJir-No. 6H0

We also siock Ihe Boards

used in t^ book "The

Apple " Ibarebards)

6522 I/O Board No. 60S

EPROM Burnar No. 607

BKEPROM/RAM Board

No. 609

Prolotyping board (or Iha
Annli II Un Kl\A

i board tor the Appta 11 No. 606

«r iwrt hoard* anri oei ihe txjok f»**e '

COMING SOON ' ORDER NOW !

ihi (ulura with your ATARI

124.95

whin are

Custom

139.00

S49.0O

SZ9.00

■

129.00

149.00

and riow To do voji own riarcscope on [he 1

ATARI 800. Ord*r No. 171

FORTH q

Ordar No.

> 1h« ATARI - Learning by Uling

170

E9.95

E7.95

ELCOMP PUBLISHING, INC

53 Redrock Lane

Pomona, CA 91766

Phone: (714)623 8314

Software

for

ATARI

VIC-20

0SI

SINCLAIR

TIMEX

Hardware - ADD-ONS for ATARI

I PRINTER INTERFACE
This construction article comes wilh printed circuit
board and software. You can use the EPSON printer
without the ATARI printer interface. (Works with

I gameports 3 and 4).
Order #7211 819-95

RS-Z32 Interface (or your ATARI 400/800
Software with connector and construction article.

Order #7291 *19-95

EPROM BURNER for ATARI 400/800

Works with gameports. No additional power supply
needed. Comes compl. assembled with software

(2716,3732,25321.

Order #7042 S179.00

| EPROM BURNER for ATARI 400/800 KIT
Printed circuit board incl. Software and extensive

constructton article.

Order #7292 «»■»

EPROM BOARD (CARTRIDGE)
Holds two 4k EPROMs (25321. EPROMs not included.

Order * 7043 829-95

EPROM BOARD KIT

Same as above but bare board onlv with description.

Order#7224 *14.9B

ATARI, VIC-20, Sinclair, Timex and OS I

New - for your ATARI 400/8W

Astrology and Biorythm for ATARI (cass. or disk).1

Order #7223 829.95|
Birth control with the ATARI (Knaus Oginol

Order #7222 cass. or disk S29.95]

Books + Software for VIC-20 (requires3k RAM Exp.)

#4870 Wordprocsssor for VIC-2D, 8k RAM S19.95

#4883 Mailing List for VIC-20, 16k RAM S14.95

#141 Tricks for VICs -The VICstory Progr. 89.95

#4880 TICTAC VIC 89.95

#4881 GAMEPACK I (3 Games) 814.95

#4885 DualJoystick Instruction 89.95|
INPUT/OUTPUT Programming with your VIC

Order #4886 S9.95

#4896 Miniassembler for VIC-20 S19.95

#4881 Tennis, Squash, Break 89.95

#4894 Runfitl for VIC S9.95

Universal Experimenter Board for the VIC-20

(Save money with this great board). This board

plugs right into the expansion slot of the VIC-20.

The board contains a large prototyping area for your |
own circuit design and expansion. The construction

article shows ynu how to build ycur own 3k RAM

expander and ROM-board.

Order #4844 818.95

Software for SINCLAIR 2X-81 and TIMEX 1000

#2399 Machine Language Monitor £9.951

*2398 Mailing List S19.95

Programming in BASIC and machine language with|
the ZX-81 (82) or TIMEX 1000.

Order #140 (book] S9.95 ;

Books for OSI

#157 The First Book of Ohio 87.951

i* 15S The Second Book of Ohio 37.95
#159 The Third Book of Ohio 87.95

#160 The Fourth Book of Ohio S7.95

#161 The Fifth Book of Ohio 87.95

#151 8K Microsoft BASIC Ref. Man. 89.95

#152 Expansion Handbook for 6502 and 6802 S9.95
#153 Microcomputer Appl. Notes 89.95 |

Complex Sound Generation

New revised applications manual for the Texas [

Instruments SN 76477 Complex Sound Generator.

Order #154 £6.95 |

Small Buimssi Programs Order #156

Complete listings foi the business user. Inventory,

Invoice Writing. Mailing List and much more. Intro

duction to Business Applications. 814.90
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$74. 1

$54.

ATARI Software
CX4104 Mailing List Si 7 5

CXL4007 Music Composer 43 S
Programming 2 & 3 20 s

Conversational Languages 43 5
CX4018 Pilot 57 5

CX405 Pilot 97 I
CS8126 Microsoft Basic 65 o
CXL4022 Pac-Man 31 i
CXL4020 Centipede 31 |

CXL4009 Computer Chess 26 §
CSL4011 Star Raiders 33 |
GXL4012 Missile Command 26 3
CSL4013 Asteroids 26 |

For /asf delivery, send certified or cashier

crtecfcs. money orders, or direct bank wire

transfers. Personal checks allow 2 to 3

wee>(s /o ctear. Prices refleci cash discount

and are subject to change. Add 2°o tor credit

card purchases. Shipping—Software S2

Minimum. Hardware—call. Foreign inquiries

invited—add 15% tor shipping. Ohio resi-

dents add 6.5% safes tax.

5485 Warrensvillc Center Road
Maple Heights, Ohio 44137

216/663-2032

Call Toll Free
1-800-482-7254

outside Ohio

Mon.-Sat. 10-6 EST

QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQOOO

Queue Discount Software

Free Catalogues

Games, Education, Business, Utilities —

The most comprehensive, complete catalogues
available anywhere.

Connecticut Phone No. 203-335-0908 or 1-800-232-2224

CALL FOR FREE CATALOGUE, OR TO ORDER YOUR FAVORITE SOFTWARE

Educational — K>9 — Catalogue #8

• Apple, PET, TRS-80 — Hundreds of programs

Educational — High School and College — Catalogue #9

• Apple, PET, TRS-80 — Hundreds of programs

Atari — Catalogue #10

• Acorn

• Adventure International
• Arcade Plus

• Artsci

• Atari Incorporated

• Automated Simulations

• Avalon Hill Game Company
• Binary

• Broderbund

• Budgeco

■ Cavalier

• Computer Magic Ltd.

• Conduit

• Datasoft

• Don't Ask Software

• Dorsett

• Dynacomp

• Educational Activities

• Educational Soft Edu-Soft

• Edu-Ware

• Gebelli

• Infocom

• In-Home Software

• Innovation Design (IDS])

• JMH Software

• JV Software

• K-Byte

• Krell

• Lightning Software
• LJK

• Megasoft

• On-line Systems

• Optimized Systems Software

• Program Design Inc (PDI)

• Prism Computer

• Quality Software

• Rocklan Corp.

• Sirius Software

• Strategic Simulation

• Sublogic

• Synapse

• Syncro

• Synergestic Software

• T.H.E.S.I.S.

• United Software of America
• Visicorp

• Voyager Software

• Versa Computing

and many, many more

VIC-20 — Catalogue #11

American Peripherals

Britoy

Cornfn. Data

JMH

Micro Ed

• Microphys

• Startech

• United Microware International

and many, many more

Apple Catalogue #12

The most comprehensive selection available anywhere — over 140 publishers

QUEUE, INC.

5 Chapel Hill Drive, Fairfield, CT 06432
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Joystick Controller

For Atari And

Commodore

Suncom has introduced Star-

fighter, The Ultimate Joystick,

complete with a two year factory

limited warrant)', and Slik Stik, a

direct replacement joystick.

Starfiehter transfers move

ment directly from the user's

hand to the internal contacts. Iis

rounded shape helps eliminate

the muscle fatigue experienced

when using joysticks for extended

periods of time.

Starfighter's suggested list

price is $16.95. Slik Stik. a 90 day

warranty direct replacement

controller, lists for$9.95. Both

are compatible with the Atari

Suncom's Starfighter and S/ik Stik

VCS home game console. Sears

Tele-game, Commodore and

Atari 400/800 personal computer

systems.

Suncom, Inc.

270 Holbrook Drive

Wheeling, IL 60090-

(312)541-8816

Light Pen For

The VIC-20

Sunshine Peripherals recently

introduced a light pen for the

VIC-20. A light pen allows the

user to interact directly with the

computer without using the

keyboard. This device is especially

useful for preschool children

who could benefit from the VIC

but have difficulty using a con

fusing keyboard.

A positive feature of the

Touch-n-Light Pen is a touch

switch to activate the pen, instead

of a mechanical or pressure

switch. This reduces fatigue,

since there is no need to press

anything while holding the pen.

Also, the computer can indepen

dently monitor the status of the

touch switch.

The light pen consists of a

an

ATARI®
Cartridge

Storage Case

is ideal for anyone.

So don't wait

for the attractive

8 Cartridge

Storage System

$15.95

by Data Faire

Here is what you have

been looking for

ASTRO

Gin you choose any i>l the planctiods in our

solar system .ind land on it? Choosuany of the

Ihc large moons .10(1 lr>' to land

safely Each one h.is it's own description and

graviiaiii

lu.il l..n,l

,il pull and i* a simulation of .in ac-

a Atari32K.DiskS15.95

DATA FAiRE

1614 SPEYER

REDONDO BEACH, CA 90278

(213)374-8743

(213)379-5798

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

Atari ■ i- a registered trademark oi Atnri, 1m.

.EASE ADDS2.00SHJITINC.: FOR MAN. OKI)! KS.CO.D ORDI K^.\t LFI'TU)

GRAPHICS HARDCOPY
Dumps anything on screen of ATARI

400/800 to primer. All graphics and lent

modes. Players/ Missiles /scaling /grey

scale/GTIA/morel Wofks with EPSON,

Centronics 739, IDS and Trendcom.

'ATARI is a registered trademark of

ATARI Computer Inc.

12091 634-8888/667-2888

ROTRONtCS.inc..

Golden Slaie Blvd.

ock, California 95380



z. commodore

VIC20 .....$179
VIC 1530 Dalasette S 59

VIC 1540 Disk Drive J299

VIC 1525 Graphics Printer $309

VIC 12103K Memory Expander S 34

VIC 11108K Memory Expander $ 52

VIC 1111 16K Memory Expander ... $ 92

VIC 1011 RS 232 Terminal Interlace. .$ 43

VIC 1211 Super'Expander S 52

VIC 1212 Programmers Aid Cartridges 45

VIC 1213 Vicrrton Machine Language

Monitor $ 45

VL 102 Introduction to Basic

Programming $ 21

VT106A Recreation Pack S 45

VT 107A Homo Calculation Pack S 45

VT 164 Programmable Character Set S 12

VIC 1600 Vlcmodem S 89

VIC 1311 Joystick I 8

VIC 1312 Game Paddles $ 16

VM Programmers Reference Guide. .$14

VIC Software
Avenger $ 23

Superslot $ 23

Super Alien ,. .,$ 23

Jupiter Lander S 23

Draw Poker $ 23

Midnight Drive $ 23

Radar Rat Race $ 23

Raid on Fort Knox $ 23

Sargon II Chess J 29

Super Smash $ 23

Cosmic Cruncher $ 23

Gort $ 29

Omega Race $ 29

Money Wars $ 23

Menagerie $ 23

Cosmic Jailbreak s 23

Clowns $ 23

Garden Wars $ 23

Sea Wolf S 23

Adventureland S 29

Pirate Cove S 29

Mission Impossible $ 29

The Count $ 29

Voodoo Castle S 29

The Sky is Falling $ 23

Mole Attack $ 23

Bingo Speed Math $ 23

Home Babysitter $ 23

Visible Solar System $ 23

Personal Finance $ 29

United Microware
Spiders of Mars S 34

MeteorRun $ 34

Amok(C) I 17

Alien Blitz (C) $ 17

Skymalh $ 12

Space division S 12

Super Hangman S 14

TheAlien $ 17

3D Maze $ 12

Kosmic Kamikaze S 17

SubChase S 17

Amok(CT) S 27

Renaissance S 34

Alien Blltz(CT) S 27

Cloud Burst $ 27

Satellites and Meteorites S 34

Outworld I 34

Creative Software
Black Hole S 36

Trashman S 36

Astroblllz S 36

City Bomber i Minefield S 20

Apple Panic S 36

Choplilter $ 36

Serpentine $ 36

American Peripherals
Snakman S 18

Astrobase-2001 $ 10

Victoroids $ 25

Inlruder-Scramble S 18

MobileAttack $ 25

Crack S 25

Guardian $ 25

Quark I 25

FRIENDLY SERVICE

APPLE SOFTWARE

NEW
Lazer Maze $ 20

Federation $ 20

Shootout at the O.K. Galaxy % 19
Sea Fox $ 20

Space Kadet $ 24

Mars Cars $ 20

Money Muncher s 20

Vorlex j 20

Pandora's Box $ 20

High Orbit $ 20

Kamikaze $ 23

Shuttle Intercept $ 23
Free Fall $ 20

Wayoul $ 27

The Blade of Blackpool $ 27

Ad Baba 5 the Forty Thieves S 22

Guadacanal $39

The Cosmic Balance $ 27

Galactic Gladiators $ 27

Juggles Rainbow $ 30

Bumble Games S 39

Bumble Plot $39

Gertrude's Secrets $ 49

Gertrude's Puzzles $ 49

Rocky's Boots $ 49

Pest Patrol s 20

Lunar Leeper $ 20

Cannonball Blitz $ 23

Laflpak j 23

Frazzle $ 17

Firebug $ t7

S.E.U.I.S $ 27

Snooper Troops *1 $ 30

Snooper Troops #2 , ,$ 30

Story Machine J 23

Face Maker $ 23

Lazer Silk . . S 20

Zenith s 23

Phaser Fire $ 20

Prisoner II $ 22

*** SPECIALS OF THE MONTH ***
Slagh 24K Memory Board — VIC 20 $ 145

Slagh6-Slot Expansion Mother Board $ 119

Smartmodem II $ 269

Amdex Color II Monitor $ 759

NEC 3510 Printer $1699

Microline84 Printer $1089

The Grappler Plus $139

Novation Apple Cat II Modem $ 329

Verbatim Disks (Box) $ 27

Anadex Printer $1289

Hayes Smartmodem 1200 $ 539

Hayes Chronograph $ 199

System Saver Fan $ 65

The Joyport $ 53

Wico Trackball $ 49

Wico Joystick $ 23

Wico Joystick Deluxe % 26

Wico Famous Red Bali Joystick $ 24

Computer Outlet
Park Place — Upper Level

1095 E. Twain - (702) 796-0296

Las Vegas, Nevada 89109

Call Toll Free 800-634-6766
We accept Major Credit Cards

Mon.-Fri. 8 A.M.-6 P.M.

Sat. 9 A.M.-5 P.M.

APPLE

SPECIALS

Entertainment

Bez-Wars J 19

Bez-Man . . .$ 15

Baseball $ 20

Peeping Tom $23

Fly Wars s 20

Kabul Spy .. .S 23

TheGauntlet $ 24

Sherwood Foresi ., $ 23

The Queen ot Phobos . $23

Zero Gravity Pmball. .. ..£20
Amoeba Man S 24

Marauder $ 2<

Knight o! Diamonds s 2*

Cyiron Masters . $ 27
Star Blazer % 22

Swashbuckler $23

Twerps j 20

Minotaur $ 23

Lemmings $20

Bandils 5 23

Dueling Digits j 20

Cyciod j 20

F'°gger $ 23

Chophfter j 23

Serpentine , j 23

David's Midnight Magic s 23
Escape (A2-SG1) $ 22

Congo $ 23

Goldrush j 23

P'9 Pen $ 20

Tunnel Terror .. $20

Threshold $ 27

Time Zone j 65

Ulysses & The Golden Fleece $ 23
Gorgon $ 27

Ceiling Zero $ 20

Raster Blaster j 20

Business

Screenwnler II $ 89

Visicalc3 3 . 1 179

The Word Handler $129

Magic Window $ 65

Magic Mailer . . .£45

Magic Words . . .% 45

Real Eslate Analyzer II . j 125

Supercalc .s 185

PFS: Report (New)... .. .$ 65

TheGeneral Manager . . . . .$ 97

O.B. Masier . .5 159

Pascal Programmer $ 89

Pie Writer S 95

Wordstar s 219

Daiafax 5 129

Datahnk $ 65

The Home Accounianl J 52

Peripherals

Micfomodem II s 269

Novation Apple-Cat II Modem S 319

The Joyport . , S 53

TheGrappler Plus $ 129

Game Paddles $ 28

Ramplus32K S 159

Card Reader . $1219

The Clock . . s 229

Rana EhteOne Disk Drive .. S 359

System Saver $ 65

NEC 3510 Printer $1699

NEC 12' Green Screen Monitor $ 169

MicrolineB4 Printer $1089

Amdek Color II Monitor .$ 759

Versa Writer Graphics Tablet S 239

Ramcard $ 139

Softcard S 269

The Computer Outlet is an

associate ot The Computer

Learning Center For Chil

dren We are experts in

educational technology and can custom

ize educational software curnculums to'

school districts, individual schools, or lor

the child at home. Please contact us

about your software and eguioment re-

QUirernents and leel free to stop by our

school in Las Vegas

We have one ot the world's largest

educational sottware inventories lealur

tng out own Computer Learning Cente'

software

Ten little Robots (ATARI)

PreSchool Main (ATARI)

S12 95

$19.95



ATARI ™ NEW LOWER PRICES

TOP SELLERS
Atari

800 48K. .$619

400 16K. . $259

410 Recorder S 75

8!0DiSkDrive S419

825 Printer S579

830 Modem $155

850 Interface $165

481 Entertainer S 79

482Educaior ST19

483 Programmer .$ 55

484 Communicator 1299

853 16KRam J 75

The Bookkeeper Kit 1169

ATARI Software

CX4104 Mailing List $ 19

CX404 Word Processor $115

CXL4O07 Music Composer $ 45

Programming2 S3 $ 22

Conversational Languages $ 45

CX40i8Pilot $ 59

CX405 Pilot $ 99

CXL4003 Assembler Editor S 45

CX8126 Microsoft Basic $ 67

CXL4022 Pac Man $ 33

CX8130 Caverns of Mars $ 29

CXL4020 Centipede $ 33

CXL40O6 Super Breakout $ 28

CXL40O8 Space Invaders I 28

CXL4009 Computer Chess $28

CXL4011 Star Raiders $ 33

CXL4012 Missile Command S 28

CXL4013 Asteroids $ 28

The Bookeeper 1105

Home Filing Manager $ 37

Atari Speed Reading $ 54

My First Alphabet $ 26

Business & Utilities

Visicalc $169

Mail Merge S 20

Data Perfect $ 75

Letter Perfect $105

TextWizard $ 65

Disk Detective $ 20

Datasm65 2.0 $ 59

File ManagerBOO + . .$ 65

Syn Assembler S 34

Page 6 $ 20

Atari World $ 39

K-Dos $ 59

Micropainter $ 23

Color Print $ 21

Lisp Interpreter S 79

Bishops Square $ 20

Graphic Master $ 27

Graphic Generator $ 17

Basic Compiler $ 65

Programming Techniques
Display Lists S 17

Horiz/Vert Scroll $ 17

Page Flipping S 17

Basics of Animation $ 17

Player Missile Graemes S 24

Sound $ 17

Data Files $ 24

For Fast Delivery, send certified or cashier

checks, money orders, or direct bank wire

transfers Personal checks allow 2 to 3

weeks to clear. Prices relied a cash dis

count only and are subject lo change.

Shipping—Sol'tware IS2.00 Minimum).

Hardware—call. Foreign inquiries invited

— add J5% lor shipping. Nevada residents

add sales tax.

Temple of Apshai S 27

Raster Blaster S 20

Apple Panic $ 20

Crossflra I 20

Threshold $ 27

Mousekattack $ 23

Krazy Shootout S 34

Deadline S 34

Tumble Bugs $ 20

Pool 1.5 $ 23

Crypts of Terror $ 23

Richochet $ 15

Empire of iheOverminc! $ 23

TanMics $ 20
Match Racers $ 20

Wiz & Princess S 22

Mission: Asteroid $ 17

AM Baba 8 the Forty Thieves S 22

The Shattered Alliance $ 27

Bug Attack $ 20

Canyon Climber $ 20

Shooting Arcade S 20

Pacific Coast Highway $ 20

Clowns & Balloons I 20

Ghost Hunter $ 23

Preppie S 20

RearGuard $ 17

Lunar Lander S 17

War S 17

Slar Warrior S 27

Invasion Orion S 17

Dragon's Eye $ 20

Crush, Crumble SChomp $ 20

Jawbreaker £ 20

Pathfinder S 23

Zorkl $ 27

Zorkll S 27

Action Oues! $ 20

Soft porn Adventure S 20

Deluxe Invaders $ 23

Protector S 23

Dodge Racer $ 23

Chicken S 23

Nautilus $ 23

Alien Hell $ 15

MarTesoro S 17

Galactic Chase S 20

Alien Swarm $ 23

Intruder $ 23

Lords of Karma S 15

B-1 Nuclear Bomber $ 12

Rescue at Rigei $ 20

ESIYLPUTER

*** SPECIALS OF THE MONTH ***
ELEPHANT DISKS (BOX) $ 22

HAYES SMARTMODEM $229

FRIENDLY TERMINAL SOFTWARE PACKAGE (ATARI) $ 39

MOSAIC 32K RAM $ 99

RAMDISK (128K) $429

AMDEK COLOR I MONITOR S329

PERCOM DOUBLE DENSITY DRIVE $639

NEC 8023A PRINTER $479

K-DOS $59

OS/A + $ 59

BASIC A + $ 59

FLIP N' SORT DISKETTE BOX $ 21

(Holds 50 Diskettes)

FLIP-SORT CARTRIDGE BOX $ 21

(Holds 10 Atari Computer Cartridges)

AXIOM GP-100 GRAPHICS PRINTER $299

AXIOM IMP-4 GRAPHICS PRINTER $499

Computer Outlet
Park Place — Upper Level

1095 E. Twain — (702) 796-0296

Las Vegas, Nevada 89109

Call Toll Free 800-634-6766
We accept Major Credit Cards

Mon.-Fri.8 A.M.-6 P.M.

Sat. 9 A.M.-5 P.M.

NEW
Atari

Atari Program Exchange

Salmon Run $ 19

Galanad and The Holy Grail $ 19

SevenCardStud $ 13
Advanced Music System S 23

Elementary Biology S 25
Frogmaster 5 19

Checker King $ 19

Automated Simulations
Upper Reaches of Apshai $ 15

Curse of Ra $ 15

King Arthur's Heir S 20

Escape from Vulcan's Isle , $ 20

Crypt of the Undead $ 20

The Nightmare S 20

BrOderbund

David's Midnight Magic $ 23

Track Atlack $ 20

Star Blazer S 22
Chopliftef S 23

Deadly Secrets I 23

Stellar Shuttle $ 20

Datasoft
Spell Wizard I 53
Sands of Egypt I 2?

O'Ritey's Mine $ 23

Rosen's Brigade S 23

Fathoms Forty I 23

Gebelli
Doctor Goodcode's Cavern S 20

Firebird £ 34

Embargo S 34

Innovative Design
Poo! 400 $ 27

Speedway Blast $ 27

JV Software

Ghost Encounters $ 20

KByte
K-razy Kritters S 34

K-Star Patrol $ 34

KRazyAntiks S 34

L & S Computerware

Crossword Magic $ 34

Lightning Software
Master Type $ 27

On-Line
Frogger $ 23

Ulysses and The Golden Fleece $ 23

Ultima I S 27

Ultima II $ 39

Roklan Corp.
Gorf(d) $ 27

Wizard Of Wor(d| $ 27

Anti Sub Patrol (d) S 20

Gorf(CT) $ 30

Wizard of Wor (CT) $ 30

Anti Sub Patrol (C) $ 15

Sentient
Cyborg $ 23

Gold Rush $ 23

Sirius
Space Eggs $ 20

Sneakers $ 20

Cyclod $ 20

Snake Byte $ 20

Bandits $ 23

Way Out S 27

Fast Eddy $ 20

Deadly Duck S 20

World War I J 23

Beanie Bopper $ 23

Strategic Simulations
Battle of Shiloh $ 27

Tigers in ttie Snow $ 27

The Cosmic Balance $ 27

Synapse
Shme I 23

Snamus S 23

Apocalypse $ 23

Rapt Milan $ 23

Picknick Paranoia $ 23

Claim Jumper S 23



ATARI
J 400 16K

•110 RECORDER

BOO 16K

S10 DISK DRIVE

PEHCOM D/D DISK DHIVF

825 PRINTER

B30 MODEM

BSO INTERFACE

LE STICK

NEWPORT PflOSTICK 150

VERBATIM SS/OO DISKS

MAXELL SS/SD DISKS

Joysticks or Paddles

\Ilie Enterlamer

Jtie Programmer

The Educator

The Commumealor

paverns ol Mars

peril ipeOe

Pac Man

Slat Raiders

Apple Panic

Canyon Climber

Choplilter

Clowni and Balloon*

Crossfire

F'ogger

Odd

Jawbreaker

K-Razy Snooiout

Mouskattach

Pacilic Co*tl Highway

Pathi>nd«r

Prepple

Protector

Threshold

Track Attack

Tumble Bugs

Rendevous

Zork III

Vlilcalc

APX Software

Apple Sol Iwn re

TRS-80 Software

commodore

f\C2d
VIC 151b PRINTER

fy\C 1530 DATASSFTTE!
VIC 1540 DISK DRIVF

VIC 1600 VICMODfc'M

yie i2it .sup Fxi'ANiifn

VIC 16KMFM FXPANDFR

VICBKMFM FXPANntR

Scolt Adam* Adventure*

Super Alien

Jupiter Lancloi

Midni<)111 H.r ■■

Omega Race

S.niion II Chess

Gort

PRINTERS

Aaiom Imp JO

dttktnta Mteiolinc 80
OfcWata Uicrolinu a?A

Epson MX IDO/Grafinu

MONITORS

Sanyo 12T Giuen

&Mtyo 13" Color

Amdux Video 300
Arrirli-x Color I

Opitera

P.O. Box 1038. Placerville, CA 95667

916/621-1090

TO ORDER CALL OR WRITE

Fast delivery, sund cerlified Chock or

money order Personal check requires 2

wrcks lo clear COD shipping, handling

OKtra VISA & MASTERCARD add 3%.

California res add 6% srflcs tax Include

telephone lii'monr wilh order Puces and

products Hiqoci ii> change

light sensitive pen barrel con

nected to electronic circuitry by a

three foot lightweight cable.

Since the electronics circuit is on

a board, the pen barrel is thinner.

The circuit board plugs into the

YIC's user port and is ready to

use with only minor "tuning."

A free demonstration pro

gram accompanies the unit, as

well as complete documentation

on installation, operation, and

programming. The Touch-n-

Light Pen retails lor $75. Also

available is educational and

recreational soflware which

retails for 39.95 to S14.95.

Suns/line Peripheral* Inc.

1229 East 28th Street

Brooklyn, NY 11210

CyberLOGO Turtle

For The Apple

Cybertronics has released the

CyberLOGO Turtle, an open-

ended computer literacy learning

environment. It rims on any

Apple II in 48K (no language

card is required). The Cyber

LOGO Turtle provides these

LOGO features:

Turtle graphics

Full screen editor

Filing system For saving both

programs and pictures

Sound

Color pictures and backgrounds

Global and local variables

The CyberLOGO Turtle
also includes a STEP mode for

easy debugging. This facility

allows a student to execute a

program one line at a time to

locate programming errors.

A CyberLOGO Turtle

SKETCH mode is included for

the exploring student. In

SKETCH, students can move the

CyberLOGO Turtle and draw

pictures by pressing single keys.

Unlike any other LOGO

product, the CyberLOGO Turtle

offers on-line HELP. HELP

provides guidance for the first-

time user, a complete description

of the CyberLOGO Turtle lan

guage, and quick solutions

to students' most frequeni

problems.

The CyberLOGO Turtle
manual, written in friendly,

jargon-free language by Dr.

Pamela Sharp of the Stanford

University Psychology Depart

ment, is designed specifically for
the novice user.

The CyberLOGO Turtle is

priced at $99.95. To order, write

or call:

Cybertronics International, Inc.

Soflware Publishing Division

999 Mount Kembi'e Avenue
Morristown, NJ 07960

(201)766-76X1

A Financial

Wizard From

Computari

Computari has released A Finan

cial Wizard, version 1.5, which

supersedes their Personal Finance

for the Atari.

A Financial Wizard is capable

of storing 100 checks per month

(220 checks with the two drive-

option) and allows 26 major and

36 sub- expense categories. Avail

able core programs include Check

Entry. Budget Entry, ('heck

Search, Tabulations, Bargraph,

Check Balancer. Checkwriter,

and Utilities (which includes an

audit program).

All data is entered through

the Check Entry program, which

allows users to scan and correct

previous entries with case. Color

ful graphics using a custom dis

play list formal and defined data

fields makes data entry easy. All

data resides on the program disk.

so there is no disk switching.

Household budgets arc

created with Budget Entry. The

COPY MONTH and COPY

CATEGORY features allow

rapid creation of a year's budget.

Check Search allows single

or multiple (up to seven) para

meter searches at one time.
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Alpha Computer Center

Wesl Seneca, New York

716-674-5511

Compuier Concepts

Cedarhujst, New York

516-374-0255

Cotntech

BrooKlyn, New York

212-332-5933

S.T.C. Marketing

Richmond Hill, New York

212-848-8878

Tri-Comp H.C.S.

Baypori, New York

516-472-9769

Video Village Inc.

Massapequa Park, New York

516-779-1616

Computer Land

Cnarlotte, North Caiolina

704-536-8500

A B Computers

Colmar, Pennsylvania

215-B22-7727

Compuier Terminal

Summerville, South Carolina

803-875-4727

HI-FI Buys

Springfield, Virginia

703-644-5252

H.E.L.

Fairfax. Virginia

703-698-8595

ASMUS Electronics Inc.

Forte) Du Lac, Wisconsin

414-923-4107

Madison Books & Computers

Madison, Alabama

205-772-9250

All Systems Go

Tempa Arizona

602-966-4275

FROM NEWELL INDUSTRIES!

FASTCHI P

I Up to 3 and one half

times the speed of

the original floating
point routines.

=Pin compatible masked
ROM — Permanent re

placement for the

original ROM.

■ "No modifications, cuts
or wires.

J = 90 DAY FULL WARRANTY
I I Fits 400/800

- $41.95 -

(With 16K in trade)

2 YEAR-Wtb48tARRANTY
THESE BOARDS DO EVERYTHING THE

COMPETITORS WILL DO -
BUT COST YOU MUCH LESS.

48K (Without 16K trade) $149.95

32K LOOPBACK — Allows 32K to be used alone

in the 800 $5.00

48K LOOPBACK — Allows 48K to be used alone

in the 800 $5.00

^JERSEY SYSTEMS
OR YOUR LOCAL PARTICIPATING DEALER

Daia Concepts

Phoenix. Arizona

602-242-9961

Oata Concepts

Scotlsdale. Arizona

602-990 3366

Leisure Electronics

Lililerock. Arkansas

501-227-4837

H.C.M.S.

Westminster. Colorado

303-427-9036

Sound Trader and

Compuier Corner

Tampa. Florida

813-977-4868

Computech

Tallahassee. Florida 32312

904-893-1743

Compute' One

Indianapolis. Indiana

317-259-4827

The Comouter Shop

South Bend. Indiana

219-232-9918

New Generation

Baton Rouge. Louisiana

504-272-1700

World Wide Home Video

Meiairie. Louisiana

504-456-9926

Software Asylum Inc.

Carteret, New Jersey

201-969 1900

Video Home Center

Manalapan, New Jersey

201-431-7636

A & B Software

Union. New Jersey

201-575-5331

• TO ORDER CALL 8OO-526-3617
• NO CHARGE FOR SHIPPING

• ORDERS SHIPPED U-PS. HUE LA1EL WHEN POSSIBLE

• 2% CREDIT FOR ORDERS NOT SHIPPED IN 24HRS.

BiiiniiiiiiiiiiiMinRniiiiiniiiiiiMiiinnimniHiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiM

JERSEY SYSTEMS

P.O. BOX 332

EDISON, N.J. 08818

LJCHARGE MY

EXP. DATE

CARD NO.

.48K BOARD $149.95.

_FASTCHIP $41,951

_32K BOARD $94.95 =

MORE INFORMATION

N.J. RESIDENTS ADD 5% SALES TAX, PLEASE

NAME

ADDRESS.

PHONENUMBER

PARTICIPATING DEALERS OMLY ! Trademark of Atari Inc.

minimi ""1

Illllllllllllllllllllilllll
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Tabulations lists expenses by
month, year to date, or by cate

gory over a twelve month span,

while Bargraph provides the
same data in bargraph form.

With an 80-column printer with
graphics capability, the user can

reproduce the bargraph on
paper.

Check Balancer offers a fast
way to balance the computerized

checkbook and includes a correc
tion mode. Checkwriter will print
checks which are obtained
through Abacus Software.

Those who have the earlier
Personal Finance package may

update to the new version by
sending SI 0 and their PF disk to:

On-Line Computer Center,

10944A N.May Avenue, Ok
lahoma City, OK 73120.

The new Financial Wizard

costs $34.95. A clear plastic disk
case, for storing up to ten FW

diskettes, is available for an addi
tional $4.

Computari

9607Athlone

Dallas, TX 75218

(214)327-46-19

Software For Timex
And Sinclair

Software Development Associates

COMPUTE!
December 1982. issue 31

Verbatim®

Diskettes

Top-quality Verbatim- Diskettes

from Tech* Data, your complete

word and data processing supply

center. Dealer inquiries invited.

Call Toll Free

1-800-237-8931.

In Florida, call

813-577-2794.

V
Tech*Data Corporation

3251 Tech Drive North

St Petersburg. FL 33702

has cassette-based software for
the Sinclair ZX-81 and the Timex/

Sinclair 1000. The software

includes programs to entertain,
educate, and assist in financial

planning. An introductory cas
sette containing five games (SDA-

Match23, SDA-Bauleeard, SDA-
Gunner, SDA-Mugwumps, and
SDA-Snark) is available for $3.95.

A free catalog is also available by

sendingaSASE to:

Software Development Associates
Dept. Cl, 2240 W.McRae Way
Phoenix, AZS5027

Joystick And
Terminal Program
For The Color
Computer

Spectrum Projects has announced
two new products, the Spectrum

Stick and the Colorcom/E termi
nal program.

The Spectrum Stick is a new
joystick for the Color Computer.
Its features arc:

- Hair trigger fire button.

- Swivel-ball type component.

- Extra long cable.

- Brush aluminum knob.

- Sturdy construction.

-A ied LED indicator.

* VIC-20
GAMEMASTER
4 games on 1 cassette for 5K VIC-20

BACKGAMMON
A great game! Our best seller.

BLACKJACK TUTOR

Not just a game! Teaches best strategy

MAZE-MAN

Munching action. Key or joystick.

CHECKERS

A defensive game.

$29.95

8K BACKGAMMON
4 Levels with Doubling.

$19.95

24hrOrder line: 1(313) 456-8581
Send check or money order plus 50c to

visa - RAR-TECH - mc
Box 761. Rochester, Michigan 48063

"Vic Registered Trademark of Commodore /"

The Spectrum Stick costs
S39.95 plus $2 for shipping and
handling.

The Colorcom/E, a terminal
program for the Color Computer
comes in a ROM Cartridge ready-
to plug in and run. Colorcom/E's

features and capabilities include:

- On-line and off-line scrolling.

- Off-line priming of data.

- Receiving and sending cassette
files.

-Support of any serial printer.

-Full and halfduplex.

- An optional word mode to

eliminate word wrap.

Data can be easily edited

belore priming or writing to
cassette.

The price is $49.95.

Spectrum Projects

92-15 86 Drive

Woodhaven, .VI' 11-121

(212)441-2807

SuperPETlTpgrade
Board For

CBM 8032

Commodore Business Machines
has announced the availability of
a single board upgrade thai

converts the CBM 8032 micro

computer into a SuperPET.

VIC-20

Discounted Software
THE ACCOUNTANT $28.95

iG L. BS.P&U

BUSINESS INVENTORY $17.95
'Specify TV or Vic Printer)

TAPEWORM 511.95

'Keep track of vour records and taoesi

TICKERTAPE $15.95

(Maintain profile of investments]

SNAKMAN $18.95

Uust like your favorite arcade game)

EMBASSY

COMPUTER PRODUCTS
P.O. Box 88

Little Neck, n.y. 11363
Check or money order, no cods. n.y. Resi

dents add 8.25% sales tax Add. $1-50 for

postage and handling.

— DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED —

— PROGRAMMERS WANTED —
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QUIZ KIT

A unique instructional program to be used at any

level of learning. Easy detailed instructions allow

>(iu to create your own quizzes on any subject you

choose. No limii on the numberof questions you can

enter and no memory expansion is needed eiiher!

Use your VIC primer lor printouts of tests ready for

classroom use. An invaluable tool for the pareni and

tilt instructor.

Price $14.50

SPELL IT!

Test and improve your spelling abilities and have

fun. too! Create your own vocabularies to fit your

needs. Great for instructional use. Detailed

documentation with step by step instructions for the

computer novice.

Price $12.50

BOLDFACE

This program utilizes three specially designed letter

types that you can use to create on your VIC printer

personalized headlines and message* in a variety of

sizes. A plethora of applications. Program requires

KK memory expansion for VIC-20.

S!8.(K)

RBCabcRLfinop
'Reduced size

MAILING LIST

Turn your computer Into an clean me agenda! Enter

names, addresses, phone nos. and comments. Use

one-key-stroke command to sort by name or slate,

modify, delete or add new entries; print your mail
ing labels.

For VIC-20 (XK. printer optional) $18.00

For Com. 64 (Many additional features) . .524.50

CHARACTER GENERATOR

Design your own special characters for any applica

tion (games, math. etc). Enhance your programs

with your own unique figures. Program comes on

tape with two sample runs thai create strange crea

tures for games and digital electronic symbols and a

detailed manual. Program available lor VIC-20

only.

Price $9.5(1

MATHPAK

STATISTICS 1 & II A most useful tool for statistical

analysis and estimation. Program performs linear

and nonlinear regression (curve fitting) and returns

the error of the approximation. It also computes the

mean, median and standard deviation and plots his

tograms.

FUNCTION & DATA PLOTTING An indispensa
ble tool for math or engineering applications. Plot

any function or data set on your VIC printer. Au

tomatic sealing, axis labels and other useful fea

tures.

FUNCTION ANALYSIS Compute the roots.

minima and maxima, derivative and integral of any

polynomial function.

MATRIX OPERATIONS A very flexible and pow-

etiul program. Design your own matrices, operate

on them, store the results and recall them in any

mode you need them.

SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS Solve any

system of linear equations. Easy data entry and

corrections.

COMPLEX FUNCTIONS Perform a variety of the

most needed operations on complex numbers.

HK memory expansion required for VIC-20. VIC printer optional.

Each program SI2.5O MATHPAK tall 6 programs) only $49.50

ORDERING INFORMATION

All programs on cassette. Detailed documentation with ail programs. To order call: (805) 687-0205

Send check or money order to LOGOS SOFTWARE

3192 Laurel Canyon Rd.. Santa Barbara. CA 93105

Please specify system. Add $1.50 for shipping and handling • CA residents add 6Cj sales tax

WRITE R)R FREE CATALOG — DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME
VIC-20 dnJ rummiidiire fiJ art Ri-pstcreU Tradenurki oi CMB.

STOP BY AND VISIT OUR NEW STORE!

SOFTWARE STREET

14122 CENTRAL, SUITE E

CHINO, CA 91710

(714) 591-3061

WE NOW CARRY SOFTWARE FOR THE APPLE AND VIC-20 COMPUTERS

600 16K 6191"

800 48K 724-

810 429°°

400 16K 265"

410 RECORDER 73"

MICRO TEK 32K BOARDS . 9900

INTEC 48K BOARDS .... 175"

850 INTERFACE 159"

8LANK DISKS (10) 24"

PERCOM DISK DRIVE ... 549"

PEflCOM SLAVE DRIVE . 339"

AXCOM GP-100 279"

AXCOM IMP-4 469"

EDUCATOR iio»

ENTERTAINER 66"

PROGRAMMER 49-

BOOKKEEPER KIT 169=

BOOKKEEPER PROGRAM. 99"

VOTRAX TYPE & TALK . 299"

MICRO SOFT BASIC .... 62"

ASSEMBLER/EDITOR 44*

MACRO ASSEMBLER .... 64"

BASIC CARTRIDGE 44"

PAC-MAN 32»

$ 2.50 MIN. SHIPPING ON SOFTWARE

HARDWARE SHIPPING WILL VARY - PLEASE CALL .

THE ABOVE PRICES ARE FOR PREPAID ORDERS

CENTIPEDE 32"

CAVERNS OF MARS 27*

MISSILE COMMAND 25"

ASTEROIDS 25«

MUSIC COMPOSER 29"

MY FIRST ALPHABET .... 25"

INVITATION TO PROGRAMMING

2 & 3 21*@

CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE PRICE LIST.
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The standard (IBM model

8032 contains 32K of RAM and

includes Commodore BASK!.

With the SuperPET board, the

upgraded machine will feature

an RS-232 interface, 64K addi

tional RAM in 8K RAM chips,

and a standard 6502 micropro

cessor as well as a psendo Hi bit

6809 based processor. An exter

nal switch for processor selection

also allows programs designed

for the 8032 lo operate without

modification.

The upgrade board also

provides six languages, including

Waterloo Computing Systems

Limited's microBASIC, micro-

Pascal, microFORTRAN, micro-

APL, microCOBOL, and 6809
Assembler. Applications de

veloped on the SuperPET can

be up-loaded to a mainframe

system, and executed without

modification.

The upgrade board (part

number 900003501) sells for

Commodore Business Machines, Inc.

Computer Systems Division

I lie Meadows

487Devon ParkDrive

Wayne, PA 19087

(215)687-9750

Printer

Programming

Manual For VIC

And Epson MX-80

Robert K. Huffman, of Munster,

Indiana, has written a 53-page

booklet tilled VIC-20: MX-80

Connection. It is a printer pro

gramming manual for making

the VIC-20 work with the Epson

MX-80 with Graftrax-Plus.

Written for beginners, the

booklet carefully explains each

program — line by line, step by

step. The programs present

techniques that can be used by

anyone with an understanding of

BASIC fundamentals.

The booklet costs $15. Copies

may be obtained by writing to:

Robert E. Huffman

9607 Dogwood Lane

Munster, IN 46321

Personal Finance

Records For The

Atari

SCITOR has announced the

Personal Finance and Record

Keeping package for the Atari

800 computer with 40K RAM, 1

810 disk, and BASIC.

The SCITOR Personal

Finance and Record Keeping

package provides homes and

small businesses with a complete

yet simple automated records

system. You can organize and

keep track of expenses, checks,

credit cards and other personal

records. Reports, high resolution

graphics, and color bar charts

can be generated from the re

cords, providing insight into

expenses, budgets, and progress

YOU'RE GONNA LOVE THESE ROCK BOTTOM PRICES— HONEST!

SOFTWARE

3J9i

34 95

29 91

JS95

23 91

19 91

U9 5S

69 91
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16 9S
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19 35

59 91
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34 95

29 91
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19 31
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29 9S
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219b
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27 95
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2195
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21 91

13 SI

1691

IK 91

'38 19

2191

24 49

2111

21 91

1119

3419

1119

21 ib

74 49

ATARI

TOP SELLERS
CANVON CLIMBER

CENTIPEDE- CART

CHOPLIFTER

COMMBAT

DATA PERFECT

FROGGEft

GRAPHIC GENERATOR

PAC MAN- CART

PREPPIE

RASTER BLASTER

SHAMUS

SLIME

TEXT WIZARD II

WIZARD OF WOR

ZORK < II OR III
axlom 12BK ramoisk

MPC 32K MEM MODULE

PROWRITER 1 PRINTER

WICO JOVSTICK

W1C0 REDBALL STICK

29 95 21 95

44 35 31 95

34 95 74 95

24 95 17 9b

99 95 74 96

34 95 24 49

24 95 17 49

44 95 31 95

29 95 21 95

29 95 21 35

34 95 24 49

34 95 24 49

99 95 68 95

39 35 27 95

39 35 27 95

699 00 464 95

199 60 109 95

795 00 449 95

29 95 21 95

34 95 24.49

CALL US... WE CAN HELP
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15D0
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2S9S

39 9b

39 95
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19 91

15 9b
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39 91

Jv 32 91
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10<9

ii a
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2419
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22 9b
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P.O. Box 1099, 2225 Main Street Julian, Calif. 92036

Apple Country Ltd is A DISCOUNT MAIL ORDER HOUSE for the micro computer industry

and is a Cahfo.ma corporator, nci aff.haied wit!, Apple Compu.er Inc Apple is a Irad.mark d Apple COmPu,ef Ire Ala-, IS a trademark ol Alan In.



FACTORY PRICING

STOCK! IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!

PLUS

• MPS 6550 RAM for PET

• MPS 6530-002, -003 for KIM-1

• MANUALS

• KIM-3 8K STATIC RAM

MEMORY BOARD

• KIM-4 MOTHERBOARD

• KIM PROMMER

KIM-1 & 4 Compatible

Eprom Programmer

• KIMATH

Chips with Listing

• KIMEX-1 EXPANSION BOARD

KIM-1 Plugable PROM, Ram

and I/O Board

• RS-232 ADAPTER

For KIM-1

• POWER SUPPLIES

• KIM REPLACEMENT KEYPAD

STANDARD MICROSYSTEMS

•UART's •FLOPPY DISC CONTROLLERS

•BAUD RATE GENERATORS *CRT CONTROLLERS

FALK-BAKER
ASSOCIATES

382 FRANKLIN AVE. • NUTLEY NEW JERSEY 07110

(201) 661-2430

WRITE OP CALL FOR CATALOG

GETTING SERIOUS ABOUT
PROGRAMMING YET?!?

ATARI'

UNLOCK

WITH THE WORLD'S MOST COMPLETE

POCKET PROGRAMMING AID.

16 comprehensive pages

• error codes

• basic commands with

abbreviations

• peek and poke locations

• internal codes

• machine language aides

• much, much more!! .

Get Yours Now§9 9g

(dealer ad space available)

ORDER NOW-CASH, CHARGE OR C.O.D.

ADVANCED COMPUTING ENTERPRISES
5516 ROSEHILL C-l

SHAWNEE MSN., KS 66216 ' ■ ''"■
(913) 262-2875 • (913) 631-418O

ATARI IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF ATARI INC

SIMULATIVE STRATEGY GAMES

0 J<0 JOTSNCKS HELJUIKfcO
AT THE TRACK: Horserace gambling game for 1 to 4 players. VIC gives odds You bet to
win, place and show 111.95

SKYPILOTS (avail. Jan. 1983}: Pilot a WWI Biplane Over 10 Allied and German aircraft to
choose from SI 1.95

DUNGEONS OFKAL: A fantasy adventure in the realm of the Evil Two Headed Ruler Kal.
Not for the timid at heart! 111.95

STAR DEFENDER: Protect your Star Systems from the Alien Invasion. Over 15 separate
Starship commands! . . 111.95
CONVOY RAIDER:Scek out and destroy the enemy merchant fleet. Commands include
SONAR. PERISCOPE. TORPEDOand more! 111.95

BOXER'S CORNER: Unique simulation allows you to match great fighters on your VIC. Pick
ring strategy Ratings included $11.95

CONVOY ESCORT: Escort your fleet to safely Commands include SONAR. FORMATION.
SUB TRACK and more! J 11.95

COMPUTER BASEBALL: Use real life stats as you field a team against your VIC. Gives
unique options for batters and pitchers S11 95
FOOTBALL CHALLENGE (8K expander rcq.J Manage an NFL team against Vic or an
opponent. All 1981 NFL teams Included' 114.95
GALACTIC CONQUEST (8K expander req.) by Scott Jensen. Interactive strategy game for 1
to 6 players. A classic struggle for existence! . $15.95

All Programs On Cassette. No Memory Expansion Required Unless Specified
Send check or money order plus SI 50 postage and handing to

P.R. Software. P.O. Bo« 169. South San FrancUco. CA 94080
Calif. Res. add 6% sales tax

Dealer Jnq. /nuifed * Proqrommen sought VIC is a reg.T.M of CBM

FOX 20: "The magazine for *VIC-20 users
FOX 20 will provide you, each month, with 5 or more ready- 1982
to-run programs on cassette-exciting, imaginative

game, educational, and utility programs for alL VIC

memory configurations. In addition, you will re

ceive Foxtales, an informative Video Newsletter,
on Side 2. Novice and pro alike. FOX 20 is the
magazine for you. Be a sly little fox for only $43 a

year-Subscribe to:

FOX 20: "
P.O. Box 507. Deer Park. Texas 77536

FOX 20 is a division of: Foxfire Systems, Inc.
3811 Newton, Pasadena, Texas 77503
Dealer Inquiries Invited (713) 473-6723

Texas residents add 5% Sales Tax

Canada and overseas $53

Orders pre-paid

U.S. Dollarsonly „„ „. ,
' VIC-20 is a trademark of Commodore Business Machine



CBM/PET INTERFACES
The Connecting Links

CmC provides the link to increase

your computer's functional ability.

The following models come

complete with case and cables and

have a 30 day money back trial

period.

PRINTER ADAPTERS

— addressable-switch selectable

upper/lower, lower/uppercase

— work with BASIC. WORDPRO,

VISICALC and other software

— IEEE card edge connector for

connecting disks and other

peripherals to the PET

— power from printer unless

otherwise noted

RS-232 SERIAL ADAPTER —

baud rates to 9600— power supply

included

MODEL-ADA1450a $149.00

CENTRONICS/NEC PARALLEL

ADAPTER — Centronics 36 pin

ribbon connector

MODEL-ADA1600 $129.00

CENTRONICS 730/737/739
PARALLEL ADAPTER — 40 pin

card edge connector

MODEL-ADA730 S129.00

EPSON MA-70 PARALLEL

ADAPTER — handles graphics —

BASIC 4.0 required

MODEL-ADAX70 S129.00

BYTEWRITER PARALLEL

ADAPTER — Bytewriter connector

— power supply included

MODEL-ADAB30a S149.00

COMMUNICATIONS ADAPTER —

serial & parallel ports — true ASCII

conversion — baud rates to 9600 —

half or full duplex-X-ON, X-OFF —

selectable carriage return delay —

32 character buffer — Centronics

compatible — power supply

included

MODEL-SADI $295.00

ANALOG TO DIGITAL

CONVERTER — 16 channels —

0 to 5.12 volt input voltage range

— resolution 20 millivolts per

count — conversion time less than

100 microseconds per channel

MODEL-PETSET1 $295.00

US Dollars Quoted

$5.00 Shipping & Handling
MASTERCHARGE/VISA

All prices & specifications subject to

change without notice

MENTION THIS MAGAZINE

WITH ORDER AND DEDUCT

5% FROM TOTAL

IN THE USA order from:

Connecticut microcomputer, Inc.

Instrument Division

36 Del Mar Drive

Brookfield.CT 06804

203-775-4595 TWX: 710 456-0052

IN CANADA order from:

Batteries Included. Ltd.

71 McCaul Street

F6 Toronto. Canada M5T2X1

(416) 596-1405

Dealer Inquiries Invited

versus goals. The ledger is Visi-

Calc compatible. The package

costs $75.

SCITOR Corporation

710 Lakeway, Suite 290

Sunnyvale, CA 94086

(408)730-0400

Action Games For

The VIC-20

Creative Software announces two

new action games from Tom

('.liner, author of Black Hole and

Astroblitz. The two ROM-based

cartridges are: Videomania and

Terraguard.

Videomania is an arcade-style

action game pilling the player

against the Evil Eyes, Walwokers,

and the deadly Killer Box.

Terraguard, a multi-level

arcade-style hi-resolution reflex

game, constantly bombards the

player with deadly space debris

while he tries to gun down the

Heeby-Jeeby, roving Eye and

chomping Mouth. Even if he

succeeds, he still must elude the

enemy tractor beam.

Creative Software

201 San Antonio Circle

Mountain View, CA 94040

(415)948-9595

Two Utility

Packages For

The Atari

Synergistic software has released

two utility packages for Atari

400/800 computers. Both The

Programmer's Workshop and The

Disk Workshop contain seven

programs. One of the programs

is Micro-DOS, a RAM resident

program similar to Atari's

DUP.SYS. Since Micro-DOS is

on-line and available any lime, it

provides quick and easy access to

the DUP.SYS. functions.

CattP.R.1-CE.
,Or big savings

Commodore

VIC-20 illustrated.

$179
computer---*s68

$0.95

$7.95



THE MONKEY WRENCH FOR ATARI

$49.95

[

A BASIC and machine language

programmers aid for 800 users.

Plugs into right slot and works

with ATARI BASIC. Adds 9 new

direct mode commands in-

eluding auto line numbering,

delete lines, change margins,

memory test renumber BASIC,

hex/dec conversion, cursor ex

change, and machine language

monitor.

The monitor contains 15 commands used to interact with

the 6502. Some are display memory/registers, disassem

ble, hunt, compare, hex/dec convert, transfer memory, and

printer set/clear. Uses screen editing.

CASSETTE BASED MACRO

^ ASSEMBLER/EDITOR

"The Compatible Assembler/Editor"

• Macros, Conditional Assembly, String search and/or

replace, standard mnemonics, (Ex: LDAILABLE), Y)

• Long labels. MOVE, COPY, AUTO, DELETE, PUT, GET, etc.

EPROMS - HIGH QUALITY, NOT JUNK

Use with PET, APPIE, ATARI, SYM, AIM, etc. 450 ns. $6.50

for 2716, $12.50 for 2532.

EPROM PROGRAMMER

FOR PET AND ATARI COMPUTERS

The BRANDING IRON is an EPROM programmer especially

designed for PET and ATARI computers. Programs 2716

and 2532 type EPROMs. The PET version plugs into the

cassette and I/O port and comes with software which adds

the programmer commands to the PET monitor. The

ATARI version plugs into controller jacks and comes with

a full fledged machine language monitor which provides

30 commands for interacting with the computer and the

BRANDING IRON.

PETT - $75.00 ATARI-$119.95

5% INCH SOFT

SECTORED DISKETTES

Highest quality. We use them on

our PETs, APPLEs, ATARIs, and other

computers. S22.50/10 or $44.50/20

PET TERMINAL SOFTWARE

A buy you RS-232 users can't pass-up. Includes

RS-232 hardware with a sophisticated software

package. May be controlled via keyboard or from

BASIC. A super buy. $129.95

FLASH- We have the VIC

Rabbit and ASM.TED ready!

SIGNALMAN MARK I DIRECT CONNECT

MODEM - $89.50

Standard 300-baud, full duplex,

answer/originate. Powered by

long lasting 9-vort battery (not

included). Cable and RS-232

connector included.

More than just an Assembler/Editor!

It's a

Professionally

Designed

Software

Development

System

MAE
for

PET

APPLE

ATARI

S169.95

Blast off with the software used on the space

shuttle project!

• Designed lo improve Programmer Productivity

• Similar syniai and commands - No need 10 relearn oeculiar

syniates and commands urten you go (ram PET to *PPLE

to ATARI

• Coresident Assemtiler/Erjto' - No need to load trie Editor then me

Assembler then (he Editor, etc

• Also includes Vfcrd Processor Retocaortn LoaWf, and much

more

• Options EPROM Programmer, ^implemented opcode circuitry

• STILL NOT CONVINCED Sena to- I'M sp« sheei'

3239 Linda Dr.

Winston-Salem.N.C. 27106

(919)924-2889 (919)748-8446

Send for free catalog!

SALES CO
Telen 67 34 77 Toll-Fret Phone Ordni:

Toll-fist (to cai 800-252-2153 800-421 8045 (out of CAI
Order Onks open 6 diyn week! 7 00 AM to 6 00 PM MonSit

P.O. Box 74545 216 So. Oxford Ave. Loi Angelss. CA 90004

Phone: 1713) 739-1130 C : . "DLYRAV" LSA

LCD
HEWLETT

PACKARD

HP IOC Computer Scientist -
for Programmers & Digital

Designm 127.5D WE ARE AUTHORIZED

FULL LINE HP Dealers.

HP-10C
Up to 79

lines of
program

storage

RE:$80.00
$80.00

Your Cost:

$69.95

i ivottCT r<

xrtftation. minimum iflDB 4 final} SS SS
StnO J2 lor S5 lorwionl far our lirrBUI Ci!*

TP-I 5
TEXT PRINTER

re S99S oo Daisy

$££095 wheel
UU J printer

Smith-Corona

BMC12"

Green
Monitor

Model BM-12A

$0095

Texas Instruments

TI-5010
Handheld Calculator

Plain paper printer

$39.95

VICTOR
YOUR COST:

$395.00
VICTOR 5080 80 Column Printer

A real work horse! 100 cps, graphics,
buffer, 4 interfaces including HP-IB

Retail: $995.00 Wholesale: S670.00
Fully guaranteed by Victor, in business

since 1918

ATARI' COMPUTERS
ATARI 800 48K-S689.95

Your Cost

$429.95

Atari BID Didt Drive
A tar i Interfice Mcduk

Atin Educator Kit

459-95

17755
II "/.Ha

OKIDATA PRINTERS
82A Bi-diridionil 444.95

B3A Bj-dir^erMl/p«rallel 694.95
B4 Pirillt1.200 CPS 114455
B4 Sariil.ZDOCPS 1274.9S

EXTEND-A-PHONE
EX-4000 Cofdleii Speaker Phone

Re:S229.95 V/C:S163.95

ollueUI
"PRAXIS 35"

ELECTRONIC TYPEWRITER

Interchangeable 'Daisy

Wheel'type element,

3 sizes-Pica, Elite & Micro

plus cartridge ribbon & more!

R)UiI: S750.00

PRICE

BREAK-THROUGH!

Cordless Telephone
KP6100

$

KEYPHONE1"

Ringc nf 700 leel
Tr i ml i in itv lino

Ult niimbci inlul

IniUnt on/off
Amamilk

nullity lack

(■Jil! in t'lii jti

Model G100O with aulamaiic dialing

10memoriii Y/C:S119.95

ATARI 400-16K
(good thruoa tnru ** nn n_

12/31/82) 5199.95
Vr.ii piy OSC $259.95 & icctive ■ coupon
worth up to Slid in rebitii frnm Atari on

the purchaw of add'l laftwar* oi
Jccessonts for Ihe Atari 400.

CC commodore

VIO20
FREE RF Modulator

*rrfl eutelitu al VIC-20

WorkiwithanvTVf
5K Personal Computer

(Expmdt to 32 K.I

We are authorized FULL-

LINE Commodore dealers.

Your Cost.

Retail:£300 OO $197.95
Model 1541 Disk drive 339.95

Model 1515 Printer 329.95
Model C2N Datasette 59.95

LEX-21 $

Portable
Terminal i

LEXICON

995

SHARP
HAND-HELD

COMPUTERS
PC 1500 Pocket Computer
CE 150 Color graphic printer w/cass. interface

4K Expansion module

8K Expansion module

213.95

173,95

53.95
103.95

MONITORS

15" B & Wlnelownurcosr)
9" Green

High resolution, number one feller!

VM45Q9

VM4215
DM5103

DM8012

DM8112

DMCE0U

DMC6113
DM2012

DM2112

12" Green

13" Coior. hi quality

13" Color RGB hi to

(NEW) 12"B&W
(NEW) 121'Green

Reiait Con

190.00 159.95
349 00 1B9 95
200 00 169.95

250 00199.95
260.00 209.95
470 00 399.95
995 00 799.95
179.00 139.95
199 DO 159.95

Texas Instruments
HomeComputer

Now

Only 16K,

$1 719 AFTER MFCS
**»W HEBATE-youpay

OSC $299.95, Tl rebates you $100.
(offer good thru 1/31/83)

Plus FREE $50 RP Modulator
with purchase of TI-99/4A

Call & ask about FREE Speech
Synthisizer OFFER!

10" color monitor high res 339.95
32K memory module 314.95

Extended Basic 75.00

Speech synthesizer 129.95

Disk memory drive 394.95

Telephone coupler (modem) 1B9.95

Printer (solid slate) 319.95

TI-LOGO gg.95

Tl EXPANSION BOX SYSTEM

PHP 1200 Expansion Box 209.95
PHP 1220 RS232 136.00
PHP 1240 Disk Controller 194.00

PHP 1250 Disk Drive 299.00
PHP 1260 32K Mem. expansion 234.00

PHP1270 PascalCard 194.00

Programmable TI-59

Your Cost:$169.95 plus-
$20.00 rebate from Tl plus Free Library
Tl LCD Programmer 59.95

WE ARE AUTHORIZED FULL
LINE Tl DEALERS

APPLE COMPUTER
4SKPIui 1069.95
Disk dr w/controller 494.95
Disk dr - no controller 419.95

Apple 2 System package 1695.00
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The Programmer's Workshop

includes disk to cassette transfer,

BASIC program comparison

capabilities, cassette baud rate

increase, and two types of pro

gram code analysis.

The Disk Workshop includes

disk editing capabilities, fast

copying of disks, a formatted

disk directory which can be sent

to a printer, use of machine

language character strings in

BASIC, a screen dump for the

MX-80 Epson Printer with Graf-

trax or Graftrax Plus, and trans

fer capabilities of large files to

disk or cassette.

Both packages require an

Atari 400/800 computer with

32k and one disk drive. The

price for each package is $34.95.

Synergalu Software

830 N. Riverside Dr., Suite 201

Renton, WA 98055

(206)226-3216

PET Joystick

Interface

J Systems Corp. announces the

immediate availability of its new

PET Joystick Interface. This

versatile interface card adds

joystick/paddle capabilities to all

PET/CBM computers. The device

enables the PET to accept inputs

directly from two Apple joysticks,

four Apple game paddles, or two

Atari joysticks. Interface is com

plete and ready to plug into the

user port.

All modes of operation are

software selectable. The device

features short access time (less

than ten milliseconds/joystick)

and high resolution digitization

(greater than eight bits). This

makes the interface ideal, not

only for joysticks and paddles,

but also for connecting any four

resistive sensors to the PET/CBM.

Fast machine language input

routines, callable from a BASIC

program, are included.

The price of the PET Joystick

Interface is $49.95. This price

includes the card, power supply,

documentation, and sample

software. The device can be

ordered directly from:

j Systems Corp.

I Edmund Plan'

Ann Arbor, MI 48103

(313)662-471 1

Skill/Action

Game For Atari

PlatterMania, a ROM cartridge

for the Atari 400/800, is a new

action game from EPYX. The

game can be played by one or up

to four players.

A player begins with lour

spinning plates on top of four

rods. He must be fast and accu-

We market exceptional software for home computers; for more information write:
MIDNIGHT-OIL

P.O. Box 1808 - Beaverton, Oregon 97075



THE TACKLER " - dual • mode parallel
INTERFACE FOR THE APPLE" 2 BOARDS IK ONE FOR NO MORE

COMPATIBILITY PROBLEMS!

An intelligent board to provide easy control of your printer's full potential

Plus a standard parallel board at the flip of a switch - your assurance of

compatibility with essentially all software for the APPLE' Hires printing

with simple keyboard commands thai replace hard to use software

routines. No disks to load. Special features include inverse, doubled, and

rotated graphics and many text control features, available through easy

keyboard or software commands. Uses Industry standard graphics

commands. This is the first Iruly universal intelligent parallel interlace'

Change printers- no need to buy another board. lusl plug in one of our

ROMS and you're all set ROM'S available for Epson. C lloh. NEC. and

Okidata - others available soon Specify printer when ordering. Call for

Price

THE UPGRADEABLE PPC-100

PARALLEL PRINTER CARD
A Universal Centronics type parallel prinlsr board complete with cable

and connector. This unique board allows you to turn on and off the high

bit so that you can access additional features in many printers Easily

upgradeable to a fully intelligent printer board with graphics and text

dumps Use with EPSON. C 1TOH. ANADEX. STAR WRITER. NEC. OKI

jnj others with standard Centronics configuration 1139.00

IF YOU WANT GRAPHICS AND FORMATTING THEN

CHOOSE THE PERFORMER
lor Epson. OKI. NEC 8023, C IIOH 8510 provides resident HIRES screen

dump and print formatting in Irrmware Plugs into Apple slol and easy

access to all printer fonts through menu with PR" command Use tvilh

standard punter cards lo add intelligence 149.00 Specif; printer

Word Wizard For The ViC 20- (Requires at least 8K memory eipansion)
A userfnendly WORD PROCESSOR with full pystick control (useol joystick optional). Easy editand

string manipulation commands that follow the standard VIC 20" formal. Full useof function keysfor

easy of use Includes the iollowingoptions, 1). 100^ machine language for lightning fastoperation

2) Usesstandard VIC editing commands 3). HasDeleteWordandSearchlunctions.4) Optional use

of joystick for cursor movemenl 5). Punts justified and centered leit. 6). Has a Delete Butter lo

retrieve deleted text 7) Prmls to VIC Graphic printer, or any Centronics compatible printer

connected lo the user port. 8) Saves and Load using tape or disk 9) Provides complete printout

control including Top Margin. Bottom Margin. Teit Width. Left Margin, Page Length. Line Spacing

and Pdge Numbering 10) All print parameters can be changed from within a document 11) Can

generate Roman numerals tor nage numbering. 12) Allows printing specific pages within a

document 13) Teit can be appended to enstmg files. 14) Free space display 134.95

Bomber, Word. ■■■..■. i ^ame on cartridge that provides tne fulltnriil of arcade
action to increase word skills. Complete with sn modes of play options lor added enjoyment Play

againsl the computer or another player Clever use of graphics and sound make this an enjoyable

game lor ages 6 lo adult 129.95

Universal Tape Interface & Duplicator (Use en the cbm 64 also)
No need lo use the VIC 20 Recorder with this device you can easily load, save or even duplicate tapes

easily with your recorder Full LED indication of Data transfer makes this the most reliable way to

load. Save and Duplicate A complete 1 0 device with eitras Only 149.95

Look out for our NEW eicitine cartiidfe 2nd tape programs, reasonably priced memory boards and

more lor the VIC 20 and soon for the VIC 64. Call or write for catalog ot cicitine Vic 20 products.

Mr. Lister- Customer Contact Profilers Mailer
A Super Mail List Plus more— up to 1000 Entries on single 3 3 Disk (only 1 Drive ream red) — 2

second access time to any name — tull sort capabilities — Dual Indei Modes — supports new 9

digit Zip Easy to follow manual — Not Copy Protected — 4 user delmed tables with 26 sort

selections per table — Beta tested for 6 months — user defined label generation

Introductory Price $135. 199.00 Dealer & Dist. Inquiries Invited.

THE MIRROR FIRMWARE FOR NOVATION APPLE CAT II"

The Data Communication Handler ROM Emulates syntai of an other popular Apple Modem product

with improvements. Plugs directly on Apple CAT II Board. Supports Videi and Smarlerm 80 column

cards, touch tone and rotary dial, remote terminal, voice toggle, easy printer access and much more.

List J39.00 Introductory Price 129.00

APPLE LINK
A communications system for the Apple' (Requires Hayes Micro Modem). Transmit and receiveany

type ol file between APPLES'. Automatic mjlti-lile transfer, real time clock indicating file transfer

time Complete error check Pius conversation mode Only one package needed for lull transfers.

Computable with all DOS file types (requires Hayes Micro Modem) 159.00

MINI ROM BOARDS

Place your 2K program on our Mini Rom

Board Room for one 2716 EPROM Use in any

slot but zero Only $34.95

DOUBLE DOS Plus

A giggy back board that plugs into the disk-

controller card so that you can switch select

between DOS 3.2 and DOS 3.3 DOUBLE DOS

Plus requires APPLE DOS ROMS 139.00

Dealer and Distributor Inquiries Invited.

/MICRO-l/lflRE DIST. INC.
P.O. BOX 113 POMPTOK PLAINS, N.J. 07444

201-838-9027 J

Frustrated Owners...

ARE YOU WASTING NEEDLESS HOURS TRYING TO

LOCATE THOSE HARD-TO-FIND PROGRAMS?
CDCPIAI I7C IM ALL VIC-20 PROGRAMS
orCblMLILE IN allvic-20accessories

WE STOCK THE NATIONS LARGEST SELECTION OF VIC-20 PROGRAMS!

GAMES-EDUCATIONAL-MANAGEMENT
PROGRAMS ON TAPE AND CARTRIDGE

WRITE OR CALL (301) 488-7719 or (301) 488-3531 FOR YOUR FREE CATALOG

MORAVIA CENTER INDUSTRIAL PARK

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21206
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rate as he moves from rod to rod

— making sure that no plate spins

hard enough to fly off or slows

enough to fall off. As the player's

skill improves, the game increases

in difficulty, providing up to 12

rods balancing plates.

PlatterMania is available on

ROM cartridge for the Atari

(with joystick or paddle control

ler). The suggested retail price

is $39.95.

EPYXIAutomated Simulations, Inc.

1043 Kiel Court

Sunnyvale, CA 94086

room for additional equipment,

working papers, manuals, etc.

The cases can also be used for

the Commodore VIC and related

equipment.

These cases are not only

portable but also provide a con

venient and safe method of stor

age. Replacing and Locking the

lid protects the computer and

software from tampering and

unauthorized use. The tops are

easily removed so that the equip

ment can be operated without

removal from the case. Cables

Games From

Avalon Hill

Carrying case holding Commodore computer, disk drive, and power supply.

Carrying Case For

Commodore 64

And VIC

The Computer Case Company

has recently added two cases for

the Commodore 64 computer.

The CM703 case will hold the

Model 64 computer and one or

two 1541 disk drives, as well as

the power supply. The CM704

case will hold the Model 64 com

puter along with the dataset

program recorder and the power

supply. Both cases have ample

and plugs are protected from

possible inadvertent damage or

failure resulting from repealed
connecting and disconnecting.

The cases are constructed of

luggage material with hard sides,

padded handles, brass hardware,

and key locks. Rubber pads pro

tect furniture, and steel lugs on

the bottom protect the case. The

outside is covered in scuff-

resistant, brown textured vinyl.

Computer Case Company

5650 Indian Mound Court

Columbus, OH 43213

(614)868-9464 or (800)848-7548

New game releases from Avalon

Hill are:

Legionnaire, a realtime war

game for the Atari 400/800. The

player assumes the role ofJulius

Caesar and commands ten legions

against the barbarian tribes. The

scrolling battlefield allows the

player to inspect the entire ten

square foot map stored m the

computer's memory. The game

features high-resolution graphics

and sound effects and requires

K3K. The cost for the cassette

is $35.

A one or two-player game,

Moon Patrol is an arcade-style

game for the Atari. Players circle

the moon, trying to touch down

at the landing site, while dodging

and destroying enemy invaders.

Available on cassette, the game

requires I OK and costs $25.

Telengardis for Apple II and

TRS-80 Models land III com

puters with 48K memory. It is a

fantasy role-playing game that

requires players to descend into a

50-level dungeon. Before his

journey, a player may choose the

character attributes he thinks will

help him defeat the monsters

within the dungeon and return

witli wealth and power. Telengard

is a realtime game and emphasizes

quick decision-making: if a player

doesn't make a decision in five

seconds, the computer will make

it for him. A manual of rules and

suggestions is included. Available

on diskette, the game costs $28.

G.F.S. Sorceress is a space

adventure set in the year 2582.

The player assumes the role of

Joe Justin, wrongly accused and

convicted of mutiny, and sen

tenced to drift in space for the

rest of his life. The player's goal

is to vindicate Joe Justin. The

game is available for the Atari

400/800, Apple II, and TRS-80

Models I and III. The cassette

version is $30; the diskette, $35.



ATARI $oftwalui'd'*odu.cti fo-c(/itaxl

HOLIDAY SUPER SPECIALS'
PAC-MAN

$30.49 cartridge

K-RAZY ANTIKS
$33.95 cartridge

K-RAZY SHOOT-OUT
$31.95 cartridge

K-RAZY KRITTERS
$33.95 cartridge

Prices effective now through December 31, 1982

CENTIPEDE

$30.49 cartridge

K-STAR PATROL
$33.95 cartridge

Buy any 3 programs and receive a FREE* SLIK STIK
ATARI
CONVERSATIONAL

LANGUAGES T

INVITATION TO
PROGRAMMING2&3 T ...

MUSIC COMPOSER C
MY FIRST ALPHABET D ..

TOUCHTYPING-T

WORD PROCESSOR D ...

BOOKKEEPER ■ D
HOME FLING MANAGER D

MAIUNGUSTT

ASTEROIDS C ,
CAVERNS OF MARS-D...

COMPUTER CHESS C ....

MISSILE COMMAND-C ...

SPACE INVADERS C

SUPER BREAKOUT C ....

STAR RAIDERS C
ASSEMBLY EDITOR-C...

BASIC C

MACROASSEMBLER D ..
MICROSOFT BASIC-D....

PILOT (HOME PACKAGE) C

43 95

21.95

32.95

28.95

18.95

112.95
112.95

37.95
18.95

26 95
28.95

26.95

26.95

26.95

26.95

32.95

44.95

44.95

65.95
65.95

.58.95

ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL

REARGUARD D 20.95

PREPPIE -D.T 23.95
SA.G.A.ADVENTURES D . 23.95

ANALOG
RACEINSPACE DT 20.95
CARNIVAL DT 20.95

SUNDAY DRIVER D T 23.95
CRASH DIVE!-DT 23.95

BIG FIVE
COAL MINER 2049PER Cart . 39.95

APX
ALL ITEMS 20",, OFF RETAIL. WE
CARRY THE ENTIRE APX
CATALOG!
AUTOMATED SIMULATIONS
TEMPLE OF APSHAIDT... 31.95

UPPER REACHES OF
APSHAI D.T 16.95

CRUSH, CRUMBLE &
CHOMP D.T 23.95
RICOCHET DT 16.95
CRYPT OF THE
UNDEAD D 23.95
ARMOR ASSAULT D 31.95
DRAGONS EYE - D 23.95
ESCAPE FROM VULCAN'S
ISLE D 23.95
KING ARTHUR'S HEIR D ... 23.95
MONSTERMAZE Car! 31.95
PLATTERMAN1A Cart 31.95
THENIGHTMARE D 23.95

DATASOFT

SHOOTING ARCADE DT . 23.95

PACIFIC COAST

HIGHWAY DT 23.95
CLOWNS &
BALLOONS DT 23.95

M1CROPAINTER D 27.95
CANYON CLIMBER DT ... 23.95

FATHOMS FORTY D 27.95

O'RILEY'S MINE D T 27.95

ROSEN'SBRIGADE-DT ... 27.95

SANDS OF EGYPT D 3195
SPELL WIZARD D 63.95

BRODERBUND
APPLEPANIC DT

STELLAR SHUTTLE D/T ...

DAVID'S MIDNIGHT
MAGIC D
STARBLAZER-D

TRACK ATTACK D
LABYRINTH DT

SERPENTINE D

DUELING DIGITS D

DEADLY SECRETS D
CHOPLIFTERD
GENETIC DRIFT DT

SEAFOX - D

COSM1
AZTEC CHALLENGER D...

AZTEC CHALLENGER ■ T ...
CRYPTS OF PLUMBOUS D

CRYPTS OF PLUMBOUS T.

GALACTIC AVENGER D...
GALACTIC AVENGER T...

SPIDER INVASION D

SPIDER INVASION T

FIRST STAR
ASTRO CHASE DT

ON-LINE
JAWBREAKERDT
ULTIMA! D

CROSSFIRE DT

THRESHOLD D

ULTIMA II D

MOUSKATTACK D

FROGGER DT

23.95

23.95

27.95

25.50

23.95
23.95

23.95

23.95

27.95
27.95

23.95

23.95

16.95

1195

13.95

. 8.95

13.95

. 8.95

16.95

11.95

23.95

23.95

3195

23.95

3195

44.95

27.95

27.95

•COUPON PROGRAM
The purchase ol each program (with the
except ton of Super Specials. A:anand APX)

will earn you ] COMPUTABILITY DtVI

DEND COUPON Save 3 coupons and re

deem them lor your choice of Slik Silk, a

Lefty Adapto;. or an Extension Cable. You

pay only a S2.50 shippings handling charge

D - Disk T - Cassette C ■ Cartridge

WE CARRY HUNDREDS OF ITEMS FOR ATARI 400 800, ASK FOR OUR FREE CATALOG.

I.D.S.I.
POOL15D 27.95
POOL 400-Cart 31.95
SPEEDWAY BLAST-Cart ... 31.95

ROKLAN
DELUXE INVADERS-Carl .. 31.95

GORF-Cart 35.95
WIZARD OF WOR Carl 35.95

SENTIENT

CYBORG D 27.95
GOLD RUSH DT 27.95

SIRIUS

SNAKEBYTE D 23.95

SPACE EGGS D 23.95

CYCLOD-D 23.95
SNEAKERS D 23.95

BANDITS D 27.95

WAYOUT D 31.95

SYNAPSE
PROTECTOR D/T 23.95
SLIME DT 23.95
SHAMUSDT 23.95
FORT APOCALYPSE DT .. 23.95

CLAIMJUMPER D.T 27.95

NAUTILUS DT 23.95.
PICNIC PARANOIA DT.... 27.95

RAPTILIAN DT 27.95

ATARI is a ir<idt:nwk oi ATARI. Inc

btorfighter
The Ultimate Joystick
• 2 Year Warranty

• More Accurate «-|

• Easier to Hold 5l
LEFTY JOYSTICK ADAPTOR
Adapis to anv Alan Joystick

Moves lire button u> fop Riqht ;7."j
ALL JOYSTICKS WORK WITH Aldti VL b. Stars T^k*

SUKSTIK
• 90 Ddy Warranty

• Easy Ball Top

Control.

EXTENSION CABLE (5 ft.
Adapts 10 cinv Atari controller

mrr-Kimr VIC H). Alan 400 800 lAII piodu. is ha«p r.

*9.95

$6.95

30 Day Money Back Guarantee on all Suncom Products

PERCOM D/D

DISK DRIVE

$579.00

MOSAIC 32K

RAM BOARD

$97.95

Mastercard/VISA

Order Toll Free
800-558-0003 VISA'

In Wise. Call

414/351-2007

ORDERING INFORMATION

To order by mail send money order, certified check or personal check (allow 14 days to clear} lo COMPUTABILITY.

Include $2.00 shipping on software orders and $2.50 shipping on hardware orders (FREE OR PURCHASED). Master

card & VISA please include card number and expiration date. Wl residents please add 5% sales lax. Outside of con

tinental U.S.A. please add 15°i. shipping (U.S. Funds only). Prices subject to change without notice.

Order Hours

Monday Friday

12 pm ■ 9 pm C.S T.

Comput Ability

P.O Box 17882

Milwaukee. W! 5-1217
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Another strategy simulation

game, Andromeda Conquest re

quires players to form and protect

galactic empires. They must

locale star systems with the high

est resource values for coloniza

tion, but they also face opponents

wanting the same star system.

Cassette and disk versions are

available ($18 and $23, respec

tively) for the Apple II +, Atari

400/800, TRS-80 Models I and

III, and PKT/CBM 2001 (no disk

version for PET). The game

requires I6K. There is also a 48K.

disk version for the IBM personal

computer.

The Avalon Hill Game Company

4517 Harford Road

Baltimore, MD 212!I

(301)254-5300

Memory Expansion

For The Atari

Axloh Inc. has introduced a 48R

memory expansion module for

the Atari 400 home computer.

Called the RAMCRAM Plus 48K,

the new product provides 49,062

bytes of Random Access Memory

in a single module.

This memory module allows

Atari 400 owners to upgrade

their computers to equal the

computing power of its larger,

more expensive brother, the

Atari 800. With the RAMCRAM

Plus 48K, Atari 400 users will

have full access to software en

joyed by Atari 800 users.

The module requires no

soldering modifications to the

Atari 400 and can be easily in

stalled with only a screwdriver in

less than ten minutes. It offers

gold plated contacts and a fully

socketed board and is fully com

patible with existing Read Only

Memory (ROM) cartridges. The

retail price is $229.95.

Axlott, hie.

170.X. Wolfe Road

Sunnyvale. CA 94086

{408)730-0216

Adventure

Game From

Computerware

Computerware has introduced El

Diablero, an adventure game for

the Radio Shack Color Computer

and TDP System 100.

The player is isolated in the

middle of a desert in the South

west. He has been a student of an

aged sorcerer, but the sorcerer is

missing. The player has appar

ently forgotten the sorcery tech

niques he's been taught, but he

has two clues to work with. He

can remember thai a "diablero"

ATARI*OWNERS

Two convenient utilities on a high quality j

Memorex diskette for only S14.95.

And we'll pay postage

ATARI® 810
DISK DRIVE ADJUSTMENT KIT

D: CAT Put this file on all your disks

you'll have an automatic catalog

vol all files on your disk, plus you'll be v

"^able to run. load, or enter any BASIC >*
■& program at the push o( a key. ■&

{tD: RENUMBER This program will <I

^l automatically renumber your BASIC ^j

>t programs at your selected increment, jj

^ Automatically changes GOTO.GOSUB. _^

and TRAP references, and gives warn-J~

"^ ing on all nonnumeric line numbers.*^

Send check or money order for $14.95 to:

Family Computers

P.O. Box 1160

Stinnett. TX 79083 (806) 878-2139

♦ Trademark of Atari. Inc.

It takes more than a speed adjustment to

properly set up an Atari' 810 Disk Drive.

DO IT RIGHT

I— STARTER KIT $29.00 —t

Test Disk - Cleaner - Tools

Special Oil - Swabs and

Complete Instructions

[— REPLACEMENT KIT $6.95 —t

j Cleaner-Special Oil-Swabs I

The Programmers Workshop

m 5230 Clark Ave.. Suite 23

IX Lakewood,CA90712

Phone (213) 804-1475

regisiefed ir*3eTnan\ of f Comrnuri>ial»ns

had become his teacher's enemy,

and he can recall a curious verse.

/:/ Diablero costs $ 19.95 on

cassette or $24.95 on disk (plus

$2 for shipping and handling).

Computerware

Box 668

Encinitas, CA 92024

(714)436-3512

Communications
Packages For

VersaModem

Bizcomp lias introduced two

companion communications

software packages for its Model

1080 VersaModem. Term

Emulator If allows an Apple 11

Plus computer to communicate

with The Source, Dow-fones and

University Computers, and mini-

McTerm brings the same

capabilities to Commodore PET/

CBM.

Roth communications pack

ages eliminate the need tor inter

face cards. A special low-cost

cable plugs directly into the game

jack on the Apple II. Modem

operating parameters such as

parity, duplex, and stopbits are

conveniently changed from a

setup menu. The RAM-copy

feature permits the Apple to

capture data from remote

computers.

Using the mini-McTerm pack

age. Commodore PET/CBM

computers can be interfaced

directly via the user port, by

passing the need for RS-232

conversion boxes. The user port

interface also prevents excessive

loading of the IEEE bus. Simul-

TOLL FREE
Subscription

Order Line

800-334-0868
In NC 919-275-9809



VIC-20® Hardware

VIC-20

VIC-1011A

VIC-1515

(Cardprint)

VIC 1530

VIC-1540

VIC-1111

VIC-1110

VIC-1210

VIC-1010

Cardboard/3

VIC-1311

VIC-1312

VIC-1600

Personal Computer

RS232C Interface

Printer

VIC to Centronics Parallel

Input (IE. TRSXX or Epson)

Printer Interface

Datasette

$194.88

$ 39.95

$334.95

$ 79.95

$ 64.99

Universal Cassette Inter-face

Disk Drive

16K RAM Exp.

8K RAM Exp.

3K RAM Exp.

Expansion Module

Expansion Interface

(Christmas Special)

Joystick

Game Paddles

Telephone Modem

$ 29.95

$349.95

$349.95

$ 49.95

$ 34.95

$139.95

$ 79.95

$ 79.95

$ 29.95

$ 9.95

$ 19.95

$ 99.95

CARDBOARD 6 $79.95
(SPECIAL CHRISTMAS PRICE --after

December 15 back to $99.95

An expansion interface for the V.c-20 - allows expan-

sion to 40 K or accepts up to six games — may be daisy

chained for more versatility.

CARDBOARD 3 $29.95
Economy expansion interface for the

Vic-20

CARD "?" CARD/PRINT $79.95
Universal Centronics Parallel Printer Interface for

the Vic-20 or CBM-64. Use an Epson MX-80 or
OKIDATA or TANDY or just about any other.

CARDETTE $29.95
Use any standard cassette player/recorder with

your Vic-20 or CBM-64

CARDRITER $29.95
A light pen with six good programs to use with your

Vic-20 or CBM-64

BUSINESS APPLICATIONS
Total Text $24.95

Total Labels 19.95
BPI-Accounting 29.95

BPI1 A-Accounts Receivable 21.95

BP2-Calc 12.95

BP2A-Order Tracker 18.95

BP3-Business Inventory 19.95

BP4-Depreciation 10.95

BP5-Ratios 9.95
BP6-Cash Flow 13.95

BP7-Net Worth 14.95

BP8-Lease/Buy 14.95

BP9-Mortgage Calculator 9.95

BP10-Mortgage Comp 9.95

BP-11-Loan Amortiser 24.95

BP12-Loan Repayer 10.95

BP13-Phone Directory 9.95

BP14-Calendar of Appointmenls 116.95

BP15-Client Tickler 19.95

BP16-Billing Solver 19.95

BP17-Estimates & Bids 14.95

BP18-Bar Charts 9 95
BP19-Stocks Ticker Tape 16.95

BP21-P.E.R.T 15.95
BP22-Business Appointments 13.95

GAMES FOR ALL
Game Pack (PE Six) S89.70

VT160A Rec Pak 58.95

Exterminator Plus 19.95

3-D Hackman 19.95

Snackman 15.95

Anti-Matter Splatter 19.95

Bombs Away 15.95
3-D Maze Escape 14.95

Krazy Kong 14.95

PE215-Alien Panic

PE212-Rescue From Nufon

PE222-Escapes

PE208-Krazy Kong 59.80

We can obtain essentially any
or business application.

je( us knQW wJshes_

$EN$lBLE SOFTWARE
Mailing List — Tape $19.95

Disc 24.95
The BEST we have seen for a small business or

personal use. Idiot proof. Casette or disc. Permits

virtually unlimited files — access by name or zip code.

Includes memoranda and phone #.

Vic-20®
All require 8K expansion)

Game Pak 0 $39.95
Lunar Lander Star Trek

Master Mind Mercinary Force

Game Pak 1 $39.95
Roach Hotel Yahtzee

Super Zap Tic Tac Toe

Game Pak 2 $24.95
(Strategic Simulations)

Warrior (two Players) Mercinary Force

Tapes sold separately $13.95

C-64
Blackjack $19-95

Mastermind 19.95

Financial questions - ■ ■ 19.95

To Order;

812 S. Lightner

Wichita, KS 67218

(316) 684-4660

Personal Checks Accepted (Allow 3 Weeks), or C.O.D.

Handling Charges $1.50
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TM

The VersaModem from Bizcomp

taneous printing is a useful fea

ture available on mini-McTerm.

Bizcomp's VersaModem is a

DYNABYTE

SOFTWARE

By TSASA, INC.

IS

EXPLODING!!

WITH

BUSINESS AND

HOME SOFTWARE

For The

■ COMMODORE 64

VIC 20

TRS-80 CC

ATARI 400/800

Over 65 Cassettes Avail.
$8.95-$29.95

FREE CATALOG

DYNABYTE SOFTWARE

2 Chipley Run

West Berlin, N.J. 08091

direct-connect modem intended
for cost-sensitive personal com

puter applications. VersaModem

is FCC registered and supplied

with a modular plug for direct

connection to the telephone

network. It is packaged in a low

profile enclosure which may

be used as a base for a desk

telephone'.1

Prices for the software pack

ages on diskette, complete with

interface cable and modular T-

adapter, are: $29.95 for the

Apple, $74.95 for the Commo

dore PET/CBM, and $24.95 for

the Commodore VIC.

BIZCOMP Corporation

P.O. Box 7498

MenloPark, CA 94025

(408)745-1616

Winter Education

Workshops

Technical Education Research

Centers, Inc. (TERC) is expand

ing its workshop series, Micro

computers in Education, to 14

sites throughout the country.

The remaining sessions in the

winter series will be held in the

following locations:

l.St. Louis, MO -Dec. 7-9

2. Boulder, CO - Dec. 13-15

3. Tallahassee, FL- Jan. 18-20

4. Washington. D.C.- Feb. 7-9

5. New York-Feb. 17-19

Workshops arc designed for

professional development of

educators at all levels, elementary

through college. Each workshop

will emphasize hands-on experi

ence with a variety of microcom

puters. Extensive workshop

reference materials will be given

to participants. Special evening

symposia will be held that address

topics on current issues in micro

computer applications in educa

tion. Hotel accommodations will

be available for participants who

need them.

Workshop topics include:

1. BASIC and Graphics I

2. BASIC and Graphics II

3. LOGO I

4. LOGO II

5. Pascal I

6. Pascal II

7. Overview of Educational

Applications of Micro

computers

8. Administrative Uses of

Microcomputers

9. Microcomputers in Mathe

matics Instruction

10. Microcomputers in Science

Instruction

11. Microcomputers as Labora

tory Instruments

12. Microcomputers and the

Education of Special Needs

Students

13. Machine Language

For further information on

these and upcoming workshops

in other locations, write:

Ms. Sharon Woodruff

Conference Coordinator

TERC

8 Eliot St.

Cambridge. MA 02 / 38

Action Strategy

Game From EPYX

Colorful 3-D graphics and fast

action highlight Monster Maze, a

new skill game from EPYX/



3X3

ATARI*ATARI
800C0MP.(48K) .. $619.00
• PERCOMD/D DISK DRIVE .. $559.00 •

810 DISK DRIVE

410 RECORDER .

BSD INTERFACE

400COMP(16K)

ENTERTAINER ..
COMMUNICATOR

BOOKKEEPER KIT

$428.00 32K RAM (Mosaic) .59900
$74.00 32K RAM (Intec) ... $69.00

$164.00 48KRAM(lntec/400) $139.95

$265.00 RAMO1SK $425.00
$66.95 SIGNALMAN MKII .. $78.95
$298.00 WIC0 JOYSTICK .... $22.95
$169.00 WICOTRACKBALL ... $48.95

SUPER DISCOUNT SOFTWARE

ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL

Rear Guard (Df $16.95
Adventures {per set)(D} .... $38.95
Adventures 1-12 Each (C) . . J17.95
Preppie(CiD) S19 95
War<D) $16.95
APX
Eastern Front 1941 (C/D) ... J22.95
Fam. Cash Flow (D) $16-95
747LandingSim.|C/D) ....$16.95

ATARI INCORPORATED
Microsoft Baslc(D) 165.95
MacroAssem.&Editor(D) .$64.95
Assembler Editor(R) $44.95
Basic Cartridge (R) $44.95
PacMan(R) $32.95
Centipede (R) $32.95
Caverns o) Mars (D) $27.95
Missile Command (R) $25.95
Star Raiders (R) '. . 132.95
Asteroids (R) $25.95
Conversational Lang.Ea.(C) $43.95
Music Composer (R) $29.95
Super Breakout (R) $26.95
Computer Chess (R) $26.95
My First Alphabet (D) $25 50
Programming2&3(ea.)<C) . $21.00
Word Processor(D) $107.00
Pilot (Educ) $98.00
Home File Manager (D) $36.95
Bookkeeper Program (D) ... $98.95
AUTOMATED SIMULATIONS

Invasion Orion (CID) $16.95
Rescue at Rlgel (C(D) $1995
Temple of Apshai (C/D) $26.95
SlarWatrlor(C/D) $26.95
Datestones of Ryn (CJD) ... $14.95

Dragon's Eye (D) 119.95
Crush CrumberCh. (C/O) . .. $19.95

AVALON HILL
Empire of Overmind (D) .... $22.95

Voyager(D) $17.95
B-1 Nuclear Bomber (C) $11.95

Lords of Karma (C) $14.95
Tanktics(D) $19.95
BRODERBUND SOFTWARE

Apple Panic(CID) $19.95
Star Blazer $21.95
Choplifter(D) S22.95
Davids Midnight Magic (D> .$22.95
HI RES Deadly Secrets (D) .$22.95
Steiier Shuttle (C/D) $19.95

DATA SOFT
Text Wizard II (D) $64.95
Spell Wizard (D) $52.95
Canyon Climber (D} $19.95

Pacific Coast Hwy(D) $19.95
EDUWARE

Compu-Read (D) . $20.95

Compu-Math Frac. (D) $27.95
Compu-MalhDec(D) $27.95
Compu.Read(C) $13.95

INFOCOM
Zork I (O) $26.95
Zorkll(D) $26.95
Deadline (D) S33.95

JV SOFTWARE
Action Quest (C/D) $19.95
Ghost Encounters (C/D) ...$19.95

KBYTE
K-Razy Shootout (R) $33.95
K-Star Patrol (R) $33.95
K-Razy Kritters (Ft) $33.95
K-Razy Antics <R) $33.95
K-Dos |D) $58-95

ON-LINE
HI RES Wlz 4 Princess (D) .. $21.95

Crossfire (C/D) $19.95
Frogger(aD) $22-95
Threshold(D) $26.95
Ultima I (D) $26.95
Ullimall(D) $38.95
The Next Step(D) $26.95

OPTIMIZED SYSTEMS
Basic A + (D) $58.95
OS/A+ (D) $58.95
Speed Read Plus (D) $42.95

ROKLAN

Deluxe Invaders (D) $22.95
Deluxe Invaders (R) $26.95
Gorf(O) $26.95
Gorl(R) $29.95
Wizard olWor(D) $26.95
Wizard ol Wor (R) $29.95

SIRIUS
Space Eggs (D) $19.95

Sneakers(D) $19.95
Way Out (D) $26.95

STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS

TheShatteredAlliance(D) .$26.95

Tigers In The Snow (DO) . .. $26.95

Battle ol Shiloh (C/D) $26.95

SYNAPSE SOFTWARE

Fllo Manager 8(H) . {[J| ....$64.95

Prolector(C(D) $22.95
Shamus(C/D) $22.95
Nautilus (C/D) $22.95

MISCELLANEOUS SOFTWARE
AIIBabaS40Thieves(D) ..$21.95

CryptsofTerror(D) $22.95
Dr. Goodcodes Cavern (D) . $19.95

Master Type (D) $26.95
Pool 1.5 (D) $22.95
Raster Blaster (D) $19.95

Sam(D) $40.95
Sammy the Sea Serpent (C) $12.95

Warlocks Revenge (D) $23.95

VisicalC(D) S168.95
3-DSupergraphics(C/D) ,..$28.95

D = DISK C = CASSETTE R = ROM (CARTRIDGE)

VIC-64 - CALL
VIC-20

1530 RECORDER

1525 PRINTER ..

1540 DISK DRIVE

VIC16KRAM ..

$178.95

$58.95

$296.00

$298.00

$87.95

PRINTERS
NEC 8023A-C $469.00

SMITH CORONA TPI . $589.00

AXIOM GP-100 $269.00

MONITORS
BMC12"GRH $83.95

BMC 13" COLOR .... $269.95

FREE PRICE LIST THE ABOVE PRICES ARE FOR PREPAID ORDERS
Add $2.00 Shipping per software order anywhere in

U.S. Non-US, software orders, add $5.00. Hard

ware Shipping, call tor cost Calif, residents add

b'fi'A sales tax. Casniers Checks or Money Orders

filled same day Personal checks require A weeks to
clear. Mitttr Card ind Vlti OK for toftwirt onh/,

■dd .v. lurchirgi. Include card no. expiration

date and sjgnalure Prices subject lo change

COSMIC
COMPUTERS

UNLIMITED

ORDER LINES OPEN

M0N-SAT 8 am - 9 pm

228 N. PROSPECTORS RD.

DIAMOND BAR. CA. 91765I PjAM0Nj BAR CA.91

(714)861-1265
ATAfll IS A TRADEMARK OF ATARI. INC

('
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■fi BJ^
■^ PUBLICATIONS:

J^r "(■■.'■■■■ . ■■- ....
" W^^^^ CBMBa - ■■■''■■-.■ ■

. ^^^^^^ C8M Cfcsti Manual
. - fl^' CBM Pnniet Manjai
^^F MOS Hardware Manual

MOS Programming Manual

fne PET Revealed

Library 01 PET SuD'OuIineS

Commodore Software Enc»ciopeaia

CBM Programmer s Reie'ence Manual

CBM EQUIPMENT:
CBM 4032 CPU (40 Col Screen. 32K RAMI

CBM 8032 CPU 180 Col Screen. 32K RAM]

CBM 8096 CPU 180 Col Screen. 96K RAM)

CBM Micro Mainframe (Super PET)

CBM 2031 Single Disk Drive (170K per 51. Diskette]. .

CBM 4040 Dual Disk Drive (170K per 5". Diskette). . .

CBM 8050 Dual Dsk Drive ('■*) Meg per 5v. Diskette) . .

C8M 4022 Tractor Feed Printer

CBM C2N Cassette Deck (New Style)

CBM CPU'lEEE Cable

CBM IEEE/IEEE Cable

8023P Dot Main< Printer |136 Col. 150 CPS)

B300P Letter Quality Printer (40 CPS)

MoOel 64

VIC/64 EQUIPMENT

VIC 20 (Includes RF ModuiatoO

1541 VIC'64 Sngje Disk Drive (170K per 5% Diskette)

VIC Super Eipander

VIC 3K Memory Eipander

VIC 2 Player Game PaoOles

1525VIO64 Printer

Cardboard (6 Slotsl

VIC SOFTWARE
VT 106A Recreation Sn Pack (Cassette)

VT 107A Home Utiniy Si* Pack (Cassette)

V(C 1908 Draw Poker iCanndgel

AMOK (Cassette)

VIC Avengers (Cartridgel

Snakman (Cassette!

Millipede iCassette)

Radar Ratrace (Cartridge)

Midnight Drive (Cartridgel

Omega Race (Canndgel

Sargon Chess II (Cartridge)

Superslot (Cartridge)

CBM SOFTWARE:
Wordcraft 60 Wordprocessor

Wordpro 4- Wordprocessor

VisiCalc (32-96K)

Dow Jones Portfolio

The Manager

COMMODORE 64 SOFTWARE:

Easyptot

Eas/Imance

EasyscheOuie

Jupiter Lander

Road Race

QQti .,,.....

. '95

. 995

. 7.95

. 7 95

. . 6.95

. . 6 95

. . 19.95

. . '9.95

. . 9.95

. . »695

. 99G00

. 990 00

1425 00

1525 00

. 525 00

. 96500

1225 00

. 590 00

. . 6500

. . 35 00

. . 40 00

. 75000

1790 00

. 59SOO

. 175 00

. 399 00

. . 995

. 102 00

. . 59 95

. . 6995

. . 3995

. . 19 95

. 325 00

. 11995

. . 4395

. . 43 95

. . 2995

. . 1895

. . 29 95

. . 18.95

. . 1500

.. 2995

. . 29 95

. . 39 95

. . 39 95

. . 39 95

. . 29 95

. 29500

. . 32SOO

.. 200 00

. . 11500

. . 25000

. . . 99 95

. . . 79.95

. . . 49.95

. . . 79 95

. . . 9995

. . . 99 95

. . . 99 95

. . . 99 95

. . . 29.95

. . . 29.95

. . . 29 95

. . . 39 95

. .. 29 95

. .. 29 95

. . . 29.95

. . . 39 95

(All prices subiect to change without notice)

\A A DT All Items Insured
IVI/-U I 1 COD UPS

7rja6 Prepaid Orders Shipped Free iConl I U S Onlyi [
j 30357 in Stock Items Shipped Wiinm 48 Hours

404-458-0729 mastercharge or visa ado 3^
GA RESIDENTS ADD V-. SALES TAX

Caii9AM 5PMfcSI

1
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Automated Simulations.

You are trapped in a 3-

dimensional chamber of horrors.
Over 40 monstrous mutants
chase you, corridor after cor

ridor, through a series of dif
ferent mazes.

As you scurry down blind

alleys and seemingly endless

halls, you find gold bars just

waiting to be grabbed. Occasion

ally you find a vitamin. Only the

vitamins give you the necessary

strength to kill the mutants and

escape the labyrinth.

Monster Maze is available on

ROM cartridge for the VIC-20

and Atari 400/800 (with joystick

controller), on disk for the Apple

(48K with Applesoft in ROM)

and TRS-80 (32K), and on cas

sette for the TRS-80 (16K, Level

II). The suggested retail price is
$39.95 for the ROM cartridge

and $29.95 for disk and cassette.

EPYX!Automated Simulations, Inc.
} 043 Kiel Court

Sunnyvale, CA 94086

Space Adventure
For The Atari

BRAM lias released Attack at EP-

CYG-4, an arcade-style game for

the Atari 400/800.

The player orbits the fourth

planet of Epsilon Cygnus. The

enemy: the Tartillians. a machine

race who destroyed their

humanoid creators and have

sworn to destroy all humanoids.

The game offers a choice of

missions and levels of difficulty.

It may be played by one person

or by two. A single player is in

full control of his ship and its

weapons and defenses. Two

players — one acting as pilot, the

other as gunnery officer — share

the decisions of the mission,

Attack a! EP-CYG-4 offers:

- 100% machine language; hi-res
graphics with sound

— One player or cooperative two-

player operation

- Two different missions on
cassette (16K)

- I hree differenl missions on
diskette (24K)

-Three levels of difficulty

- Advancedjoystick control
capabilities

- Free poster

The price is $29.95 (cassette)
or $32.95 (disk).

BRAM Inc.

18779 Kenlnke Place NE

Seattle, WA 98155

Spread Sheet

For VIC

Western New England Software
announces an elecLronic spread

sheet for the VIC-20. Short Sheet

is a fully functional spread sheet

which features: all the rnathemal-

ic [unctions available on the

VIC, full error handling, select

able dollars and cents mode,

selectable manual recalculation.

WRITTEN GUARANTEEurant
AIFTSHIPPING WITHIN 48 HOURS

AATARI
■CONT. U.S-fl.

■EXCEPT WHERE
NOTEDn

32KRAM $ 80

48KRAM 125

UST NOW
STAR CONCENTRATION [T1I6K $ 14.95S 10
PREPPIE [0.TI16K 29.95 23
CENTIPEDE [C| 49.95 34
SIGNALMAN MODEM 99.00 85

CANYON CUMBER [D,T)16K 29.95 23
WIZARD OF W0fi[D|16K 39.95 29

FR0GGER(D.T|16K 34.95 26

SHOOTING ARCADE [D.T]16K 29.95 23

TIGERS IN THE SNOW[0.T]48K 39.95 29

BAJA BUGGIES |0,T|16K 31.95 25

SHAMUS (D.TJI6K 34.95 24
EASTERN FRONT [D.T)16K 29.95 24

BANDITS IDHfiK 34.95 24

MICROSOFT BASIC (D]32K 69.95 67

BASICA.|D]32K 80.00 62

NEWPORT PROSTICK. ...$ 31
VOICE BOX 139

LIST NOW

MACRO ASSEMBLER|0]32KS 89.95 S67
ASSEMBLER EDITOR |C] 59.95 46

PILOT |C) * 79.95

LETTER PERFECT (0]24K# 149.95

TEMPLE OF APSHAI[0.T)32K 39.95

INTHUDER [T|IGK 29.95

ZORK I OR II |D{32K 39.95

CROSSFIRE |D.T)18K 29.95
ALI BA6A [U] 32K 32.95

K-RAZY SHOOTOUT [C| 49.95

CAVERNS OF MARS |D|16K 39.95

PAC MAN [C| 44.95
PROTECTOR |D.T)32K 34.95

THRESHOLD |D]4DK 39.95

VALFORTH J0II6K # 45.00

HEAR ATARI SOUNDS THROUGH YOUR STEREO SPEAKERS WITH

STEREOOAPTER - FOR ATARI BOO
• NO ASSEMBLY REQUIRED > CAN USE STEREO HEADPHONES

SHIELDED CABLE • ADJUST TONE & VOLUME WITH STEREO CONTROLS
STEREODAPTER WITH 16 FT CABLE S8 WITH 26 FT CABLE S10

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

[CI = CARTRIDGE DISK (T) - CASSETTE

ipple

SERPENTINE

SNACK ATTACK

LABYRINTH

DUELING DIGITS

SAM.

ZORK I OH II

WIZARDRY

SWASHBUCKLER

LIST NOW

S 34.95 5 26
29.95 22

29.95

29.95

124.95

39.95

49.95
34.95

BASIC COMPILER (DATASOFT) 99.95

ROACH HOTEL

RENDEZVOUS

TG JOYSTICK

PFS #

CROSS FIRE

THRESHOLD

PEGASUS II

FROGGER

STAR BLASTER

CONGO

GOLDRUSH

TWERPS

CYCLOD

BATTLE OF SHILOH

TIGERS IN THE SNOW

UISICALC 3.3 "

PINBALL

34.95

39.95

59.95

125.00

29.95

39.95

29.95

34.95

29.95

34.95

34.95

29.95

29.95

39.95
39.95

250.00

29.95

23
23

95

20

38
26

79

26
30
45
95
23
30

23
26

23
26
26
23

23

30
30

179

23

VIO2Q
LIST

RICOCHET (T) $19.95

3K CARTRIDGE 39.95
EXPANSION CHASSIS 119.95

KING ARTHURS HEIR [T| 29.95
8K CARTRIDGE 69.95

WORD CRAFT20WITH6KICI 269.95
BUTI WITH 3K [C| 89.95

KOSMIC KAMIKA2E|T|8K 24.95
SUB CHASE [T]I3K 24.95

Oil I WOfll.n |C|5K 49.95

SPIDERS OF MARS[C|5K 49.95

METEOR RUN[C|5K 49.95

VI TERM A|T|5K 19.95

VI CALC [T|5K 14.95

VI CAT [T]8K 24.95

VI CHECK [T113K 24.95

AMOK |T|5K 24.95

AMOK |C|5K 39.95

ALIEN BLITZ (T|5K 24.95

ALIEN BLITZ (C]5K 39.95

SNAK MAN [T|6K 24.95

SUPER HANGMAN[T|8K 18.95

THE ALIEN |T]8K 24.95
3D MAZE [T|5K 14.95

RENAISSANCE [C|5K 49.95

NOW

$17

33

99

23

74

195

75

20

20

36

36
36

17

13

20

20

20

30
20

30

20

16

20
13

36

COMSTAR
P.O. BOX 1730

GOLETA.CA 93116

(805) 964-4660

ORDERS ONLY: CALL TOLL FREE 800-558-8803
IN CALIF. [605] 964-4660 or send check, manny order or credit card number and exp. date.

Include $2.00 for shipping. Add 3% lor Visa or MC (except Calif.). Calif, add 6% tax. There Is a
S2.5Q charge for COD. Please include type of computer. (Checks—10 days to clear.)



YOU ARE GOING TO SMILE!

-When you see over 2000 books, programs,
and accessories we carry for All Major Brands

in our Computer'SOURCE BOOK0. From intro

ductory level to professional,we cover it all.
Listed Below is just a sample of what we carry.

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME

INTRODUCTORY BOOKS

Introduction to Word Processing. Plain lang

uage book tor those considering a purchase
4795-000076 3OO pgs.140 illus $12.95

How to Buy the flight Small Business Com p-
t«r. Easy !o follow book with 'checklist'

4925-O0B494 225 pgs. S 8.95

Business System Buyeta Guide. This guide
cuts thru the jargon and simplifies your task.

4665-000047 166 pgs S 7.95

Using Micros in Business. Essential back

ground briefing tor any buyer ot hard.or software

4410-0051S2 192pgs S 9.95

Your Home Computer. Meant lor Ihe person

who has no technical background,-buying lips'

4250-000022 211 pgs 512.95

Home Computers:Beginners Glossary &
Guide. Terminology.number systems,symbols

4250-000002 147 pgs, 20JlluS. S10.95

Why do YOU need a Personal Computer?
Learn the 10O's of everyday applications.

4925-004784 320 pages S 8.95

Computer Dictionary A Handbook. More than

22.000 dehnitions.acronyms.abbreviations

4760-021632 928 pages S34.95

Compuler Dictionary. More than 12.000 def-
imlions clear up almost any question you have.

4760021652 624 pages, S15.95

How to Computerize Your Small Business.
Shows how to plan a tailored computer system

4690-403857 171 pagos S7.95

How to make MON EY with Your Mjcro. This
book gives you dozensof money making ideas
4250000074 154 pages SI 2.95

Playing the Stock & Bond Markets w/ Micros.

Learn ihe principals ot investing m the markets
4800-001251 308 pgs.35 Illus S 9.95

GENERAL INTEREST BOOKS

Background Math for a Computer World.
All Ihe basic mathfacts.techniques.8 concepts

4925-008086 30B pages S 7.95

Micro's and the3R's. This book educates Ihe

educator on ways to teach with computers

4410-005113 192 pages S9.75

I nlro to Computer Music. The book explains in

detail computer music non-technical 'how to'

4925-086839 3t3 pages S14.95

t001 Things to do with your Personal Comp
Time saving.money saving^ just plain fun ideas
4800-000160 336 pages S 7.95

Computer Graphics Primer. Only book on the
market that shows how to do comp animation1

4760-021650 184 pgs. S14.9S

How to Troubleshooi and Repair Micro's,
How to locate S repair common problems.

4725-002981 290 pages S 7.95

Visicalc": Home 8 Office Companion. A

Compendium of 50 VisiCalc" mod els & samples
4665-000050 1 82 pgs.1 2 illus S1 5.99

Wordstar Made Easy. In 14 easi lessons this

handy booh will teach you the powerful features

5664-000069 125 pages S11.95

ATARI" BOOKS

rsO3OA Guide to Atari" 400/800 Computers

Provides invaluable material lor Atari" users

4665-000065 458 pages S1 6.95

PAINT. Create paintings' of your own on ihe
400/300 systems Both beginmg and prc levels

4725-005425 S29.95

The Atari" Assembler. Master assembly lang

uage,you will need some BASIC experience

4690000236 270 pages S 9.95

Atari" Games a Recreations. Provides begin

ning or advanced users with games S 'how to

4690-000242 252 pgs.225 illus S1 2.95

Computers For People. This Dock outlines the
benefits and uses o Alan" 400 or

Computers for People. This book outlines the

benefits and uses for Atari" dOO &800 systems
4250-000064 200 pgs. 47 illus. S 7.95

AtBf i' Basic. A tine intro to BASIC program
ming. Turn from novice to pro in week or so

4925006496 S 8.95

Atari" Sound & Graphics. This is a self-paced

book tofully explore the expressive potentials

4925009593 160 pages S 9.95

The VisiCalc" Book: Atari" Edition. Make the
most of VtsiCalc" capabilities on ihe Alan"

4725-006393 40O pages S14.95

Inside Atari" DOS. Slep by Step guide lo the

COS software Complele with source coOe
4IO5-0OOOO2 120 pges S19.95

GOT SOMETHING YOU WANT TO SELL?

JMC is always looking for new items to add
toourComputer"Source Book ', llyoj have

a book, or software lor one of the popular

personal/home compuler systems please

write lo us with details. Perhaps we can add
il to the thousands of items we are currently

selling to computer retailers all over Ihe USA

II you have a product you would like to market
■but don't want all the hassle o! packaging,
promoting.and producing the product-

let us know,perhaps we can work out a gen

erous Royalty arrangement with you.

TRS-80" COLOR COMPUTER BOOKS

55 Color Computer Programs for the Home,

School 4 Office. Includes lotsof color graphics
4080-000005 126 pgs $9.95

55 More ColorComputer Programs. Compan

ion volume to above.more useful programs.
4080-000008 112 pgs S 9.95

Love Poems from the Digital Heart of an elec

tronic Computer. An ideal Valentine!
4080-OOO013 96 pgs S 4.95

TRS-8O" Color Computer Graphics, Compre

hensive ccverage ot color and graphics avail
4725-007864 S14.9S

Color Computer Graphics. A must have book

for owners of Ihe TRS-80" Color Computer
4O80-O0O012 128 pgs S 9.95

ColorComputer Songbook. Book of favorite
songs and classics to be played on Color Comp.

4080-000011 96 pgs S 7.95

THS-80" Color Computer Applications. A

beginners handbook loaded with examples'
469O0O7870 240 pga SI 2,95

TRS-80' Cotor BASIC. Sell-toaching guide
leads novices step by step into programming

TRS-80"Colot BASIC. SeH-ieachmg guide

leads novices step by step into programming

4925-009644 256 pgs S 9.95

TRS-BO" Color Programs. 37 programs are

fully documented in this easy to follow book.
4250-000061 323 pgs $19.95

101 Color Computer Programming Tips S
Tricks. Practical.useful techniques & shortcuts

4OB0-O0O0O7 128 pgs S 7.95

LANGUAGE BOOKS

Introduction to BASIC. Extremely popular in
troduction to BASIC,emphasis on fundamentals
4515-000022 206 pgs,20 illus S10.95

50 More Programs in Basic lof the Home.

School 4 Office. All fresh programs in this vol
4080-0OOO03 96 pgs S 9.95

BASIC Programming Primer. User-friendly
fundamentals book for both novices and pros

4760-021586 240 pgs S11.95

Sixty Challenging Problems with BASIC
solution. Learn more by solving problems.
4410-005180 144 pgs S 8.50

Beat the Odds. Micro simulation of Casino
Games. Painless way to gamble your money

4410-005181 126 pgs S 8.70

Introduction to Texas Instrument BASIC.
A must for any Tl" owner

4410-005185 320 pgs S11.95

BASIC foi Home Computers. A sensible anO
complete beginning guide to BASIC
4925-003204 336 pgs S 9.50

BASIC, Vol II. Picks up where above book led
off,needs no special math or science knowledge

4925-DO35OO 325 pgs S 9.95

Inside BASIC games. Teaches the reader how
to design error-free interative games.etc

4795-000055 350 pgs,1 20 illus S14.95

BASIC Programs for Home Financial Man
agement. 33 Useful cfograms for you.
469D-066514 250 pgs. illus S12.95

BASIC- BASIC-Enghsh Dictionary. This OOOk
will help you translate bet ween BASIC dialects

4250-000054 150 pgs S10.95

Basic Programming Worksheets. Primed

worksheet forms.40 sheelslopad 80 columns
4080-000802 For Color Computer S2.95

4080-000801 For Pocket BASIC S2.95
4080-000803 For Apple" S2.95

4080000804 For IBM " PC S 2.95

4080000805 Universal BASIC form S 2.95

BASIC for Business. Shows now easy it is to

use a corrputer for general business tasks
4795-000080 250 pgs $12.95

A to Z Book of Computer Games. Here are 26
r.citing and instructive BASIC game programs

4800-001062 308 pgs.73 illus. S 7.95

40 Computer Games. Unbeatable game col-

lechon from Kilobaud Micro Magazine
4910-000023 S7.95

The BASIC conversions Handbook For Pet.

Apple ",TRS-80 " users. Guide lo converting

4410-005534 80 pgs S 7.95

SINCLAIR ZX-81 " BOOKS

Programming the ZX-81 for Real Applicat

ions. Practical program;, to show ability of ZX-81
4250-000090 166 pages S 9.95

Making the Most of Your ZX-81. Information

on how to write programs games.tncks.etc.
4725-004188 1 28 pages S10.95

The ZX-81 Pocket Book. Hardy programming

manual that gives you everything you need

4725-009524 128 pages 59.95

Mastering Machine Code on Your ZX-81.

First Simple english guide to machine code
4725-004261 180pages S12.95

49 Explosive Games for the ZX-81. Complete
easy lo read game rules and program instruct

4725002086 140 pages S10.95

NEW Vic 20™ GAMES

direct from England, JMC is proud to announce
that we have been appointed the exclusive U.S.
importer for the following Vic-20 games.

MINEFIELDS game for Ihe 5K Vic 20.
For Ages 6 and over. Your task is to drive an

ambuFance around a battle ground and pick

up iniured soldiers-racing the clock.and avoid
ing touching off the buried mines You can ad-

lust the complexity of the game by choosing to

play against 25 to 100 mines.

4O02-0OOO0I S15.98

MAZE OF DEATH. For 5K Vic-20.

For ages 8 and over. You have to travel across

the screen thru a maze of walls blocking your
path Unseen hobgobblens and monsters may

capture you before you reach your safe haven-

on the other hand you may find buried Ireasure
to add to ypur fortune. Full details scroll on the

screen when you start game. 7 skill levels and
10 sensitivity levels to choose from
4002-000002 $15.98

SPLOTTErV For 5K Vic-20.
For ages 8 and over. You control a worm type

animal that moves over the screen to gobble

up the ugle spots--a race against time If you
bump into a wall, or turn back on yourself to
guickly-you LOSE. You choose Skill level from
bI {hardest! to = 20(easiest| II you really want

lo drive someone craiy, buy him this game'
40O2-000O03 515.98

GUZZLER1 For 5K Vic-20.

For ages 8 and over. You must pilot you space

shuttle thru a maze of asteroids to your mother-
ship But if you are not careful you will awaken
theGuizler*-'s space bouys. You have to reach

your mothershtp Defore running out of fuel.

GOOO LUCK
4002-000004 SI 5.98

DELUX 6-PAK* For 5K Vic-20
Here is your chance lo buy fl game* on one

cassette for the price of one game1 You get all
six of the following games for ONE low price1
War.You are defending aoainst waves of
enemy tanks. 3 levels of play...we bet you can't

win at level 3!

Smashout. This version of bricks game tests
skill.not reaction time.plan ahead!

Blackjack Popular card game '21 '.if you pract

ice long enough maybe you can plan a system

to beat Las Vegas1

Logic: You have 12 lues to break the code of 5

balls in random color sequence

Pickupgama. You have to remove logs from the
pile without disturbing any other logs.

Alarm Clock: Use the Compuler as a REAL
24 hour alarm clock, Del you can't ignore its

call when the alarm goes off!
4003-000001 S19.98

ANT RAIDERS1 For 5K Vic-20
Ages 8 and up. An army of ants is marching its
way across the land leading loyour home. The
land is littered with rocks which make the ants
change direction often You must shoot the ants
before one gets to your door If you shoot a rock
it will divide into more rocks. 11 you trap all the

ants, then more will come until you trap all the
group, then more will come until., well you get
the idea....have FUN'
40O3-0OOO03 515.98

MORE GAMES C0MING1 We are working on

more Vic-20* games which we will be importing
in the near future-watch our ads for details'

VIC-20' BOOKS

Understanding Your Vic.Vol 1. Beginners
guide to programing on theVic-20~.Tipsfi tech
4840-000003 148 pages 511.95

4840-000004 Cassette Supplement S7.95

Computers First Book of Vic. Collection of
the best articles from Compute1 Magazine

4105-000007 Fall 1982 S12.9S

Starting with BASIC on the Vic-20".Helps
novices laarn all the capacities of the Vic-20

4725-007070 1 28 pgs.due Fall 82 51 2.95

IBM-BOOKS

IBM's" Personal Computer. Background on

the giants entry into field.wilh evaluations.
4700-00011 1 303 pages 514.95

Using Ihe IBM ' Personal Computer. A com

plete handbook showing «>hat it Can do.

4725-008183 300 pages 512.95

CONFUSED? No one book may offer all the

answers.we suggest buying more than one

book on a subject togel as many different views
and opinions as possible Books are cheap if

you consider the frustrations Ihey can avert

APPLE"BOOKS

Applell'Users Guide. This guide is tie key to

unlocking Ihe full power of your Apple II.

4665-000046 385 pgs $16.95

APPLE"! Collection of BASIC programs that

have been converted to run on the Apple II
4665-000068 200 pages. 514.99

Assembly Lanqusge Programming (or the
Apple U". Comprehensive introduction

4665-000051 S12.95

Apple" Machine Language. A machine lang

uage book that's fun and entertaining

4690-000230 296 pages/ illus. 512.95

Apple" Interfacing, Helps you to interface

your Apple" to a variety of electronic devices
4760-021862 208 pgs S10.95

Apple' Programming E*ercies. 17 Easy to
read easy to use eiercies including music

4925-086598 192 pages 5 9.95

Computer Source Book '. Over 2000 books
programs.and accessories lorall micro brands

0001-198207 72 pgs 52.00 ppd.

--With ANY order of $50.00 or more you

can receive a 1983 Computer Calendar
FREE.--AS7.95 VALUE!

QTY NUMBER DESCRIPTION Of 'f«

TOTAL

PAYMENT ENCLOSED QCASH QCHECK

PLEASE CHARGE TO MY □MASTERCARD

CARD NUMBER.

EXPIRE5

(STREET ADDR,

ICITY

DEPARTMENT: G-8

1025 INDUSTRIAL OR BENSENVILLE IL 60106 129?
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full cursor editing, and complete
documentation.

Short Sheet requires a VIC-20
with a minimum of I IK of mem
ory. Cost U $20.

Western New England

Software Associates
P.O. Box 31

WUbraham, MA 01095

Farmers,

Agribusiness Get
Nationwide
Electronic
Information System
AgriStar, a new electronic busi
ness information, communica
tions, and computing service for
U.S. farmers, ranchers, and

agribusinessmen, has been intro
duced by AgriData Resources,
Inc., the Milwaukee-based pub-
Usher of FarmFutures magazine

and a range of daily, weekly, and
monthly farm business informa
tion services.

The AgriStar service will
afford farmers, ranchers, and
others in the business of agricul
ture, instantaneous electronic
communications among them

selves and equally instant access
via any microcomputer terminal
to the complete array of business,
financial, marketing, weather,

and news-information. All infor
mation is continuously updated
from several thousand electroni
cally linked sources throughout
the U.S. and the world.

AgriStar went into commer
cial operation in early November,
following a nationwide test with
130 farmers.

Tandy Corporation is han
dling the nationwide retail distri
bution of the AgriStar service

through some 5,000 of its Radio
Shack stores and dealers in or

near agricultural communities,
beginning in January.

A major information source
will be Commodity News Service,
Inc. (CNS), a subsidiary of
Knight-Ridder Newspapers.

CNS will provide financial and
commodity market information,
which will be edited and format
ted by Agri-Data for use by far
mers and others engaged in

agricultural production.

In addition to CNS, AgriData
Resources has made information
agreements with several major

ag-industry publishers, meteor
ological services, commodity
brokerage houses, and selected
agricultural corporations, associ
ations, and colleges. Market

analysis and recommendations
from a range of economists and
analysts, including AgriData's

Top Farmer advisor)' service, will
be available.

AgriStar is a fully interactive

VIC-20
GAMES

Cartridge:

Spiders of Mars $40.00
Outworld 40.00

Cloud Burst 32.00

Alien Blitz 32.00

Renaissance 40.00
Amok 32,00

Meteor Run 40.00

Sats & Mets 40.00

Skibbereen 32.00

Cassette:

Simon $12.00

Amok 20,00

Subchase 20,00

Alien Blitz 20.00

The Alien 20.00

3-D Maze 12.00

Raceway 12,00

Kosmic Kamikaze 20.00

Super Driver 15 00
* *

SOFTWARE

'VIC-20 & Commodore-64
are registered trademarks

of Commodore Business

Machines.

"Prices and Availability

Subject to Change

Without Notice.

Business:

ViCalc

ViCat

ViCheck

ViTerm A

Educational:

Skymath

Space Div

Super Hangman

Hardware:

Buti-3K ROM

Spokesman
Voice Synthesizer tor (Commodore-64

$12.00

. 20.00

, 20.00

16.00

$20.00

12.00

16.00

$72.00

150.00
). VIC-20'

* *

ALL ORDERS ADD $2.00 SHIPPING
California Residents Add 6% Sales Tax

Dealers Please Inquire

TO ORDER SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:

MOOSEWARE INCORPORATED
Post Office Box 17868, Irvine, California 92713

WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE & ASK ABOUT THE MOOSE CLUB
CLUB MEMBERS RECEIVE SPECIAL DISCOUNTS ON ALL PRODUCTS SOLD.



Complete line of Computers ..

Software ... Video Games and

Accessories ... CALL TODAY!

P.O. BOX 3456, TROY, MICH 48084

HOME

COMPUTERS

400 800

16K $279.95 $659.00

48K 499.00 799.00

ACCESSORIES
410 Cassette Recorder $ 89.95

810 Disk Drive 499.99

850 Interface Module 169.95

825 80 Column Printer 699.95

MOSAIC 32K Ram 113.00

Bell &Howell(Black Apple)
Apple II plus 48K $1287.00

Disk Drive w/Controller 550.00

Disk Drive without Controller 475.00

ACE 16K Expansion 165.00

Parallel Interface 125.00

Qcommodore
Commodore "64" $525.00

Commodore Vic 20 215.00

Disk Drive 499.00

Datassette 69.00

8K Memory Expander 49.95

RS232 Interface .'. 45.00

Vic 20 Cartridge Games 27 95

BUSINESS MACHINES
CBM 8032 $1100.00

CBM 8050 Dual Disk 12S9.00

TRS 80 Model III 1650.00

TIMEX Home Computer 89.95

Small Business
Computer 1700.00

Computer 32K Ram 834.00

Atl\LJA820 System I 2600.00

64K Computer. . 1500.00

Texas

Instruments ti99 20000
($100.00 rebate)

HAYES MODEM 1200
575.00

FREE!
STICK STAND

with FASTBALL

(With purchase of $6000

or more. A $6" value!)

REDUCES

HAND

& WRIST

FATIGUE

ACCESSORIES

Stick Stand $ 6.99

2 For 12.00

Atari Joy Stick 6.20

Wico Joy Stick 22.50

Wico Red Ball Joy Stick 24.80

Wico Track Ball Atari/Commandor ... 52.00

Many More Accessories CALL

SOFTWARE FOR

Preppie 23.00

Rear Guard 15.50

Treasure Quest 23.00

3DTicTacToe 12.00

Adventure Series 15.50

War 19.50

Diskey 37.00

QN-LINE

Centipede $34.75

Pac Man 34.75

Super Breakout 28.50

Missile Command 28.50

Slar Raiders 34.75

CBS Software
Krazy Shootout $36.00

Krazy Antics 36.00

K-Star Patrol 36.00

Krazy Antiks 36.00

" I fcfe.

Crush, Crumble, Chomp $23.00

Ricochet 15.50

Star Warrior 30.50

Rescue at Rigel 23.00

Broderbund
ChopMer $29.95

Apple Panic 23.00

Star Blazer 24.50

David's Midnightmagic 27.00

Stellar Shuttle 29.95

Ultima I 30.50

Ultima II 47.50

Frogger 27.00

Jaw Breaker 23.00

Crossfire 23.00

Shooting Arcade 23.00

Pacific Coast Highway 23.00

Clowns and Balloons 23.00

Atari Character Generator 15.50

Andromeda 27.00

Doctor Goodeode's Cavern 24.00

Pathfinder 27.00

Match Racers 24 00

synapse
Nautilus 23.00

Slinre 23.00

Dodge Racer 23.00

Protector 23.00

Chicken 23.00

IDSI
Pool 1.5 27.00

VISICALC
(For Apple, Atari, Commodore, and IBM)

200.00

VISA & MASTERCARD

ACCEPTED
ORDERING INFORMATION
Check, Money Order. MasterCard, Visa and C.O.D. Orders
accepted. Add $2.00 for C.O.D. All other orders shipped

U.P.S. collect. Michigan residents add 4% sales tax.
Hours 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. daily.

CALL FREE 1-800-255-2000 in Michigan 1-800-742-4242
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(two-way) system. It uses the

home or office telephone line to

conned the microcomputer or

terminal to the system data center

in Milwaukee via a national data

communications network. In

addition to instant access to user-

selected information, two-way

communications between users is

afforded by Agri-Star's "Star-

Gram" electronic mail service.

AgriStar is compatible with

virtually any microcomputer

which is equipped to communi

cate over telephone lines. Kiliier

a microcomputer or a com

municating terminal can be used.

AgriData will provide, on a three-

year lease/purchase basis, a com

municating video display termi

nal for $32 per month, including

a full three-year warranty. An

optional printer lor paper copies

is available on the same basis for

$32 per month.

Not including hardware

costs, normal use of the service

will cost less than $100 per month

total. There is no telephone

charge associated with use.

Property

Management For

The Atari

T & F Software has released

P.M.P. 2000, a property manage

ment program for the Atari. It

is designed as a template for

VisiCalc.

For people who don't have

the time to pour over piles of

bookkeeping and paper work,

P.M.P. 200(Hs the answer. P.M.P.

2000 provides various possibilities

for property owners, from fi

nance applications to monthly

net returns on investments.

You enter the data for the

known variables. P.M.P. 2000

does the rest, automatically iden

tifying and solving for the un

known. Each program in the

package — Apartment Status

Report, Tenant Status Report,

Cash Receipt Worksheet. In

voices, Distribution of Expenses/

Rank Account Statement, and

Income/Expense Schedules —

helps you manage your property

more efficiently, profitably, and

effectively.

The retail price of P.M.P.

2000 is $199.95.

Talc&ve &? Familian Company

10902 Riverside Drive

North Hollywood, CA 91602

(213)501-5845

New Product releases are selected from

submissionsfor reasons oftimeliness,

available space, and general interest to

our readers. We regret that we are unable

to select all new product submissionsfor

publication. Readers should be aware

that we present here some edited version

oj material submitted by vendors and are

unable to vouch for its accuracy at time

ofpublication. ©

(SR^TECHNICAL

PSALES

ATARI Special of the Month

800 48k
Now $659.

ATARI 810

Disk Drive

$429.
A
ATARI

NEW PERCOM

Disk Drive

for ATARI

IN STOCK

Compatible with ALL
APPLE II* Software & Hardware

STANDARD FEATURES

• 64K RAM
• UPPER SLOWER CASE

• 50 WATTPWR. SUPPLY

• NUMERIC KEYPAD

• ALPHA SHIFT LOCK

• BUILT IN FAN

A];;iIb II is a trademark ol Appit Computir Do.

PRINTERS &

PERIPHERALS

C. ITOH 8510 PROWRITER $495

STARWRITER F-10 1449

SMITH CORONA TP-1 649

OKIDATA82A 485

PERCOM 1st DRIVE 649

PERCOM 2nd DRIVE 375

SIGNALMAN MODEM 84

BOX 10 DISKETTES 20

CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-343-0854

FOR ORDERS ONLY

S commodore

VIC-20

OUR LOW

PRICE

$184
1525 PRINTER $339

1540 DISK DRIVE 365

OTHER VIC-20 PRICES

ON REQUEST

LOW, LOW

SOFTWARE

PRICES

FOR ALL

COMPUTERS

WICO

JOYSTICKS &

TRACKBALLS

ON SALE

"CALL-

Technical Sales

281 Needham St., Newton. MA 02164

Out of State 800-343-0854-

In MA 617-969-1799

Do not send cash. Personal checks take two weeks to clear. Add 3% for
MasterCard or VISA. Add shipping charges to all orders. We cannot ship
to P.O. Box. Delivery subject to availability. Prices may change without

notice. In-store prices may vary. Not responsible for typographical
errors. Minimum charge for shipping and handling is S3.95.

IN STOCK ITEMS SHIPPED WITHIN 24 HOURS

WE MEET OR BEAT ANY CURRENTLY ADVERTISED PRICE. CALL FOR PRICES



ATARI PRICE WAR APPLE
WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD

ATARI HARDWARE I ATARI SOFTWARE I APPLE SOFTWARE

800 48K

619.95

810 Disk Drive 41995

400 16K 259s5

400 48K 409"

850 Interface 15595

410 Program Recorder 7195

INTEC RAM BOARDS

(Lifetime Warranty)

16K 800 44"

32K 400/800 6495

48K400 14495

PRINTERS
Epson MX80FT 479"

Epson MX100 669"

NEC 8023AC 459"

Cable for 850 to printer 29s5

PERCOM DISK DRIVES

Atari 1st Drive 57995

Atari 2nd Drive 359s5

BOOKS

Your ATARI Computer 1495

ATARI Games S Recreation 1 1"

BLANK DISKS 5)4" S.S., S.D.

Elephant Box ot 10 21"

Verbatim Box of 10 29"

JOYSTICKS

Wicof/ Year Warranty)

Red Ball 24»

TracKBall 49"

12 Foot Extension Cord 8"

ATARI, INC.

Pacman Carl 29s5

Centiped Cart 29s5

Educator 11995

Programmer 54"

Entertainer 69"

BRODERBUND

Chopliiter 48KD 2495

David's Midnight Magic 48KD 2495

Star Blazer 32KD 22"

COSMI

Crypts of Plumbous 16KC 795

16KD 1235

Spider Invasion 16KC 1035

16KD 15"

DATASOFT

Text Wizard 32KD 69"

Spell Wizard 48KD 55"

ORiley's Mine 16KD/C 24"

Fathoms Forty 16KD/C 24"

Rosen's Brigade 16K D/C 2495

Sands of Egypt 16KD 2795

Canyon Climber 16KD/C 21"

Shooting Arcade 16K D/C 21"

D0NT ASK SOFTWARE

S.A.M. (Software Automatic Mouth) 8KD 41"

INFOCOM

Zork I or II 32KD 27"

Deadline 32KD 3495

ON-LINE

Frogger C/D 24"

Ultima I D 27"

ROKLAN

Gorf D 27"

Wizard of Wor 32KO 27"

SIRIUS

Sneakers 48KD 21"

Bandits 48KD 24"

Way Out 48KD 27"

SYNAPSE

File Manager + 40KD 69"

Claim Jumper C/D 24"

Apocalypse C/D 24"

Picknick Paranoia C/D 24"

Raptillian C/D 24"

3R0DERBUND

Arcade Machine 41"

David's Midnight Magic 24"

Choplifter ... ■. 2495

Star Blazer 22"

Track Attack 2195

Payroll 274"

General Ledger W/Payables 34495

General Ledger W/Receivables 344"

Sea Fox 21"

Hard Hat Noah 21"

ON-LINE

Cranston Manor 24"

Crossfire 2195

The Dictionary 6995

Mission Asteroid 15"

Screenwriter II 8995

Frogger 2495

Pest Patrol 2195

Lunar Leeper 2195

Screenwriter Professional 13995

SIRIUS

WayOut 2795

Free Fall 21"

Bandits 2495

Borg 21"

Sneakers 21"

Joy Port 54"

MISC.

Bookeeper Master 6295

Bookeeper Check Writer 27"

Visicaic 3.3 1741*5

Visifile 1749S

Financial Partner 17495

Zork I or II 27"

Wordstar 259s5

Data Star 21995

HARDWARE

System Saver 69"

Microsoft Softcard 279"

Microsoft Ramcard 149"

Versawriter 229"

RANA DRIVES

1st Drive W/Controller 389^

2nd Drive 31495

ORDERING INFORMATION:

ABOVE PRICES ARE FOR PREPAID ORDERS.

VISA/M/C ADD 3%.

ADD $2.00 FOR SOFTWARE ORDERS,

3% FOR HAR0WARE ORDERS.

Call or Write for FREE Catalog.

Please Specify Computer Type.

SPORT 'N' SOUND
21999 VAN BUREN,#2A i

■ GRAND TERRACE, CA 92324

(714)783-0556
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CAPUTE!
Modifications Or Corrections

To Previous Articles

PET Laser Gunner

The following line was missing from the PET/CBM

version of this game, November 1982, p. 44:

8 PRINT"{CLEAR}";:GOTO85

PET Picture Files

Our thanks to author Liz Deal for pointing out that

her screen save routine (November 1982. p. 202)

will work on 40-column machines except for the

Fat-40.

Commodore 64 Memory Map

Just checking to see if you're on your toes. The

Commodore 64 memory maps (October 1982, pp.

150-155) contained two minor errors which every

body noticed (and lold me about). The "Tape error

log" hex addresses should be 0100 to 013E and

memory 0800 to 9FFF is of course BASIC RAM

memory, not ROM. Good spoiling, readers ... Jim

Butterfield.

Atari Variable Table Refresh

On page 152 of the July 1982 issue, lines 32000

and 32040 should have a "D: following the first

quotation mark (see line 32010 for the correct

format).

Micros With The Handicapped

Lines 30 and 210 (October 1982, p. 125) require a

backarrow where there is an underline. i

COMPUTE! is looking

for programs and tutorial

articles on the Sinclair,

Tl, and Radio Shack

Color Computer

COMPUTE!

Subscriber Services

Please help us serve you better. If you

need to contact us for any of the reasons

listed below, write to us at:

COMPUTE! Magazine

P.O. Box 5406

Greensboro, NC 27403

or call the Toll Free number listed below.

Change Of Address. Please allow us

6-8 weeks to effect the change; send
your current mailing label along with

your new address.

Renewal. Should you wish to renew your

COMPUTE! subscription before we

remind you to, send your current mailing

label with payment or charge number

or call the Toll Free number listed below.

New Subscription. A one year (12 month)

US subscription to COMPUTE! is S20 [2
years, S36; 3 years, S54. For subscription

rates outside the US, see staff page].

Send us your name and address or call

the Toll Free number listed below.

Delivery Problems. If you receive dupli
cate issues of COMPUTE!, if you experi

ence iate delivery or if you have prob
lems with your subscription, please call

the Toil Free number listed below.

COMPUTE!

800-334-0868
In NC 919-275-9809

When You Buy Quality .

Protect With Quality.

AVAILABLE FOR
North Star TRS 80 II. Ill Okidaia ML Series
Super Brain M. T. I. TRS 80 V-VIII
Vector Graphic CBM 8032
Kay Pro II Epson MX Series
Osborne

Leave your computer set up and ready for

instant access; provide protection for your

investment with a custom designed, pro

fessional touch for your home or office.

The best in its class, our new concept

PROTECTIVE COVERS were designed to be

functional with the user and observer in mind.

COMPARE THESE FEATURES:

protects against dust, dirt and surface scratches

unlike vinyi, plastic or nylon covers, static electricity is not a problem

lint free, top quality broadcloth (65% polyester, 35% cotton) allows ventilation;

minimizes risk of condensation

durable; washable — needs no ironing; maintains proper size and shape

designed, manufactured and packed in U.S.A.; comes with a warranty against

defects in material and workmanship.

available in Cranberry, Navy or Pewter (each piped in contrasting color) to

compliment any decor.

AN IDEAL GIFT: HELP KEEP YOUR INVESTMENT LOOKING AND PERFORMING LIKE NEW!

— Custom Designers and Manufacturers of Computer Dust Covers —

1982 BL.SW

SHIPTO:fPrinrJ

State.

. Model.

City

Make

Select Color: Navy D Pewter D Cranberry D
MOHOGKMMING: (Add S6.00 pet cover, and allow 5ex!radaysfor

delivery. We cannot accepi returns on monogram met) items.

PRINT INITIALS: I
Send Check or

Zip. ___ Phone

Introductory Price
Subject To Change

Shipping

Monogramming
(TN residents add

90 sales tax)

TOTAL
IFoteign ■ Pay in U S Funas

$

$

$

s

$

15.00

1.00

Money Order Id: B.L. & W. - PO Box 381076, Memphis, TN 381 38- 901-754-4465



SOFTWARE SALE!

APPLE II
AGENDA FILES

APPtE BOWL

APPLE HOW TO!

APPLE MUSIC THEORY

APPLE STELLAR INVADERS

ARTIST DESIGNER

AUTOBAHN

BEER RUN

BOTH BARRELS

BRIDGE TUTOR

BRIDGE TUTOR WlSCIENTIFl

CARTELS & CUTTHROATS

CIRCUIT ANALYSIS

CIS COBOL WIFORMS 2

COMPUTER BASEBALL

COMPUTER BISMARK

COMPUTER CONFLICT

COMPUTER NAPOLEDNICS

COMPUTER QUARTERBACK

COPTS & ROBBERS

CHRONICLES OF OSGROTH i

CYBER STRIKE

DARK FORREST

DIET ANALYSIS

DOW JONES PORTFOLIO

E-ZDRAW

EPOCH

FORMULEX

Reg.

35.00

25.00

50.00

50.00

25.00

65.00

29.95

29.95

24.95

40.00

60.00

39.95

40.00

950.00

39.95

59.95

39.95

59.95

39.95

34.95

59.95

39.95

29.95

45.00

50.00

49.95

34.95

75.00

Sale

2275

16.00

32.50

32.50

16.25

42.25

1B.B5

18.85

15.70

26,00

39.00

25.15

26.00

570.00

25.25

37.75

25.12

37.35

25.15

22.00

37.75

25.15

18.85

29.95

37.00

31.45

22.00

48.75

GALACTIC WARS

GAMMA GOBLINS

GDDDSPELL

GORGON

MICRO COURIER

MICRO TELEGRAM

MUSICOMP

OPERATION APOCALYPSE

ORBITRON

ORDER TRACKING

OUTPOST

PASCAL GRAPHICS EDITOR

PHANTOMS FIVE

PLAN 60

PRESIDENT ELECT

PULSAR II

SNEAKERS

SPACE EGGS

STAR CRUISER

STEPWISE REGRESSION

THE ANALYZER

THE CONTROLLER

TIME MANAGER

TOPOGRAPHIC MAPPING

TORPEDO FIRE

VISICALC REAL ESTATE TEMP

WARP FACTOR

TIMEX/sinc
THE MIXED GAME BAG

IBDWLING. ROBOT WAR,

BINGO CALLER)

CHESS AND CHESS CLOCK

GIMM'S FAIRY TRAILS

; THE COUPON MANAGER

THE LOAN/MORTGAGE AMORTIZER

THE STOCK OPTION ANALYZER

! THE CUBE GAME

BACKGAMMON AND DICE

THE FLIGHT SIMULATOR

i THE ORGANIZER

i THE CHECKBOOK MANAGER

American

mn
fcEjJBgESS

■

Welcome^

9.95

14.95

14.95

12.95

14.95

16.95

12.95

14.95

19.95

1B.95

15.95

Reg.

35.00

29.95

60.00

39.95

150.00

150.00

45.00

59.95

29.95

50.00

29.95

99.95

29.95

185.00

39.95

29.95

29.95

29.95

24.95

150.00

575.00

625.00

150.00

65.00

59.95

65.00

39.95

air

VU-CALC

STATES AND CAPITALS

THE GAMBLER

(BLACKJACK, SLOT MACHINE)

THE STAMP COLLECTOR

THE CAR POOLER

THE BUDGETER

SUPER MATH

STATISTICS IINCL. GRAPHSI

CRITICAL PATH ANALYSIS

INVENTORY CONTROL

MANUFACTURING CONTROL

ZX-MAN

Sale

Z2.75

1B.B5

39.00

25.15

125.00

125.00

29.25

37.75

18.85

32.50

18.85

62.90

16.85

12D.25

25.15

1B.B5

16.65

18.85

15.70

97.50

362.00

426.00

94.00

42.25

37.75

42.25

25.15

19.95

12.95

14.95

16.95

14.95

15.95

14.95

9.95

19.95

19.95

19.95

14.95

ATARI 400/
3 D TIC TAC TOE

ADVENTURE #1-12

ANDROMEDA 24 K

APPLE PANIC 4BK

BANDITS

BISHOPS SQUAHE 48 K

BUG ATTACK 24K

BUG ATTACK 24K

CANYON CLIMBER

CANYON CLIMBER

CLOWNS AND BALLONS

CLOWNS AND BALLONS

COLOR PRINT 40K

CROSSFIRE

CROSSFIRE ICART)

CROSSFIRE 32K

CYCLOO

CYPHER BOWL

DATASMI65 48K

DAVIDS MIDNIGHT MAGIC

DEADLINE 32K

DEFLECTION

DISK DETECTIVE 16 K

DISKEY

c

c

0

G

D

D

D

C

D

C

0

Li

D

C

C

0

D

C

D

D

D

C

0

D

DR.GODDCGOE'S CAVERN 48K0

EMBARGO48K

FROGGER

FROGGER

GALACTIC EMPIRE

GALACTIC TRADER

GOLD RUSH 48K

GOLF ATARI

G0MOKD16K

GDMOKU 46K

GRAPHIC GENERATOR

GRAPHICS MASTER 40K

HIRES ADVENTURE #1

JAW BREAKER

K COM 1 ICART)

K-DATE ORGANIZERS (CART)

KDOS ICART)

KRAZY ANTICS |CART|

KRAZY KRITTERSICARTI

KRAZY SHOOT OUT ICART}

D

0

C

C

C

D

C

C

D

D

0

0

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

Reg.

14.95

129.95

34.95

29.95

34.95

29.95

29.95

29.95

29.95

29.95

29.95

29.95

39.95

29.95

44.95

29.95

29.95

29.95

89.95

34.95

39.95

14.95

29,95

49.95

29.95

49.95

34.95

34.95

19.95

19.95

34.95

24.95

19.95

29.95

24.95

39.95

34.95

29.95

4995

29.95

89.95

49.95

49.95

49.95

ORDIRINO INFORMATION

Express, Visa, Master Charge,

Please add $2.50 |

Money order, pc

Sale

11.21

97.46

26.21

22.46

26.21

22.46

22.46

22.46

22.46

22.46

22.46

22.46

29.96

22.46

33.71

22.46

22.46

22.46

67.46

26.21

29.96

11.21

22.46

37.46

22.46

37.46

26.21

26.21

14.96

14.96

26.21

18.71

14.96

22.46

18.71

29.96

26.21

22.46

37.46

22.46

67.46

37.46

37.46

37.46

allow 2-3

postage & handling

Illinois residents please add 5% III. sates tax

Visit our Showroom 10:00
MM. ^^ »-. ^^ ^^ ^^ ■• « V4. ■ ■ ■

I/ye*'
VI

L_ .

~V1

6:00 Monday thru

MIUKUUUMKU 1 LK5 KLU5, IIML.
wk

B

349 EAST MAIN ST.

GALESBURG IL 61401vj r^. k^^v* u \j i iVf ■ k w ■ ~v i

PHONE: (309) 342-9572

—r

K-STAR PATROL ICART]

KIDSANDTHEATARHBDOKi

LE STICK [ACCESSORY!

LISP INTERPRETER 43K

LOCOMOTION

LUNAR LANDER

LUNAR LEEPER

MATCHRACER 16K

MATCHRACER 16K

MICRDPAINTER 48K

MOUNTAIN SHOOT

MOUSEATTACK 24K

PACIFIC COAST HIGHWAY

PACIFIC COAST HIGHWAY

PATHFINDER 24K

POKER SOLITAIRE 16K

POKER SOLITAIRE 48K

PfiEPPIE

PREPPIE

REAR GUARD

REAR GUARD

REVERSI 16K

REVERSI48K

SHOOTING ARCADE

SHOOTING ARCADE

SNAKEBYTE

SNEAKERS

SDFTERM

SPACE EGGS

STAR BLAZER

STARFLIGHT

SUNDAY GOLF

TEXT WIZARD 32K

THE BASIC COMPILER

THE NEXT STEP

THRESHOLD 48K

TRACK ATTACK

TREASURE QUEST

TUMBLE BUGS 24K

ULTIMA 1

ULTIMA II

WAR

ZOHK 32K

ZORK 11 32K

BOO

c

B

A

0

a
C

C

CD
C

D

C

D

a

c

D

c

a

D

C

D

C

C

D

D

C

C

D

0

D

D

C

C

a
0

D

D

D

C

D

D

D

D

D

0

weeks to clear)

Saturday

^™

Reg.

49.95

19.95

39.95

149.94

35.00

14.95

29.95

29.95

29.95

34.95

14.95

34.95

29.95

29.95

34.95

14.95

24.95

29.95

29.95

24.95

19.95

19.95

29.95

29.95

29.95

29.95

29.95

49.95

29.95

31.95

39.95

14.95

99.95

99.95

39.95

39.95

29.95

14.95

29.95

39.95

59.95

24.95

39.95

39.95

-

[master charge]
L - ■*

■

-J

■

Sale

37.46

14.96

29.96

112.46

26.25

11.21

22.46

22.46

22.46

26.21

11.21

26.21

22.46

22.46

26.21

11.21

18.71

22.46

22.46

18.71

14.96

14.96

22.46

22.46

22.46

22.46

22.46

37.46

22.46

23.96

29.96

11.21

74.96

74.96

29.96

29.96

22.46

11.21

22.46

29.96

44.96

18.71

29.96

29.96

(309) 342-9572



COMPUTE!^ Listing Conventions

Many of the programs which are listed in COMPUTE! use

special keys (cursor control keys, color keys, etc.). To make it

easy to tell exactly what should be typed in when copying a

program into the computer, we have established the following

listing conventions.

For The Atari

In order to make special characters, inverse video, and cursor

characters easy to type in. COMPUTE! magazine's Atari

listing conventions are used in all the program listings in this

magazine.

Please refer to the following tables and explanations if

you come across an unusual symbol in a program listing.

Atari Conventions

Characters in inverse video will appear like: deeseehbeE'EHE

Enter these characters with the Atari logo key, {Al.

Wlipn you see Type See

tCLEAR!

tUPJ

(DOWN}

tLEFT>

(RIQHT)

{BACK SJ

{DELETE}

{INSERT>

{DEL LINE}

(INS LINE}

{TAB}

(CLR TAB}

{SET TABJ

CBELL}

{ESCJ

ESC

ESC

ESC

ESC

ESC

ESC

ESC

ESC

ESC

ESC

ESC

ESC

ESC

ESC

ESC

SHIFT <

CTRL -

CTRL -

CTRL +

CTRL »

DELETE

CTRL DELETE

CTRL INSERT

SHIFT DELETE

SHIFT INSERT

TAB

CTRL TAB

SHIFT TAB

CTRL 2

E5C

K

*

4-

«-

-*

4

EJ

U

[3

□

►

□

□

■i

Clear Screen

Cursor lip

Cursor Down

Cursor Left

Cursor Right

Backspace

Delete character

Insert character

Delete line

Insert line

TAB key

Clear tab

Set tab stop

Ring buzzer

ESCape key

Graphics characters, such as CTRL-T, the ball character • will

appear as the "normal" letter enclosed in braces, e.g. IT>.

A series of identical control characters, such as 10

spaces, three cursor-lefts, or 20 CTRL-R's, will appear as (10

SPACES!, 13 LEFT), [20 RJ, etc. If the character in braces is

in inverse video, that character or characters should be entered

with the Atari logo key. For example. I Pi 1 means to enter a

reverse-field heart with CTRL-comma, ( 5 m J means to enter

five inverse-video CTRL-U's.

ForPET/CBM'VIC

Generally, any PET/CBM/VIC program listings will contain

bracketed words which spell out any special characters:

t DOWN! would mean to press the cursor-down key;

13DOWN} would mean to press the cursor-down key three

times.

To indicate that a key should be shifted (hold down the

SHIFT key while pressing the other key), the kev would be

underlined in our listing. For example, S would mean to type

the S key while holding the shift key. This would result in the

"heart" graphics symbol appearing on your screen.

Sometimes in a program listing, especially within quoted

text when a line runs over into the next line, it is difficult to

tell where the first line ends. How many times should you type

the SPACE bar? In our convention, when a line breaks in this

way, the ~ symbol shows exactly where it broke. For example:

100 PRINT "TO START THE GAME "

YOU MAY HIT ANY OF THE KEYS

ON YOUR KEYBOARD."

shows that the program's author intended for you to type two

spaces after the word CAME.

For The Apple

Programs listed as "Microsoft" are written for the PET/CBM,

Apple, OSI, etc. Although the programs are general in nature,

you may need to make a few changes lor them to run correctly

on your Apple. Microsoft BASIC programs written for the

PET/CBM sometimes contain special cursor control characters.

The following table shows equivalent Apple words. Notice

that these Apple commands are outside quotations (and even

separate from a PRINT statement). PRINT"[RVS]YOU

WON" becomes INVERSE: PRINT"YOU WON":NORMAL

[CLEAR[ (Clear Screen) HOME

[DOWN] (Cursor down)

Apple II +: Call-922

POKE 37,PEEK(37) + (PEEK(37)<23)

[UP] (Cursor up)

POKK 37.PEEK(37)-(PEEK(37)>0))

[LEFT] (Cursor left) 1'RIN'IC.HR$(8);

[RIGHT] (Cursor right)

PRINT CHRS(21)

[RVS] (Inverse video on. Turns off automatically after a

carriage return. To be safe, turn off inverse video after

the print statement with NORMAL unless the PRINT

statement ends with a semicolon.)

INVERSE

[OFF] (Inverse video off) NORMAL

Shifted characters can represent either graphics characters

or uppercase letters. If within text, just use the non-shifted

character, otherwise substitute a space. Some "generalized"

programs contain a POKE such as POKE 59468,14. Omit

these from the program when typing it in. One final note: you

will probably want to insert a question mark or colon within an

INPUT prompt. PET/CBM and many other BASICs automat

ically print a question mark:

INPUT "WHAT IS YOUR NAME';N$

becomes

INPUT "WHAT IS YOUR NAME?";N$

All Commodore Machines

Clear Screen {CLEAR}
Home Cursor { HOME}

Cursor Up {UP}

Cursor Down { DOWN}

Cursor Right {RIGHT}

VIC Conventions

Set Color To Black (BUG

Set Color To White {WHT}
Set Color To Red {RED}

Set Color To Cyan {CYN}

Set Color To Purple { P U R}

Set Color To Green {GRN}

Set Color To Blue {BLU}

Set Color To Yellow {YEL}

Function One { Fl }

Cursor Left

Insert Character

Delete Character

Reverse Field On

{LEFT}

{INST}

{DEL}

{RVS}

Reverse Field Off {OFF}

Function Two

Function Three

Function Four

Function Five

Function Six

Function Seven

Function Eight

IF2}

{F3}

{F4}

{F5}

{F6}

{F7}

{F8}

Any Non-implemented

Function {NIM}

8032 Fat 40 Conventions

SetWindowTop (SET TOP}
Set Window Bottom {SET BOT}

Scroll Up {SCR UP}

Scroll Down {SCR DOWN}

Insert Line {INST LINE}

Delete Line {DEL LINE}

Erase To Beginning {ERASE BEG}

Erase To End {ERASE END}

Toggle Tab {TGL TAB}

Tab {TAB}

Escape Key {ESC}
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COMPUTE! Back Issues

Here are some of the applications, tutorials,

and games from available back issues of

COMPUTE!. Each issue contains much,

much more than there's space here to list,

but here are some highlights:

February 1981: Simulating PRINT USING,

Using the Atari as a Terminal for Telecom

munications, Attach a Printer to the Atari,

Double Density Graphing on C1P, Commo

dore Disk Systems, PET Crash Prevention,

A IH Apple II Clock.

May 1981: Named GOSUB/GOTO in

Applesoft, Generating Lower Case Text on

Apple II, Copy Atari Screens to the Printer,

Disk Directory Printer for Atari, Realtime

Clock on Atari, PET BASIC Delete Utility,

PET Calculated Bar Graphs, Running 40

Column Programs on a CBM 8032.

June 1981: Computer Using Educators

(CUE) on Software Pricing, Apple II Hires

Character Generator, Ever- expanding

Apple Power, Color Burst for Atari, Mixing

Atari Graphics Modes 0 and 8, Relocating

PET BASIC Programs, An Assembler In

BASIC for PET, QuadraPET: Multitasking?

July 1981: Home Heating and Cooling,

Animating Integer BASIC Lores Graphics,

The Apple Hires Shape Writer, Adding a

Voice Track to Atari Programs, Machine

Language Atari Joystick Driver, Four Screen

Utilities for the PET, Saving Machine

Language Programs on PET Tape Headers,

Commodore ROM Systems, The Voracious

Butterfly onOSI.

August 1981: Minimize Code and Maximize

Speed, Apple Disk Motor Control, A

Cassette Tape Monitor for the Apple, Easy

Reading of the Atari Joystick, Blockade

Game for the Atari, Atari Sound Utility,

The CBM "Fat 40," Keyword for PET, CBM/

PET Loading, Chaining, and Overlaying.

October 1981: Automatic DATA State

ments for CBM and Atari, VIC News,

Undeletable Lines on Apple, PET, VIC,

Budgeting on the Apple, Switching Cleanly

from Text to Graphics on Apple, Atari

Cassette Boot-tapes, Atari Variable Name

Utility, Atari Program Library, Train your

PET to Run VIC Programs, Interface a BSR

Remote Control System to PET, A General

Purpose BCD to Binary Routine, Converting

to Fat-40 PET.

December 1981: Saving Fuel $$ (Multiple

Computers: versions for Apple, PET, and

Atari), Unscramble Game (multiple

computers), Maze Generator (multiple

computers), Animating Applesoft Graphics,

A Simple Printer Interface for the Apple II,

A Simple Atari Wordprocessor, Adding

High Speed Vertical Positioning co Atari P/

M Graphics, OSI Supercursor, A Look At

SuperPET, Supermen for PET/CBM, PET

Mine Maze Game.

January 1982: Invest (multiple computers),

Developing a Business Algorithm (multiple

computers), Apple Addresses, Lowercase

with Unmodified Apple, Cryptogram Game

for Atari, Superfont: Design Special

Character Sets on Atari, PET Repairs for

the Amateur, Micromon for PET, Self

modifying Programs in PET BASIC, Tiny-

mon: a VIC Monitor, Vic Color Tips, VIC

Memory Map, ZAP: A VIC Game.

February 1982: Insurance Inventory

(multiple computers), Musical Transposition

(multiple computers), Multitasking

Emulator (multiple computers), Disassemble

Apple Programs from BASIC, Plotting

Polar Graphs on Apple, Atari P/M Graphics

Made Easy, Atari PILOT, Put A Rainbow

in your Atari, Marquee for PET, PET Disk

Disassembler, VIC Paddles and Keyboard,

VIC Timekeeping.

March 1982: Word Hunt Game (multiple

computers), Infinite Precision Multiply

(multiple computers), Atari Concentration

Game, VIC Starfight Game, CBM BASIC

4.0 To Upgrade Conversion Kit, Apple

Addresses, VIC Maps, EPROM Reliability,

Atari Ghost Programming, Atari Machine

Language Sort, Random Music Composition

on PET, Comment Your Apple II Catalog.

April 1982: Track Down Those Memory

Bugs (multiple computers), Shooting Stars

Game (multiple computers), Intelligent

Input Subroutines (multiple computers),

Ultracube for Atari, Customizing Apple's

Copy Program, Using PET/CBM In The

High School Physics Lab, Grading Exams

on a Microcomputer (multiple computers),

Atari Mailing List, Renumber VIC Programs

The E;isy Way, Browsing the VIC Chip,

Disk Checkout for PET/CBM.

May 1982: VIC Meteor Maze Game, Atari

Disk Drive Speed Check, Modifying Apple's

Floating Point BASIC, Fast Sort For PET/

CBM, Extra Atari Colors Through Artifact-

ing, Liie Insurance Estimator (multiple

computers), PHT Screen Input, Getting The

Most Out Of VIC's 5000 Bytes.

June 1982: Outpost Game (multiple com

puters), Apple Pascal Lister, Income Property

(multiple computers), VIC Intelligent Video

disc System, Atari Disk Operating Systems,

PET/Apple Search, A Self-modifying Atari

P/M Utility, Use Atari Joysticks with VIC,

VIC/PET Program Transfers.

July 1982: Gold Miner Game (Atari and

VIC), IRA Planner (multiple computers),

Atari Video Graphics, Apple DOS Changer,

Super QuadraPET, VIC Overview, Maze

Riice (multiple computers), Direct Access

File Editor (PET and Atari), VIC Super

Expander Memory Map, Using The 6560

Video Interface Chip, PET Compactor,

Headless FORTH Metacompiiation, Test

RAM Nondestructively (multiple computers).

August 1982: The New Wave Of Personal

Computers, Household Budget Manager

(multiple computers), Word Games (multiple

computers), Color Computer Home Energy

Monitor, Intelligent Apple Filing Cabinet,

Guess That Animal (multiple computers),

PET/CBM Inner BASIC, VIC Communica

tions, KeyprintCompendium, Animation

With Atari, VIC Curiosities, Atari Substring

Search, PET and VIC Electric Eraser.

September 1982: Apple and Atari and the

Sounds ol TKON, Commodore Automatic

Disk Boot, VIC joysticks. Three Atari GTIA

Articles, Color Computer Graphics, The

Apple Pilot Language, Sprites and Sound on

the Commodore 64, Peripheral Vision Exer

ciser (multiple computers), Banish INPUT

Statements (multiple computers), Charades

(multiple computers), PET Pointer Sort,

VIC" Pause, Mapping Machine Language,

Editing Atari BASIC With the Assembler

Cartridge, Process Any Apple Disk File.

Home and Educational COMPUTING!

(Fall 1981 and Summer 1981 - count as one

back issue): Exploring The Rainbow

Machine, VIC As Super Calculator, Custom

Characters, Alternate Screens, Automatic

Line Numbers, Using The Joystick (Spacewar

Game), Fast Tape Locater, Window, VIC

Memory Map.

Back issues arc S3 each or six for S15.

Price includes freight in the US. Outside

the IS add S1 per magazine ordered for

surface postage. $4 per magazine for air

mail postage. All back issues subject to

availability.

In the Continental US call

TOLL FREE 800-334-0868
(In NC Call 919-275-9809)

Or write to COMPUTE! Back Issues, P.O.

Box 5406, Greensboro, NC 27403 USA.

Prepayment required in US funds.

MasterCard, Visa and American Express

accepted. North Carolina Residents add 4%

sales tax.
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Advertisers Index

ABComputers 110,111,182

ANALOG. Software 57

Abacus Software 94

Adam Peripherals 185

Advanced Computing Enterprises 267

Adventure International 39

Albany Typewriter & Computer 188

Aldebaran, Inc 153

The Alien Group 93

Anthro Digital Software 239

Apple Computer Inc 12,13

Apple Country Ltd 266

Applied Computer Alternatives. Inc 203

Arfon Microelectronics, U.S 71

Artworx, Inc 45

Atari, Inc 7

BIGSoftware 203

B.L.&W. 284

Batteries Included 17,239

Big Five Software 25

Bra!>derbund Software 18,19

Business Computer Systems of

New England 217

C-Mart 277

CESoftware 235

Cab-Tek,lnc 137

Cardco, Inc 85

Cleveland Consumer Computers

& Components 112

Comm Data 163

Commodore Business Machines BC

Communications Electronics 107

Compu Sense 275

Computability 273

Computer Cose Co 60

Computer Discount of America, Inc 176

Computer Express 254

Computer House 243

Computer Magic Ltd 67

Computer Mail Order 98,99

Computer Marketing

Serviceslnc 173,175,226

Computer Outlet 260,261

Computer Place 254

Computer Software Assoc 221

ComputerMat 229

Computertime, Inc 252

Comstar 278

Connecticut Microcomputer, Inc 268

Control Data 32,33

Cosmic Computers Unlimited 277

Creative Software 101

DBM 243

Data20Corp 21

Data Equipment Supply Corp 95

DataFaire 259

Dig ita (Interface Systems Co 168

Don't Ask Computer Software 37,149

Duke's Digital Den 213

Dynacomp 116,117

Dynamic Technologies 205

ECRLInc 206

Eastern House Software 217,225,269

Educational Software, Inc 23

Elcomp Publishing, Inc 257

Electronic Protection Devices 61

Embassy Computer Products 264

The Emporium 131

English Software Co 51

Eric Martin's 258

Falk-Baker Associates 267

Family Computers 274

First Star Software 241,243

Foxfire Systems, Inc 267

French Silk 103

GP Microsystems 246

Gamma Software 234

Gator Marketing Enterpnzes Inc 207

Home Technology 243

Human Engineered Software 41

IDSI 65

In Home Software 75,77,79,81

Integrated Controls 214
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IntroduceA Friend To COMPUTE! For Christmas

Save $ 10.00 Off The Newsstand Price

One year, 12 issue subscriptions your name

are $20.00 in the U.S., S25.00 (U.S. address

funds) in Canada.
CITY

PLEASE PRINT.
STATE ZfP

S payment enclosed □ Bill me later

Pleaseentermy QRENEWAL Q NEW SUBSCRIPTION <u m

same time

GIFT TO GIFT TO

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

□ Renewal

SIGN CARD

ZIP

□ New subscription

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

Q Renewal

■ <,\ c ■■!■:■

ZIP

□ New subscription

Introduce A Friend To COMPUTE! For Christmas

Save $10.00 Off The Newsstand Price

One year, 12 issue subscriptions your name

are $20.00 in the U.S., $25.00 (U.S. address

fundsj in Canada.
CITY

PLEASE PRINT.

GIFT TO

ADDPESS

CITY

STATE

n Renewal

SIGN CARD

ZIP

Q New subscription

STATE ZIP

S payment enclosed □ Bill me latei

Pleaseentermy □RENEWAL O NEW SUBSCRIPTION .d i

GIFT TO

ADDRESS

CITY ____

STATE ZIP

O Renewal □ New Mjhscuption

SIGN CARD

62D101
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WIDEN YOUR CHILD'S WORLD WITH
THIS INTRODUCTORY OFFERING.

10 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.

Now, until May 31,1983,

when ordering a lesson

at $45.00, you may order

additional lessons for

just $35.00 each. (Back

up disk is included with

each lesson at no addi

tional charge.)

Mail this form, or call

toll-free 800/233-3784.

{In California, call

800/233-3785.)

BEFORE ORDERING: CHECK TO

MAKE SURE YOUR EQUIPMENT

MEETS THESE REQUIREMENTS.

Apple II Atari Tt

PLUS 800 99/4A

Memory:

No. Of

drives
required:

Operating

System:

48K

1 disk and

controller

D.O.S.3.3

48K

1 disk and
controller

DOS- 2

32K

Memory

Expansion

1 disk and

controller

PLATO
Interpreter

Cartridge"

Will display on any color or b/w monitor

or TV compatible with your microcomputer

listed above.

•PLATO Interpreter Cartridge may be ordered

directly with the order form below. Only one per
Tl 99/4A machine is needed.

CONTROL DATA PUBLISHING CO., P.O. Box 261127, San Diego, CA 92126

SHIP TO: (Please Print)

Name

Address

City. State. Zip.

r~| Payment enclosed (Check or money order only. Make payable to Control Data

Publishing Co.).

LJ Mastercharge LJ VISA LJ American Express LJ Diners Club

Card I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I 1 I I I Expiration
Number LJ I I I I 1 1 1—1 1 1 1 ■ .1. ■ J 1 1 Dale

Your signature

(
Telephone No. J :

Please complete the following:

Quantity Title

Basic Number Facts

Whole Numbers

Decimals

Fractions

Physics: Elementary

Mechanics

French Vocabulary

Builder

German Vocabulary

Builder

Spanish Vocabulary

Builder

Computer Literacy:

Introduction

Apple* is a trademark of Apple Computer. Inc.

Atari* is a registered trademark ol Atari, Inc.
Tl» is a registered trademark ofTexas

Instruments, Inc.

Warranty available free from the Contiol Data
Publishing Co., 4455 Easlgate Mall, San Diego.

CA 92121.

For use with: (check one)

[~~] Apple II Plus

Available: Nov.'82

[~~| Atari 800

Available: Dec.'82

f~] Tl 99/4A
Available: Jan.'83

Allow 3-5 weeks for delivery.

INTRODUCTORY PRICES:

One lesson $45.00. Each additional

lesson $35.00.

_. Include PLATO Interpreter Cartridge

U for my Tl 99/4A. Price $50-00

Price for above order: $

Calif. Residents: add 6%

sates tax $

Add $2 shipping and 2 0Q

handling $ .

TOTAL PRICE: $

"1 Please send information on

lesson(s).

II not completoly satisfied, you may return all

lesson material within 10 days ol receipt for a refund.
All orders subject to acceptance. Offering expiios

May 31,1983.

Control Data Publishing Company supplies this

software under a personal license agreement raider

than lor sale. Customers obtain the right to possess

and use PLATO software by paying tfte prices

specified and agreeing to the terms and conditions

of the license agreement contained in the package.

C-12
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THE LEADING EDGE IN PRINTERS
ONE GREAT LINE. ONE GREAT WARRANTY

Finally, there's one full family of printers that covers every business or word processing application-
all from C. Itoh. a company known for packing more product into less price; and all distributed

exclusively by Leading Edge, a company known for searching out and providing that very thing.
Which means that one call to one source can get you any printer, any time you need it. for any purpose.

All backed by a full years warranty from Leading Edge, [Try that on any other line of printers.)

tx . THE PRO'S.
The Prowriters: business printers-and more. The "more" is a dot-matrix process with more dots It gives you denser,

espondence quality copy (as opposed to business quality copy, which looks like a bad job of spray-pamtinr
■ Prowriter-120 cps. 80 columns dot matrix compressable to 136.10" carriage. Parallel or serial interface.

Prowriter 2: Same as Prowriter, except 15" carriage allows full 136 columns in normal print mode.
Parallel or serial interface.

PROWRITER2

PROWRITER

THE STAR.
The Starwriter F-10. In short (or more precisely, in a sleek 6" high. 30-pound unit), it gives you more

)f just about everything-except bulk and noise-than any other printer in its price range. It's a 40 cps letter-c,
daisy-wheel with a bunch of built-in functions to simplify and speed up word processing.

It plugs into almost any micro on the market, serial or parallel.

STARWRfTKF-TO

THE MASTER.
The Printmaster F-10. Does all the same good stuff as the Starwriter except, at 55 cps, the Master does it faster.

PRINTMASTERF-1O
■ ■ ■ ■

stqbuted Exclusively by Leading Edge Products. Inc.. 225 Turnpike Street. Canton. Massachusetts 02021.
\ Call: toll-free 1-800-343-6833: or in Massachusetts call collect (6171828-8150 Telex 951-624.

'•■':"--



WHEN WEANNOUNCED
THECOMMODORE 64 FOR $595, OURCOMPETITORS

SAIDWECOULDN'T DO IT.

THAT'S BECAUSE THEYCOULDN'T DO IT.

The reason is that, unlike our competitors,
we make our own IC chips. Pius all the parts of the
computer they go into.

So Commodore can get more advanced

computers to market sooner than anybody else.

And we can get them there for a lot less money.

WHAT PRICE POWER?

For your $595" the Commodore 64™ gives
you a built-in user memory of 64K. This is hundreds

of dollars less than computers of comparable power.

Lest you think that the Commodore 64 is
some stripped-down loss leader, a look at its

available peripherals and interfaces will quickly

convince you otherwise.

SOFTWARE THAT WORKS HARD.

The supply of software for the Commodore

64 will be extensive. And with the optional plug-in

Z80 microprocessor, the Commodore 64 can

accommodate the enormous amount of software
available in CP/M?

Add in the number of programs available in

BASIC and you'll find that there are virtually no

applications, from word processing to spread

sheets, that the Commodore 64 can't handle with

the greatest of ease.

PERIPHERALS WITH VISION.

The Commodore 64 interfaces with all the

peripherals you could want for total personal

computing: disk drives, printers and a telephone

modem that's about $100, including a free hour's

access to some of the more popular computer

information services. Including Commodore's own

Information Network for users.

RUN YOUR BUSINESS BY DAY-

SAVE THE EARTH BY NIGHT.

At the end of a business day, the
Commodore 64 can go into your briefcase and ride

home with you for an evening's fun and games.

Because of its superior video quality (320x200

pixel resolution, 16 available colors and 3D Sprite

graphics), the Commodore 64 surpasses the best of
the video game machines on the market. Yet,
because it's such a powerful computer, it allows you
to invent game programs that a game machine will
never be able to play; as well as enjoy Commodore's
own video game cartridges.

ATTACK. DECAY, SUSTAIN, RELEASE.

If you're a musicologist, you already know

what an ADSR (attack, decay, sustain, release)
envelope is. If you're not, you can learn this and
much more about music with the Commodore 64's
music synthesizing features.

It's a full-scale compositional tool. Besides a
programmable ADSR envelope generator, it has 3
voices (each with a 9-octave range) and 4 wave
forms for truly sophisticated composition and play
back—through your home audio system, if you

'Manufacturers Suggested Retail Price: July f. '982. Disk drives andpnnters are not included fn prices. The 64S price may change without notice
CP/IVT is a registered trademark of Digital Research. Inc.

wish. It has sound quality you'll find only on

separate, music-only synthesizers. And graphics
and storage ability you won't find on any separate

synthesizer.

DON'T WAIT.

The predictable effect of advanced technol

ogy is that it produces less expensive, more capable

products the longer you wait.

If you've been waiting for this to happen to

personal computers, your wait is over.

See the Commodore 64 soon at your local

Commodore Computer dealer and compare it with

the best the competition has to offer.
You can bet that's what the competition will

be doing.

r Commodore Business Machines
Personal Systems Division
P.O. Box 500.Conshohocken, Pennsylvania 19428

Please send me more information on the Commodore 64™

"1

Name. .Title.

Company.

Address—

City

Zip

.State.

.Phone.

L.

t commodore

COMPUTER
CO-12


